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WE

Her creator, Helen
E. Williams, has looked down deep into the heart
and looked with an uncritical eye. That
of youth
is why her "Confessions" are so pleasantly naive.
Wilbur J. Read, journalist, has given us a vivid
picture of Cape Town in an article which he contributes to the June number.
He knows the
natives from a fourteen years' residence in South
Africa, and he impresses his readers with a sense
of the big future of that country.

hear many stories of the friendliness of
the soldiers of opposing armies, of their
comradery during a lull in battle. Such
recitals strengthen our faith in human nature;
they prove that a man is first of all a man before
he is British or French or Russian or even a German. His impulses are human; he prefers to save
In the aggregate
life rather than to destroy it.
such principles would do away with war; but while
one nation offends, others must defend and the

sorts of delightful escapades.

—

—
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of war that the
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how she should behave.
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"Now," he said, "if they ask you
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papa had carefully instructed her as to
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to

dine with them, you must say: 'No,
"
thank you, I have already dined.'
anticiIt turned out just as papa had
pated.

G^TaJ^ Woodstock
Are Always
Woodstock, Ont., Canada.

in

"Come, Marjorie," her little friend's
father had said; "you must stay and
have a bite with us."
"No, thank you," said the sma.U
"I have already
miss with dignitj-;

Business College
Demand
M. J. BROPHY,

PrincipaL

bitten."

At a

countr>' inn a

number of farmers

were discussing the potato pests. "They
ate my whole crop of potatoes in a
single week," said one.
"They ate my whole crop in two
days and then sat round on the trees
and waited for me to ^lant more," said
another.

"Well," put in a commercial traveler
merchant, "that may be, but
I'll tell you what I saw in our warehouse

for a seed

once.

I

saw four or

five beetles ex-

amining the books a week before planting time to see who had bought seed."

"My darling," she murmured, "you
were so grand, so noble, when you prome that day in the taxi
ever forget how touchingly you
spoke of your future, of the sacrifices
posed
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O. Building,

to
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I

you would make for me ? It. must
have cost you something to speak those
1
1

words."

"It did, Mabel," replied the young
man, a shadow creeping over his face.
"It cost me about two weeks' salar>'
for the hire of that taxi."

CANADA MONTHLY

CANADIAN NORTHERN
ALL THE WAY
Between

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER
Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

The

teacher was hearing the class in
Nature. Trying to impress upon the
children's minds the horror of cruelty
to animals she told the following story:
"Once a farmer went out to milk a
cow and a little calf switched the man
in the eye with its tail.
The man took
out his knife and cut off the calf's tail.
Now, children, what verse in the Bible
should that man have remembered ?"
Of course she had reference to "Blessed are the merciful," but Phlilip had
another answer:
"What God hath joined together,
let no man put asunder."

The following advertisements have
actually appeared in newspapers:
Wanted For summer, a cottage for
a small family with a good drainage.

and Edmonton.
Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

And

all

LEAVE TORONTO

All

Don't go

P.M.

Modern Equipment.
Reliable Express Service.

Widow in comfortable circumstances
wishes to marry two sons.

Come

10.45

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRmAY

—

Annual sale now on.
where to be cheated.

important points in Western Canada
and The Pacific Coast.

Through

tickets to all points

Agent, or write

else-

and

No more trudging off to the
public garage in dripping
wet or snow. Just step out
of your door and there you

—

have

A man

be slightly deaf, appeared at the door.
"Madam, your house is on fire."
"What did you say ?"
The man began dancing up and
down. He pointed above. "I said
your house is a fire
Flames bursting
out
No time to lose !"
"What did you say ?"
"House afire
Quik, !"
The lady smiled. "Is that all ?"
she said sweetly.
"Well," replied the man, hopelessly,
"that's all I can think of just now."
!

!

!

Below

is given a copy of an inscripthat adorned a board fence in

Kent:
"Notis If any man's or woman's
cows get into these here oats, his or
her tail will be cut off as the case mav
^

be."

it.

Your own,

proof, artistic

was walking along the street,
and saw a house on fire. He rushed
across the street and rang the bell.
After some time a lady, who proved to

—

Man.

I^^iwetiient for ffdj^

—

_

from Local
King

!

—

tion

berth reservations

General Passenger Department, 68

Toronto, Ont., or Union Station, Winnipeg,

Street, E.,

here
To be disposed of, a small phaeton,
the property of a gentleman with a
movable headpiece as good as new.
Bulldog for sale. Will eat anything.
Very fond of children.
Wanted A boy to be partly outside and partly behind the counter.
Lost Near Highgate, an umbrella
belonging to a gentleman with a bent
rib and a bone handle.

to

fire-

and durable

garage.
"PERFECT/
ALL-METAL
easy for a woman to get the car in
Plenty of
herself, with comfort.
room to get around, clean and sanitary,
Pedlar's Garages are well lighted, easily
ventilated and do not harbor noxious
odors. Sizes and styles to suit any car
and harmonize with your home and surroundings. Portable all steel frame and
covering. Cannot burn.
Your dealer will gladly show you the Pedlar
Garages and how easily anyone can put them
up in a few hours. Or write today- for the

make

it

and out

Perfect Garage Booklet

C

W

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED
EstabliBhed 1861
Executive Office and Factories; Oshawa. Ont.
London,
Toronto,
Branohei:- Montreal,
Ottawa.

NEW

$3.00

AUTOMATIC ADDER

Absolutely accurate, quickly and easily operated, durably
made. All metal casing. Capacity, $999,999.99.
New unique
principle. Saves time, brain work, and eliminates errors. Thousands
of pleased owners. Biggest va -^. ever ofTered in an adder. Guaranteed accurate for one year.
Makes adding easy for anyone. Sent
prepaid for $3.00. Order to-day. Agents wanted.

BENVIN SPECIALTY

CO., Toronto. Ontario.

:
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HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY
a necessary Spring task in every well-reguThe Winter's accumulation of dust and dirt
lated household.
must be removed. Woodwork, floors and furnitu're must be

House cleaning

is

Anything that will lessen the work
but give best results will be welcomed by every housewife.

cleaned and polished.

Ethel, aged nine, paying a visit to
Nell, told of a birthday party she
had attended the day before. "And
Mabel, who gave the party, said to me:
'Oh, Ethel, you've got on the same
party the last
dress you wore to
time.
I suppose your mother couldn't
afford to buy you a new dress this
"

Aunt

my

eaar
Polish
(Made

year.'

Aunt Nell laid her hand caressingly
on Ethel's blond curls and gently asked
"Of course, dear, you didn't remain at
the party after that

Canada)

in

and polishes at the one operation. It removes
the accumulated dirt and scum from floors, furniture and
woodwork, and at the same time polishes gives a high,
hard, dry, lasting lustre.
It does not cover up the dirt
it
removes it. Seeming blemishes disappear, and the original
beauty of the grain is brought out.
dusts, cleans

—

And

it

—

gets these wonderful

with surprisingly

little

results

rubbing.

Take

a bottle home on. trial to-day. It is
guaranteed satisfaction or money

—

back.

A gallant Tommy, having received
from England an anonjonous gift of
socks, entered them at once, for he was
about to undertake a heav>- march.
He was soon prey to the most excruciating agony, and when, a mere cripple,
he drew off his footgear at the end of a
terrible day, he discovered inside the
toe of the sock what had once been a
stiff

writing paper,

benediction:

"God

of this pair of socks

Channell Chemical Co. Limited

SORAUREN

AVE.,

slapped her

I

now

re-

duced to pulp, and on it appeared in
bold, feminine hand the almost illegible

Order from your dealer.

369

^If a little girl

"tipies have changed.
face and stayed."

piece of

SIZES 25c TO $3.00.

?

had made such a remark to me when I
was your age I should ha\'e gone right
home."
"Well, Aunt Nell," Ethel replied,

TORONTO,

the wearer

bless
!"

Yells from the nursery brought the
who found the baby gleefully
pulling small Billy's curls.
"Never mind, darling," she com"Baby doesn't know how it
forted.

mother,

hurts."

Peerless Poultry Fencing
A

A

real fence, not netting. Strongly
made and closely spaced, a complete barrier
Keeps the small
against animals of any kind.
chicks confined. They can't get through. Does
all and more than is required of a poultry fence.

Half an hour later wild shrieks from
the baby made her run again to the
nurser>'.

"Why, Billy," she cried, "what is
?"
the matter with baby
said Billy, calmmuzzer,"
"Nothing,
ly;

"only

now he knows."

steel top and bottom wires
intermediate laterals will hold a carelessly

The heavy, hnrd
with

backed wagron or unruly animal and immediately spring back into shape.

The wires are held totrether at each
tersection by tlie Peerless Lock.

in-

Send

for Catalogue
of nearest agent. We
make a complete line of farm and
ornamental fencing. We now have

and address

agents nearly everywhere, but
will appoint others in all unassigned territory. Write for
caUilo^ue to<lay.

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE
FENCE CO.. Ltd.,
WINNIPCC, MAN.
HAMILTON, ONT.

county statesman began a toast
wedding with the remark:
have seen girls so timid and
shrinking that they were afraid to go
bathing for fear that they might
drown, afraid to go rowing for fear the
boat might upset, afraid to go driving
for fear the horse would run off, and
afraid to help with the housework for

A

at a
"I

fear of injuring themselves internally

but

I

never >et saw a

afraid to get married."

girl

who was

—
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"Silver
r Gloss

More

Lingerie and Skirts
Table Linen more Sheets
and Pillow Cases more Curtains

than

of

"Crown Brand"

'Lily White" Corn Syrups
Benson's Corn Starch.

any

with

other

Your grocer has

CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL, CARDINAL,
BRANTFORD, FORT WILLIAM
Makers

—

starched

are

THE CANADA STARCH

Mclanchoh- Aunt Clara from the
country had the habit of Hstening to
the big clock on the town hall in the
village where she was visiting and ex-

Blouses,

— more

•

—

"Silver

starch

in

Gloss,"

Canada.

it.

_

Laundry

and
and
233

.

claiming every time it struck:
"Eternity draws one hour nearer."
Clarence was very much impressep
with that solemn reflection. One day
the big clock got out of order. While
repairing it the workmen made it strike
every few minutes. Clarence heard it
with bulging eyes.
"Oh, Aunt Clara," he said, excitedly,
"eternity has got a move on to-day."

Starch

—So you are engaged to Miss
understand
Tom — am.
hardly know whether
Jack—Well,
Jack

Gotrox,

?

I

I

I

to congratulate you or not.
She is very
exacting, I hear, and if you marry her
you will have to give up drinking and

smoking.

Tom— Oh,

well,

it

don't marry her,
to give up eating.
If I

might be worse.
probably have

I'll

The head of a certain well known
family was recently approached by his
son, just nearing his majority.
"Father," said he, "I want to have a
I
talk with you concerning my future.
have decided to become an artist.
objections ?"
scratched his head, reflectively, and replied:
"Well, no my
son provided, of course, you don't

Have you any
The old man

—

draw on me."

"Now,
want you

Silas," said the speaker, "I
to be present when I deliver

"Yassuh."
"I want you to start the laughter and
applause.
Every time I take a drink
of water, you applaud, and every time
I wipe my forehead with my handkerchief, you laugh."
"You better switch dem signals,
boss.
It's a heap mo' liable to make
me laugh to see you standin' up dar
deliberately takin' a drink o' water."

"Where. I stayed

man

ASSINIBOINE

Overlord of peak, glacier and avalanche in THE CANADIAN PACIFIC ROCKIES, neighbor to Banff, with its Hot

home comforts.
None better. Make

Springs Hotel luxuriously up-to-date, solid in

this speech.

hired

PROUD OLD

last summer a green
tried to kiss me.
He said

he had never kissed a girl in his life,
-"
and
"What did you tell him ?"
"I told him that I was no agricultural
experiment station."

—

Everything Canadian Pacific Standard
the Canadian Pacific Hotels your home this summer. Drive,
ride, tramp, climb mountains, canoe, play golf and tennis.

BANFF-LAKE LOUISE-FIELD-GLACIER-BALFOUR
Don't miss them on your western trip. Reached by the
Canadian Pacific. For further particulars of these cool
summer places call or write for Booklet to any C. P. R. agent.
A. O.

SEYMOUR,
General Tourist Agent,

MONTREAL.

CANMIAN/J
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A

Great National
Public UtiUty

That concerns all merchants
and all people
'T^HE

original Cash Register rang a bell, indicated and recorded the amount of the purchase. It benefited the merchant only.
In a third of a century this old model has developed into
a Cash Register that directly benefits every man, woman, and
child who spends money in a store.
This new Cash Register equally concerns every merchant
and clerk, every banker and wholesaler in this land.
It furnishes every customer with a receipt or sales-slip.
•*•

It

On
made

prints
this

on
is

this the

also

amount paid or charged.

printed

the date

of

the sale and

who

it.

It forces
It

It
It

a duplicate, printed record for the merchant.
prevents disputes over charges and bills paid.
saves shoppers' time.
gives the merchant all his profits. It gives him more

money
It

for his family.

promotes more and quicker

sales.

protects each clerk against making errors and against the
mistakes of others.
It rewards, the diligent clerk by telling his employer which
one makes the largest number of sales and which one gets
the greatest amount of business.
It assures the banker additional security for the money he
loans the merchant.
It gives the wholesaler additional assurance that the merchant will have money to pay his bills.
It furnishes the banker and the wholesaler mechanical evidence that the merchant's statement of his business is correct.
It

It is

a business
necessity

Merchants!
We

have new 1916
modeli that give this perfect service.

Write us today or see our
agent in your city tmd learn
how you can secure one of these

NCR
5&RVIEE

public service machines.
Liberal allowances will be made for
old National Cash Registers that were
good in their day, but do not so completely protect you or give the valuabl<'
service our 1916 models do. Address Dcpt. T2

lOOK FOR THIS SIGN
II*

T_HE

WINDOW

The National Cash

Register
TORONTO. CANADA

Company

—

.
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Duke's Son: Cook's Son
By Barbara Behan
Illustrated

by W. B. Timlin
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TWO men

stepped hurriedly out of the War Office, and
hansom to take them to the Euston

hailed a passing
Street Station.

They were an incongruous couple, even in these significant times, and the passers-by turned and looked after
them with more than a momentary interest.
Gerald Baring, V. C, in the full regimentals of the
Coldstream Guards, was imposing always; but with
the bent, shrunken and white headed figure in its
long, flowing cassock, at his side, the two men made an unconscious, though none the less effective tableau for the
London crowd
It was evident by
their faces that the

perience one minute of revulsion, how everything could be
in that minute that has taken a year of hard,
strenuous work to bring about !"
His companion looked thoughtful.
"Yes, I had thought of it," he admitted, "but I did not
This this
see the seriousness of the situation until now.
matter," he nodded in the direction of the Dean's pocket,
"happens to come at the psychological moment, so to speak,
when Sir Julian has the populace where, by the turning of a
hair, the sentiment may come toppling about our ears like a

undone

—

is what you mean, eh ?"
nodded.
Baring coughed, looked at his companion furtively,
then out of the window, and then back at his companion

The

their

manner and the expression on
the same errand,

men were bound on

yet they spent twenty minutes of that heavy, grey, foggy
day, seated side by side in the long, narrow railway carriage,
without once addressing each other.
It was the Dean who spoke first.
"I have known Julian ever since he was put into my
arms to be christened. That was fifty-five years ago, and
yet, I have not the slightest idea how he is going to take
this," he crackled a piece of paper in his yjocket as he spoke.
"It is said that he is a very singular man," returned
Baring, "one of the comments made upon him when he
entered Parliament was, that just about the time you were
positive he was going to do one thing, he would be sure to do
the opposite, entirely."
"That is very like him," mused the other, "and that is
why I am concerned about this matter. Baring," he turned
and faced his fellow passenger abruptly, "do you realize
what it means to us to England as to how
Do you realize does anyone
Julian takes it ?
realize, the immense power this man has over the
English mind at the present moment, this particularly crucial moment ?
And should he ex-

—

—

—

—

Copyright. 1916, by the

That

house of cards.
older

man

again.

The

old

was passing
meet it.

it

Dean smiled

to himself as though he

in the other

—

knew what

man's mind and was ready to

—

"Can't we could it ?" stammered Baring.
"Don't say it, Gerald," the older man said kindly, "no,
cannot be done. He has the right to know and, at

—

Every man has."
He patted the younger man's arm

once.

softly

and

tried to

catch a glimpse of his face in the carriage window towards
which it was turned.
"But Sir Julian is fanatical on fhe subject. He has
given every minute of his time to this work. He has turned
himself over to it, body and soul, and works with the
There can be no reason
ferocity of a demon, in this cause.
for alarm," insisted Baring, as though conscious of something in his mind that required a steady and
persistent denial.

"Yes, and all the more reason for my fear.
There is something hectic, abnormal unusual,
about the way Julian is throwing himself into

VANDERHOOF-CUNN COMPANY LIMITED.

—

All rights reserved.
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—

work that makes mc fearful unfeel that it is
I
certain al)out him.
something more than patriotism. I
stand in the position where I do not
know what he is going to do ne.\t," and
then, with a sudden realization of his
calling, "but it lies in the hands of
this

God, and here we are

As
train

!"

they descended, they saw that a

had

just pulled into the

Wool-

wich Dockyard Station, filled with
laughing young soldiers, on their way
from the training camp to London
where they were to join the army "at
the front.
The carriages were locked, but they
leaned their strong bodies out of the

—

doors and windows their boyish faces
aglow with enthusiasm, as they shouted
greetings all along the line.
Their good humored remarks and
sallies brought an irrepressible smile
even to the lips of the stoical guard,

which that individual wiped off carefully, however, into his moustache.
And to the eager crowd of men, women
and children on the other side of the
fence, they represented some one of
every emotion felt by the human family
It mattered
since the world began.
not that these men were no kin to them.
They were the living representatives
of their own, and the recent mourning

Another train slowed up. Before it
had stopped, hundreds of people had
swarmed out of the carriage and were
crowding over the little platform until
it was one black, mass of struggling,
swaying humanity.
"What's the row ?" enquired a commercial traveller, as he looked around
for a porter to take his bag, and found

ence now, sir. Want to 'ear 'im ?"
He put the question eagerly, as a
vision of himself, wiping his lips and
de.scending the back stairs of the
"Prince Albert" came to him.
The Dean, who, with his comi)anion,
had been standing near, walked over ta
the cabby before his fare had a chance
to answer.

none.

"What is the name of the gentleman
holding the meeting, do you know ?
Is he speaking for enlistment ?"
"Yes, sir, that's 'im. 'E says as 'ow
if the men don't enlist, it is goin' to
mean conscription.
Sure, and the
country 'as gone to the dogs if they

A
fare,

ruddy faced cabby, looking for a
grasped the bag, pushed the man

gently into the four wheeler standing
by the curb, before he answered the
question.
"Haint no row, sir. Just one of

them Member
in'

of

Parlyment men

a meetin' outside

the

'old-

Prince Al-

worth 'earin', 'e is. These
folks" waving a fat hand towards the
crowd now headed in one direction,
bert.

" 'as

'E's

come a long ways

to 'ear 'im."

leaned over confidentially as a
thin woman carrying a heavy
tall,
portmanteau in one hand and grasping
tightly an umbrella in the other, strode
determinedly down the street, declining

He

all offers

of assistance.

"That lady there, sir. She's come
all the way from Sheffield to 'ear 'im.
She's one of them suffragettes, but I
it don't make no differtell yer wot

—

displayed by the attire of most of
the women would indicate that a
representative would be about the most
they would get out of this war
So
they came down to see the soldiers off
In the carriage next the engine, a
band was playtng "The Girl I Left
Behind Me," while on the end of the
train, another one was tootling merrily

if^^RS«sm

!

!

away

"Tipperar>" until, in their
keep up with the demands of
the soldier boys, they ended in one
hideous medley of discords and horrors.
Baring and his companion passed
down the platform, nodding and
returning the many greetings from
at

them

!"

them

whispered

!

the

God help
Dean to

himself, while his fingers convulsively twitched among the folds of
the document in his pocket.

its

men

un-

demanded

was

taking.

was not far, and in the distance,
they could see the immense crowds
gathered below the tall, lean figure of a
man wearing pince nez, who was standing on an improvised platform made of
It

wooden

boxes, and talking ver\' ear-

nestly.

He had chosen the noon hour for his
speech as the time when the arsenals,
the dockyards and the warehouses, let
out the men for dinner, and the nature
of his audience showed that he had
chosen wisely. He had also shown
good jufigment in selecting the "Prince
Albert" for his meeting place. It was
in the central part of the town and
was the place where all the workingmen came for their bread and cheese

very
itself
speaker communicated
quickly to" his hearers, and the noise
slowly died down, and they were inter-

A

dead silence fell over the
crowd as the old man lifted his
hands in a mute prayer "for these
Thy children," and then, the gay
laughter broke forth once more,
and the train pulled out.

?"

!

!

the

name

And the effect was
of his audience.
At first,
noticeable on the crowd
they were noisy and rather jeering, as a
throng of English workingmen are apt
to be, at a man taking a public stand,
but the wonderful magnetism of the

and

!" and the old
My
clergyman moved swiftly over to

and

his

He was not speaking rhetorically;
but he addressed the people before
him, quietly and sincerely, as though
he were putting up a serious question,
personally, to each individual member

admonitions.
"My son
Son

the carriage,
covered.

is

Baring, rather impatiently.
"Dacres, sir. Sir Julian Dacres.
'E lives 'ereabouts."
Baring looked at the clergyman who,
dropping a coin in the cabman's palm,
started off in the direction the crowd

form.

"Fayther, and won't yer be
comin' over the while and givin'
us a blissin'," called a blue eyed
Irish boy, as he caught sight of the
familiar cassock, and thought of
his three hours' old confession

do that."

"What

and beer.
Three barmaids, standing on the
steps, rosy cheeked and with high,
frizzed fringes, mutely testified to the
fact that the public house was empty,
and this unconscious tribute was
noticed by the Dean and his companion as they drew near, and they commented upon it. Then they gave
their attention to the man on the plat-

efforts to

the soldiers.
"God help

'ave to

They stood among the roes bushes,
quiet,

fragrant English garden,

in that

with

their

heads uncovered, and watched her until she
had passed into the house and was out of sight

ested and attentive.
"I am not going to fling our beloved
it is
It is old
Nelson's speech at you.
You are probably tired of heartrite.

—

.
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"Father, I don't want to go. I am not afraid.
know that. I don't want to go to this war.

ing

it

fore

— tired

you on

of having it flaunted beever>' occasion when you

make a sacrifice, but let
your mind what Tennyson,
beloved, said, on one occasion,

are asked to

me
no

call to

less

once or twice in our F"air
Island's story,
The path of Duty was the way to

"Not

Glory,"

old

—

is

somewhere

in

I
I

am

don't

11

not a coward.

want

to kill

France" he said

briefly.

The two fathers gazed into each
other's eyes; then the older man took
a deep breath, as one who had gazed
into something and found it fair.
three boys. Mister,"
"Yer'll get
he said straightening up, "if I 'ave to

my

whip 'em

all

way

the

to the recruitin'

office."

and remember, when you are asked to

am

going to
make
ask you to make it, remember that it
was asked of your forefathers, generations back, who made it possible for
you to be here, now."
this sacrifice, as

A weazened

little

old

I

man pushed

his

the crowd and shook his
finger at the speaker, tauntingly.
"Hev yer got any children of yer
own ?" he shouted, "where are yer
own sons ?"

way through

Shame !" cried one of
"Shame
Kngland's most prominent suffragettes
the tall woman with the portmanteau.
The speaker turned white, and an
odd look passed over his face, but he
bent down until he could almost touch
his tormentor.
"My only child my nineteen year
!

—

—

"It is your part of the price of an
inviolate Englartd," the speaker ari-

swered,
speech

and then went on with

his

The Dean staggered back and with
one hand clutching a long white paper,
he pushed his way out of the crowd.
"Your part of the price of an inOh, Julian, Julian,
violate England
how will you pay your part ?" he half
whispered, as he leaned heavily on
Baring's arm.
"We cannot tell him yet. We must
wait until he has finished his speech,"
said the Dean, "and then we will go to
him. The afternoon papers have it by
this time and he must not see it, yet.
We must not leave him alone until he
knows."
"What do you fear most ?" asked
!

You

anyone

Baring in a low voice, while his eyes
sought the impassioned figure on the
platform.

"Many things," answered his companion laconically, 'an absolute collapse,
for one thing, and for another
", his
voice trailed off into an ominous silence.

—

'

"You

don't

mean

— ?"

demanded

Baring hoarsely.

The old man nodded.
"The boy was everything

to Julian.

For years, there were no children and
Julian suffered then, horribly, at the
thought that the name would die out
with him as it will, now. Then,
when this boy did come, the father
was beside himself with delight. He
was silent, quiet and undemonstrative,
but underneath that grim
always;
suppres-sion, was all the intensity and
passion of an Italian. Julian wor/ know that !"
shipped his son.
"Oh, this must not be," broke out

—

Baring excitedly, "under no circummust such a thing happen.

stances

Think of the diasastrous effect it woukl
have throughout the Empire. Think
of the blanket it would throw upon
enlistment

!"

Continued on page 49.

— —

Jumping the Theatrical Hurdles
Being the adventures and misadventures of
a four act Canadian play as recounted by the author

Illustrated
^^iliilf'ilVff:

'-"t-^

no apology

for

hav-

ing written a play.
It is a
national failing.
To begin at the beginning,
which is always a safe way
to start a story, the play
was written in North Bay.

Circumstances
I

missed

my

had

over which

lost control

train) compelled

(I

me

had
to re-

main

there over Sunday.
don't know why I should have decided to write a play unless the Bacteria Dramatica was getting in its first
deadly work, but I called for paper,
ink and pen, after the manner of a
literary King Cole, and started in.
AH day Saturday and Sunday I wrote.
The negro porter was impressed. I
allowed him to read part of it. He was
still impressed.
I gave him a quarter.
He wanted to read some more of it but
I refused.
On looking back, I don't
consider that twenty-five cents was
exorbitant.
After some deliberation I named the
play "The Feminist." Briefly the plot
I

—

was

as follows:

There

were

five

principal

charac-

ters.

Dorothy Heatherington (The Femininherits a Newspaper and because

ist)

she is tired of society life takes charge
of the paper, falls in love with a mayoralty candidate named Forest, and to
show her love for him defeats him at
the polls, and then marries him.
Forest,
see above.
Dick Hardy, the drunken editor who
turns out to be a hero.
(All inebriates
emerge heroically on the stage.) He
helps Dorothy to annihilate Forest
but feels terribly upset because he once

—

deserted,

Lucy Meadows,
with rotten
12

Arnold Worth

iiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MAKE

lines

—

a dear little thing
(we refer to the dia-

by

iiiiiiiiininiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiFiiii

logue)

who

is

restored

by Dorothy

to

JIardy once again.
Mr. E. Spencer Heatherington,
Dorothy's upcle was the villain, and
he was a very villain in good sooth
The language he used was so violent
that my pen spluttered when I wrote it.
There were eight or nine minor
characters including such original stage
creations as a comic Irish servant etc.,
!

etc.
If I remember rightly, the play set
out to prove that a woman with her
intuitive power could be a tremendous

At any rate it
was very complimentary to women,
force in

Man's world.

not that I belie\'ed half of it, but I
figured that seventy-five per cent, of
the theatrical audiences were feminine.
I even wrote
It was a real play.
instructions, like a literary tailor, on

how

to

dress the stage.

It

was

all

could have gone into
rehearsal without a change,
I thought.
I brought the thing home.
I
took it to a public stenographer
and dictated it. Sh(% was impressed.
I was the first author she had ever met
with a bank account. I explained
that writing was merely my preoccupation,
not my occupation.
We enjoyed that play. Anything
she didn't understand I explained to
her.
By the bye, it wouldn't be a bad
idea for the author to sit at one side
of the stage at a professional production
and give a running commentary on the
play.
Of course in these days when
life is held so cheap it might be a bit

complete.

It

—

—

Like an answer from the gods Adele
Blood appeared on the horizon and
offered a thousand dollars cash for a
Canadian Play
Adele was playing a season of stock
at Shea's Theatre and was consumed
with a deep and burning desire to discover a Canadian Playwright. Compared to her passion for discovery that
of Christopher Columbus was but a
whim. Good advertising ? Nothing
of the sort.
Miss Blood was the only
and original genuine uplifter of the
!

Drawma.
decided to let Adele have the play.
be true the part wouldn't suit her,
but that was not a serious obstacle.
American Actors never act the Author's
characters,
they merely act themselves.
The only and original Adele
could do anything from Little Eva to
I

To

—

Lady Macbeth and

the net result

—

was

always the same, Adele.
Miss Blood therefore received "The
Feminist".

Three weeks

later

I

met her

at a

social function.

my

"Did 3'ou read
play ?" I asked.
"I did" said the dear thing "It is
very clevah. Some day you ought to
land."
I sought a corner to think it out.
"Some day I ought to land." What
did she consider me, a derelict on the
sea of drama, or was I to land in the
sense that Jack Johnson landed on Jim

—

jaw ?
was puzzled.

Jeffrie's

But the question was,—how to get it
produced.
To write a play requires some ability,
but to sell a play requires genius.
How was I to get the wretched thing

Nevertheless I was
encouraged. It does not take much
to encourage an amateur playwright.
"The Feminist" did not win the
prize.
The thousand dollars of honestto-good ness gold was awarded to a
Mr. Osborne for his three act masterpiece entitled "The Madonna of the

produced

Louvre."

precarious.

?

I

—
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Some enterprising soul
discovered that Mr. Osborne was a member of
Miss Blood's company.
Her defence was, that

this

Mr. Osborne was a Canahad been born

was showing it to a Mr.
L
a famous author who
had three plays running

time with some reason.
had penetrated, even so
slightly, that magic sphere
1

"theatrical

dian, that he
in

Kingston, Ontario, but

had had the good sense
leave

solved Sex."
"Gord," said Mr.

ject.

ann

long

of of coincidence

had suffered a compound
fracture.

and

sharpened their wits
prepared
for
the

premiere.

And what

"The Daughter
House?"

!

—

But Destiny was at work. A friend
of mine gave me an introduction to a
Mr. H
a New York theatrical
manager who happened to be in Toronto at the time. Mr. H
was exceedingly courteous. He would be
,

very glad to read my play but as he
always gave at least three hours to a
manuscript he would have to take it
to New York.
"The Feminist" took its first trip to
received a letter

H

''Your play" he wrote, "is very interesting and considerably above the
average.
Its faults are faults of construction.
Your election scene in the
third act has been done so often before,
in fact I rehearsed a play last
year with exactly the same situation.
Your dialogue is excellent and your
characters splendidly drawn, especially the girl (Dorothy) and the news-

—

—

paixT
here,

to

man
if

you

(Hardy). I am keeping
will allow me, to refer

Miss B

—

'

and producer).

it
it

prominent actress
shall write you very

(a
I

soon again."

Again

I

felt

encouraged and

I

think

my

style

or else

the dialogue.

"The Feminist" returned

—

—

I

of treating a subNaturally he would

he would write that way.
He would probably steal
my idea and leave me with

from

"Woman and Superwoman ?"
had fled.
But Mr. G

After it was over, presuming, on
my acquaintanceship with the dear
lady,
I wrote her a letter.
"Dear Miss Blood,
"Please return my play.
I
quite
realize its inferiority to Mr. Osborne's
masterpiece.
'My God' only appears
in my play twice."
On thinking it over, I consider that
that letter bordered on the sarcastic.
The play came back and for three or
four weeks I retired into private life.

from Mr.

the

of

"Hellup!"

curses,
re-e-e-venge, and meoldrama that was
so mellow- that it,
but enough

the Metropolis. *
In three weeks

think of

'Milady Modernist'?"
"Awful."

a premiere it
and thunder,

—

own way
not like

"What do you

Blood

was.

G—

honified.

The Toronto dramatic
critics

how

"It doesn't matter

had

been
over-worked.
In fact they felt that the

he

bad your play is as long as
you have a good title."
I suggested "The Un-

there

cidence.
The public felt that the
long arm of coincidence

York."

later that

on the boards at the time.
I
wrote to Mr. H
informing him that I did
not wish my play to be
shown to another author.
Every playwright had his

to

while yet a
youth. He had entered the
play under a
nom de
plume. His winning the
contest was merely a coin-

New

He wrote

A

New

York.

little

later

came from Mr.

a

H

letter

stat-

ing that Mr. L
had
read the play and while he
considered that it displayed much
promise that in its present form it
would not do.
He did not think
that Mr. L
stole anything.
If
I
cared to rewrite the play and
submit it again to him he would
be glad to reconsider it. In the meantime he had the honor to be my very
truly.
I put "The Femina trunk and forgot about it.
On looking back, I cannot repress a
genuine feeling of gratitude to Mr.
He could have made me Idok
H
rather foolish if he had wished.
In the interim, some friend of mine
who had a copy of the play, sent it to
I

did not reply.

ist" in

.

Margaret Anglin.
After reading

Miss Anglin
decided to try a
revival of Shakeit.

speare.

Her manager
wrote

me

a very

That night Mr G
beckoned to me mysteriously and took me
to the front of the the-

atre.

he.

"Behold

The

!"

said

bill-boards

smote me in the eye
nice letter.
He
stated that Miss
Anglin liked the play, but
it did not suit her require-

ments. She hoped that it
would be produced very
soon and wished me success.
He did not suggest any

changes in it.
don't
I
think he could have read it.
I
decided to produce
"The Feminist" with am-

and as a preliminary step took it out of the
trunk.
A prominent Toronto
Dramatic sociel\
ateurs,

had already produce
three one act plays of
mine and it was this organization which was to pro-

this new
effort
of
my pen.
The general director of this society
was a young man of discernment. He

duce

had never refused a play of mine.
The mere fact that I happened to
be the general director does not alter
the fact that he was a man of discernment.
We held one rehearsal, there being
eight amateur Thespians present.
That night I wrote eight letters, informing the cast that "The Feminist"
had changed her mind. She was going
back to the trunk. I had no idea that
a group of innocent young people
could commit such atrocities to an unoffending manuscript.
For several months "The Feminist"
remained in obscurity. It would probably be there yet if Miss Percy Hasweli had not come back to Toronto for
another season of stock.
I met her assistant stage manager
and told him about the play. He read
it.
He said he liked it, but would suggest some changes for instance, the last
act was all wrong.
He gave the play to Miss Haswell.
She read it and sent for me. It was
while she was playing "Stop Thief"
and she had a very light part. With a
bosom friend who endures my writings
and steals my cigars, I was ushered into
Miss Haswell 's dressing room.
If I may digress for a moment I
would like to pay a sincere tribute to
Miss Percy Haswell as a woman. During the weeks following I saw her frequently and under many trying conditions, but her natural patience and
sweet courteousncss never left her.

She treated her company as ladies
and gentlemen and was as loyal to
Toronto and Canada as any member
Her sympathy with
of her audience.

—
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the Canadian troops was genuine and
unaffected. There have been few finer
characters on the stage than Miss Percy
Haswcll.
She decided to produce the play
wanted some changes.
hut,
The first act was too short and all
the curtains were given to the leading
man. To the uninitiated undramatic
to give a curtain to an actor
reader,
is to brand him as the leading actor.
Also she thought the play would be
better with an unhappy ending.
I received my first dramatic thrill.

—

—

One

my

of

dreams has always been

to

write a play with an unhappy ending.
1
felt that such a privilege was only
accorded established playwrights.
companion and I sought the air
and eventually drifted into the late
lamented King's Cafe, that place of
merriment where one indulged in a
Imagine a Cabaret
"boozele.ss jag".
with nothing stronger to drink than

table

He

"Why

!

Oblivious

to

the dancers

and the

melancholy merry-makers we discussed
the play.
"I've got it"

I

said,

pounding the

——

can get over a broken heart,"

replied sententiously "But a
vanity is invariably fatal."
"Then he dies ?"
I

wounded

I
sighed.
It is always difficult to
explain the obvious.
"As far as the
play is concerned he is a dead one," I

admitted.
He sipped a

"Go on" he
"Well,"

.sup of

sparkling Postum.

refilling

my

glass

.

—

depths and left him falling into Dorothy's arms.
Miss HasI
then met Mr. G
well's manager, to discuss arrangethough a Kcntuckments. Mr. G
ian, looked as if he might have stepped
from a Dickensian novel. He had a
shrewd simplicity in his manner that
was at once as.suring and impressive.
"Miss Haswell says you have a good
play" said Mr. G
Had he
I was glad she thought so.

resumed, reckless of the

midnight hour,

.

—

said.

I

.

—

?"

"A man

—

she steps forward, her hands touch
the table, very slowly she says these
words, 'And the price of it all is.
LONELINESS.' Then she falls into a
chair,
her head sinks into her arms
and a slight .sob is heard, then the
curtain.
What do you think of it ?"
"Have you got another cigarette ?"
was the unimpassioned reply.
The following evening we submitted
the new version to Miss Haswell. She
had exercised her prerogative as a
woman and had changed her mind.
She did not think we would dare to
produce a new play with an unhappy
ending.
We .sought our typewriter once more,
recalled Forest from the abys.smal

"This is it" I went on, "Dorothy has
kept Forest from the mayoralty by the
opposition of her newspaper. Therefore, although he iS in love with her, he
goes away and leaves her forever."

My

Cocoa

vehemently with a salt cellar.
leaned over the table.

of

"Dorothy has restored Hardy to
Lucy and has 'just said good-bye to
Forest for ever. She glances at the

milk,

,

window, ^the stage darkens, church
chimes strike in the distance, she
thinks for a moment how much she has
accomplished for a woman, how she
has brought purity into civic politics,
how she has reformed Hardy, then

—

—

—

.

read

it ?

was
read it ?" Mr. G
astonished "What would I read it for ?"
I admitted that the idea was absurd.

"Me

G

"Say," Mr.

dential in his manner,
the solar system did
title ?"

became confi"Where under
you get that

"I think "The Feminist" is
cellent tide."
"I think

heard

the worst

it's

my

in

life," said

an ex-

title

I

Mr.

G

ever

does it mean ?"
endeavored to unfold to him the
meaning of Feminism. It was my
first attempt to explain the inexplicable.
"Say," he said, when I had" finished,
"I once took a play out called 'Logan's
changed its
I
Luck.' We starved.
name to "Human Hordes' and we made
a fortune out of it."

"What
I

I
was appropriately astonished. I
murmured something about giving a
'

dog a bad name,
"Say." Mr. G
in

mv button

etc.

hole,

entwined his finger
put on a play

"We

and we couldn't get
the theatre to break
renamed it the 'Glad
half a million out of

called 'The Zebra'

enough people

in

We

the echo.
Eye', and

made

it."
?
I wonder where theatrical profits go
Perhaps they are paid in stage money.
"It doesn't matter how bad your

encouragingly,
play is" said Mr. G
"As long as you've got a good title."
I suggested "The Unsolved Sex."

"Gord

!"

said

Mr.

"What do you

K

G
think

,

Modernist' ?"
I

cared

to rewrite

glad to reconsider

it.

the play and submit
I put

The Feminist

it

again to him he would be

in the trunk

and forgot about

it

"Awful

horrified.

of

!"

Continued on page 52.
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could get along without
hinted Maria.
Her
little old eyes searched Isabella's
beautiful face with ill-concealed anxiety.
It was not necessary to conceal her
facial expression from Isabella, and it
was well, since she had to conceal so
many other things.
"Without Hannah
Maria, are you
going daft ? Was there ever a time
when the Weatherbees got along without a maid
Would you have the
neighbors think the family is deteriorating ?"
The stately little speech fell
with perfect naturalness from the

Hannah/'

I
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An Understudy for Hannah
The

story of a sister
in the gold of love, a

service was paid
money not legal tender

whose

!

By Annie Hamilton Donnell

!

stately

Isabella

lips.

Illustrations

by Horace Scovel Shinn

Weatherbee's

shoulders never stooped, but at times
like this, when the honor of the family
seemed in peril, they straightened yet a
little straighter.

"They
would
found

are

new neighbors

need

not

to

know."

—

tl)ey

Maria

rounding her phrases.
always stooped, rounded yet a little more as if under a new
burden. If Bella only knew how it
would help for her to agree to do without a maid
Here, in this new home,
was the chance Maria had longed for.
She herself had appreciated the impossibility of living maidless at home.
But here here no one realized the
greatness of the family, no one would
hold up shocked hands, say unpleasant

Her

difficulty in

.shoulders,

!

—

And the money
"Bella," trembled Maria, "we really
could do very well. Just us two"
"We two," gently corrected old
Isabella.
Then, still gently, "It is out
of the question, Maria.
In the old
days the Weatherbees had many
maids;
let us not disgrace them by
having not even one. Send for Hanthings.

"In the old days the Weatherbees had many maids; let us not disSend tor Hannah to-morrow"
grace them by having not even one.

nah to-morrow."

"Hannah

will not come," Maria
but she did not say why. The
state of the family treasury was one of

said,

the

things

she

rigorously

concealed

from Isabella. The fine, beautiful old
face had never lost its patient placidity;
Isabella had never known trouble except the great trouble and that, Maria
asserted, was enough.
She must be
shielded at any sacrifice from all other

A

steadily lessening family
affliction; Isabella must
never know that it was lessening.
In
sweating tumult of soul Maria added
and subtracted and divided, lay long
nights awake, planned, devised.
The new home was part of her planning.
To Isabella's unseeing eyes it
was quite as luxurious as the old, even a
little more luxurious.
But Maria saw
it
in its bare truth.
The narrower

afflictions.

income was an

the lower ceilings, fewer
rooms, Maria saw and widened, raised,

staircase,

and multiplied, for Isabella. She had
done and would do harder things than
these for Isabella.

"To-morrow you must look up a
new maid, then. I can get on a few

hours
dwelt

still

at her

window

alone."

Isabella's

thoughts

on old and new Hannahs.
And the next day Maria went. But in
the night-interval between she had sat
all

night, devising.

The

she devised with tight lips and
furrowed brow was born of the travail
She nursed it in her
of necessity.
breast at the window.
thing

The two

had been young
but they had always been
Isabella had always been beauold sisters

sisters once,

alone.

and fine and patient and blind;
Maria had always been plain and tender.
Isabella had always been taken
care of, Maria had always taken care
selfishness
of
her.
Isabella's
was
scarcely a fault, considering her pamtiful

pered, petted
splendid.

was

life;

Maria's devotion

No Weatherbee had

ever been more delicate and dainty
than Isabella; and Maria, at her looking-glass, assured herself that none had
ever been more ugly than herself. She
did not realize that work had accomplished much of her plainness
Maria
realized few things like that.
She was

—

the one plain Weatherbee in the family
she humbly confessed, and bent
her energies to keeping it from Isabella.
It wouM grieve Isabella.
"Your nose does not feel just right,
Maria, it is too straight,. I am afraid,"
the gentle old voice would sometimes
say, while the lovely, slender old
fingers wandered ort a "seeing" tour
over Maria's anxious face. "All the
Weatherbee noses have been Roman.
Your eyes are Weatherbee eyes, Maria?
You are sure"
"Yes," gently lied Maria.
"And your complexion is the Weatherbee pink and white, you say; I wish
line,

your cheeks
Maria,

felt

a

little

why won't you

fingers ?"

Isabella
things.

let

smoother
see your

me

Like most blind people old
spoke always of "seeing"

"Oh, I can't; it makes me fidgety,
Bella I"
Maria's good, blunt fingers
slid hurriedly under her apron.
They
were not Weatherbee fingers; she had
always been ashamed of them. "Look
at your owrr instead;; that will be just

"

I
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And

as good.

you're never fidgety.

"No," smiled old Isabella, though
her voice was a little severe, "that is
not a Weatherbee trait, to be nervous."
It was significant that Isabel la cho
the prettier word and laid gentle stress
upon it for Maria's edification. Maria's

—

words, like her fingers like her roughened, sallow skin, her poor plebeian
nose were contrary to traditions of
the family.
No one knew it better
than Maria; Isabella did not know it
at all.
She knew that her own old
face was delicate as a flower little witliered by winter blasts, that her shoulders were splendidly straight, that her
fine old hands were slender and perfect,
her figure one even a Weatherbee might
be proud of. All these things Isabella
had seen through Maria's adoring,
admiring eyes so often that they had
beconlfe sources of gentle consolation
to her in her blindness, and she loved
to dwell on them in solitary moments.
She was not vain, but gently proud.
That Maria, though perhaps in a lesser
degree, possessed all these attractions,
she did not for a moment doubt.
For
Maria, too, was a Weatherbee.
The question of procuring a successor
for the old servant, Hannah, was not
allowed to lie dormant.
Isabella persisted in her decisive way that some
one must be found at once. "For the
speech of neighbors," she argued gently, was the family reputation to suffer
here in tlie new home ? Were people
to suppose they could not afford a servant, that they did their own work ?

—

When had
own work

Weatherbees

done

their

?

"'You must find some one the first
thing to-morrow, Maria; it must not
be put off anodier day, not another
day," Isabella said with the assurance
of being obeyed.
And it was that
night that Maria devised the strange
way out of her strait and the next
morning that she went away to procure
the new Hannah. She was gone two
hours or more. When she came back
she went to Isabella at once to report.
"She's come," she said, in a breathless

!

sort

Maria to

"Why

of

way.

It

came hard

to

lie.

!"

in surprise.

the lovely old face turned
"Why, I was sure I only

heard your footsteps.

I

always know

when

there are two"
"I mean she will come to-night,"
hurried poor Maria, frightened at her
mistake, "in time to get tea I told
her to be sure and come in time to get
tea.
She can make scones, Bella, and
coffee rolls.
I
made sure of that."
Maria had planned to say this on her
way; Bella was fond of scones and

—

rolls,
but insisted that they
should be made by the maid. She
had never been willing that Maria
should make them.
"I'm glad of that. What does she

coffee

look
shall

Maria ? Like Hannah ?
want you to ask her to come

like,

1

in

sometimes and let me look"
"It would scare her, Bella;
you
mustn't
The poor thing's scared
enough now.
She's
she's
never
worked out before. She's obliged to
now on account of losing her money.
And, Bella"
Old Isabella's flower-sweet face put
on listening like a garment. The
gentle patience in it hurt Maria as it
always did.
"She's—deaf, Bella. Stone deaf. I
promised her we'd leave her to herself
and not try to talk to her; she says it
embarrasses her. All she wants is to
know what's to be done I'm to write
that out on paper. She's coming on
trial and if you
like her she'll
if we
stay right along.
I
hope we'll like
!

—

-

—
—

—

her, Bella."
"Dear, yes,

I

—

hope so

—you don't seem
younself,
ture

Poor crea-

!

ver>' enthusiastic

Maria."

I—

"I ?
Oh, yes,
I like her.
She's
old and not very good looking, but

—

good blood in her she belongs
an old family. She told me
thought you would be glad to know

—

to

that, Bella."
Isabella Weatherbee

laughed

out

Maria amused her sometimes.
As if it mattered what family a servant
came of
Maria had queer notions;
she was singularly ignorant of some of
the things that did matter so much.
softly.

!

Some

lax family ancestor, straggled
out of the line that strict Weatherbees
toed, must be responsible for Maria's

notions.

In the new home, life for the two
old sisters assumed presently its quiet
monotony and peace. It varied little
to blind Isabella from life in the old
home. She knitted mornings by her
window, napped through the long, hot
noons, knitted afternoons on the front

porch in her soft white dress. Maria
sat with her on the porch usually, and
described
the
passers-by
and the
houses and clouds and trees.
In her
own quaint way she saw every'thing
she never tired. But
for Isabella;

mornings Maria

much

left

her sister very

alone, only going in occasionally

to see if she needed anything.
This
was really the only variation between
life in the old home and in the new;
Maria had rarely, in the old home, left
her sister at all. Old Isabella puzzled
over the change and nursed a gentle

resentment

silently.

Weatherbee

trait to

It

was

complain.
In the hot kitchen the new

not

a

Maria knew

it

it

many

services that the new
render.
She ate but
delicately of delicate dishes that were
a little hard to prepare; her soft laces

quired

Hannah must

and lawns were not kept immaculate
without labor.
The weather turned hot, terribly hot
in

kitchens.
often

down

The new Hannah

sat

and mopped her heated

The

little
droning tune she
over her work dragged and
trailed unconsciously into a little dron-

face.

hummed

ing groan.
Hot weather seemed to
aggravate the rheumatism.
"Are you sure she is going to answer
our requirements .*" old Isabella questioned, mild doubt in her tone.
"It
seems to me she must be slow."
"She is slow," admitted Maria.
"And not always sure did you
taste the custard at lunch, Maria ?
Do you think she could have whipped
the eggs the required time ?"
Maria ate
"I did not taste it."
at lunches. The warm weather
seemed to be telling on her.
"Well well, of course, we must give
her time. She is old, you say, and
deaf poor creature, I should be the
last one to find fault with her if she is
afflicted;
but, Maria, perhaps you
could suggest that she does not put
little

—

—

quite so much starch in my caps"
"I will see to it." Then: "She's doing the best she can, Bella!" bursts out
Maria suddenly. "It's awful doing
up diings this weather. I I was in
the kitchen this morning myself. We'll

—

have

to be patient, Bella."

The new neighbors began dropping
in afternoons, to sit

on the porch with

their work.
The "work" of the youngest neighbor leaped and gurgled and
laughed in her arms. Old Isabella
put out her slender fingers and touched
the little face, the warm little neck, the
soft hair.
"It's a beautiful baby,"

old Isabella smiled, with conviction.
"Oh, she's great !" the youngest
neighbor agreed laughingly, "but she
time I can't get in a
takes all
minute even to do up her little dresses !
And that makes me think, speaking of
doing up things, of your maid, Miss

—

my

Weatherbee.
to me."
?"

"Yes
straying

She's

a

great

comfort

Old Isabella's fingers were

again

to

the

leaping

little

child.

Hannah

worked steadily. She was old, as
Maria had said, and the heat and the
toil crooked her bacjc and lined a little
more her good, plain face. She moved
rather painfully as though

things to do, a.side from the common
round of sweeping and cooking, washing and ironing.
The dainty lady upstairs, knitting by her window, re-

—

Maria turned at the door.

she. has

was not a large household to work for,
but there were many little wearying

hurt her.

was rheumatism.

It

"In the way of entertainment, you
know. I'm so glad you have her
Her great, flopping sunbonnet is a
And have you noticed" ^the
picture
young speaker swung about toward
Maria "how she always wears it,

—

1

—

rain or shine

?

I

looked out of

my

—

—
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window the other day and she was
getting in the clothes with that sunbonnet on, and it was raining hard
I
It was a novel kind of an umbrella
tried to speak to her over the fence one
day I just dote on cjueer characters
but she would not look my way at
!

!

—

—

!

all."

Maria said stiffly.
is deaf,"
plain old face had reddened unaccountably. She began to talk about
many teeth had it ?
the baby.
"She

Her

How

—

Could it stand alone say any little
words ?
Other neighbors commented on the

The flapping' pink sunbonnet had attracted all eyes. No
one had ever seen the new Hannah
It was rumored
pink-sunbonnetless.
that she wore it to the door to answer
bells, though this was not substanIn a good-natured, laughing,
tiated.
new Hannah.

neighborly way the new
came a person of note.

Hannah

be-

One morning old Isabella, finding
own room uncomfortably warm,
groped her way down the stairs and
her

out to her chair on the front porch.
It was so unusual a thing for her to go
so far unaided that she was conscious
of a feeling of mild exultation and
pride as she sank down into the cushioned rocker. She felt younger and"
even a little reckless. Maria had always insisted on leading her about.
But here she was quite safe and unbroken; if she could do this, why not
other things ? What other thing was
there that she could do alone and
Marialess ? She felt impelled to do
that other thing. The thrill of daring
ran over her old body and set her old
nerves aquiver. The good fates keep

Maria away now

"What

shall

I

!

do ?"

softly laughed

Her
old Isabella, athrill to do it.
beautiful face grew pinker with gentle
excitement. Suddenly, she was aware
She sniffed it
of a sweet, warm scent.
again and again with her fine old
Weatherbee nose. It was the smell of
Roses were in bloom someroses
where near. She remembered then
that Maria had said there was a rosebush down by the gate. She would
go down to the rosebush by the gate
that was the "other thing" that she
would do alone
The good fates give
!

!

her time

slowly she went, but her
straight, splendid body did not swerve
or bend. She would only allow one
hand to reach out a very little as she
went. The sweet, warm smell came
It seemed very near into meet her.
deed, when suddenly heavy footsteps
plunged through the grass toward her
and hands seized her arm almost
roughly. The fates had betrayed her.

"Who is it ?— Maria, is
What did you come for when
go alone

—

answer it could not be Maria. Still
the heavy footsteps and the disturbed
breathing

"Who

—

is it

impatiently.

!

Very

to

She would only allow one hand to reach out a very little as she went. She
was aware of the sweet, warm scent of roses growing somewhere near

!"

you ?
wanted

it
I

But Maria did not

to stab her as she groped her way alone
toward it. And not seeing it, the

resentment which would have given
?" old Isabella repeated
She was full of childish

disappointment and her usual quiet
dignity for the

moment

deserted her.

She had an unholy impulse to shake
If it was
off the hands from her arm.
not Maria it must be the new Hannah.
Of course it was the new Hannah, and
she did not answer because she could
not hear.

Something just brushed her shoulder
and the steadying hands turned her
gently aside. She did not see, of
course, that a terribly jagged, brokenoff branch of the tree had threatened

instant place to gratitude died hard
She reared her beautiin her breast.
ful

head

stiffly.

to the rosebush,"
she said, forgetting the futility of
speech to deaf ears. "I wanted to see
the rosebush."
The warm, sweet smell again. She
drew in deep, delighted whiffs of it.
There was healing in it; her resentment vanished.
"Wait
I want to stop right here
"I

was only going

!

—

-

I

must

Strange

see

it !"

how

the steadying hands, as

Continued on page 59.
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The unifonn
to the
of

so familiar

eye in every comer

Canada seems

to trans-

form the wearer,
not only a

but

a

new

new

to give

joy in

spirit,

a

life,

new

outlook

he BOY SCOUTS
The

Men

By H.

Youdownhave no doubt

met, swinging

—

movement and

its

activities

will

be

surprised to read all the things that a
boy learns in the course of his training,
things eminently useful to know, eminently educative to the faculties, things
that no boy by way of mere task could
ever be induced to learn, things that
fit

him

for

making

his

way

in the

world

and

shan'ts.
a well known fact that a Boy
Scout does try and does succeed in
carr>'ing out his Scout Law.
Scout's sense of honor is cujtivated.
This training, in turn, develops truthfulness, and is the reason why the
average citizen will tell you that a
It is

of To-morrow

G.

the city street, or country
road, the boy in the khaici shirt,
stetson hat, bare icnees, loosely knotted
scarf, haversack slung upon his back,
staff in hand, and a thought has come
to you "Yes, a Boy Scout," and yet how
few understand the activities and training connected with the Boy Scouts
Association.
As Carlyle observed
long ago "When an oak is felled the
whole forest resounds, but a thousand
acorns are sown unnoticed by the' passing breeze."
The uniform so familiar now to the
eye in every corner of Canada seems to
transform the wearer, to give not only
a new joy in life, but a new spirit, a new
outlook. Those who have studied the

somewhat different from the average
boy?" The answer is that he has been
trusted and placed upon his honor
and not edged about with don'ts, buts,

A

Hammond
when he

shall have become a man, and
which put before him the responsibilities of citizenship and our duty towards
God, King and Country.
The basic principles of Boy Scout
training are contained in the Scout
Promise and the Scout Law. The
boy upon being accepted as a member

of the

Boy Scouts

Association

is

in-

vested with proper ceremony as the
knights of old. Standing within the
circle of his comrades with right hand
uplifted, thumb upon the little finger,
leaving the three fingers upright, denoting the three clauses of the Scout
Promise, he promises upon his honor
to be Loyal to God and the King.
To
do a good turn daily. And to obey
the Scout Laws.
There is no signing of pledges, he is
simply placed upon his honor as were
the knights of old. He is bound to
play the game and play it fair.
Some of the old ideas did not give a
boy a chance to show that he could be
trusted.

People have said

"why is a Boy Scout

Scout's

word can be taken.

A Boy
his

Scout

ofificers,

and

A

is loyal to the King, to
his parents, to his Country

his employers.

Scout's duty

is

to be useful

and

to help others.

A Scout is a friend to all, and the
brother to every other Scout, no matter
to what social class the other belongs.
In other words, there is no social distinction within the ranks of the Boy
Scouts Association.
Every boy is given a chance to make
good in the world.
A Scout is courteous.
A Scout is a friend to animals.
A
A

Scout obeys orders.
Scout smiles and whistles under

circumstances.
Before a Scout can pass certain tests
he must have a small bank account,
and it is surprising to note how many
of the lads are proud and keen to see
their little bank account growing, in
other words it is simply a start that
the average boy requires.
all
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A Scout is pure in thought, word and
deed as a gentleman once stated "I
can always attend a base ball game
where Scouts are playing, with the
knowledge that I can take along my
children knowing that it will be conducted in a proper and gentlemanly
manner."
Then again you may have noticed
upon the arms of the lads, small round
khaki discs, known as badges. They
may bear a red cross in the centre, a
tool representing carpentry, perhaps, a
bugle, or a swimmer, or a life belt.
These badges denote the different subjects or activities in which a boy can

for her, and from that time on a
supply of wood was always found at
the door of this aged woman.

wood

;

is

proud

of

and

of

which he

The effort to qualify for the badges is
very aptly put by a father of a boy in
the Scouts, who was learning to blow
a bugle in the attic.
He was visited
one evening by his next door neighbor
who complained a little about the
The father of the bugle boy
noise.
simply said "There is one thing I am
perfectly sure of, when the sound is
heard from the bugle. Jack is at the
other end blowing," and the neighbor
who was lodging the complaint was
from then on a friend of the Association.
He saw the point.
It is not the intention that the earning or qualifying for badges shall completely fit a boy for any trade or calling
in life, but simply to open up channels
of thought, a first aid to useful knowledge, and many a father has been able

through watching his boy working for
his badge, to decide, in a large measure,
the future career of his lad.
There are fifty-one of the Proficiency
badges in connection with the movement, which some people consider too
many. A number of these are of such a
simple nature that the most backward
boy has a chance to earn one, which
means that a bright spot has been
brought into his life and that he is
starting to think along right lines.
A Scout is supposed to do a good
turn daily and many stories could be
told of the good turns that have been

done by boys through

this

encourage-

ment.

One comes to my mind of a lad in a
small town away in the north country.
The Sunday School on Sunday afternoon had been addressed

in regard to

the activities of the Boy Scouts, and the
"good turn" idea had been placed before them.
The next morning a boy
who had been brought to this country,
and who was looked down upon by the
rest of the lads of the village, was
in the backyard of a widow

found
sawin

.

German

shell

exploded

two men. When dug out they were
both quite conscious, and as game a
pair as I have seen.
Both of them had
their two legs badly broken, but each
insisted that the other be looked after
first.
They were rushed to hospital
but died two days later. Our section
felt the loss very keenly, as, except for
one man wounded at Ypres last April,
these are our only casualities.
But we
are very proud of their pluck.
"The doctors, and in fact everyone
who saw them before they died have
nothing but praise for their gameness."

The

is

large

community having a committee of
gentlemen known as the local Associa-

of

the
are

responsible to the Provincial Office for
the movement in their community.

proud.

when a

on the corner

policy

tion, who guide the activities of
movement in that centre, £\nd who

How proudly the boy wears the
carpenter's badge, with a knowledge
that during his spare hours in the cellar
or the attic at home he has worked and
worked, and made perhaps a chair that

were on duty in one of our telephone stations in the front trenches

died,

the Association is
largely one of decentralization, each

The

qualify.

mother
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activities will

fit

in

with any

boys' organization, and have been taken
up by Sunday Schools and day schools
with success. The Association is open
to boys of any denomination or creed,
the aim being to bring about a spirit of
good comradeship among all boys.
Since the outbreak of war the Boy
Scouts have taken an active part in all
that relates to the help of the Empire
Hundreds of
in her hour of need.
Scout officers and senior Scouts are in
the trenches or training to go.
The following is simply a section of a
letter received from the front showing
the spirit of the_boys, also a sample report from one of the Districts.
Portion of Letter Received from the Front.

"As you
returned

will see

to

Wounds' one
ed away.

you

by your letter being
marked 'Died of

of the old

He and

boys has pass-

his mate,

who

also

pletely demolishing

The
"What
does

comand burying the

their dugout,

of

it,

question frequently

asked,

is

of all this scout training
this really benefit our

?

How

boys ?"

Such a broad question always is difficult to answer except in a general way.
I think the average reader will agree
that the boy who lives up to Scout
laws is sure to be a better boy for having done so.
But "how better ?" is a
question that still remains.
I
think that one of the most convincing answers to the "How better ?"
question is found in Ian Hay's won-

derful

new war book "The

First

Hun-

dred Thousand." In this book which
by the way has just been published by
William Briggs, of Toronto, the author
follows one of the British battalions
through the recruiting and training
periods and then goes with them into
the trenches in Flanders. Mr. Hay
gives us some wonderful word pictures
of the kind of men who are wresting
inch by inch the ground gained in the
early days of the war by the Huns.
I
quote from one of these character
sketches and with Mr. Hay's words
answer the "How better" question
asked of the boy scouts.
In one chapter Mr. Hay describes a
practice battle between the Reds and
the Blues of the battalion just before
they crossed over into France. The
opposing forces were assigned to different positions. One division was given
the task of capturing the other division.
The scouts for the advancing section
were called together and given their

—

instructions.

"A and B Companies represent the
enemy. They are beyond that crest
finishing the trenches.
They intend
to hold these against our attack.
Our
only chance is to take them by surprise.

As they

thrown out a

will

probably

have

of outposts, you
scatter and endeavor to
line

scouts will now
get through that line or at least obtain
knowledge of its composition."
"The scouts silently scattered, and

each man set out to pierce his allotted
section of the enemies' position.
PrivateJDunshic, who had hoped for a
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road, or at least a cart tract, to follow,
found himself, by the worst of luck,
assigned to a portion of the thick belt
of wood which stretched between the

Nature had not intended

two roads.

him

for a pioneer.

He was

es.sentially

a city man. However he toiled on,
rending the undergrowth, putting up
game, falling over tree roots, and
generally acting as advertising agent
for the approaching attack.

the "subsistence" which was doubtless
being prepared against his return, he
saw no occasion to reconsider his opinion that in the country no decent body
should ever be called up to go out after
dark unaccompanied. At that moment Dunshie would have bartered his
soul for the sight of an electric tram.
"The darkness grew more intense.

Something
him, and

stirred in the wood beside
his skin tingled.
An owl

of contrast, two hundred
yards to his right, picking his way with
cat like care and rare enjoyment, was

hooted suddenly, and he jumped. Next,
the gross darkness was illuminated by a

He was the true
Private M'Snape.
In the dim and distant
scout breed.
days before the call of the blood had

from behind; and something brushed
past him something which squeaked
and panted. His hair rose upon his

K (1), he had been a
no mean repute." (I do
that Private M'Snape as a
had won the right to wear
which denote a Scout of the

friendly "Ciorxl-night !" uttered in a strong Hampshire accent
into his left ear, accentuated rather
than soothed his terrors. He sat down
suddenly upon a bank by the roadside,
and feebly mopped his moist brow.

"Ry way

swept him
Boy Scout
not doubt
Boy Scout
the badges

into

of

"He was clean in person
first class).
and courteous in manner. He could
be trusted to deliver a message promptly.
He could light a fire in a high
wind with two matches and provide
himself with a meal of sorts where
another would have starved. He could
distinguish an oak from an elm and
was sufficiently familiar with the movements of the heavenly bodies to be
able to find his way across country by
night.
He was truthful, and amenable
In short he was the
to discipline.
embodiment of a system which in times
of peace had served as a text for innumerable well-meaning but muddleheaded politicians of a certain type

who made

a specialty of keeping the
nation upon the alert against the in-

sidious

encroachments of

Help Us

!

Militarism

Heaven

!

"To-night all M'Snape's soul was set
on getting through the enemy's outpost

line,

and discovering a way

ingress for the host behind him.

of

He

had no map, but he had the Plough arid
a fitfulmoon to guide him, and he held
a clear notion of the disposition of the
trenches in his retentive brain. On his
left he could hear the distressing sounds
but
of Dunshie's dolorous progress;
The reathese were growing fainter.
son was that Dunshie, like most persons
who follow the line of least resistance,
was walking in a circle. In fact, a few
minutes laterhis circuitous path brought
him out upon the long straight road
which ran up over the hill towards the
trenches.

"With a sigh of relief Dunshie stepped out upon the good hard macadam,
and proceeded with the merest show
of stealth

up the gentle

gradient.

But

he was not yet at ease. The overarching trees formed a tunnel in which
his footsteps reverberated uncomfortably. The moon had retired behind a
cloud.
Dunshie, gregarious and urban,
Reflecting longingly
quaked anew.
upon his bright and cosy billet, with

pale and ghostly radiance, coming

up

—

A

scalp.

"The bicycle, having passed him,
wobbled on up the hill, .shedding a fitray upon alternate sides of the road.
raucous and stunning, but
rang out the voice of
oh, how sweet
friend.
Dunshie'g lifelong
Private
ful

Suddenly

—

!

—

Mucklewame.

"
" 'Halt
goes there ?'
The cyclist made no reply, but kept
Private Mucklehis devious course.
wame, who liked to do things decently
and in order, stepped heavily out of the
hedge into the middle of the road, and
!

Wha

repeated his question in a reproving
voice.
There was no answer.
"This was most irregular. According to the test of the spirited little
dialogue in which Mucklewame had
been recently rehearsed by his piquet
commander, the man on the bicycle
ought to have said "Friend !" This
cue received, Mucklewame was prepared to continue. Without it he was
He tried once more.
gravelled.
" 'Halt
Wha goes
" 'On His Majesty's Service, my
lad !' responded a hearty voice; and
the postman supplementing this information with a friendly good-night,
wobbled up the hill and disappeared
'

!

from

sight.

punctilious Mucklewame was
glaring severely after this unseemly
'Gagger,' when he became aware of
pedestrian
footsteps upon the road.
was plodding up the hill in the wake of
the postman. He would stand no
nonsense this time.
" 'Halt !' he continued.
'Wha goes
there ?'
" 'Hey, Jock,' inquired a husky
voice, 'is that you ?'
"This was another most irregular
answer. Declining to be drawn into

"The

still

A

impromptu

irrelevancies,

Mucklewame

stuck to his text.
" 'Advance yin,' he continued, 'and
give the countersign, if any !'
"Private Dunshie drew nearer.

" 'Jock,' he inquired wistfully, 'hae
ye gotten a fag ?'

" 'Aye,' replied

Mucklewame,

friend-

ship getting the belter of conscience.
" 'Wull ye give a body yin ?'
" 'Aye.
But ye canna smoke on
ootpost duty,' explainefl Mucklewame
"sternly.
'Forbye, the officer has no

been roond yet,' he added.
" 'Onyway,' urged Dunshie eagerly,
'let me be your prisoner
Let me
bide with the other boys in here ahint
!

dyke
"The hospitable Mucklewame agreed

the

!'

and Scout Dunshie overjoyed at the
prospect of human companionship
promptly climbed over the low wall
and attached himself in the role of
languishing captive, to .Number Two
Sentry-Group of Number Three Fic|uet.
"Meanwhile M'Snape had reachetl
the forward etjge of the wood, and was
cautiously
reconnoitring
the
open
ground in front of him. There must
be a sentry-group somewhere here, he
calculated
say midway between the
roads.
He must walk warily.

—

"Easier said than done. .\t this
very moment a twig snappe<f beneath
his foot with a noise like a pistol-shot,
and a covey of partridges, lying out
upon the stubble beside him, made an
indignant evacuation of their bedroom.

The mishap seemed

fatal:

M'Snape

stood like a stone.
"Having decided that there was no
sentry-group between the two roads,
M'Snape turned his back upon the
wood and proceeded cautiously forward. He was not quite satisfied in

mind about things.
"Next moment the solution of the
puzzle was in his very hand in the
form of a stout cord stretching from
right to left.
He was just in time to
avoid tripping over it.
It was suspended about six inches above the

his

—

ground.

"You cannot follow a clue in two
directions at once;
so after a little
consideration M'Snape turned and
crawled along to his right, being careful to avoid touching the cord.
Presently a black mass loomed before him,
acting apparently as terminus to the
Lying flat on his stomach, in
cord.
order to get as much as possible of this
obstacle between his eyes and the sky,
M'Snape was presently able to descry,
plainly silhouetted against the starry
landscape, the profile of one Bain, a
scout of A Company, leaning comfortably against a small bush, and presumably holding the end of the cord in
his hand.
"M'Snape wriggled
and paused to

reflect.

sillently

away,

Then he began

to creep forward once more.

"Having covered fifty yards, he
turned to his right again, and presentlyfound himself exactly between Bain
Continued on page 43.
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A FREIGHT
OF CURRENCY
The Story of

a Sailorman's

'Restitution"

By

J.

D. Duthie

Illustrated

had
OLD Captain Joshua Windlass
He knew

received his last call.
it by certain ghostly premonitions which are as real factors in the
life of the average sailor man as are the
stars that guide him on the trackless
deep.
a

He had made up his mind, and when
man has made up his mind to "let go,"

generally speaking he is as good as dead.
With old Cap' Windlass, however, it
was different. In prospect of his ap])roaching dissolution, he was spending
the moments that remained to him in
mentally arranging as to the disposal
of his goods and chattels, dictating
(al.so mentally) his instructions with
that regard to detail which had marked
his conduct of the Ijusiness of ship
chandler f(jr well nigh a quarter of a
century.
The business of his life, whatever
else it meant, had left a residue of all
kinds of real estate, from house pro]3erty to "Surrender Values," and from
spent l)ullets to second-hand coronets.

What

it

had amounted

to,

no

living

creature save him.self could guess at,
but a carefully compiled inventory in
his own handwriting certainly existed

and accounted

for

everything

down

to

the last collar-stud.

The Captain's wealth

in

real

and

illusive i)roperty was known to he consideraljle; some placing il at a fabulous

by W. B. Timlin

and already at least one bird of
prey hovered around within striking
distance, ready to swoop down the
figure,

moment

the last flickering gleam of

life

died out.
The ghoul in this case was one of
those predatory creatures that seem to
come from nowhere at the sight or
smell oi the merest morsel of flesh still
remaining on the fast whitening bones.
What was expected to be the death
chamber was the small back parlor of a
wheezy, old, wooden structure wedgetl
into a pile of dilapidations close to
Cherry Garden's Pier, Rotherhithe.
The window commanded a wide sweep
of the Thames fairway with its multitude of craft of all kinds, from the
bobbing little skiff of the river-pilot
to the gigantic liner, and nearby were
the East India Docks, whence, for the
greater part, old Windlass had drawn
the revenue which was now exercising
the last

moments

was

of his

life.

the afternoon of a
black November day. The little apartment, crowded
to
excess with
rickety furniture and the amazing
paraphernalia of a chandler's shop,
possessed not a single ray of comfort
saving the spectral flame of an evilsmelling oil lamp. The odor from its
neglected wick blended at times with a
whiff of the slime and garbage from the
river, and the sulphur-laden damiiness
It

late

in

of a genuine London fog that oozed in
at every crevice.

The dying man was the sole occupant of the room, not one article or
adornrpent of which, in many years
had

the tenderness of a

felt

woman's

hand. He lay on a couch, buried
under a confused pile of bed-clothing,
top-coats and rugs, tossing impaticnthand starting up from time to time to
look at the clock and listen for some

expected footstep.
At last it came, followed by a shrimp
of a lad, wringing wet with the unwholesome night-dew, his face glowing
with the proud feeling of youth in its
triumph over difificulti'.
"I found him, Unc' Josh !" the boy
began excitedly, and proceeded as his
breath permitted. "I saw the tug
down Blackwell Reach. O Lor' it was

knew

it was the Sparrow
her ugly nose, and there,
sure enough, was the Mermaid in tow.
I pulled in to her and there was Sam

thick

!

I

Hawk by

right for'ard.

Wanted me

deck right away, but

I

to get on
told him

couldn't leave you. Said you wanted
They are warping
to see him Cjuick.
her in now and he is coming along soon
as they make her fast."
"Good boy, Sonny !" and the old

man

almost s|)rang from his deathbed
the satisfaction the lad had
l)rought him.

with

21
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"Now you go an' get
got
tea ready, Sonny:
any sassiges ?"
"Ra-thcr

Got

!

usually slept in a

within
father,

the truck, an' I brought
a tin o' lobster,
line' Josh, thinkin' as
it."

ed chuckle; "he knows
they pizen me, but he
likes a bit hisself and old
Sam would eat nothing
else if they'd let him."
"Say, Unc' Josh; have ye seen Dick
hanging around sence I went out ?"
the boy inquired in a startled tone as
he re-entered the room with the tea
,

utensils.

"No, Sonny; why do you ask ?"
"Well I'd swear it was 'im I passed
in the yard just now.
It was a man
his size, but he didn't have a beard like
Dick used to have. I watched him
when he couldn't see me, and he looked
all round and up to the window as if
he were tryin' to see how he could get
up to it."

The old man trembled with real
alarm, and his face blanched to a deathly palor as he nervously turned his
eyes towards the window. There were
wide margins around the shrunken
blind through which any one from the
outside could obtain at least a partial
view of what was going on within, and
he instructed the boy to get a newspaper and "plug up the last peephole."
little

was told,
coming of

fellow did as he

in anticipation of the

"Unc' Sam," did his best to transform
that ding>', malodorous junk shop into
a comfortable little cabin.
bright
fire with the sausages and onions sizzling to the music of the kettle on the
hole quickly overcame the depression
of the dark and clammy atmosphere,

A

and a second lamp was
"real illumination"
expected guest.

in

to

lit

make a

honor of the

Hardly had these homely preparacompleted when the wellknow heavy footstep was heard on
the creaking stairs, and the next moment, the captain of the brigantine
Mermaid swept into the room like a
tempest of sunlight shattering the
gloom of a prison cell.
"Well
Well
Well
I thought
we were coming home to a burial, but
here's a show and a smell like an I-talian
wedding !" and the two worthies almost embraced each other, while the
boy's heart danced in a transport of
tions been

!

!

!

!

!

!

delight.

was a great re-union, and they
kept it up till the night had far advanced and the lad was peremptorily
It

ordered

aloft

to

his

it

When the boy had
gone and might reasonably be supposed to be
fast
asleep,
Windlass
solemnly infontied his
friend that he had something of serious import
to say to him and which
could no longer be post-

rascal," muttered the old man to
himself, with a suppress-

The

but to-night

of the visitor.

"Young

and

bunk

grand-

was to become the couch

all

you

'ow you'd fancy

call of his

hammock.

He

poned.

'Sam I ve had a visand my hour has come at last.
There ain't no doubt about it, I've
'

:

'

ion,

paid out the last o' my cable an' I may
bring up at any moment.
I've hung
together a long time now, but my old
timbers have been in too many cross
seas to stand it much longer.
I'm
about to break up as sure as eggs is
eggs."
Evidently the skipper of the Mermaid knew his man, or the staging of a
deathbed scene presented so little of
the nature of novelty to his obser\'ation, he did not so much as raise his
eyes in response to this awful announcement from his old ship-mate. A long
silence followed and then it was Sam
who spoke.
"Seems to me. Josh, you're going to
take a mighty long time to cross that

I could see it in her face, as plain as
print could make it:
'Come home,
Josh,' an' then she glided acrost to
where the boy lay sound asleep, patted
him on the brow, an' then slipped out
at the door again, which was locked an'
bolted all the time, mind ye."
"Wasn't that the night ye eat the
two tin o' lobster afore bed-time,
Josh ?"
'

Perhaps it were bu t the lobster nor
nothing in the sea or tins or out of
them had to do with thai vision. An'
ye can't shake it out o' me that she
wants me; an' I've got to go to 'er.
Our lass Elsie in Canada is the very
;

'

picter o' her.

Poor Elsie

!

"O

know

I've been a cross-grained,
ass, an' if I went to hell
for the way I've ser\'ed that girl, I'd
have no right to complain. You know
I wanted her to marry Dick but she
I

pig-headed old

saw more than

I

did with her

make

it

last

time I came home, and
the time afore that !"
"Ah
Sam, but I'm
!

goin' into port this time,

sure enough.
Anyhow,
I've made up my mind
to get off my chest what
I ought to have coughed
Listen,
up long ago.

mate:
"I've seen a vision
since the last time we
smoked a pipe together,
an' I know as sure as
you're settin' there that
I've dotted the last 'i'
(In
in
log book."
a sepulchral whisper)

my

"I've seen

Mary

!

twenty-one year ago

Sunday

It's

last

since she died,

and on Sunday night as
I lay here, she came in
at that there door an'
smiled on me as she

useter when I tried to
her 'bout
argie with
cookin'
things.
She

never spoke a word."
"Them kind o' visions
don't speak, they say,"
interpolated

Sam

"She never spoke, but

woman's

An, now look at it
She's
done a bit o' hard sleddin' since she
crossed the Atlantic with George Allen,
but wouldn't it have been hell if she
had got moored to Dick ?"
"It was Dick who ruined George.
Well he took all his money from him,
but thank God he left him his character though I didn't see it at the time.
instinc'.

"bar" you keep talking
Why, you were
to

made

Sam."

about.
tryin'

I've

her lot a mighty hard one, but I'm
going to soften it for her now, poor
little lass, an' I want ye to help me,

"There's only one bank that's safe, Sam,
and that's the Bank af England. But, blow
me, they give you such measly interest"

!
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Could
obstinate old fool that I was.
you conceive a bigger blackguard than
He has
that great lubber of a fellow ?
hounded me ever since Elsie married,
an' God knows what's in his mind now.
His three years' stretch at Portland
was up last week, an' do you know,
Sonny believes he saw him skulking
about the backyard to-night, ogglin'
that same window an' seein' how he
could get up to it."
"Sam, that man will be the death o'
me, even if he never touches a hair of
my head. The mere thought of him
and tlie horrible sensation of knowing
he is at large are too much for my
nerves to stand much longer.
I tell
you, I'm breakin' up fast."
"Stand by there, old friend; don't
\ou get on-easy. The devil is a main
smart chap, but there's always a ship-

mate somewhere a bit smarter than
he is. What's yer game ?"
Windlass raised himself slowly on
till he painfully reached the
With a .haunted look towards the window, he seized his friend
by the wrist and charged him by all

his couch
vertical.

the sacred ties of friendship to stick,
absolutely to the letter of the trust he

was about to impose on him.
"Did I ever fool ye. Josh

?"

the

honest skipper protested in a tone in
which there was more than a suspicion
of pique.

"No,

Sam;

shipmate, an'
bit,

my

you've
I

been a loyal
ye one

ain't doubtin'

You know how

hearty.

I've
an' what has it
I've got a pile o'

scraped an' pinched:
all

amounted

to

?

money and a house

full o' junk; but
now, do you know a more
miserable den on God's earth than
this place is, or a more discontented
reptile than I have been ?"
Sam's answer to this query indicated
that he was in perfect accord with the

"O yes I've woke up o' nights, many and many's the time, thinkin'
about her strugglin' in a bit of a shack away out on the Canadian prairie
!

seriously

Captain's appreciation of himself. At
events he was in no humor to argue
the point even if his quiver had been
full of arguments to the contrary.
"Well, Sam, I've bin woke up to the
fact that all them years I've swindled
Klsie out o' the best o' her life's happiness; made a drudge o' her when ^he
was with me, an' then denied her the
only thing she ever asked of me 'the
right to marry the boy she loved.
"O yes
I've woke up o' nights,
many an' many's the time, thinkin'
.il)out her strugglin' in a bit o' a shack
away out on the Canadian prairie; an'
at them times if it 'adn't been for the
sight o' Sonny there, his innescent
little face the very image o' his dead
mother's, I'd a gone mad.
But that
call o' the wife's last Sunday night capped it, an' God an' Sam Slimber helpin'
me, I'm goin' to make restitooshin.
Gi' me a hand to get up, Sam."
Having assisted him to a huge, motheaten chintz-covered arm chair, Sam

all

—

!

was commanded

to inspect

what ap-

peared to be an old brandy keg, converted into a sort of coal bin.
It was, in fact, what it appeared to
be, but there was a "power o' deception"
in its real purpose.
Having jettisoned
three or four handfuls of the coal, Sam
came to a false bottom that bisected
the keg into nearly equal parts. There
was a small iron ring in the centre of
this false bottom or trap-door which
Sam was requested to seize hold of and
As he did so, the false
raise gently.
bottom revealed a large cannister of
sheet iron which perfectly fitted the
circumference of the keg.
It represented a dead weight of about

twenty pounds, and Sam's first busiwas to place it on a stool by the
side of its owner so that he could conveniently handle its contents from
where he sat.
ness

"You

recollect when the 'Liberator'
don't you Sam ? Well a whole
lot o' people I knew went down in that
wreck, an' I was as near as a toucher in
it, too.
But I got the wink in time an'
took my stuff out the day before the
doors were closed, an' I've been my
Ijust,

own banker

ever since. There's noththe gold an' the notes

ing like havin'

under

your own

thumb.

Ye know

they're there, but if they are in some
rotten bank or buildin' club like the
'Liberator' that goes to pieces where
are ye ?

—

"There's only one bank that's safe,
an' that's the Bank o' England.
But, blow me
they give you such
measley interest, you can do better
with your chink in a cat's meat barra.
So you'll find this 'ere box contains
exactly seven thousand, eight hundred

Sam,

!

pound in Bank o' England notes, an'
two hundred and twenty gold sovereigns.
Then there's forty-five gold
Napoleons an' a bit o' diamond jewellery that it would be hard to value
now.

"My wife's father swapped them
Napoleons an' the bit o' jewellery for
ready cash with one o' them Orleans
crowd when they were driven out o'
France an' came over here. They
settled near Twickenham Ferry where
my wife's father did a little bit o' a
jewellery trade, an' that's how he got
Continued on page 57.
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Great gardens about !he villsges in which grow the white
potatoes, cabbage, turmps, carrots and the like

man's food

The

—

Spirit of a People
By Hugh
Illustrated

J. Hughes
from Photographs

THE

recipe for traveling is very simple: Take
all your past experience, and in the light
of it interpret what you see.
In such fashion Mrs. Hughes and I spent a month
with our Neighbor of the North, visiting her cities, her
prairies, her mountains, her rivers, and, best of all, her
people.
carried with us memories of the wheat fields,
A'isions of the panoramic life of the great Middle West,
stories that are family heirlooms of the migration from
beyond the sea. And at last, when we least expected it,
came the opportunity to go back, step by step, along the
highway of years, and once more watch the swarming of the
peoples, the blazing of the trail, the making of a new land.
In the chapters that have preceded, I have tried to
give you the connected thread of the story that runs gleaming from the shuttle of memory, but strands here and there
little
refuse to relate themselves to the sequence of things
memories that play about us, dream children as it were
as we sit on our porch in the twilight, watching the sun go
down over the waters.

along

We

—
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And in the confidence that such an hour of quiet
imposes let me whisper to you that life has been ve_r>good indeed to us. We have not reached middle life
thout having been bound to the wheel, yet we were
not broken. The ambitions of youth have not been
The earlier tfarnes
realized, but others have come.
have died down, but the fires of hope and love and faith
burn brighter than ever. The children gather about us,
almost grown, but as the years pass we are growing
younger in the dreams and ideals that make life a reality.
And so in gladness at being alive, and with sometliing
of sympathy and with a little of understanding of life \ye
went on our way just two plain folks traveling a bit,
taking with us our experiences as a guide.

—

—

War and Peace
Winnipeg, and early August
The

T was
I

in

Spirits of

of

1914.

The

withering half the world was just born.
By preference, in order to get at the viewpoint of the average Canadian we had gone to a cheap boarding house, a

war that

is

now

—
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afford to room
ate in the dining-room. The fare was cheap, the clothes were cheap,
the talk was cheap. Just the usual banter that about the
fann table, the boarding house, the average American home
passes for conversation.
Across the table from us sat a pink-cheeked boy of perhaps eighteen, the down hardly on his lip, a blush running
whenever he caught a glance from one of the girls. One
night his place stood vacant. One of the boys remarked:
"An' w'ere is Johnny ?"

place where shop girls at $8 per

and board.

week could

Perhaps forty people,

all told,

A serving-girl answered: '"O? Johnny? Aye! Johnny
gaed wi tha trupes. Come 'ame a roonin' this arternoon,
thrune 'is duds aboot an' left tha a-lyin' an' Johnny's gaed
an' him wi' a mither all alone !"
to tha war
"I
"Johnny'll do 'is bit !" quietly returned the boy.
wish 1 war 'e."
And Johnny did do his bit at Ypres.
A memory rises to remind me of Prince Rupert and
the tramping of soldiers' feet, the lithe grey lines of a British
cruiser, the sentries that gently requested us to go no

—

farther along certain paths.

—

ern

schools,
wild berries beside the streets
in towns bound by their position to be great, and waiting for the world's
commerce building while they wait, streets, commercial blocks, places
of amusement, and over all, more vital than all else, homes

—

One night I think I never .shall forget that night
went
the noise in the street below rose into an uproar.
down and into the cool night. On the sidewalk a crowd of
men were gathered, and in their center one alone was facing an angry mob.
He was a German. He was of the
lineage of the dreamers.
He believed, as some of us have
His
believed, that peace and not war glorifies a nation.
world had fallen to pieces. His Fatherland was at war
and with his adopted country. But there amid that whirling crowd of cursing, blaspheming men of the lower sort
he stood bareheaded, his voice controlled, his eyes dim with
emotion, pleading for charity, for forbearance, for peace.
I wondered then at his courage.
To-day it seems to me
the greatest thing I have ever seen a human soul do. And
the crowd must have dimly realized it, for slowly it melted
away, and left the man it had set about to mishandle to go
his way unafraid.
!

Here are muskeg bogs, mod-

We

The

Spirit of the

It is

thehomes

that
final

the

tell

story

—

Some places are born just towns, even as some folks
Other places
are born just hewers of wood and haulers of water.
are cities at birth full of the elemental greatness of cities
city or village.

Past

T^HE quaint

French suburb of St. Boniface is just across
the river from Winnipeg,
There one sees the French

Canadian among

his fellows.
Wooden shoes clatter up the
shops carry signs in French, the very streets themselves bear French names, the houses hide behind paling
fences, and family groups sit out on the lawns as the shadows
fall, reminding one strongly of the pictures of the elder
France that hang in our galleries, or that the children have
streets,

in school to illustrate their geography lessons.
It was quite
clear to these folks that we were strangers, so they took
pains to stop and to direct us, with many gestures, to the
places of chief interest.
I suppose they go to law with their
neighbors, just as we do, but the impression they leave with
a stranger is that of a quiet, kindly, old-fashioned people
who love their fellow-men.
Our train stopped for a half hour at Calgary, once a
great cattle town, now a city of railroad shops, of busy
merchants, of far-reaching business interests and of speculation.
The speculation, other than that in land, is in oil.
If death and taxes are certain, oil and party pledges, too,
belong at the other end of the list.
The entire front of a building had been removed.
Seats, rising in tiers like those at a ball park, lined either
side.
clear open space of perhaps ten feet wide by one
hundred deep ran the length of the building. In the center
of this space stood the auctioneer's block.
On a wall opposite was a black-board.
On the black-board was recorded the sales price of oil "wells" on the .market. At
the block stood the auctioneer.
man would go up
to him, slip a piece of paper into his hand, and the bidContinued on page 59.

Towns must be
fed. Some of
them,like Vanderhoof, are so
With the overland
situated that they must become important points.
traffic to help build the towns and under the pressure of high freight rates
from outside the market will keep with the opening up of the land pace

—

A

A

The merchant,
the tourist, the
speculator, the

man who
ures
luck

that
will

fighis

reach

him here, the
broken arid the
untried gather
to become part
of the Dream
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mind, which had reached middle
age twenty years in advance of his
body, had allowed him to feel that all
the mad joy of many universes was in
Miss Finch's graceful hands, lurking at
the corners of her mouth, or tied by the
strands of the hair above her white
forehead.
He cared not why he had
even forgotten that she owned all the
bonds of the Intra State & Western
Railroad.
He cared not that she knew
his

little of

One of Brophy's adversaries was stretched out in sleep
on the pavement the sailor was sitting on the other

learned matters, had no experi-

ence in wit beyond that kind which is
bred at dances and functions, and had
never learned to do anything useful.
He cared not why. To the devil with
psychology
He was in love
He made up his mind that he would
express this emotion then and there.
Far in the distance he could hear the
shuffling and weird chanting of a
negro "comparsa" the solemn orgy of
Africa kept alive in the Indies. The
moment seemed fitting. He adjusted
his glasses, playing with a little coflfee
cup with the white fingers of his other
hand.
"I'm glad that we met here that is,
in, Havana, at this time
" he began.
Miss Finch opened her eyes a delightful spectacle, especially in a soft
evening light.
"Why, so am I !" she said, for she
liked Lassiter very much, his manners,
!

;

!

—

A

Primitive Professor
By Richard Washburn
Illustrated

— —
—

Child

by Dan Sayre Groesbeck

his

odd sense

of

humor and

his brilliant

"Nevertheless," she added,
with a slight movement of her shoulders
beneath the clinging material which
covered them, "nevertheless, you seem
You
to have forgotten me entirely.
have not been listening. I said I
wished we Americans knew how to
play ^how to live."
"I beg your pardon," Martin stamintellect.

jHERE

is,
as you know, a
cafe that spreads its tables
out onto the sidewalks
where, over an ice or a
liqueur, one can see the
band pavilion, the Prado
and the Malecon with one
eye-sweep. When the air
is balmy, the sky above planted with
stars, and the moonlight falls upon the
grim romance of Morro Castle across
the harbor mouth, it is pleasant to sit
there, looking with a dreamy mind into
the faces of the Havana parade of
Cubans, negroes and Spaniards. These
people are better artistic productions
than ourselves. As for the Spanish
women, in their Parisian finery and
flick and flash of jewelr>% they have a
way of suggesting sun-ripened fruit in
cut glass. And when the Carnival is
at its height
"They all seem to know better how
to play," said Miss Dorothy C. Finch,
wrinkling her perfect nose with an expression of pique.
"We and all
Americans— know how to do everything except how to live and have fun.

Ti
I

!

—

Oh, dear!"

Her companion

across the insignificant diameter of the little companionable table was none other than our
friend,
left

The

Martin

Lassiter,

who had been

alone with her for three reasons.
first was that old Cheever Finch,

who

sold out to the Steel Trust after
he had lost the knack of living, and
Mrs. Cheever Thorndike Finch, who
had resigned her social leadership only
when she had become wearied of well
ordered and well organized joy, were
tired and wanted an excuse to use their

—

eighteen-dollars-a-day suite in
the hotel over the restaurant.
The second reason was that Lassiter had three learned degrees,
an appointment as full professor
in psychology, a most desirable
ancestry traced to the Lassiters
of

County

Lassiter,

who

lived in

a time long before the name
Flinch had been changed to
Finch, and had proven, after
test, that he would make love to
the perfect daughter academically^
which won't work. The
third reason was that conventions are unnecessary in places
where no one knows you.
So Martin, immaculate in
white alpaca, sat there with complete happiness and with Dorothy of the golden hair and glow-

—

ing health. There was the moon,
the Carnival, the luxuriant, soft
music, the laughter, the smell of
flowers, the spinning past of
motor cars, the languid roll of
elegant broughams;
he cared
not for the hidden reasons why

Lassiter braced himself and with a crooked

arm caught

the charging policeman on the taut cords of his neck

—

—
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He

heard the machete-swords being struck against the paving
and he concluded to cast his fortunes with the sailor man

mered.

He was

yes.
You are right."
—taken
back
the un-

"Yes;

a

by

little

wonted philosophical mood of the
young lady. "But spontaneity is, perhaps, an attribute of animals and children.
Nations that can play are
nations of peasants, of children, of animal spirits. There is something to be
said for those peoples who do not know
how to play."
"Not for mine," said Dorothy.

Chicago is her home.
Martin allowed himself the delight
of
of

view of the
and so young.

girl

The

point
was so refreshing

laughing patronizingly.

"Well," she said, resting her chin on
the back of her hand, "why not ?
what do we gain by always being so
dead in earnest about life—like mother

Why is everybody so
father.
crazy about getting a big store of someIt's money.
thing ? Look at father.
and

Look
it.

at yourself.

learning.

All

if

an animal

how

It's

you can have a good time doing
But I wish to be a child, a peasant,

right,

—

if

necessary to know
Here we sit. Well, let's
it's

to live.
join the parade and throw confetti !"
Lassiter's spirits wriggled sympathetically.
He looked about at the noisy

concourse on the Prado beneath the
bobbing lights and then at his watch.
It was nearly two.
A moment of hush
brought the sound of the breakers rolling in from the Gulf onto the beach
that stretched along toward the Vedado.
A cat-footed waiter prowled about the
empty tables left as the patrons' ranks
were thinned. Lassiter then closed
his watch with a snap, put it back in
his pocket, and touched his shaven lip
with his finger.
"It's too late," he said with a tone of
finality.
"We are all going to breakfast with the Department Commander
And besides I think your
at ten.
mother expects us to stay here."
"There !" nodded Miss Dorothy.
"There speaks a civilized man a nice,
highly civilized man a man with
manners and customs all cut out of
If I couldn't be
the pattern book.
devilish, or foolish, or happy, I wouldn't

—

—

—

want

What's the use ? What's
to live.
the use of thinking so hard about a
dollar or a Ph.D., or a breakfast with a
Department Commander? I'd rather
be a peasant."
"Oh, well," said Martin, with a
fluttering in his throat, "I have another reason.

moment

this

It's

selfish.

I

here with you.

wanted
There is

ten years' difference in our ages.
I
that that it has been found
"
that
What I wanted to say

—

mean by

—

"Wait !" Miss Finch leaned her
young body over the table. A

lithe

glass rolled off onto the tiles, tinkling
into bits.
The passersby turned and
laughed at the music of it. "Wait,
Martin," she said earnestly. "I know
what you wanted to say. I could tell
by your expression. I've seen it in
other faces before. Eight other men
but I shouldn't have said anything
about them. You see I like you. But

—

the trouble is
person a bit.

you

aren't.

am
am

not a complicated
elementary. But
That's the trouble. Just
I

I

have been saying. W'e are totally
different, I'm afraid.
What did I say
just now ?
Give me an elementary
man. And I do not think you are an
elementary man. Are you ?"
"Very decidedly in my feelings."
"Towards me ?"
as

I

"Yes."

"But

all

the bloom

is off

you, Mar-

attempting the easy manner of old friends.
"Laughter and sunlight, and things like daisies and anger
and the fun of letting loose once in a
while
Oh, you are way beyond all
You're not a savage."
of them.
He looked back at her painfully,
feeling convinced perhaps.
That feeltin," she said,

—

—

ing of the stake lost, the prize beyond
winning, the woman out of reach, is
terrible.
Bachelors through the ages
have accumulated a vast amount of
evidence in support of its claim to
sharp pain.
"I'm sorry you reminded me of the
breakfast," Dorothy said, after a thick
vegetation of silence had grown up between them. "I suppose I ought to
ask you to take me to the elevator."

Lassiter motioned to the waiter with

between his thumb
seemed to him in
the moments of paying the check and
walking witli her through the tables
and the palm bedecked courtyard, that
the girl had never seemed so beautiful.
The fish that breaks the hook is always the larger for having escaped.
Martin felt like the typhoid fever. He
has never been able to remember saying good night to her; in fact, he only
began to realize reality when he found
himself standing on the edge of the
his eyeglasses held

and

forefinger.

It

sidewalk.

Chance played fast and loose then
with the IBlake Professor of Experimental Psychology. A hack a good,

—

old-fashioned, Kalamazoo-made hack
had just discharged its freight of evening-dress gentlemen and sparkling,
scarfed ladies at the hotel door.
"My man," said Martin to the driver,

"have you an engagement ?"
The fellow on the box shook his head.
"You speak English ?"
The driver nodded. Lassiter climbed in, adjusted his glasses on his thin
aquiline nose, and placed his feet on the
seat before him.

"Take me where there is trouble
trouble with a largeT,"hesaid savagely.
The driver wiped the edges of his hat
on his coat sleeve; with perfect impudence he lit a cigarette, puffed it down
in four Titanic inhalings and with four
volcanic explosions of smoke. The
The Cuban
horse's ears hung down.
snapped the stump directly over the
animal's forelock. Then he turned
around slowly and inspected his passenger.
His deliberate manner was
the more obvious because, though it is
characteristic of his profession, it is far
from characteristic of his race.
"Would Senor wish to attend a riot ?'
he asked, starting his horse forward
down the Prado.
fire
riot
"Yes an explosion
anything
Is a riot in progress ?"

—

—

—

—

!

"Soon."

"Soon
prise.

The

!"

exclaimed Lassiter in surcan one know that ?"
laughed
at his passenger's
Cuban

"How

—

—
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ignorance.

many

"There

sailors

of

the

is

ten

—twenty,

United

States

From boat called the Coyote.
ashore.
Some
It is Carnival, Senor.
Cruiser.
of the i)olice off duty this afternoon
rowed to the boat, Senor. They made
They mean, 'We dare
faces
like this.
you to come ashore.' Therefore the
Americanos do it. I drive you to San
Valencia Street. You will not be disappointed, Senor.
Un peso por hora."
"Will it be safe ?"
The driver shrugged his shoulders,
casting a supercilious glance up at tlie
laurels under which, in the central
plaza, the carriage was rolling. "Senor
what is the word
is looking for
?"
trouble trouble with one big
"Go to it !" he said to the driver, remembering that this expressive bit of
slang had fallen from the most beautiHe leaned back
ful lips in the world.
on the cushions, gazing about at the
iron gratings and shutters in the tinted
walls of a narrow side street where the
horses' hoofs on the cobble-stones
echoed as they fell with a noisy cloopcloop-cloop.

—

—

—

T

however, was asserting itself.
In front, somewhere, there
was a glow of light and the distant

Another

noise,

mumble of voices, laughter and mechanical pianos. Through a cross lane
a surging crowd of merry-makers was
moving in two streams. No women
were there; between the lines of little
saloons, pool rooms and cafes, gay
with crepe paper, flags and whiteframed mirrors, the mob without reason or individual volition, shouting,
laughing, jostling, drinking, waving
hands and, like Martin Lassiter, wishing to see trouble, was composed of
men. It came, went and eddied like
dust in the wind. Here and there three
or four sailors' uniforms appeared in a
group. Here and there two or three
of the brown clad, swarthy, waxed
moustached policemen stood at corners
of streets, directing those who paused
to keep on with the movement of the
others.
These groups were watched
by the bacchanalians as if the quarter
from which trouble would
already been determined.

come had

no place," thought Lassiter,
Blake Professor of Experimental Psychology !"
The crowd, surging forward through
"This

"for

is

the

the cross street at this moment, engulfed the hack.
Passersby leered at
the gleam of Martin's glasses and at
the solemnity of his face that was so
out of keeping with the occasion and the
time of night. He seemed like a newly
starched and ironed shirt blown by
the wind into an environment that
boded ill to its continued whiteness.
Even Lassiter himself felt so when a
cigar, projected out of one of the openfront saloons, landed with its hot,
scattering fire on the horse's back.

The animal plunged, slipped on the
cobbles and was up again, his old blood
coursing wildly in anger and terror.
The driver was struggling with the
reins, sawing at the bit; the crowd was
scattering in front of tlie horse's plunges.
Lassiter "thought it best" to open the
door and step out into the street.
He at once found himself borne away
in the stream of men; indeed, he only
had one chance to sec his horse and
vehicle being led by three of the gesticulating, comic-opera policemen in the
opposite direction. The driver was
standing upright on his seat waving
After several moments of
his arms.
anxiety and elbowing, he found that
the darker the shut-in street became,
In fact,
the thinner was the crowd.
he disengaged himself and leaned up
against a plaster wall, straightening
his necktie and wondering what he had
better do next.
He felt in his pocket.
His

money was gone

!

"They

are child-like, playful people!"
he said to himself softly.
As if they had answered him, a great
roar went up back there where the
lights burned and the pianos drummed.
Shouts, imprecations in Spanish, the
scurry of the crowd, bobbing of hats,
the sharp barking of police rattles and
one good old American impropriety
of speech lifted above the tumult, convinced him that the expected fight had
begun.
He could not see how he
could help very much. Rowdyism

was not

his inclination.

Therefore he

walked away from it.
He had not gone very

when

pistol shots

far, however,
cracked out behind

the signal of distress of Cuban police
their clubs taken away,
and as if in immediate answer came the
yells and the clatter of a detachment
of the Rural Guards bearing down upon
him from the other direction from the
corner toward which he had been
Far in advance of
directing his steps.
them loped a huge Irishman in the
uniform of the United States Navy,
engaged in his flight and at the same
moment, as if to establish his nationality, he was daring them to fight,
running and threatening at the same

house walls and the "Yah-yah-yah !"
of the charging guards; he could see
the sparks fly.
However clear his conscience, he concluded to cast his fortune with the sailor man. The idea
of holes in oneself is odious.
He, too,
ran, and, infected with the other's

he too looked back over his
shoulder and uttered an unfriendly,
unacademic sentiment.
"My name's Mike Brophy, of the
Coyote," said the sailor.
"An' speakin'
of names, there is Valencia's beer garspirit,

den ahead
an' up the

of us.

We may get in

stairs.

Do

the saloon
shutters up

men

is

there

ye mind the

way

to get the

tryin'

!"

we going ?" gasped
could see the crowd
scattering like peas on a barrel top.
Even the sailors, engaged in beating
about with the policemen's clubs, were
taking to flight.
"Stop here," said Brophy. "Valen"Where

He

Lassiter,

cia

is

are

so fat he can't

move

quick.

yer foot in that door crack
quick, you skip jack !"

!

Put

Move

The

professor obeyed his superior,
combined strength forced
the rotund Valencia back until there
was room enough to squeeze inside,
where, except for the street light which
peeped in at the shutter cracks, it was
pitch dark. The air was still heavy
with cigar smoke and the odor of wet
glasses.
Lassiter could hear the panting of his companion and their fat host
and then the sound of blades beating
on the door and commanding voices.
hand reaching out through the
ink of the gloom clutched his shoulder.

and

their

A

"Come wid me,"

whispered Brophy,

who have had

"there

moment.
He was

ginning to enjoy himself. He fdt the
delight of flight into the unknown,
mysterious regions of the second floor.
It was a surprise to him when Brophy
pushed open the door at the head of
the stairs that a flood of light came
forth, showing the living quarters of
Valencia. When the door had been
closed behind them, he saw that sitting
on a sofa in front of the heavy curtains
over the windows was a Cuban girl of
no mean appearance. She smiled as
if she had expected them.

—

far enough in advance of the
detachment to stop when he recognized
in

Lassiter's

panic-stricken

face

countenance of an American.
"What's the matter with ye,
he cried. "Run !"

the

man

?"

"I haven't done anything," Martin
gasped.
"Ye was born in the States an' that's

They can tell it as
enough, me bye
Them devils will skewer
well as me.
ye as quick as they'd look at ye." He
grabbed the professor's sleeve. "Fol!

low

me

!"

Lassiter heard the machete-swords
being struck against the paving and

somewhere here."
said Martin.
He was be-

is stairs

"Fine

!"

"We're safe here," Brophy was say"An' this here lady is Valencia's
oldest daughter. She don't speak our
jabber, but she's a lady.
Flora, let me
introduce yer to this here guy. He's a
ing.

friend of mine, an' all right, I guess."
Lassiter bowed, the girl smiled; the
room was both clean and cool. "Thank
you for your kind words," Martin said
to Brophy.
"Oh, that's all right, old sleuth," replied the sailor.
"I'm sorry ye fell
down. Them white clothes ain't no

good

fer that

purpose."

Continued on page 41.
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CHAPTER X
A VOYAGE OF RESCUE

Ahteck
ears
his

pulled his

iuque

Peter

over

his

taking no time to put on

and,

snowsJioes,

floundered off in

the

deep snow, bucking it like a moose,
tearing through the thick alders and
young growth that sought to hold him
back. His keen ears had located the
place from which the cry had come,
not over fifty yards away. In a moment he had reached it and, bending
over, lifted

up

in his

arms the spent

form of the man. Heedless of the load
he plunged back towards the camp as
if his burden had been the body of a
mere child.
Once within the shack, where Paul
had hurriedly lighted a candle, they
saw that the Indian was breathing and

was returning to consciousness.
"Mother of Heaven !" cried Paul.
"It is that poor Jean Caron
Something must have happened !"
!

Then,

they

partly unthe life back
in his poor wasted limbs.
Before they
would allow him to speak they gave
him hot tea, which he swallowed wolfishly, crying also for food.
But he
began to cough distressingly, and the
others were compelled to realize that
the decimating plague of their race
had well-nigh ended its work.
Hurriedly, between gasps, while Jean
Caron ate and drank, he managed to
tell them what had occurred.
It was
but one of die all too frequent tales of
disaster such as all trappers are familiar
with in the country of the Grand Nord.
The details, of course, are of infinite
variety, but there is always the sombre

dressed

tenderly,

him and rubbed

McLeod

is

appointed agent for the

Hudson Bay Company

at Grand Lac, to succeed the inebriate Jim Barry-, recently deceased.
Upon his arrival at the Post, Peter finds stores
depleted and accounts unlcept. He tries to
restore order and accidentally discharges .an
old pistol which wounds him in the leg. The
various remedies applied by the Indians result
in blood poisoning and he is near to death.
Uapukun, a lovely young Indian girl, nurses
him back to health and is rewarded with his
She had been a servant for Barry's wife,
love.
during that unfortunate woman's lifetime, and
her knowledge of affairs at the Post is a great
aid to Peter in straightening out the financial
chaos. She tells him that the brighteyed
youngster Ahteck, always at her side, is her
brother; both presently become essential to
McLeod's happmess and he marries her. He
never leaves her, the lithe young Indian lad, or
their own two little ones and his fortunes prosOne evil day, when he is away on a
per.
week's hunting trip a band of Nascaupees
arrive and their spokesman reveals himself to
Uapukun as the avenging husband who has
sought out her hiding place. She can purchase
his silence only by giving him expensive stores
and firearms. She refuses and he is about to
strike her when Ahteck, hearing his threats,
rushes upon him and fells him with a blow.
He believes he has killed his father, as he now
knows him to be, and his fears are strengthened
when the Indians flee overnight. He insists
upon leaving home lest the punishment of
offended deities may include those he loves,
and journeys to Pointe Bleue, where he finds
the Indians friendly.
Here he works in a sawmill and lives with the family of Jean Caron,
whose little daughter, Mititesh, alone can
rouse him from his gloom.
He goes on trapping expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul
Barotte, and finally abandons his work at the
sawmill for this newer occupation.
Upon the death of Peter McLeod, Uapukun
seeks out Ahteck, overcomes his scruples, and,
with the snug sum which Peter has left her,
makes a comfortable home for Ahteck and the

two children. With the (oming
Ahteck and Paul Karrotte start on

of winter,
their hunt-

North. Hither comes Jean
His home has been burned,
his wife and daughter, Mititesh, face starvation.
His feeble strength fails him within
sight of the shack and, with one desparing cry.
he falls unconscious. Ahteck and Paul hear
his appeal and quickly bear him to the shack.

ing

trip to the
for help.

Caron

background of cold, of starvation and,
but too often, of a disease lingering for
years, perhaps to end swiftly in the
wilderness after more than wonted toil
and exposure. He explained how the
cough and the weakness had become
so bad that he had been able to do
little work, sometimes lying idly in the
tent for

many

hours while the

women

had tried to do some of his work. He
had been no longer the man who had
once been able to show the endurance
and the heart of a wild thing, traveling amazing distances on trapping
lines,

fighting against the killing cold

and the hard going through mountainous

over

snow-drifts,

swamps, among the

hummocky

forests in

which

the tangled trees of windfalls and the
tottering ones are like pitfalls.
Indeed it is no wonder that, for these
men, the whole world appears to be
filled with things of evil that await
them at every turn, as the lonp-cervier
awaits the hare and the spotted fawn.

And now,

tlie

sick

man

told them,

It
things were terrible at the camp.
was eshiuelinattits, the great famine,
for even the blankets had all been
burned up, excepting the two he had

taken with him on his line of traps.
He had been obliged to take one on
this trip, leaving the other.

The

stor-

ed food was all gone, and there was
nothing but tiie clothing diey had
stood in. Perhaps the little stove had
not suffered much. The small amount
of fur that had been caught was gone,
and the world was a very hard place,
and the ways of God were very mysterious, and he felt a great sleepiness

and wanted to lie down.
"All of two long days it took

for

me

come here," he finally said, gasping.
"There was no power in my limbs, that

to

have turned to little sticks. Also I
had no food with me, though yesterday
29
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I killed a partridge.
It was but small,
one of the red-eyed black ones. The
women will be living yet because I told
them to eat the dog. It is but a small
canoe-dog, as thou knowest, and will
not last them long. Also the little

atum

very lean, for food has been
scarce with us."
After he had eaten as much as he
desired, which was not a great deal,
since he was very weak, they placed
him in one of the two bunks built
against the wall and covered him with
blankets, after which he soon closed
his eyes, being utterly exhausted.
But
is

two lads
realized that
the

his

efforts

to

reach them in
order to save
the lives of his

women had left
his own flickering like the
flame of a can-

dle

the

in

wind

,

and

that

would soon be extinguished.

it

Even before the man had
his

brief

finished

account of the misfortunes

that had brought

him

to seek help,

Ahteck had begun to make ready for
his journey.
To him the trip would
be an easier one. He had gone over
the ground several times and knew tlie
lay of the land.
He would be able to
avoid many of the terrible places
through which Jean Caron had been
compelled to flounder. Paul allowed
him to do so, without a word, although
he would have been glad to take the
trip upon himself.
On his part it was
mere recognition of the fact that when
unusual effort was required no man
could prove stronger, more efificient
and determined than his friend. In
his pack Ahteck put a small package of
tea, with some flour and fat pork.
There was also a large piece of boiled

together with his teaThen he rolled
kettle and frying pan.
up his blankets also and took his gun,
seeing that the magazine was full of
cartridges, and looked carefully to the
webbing of his snowshoes.
Deliberate as he was in his

moose-meat,

movements, the young man
never wasted effort. Things
were done by him easily,
simply, even slowly, and
were finished before most
other men would have been
half-way through their work.
He was ready to leave
when a severe fit of coughing aroused Jean Caron.
The man understood at once
the import of the big lad's
preparations and looked at
him, gratefully.
"I

am much

woman," he

my

afraid for
"I know

said.

that thou wilt help her if
Also my
art able.
is very sore for the

thou

my

daughter
Mititesh, though the
little

stronger within
her and she will surely
life is

be

living.

I

cannot

was

and

furs,

further sheltered by a growth of

he

built

a

small

fire

tall

spruces

and boiled his

kettle

—

them back here with me, if if the
Lord permits, and I will take care of
thy child Mititesh, who shall be like a
sister to me, I promise."
The man nodded, weakly lifting a
hand in a vague motion that seemed
to carry a blessing.
Paul Barotte had
acquiesced, quietly, with a mere inclination of his head.
Their provisions,

meagerly sufficient for tvvo, would now
have to be shared among a larger number.
This might even spell disaster
for all, but they were ready, doing it
naturally, as a matter of course, according to the immemorial law of the
northern wilderness, that has ordained
that the food of one shall belong to all
when once the black wings of star\ation begin to hover over famished
men. Paul opened the door of the
shack and looked out.
"It
"It is black night," he said.
will be better to wait."

But Ahteck shook his head and stepped out of doors, kneeling down to
fasten his snowshoes.
"Stay thou with the man Jean," he
told Paul.
"Do not leave him at all,
lest he should pass away when there is

no one by him to pray for his soul. I
not whether I will be able to

know

bring the

woman

to travel.

It is

that
if I

is

am

here, or if she is able
a long journey for one
Therefore do not worry
sick.
away a long time. A man can

only do his best."
"Adieu, may God guide thee," said
Paul.

Then

.\hteck rose and passed the

Then he returned to
fast.
the shack, where Jean Caron was now
sleeping.
He filled the stove with
wood anew, closing the draughts so
that it would not burn too fast, said
his prayers and went to bed, merely
removing his long bottes sauvages and
his capot, or hea\-y woollen coat, that he
might be ready at once if the sick man
needed him.
During this time, in the great silence
seldom broken in the dark hours of the
northern winter nights, Ahteck went

whose

power to crush
that

unutterable weariness.
"I will return here as soon as I can,"
declared Ahteck, "but I know not how
soon it may be. I promise to bring
in

Ahteck M'ent up to
him and took his
clammy hand within
his own.
The
Indian looked
up at the young

great limbs
showed the
arising close to the river,

The man's head sank down again
upon the piled up balsam boughs that
served as a pillow, and closed his eyes

broad band of tlae tump-line over the
heavy cap that covered his brow. He
took his gun in his left hand and held

giant,

cliflf

!

not."

and, in case
of need, I leave her
in thy keeping, knowing what a good man
and a kind friend
thou art."
last long

Stopping in the lee of a great

to put forth more than
ordinary human strength on his errand
of mercy.
"May the Father in Heaven bless
thee !" he said, "and guide thy footsteps
I would say more, but I candifficulties,

a

way through

resistance,

overcome

to
all

the right to his friend, who pressed it,
in silence, and watched him disappear
in the blackness of the night, that had

come very
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on.
He could see a little, of
course, for the night is never
utterly black and the clouds
that had accumulated over the

sky were being broken up and
swept away by a newly-risen
wind. There was no made trail
for him to follow and it was
He picked
rather hard going.
his way as he followed the downward trend of the little river but
avoided its be^, that was treacherous enough in the full light
of day and always rough and
irregular with great drifts and
piled

up

ice.

excepting under the
great trees, it became less dark,
and presently, in the sky, stars
began to shine in myriads until,
later on, tlieir light was dimmed
by the lambent flames of the
northern lights. These, in great
streaky masses, appeared to be
chasing one another over the
firmament;
vastness
of
the

Soon,

suddenly they would disappear
utterly in one place, only to return at anotlaer. Then they
would gather and march across
the sky like serried legions of
invading warriors, to fade away

some mighty power had
them into some other
world. Yet in a few minutes
they would burst out afresh
like an army returning in triumphal glory.
The young man went on and
as

if

swept

on, his deep lungs working,
steadily his heart beating quietly, while his mind, so often tortured, was unusually serene, since
the importance of his mission
drove away, for the time being, the
thoughts that were always harr>-ing

him.

He had

enjoyed a

full

day's rest

and the perfect training
the trapper showed in the ease of

at the camp,

of
his steady progress.
Yes
The life of the great north was
always full of such incidents as this;
they were a natural, inevitable con!

comitant, and formed the subject of

innumerable he had listened to
his earliest years of boyhood.
They left him perfectly calm, and he
calculated his chances and made his
plans with' a cool, experienced mind.
The hardships of the earthly world
meant nothing to him but bodily pain,
that was but a small thing compared to
the tortures of a soul pursued by evil
spirits bent on revenge.
His obsession
tales

since

was so great that the

fiercest toil

meant

surcease to him, while rest and idleness

brought suffering.
When he made his way through the
thicker woods he often had to go very
slowly, for he passed through rough
places where fallen timber lay thickly
on the ground, and rocks were strewn

Hurriedly, between gasps, while Jean Caron ate and drank he managed
He explained how the cough and
to tell them what had occurred.

weakness had become so bad

that

he had been able

And yet it was no hardUnerringly he picked out the
best going, with little thought, having
some of the instinct of wild things, and
more than their endurance, since in
hard traveling afoot in rough country
the ability to keep on going is indissolubly linked with the capacity to
stand pain. After a time the frost
bites the face and causes even thickly
gloved fingers to tingle and ache; the
in his path.

ship.

strongest thews become rebellious and
to be forced on; the back bearing
the load which pulls on the head, and
gnaws into the shoulders, becomes alive
to an insidious distress which at first
only irks, and later hurts, dully, stupidly, until it becomes a torment that refuses to pass away.
But the man inured to such things keeps on and on,
knowing his power to stand his trials
and having an experience that teaches
him how far away lies the limit of a
true man's courage.
Ahteck kept on going, steadily, with
great strides whenever the nature of
the ground permitted, and shorter,

have

careful ones in

hard places.

He judged

to

do

little

work

that he had gone about ten miles,
a little over five hours, or a third of
the way, when the sky became darker
again. Small flurries of snow were beginning to sweep down, and he decided that it would be better to stop.
He knew that he would make no great
headway and had not intended to go
any farther that night. A man's
strength is not to be wasted any more
than his food, and Ahteck knew that
on the next day he would need all the
power he had. Stopping in the lee
of a great cliff arising close to the river,
that. was further sheltered by a growth
of tall spruces and firs, he built a small
in

A

and boiled his kettle.
cup of hot
tea in which he broke pieces of a frozen
Then he took
flap-jack refreshed him.

fire

out his blankets and, with a snowshoe,
He
cleared a place of the softer snow.
was well content to have progressed
thus far, leaving a shorter journey for
the morrow.
It is probable that his
Indian blood prevented the eagerness
to go on that a white man would have
shown, and doubtless obeyed. He ac'
ed according to the dictates of pure
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common

sense, knowing that further
travel during the night would mean
the covering of but a short distance,

attended

with

absolute

exhaustion.

He knew

well what he could accomplish
by starting just before daylight on the
next day, and as soon as he had rolled
himself up in his blankets he slept
quietly, while a wandering fox scented
him and stopped short, to scoot away
again, and a snowy owl perched above
him, watching silently, with great
bulging eyes, ready to pounce from the
darkness upon some luckless hare or

Far away, on the high hills,
wolves wandered, scenting the snow
for a warm trail.
But there was no
danger to the man in these things, and
he slept on till the stars began to fade
and the eastern horizon gradually
lightened.
Then he awoke with a
start, all senses immediately alert, and
lighted another fire to melt icicles he
broke off from the rocks in order to
brew his tea.
rat.

CHAPTER

XI.

THE SAVING OF MITITESH
The snow was still falling slightly
when he resumed his journey in a
dull light that was quite sufficient to
allow him to pick out his way without

Now

much

trouble.
he would never
stop again until hereached Jean Caron's
camping place.

The constant problem of finding the
best trail kept his thoughts busily engaged. The general lie of the land was
perfectly clear to him, and often he left
the river far to one side, knowing his
way through tiny valleys and along
high hard-wood ridges, in a general
direction.
He noted landmarks that
would help on the return journey, and
once carefully blazed a tree at a spot
where there were many fresh marten
tracks.
The eighteen or twenty miles
that remained to be covered were certainly much harder than forty would
have been

an open country, not so
matter of speed but owing
to the greater exertion the rough traveling entailed.
He always kept practically on the line of his forhier journeys
with Paul, but where there is no clear
path the going changes greatly from
year to year. There are great drifts
where, at other times, one might have
found clear ground. Fresh windfalls
block the way and great rocks split off
by the frost from high ledges may compel wide turns.
Yet as the man traveled on his speed increased rather than
diminished, as th^ second wind came
and he began to move more mechanically.
He was not conscious that he
was doing something very wonderful,
beyond the strength of most men. He
hardly ever ran, owing to the dreadful
surface, but the great length and power

much

in

in the

of his stride carried

him

along, in the

semi-darkness of the deep woods, like

some ghostly thing that might have
floated through the forest.
And later on, when the incandescent
mass of the sun had risen through a
narrow line of clear sky that was beginning to show under the slate-colored
pall of the clouds above, and while he
kept on just as fast, a duller condition
of his mind came on, due probably to a
fatigue he scarcely felt and which in
no wise lessened the efficiency of his

muscles. A little later, very gradually, as he sped on, leaping over fallen
trunks, clambering over ledges that
meant a little short cut, his thoughts
reverted to the tragedy of his own life.

Once more
before him

—

seemed

to be all enacted
the arrival of the strangers,

it

the angry voices in the woods,
coming down of that gunstock,
pitching forward of the tall man,
gruesome night in the darkness

the
the
the

'

mother and he had chosen to

sit in

his

as

if

fearing to see each other's face, and
finally the journey to the south.
And
then he had seen the old priest, the
man of good counsel, who had been
kind but had disclaimed the ability
to extend absolute forgiveness.
The
consoling words and the hand lain
gently on his shoulders had, to some
extent, been as a soothing balm to his
soul.
He had been told that, after a
life of repentance and
prayer, with
hatred of his action, he might hope for
forgiveness and a cleansing of his soul.
But then the priest said that vengeance belonged to the Lord. He had
heard them speak of an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth. This was
surely the way of God.
In the great
desert people spoke of, on the other
side of the great waters, a people had
been guided. Under the leadership of

men

chosen from on high they had

met enemies and smitten them to
destruction. The women and children
also had been slain, or carried away into
slavery. This was because the curses
of God did not fall upon the men alone
but also on all they loved. The sins
were visited on children. It
very clear to the lad's obsessed
brain.
The curse must come, and he
could await it bravely, without fear
for himself.
That which harrowed
him, however, was the terror of the
of parents

was

all

things that

must happen

to others,

on

his account.

Yes, there was need of constant
prayer and of sacrifice. He had never
thought of giving himself up to the
authorities in order to expiate the deed
after the fashion of the white men.
What could such an atonement mean
but death, of which he had no fear ?
Moreover, strangely enough, in his
essentially savage soul he felt no guilt.
The beaver that goes into the trap is
He had been like a
guilty of no sin.
man resting under a tree that had suddenly fallen and crushed him, where-

fore he had been crippled.
He had
stepped upon the film of snow covering
an air-hole and been dragged under the
ice.
The real yet vague impression
made upon him was that he had been
fatally plunged in a great vortex from
which no human soul could save him,
and the responsibility of which lay with
weird powers of darkness.
With a perfectly natural reversion
to old heathen tendencies it appeared

to

him that the great forces of good and
had been contending, as the

evil

lightning battles against the high spurs
of snow-tipped mountains, and the

ones had chanced to prevail. He
had been caught in the meshes of a
net cast by some irresponsible power
that was the one concerned with the
dealing out of hunger and cold, of storm
and devastation, of all the things that
are always in wait, ready to pounce
upon men and crush them. And these
meshes continued to bind him, more
and more tightly, while he had little
hope that, in some manner he could
not fathom, they would ever break
asunder, and leave him free at last,
and clean, a man among men, no longer
a thing befouled and marked for
evil

.

destruction.

But

for his bit of reading and writboth painfully acquired, the big
lad had no education of the white men.
His beliefs were a mingling of the
teachings of priests with atavistic
tendencies towards Indian ideas of
things supernatural, in which Tshishe
Manitou, the great good spirit that
brought abundance and success, was
engaged in unending warfare against
Matshi-Manitou, the evil begetter of
sorrow and disaster. He had not the
slightest doubt that he bore an influence perilous to others, owing to the
curse he labored under.
His constant
success as a trapper and the fact that
he was always thriving could make
not the slightest difference in the trend
of his ideas.
To him it was only the
calm that is always greatest before the
ing,

storm, the light tliat comes before the
darkness. Some terrible thing must
be hanging over his life, as hangs over
the woodland the smoke of forests
burning hundreds of miles away.
He had been going on instinctively,
always in the right direction, with his
brain lost in the mazes and the vagueness of his untutored notions, when he
suddenly realized that he was nearing
the end of his journey.
Presently,
coming out on the banks of the river,
he noted a familiar landmark. A
little farther on he detected a thin film,

smoke rising in tlie frosty air. He
gun and ran as if he had just
started, going- like a bull moose that
of

fired his

has just heard the bellow of the cow,
fleet yet and of marvelous strength.
As he came nearer he saw a ragged
little tent made up of pieces of canvas
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Near at hand were the
charred remains of the old log-shack.
He shouted as he ran and the child
came out and tottered towards him
gaunt and haggard, the light of her big
eyes dulled with suffering. He caught
her up in his arms, saying kind words,
and entered the tent. A form was
stretched upon the ground, lying under
a half-burned blanket.
"She does not move any more," said
the girl Mititesh.
"Since yesterday,
an hour after the coming of night, she
has not spoken, and moved but little,
and later on her breathing stopped,
wherefore I knew she was dead. We
have been very hungry. We killed the
dog, but he was small and very thin. It
hurt me here, under my breast, to kill
him, for he was a tiny thing when he
was given to me. So I took the gun,
while he was lying asleep, and came
and bark.

He awoke, and

near.

and then

I

his tail wagged,
put the gun to his head and

pulled the trigger, shutting

my

eyes.

then my mother would not eat
and I could not keep her warm. This
tent has many holes and the stove
makes no heat here, and much smoke.
Also I could not cut wood fast enough.
I prayed very much, all the time, and
mostly I prayed that thou wouldst
come soon."
She threw herself down, exhausted,
but her eyes were dry. Tears that
had run down her cheeks were frozen
there, making sore red furrows, but no
more were coming. She was young indeed to have already dried the fount

And

of sorrow.

Ahteck knelt by the dead woman
and said a short prayer, after which he
immediately went to work, wondering, darkly, whether his own presence,
thirty miles away, had been responsible for the bringing on these people of
such a spell of death and wreck and ruin.
But he cut wood, carefully with
short choppy blows, lest in the fierce
cold his axe might splinter away, and
soon made the little stove roar again.
After this he immediately went to cooking.

"Here is tea, little Mititesh," he
"Here is also moose-meat. It
is very good.
Eat now, but very slowly, and only a little at first, because
fast eating would make thee vomit and
beget cramps inside thee. I know, because I have been very hungry in my
time, and have also seen others weak
with the great hunger. I have brought
sugar we still have some left. Take
some, because it will be good for thee;
but only a little in thy tea. I will also
eat now, for I am hungry with much
said.

—

walking."

He was watching

the child as tenderly as a woman, cutting the meat for
her and pouring out the tea.
"Stop, now, it is enough," he soon
said.
"I know it is not much for thy

hunger, but have a little patience. In
a short time thou shalt have more to
eat. See, I have brought heavy blankets
big
warm red ones from the

—

Company.

They

are good ones. Tonight thou wilt sleep warmly. Let me
wrap thee well now, and before long I
will awaken thee for more food."
The child stood up, swaying a little.
Ahteck was still sitting and she placed
her hands on one of his shoulders. Her
face touched his neck and for a moment she sobbed there, while he clumsily patted her thin back.
It had been
a weird repast, with the big red sun
beginning to disapper behind the tall
spruces and firs and the dry skeletons
of some ancient blasted pines on the
opposite shore. There was little light
now in the tent, excepting the glow
coming from cracks in the small stove
and its rusty pipe, that had both fared
very badly in the fire. At last the
child accepted the blanket gratefully,
but first she said another prayer, kneeling beside the body of her mother.
"Alone in the great cold we will have
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to leave her," she said, "and
Between the two
father.

go to

my

my

heart

is

torn."

Ahteck devoutly hoped that she
might find the man still living, but he
had great fears. As soon as the child
was soundly asleep, and notwithstanding his own fatigue, he made ready to
dispose of that which was left of the
poor thing that had been borne down
to the earth in the eternal struggle
against cold and hunger which every
wanderer over the face of the great
North is constantly obliged to wage.
First he wrapped it in its clothing
and the torn blankets. Then, at a
good distance away from the camp, he
made a large fire, that he might see
well, and built a high scaffold such as
are used for caches, by tying cut saplings in the crotches of trees and placing strong branches across. These
were kept in place by more saplings
anchored with large stones. After
this was done he returned to the camp
and noiselessly took up the load, bearing it in his arms to the scaffold, upon
which he placed it, covering the body

many boughs

of balsam which he
down.
When he had finished he went back
to the tent and awoke Mititesh from
her sound sleep, and made her eat
again.
Just a few mouthfuls, that her
strength might return soon. Then he
tucked her again under the heavy
blankets. At last he stretched himself on the ground beside her but remained awake a long time, because the
child occasionally muttered in her
sleep and he feared, that she might be
in pain.
But after a time she turned
and confidingly nestled her head

with

also weighted

against Ahteck's great breast, so that
after a while both slept, deeply, forgetting for some hours all that had gone
before.

The

great lad

was the first to open
had brushed her

his eyes, for Mititesh

lightly over his face, as if, in her
slumber, she had sought to find one of
her beloved ones. Then an immense
feeling of pity welled up in the young
man's heart for this child who was so
soon to be abandoned of men as he was
abandoned of God. He resolved to
care for her, not owing to any thought
on his part that an action of kindness
might bring some measure of forgiveness and mitigation of his sins, but
simply because of a desire to lighten
the curse from her life since she was
too young and frail to bear great bur-

hand

dens

alone.
after he had awakened he
rose, quietly, while the little one still
all

Very soon

He would leave Jean's woman
there upon the scaffold until such time
as he might return and soften the
ground with fire, that she might be
properly buried.
To be continued.
slept.
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or Motive ?
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is paved with good intendoes it follow that any admirable achievement, whatever its
motive, wafts its author straight to
Paradise ?
'Twas evening, in a fair Canadian
Throngs gathered in
city by the sea.
the streets to view that pitifully com-

Then the Girl saw—him marching
quietly along in his unassuming way.
Duty called him he went; that was
all.
The problems of life are simple
to such as he but the same
He
anguish comes to all.
held the Girl's hand very
tightly, as he paused a mo-

mon, but never-palling

ment

Hell

IFtions,

—

the desight
in
parture of soldiers for the front;
this case a detachment going to fill the
gaps of the Princess Patricia's those
devil-may-care fighters, who, from the

—

moment
pean

appearance on Eurohad made the world ring with

of their

soil

their wild exploits.

A

thrill

passed through the crowd;

sounded tlie dull roll
of drums;
and bands began to play,
and the foreranks of the men in khaki
swung into view a noble guard, indeed the men from the training camp
detailed to escort the brave detachment on its way.
in the distance

—

—

Among

'

the curious, or patriotic, or
grief -stricken onlookers, close to the
line of march, stood the Girl (one of

many), come

for

one

last

anguished

look at her departing lover.
Her tears
had all been shed dry-eyed she
watched the oncoming lines; her young
face (white, pain-drawn and piteous)
forming one more indictment against
the Powers whose greed unleashed the

—

fiends of war.

The vanguard

passed, and then the
band, bound for the front, moved
slowly by stopping to hail a friend,
or to receive the good wishes of total
little

—

strangers,

moved by

the

of

spirit

brotherhood which animates all true
patriots when their country is in travail.

A

handsome boy,

!

—

to whisper a last message in her ear. Then jie,
the rearguard
also, passed;
came up; the music of the
bands grew fainter
and the
people began to disperse.

feat),

and breathless.

"Say, Kid," called a boy, between
gasps, "we ain't goin' to be
late are we ?"
The rider
assured him to the contrary.
"Well,
there's
one
thing
sure," said the youngster,

joke,

enough

run back."

left to

for

A

that

after

zeal; with tireenergy they had wrested

against

it

all

comers.

Near the Lieutenant, who
country for his coungood in more ways than
one, crouched the man of
left

his

try's

duty,

beloved of the Girl;
the corpse-strewn,
shell-torn ground behind the

and

on

trench, right in the line of fire

from the enemy's guns, lay
the writhing body of the boy,
joined in search of
excitement. He was sobbing

who had

—only

a boy he

calling for

—and

was

He would

help.

drag himself a few feet, then
as a shell burst near him,
would collapse with a groan.

"Get

down,

you

fool,"

growled the Lieutenant to
his companion, "You'll get
hit ?"
"It's

retired,

young

know
haps

M

,

sir,

I

mother; permight help him

his
I

with the stern military glare in his
eye and just the right sized moustache who'd think to look at him that
he enlisted to keep out of jail; where
he belongs, if everyone had his rights."

A despatch

"We need all the men
we've got to hold this

reinforce-

ments which

from

trench and can't spare
one on any V. C. stunts."
From the smoke-obscured heavens dropped
a messenger of hell,
exploding with a roar

other

pouring
rider,

have

won't

to the trench."

points had come
up, and the reserves were still

;

on the run (running in
equipment, an almost impossible

holding

;

"Good-bye good-bye, girls I'll write
you from Berlin," and was gone.
," mur"Look at Lieutenant H
mured a voice, "Looks a hero, all right,

—

full

a trench from the enemy;
and the gallant repinant was

the "Forty-eighth Highland-

could be'spared

—

llW PCfi^

With mad

ers" of Toronto, with very
little assistance, had held the
when
line for the British
the French, overcome by the

All

HIIIIIIBBBIII MIi

l rilni l

for the front,

less

marck had been fought^
where the "Fighting Tenth"
of Calgary; the "Little Black
Devils" from Winnipeg, and

dastardly gas, had
leaving a deadly
gap in the allied

l

dreadful day, pitifully, pitifully few ever came back.

(typical of
to escape
the consequences of his misdeeds; and the boy (typical
of many) who was lured to
the battle-front by the hope
of adventure; by the glitter
and pomp of war.
"Somewhere in France"
had resolved itself into the
vicinity of Ypres; and the
second great battle of that
region was in progress. Lange-

—

!

l

grim

man

lines.

:

iw iiiiiaimBMBmaBB HIll lH tB

many) who went

passing, caught
the Girl's eye. In spite of herself, she
smiled he was so young, so full of
life, so palpably going forth in search
of adventure.
He waved his hand

—

iiniiiiifl iii

"We

Thus fared forth from their
Western Island home the man
(typical of many) who
answered the call of duty;
other

i

breath

;

the

i

by Bruce Cameron

in.

returning

as

O

from Ypres met

the Princess
Pat's heading

it

reached the trench;

and when the fumes had
the

cleared,

The foreranks of the men in khaki
swung into view, a noble guard, indeed

answered
picked

man who

dut\''s

himself

call,

out

of
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"We must

and gazed sadly
mangled shape of his

debris,

at the

greater than
Father's house

erst^vhile officer.

is

Then, there being no one
near to interfere, he left the

mansions

doubtful shelter of the trench,
flattened out on the ground
a moment to simulate death,
wriggled past the bodies of
dead comrades to where the

who

In

my

are
waiting for

many
such

A

—

When

the sun went down,
three men (typical of
many) who had fared forth
so lately in youth's pride
found the goal to which
the paths of glory oftimes
lead
the grave.
In a church in that fair
the

—

Unbelievable
Then through
!

thrilled

—

!

!

the church

war hymn, and

the

perhaps (who knows)
problem was answered.

Canadian city by the sea, a
memorial service was in progress.
The minister prayed

"Take the
duty

souls

who

?

her

died for

In thy tender pierced hand;
the faulty lives with

"for those who fight for us
land, or sea, or air,"
then launched into a glowing tribute to those who
died for the cause at Langemarck, and St. Julien; for
across the world that great
message had flashed "The

Crown

by

beauty
There being no one near
left

—
Canathe day," — and a nation

to interfere,

he

had

lived

—a

life, which must be lived out without
him; holding no hope of wifehood, or
motherhood, only the dreary round of
instructing the children of others, year
in, year out.
"And now," the minister finished,

A
By

The

hero and a gentleman.

the women ^wept.
Close to the mother of the boy who
went blithely forth in search of adventure, and the wife of the man, whose
going cheated a jail, knelt the sweetheart of the man who died is he

the thought that the faulty lives of
would be cleansed
and accepted as gold at the Great
Tribunal. Who, who so cruel as to
deprive them of this hope ?
certainly MO/ the Girl.
Not, oh
Butyou, disinterested Reader—Which
think you, rules Deed or Motive ?
!

For having stormed

my
still

soul,

not learned

That I am wrought of stuff unconquerable ?
Though you may wound me, bruise me, and exhaust.
And though my tears and blood may freely flow,
Your savage blows shall never bow my head;
But with a steady and a level gaze
I look you in the face, and scorn your wrath.
But if perchance you stab me deep enough
not be despite, but gentle grace.

That you have done me. For my spirit, freed,
Will turn home gladly, singing a blithe song.

I

—

cruel Circumstance,

me?

thought tenderly of the

their beloved dead,

Bertha F. Gordon

In vain against the fortress of
Since the beginning, have you

It shall

Girl

myriad weeping women, comforted by

Challenge

TNKINDLY Fate, and
Why do you rage at

^-'^

May

stand."
Straight in front of her she gazed,
not at the choir nor the minister, but
down the barren path of her future

—

Oiifered for their Motherland;
All forgiving, with the living
they in thy kingdom

the doubtful shelter of the trench

saved
rejoiced, but the women, the bereaved
mothers and wives and sweethearts,

T

one

The mother of the Boy;
the wife of the Other Man
sobbed aloud. The Girl eyed
great
them speculatively.
wonder pierced her grief.
Were those other accidental
heroes fated to reap the same
reward as her man, who gave
knowingly, willingly his precious, useful life for the cause ?

bullet found him.

dians

all.

as they."

boy from home lay (quiet
now); and there a sniper's

—

leave our heroes

to the tender care of

'

!

From Portage to
Automobile Road
What Canada Has Done,

Is

Doing and Will

By
A VERY

excellent article in a
"Canada
number
of

INrecent

Monthly," Mark

S.

Watson had

to say anent Canada's
war-time preparation for the piping
times of peace. This war, if it meant
anything to our commercial organism,
has signified a getting-down to a proper sense of values, a re-adjustment of
economic fundamentals, a thorough
and rigid house-cleaning, which has
resulted in our making a national inventory, and valuing every asset at its
worth and no more. Inflated values,
which gave us a false prosperity in the
months of 1912, began to display transparency even before the war, and busi-

some wise words

—

had what Artemus Ward would

ness

a "thin" time. The war intensified that transparency and in its early
days we saw, not as through a glass
darkly, but face to face, and we knew
that our business fabric was going to
be ruthlessly torn to shreds, and then
re-woven (of good material, not shoddy),
In the time of national housecleaning which we have had and still have,
the far-seeing among us noted that
one of the great undertakings for the
Canada which will emerge from the
Great War would be the creation of a
system of nighways, of good roads in
country, in village, town and city.
The visioii did not come in post-war
days it was seen by some before but
it has been intensified and enlarged as

call

;

;

background changed and became
Canada whose prosperity is to be wider and wider yet.

its

the vision of a

nPHE
ada

story of

can

obviously,

good

only
to
a

be

roads in Canwritten, very

—

extent,
limited
the end
"to be continued," for we are still in the early
chapters. This is Canada's century,
even as the nineteenth was America's,
and the historianV of the future,
who may see, before he writes, a
built-up Canada will have the task
of telling the process by which the
top-stone at last was laid. He will
devote a section to our railroads,
another to our seaways and laketracks, and a third, and quite as

— at

and marked-
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Do Towards

E. A.

the Securing of

Better Roads

Hughes

important a one, to our road-ways.
It is a far cry from the portage to the
made road. The rough ground, where,
in one season mud and slime alternate
and in another, snow and ice form layer

upon layer— this was

all

was

that

known

to those earliest Canadians,
pioneers in a new land. This rough-

ground

Good and

where, waterways
tainly,

everywhere

but good roads

—

oh, let

-

-cer-

them

wait

CO THE

farmer, with his horse and
buggy, in pre-auto days, was content to splash and flounder through

^

seas of

mud, was

willing to tie-up for

state of affairs ex-

square
yards through our unexists for millions of

ploited country.

There

a-plenty,
portages
where the automobile cannot venture, where the
horse, even, finds its footing unsure, where the pack
mule alone can pick its
way. But, now, as was
not the case half, or even a
quarter of a century ago,
there are highways, where
the motor car may bowl
along as smoothly and
merrily as along a city
avenue on a fall day, when
neither dust nor moisture
cause irritation or impedi-

are

ment.

From portage to automobile road, then, is the
history of Canada's proBegress in good roads.
tween the two, countless
been
have
experiments
tests
numberless
tried,
made. They have been
tried

and made,

one of
from

the undertakings for the Canada which will emerge
the Great War will be a system of highways

chiefly,

within recent years, for
only latterly has the country wakened up to the
necessity of good roads.
Public-spirited men have

always conceded good
roads as a necessity.

rail-

And

waterways ? We must of
excellent
have
course,
waterways, they have said.
But for a system of good
roads that shall be not
province-wide, merely, but
time was
country-wide
when the public-spirited
ones failed to see the neceseveryRailroads
sity.

—

The
to

story of goods roads in
limited extent and

a

Canada can only be written
marked to be continued

,
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a few hours or so, and let his
produce grow stale in his wagon,
and sit and view his horses
calmly and smoke his corncob
pipe, till the mud got a little more
negotiable, and he might make
He was
his way to market.
willing and content to do so because well, money was wanted for the railroads, he was told,
and for the canals, and as these

—

—

would both help the country, he
wouldn't mind putting up with

He forgot
a class that very often
farmers needed good roads to the
nearest market town much more
urgently than a stretch of railroad connecting up two points
in the Rockies, a couple of thousand miles away, and much
more than a new canal eciually
distant.
Not that railroads and
waterways were not always urSurely they
gently needed.
were
Surely they will be
But so were and so are good
roads
Why, in days gone by
(and the saints be praised for
those last two words) was Peter
wretched roadways.

—as

—

!

!

^^^

»-^'j-j jifa'i •f^-if^s.

•». •-<"» ><.;;i'»«»»gjit<: ^viiitg'"

!

The farmer
at

approximately,
at two billion dollars, and including
three transcontintenal lines.
Then came the bicycle, or more colloquially
and less accurately, the
"wheel". How the wheel took hold
in Canada most of us easily remember.
EveryIt went, indeed, like wildfire.
body had a wheel. The whole family
cycled.
But, curiously enough, the
only place the wheel could be used was
inside cities.
In England and the
States, the bicycle was hailed as the
cheapest and most entertaining mode
of transportation, up and down the
country roads, from town to town,
through the highways and byways.
Not so in Canada. Here, we had no
steel,

cried

And he cried so long that
and even the great ones of the nation down
him for some of them have cars themselves

out for better roads.

municipalities and provinces

robbed to pay Paul ?
Those were the days from
1850 to 1890. Prior to the first date
we had a system of toll roads. From
then to the second date we had this
system of excellent and necessary
railroad construction, which has borne
fruit in nearly thirty thousand miles
of

iiiiii

capitalized,

highways and byways. The countless
thousands who were riding wheels began to cry out that you couldn't cycle
on "corduroy" roads;
you couldn't
wheel on mud and slime; you couldn't
pedal your cycle through ruts deep
enbugh to cover half the machine
The cyclist will thank his stars that
he can find some stretches of country
road now where he can spend an en!

joyable afternoon.
But there's a long
way to go. Nevertheless, the advent
of the wheel had its effect.
Bicyclists
struck at the public lethargy on the
question of good roads, and in the
nineties, there was a definite waking-up

Ottawa listened

to

to the necessity for them.
Good roads
were inaugurated by associations here
and there. Engineers began to turn
their

attention

thus-wards;

up and down

civic

country
announced that they intended to study
officials

the

what other countries had done and
were doing to this end; and -unfailing
criterion
"pro bono publico" and his

—

—

kin began to write letters to the newspapers about the necessity for better
roads.

'T'HEN came
vehicle.

the automobile and auto

The motor

influence,

if

not the parent, is at least the nurse of
the child "good roads".
It was the
motor influence that awakened the
cities to a realization that good roads
were urgently needed.
Consider the mental activity at this
time of the average man who owned an
automobile, particularly of the man
who lived in the country. Take the
farmer, for example: we observed him
not long since, unmoved by the fact that
his buggy was fast in a sea of mud miles
from his destination. We observe him
again, now that he has an automobile.
The muddy road affects him in a vital
It affects him in
-the autospot.

—

mobile.

A

splash of

guard wounds him.

mud on

A

his

mud-

rut wherein his
tire sinks hurts him.
Water that oozes
out of the washed-out road as his car
progresses, and splashes on the bright
enamel, is a thing not to be borne. The
farmer suddenly gets up, smites his
collective knee, says collectively, "By
gosh, it's too much.
I won't stand it."

In short the farmer makes a huge and
united howl against the disgraceful
state of

Canadian roads.

He

—

has suddenly realized though he
never has done so in the days of the
horse and buggy that the transportation of his produce from A
to T
-^ (from his farm
or from B
to
to the railroad or elevator town) is
costing him more than it did from the
railroad or elevator town to the Coast,
or to Europe maybe.
It has suddenly
dawned on him that from his farm to
the depot in his new automobile -is a
moreexpensive journey to him than from
the depot to the bigger market. And
he has suddenly divined that the reason
for the additional expense is the lack of
decent country roads.

—
W—

—

—

T^HE farmer —that

is,

automobile sales

most of him, for
have increased

mightily, especially in the case of the
farmer class cried out for a remedy of
theevil." Give me better roads, "he cried.
And he cried so long that municipalities
and provinces and even the great ones
of the nation down at Ottawa listened
to him.
They did more, for some of
them had cars themselves; they retorted, "If you want good roads, will

—

you pay for them?"
At first the farmer said " No," and he
stopped demanding. He said "No"
for two reasons.
One was a perfectly
legitimate

one—as W.

Deputy Minister
tario

agrees^for

of
it

A. Maclean, the

Highways in Onwas based on the

contention that the cost of good roads
is not to be borne alone by the farming
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'The Second or More Purchases
Tires That^s Where Dunlop

of

^

Triumphs^
Often the new car owner is really not buying tires as the result
of his own opinion and experience until he comes into the market to
replace one or more of the tires originally found on his car, and that
is just where the tire buyer comes face to face with Dunlop Traction
Tread or Dunlop Special.
H

H

Dunlop

Tires have

no

made
why, when

friends other than those quality ^has

and the repetition of that quality has retained. That is
you come to consider the "second, third and thereafter" purchases,
Dunlop Tires are in the greatest evidence. When you see that
countless number of cars, large and small, equipped with either
"Traction" or "Special" remember those motorists every one of
them bought those tires on merit not because they did not have
a measure of satisfaction with their original equipment, but be:ause
something told them they would not settle the tire question
definitely until they got "Dunlop Traction Tread" or "Dunlop

—

—

—

Special."

What

good for the "second, third and thereafter" choices is
necessarily good for the first choice.
If, when purchasing a new car,
you show a preference for Dunlop Tires you will find that you can
get them no matter what tire equipment is on the car at the time.
When any opposition is shown to giving you Dunlop Tires you can
at once distrust the argument because the salesmanship which does
not seek to please, surely cannot be regarded as seeking to satisfy.
1

is

"^

D\JHL0/)

'VREad
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^if

Cost' First

Cost Last

— Then
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and

First

You Want

Iractions.
If

No

If

We

motorist buys a tire for any other purpose than to use it,
and anything in the design of an anti-skid that doesn't make for
greater usage must make for greater cost of up-keep.
pride ourselves that nothing in the

way

of

an anti-skid has

ever been able to touch "Traction."

True, other tires are lowerpriced, but "Traction" was never intended to compete on a price
basis.

It

made

who

for motorists

you

All those "Tractions"

cost last.
first

is

place last cost

if

the

masterly showing of
proof of the good sense of Canadian motorists?
If

Then,

Isn't that

there's

"Dunlop

Special."

other anti-skid except "Traction."

favor— Quality,

It

tire

"The Master Tire"

takes a back seat to no

"Special" has everything

Price, Record.

Materials.

—-

Lowest-Priced
Market.

Record — Has

made

a

Real Anti-Skid on the

host

of

friends

since

introduced to motorists and retained

them

all.

first

user bought for

Quality—Latest Machinery, Best Methods, Al
Price

and

see in service represent greater

outlay than might seem necessary

to-day only.

first

in its
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community,

since everyone receiving
the benefits and carrying on the responsibilities of citizenship is equally chargeable.
Besides, the farmer again, as a
class
did not wish to spend even the
money which would be his fair share.
Real taxation and communal responsibility were strangers to the farmer.
And his reluctance to pay just taxes was
another reason why he ceased to clamor
for better roads.

—

—

Tea Table Talks No. 3
Nowadays, would any careful housewife buy flour in paper bags?
Or soda biscuits loose ? Or butter from the tub?

PROTECTED FOODSTUFFS

Carry the same idea of

most susceptible

article

damage by

to

air

and moisture

to

an

—TEA.

T—JIS change of attitude was too late.
Hisdemand had been heard through
the length and breadth of the country-,
and by all sorts and conditions of men
and women. In the early years of the
twentieth century a moN ement for good
roads assumed the proportions of a
nation-wide propaganda. The automobile had done it: the automobile had
been the nurse of the erstwhile weakling
"good roads".
We may pause for a moment to
reflect that this has been the trend of

For many years

BLUE RIBBON

TEA
has been the standard

—

of excellence.

Determined to maintain, and, if possible, improve that standard, the Proprietors of Blue Ribbon Tea have adopted the most effective wrapper yet
devised.

Obtain a packet.

events in every country.
The automobile has done more for the cause of
better roads than any other influence.
The interest taken in good roads since
the motor car became a fact is remarkable.
Great conventions have been

In doing so you buy

A PERFECT TEA

IN

A PERFECT PACKAGE

Ask your

grocer.

held at Brussels, at Paris, London and
half a dozen large cities in America.
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YOU NEED MONEY HERE'S A JOB FOR YOU

develop Intoi good position If you are not afraid to work. We want follu with goodi rich bload. wltk
detwmiaaUoii, with happy dispositions and th; "bound-to raalce-good habit." A beginmer ought to
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jroa wmnt. deaa. honest, healthy, out-door work, wriu to-day.

That
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the world,
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Civil engidetails of the big problem.
neers turned their atttention to dustnew
abaters and surface-binders.
industry has sprung up in every country

A

through the good roads movement. In
every country we find a movement
intended to promote towards reaching
not merel}' good roads, but best roads.
To revert to Canada Once the automobile had done its part in arousing
public sentiment, the next consideration
was ways and means. There sprang up
a man here and there who seized upon
the phrase good roads, and made it his
motto. These men became "Good
Roads" crusaders. Names such as
W. A. Maclean, of Toronto, and B.
Michaud, of Quebec, and others, became coupled with the movement. In
towns at first and then in provinces,
good roads associations were formed,
which applied for government recogniAnd since no two provinces in
tion.
the country have the same organization,
circumstances have been the
local
governing factor in their method of procedure. Some provinces, such as Ontario, have appointed a man, with the
title of Deput\' Minister of Highways,
:

H. V. F. JONES.

JOHN AIRD.

all o\rer

knowledge and enthusiasm, have
gathered time and again to talk over
of

is the provincial head of the good
roads movement. Others, British Columbia, for instance, have progressed
with their good roads idea under the
Department of Public Works. Alberta
has a Provincial Engineer of Highways.

who

Continued on page 44.

!
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Primitive Professor
Continued from page 28.

Lassiter noticed a patronizing tone
in the red-headed, blue-eyed sailor's
voice and he found himself wishing to
"Doesn't
assert, at least, an equality.
amount to anything," he said roughly.

"Say, this

is

a good place,

me bye

said Brophy.
"You bet," replied Martin.
"We don't want any drinks,

do we

!"

?"

"Oh, no."
"Well, then, if we don't get out before
an' they catch us in this section, we'll get pinched.
You couldn't
fight yer way loose like me.
So good-

it's light,

Flora.
Yer daddy is still ^downkeepin' folks out of the coffee

by.

stairs

shop."

The

The girl looked at the floor. She was
very pretty in that pose and unconscious of it.
She twined her round
fingers in her scarf, as if embarrassed,
speaking in a low tone to Brophy. As
for Lassiter, he made his farewell with
a beaming smile and a wide-sweeping
bow.
"We're goin' out onto the back
street," explained

Brophy on the

Factor? BeKind the

WatcK
VJATURALLY
^

-world sKould stand

tKe

in

World's most

famous

make our get-away."
The deserted alley through which
they felt their cautious way opened

conveys

faction of being master of time.

assurance of accuracy
and dependability to the
wearer.
If anything e^er

control 5>our activities with the

on

street.

a

entrust

safelj?

its

sailor,

by
too,

Lassiter ofT his feet.
"Ha
There is three of 'em
il'll take these
two. The other one is yours. We'll

Waltham
should

this,

do ye mind

the

are

Walthams

as

low

any good vJatch
can be sold, and as high in
price as atx-p one should pa;?.

Your

Jeweller Will gladly show
anp of the Waltham
Watches, or fit a Waltham
MoiJementtoyour present case.
Write for the booklet "Concerning a Timepiece."

you

waking hours

time.

j^ou

in price as

repair.

learn

help

You,
satis-

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY

!

our way out of

There

Everywhere you xJill encounter prominent persons, and
those vOKo appreciate accuracy,

almost

Waltham

accuracy j^ou admire in others.

may live
or be, he vJill find a Waltham
whom he can
JevJeller to

directing their

growled the

Let the

happens, wherever he

pulling

fight

dial

watch

the

directions.
!"

The word

WaltKam

Brophy's
alert eyes saw the two policemen at
the corner a moment before their attention, drawn by Lassiter's white alpaca suit, had awakened them into
action.
The two Americans could see
them lean down to beat on the sidewalk with their clubs; they could hear
answering signals from the other end of
the alley and the sound of running
feet.
They were trapped. Policemen bore down on them from both
"Listen

timepiece.

behind the

stairs.

."An'

onto a dimly lighted

the greatest watcK factory

MONTREAL

!'

A wami

tingling crept over the professor's body.
"Aye, aye, sir," he said
jovially.

"When ye see the flash of a gun, be
sure to quit," cautioned Brophy. "An'
when ye

close in, cover yer head from
them night sticks an' go fer their legs
if ye have a chance.
Belay there
Ye

Your

!

shrimps

The

!"

SPECIAL

two officers were upon him.
Just before Martin turned to meet his
man he saw the sailor side-step the
first onslaught and by a skillful movement of his leg throw one of the foreignfirst

into

banner

Handy With One

of

These
^""^

''"*"°

the gutter.

"Star spangled
laughed Brophy. He was
closing with the second man.
Even
after Lassiter turned to meet his own
opponent, he could hear the give and
take of blows. Crack
the sound of
ers

lavorite Fishing Pool Will Al'ways be

MOTOR LAUNCHES ^^^'^^^^ ^2^Ki™sH¥R''.lAN':

!"

!

the night stick.

Bam

!

the impact of
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Catalogue "C" and full information
willbesentyoupromptlyonrequest

>A/
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A L.T E R

Foot of York Street

-

Toronto, Onl.

Send

for

sample of the "

DEAN

" close

rib, metallic joint construction.
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lovely neoltliy

SMnnoirtlands

the closed fist.
He felt a strange emptithe despairing,
ness in his stomach
sick feeling of those unused to contest.
Then upon the fleshy part of his neck
he received the first blow of the lignum

—

vitae.
It

was a

The

delicious tonic.

pain

blow was sharp but welcome; it
awakened a new set of emotions, filled

of the

KeptSoByJally

Use of
The Soap

Mm

prevent clogging and irritation of the
pores, the usual cause of
pimples, blackheads and
dandruff, the Ointment to
soothe and heal. Nothing
better to prevent and remove those conditions
to

which

affect the purity and
beauty of the skin, scalp
and hair than these fragrant
super - creamy emollients.

the distressing hole in Lassiter's stomach and brought him onto his toes with
the joy of conflict. The policeman was
His club, his left
fighting viciously.
fist, his sharp kicks seemed to come
from every, direction, Lassiter, ducking his head and body to a well protected crouch, plunged into this rain
of blows with which the officer, acting
with experience, expected to confuse
The clasp of the policeman's
his prey.
body was satisfying. Lassiter, digging
his toes into the dirt, rushed his adversary across the alley and against the
masonry. With a free hand he pounded on the chin of the policeman, directing upward jabs that brought forth
gasping Spanish ejaculations. They
went down together. In the dark
Lassiter felt for the night stick and
twisted the bent wrist tliat held it until
the grasp had been relaxed.
They were up again in an unscientific

conflict

of

fists.

Bam

!

Lassiter

that another such on his cheek
bone would determine the issue. He
shook his head, grunted, drove his arm
forward.
Bam This time the solid
blow had landed on the policeman's
mouth, Lassiter felt that the satisfaction of this punch had a money
value of several hundred dollars. Back
and forth it went. At last a moment
came when the Cuban officer, now
fighting blindly, had disengaged himfelt

!

and fallen back for another rush.
allowed Martin a chance to glance
over his shoulder. One of Brophy's
adversaries was stretched out in sleep
on the pavement; the sailor was sitting
on the other. He was a grinning
spectator of Lassiter's contest.
"Go it, me bye !" came his panting
voi<ie,
"If I don't help ye, ye'll feel
self
It

Trial Free by Retorn Mail

better satisfied."
Lassiter braced himself again, threw

For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book
by return mail, address post-card, **Guticura,

out his knee and with a crooked arm
caught the charging policeman on the
His whole
taut cords of his neck.
body seemed to yield. It turned over
once, rolling ofT Martin's bent leg, and
lay whimpering in foreign tongue on
Martin, wheeling toward
tlje ground,
his friend, made a wry face.
They took flight through the gloom,
gaining a hundred yards and turning
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two corners before the police signals of
sounded from the alley they
had left.
"Yer all right, old marlin spike,"
panted Brophy. Lassiter had received
none had given him
several degrees;
so much pride as this one, none were of

distress

greater honor, he felt sure.
He ran
like a glad boy, regardless of sore muscles, bruises and throiibing swellings
about his eyes, regardless of the Blake
Professorship,
At last he saw, through the gray of
dawn which came down into the Havana streets, a cab rocking along ahead
of them.
He hailed it, "For," he explained to the sailor, "you will be safer
under some sort of cover. Otherwise
you would attract attention."

"Attention !" cried Brophy,
"Yer
oughter see yerself, Yer look like
somethin' that's been brought out of a
cellar !"

Lassiter and Brophy had just stepped out of the cab and the former was
paying the driver while the latter was
casting a weather eye toward the open,
dark blue waters of the Gulf, It was
at this moment that the sailor heard a

He

rippling laugh.

was sure that

looked aloft.

He

had proceeded from

it

behind the shutters over the balcony.
"Sure, it has a good, young, healthy
sound to it," he said aloud, "an' I don't
know whether it was pokin' fun at tny
red hair or your red nose,"

"What's that ?" said Lassiter.
"Nothin' at all," Brophy answered.
"Where's the cab goin' ? Sure I want
to ride in it to the wharf below there.

Where

is it

goin'

now

you must know,

"If

?"

you

I'll tell

—for

a two quart bottle of arnica and alcohol.
Sit down here on this step and wait a
while,"

Brophy hitched up his trousers, in
the back pocket of which he found two
brown paper

cigarettes which had been
flattened to the thinness of knife blades,
"Them is swell cigarettes," he said.
"That's all I got. I've been savnn' 'em.
One of 'em is fer ye,"
"Many thanks," replied Lassiter,
nursing a sore shin with his disengaged

hand,

"It's

a

fine

The smoke was

morning,"

delicious.

He leaned

back against one of the white columns
and looked in smiling silence on his

new

friend.

"It's lucky for

tation that no one

my

repu-

who knows me

is

up," he said,
"I think s/fe knows yer," said Brophy.

"She

?—who

?"

"Pipe the j'oung lady over there by
the hotel door."
Lassiter turned like one who expects
to see an angel with a flaming sword.
There, fresh, inIt was the truth.
describably neat, graceful and smiling,
stood the daughter of Cheever Finch.
"Good morning," she said.
Martin was speechless. He stood
up.
"Is she yours ?" whispered Brophy
in awed tones, pulling off his cap.
He
was sure he had guessed right in spite
of his friend's silence, and his first
instinct was to save him from disgrace.
Continued on page 47,

—
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The Boy Scouts
Continued from page 20.

and the trenches. As he expected, his
hand now descended upon another
cord, lying loosely on the ground, and
running at right angles to the first.
Plainly Bain was holding one end of
this, and some one in the trenches
Captain Wagstaffe himself, as like as
not was holding the other. If an
enemy stumbled over the trip-cord,
Bain would warn the defence by

—

twitching the alarm-cord.

"Five minutes later M'Snape was
back at the rendezvous, describing to
Simson what he had seen. That wise
subaltern promptly conducted him to
Captain Mackintosh, who was waiting
with his Company for something to go
upon. Shand had departed with his
own following to make an independent
attack on the right flank. Seven of
the twelve scouts were there.
Of the
missing, Dunshie, as we know, was
sunning his lonely soul

in the society of

two had lost themselves, and
the remaining two had been captured
by a reconnoitring patrol.
" 'You say you found a cord running back from Bain to the trenches,
his foes;

M'Snape,' asked Captain Mackintosh,
'and a sentry holding on to it ?'
" 'Yes,

replied the scout, standing stiffly to attention in the dark.
" 'If we could creep out of the wood
and rush him, we might be able to slip
our attack in at that point,' said the
Captain. 'You say there is cover to within
twenty yards of where he is sitting ?'
" 'Yes, sirr.'
" 'Still, I'm afraid he'll pull that cord
a bit too soon for us.'
" 'He'll no, sirr,' remarked M'Snape
confidently.
"

sirr,'

'Why not

asked the Captain.
"M'Snape told him.
"Captain Mackintosh surveyed the
small wizened figure before him almost
affectionately.
" 'M'Snape,'
shall

send

corporal

!'

in

"

?'

if*

he said, 'to-morrow I
your name for lance(k'^

While the Boy Scout movement is
non-military, under the head of patriotism a boy is taught that it is the first
duty of a citizen to serve his King and
Country, and the lads have put into
practice their motto "Be Prepared,"
since the Empire's Flag has
been
threatened.
The teachings and the principles of
the Association, are that a boy shall
learn by action, and that he shall be
placed upon his honor.
It is pleasing
to note that these principles, thus far
pursued have produced clean cut,
manly types of boys, the future men
of

"^"1
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From Portage to
Autcmobile Road
Continued from page 40.

these appointments, of course,
presuppose legislation for good roads,
which has been the case in all the provinces.
To secure such legislation wasthe work of the various good roads
associations, which still exist in the provinces, and meet in convention occasionally.
They are all federated under
the Dominion Good Roads Association.
As I write, this Association is having its
Third Canadian and International
Good Roads Congress and Exhibition at
All

Montreal.

"VWHAT

has been done, so far, for the
cause of good roads? Well, to put
it broadly, fifty millions of dollars have
been spent for it. It is, perhaps, better
to tell what has been done, province by
province, briefly.
In British Columbia, under the Provincial Department of Public Works,
the movement has made great progress.
In 1901, estimates for roads and bridges
totalled §344,000; last year thev totalled
In 1910 a special
S2,459,000.
programme provided that no less than
twenty million dollars should be spent,
chiefly

upon main roads.

In Alberta, provincial organization
has been responsible for raising the appropriation from nothing, a decade ago,
to

one miUion dollars last year. This
for main and trunk roads.
Muni-

was

cipal expenditure was, in 1913, .?681,000; in 1914, $865,190; last year it was
The Government
nearly .$900,000.

work

is under the Provincial Engineer
Highways.
In Saskatchewan, under a Provincial
Board of Highway Commissioners, progress has not been so rapid, but it is
In 1915 an appropriadefinite enough.
This
tion was made for §2,000,000.
was subsequently reduced, owing to the
effect of war upon finances, but local
interest in good roads is assured.
In Manitoba, under 'a Good Roads
Act and a Provincial Highway Com-

of

missioner, §700,000 was spent by the
Government last year; .$375,000, a sum
to which the Government added materially, was the municipal contribution.
Ontario is perhaps the most advanced
of all the provinces, in good roads camUnder a Department of
paigning.

Public Highways, for main and. market
roads alone, some seven million dollars
This does not
have been appropriated
take any account of help given to
municipalities who are doing their own
.

work

to

some

extent.

In Quebec, in 1912, under an Act, the
Province appropriated ten million dolThis was supplelars for good roads.
mented last year by another five milAlready eight millions odd of
lions.

—

—
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bigger,

broader,

whole family.

—completely

All. are within a few inches of the hand or
foot when the driver is sitting in a perfectly
natural position.

And

everything works easily and smoothly.
there is that wonderful flow of abundant power.

Then
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at
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You must pay nearly $200 more for any
much power.
Small wonder, therefore, that

other car with so

universal favorite.

Since this car was announced last June it has
outsold any other car of its size virtually two
for one.

There are, of course, valid reasons for such
pronounced preference.
It "handles" so easily that any adult member of the family can drive it.
Electrical control buttons are conveniently
located on the steering column
an arrangement

—

exclusive with Overlands and a very few
higher priced cars.

for starting, for stopping, for

speeding up, for slowing down, for lighting, for
dimming, for sounding the warning signal

much

Catalogue on request.

one the favorite family car of
where near it.

And now

the time to
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buy

this is

its size

two

for

br any-

—delay may be
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never be less.

But $965
price.

And
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the cost of materials is rising.

So we cannot guarantee that the price will
remain so low.
Let the Overland dealer have your order now.
Please address Dept.

3.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works, West Toronto, Canada
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amount has been spent, or allotted
bond interest, in the cause.
In the Maritime Provinces, upwards
of a quarter of a million was laid out
last year.
In New Brunswick the work
is under the Minister of Public Work.
In Nova Scotia a Commissioner of
Highways has charge.
this

as
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points.
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ing in Canada was made in macadam
This was a step ahead of the
roads.
clay or sand roads found in most sections of Canada, but experience has
taught that even the best concrete
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oval,
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cake

also convenient to the

is

roadways prove a most excellenj: investment for the communities in which
they are installed. The development

hand

and wears down slowly

to

of road building has followed the development of architectural Oonstruction.
The first settlers of Canada were

the thinnest wafer.

A dainty tissue wrapper and

with the log cabin then came
frame and brick buildings and finally
the steel and concrete structures. Just
First came the
so with road building.
then dirt roads;
trails and portages;
then macadam and finally concrete and
the more scientific kinds of roadways.
satisfied

the individual box keep
Fairy Soap clean and pure,
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we make

Local feeders, for local traffic.
first development in road mak-

it.
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;

reasons for this progress are obThe builders of the dirt roads
dreamed that a layer of gravel or
crushed stone would keep their highways in good conditions in all seasons.
But they did not reckon with the de-

The

"Have You a
in

Little

vious.

Fairy

Your Home?"

velopment of automobile

traffic.

As

I

stated earlier in this article, the Canadian farmer, as a class, has been ahead
his city brothers in the number of
)f
automobiles purchased. But Mr. Farmer's auto has been more exacting on
roadways than his horse rigs. The
macadam roads, under this rapidly
increasing auto traffic, have gone to
pieces so fast that they are now considered too expensive.
The experience of New York state,,
under a definite observation of a highway commission over a period of many
years, is interesting in this connection.
In presenting this report to the New

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
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welcome and courteous service to all.
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Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet
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legislature Ex. -Governor
said in his annual message:

York

"A macadam

road

in

Glynn

New York

costs approximately 812,000 per mile
to build and lasts less than ten years.
It costs SI, 000 a year per mile to mainAt the end of ten years it will
tain.
cost $6,000 a mile to rebuild.
"Macadam roads are utterly unsuit-

ed to the wear and tear of automobile
traffic.

Motor

crease and

it

is

traffic is on the inpounding the roads of
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State to destruction faster

than they can be built.
"Instead of building highways that
cost $1,000 a year per mile to maintain,
New York must construct roads that
can be maintained at a moderate cost.
Two types of highways answer modern
requirements. One is the concrete
the other the brick road with
road;
the concrete foundation.
"A concrete road costs from S12,000
to $16,000 a mile and a brick road
costs from $20,000 to $25,000."
The report of the state highway commission of the state of Maryland in the
matter of macadam roads was as follows:
"The cost of maintaining macadam
roads under the ever increasing strain

Maintenance Cost
Of Pavements

11 I

11

Mr. F. W. Sarr, Deputy State
Highway Commissioner of
New York, in his paper, "The
Cost of Maintaining New York
Highways," read at the
Good Roads Congress, Montreal,
March 7th, gave the following statisState's

of heavy and fast automobile motor
truck and steel tire traffic early promoted Chairman Weller and Chief
Engineer Shirley to make a careful
study and investigation of concrete
roads, this including a personal examination of those in Wayne County,
Michigan, in which the city of Detroit
This led to the laying of
is situated.

several sections of concrete in the
mer of 1912

of the average expenditure for
maintenance, repairing and reconstruction per mile, per year for each
of seven types of roads.
tics

Per mile
Concrete
$129.00
Bituminous Macadam, Mixing

Method

sum-

Block Pavement
Bituminous Macadam, Penetration

"These roads have now been under
heavy traffic for more than a year and
are practically as good as when laid,
with no maintenance on them, except
Encouraged by
for shoulder work.
this, the Commission in 1913 added 55

Method

610.00
950.00
1050.00
1055.00

Gravel Road
Concrete Bituminous

Water-Bound Macadam

These

figures

181.00
190.00

show how your road

money may be

invested in permanent
improvements instead of being spent
in temporary improvements and expensive repairs.

miles of concrete to its construction."
The experience of the older states
across the line is being borne out in all
parts of Canada and most of our more

Every citizen who is interested in
better roads should have a copy of our

important highway work now under
construction or contemplation will be

free book "Concrete Roads." It tells
the complete story of the "Best Road."

of concrete.

One other development should be
noticed.
It is the question of better
city pavements, where improvement,
though not so spectacular, is nevertheless

Canada Cement Co.
Limited

very definite.

So that, if legislation be the outward
and visible sign of the hidden movement, Canada has indeed done something for good roads. She has spent
almost fifty million dollars, and every
province has its official and governmental highway organization. In addition, a clearer understanding and
larger sympathy for the idea of good
and better roads has been obtained.

Much

remains to be done, however.
In our country there are about 250,000
miles of graded roads. The immediate
object, say the good roads authorities,
should be to improve about 16 per cent,
still

of that total, or 40,000 miles, which
would carry the more concentrated or
farm traffic, while about two per cent,
additional, or another 5,000 miles,
should be treated on, a trunk basis.
The total cost might be estimated at

$250,000,000 or thereabouts.
Canada has cause for self-congratulation, for what she has accomplished.

i 1
i

But there

is

830 Herald Building, Montreal

immeasurably more to do.

"Thank you for telling me," said
At the sight of Lassitcr's

Good roads should be one of the import-

Dorothy.

ant works of re-construction to which
our country, when it comes back from
the Great War for in sympathy the
whole country is there should systematically and energetically devote

woebegone face she could no longer

—

—

herself.'

A

Primitive Professor
Continued from page 43.

"Don't get any

—

ma'am. Not
"Yer see it was

ideas,

too sudden," he said.
this way
we had a
with some foreigners."

little

difference

control her laughter.
"There !" said Brophy, drawing him"Yer see there is nothin' to
self up.
worry about, old sleuth. I've squared
it fer ye.
She's laughin' at ye."
"Dorothy," exclaimed Lassiter in
torment.
"This is the result of unforeseen circumstances."
"How violent they must have been 1"
she interposed sweetly. "But were
She
you in an explosion, Martin ?"
turned toward the sailor. "Was he ?"

Brophy's earnest face, which had
expressed only loyalty to his compan-

"
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full justice."

"Oh, Dorothy, I want to tell you
"Not now. I don't want you sitting
out here.

why

That's

came down.

I

I

dres.sed

have some pride

and

!"

"He does look a bit stove in, miss,"
said the sailor judicially.
"He looks like a 'last year's bird's
"Come, Martin."
nest," she said.
He had never heard her speak to him
before with a tone of proprietorship.
His instinct was to obev.
"Good-by, Brophy, old fellow," said
he.

so animating

are bubbling spirits, vim and vivacity so indicative of oats ? And
horses respond to their enlivenmtnts ?
Other gocd effects, proved by countless experiments, have never been
explained.

why do men-— hke

is all

Brophy."
"Oh, thank you," said the girl, hold"Martin, why did
ing out her hand.
you forget an introduction ? This is a
pleasure, Mr. Brophy."
The sailor grinned. "I ain't had an
introduction to him yet," he said.
"Indeed," exclaimed Dorothy. "Mr.
Martin Lassiter, allow me to present
you to your old and .honored friend,
Mr. Brophy, U. S. N. And now, Mr.
Brophy, you won't mind if I take Mr.
I
don't
Lassiter away from you ?
think his appearance this morning does

For 10 Quaker Oats Coupons

it

Take
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package.

We
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of
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"Good-by, old marlin spike," said
Brophy. "I'll tell the driver to leave
the arnica with the clerk."
Only when Lassiter turned, as they
walked through the hotel office toward
the elevator, and saw that Miss Finch
was walking beside him with as much
smiling self-possession as if she had
been walking with a ruler in robes of
state, did he feel the agonizing pajn of
conviction that he had severed the last
possibility of winning her.
Therefore it was no ordinary surprise to him when in the elevator, with
the boy's back turned toward them,
she slipped her warm hand into
"Positively," she said, "I believe
When I look at your
will pass.
Martin, I begin to believe that

his.

you
eye,

you

are human."

of this all important dish.
'

Large Round Package, 25c

Regular Package, 10c.

Except in Far West.

Peterborough, Ont.

Fine music and poultry- were two

Ihe Quaker Qats (pmpany

New Round

Saskatoon, Sask.

25c Package

This season we bring out a new large package of Quaker Oats. It is a round package,
A permanent top protects it until the last flake is used. This package contains
insect-proof.
two premium coupons with a merchandise value of 4c. Ask for it price 25c. We still continue
(1285)
our large 30c package with china. Also our 10c package.

—

things of which little Ella's father was
very fond. Recently he bought a talking machine, and among other records
was a ver>' brilliant aria by a great

soprano. The baby listened closely
to the runs of the music until the singer
struck some high trills at the close,
when she exclaimed:
She's laid an egg!"
"Daddy, listen
!
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Duke's Son: Cook's Son
Continued from page

have thought

"I
plied
I

Dean

the

why

am

I

here,

11.

a\A\\,

Gerald," remildly," and that is
of

now,

\I,

it,

—when

I

am

ill.

must be with him when he knows."

He

turned his head as a smart vicdrew up at the outskirts of the
crowd, and the lady seated within,
waved her hand to them and beckoned.
At the same time. Sir Julian had given
toria

his place on the platform to the suffragette, and the three met, simultaneously, at the carriage of Lady Mary

Dacres.

"You're very gay this afternoon,
Gerry," Sir Julian smiled, as he playfully tapped the tassels of gold braid
hanging from the officer's uniform,
"you look more like a carpet knight
to-day, than a V. C.
I want you to
tell me all about it.
You can come
home with us, can't you ? And you,

Dean

too.

?

Down on

official

^t-,..

busi-

ness ?"

"Yes, we are down on official business," answered Baring.

XTATURAL

"We'll go home with you, though,"
interpolated the Dean, as he stepped
into the carriage.
"You didn't see anything of Bertie
while you were in France ?" asked Lady

woods are like gems in the
^ > rough that require cutting and
polishing by the expert before their hidden
charms
are revealed.

Mary wistfully, as the officer seated
himself beside her, "Oh, but, of course,
it is not likely.
received a letter
from him this morning, but it was a

All woods possess a wealth of
concealed beauties
of gram and color that require the
art of the wood
tinisher to develop and preserve

We

month

old.

So much can happen

them.

The

is like an imperfect
cutter, and the appearance
of
rl'?J'''''''"''',°^u^*'^S^™
both the gem and the wcodwork would be
marred.

in

a month."

"Why, of course," agreed Sir Juhan
cheerily, "he, too, has a V. C. by this
time.
Don't you think so. Dean ?
Tell her that he will be coming home
with all the honors of war pinned all
over him, Gerry. The only thing is,
he will take them off and decorate
Topsey with them, the beggar."
Lady Mary smiled wanly at her
husband. Then she turned to the

use of poor or inappropriate varnish

The use

cf

Berry Brcs.' architectural Finishes brings
out and

a^nd1a:ttg*tifh!'"

^' ^"'

"°°'^ ^"^ P-duces a^handsom^

S.iaiiSfo^t^ilorb^s.^-''^^'^^''"^
Write our architectural deparimmt or
ft

I

"^•^^=^'"-

-

it.

fJERRYBROTHERC
•Worlds UrtfesfV&mish MkkersO

officer again.
^

"In his letter this morning, he said
they were quite comfortable. He seemed in such good spirits and very happy.
He spoke of the goodness and kindness

Established 1858.

'

SNOS

,

MODERN.

come

into

my office,"

FIREPROOF.

Cuisine and service unexcelled by the leading hotels
of the larger cities.

European Plan— $1. SO per Day and Up
Special >A/eekly Rates

"Oh, I'm so glad," and his companion
leaned back,"sTriiIirig haffpiTy.
to

N. Y.

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.

voice.

want you

THE IDEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

A

'

"I

Ontario.

HOTEL LENOX

"No, he is in no danger now," he
said, arid wondered 'ait the level tone

owa

-

(295)

of his superior officer.
I would like to
write to him and thank him, but I suppose that would be childish," then the
ever present, haunting terror flickered
into those brave eyes.
She lowered her voice to^ whisper,
"Do you think he is in any immediate danger ?".
Something irt Baring's brain was
taut and ready to snap. Then he
caught the Dean's grave eyes fixed on
his face, and it steadied him.

of his

Walkerville,

Take Elmwood Avenue car to North Street, or write for
Special Taiicab Arrangement.
May we send with our compliments a "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls," also our
complete rates?

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

C. A.

MINER, Managing

Director.
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Putting up

meadow hay

in

the NbcuciKo «(tUey

Stock

Farming Opportunities

Come

in

grasses In the Nechako Valley

.IH.

British

Columbia

to the Rich, Sunny, Mild

NECHAKO VALLEY
on the Main Line of the Grand Trunk Pacific
Board of Trade, which has nothing to sell,
give you reliable, disinterested, free information.

Let

this

EARN

about the wonderful opportunities for farming and
stock raising in the fertile Nechako Valley, the largest
and richest connected area of agricultural land in British ColumFertile soil.
Mild, bracing climate. The best mixed
bia.
farming country in Western Canada. On the main line of a
transcontinental railroad.
Near good, growing towns. Near
schools and churches.

It will bring you big harvests
land is here, waiting for you.
every year and keep on swelling your bank balance.

Government Department of Lands says: "The Valley of the
Nechako comprises one of the finest areas of land in British
Columbia." Dr. Dawson, the well-known Government expert
and investigator, says, "The Nechako Valley is the largest

DO NOT OBLIGATE YOURSELF IN ANY WAY AND
THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.

T

connected area of lands susceptible to cultivation in the whole
Province of British Columbia."
Here is independence and health calling to you
The
Nechako Valley needs settlers. In our own immediate neighborhood are many thousands of acres of good, fertile, well located
land which you can buy at a very low price.
This Board of Trade does not deal in land nor anything
else.
It only wants to bring you and the land together.
The
!

nil out, clip and mail

tliis

Let this disinterested Board of Trade advise you about the
farming and stock raising opportunities in this rich Valley. Tell
us how much land you want, what experience you have had in
farming, approximately what you are prepared to pay for the
land and what resources you have to put it under crop. YOU

We

will advise you honestly, frankly, whether there is an opportunity for you here and if so, where and why. We will bring
you and the land together.
If you have slaved in a more rigorous winter climate, away
from neighbors, away from green trees and clear, running water,
come to the Nechako Valley and enjoy life and prosperity.

ANY RATE.

Write to-day. Investigate AT
that to yourself and your family. There
SERVICE IS FREE.
your part and

is

You owe

no obligation on

OUR

coupon

There are several good business openings for promen and women in this fast growing town.
Remember this
If
you are interested write to-day.
Board of Trade has nothing to sell you.

gressive

BOARD OF TRADE OF VANDERHOOF

C.

M. Mav

(INCORPORATBD)

VANDERHOOF. BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Board of Trade of Vanderhoof
(Incorporated)

I

wish to get a farm of

at about $

are about $
does not obligate

Name
Address

acres for

per acre.

My

BRITISH

in

COLUMBIA

resources

This coupon

me

VANDERHOOF
"The Domlnatinfl Center

of the

Nechako Valley."

any way.

We

have nothing

to sell.
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Sir Julian remarked, as they reached
the house, "I want to hear all the news

from the front, Gerry, and then I want
you to sec what I have been doing."
"Until tea, then," said Lady Mary
graciously, and then she turned and
left them.
They stood among the rose
bushes, in that quiet, fragrant English
garden, with their heads uncovered,
apd watched her until she had passed
into the house and was out of sight.
Then they turned and followed their
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Here is a New
Salad Recipe
/or

tjf)e

readers or
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host.

On

a long, flat desk were all the reviews of Sir Julian's speeches in the
mail box, they could see the numerous
invitations to speak, at the different
places where enlistment was slow, or
lagging.
On a smaller desk, nearby, was a
recent copy of the "Killed in Action"
list, but the Dean's sharp eyes detected
that it Was not the last one, and did not

contain his name.

"Kitchener won't need to worry
about conscription, yet," Sir Julian
said cheerily, as he seated himself,
"if figures don't lie.
I have just received the enlistments from my last
campaign, and I haven't started my

rUNA Tl&n o
^* sreen

xit.y^'

^*'^^ eej,.«,

''"i*

work yet."
The old white headed Dean stepped
over to him, and put his arm around
his

shoulders,

looking
before him.
"It is a great

official

he

while

laid

document on

a

long

the table
'""wy

tip.

work that you are doing

he said gently, "A great work,
boy.
In you, to-day, the most
vital spot of the British Empire is
centered.
It rests upon you as to
for us,"

my

whether we shall be, or shall not be.
But you did the greatest work when
you gave us your son."

The

father never flinched, although

he understood.

Then he looked down

at the paper.

— Herbert Dacnineteen, only son
I^ady Mary Dacres —

There was
res
,

— aged

his

name

of

!

You wouldn't
ly

!

ask

me

to

do

that, sure-

And-and-Father, there

thing else

!"

is

some-

for

your copy of the New Recipe Book?
It tells how to make Desserts, Salads, Puddings, Ices, Ice Creams,
Candies, also wholesome dishes for the convalescent.
It will be sent free for your grocer's name.
sample enclose a 2 cent stamp.

It

you wish a pint

KNOX SPARKLING OEUATINE

Sir

Julian arid
killed
on the field of honor.
He leaned back in his chair and
closed his eyes.
He was l)ack in the long luxurious
library of his home, and Bertie, his boy,
with Topsey, the most ragged looking
dog on earth, at his heels, was standing before him.
There was a look of perplexity and
concern on the smooth young face,
and the father noticed it with a great
pain at his heart.
"Father, I don't want to go.
I am
not afraid.
I am not a coward.
You
know that. But I'm so young. I'm
only nineteen. Why can't I wait ?
Maybe, then, it won't be necessary for
me to go. Then, there's the mater
Oh, father, I can't I can't leave her.

—

Have you sent
ISO St. Paul Itroot \Vest

Deot. E

Montreal, Can

nnggB'^"^ii''^^^''^^^^^^^ggg

gM'gm

UNDER THE BED
CLIP

"
it

it under the bed when you're
through with j-our sewing. Carry
up aed down stairs under your arm

The

mELITE

FOLDING TABLE

'

is

useful

weighs

MADE

IN CANADA.

Wrltft TO-DAY for illustrated Booklet " F " describing the various styles
and sizes of "Elite" and "Peerless"
Folding Tables. It's FRKE.

all over
lbs., yet

the

Only

wobble.'

HOUKD &
Sole

Licefuces

CO.,
and

LIMITED.
Manufacturers

London, Ont.

iVM'Mvv^n^Mvv J^^Jvvvvvvv>^MVv^F,F,^^
'

house.

steady and strong
Every housewife
can see a hundred different uses for
such a table in her home. Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will get it for
you. Ask him.

—never 11a

g./^

— —
•
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The boy 'ft iiigh bred face turned
whiter.
The dark eyes turned softer,
and the budding promise of a glorious
manhofxl i^roke into a wonderful flower
before his father's eyes.
I
"It is Ivy," he said dreamily, "I
I
kissed her last night, and then she

—

told me.
She has always loved me,
she said, ever since she was a little kid
and I chased her over the fence. Just
think of that, father ? Isn't it won-

PURE5T-CLEANESTI

derful ?"

MOST RELIABLE
GET CATALOGUE

"Very wonderful, my son. A woman's love is the most wonderful thing
on earth."
"Then you don't want me to go

AT BEST DEALERS

—

OR DIRECT

TORONTO - MONTREAL
WINNIPEG - VANCOUVER.

yei ?"

The

father detected the eager -tone

of relief in his voice.

"You are an Englishman, ^rj/.
that, a son

and a

After

but
an Englishman, first, always."
The boy started.
"You wish me to go ?" he asked with
lover, perhaps,

flaming eyes.

The

Prosperity in Canada
$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in

in

His jaw was

1915

—

industry
Canada has come into her own. No counwrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion
try

bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working overtime.
Wheat average, 36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; should not exceed $35.

Western Canada, now

to

in the height of the greatest

Prosperity
wealth-producing era

Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
the

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Tiventy Years

to

Pay

An immense

area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
sale at low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles. Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
if

you wish.

—

$2000 Loan in Iini>roveinents.

We

will

$1000 Loan lor Livestock.

To approved

lend you up to $2000 in improvements in certain
districts witli no security other tlian the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain condition s
we advance cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of $1000.

Ready-Made Farms

11

lor Sale. Farms
which we have developed by providing: house,
barn, well and fencing and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

You Already Have a
ern Canada, here is your

Farm

In West-

ALLAN CAMERON. General Superintendent ol Lands.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
20 NIntli

Avenue West, Calgary, Alberta

His eyes were hard

"Father, do you command me to go ?
have never yet disobeyed you, and
you know that I am not going to do so,
now. But I don't want to go to this
I

I don't want to kill anj'one.
I
want to stay with you and the mater
and Topsey and and Ivy. I want to
live.
Oh, father, how I want to live !"
"I command you to go."
And he had gone. And now
Someone was patting Sir Julian's
shoulder. Someone was talking to him

— —

—soothingly.

quietly

"But you did the greatest work
when you gave us your son. It takes a
brave man to do that."
Sir Julian's hand closed over something cold that lay in the drawer of his
desk.
warm hand sought his own
and gentle fingers released the tense
grasp.
"But it takes a still braver man not
to do that," and then the father opened
his eyes and looked into the compassionate face of the Dean. There
was a horribly twisted little smile on
Sir Julian's lips, as he rose and left
them. But they made no attempt to
follow him.

A

Jumping the Theatrical

opportunity to increase it or to secure your friends as neighbors.
For particulars and literature apply to

Department of Natural Resources

set.

stern.

war.

enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
CANADA,
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers of

Come

height, and in place of his nineteen
years, he might have been twenty-nine.

and

Enormous Crops and Low
Taxation Make Farmers Rich

Come and Get Your Share of Tliis

father nodded.
His son faced him. He seemed to
liave added two inches to his superb

Hurdles
Continued from page

"The Daughter
"Hellup

of the

14.

House?"

!"

"Woman and Superwoman ?"
had fled.
G
Miss Haswell decided on the "Daugh-

But Mr.
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War ^650
a Year of War ^530

Price Before the

Price After
Why Are We Proud To Advertise This?
On

the very day that war was declared the
Canadian Ford car was reduced $60.
But don't mistake the reason for this reduction.
It was made in spite of the war
not
because of it.
To understand this reason properly requires
a knowledge of how prices of Ford cars are
decided upon.
These prices are based on the estimated production for the coming year never on the
profits earned the preceding year.
For instance, some time before August 1, 1914
the Ford Canadian executives decided that the
demand for Ford cars for the fiscal year starting
Aug. 1st., would be about 30,000 cars. With
this production it would be possible to reduce
the price $60.
So an announcement was made to the public
at large that the prices of Ford cars would be
$60 less for the coming year.
It must be admitted that this was a remarkably sincere and substantial expression of faith
in the prosperity of Canada and the Empire that
prompted this Canadian firm to stake their
entire business, on the continued prosperity
of their country.
Yet the Ford Canadian executives did not
allow the war to interfere with their plans in
the slightest degree. They considered the prosperity of Canada and the victory of the allied
cause as assured.
This was emphasized a second time last
August when the prices of Ford cars were again
reduced by $60.
Profitably to manufacture the Ford Canadian
car at this lowered price requires a production
of 40,000 cars during the year ending Aug. 1, 1916.
To quote from General Manager McGregor's
own statement:
"If this company is able to manufacture and
sell 40,000 cars between August 1, 1915 and
August 1, 1916, we know that our buying
capacity, the production efficiency of our manufacturing plant, and the distribution of overhead expense over a volume of this size will
enable us to reduce our prices $60 per car and
price of the

—

—

'ord

make a reasonable profit for the company
this volume."
"If we are only able to manufacture and sell
20,000 cars, the reduction of $60 per car would
not be warranted and this company would be
operating at a loss.
It is the profit on the
still

on

additional 20,000 cars which makes the price
reduction of $60 possible."
Although to build 40,000 cars means doubling last year's business, the Ford executives
firmly believe that prosperity in Canada will be
of such proportions this year as to create a
demand for fully this much increased business.
And the sales to date and the prospects for the
next few months prove that they are correct in
their belief.

Moreover, this action becomes increasingly
when the advance in price of raw
materials is taken into consideration. At least
one automobile manufacturer has been obliged
to increase the price of his car on this account.
And the Ford Company again have an added
burden in the increased duty on the few raw
materials that they are obliged to buy in the
United States. But all of these increases have
been absorbed into manufacturing costs by the
significant

Ford Company as part of its obligations and
duty in times such as these.
It

is

another significant fact that while prices

on other products have so generally been
increased, the prices of Ford cars have been
decreased.
So the Ford Company of Canada, is proud to
advertise this reduction in price of Ford cars
because it is a substantial, material proof of its
faith in Canada.
The Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.,
is a Canadian Company owned in great part
by Canadians, and as such believes in Canada.
It believes in her
•It believes in her prosperity.
final triumph and the triumph of the Empire in
this tremendous struggle that is now demanding
so much from her manhood and from the taith
and support of her people.
And this Company is willing to back its belief
to the last cent.

Motor Company of Canada,

Ford Runabout

its

Limited,

Ford, Ontario

—

—
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ter of the House," and just then Fred
Tiden arrived from New York to act as
the company's leading man. Tiden
was a widely travelled and broadly
educated man and I was \cry glad
when he took "The Feminist" to read
it.
I felt that his suggestions would he

valuable.

"My dear Bax"

said he, after he

had

read it, "You've got a cracker-jack
play here but you're all twisted in your
For instance who's your
stage values.

male lead,
"That,"

Witchery or Science
For That Corn?
you use something ancient as
WILL
witchcraft— methods harsh, uncertain

and

—

91%

wax.

of all corns

The corn
instantly,
48 hours.
million corns monthly disappear un-

The pain ends

unscientific?

Or the modern way— gentle, sure and
final— devised by a chemist who spent
25 years on corns?
Blue-jay is the method used by doctors
used by experts— used by millions who
have tried it. It's a thin little plaster
which applies to the corn the wonderful

B&B

the first plaster. The stubborn
yield to the second or third.

go with

ends

A

in

der Blue-jay. Your own friends employ
Countless people around you— users
it.
of Blue-jay— never let a corn ache twice.
We urge you to try it. Prove the
quick relief, the permanent removal. In
this day corns are needless.

New

?"

composed

of the

Female,
with Heroine
Ingenue
Juvenile lead in love with
inloyewith fat woman
Funnyman
(probably a butler) (probably a cook)

Male
Hero

One

in love

villain in love

three

Two

sub-vil-

one benevolent elderlyman ,al- One elderly lady,
ways a widower or either a widow, or
maiden aunt.
bachelor uncle,
(These last two must on no account
be married. It would rob them of

lains,

—

Chicago and

cessful play must be
following ingredients,

or

15 and 25 cents at Druggists
Also Blue-jay Bunion Plasters

BAUER & BLACK,

Hardy

explained, "Is the subtlety
Forest plays opposite Dorothy
of it.
in love interest and is to ail intents and
purposes the leading man, but in reality
Hardy dominates the whole play after
his first entrance, by the force of his
unique personality."
"But my dear fellow" Fred smiled
depreciatingly "the leading man has
got to play opposite the leading woman
in love interest."
In spite of his education and cIcmtness, Tiden was a firm believer in the
To his mind a suctraditional drama.
I

with nobody,

Ends
Coms

Bl ue=]ay

F'orest or

York, Makers of Surgical Dressings,

etc.

sympathy).

Mix
26 babies poisoned in 11

slates;

these ingredient parts, sprinkle

with a snow storm scene, carefully remove all foreign substances such as wit

fottu

natfly some recovtred.

or subtlety, and when it is seen that
virtue is triumphant and the ending is
happy, remo\e from the pot and serve
one successto the American Public,

Save the Babies

—

ful play.

Catch the disease

TANGLEFOOJ

carrying fly that
strays into your

home with

safe,

^^

efficient,

non-poisonous TA NGLEFOOT; not arsenic poison
in an open saucer set within reach cf the baby, or a
can from which a poisoned
wick protrudes, sweetened
to attract both flies and

mm :^ Afiwrt^ 4'^i^

babies.
Flies kill

babies, and fly poison
other poisons combined

many
all

— But
ers

in homes where careful mothhave protected their babies from

such risks by using only TANGLEFOOT, both dangers are avoided.

Made

in

Canada by

of

The Journal

the Michigan S^tate
Medical Society reports 26 cases of arsenical
poisoning from fly destroyers in 1915 in only II
states; in 1914 there were
46 cases in 14 states.
It

states editorially:

"Symptoms

of arsenical poi-

soning are very similar to those
of cholera infantum; undoubtof cholera infantum were
really cases of arsenical poisoning, but death 'if
occurring, was attributed to cholera infantum.
"We repeat, arsenical fly destroying devices
are dangerous and should be abolished.
Health officials should become aroused to prevent further loss of life from their source.
Our Michigan Legislature, this last session,
passed a law regulating the sale of poisonous

edly a

more than

v,

-

..fly

number of cases

papers."

THE O. & W. THUM CO., WalkervUle, Ont.

American Address: Grand Rapids, Mich.
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the absurd
that the stage should hold the

And Shakespeare had
idea

mirror up to nature
Miss Haswell did not agree with Mr.
!

Tiden and we refused to adopt his
Mr. Fried, the stage mansuggestion.
ager, was then given the manuscript.
Mr. Fried was a neat looking New
Yorker and though rather crude in his

was a very clever theatrical
man.
"Nothing doing," was his comment,
speech

"It can't be done."

"Why?"
"Why ?
got a

We
used

mob

Well for one reason

scene in

it's

it."

reminded him that Shakespeare

mob

scenes.

said that Shakespeare was Shakespeare, which ought to forever clear up

He

i

—

—

.
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suspicion that Shakespeare was
Bacon.
Miss Haswell decided to produce it
during the third week in May. If it
turned out to be a success she would
try and make arrangements to go on
tour with it after her Toronto season.
Rehearsals were called for Tuesday
morning of that week. Mr. Fried went
back to New York. On Monday,
preceding the first rehearsal, Miss Has,and myself lunched
well, Mr. G
at the Prince George Hotel to discuss
arrangements and choose the cast.
The next morning we met at rehearMr. Fried having left the comsal.

the

of stage director de-

pany the duties

CANADA FIRST" MILK

volved on the author, assisted by Mr.
Tiden. It was by no means an unWe fixed up a
interesting experience.
dummy stage with exits and entrances and a few "props" and started

REFINED,

Better than raw milk for cofTee, cocoa, custard,
dressings or cooking. Safest for baby food.

Mr. Jack Amory the genial comedian
later

made such

Has the delicious flavor of well cooked food,
made from whole milk. The Condensed (sweetened)

a success with

fl

the Robins players, came up
"Have you got my part ?" he asked.
He looked at it.
I handed it to him.
"I hope it's funny" he said with a
to me.

saves half the sugar in cooking.

^

All the food value of rich whole milk with the
water evaporated, making a creamy product that

rueful glance at the 'script "You know,
no matter how serious I try to be they

surpasses ordinary milk.

^

always laugh at me."
He was genuinely woc-begone.

Keeps sweet

Until

the can

is

opened and for

several days afterwards.

"It's the news editor's part" I said,
"It really doesn't matter how you
It can be either funny or
treat it.
serious."
I was beginning to realize
how difificult it is for an actor to give
the author's conception.
If only
All day long we rehearsed.
the dear little sixteen-year-olds who
swell the matinee receipts could attend
a week's work of a stock company
yearnings
fewer
be
there
would
and less sighings for the footlights.
Stock acting is work, incessant dreary

CREAM TOMATO SOUP FOR

SIX

1

targe cantomatoes
Teaspoonful salt
1 large onion chopped
\ teaspoonful scda
Soring cho-yped ce.'ery
J teaspoon ful black pepper
Teaspoonful of sugar
Dash cayenne pepper
Boil this twenty to thirty minutes, strain throuj^h colander.
Add half
can of "Canada First " Kvaporated (unsweeted) Mill^ diluted with an equal
(juantity of water. BrinjJ this to a boil and serve with croutons of sciuares
of tjajtodb;x:J.

^

Don't depend on the milkman

KEEP

"CANADA FIRST"
in the house.

about it.
One thing that pleased me very much
was that Miss Haswell's daughter, Miss
Fawcett, rehearsed with us. She intended to play one of the roles and it
would have been her first appearance
in Toronto.
beckoned to
That night Mr. G
me mysteriously and took me to the

work with very

DIGESTIBLE

STERILIZED,

^

in at ten o'clock.

who

PURE,

little illusion

AYLMER CONDENSED MILK

CO..

LIMITED

front of the theatre.
"Behold !" saifl he.

The

bill

boards smote

me

in

the

eye,

A mw

play by a Canadian Author,

"Woman

and

—

Superwoman,"

by

Arthur Beverly Baxter.
I blushed a deep crimson, untheatrical blush.

"Where did you

get the

name

?"

I

When the pesky shade won't work
You can be sure it is not a HartHartshorn
shorn Shade Roller.
Improved Rollers move quietly and
smoothly at a touch, and stay right
where you leave them. Cost a few
centsmore, but oh, how much better!

R ixi^L.
RFF

Valuable book "How to
Qg^ j^g jjggj Service
from your Shade Rollers". Send
for it today and learn why it pays
to looi. when buying shade rollers
1

for this

.

ignature

:

Madejn Canada

gasped
"It

^

^

was your own suggestion" he

answered.
I could see the lurking
I shivered.
First there was
friends.
grins of

my

Shakespeare, then Bernard
me.
then

Shaw and

Stewart Hartshorn Co.

Dept.

6,

Toronto, Ont.

HARTSHORNJfHAPOPLLERS

—

,
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"That

Grand Prize, Panama-Pacific
Exposition, San Francisco, 1915

Grand

Prize, Panama-Cali-

fornia Exposition,

San

Diego, 1915

DRINK

BAKER^S

COCOA
For

its

Delicious Flavor,

title" said

Mr.

G

impres-

draw fire."
assured him I didn't doubt

I

it.

"We

were going to play 'Man and
Superman'" went on Mr. G
"But
the censors wouldn't let us. They
don't know enough about plays to tell
the difference between this play and
that one. We'll have the censors trying to hold the show up and it'll be a
great send off for it."
Of course it is a well known axiom
that some have greatness thrust upon
them, but if I was going to run amuck
of the censors I would prefer to give
them some reason.
"Why didn't you call it 'Soup and
Superwoman' " I growled.
Mr. G
scratched his head. "Well
now" he said "that isn't a bad title,

——

its

either."

and

Excellent Quality
its

I

High Food Value.

All of our

products
sold in

Canada
are

made

in

Canada
REGISTERED
TRADE-MARK

Walter Baker

& Co. Limited

Established 1780

MONTREAL, CANADA
DORCHESTER, MASS.

The
Original

and
Only
Genuine
Beware
of
Imitations

Sold

went home.

The next morning we resumed rehearsals.
Then came the big shock.
Owing to the fact that my play required
two leading men and as Miss Hasw'ell's
company possessed only one, we had
been forced to allot Forest's part to a
prominent Toronto arrtateur. He had
rehearsed with us all day Tuesday.
On Wednesday he sent word that his
firm had sent him out of town.
Miss Haswell burst into tears. Mr.

G

burst into profanity.

The

rehearsals were called off and
Miss Haswell announced that she would

bring a professional actor from New
York for the part and produce it the
following week. The next day Miss
Haswell's brother-in-law, Allan FawHe had been a great
cett, died.
favorite with her and I know his death
took a lot of the fight out of her. She
ended her engagement with "Out of
went back to the
the Fold" and
States.

Fred Tiden stayed in Toronto in
order to suggest some changes in the
He felt sure that it would sucplay.
ceed if certain changes were made.
We adjourned, with the 'script, to the
Royal Canadian Yacht Club. The
tennis courts lay green and inviting
beneath our gaze. We forgot the play
and donned our flannels. Fred beat

me

three straight sets.

day, with grim determination in our eyes, we again sought the
Club's verandahs. Things were much
I took two sets out
better that day.
of three from him.
The following day it rained and Fred
outlined the changes he thought neces-

Merits
of

Minard's
Liniment

and

also

gave

my

star in one of
plays.
I used up a
year's royalties in Chair-rides but it

was worth

me

letters

of

introduction to two of New York's
biggest producers.
At the end of the week I went to
Atlantic City and rewrote the play.
Of course
It took three weeks to do it.
it wasn't entirely the fault of the play
that it took so rriuch time, there was
a charming little brunette who but

—

—

it.

We

both knew

we were

lying but then she had such glorious
eyes and I, well I had a suit of flannels
that were of rather a fine cut.
Between prevarications I rewrote
the play.
I put in a prologue six years
before the first act.
I made a villain
of the innocent Forest, in fact caused
him to commit forgery and then put
the blame on Hardy who of course did
not deny the charge, Forest had a

—

—

mother and Hardy was such a noble
I reduced Lucy to a nonentity
soul.
and gave Hardy and Dorothy about
It was so much like
six strong scenes.
every other play I had ever seen that
it seemed certain of success.
no, no, not
\\'c went to New York,
the play and 1.
the brunette and I,
We met the heavy artillery of the

—

—

Theatrical Producers. They were exIn fact, I conceedingly courteous.
sider theatrical managers a very polite
body of men considering their trials
and tribulations. They never know
when they are going to be assaulted in
broad daylight by a rejected author.
They were busy with rehearsals (this
is the stock excuse of all managers),

but would read the play in the very
near future and send it back, that is,
they would let me know. Alone I returned to Toronto and pondered.

—

The original idea of the play was
Any attempt
practically demolished.
at originality of style or subtlety of
language had been "cut," as it delayed
the action. Some day the modern
stage manager will have to realize that
action is not the most important thing
The "Movies" are infinitely
in a play.
superior in action. What the drama
must fall back on is dialogue, clever
lines, or sooner or later there will be

—

no drama.

Two

letters

practically
first

The next

sary,

on the

who ever went to Atlantic City
didn't meet a charming little
brunette ? She told me she was a
Grand Opera singer and I told her I
was a playwright. I think I offered to
write her an opera and she offered to
then

who

sively "will

one

at

came from New York
the same time. The

said,

"Your play contains much that

is

good but it does not interest us enough
We would be glad if
to produce it.
you have anything else to have you
submit it to us." That producer paid,
me the most sincere compliment I ha\-e
yet received on behalf of my work.
He prepaid the postage on the pla\-,
amounting to forty-four cents.
The second one said, "I am returning your play and will write you in the
course of a few days suggesting some

—

changes."

Changes ?
"Gord !" as Mr.

G

so feelingly

remarked.

i
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Freight of Currency
Continued from page 23.

I never knew what he gave
any how he would be on the
safe side as he was a hard nail in a
deal o' that kind.
I had the jewellery
valued ten year ago by old Attenborough and the British museum chaps.
The pawnbroker offered me four hundred pound for the lot, and the museum
men said it was worth three times as
much to them. But I didn't sell an'

the

stuff.

for

it;

there

it is.

"Those gew-gaws were the wife's
property and they now belong by
rights to her only living child.
An' so
I want you, Sam, to take it to her along
wi' the whole contents o' that there
It's a tall order, I know, but
box.
I've no faith in a living soul to do the
job except yourself old sport.
"But I'll recompense ye allright,
Sam. I've a bit by me besides what's
in that pot, an' I'll give ye the price o'
a good freight to Halifax an' back if
the Mermaid has to go an' come in
ballast."

Sam's eyes dilated like the searchlights of a battleship at the crazy proposal, and for the moment was dumfounded. Windlass continued to talk
and to sweep away all sorts of real or
imaginary difficulties that might be
exercising the skipper of the Mermaid,
but it looked for a long time as if Sam's
jaws were finally sealed against every
device to open them.
He sat as one in a trance. It was
not the habit of Sam Slimber to spend
his waking moments in chasing butterflies, and for a full ten minutes he
l^rooded in silence on this fool scheme.
At last he woke up. Ejecting a quid
upon which he had been ruminating,

he

bit off a fresh piece of

Navy

On

every out-of-doors day-

Plug,

stuck his thumbs into the armholes of
his waistcoat and proceeded.
"Windlass, I alius thought you would
rome to this, an' I'm beginnin' to feel
real proud o' ye, mate.
You've admitted that ye 'avent done the clean
thing by Elsie, but that's all over now.
Let by-gones be by-gones an' I'll do
the job for her sake.
I 'aven't been
in Halifax harbor for well nigh five
year, but the old ship is as taught as
she was the day she first left the slips,
except for a bit o' copper here an' there
on her bottom, w'itch we'll see to.
When would ye like me to sail ?"
"Soon as ye can, Sam; sooner the
better, an' I want ye to take Sonny
with ye. I'll be a dead man in a day
or two an' who's to look arter him
when I'm gone ? Besides, if I were to
live twenty year longer, what chance is
there for the boy livin' in a hole like
thi.s with an old cumuidgeon like me ?
Elsie is his dead mother's sister, an'
she had as much to do with draggin' him
up as his mammy had afore she died.

KODAK
CANADIAN KODAK

CO., Limited

TORONTO

Catalogue free at your dealer's,
or by mail.

I know Elsie's fond o' the lad for she
never writes but she axes allabout him."
"Ever seen the doctor about ye' self,
Windlass ?"
What's the use o' a doctor to
"No
me ? It would only be throwin' good
money after bad, an' I'd rather save it
!

for

Sonny."

o'

another holdin'

"Well, Josh, I've known ye all them
fifty year now, an' I know it's no good
argifyin' a point wi' you when you've

made up your mind.

shake ye
an opinion. An' that minds me.
D'ye know it's one o'clock to-morrow
mornin' an here we are settin' jawin'
as if it were a'ter Sunday mornin'
breakfus ? Nice state o' things for a
man wi' one foot in the grave an'
larst thing at night, will ever

out

Seems as

if

nothing but the ghosts o' dead folks
or a stummick full o' canned lobster

down

his filthy lucre in

blown away or pinched !"
"You're right, Sam. Let's sleep over
it," and the sick man carefully repacked his treasure chest which the other
replaced and interred as he had found
case

it

it

gets

in the coal-bin.

—
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W'indlas.s,

Try

Madam

It,

whatever

iii.-,

aihueiii, slept

.soundly that night if the act of snoring like a hippopotamus were anjsymptom of somnolence, but the blessing of slec)) did not visit the pillow of
Sam Slimber. The job he had rashly
undertaken and the hundred and one
things arising out of it crowded his
brain all night long, and it was broad
daylight when he finalh do/ed off into

unconsciousness.
After breakfast (whicii

nearlythe skipper
took himself off to see how things were
going on at the docks. He promised to
return to the mid-day meal but arrived
unexpectedly while it was still in preparation, bringing with him a stranger
whom he introduced as his friend Doc'

dead

man partook of in bed

ilie

)

Macpherson.
The Doc' was a red haired person
and "took" the eye of the chandler the
moment he entered the room, sailin' in
as he did with a free and easy manner

A bonbon

dish,

You'll find that

with these airy

filled

you can't

resist

tit-bits.

it.

— Puffed

The writer keeps Puffed Grains on his desk
Wheat or Puffed Rice. Within an hour it's empty.
So,

Mrs. Housewife,

it

will

be with you,

if

you place

them on your writing desk.
For these bubble-like morsels, crisp and flaky, are real
food confections. They taste like nut meats puffed.

Bonbons for Breakfast
This is a plea to serve these bonbons for breakfast, oftener than
you do. Let them make more meals delightful.

There are two Puffed Grains, each with
There are many ways of serving.

its

They are so dainty, so flimsy,
bring them seem like festivals.

that the meals which

Yet they stand supreme as
process explodes every food

so flavory

scientific grain foods.

own

fascinations.

Prof. Anderson's

Thus every atom digests andjeeds.
tit-bits.
But they are super-foods. No

cell.

Puffed Grains seem like
element in them is wasted.

Pufi^ed Wheat

Except
in

Far

Puffed Rice

West

12c
15c

As foods, serve with cream and sugar, or in
bowls of milk, or mixed witli any fruit.

fast for fortyeight hours.

"Well Windlass," said Sam, as they
down to a pipe afterwards, "I've
been giving the Doc', here, some o'
your symptoms an' he wants to have a
look at your tongue an' perhaps feel
vour pulse. Ye don't mind that d'
ye ?"
"O, no, but that won't help 'im. Besides, I don't want no medical advice
from anybody. I know as well as
sat

we're settin' here that my charter
"
party has run out an'
"That's all very well," chipped in
the Doc,' "but there's no greater fool,
my friend, than the man who is his
own lawyer, 'cept it is the chap who
I
haven't
tries
to doctor himself.
come to bleed ye either of your money
or yer gore. Sam, here, is an old
friend o' mine, an' I'd do anythink for
a friend o' Sam's. This is purely a
friendly consultation, an without even
lookin' at yer tongue or poundin' yer
chest, I can see yer case as well as if
I had been attendin' ye for six months.
Ye've got a touch o' Lapis-lazuli, an'
>'e'll never get well here if ye -wanted to
lapis.

too bad that more grains are not puffed.

The Quaker Qdis Ompany
Sa»katoon, Sask.
[1280]

a pecoolar thing
ain't

no good

is

for

the
it.

air an'

I'll tell ye what Sam an'
been thinkin' of.
"There's a nice little convalescent

can

Peterborough, Ont.

It's

Medicine

winkles is the only thing
"
onless ye can take a long sea vov
"
"But I'm not
"No I know ye ain't; but if the
sanitary authorities knew about this
stink-hole" (looking disgustedly around
upon the chaos of grease and grime)
they would give you some trouble I

Sea

in soups.

These are perfect grain foods, which look and
And they can't be served
taste like sweetmeats.
too often.
It's

meal of ''sassiges an' mashed" which
happened to be the only item on the
menu for that day, and he attacked
his portion as if he had not broken

get well.

As confections, use in candy making, as garnish
for ice cream, or for eating dry like peanuts.
Use them as wafers

altogether at variance with the usual
demeanour of the consulting physician.
He was invited to join in the homely

tell

ye.

me have

CANADA MONTHLY
down at Deal lookin' square
Downs where ye could get a

horspital

out on the

nice whiff o' the clean salt air what ye
used to breathe, and ye'd come home
Lock up yer rubbish,
well, in a week.
set traps for the mice, an' tell the milkman ye won't be round for a fortnight."
"But I tell ye. Doc,' I'm a dead
man, already. Haven't I told Sam,
"
here, that I saw a vision
There
ain't an old washer"Josh
!

woman

Rotherhithe that can beat
ye for downright want o' pluck," protested Sam.
"Ain't it yer dooty to
keep livin' an doin' something if ye
can ? Besides, ain't it better to die
comfortable among mates an' clean
clo'es than kickin' the bucket all alone
in a place like a sweep's back yard ?
Anyhow, if ye don't take the Doc's
advice, I back out o' this Halifax job.
How does that suit ye ?"
in

To

be continued.

An Understudy

for

Continued from page

Hannah
17.

endowed with the hearing denied to
deaf ears, waited and released their
hold.
Old Isabella stood unheld above
the little bush.
Her beautiful face
quivered with delight. She bent slowly and ran her fingers lightly over every
little branch and leaf, almost every
little petal of pink.
There were six
of the roses; she "looked at" them all
in turn and made little comments on
them in her low voice. This one was
perfect, perfect
This little bud would
burst very soon this leaf and this and
this,
poor things, some insect had
if

!

—

eaten

This rose
"I will have this one," old Isabella
said, and broke it off with gentle fingers.
!

Every

Man

admires a workmanlike job
And

that

is

why any man who

is

thinking

sides

amine the Sunshine Furnace.
piece of work he will take to.

coal.

It

is

a

free

fall

instead of lodging against the

where they would interfere with the
passage of heat from the burning

Every part is well thought out.
The
sections are carefully made.
The whole
is
substantially
and accurately put

See the large double tight-fitting doors.
Notice how easily the dampers are con-

together.

and hold the heat with this furnace.
See how dust is directed up the chimney
whenever the fire is shaken down. Note
theyarge radiating surfaces and wide

And

there

trolled.

Not much

trouble to shut off the

fire

a sound reason

is

for

every

Take the shape of the fire-pot as
an example. The straight walls allow the
feature.

passages for heating the

Then

lifting herself, she yielded without impatience to the steadying hands
again. They led her safely back to
her chair on the porch.
"Thank you," began old Isabella
and then remembered. "I will ask
Maria to thank her for me," she
thought. For certainly it had been
kind in the new Hannah.
Yes, she would tell Maria to thank
her.
It must be a great affliction to
be deaf—a great affliction. To old
Isabella with her keen "earsight" and
her lore of friendly voices and all of

ashes to

of installing a heating system should ex-

It

air.

was a man who knew

Sunidiine
If you wish to know what it will
cost to place this fine furnace in your
home, write us about it. Our Heating Engineer will send
you full information.
He will show you how to arrange the distribution of heat so as to
get the most out of it. There is no charge; no obligation
to buy a
Sunshine Furnace.
And if you would like a copy of our booklet /^ Kindly
" Sunshine," enclose the coupon with your letter.
y/ send me

without

nature's sounds, the affliction loomed

expense on

gigantic.
She felt newborn sympathy
for the new Hannah.
As she swayed

back and forth
she

in

1.

the years of her life.
four years her senior.

Maria was

part:

Vourbooklet on

the Sunshine Furnace.

fell

—

all

my

MXIaiyl^

her cushioned rocker

to making kind little plans for
establishing communicaion with the
deaf maid. She would like to be
friends with her, she told herself
to
do her some helpful, pleasant turn.
"I will ask Maria," was her final
decision.
She had been asking Maria

his job that

designed

Also forms for filling
out so that your heating
engineers can tell me how to
order and install a system that
will properly heat my home.
2.
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in a
drove indoor
people out of doors and outdoor people

At noon the heat culminated

GENUINE

DIAMONDS
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Save money on

your
Diamonds by;buying from

We

us.

are

Diamond

Terms 20%

Importers.

down, $1, J2 or $3 Weeldy. We guarantee you
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may

made Weelcly

be

Payments

our expense.

or Monthly,
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Diamond Importers
IB Toronto Arcade, Dept G., Toronto, Canada.

Certainteed

that

swelter

terrible

The
in, in vain search for comfort.
world seemed steeped in pitiless sunThe new Hannah

shine.

spreadiiig

out her dainty lady's dainty linen in
the back yard sat back suddenly,
faint with the hot beat of it on her
flopping pink sunbonnet. She was
very tired indeed. Very gently she
swayed sidewise until she lay a poor,
curled heap on the grass. The pitiless
sun beat down steadily on the heap.
Old Isabella dosing uncomfortably
on the front porch felt something
warm and lively thrust suddenly into
her arms and heard a breathless young
voice:

"Take her quick

It's

!

didn't dare to leave her at

Where

the

baby

home

—

alone.

your sister ? Oh, quick for
something has happened to your maid
She's fallen down in the back yard
The guarantee, which the General puts on

every
roll of CERTAIN-TEED Roofing, warrants
it to last 5, 10 or 15 years, according to ply.
This guarantee is backed by the biggest roofing concern in the world, and is conservative, as experience
proves

no

risli

thatCERTAIN-TEED lastslonger. Youtalse
when you buy CERTAIN-TEED; it is very

from inferior roofing sold by mail.
Roofing is made from the best
roofing felt, thoroughly saturated with the General's
own blend of soft asphalts, and coated with a harder
blend of asphalts which prevents the soft saturation
different

CERTAIN-TEED

from drying

out.

CERTAIN-TEED

than wood shingles; it
looks better than galvanized iron or tin; and it is
easier to lay, and cheaper than any of them.
Get CERTAIN-TEED from your local dealer, whom
you know and can rely upon. It will save you money
in the end.
all

is

safer

CERTAIN-TEED

is

by good dealers

sold

over Canada, at reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers.
Distributing centers: Toronto, IVIontreal. Ottawa, Halifax,
St. John's, N. F., Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Vancouver.

came
must

is

!

as soon as

discovered her

I

find your sister"
Old Isabella sat up, pale

and

—
—

rooms and called shrilly, "Maria
Maria !" quite oblivious to form and
ceremony. Maria did not seem to be
!

In despair at last of finding her, the young woman went shrinkingly around to where the poor curled
heap lay in the sun. She bent over it
in a daze of horror, her lips white and
set. There was no distinguishable flut-

anywhere.

—

was

it

terrible

!

must get her out
of the sun.
She must not stay here,"
ran through her mind. She put her

Toothpaste
TOOTH PASTE that combines
the

cleansing'

qualities of

refined

and

purifying

charcoal in a

dainty and delightful dentifrice.

It

polishes the teeth beautifully, purifies

the

feeling

breath
of

and gives a

freshness

and

fine

mouth

Stnd2Sc today for full tiztd tutt of tkit
"'
fine Tooth Patte and free sample bt
of Cornon'a "Ideal Orchid" Perfii

SOVEREIGN PERFUMES LIMITED
bkuc:k

avenue

there.

"I've laid
right here,

knew you
get

Toronto

it

down

see

?

I

in

a soft place

had

to

—

come

couldn't find Maria. You
I'll take off her sun-

—

some water

—

FISHING TRIP
The Grand Trunk
Railway System
all the resorts in the Highlands of Ontario where big catches
of game fish are assured.

THE KIND YOU CATCH AND
WHERE. THEY ARE. CAUGHT
Muskoka Lakes
Pickerel,

— Black

Bass,

Salmon Trout.

Kawartha Lakes—Speckled Trout,
Black Bass and Maskinonge.
of Bays Speckled Trout,
Salmon Trout and Black Bass.
Algonquin Park Speckled Trout,
Black Bass and Salmon Trout.
Black Bass, Lake
Timagami
Trout, Speckled Trout.
Black Bass,
Lake Nipissing
Maskinonge, Pickerel, Pike.
Bass,
Black
Georgian Bay

—
—

Lake

—

—
—

Salmon

Lake

Trout,

Trout,

Pickerel.

OPEN SEASONS.

—June 16th to Decemto SepSpeckled Trout— May
tember 14th.
Salmon Trout and Lake Trout—
Black Bass
ber 31st.

1st

Nov. 6th to Oct.

4th, following

year.

Maskinonge—June

16th

to Dec.

31st

Pickerel—May

16th to April 14th
the following year.

!"
I can see to do it
go, go.
fingers were busy already with the
When the young person
calico strings.

WriU

came back the new Hannah's worn,

ticulars

plain face lay peacefully upward, uncovered to seeing eyes and unseeing
ones.
For old Isabella knew already.

Union Station, Toronto,
C. E. Horning,
Ont., or '/. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station,

bonnet

Her

cleaniness.

lih

I

hands gently underneath the limp
arms and dragged. It seemed a long
time before the shade was reached.
Some one came and stood beside her.
She could not
It was old Isabella.
have told how she and the baby got

Corson's
^ ^Charcoal
i

light.

is

SPRING

Reaches

startled,

—

"She

Plans Early

For Your

!

the baby clutched against her breast.
Her sightless eyes strained wide open
as if in a piteous attempt to see.
"Maria I don't know where Maria
"She ought to be
is," she trembled.
in her room at the top of the stairs."
But she was not there. The frantic
young mother hunted through all the

ter

Make Your

—

"Why

!"

the young person breathed,

and "Oh

!"

helplessly.

"Yes, it is Maria," old Isabella said
with the calm of necessity. "I will
bathe her face can you find some

—

—how folUwing

to

the

to gel

Agents' for ful

maps,

thsre,

par-

rates, etc.

Montreal, Que.
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Manager
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Cookson
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From Wearing

at all times

and

against sudden

changes of temperature.

BETTER HEALTH AND MORE COMWool is the only natural clothing for
the body, provides perfect ventilation to
the skin, is a slow heat conductor, and
protects equally from heat and cold.

and cut down |your pencil costs
Stop wasteful whittling, which shaves

she whispered.

away

Old Isabella leaned down and kissed
away all the rest she would have said.
They had never been demonstrative
sisters.
No Weatherbee had ever been

and musses your

!

"Jaeger Pure Wool " Garments can be
in many different weights, and are
ideally suited for all climates and all
temperatures.
catalogue and Dr.

Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to:

demonstrative.

The

kiss

told

Maria

there was to be told. She knew in
a pleasant, indefinite way that there

all

Dr. Jaeger

TORONTO

'""'%l<^n""'"' co. umite.!

MONTREAL

would be no need for explanation, and
in the relief of knowing it she fell asleep.
She was in her own bed when she
awoke again. She felt comfortable
and happy, especially her thin old lips
that had been kissed.
Bella was groping fussily about the room, waiting
upon her. Bella waiting on her
It
was the beginning of a new order of
things, it would seem.
"I am gomg to do things, too, now
we are going to do them together,"
old Isabella announced calmly.
"I
have been practising getting about

WINNIPEG

Incorporated in Eneland In 1883, with Britlih
Capital for the British Empire.

A $2.00 BOOK FOR ni||

V ^i .00

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE
320 Pages

!

ILLUSTRATED

By Dr.WINFIELO SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noled Authorily and Lecturer

PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—
What every young man and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood

—«oi«i

K J . » J
"**" '" "•*''

—

alone.
I find I am very handy
the
Weatherbees were always smart enough
when they chose to be and I choose to
be.
You will see, Maria !" smiling
splendidly.
But in old Isabella's heart

'° P'"'" '"aPP«r for only $1.00:
postage 10 cents eztra.

On S,Tle at all

&

Bookstorca or from McClelland, Goodchild
Stewart Limited, Pub.. 26B King St. W.. Toronto.

tears.
The memory of the new
Hannah always found them there.
The youngest neighbor was discreet

dwelt
\

I

Want

and the two old

50 School Boys
On My Pay IRoU
If
you want to put
your name on my list,

write

me

at once, be-

some other boy
beats you to this
fore

chance.

Just a little
work after school hours
will bring you money to
spend for a lot of nice
things most boys enjoy.
Send the letter to-day
before you forget it
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were Weather-

Both had been oddly

two-thirds the lead, takes time,
fingers besides. You'll
find it a great relief to simply "nick
and pull " and have your pencil sharpened instantly. And best of all, it is
the most economical way to sharpen a
pencil ever invented.
It saves all the
lead— no scraping is necessary. 1 1 saves
your time you simply nick the outer

—

'ayer of paper with a penknife, then pull a

and the

takes to

pencil's
tell

sharpened in

it.

And

little,

time than it
there you are with the
less

finest, easiest-writing, longest-lived
leads,

which

make your writing
The Blaisdell is

a genuine pleasure.
tlie always- ready pencil for
the hurried business-man, the office worker the
stenographer, the clerk, the bookkeeper, the
student, and everybody who writes much or
little.

But its economy is the main thing that appeals to the big corporations; and this
should
appeal to you.
Blaisdell 202, with rubber tip, is a
great
favorite for general use.
Blaisdell 151 blue pencil is the most popular
of Its kind in the world— outsells all other blue
pencils combined.
Order by number from
your

stationer.
Blaisdell

The

Spun Glass Ink Eraser has
taken the public by storm! Sharpened like
the Blaisdell pencil.
Lasts three times as
long as the ordinary eraser. Be sure to get one
Blaisdell is a complete line of pencils
every
kind for every purpose, including Regular,
Colored, Copying, Indelible, Extra Thick, China
Marking, Metal Marking, Lumberman's and
Railroad pencils. All grades and all degrees of

—

hardness.
Sold by leading stationers everywhere.

silent.

Out

of the silence came gently old
" Whereas
Isabella's voice, quoting:
I
was blind, now I see." Her fingers

sought and found Maria's with a swift,
truncaresslike motion, but it was
a
caress.
Maria peered happily through
the dimness.
"Maria, we can get along very well
without Hannah. Oh, very well !"
old

Isabella

said

briskly.

The

tears

behind her voice fought for a chance

R. G. TOBIN, Manager
467 Mail Building,

sisters

The new Hannah and her shield-

ing sunbonnet slipped out of being
quietly, as they had slipped in.
Between the sisters nothing was said save
one remark of old Isabella's that did
not require answering. They were togetlier on the porch in the cool twilight.

1

Nick and Pull—

"That sounds like a bab
why,
!"
She tried weakly to rise,
anxiety coming to life in her still face.
"Bella
Bella, how did you get here ?"
Bella

had

fully illustrated

!

hear.

FORT.

A

—

abandoned baby rolled luxuriously in
the shade and dug soft fists into the
grass.
A faint, pleasant sound came
to the new Hannah as she opened her
eyes.
For the new Hannah now could

in all seasons'

SURE PROTECTION

61

one to get a doctor ? She is breathing!'
With sudden fierceness: "She is not
dead
Maria is not dead !"
She should not be could not be
The delicate old hands worked with
desperate speed at their rubbing and
bathing.
Her frenzied thoughts kept
pace with them. A little way off the

|
\

to get through.
She held them back.
"I think on the whole we can get along
better alone don't you, Maria ?"

—

Pa.per

Pencil
^/aisde/K^Company
^HitAoeLpmA.

(

— —

—
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The

SHOOT A

Spirit of a People

Continued from page 25.

ding would begin. Shares ranged from
one-quarter of a cent up to eight and
ten cents on a par value of one

While we watched one man
"made" $5,000. Somebody lost.
Gambling of this sort gets into the
blood. The temptation to buy is nearThe stock looks as
ly irresistible.
good as any that is worth real money.

GREENER GUN
and support an

BRITISH INDUSTRY

dollar.

This

is

the can

that holds the coffee

you hear so much ahout

There
"buy."

may

And

not.

be

in

oil

your favorite

Nobody can prove
there should be

if

"Gamble a tenner, Bill
break yuh !" But it does.

—

On

To

!

there

is

The "Empire" Gun is the gun for
Trap or Wild fowl shooting Hammeriess Double Barrel,
celebrated

Wedge Fast Cross

It

won't

the National Spirit

a land so like our
that only the Canadian ensign
floating from the flagstafTs marked
difference, it seemed as
though we never could get away from
the deep-toned throb of the British
drums. Unheard by human ears the

Free catalogue C.M.I,

Emigre

any outward

W. W.

millions of memories, tingling along
the nerves of business and pleasure,
tensing the home ties, stirring the
people into conscious accord with the
Britons beyond the seas. The American jingo need not fool himself. Canada

Coffee
try

it!

In 3^, 1 and 2 pound cans.
Whole ground pulverized
also fine ground for perco-

—

—

lators.
.

166

integral

—

of

the

world-circling

calling

—

calling

!

we had
believe we

a nationality
I behave.
I
like that.
lieve it is here, and only hidden for the
time.
I believe that if the hour of
trial came we, too, would hear the
drums, and answer with ail we have.
I believe we would stir ourselves out
of our dreams that we still are British
and German and Italian and Scandinavian and Polish and Hebrew and
Greek. I think that under battle
stress we should know ourselves for
Americans, first, last, and all the time.
Some of us would, I believe, be even
better Americans than the rest, because some of us were not Americans,
but purchased our Americanism at the
great price of separation from country
I

could wish

and home and kindred, and
"ARLINGTON COLLARS" are good,
kit onr CHALLENGE BRAND U the belt
All

hearing from causes such as
Catarrhal Deafaess, Relaxed or Sunken Drums, Roarinft or Hissing Sounds.
Perforated, Wholly or Partially Destroyed Drums, Discharge from Ears, etc,

Common- Sense Ear Dnuns

Wilson

"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears"—
effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural drums. They are simple devices,
which the wearer easily fits intD the ears where they are
invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable to wear at all times.
Write today for our 168 page
book on DEAFNESS,
giving you full particulars and plenty of testimonials.
reijuire

no medicine but

FREE

WILSON EAR DRUM

CO., Ineorporatad

LOUISVILLB, HV.

98> Intar-Southam Building

THE

"SUNNYSIDE TORPEDO"
The Canoe That Made Toronto Famous.

Empire, and he steps forward to assume its burdens, and through all the
tides of his being the drums are calling

;^#^

part

W.

P. Q.

Perfect hearing is now being restored in
every condition of deafness or defective

is

America to England is folly. He preHe and his nation are an
fers neither.

GREENER

MONTREAL,

of the

not a mental, industrial, or political
Neither
lean-to to the United States.
does Canada belong to Great Britain.
She is part of the Empire, and a blow
struck at Whitby is answered by a
clenched fist in the smallest of the newborn villages of the Nechako. The
average Canadian is friendly to the
United States, but for us to imagine
for an instant that he would prefer

and

booklet.

101 Windsor Arcade Buildings,
478a St. Catherine Street,

Empire had traveled
across sea and land and down the

BRAND

— Treble

Bolt action

mechanism
and a real killer, made in the finest
equipped Gun Factory in the
world by British labor and material
—price, duty paid, $63.00

own

SEAL

Greener's

Choke Boring

strongest and simplest

!

us, visitors in

war cry

all

to this

land of our choosing belongs a loyalty
beyond all measure, even of life itself.

This is not a racing canoe, but our 1916
Lightest,
It is the
Pleasure Model.
Strongest and most Seaworthy canoe in
America. Grand for sailing. Write at once for
our Canoe Catalogue "20" and ask for sample of the
'
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FREE
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RUBBERSTAMP8
Any Purpose
Any
Kind For
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36 Temperance
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A $30 Bicycle GIVEN
TO EVERY BOY

Just a little pleasant easy work for us in your own
No experience needed, any bright
neighborhood.
boy or girl can do the work and easily earn a fine
for
full details of our BIG GIFT OPFBR
Write
Bicycle.
to boys and girls. A postcard will do. Address
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my

And as I sit here thinking of
friends of the many years, men and
women out of every country of Ishimoto of Japan, of Joe the Turk, of
Fritz and Ole and Thomas and Evan

—

—

BAKING
POWDER

and Jean, Americans all^ I cannot help
wondering why it is that here and
now, with peace within our borders,
with the world's civilization entrusted
to our keeping, we should quarrel
among ourselves and claim membership among the peoples we have left
rather than with a nation of which we
are a part.
The mysterious forces
that have led us out from the lands of
our fathers and have blended us into
one people beneath one flag control
our being.
cannot stand aside
and say "Let the Americans do it !"
need to grip hard the fact that we
are the Americans we are America
And it is high time that we ceased to
use America as an instrument for one
side or the other in the world struggle
now going on.
ought to be willing
to be loyal to our land
to the ideals
it stands for
or we ought to leave it
to those who are loyal
All day long the valleys had been
closing about us.
All day the dark
green of the forests had deepened.
The smoke of fires before which the
rabbits and the larger game ran confused grew denser, became a sheet of
flame, was passed, and once more the
distant mountain tops glittered in the
sun. The Nechako was far behind us,
a memory of rich fields and flashing
streams, and friendly folk.
Deeper
and deeper the valleys grew. Higlier
and still higher rose the walls of the
Mother Range of the Rockies. The
train rounded a curve, and there, full
before us, its front hung with a blazing
jewel of a glacier, stood Mt. Robson,
its feet in the blackness of night, its
summit two miles above in the brightness of day.
sat there in the dusk,
alone, and with the Infinite.
Then we
drew down the shades, and bade each
other good night. There was no more
to be seen that day, and nothing to be

We

flAGiC

We

!

BAKING
POWDEB
E.W.GILLEn COMPANY LIMITED

have some quite
unusual values

\"\ /"E

^^

now in Rebuilt
Underwoods. If you
just

want a good typewriter
at small cost, send us a
line.

We

—

—

!

Dennisteel Library Stacks
Economize space. Indestructible.
cost. Send for booklet.

Fire proof.

Reasonable

Dennis Wire and Iron Works Co., Ltd.
LONDON, ONT.
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When you buy a fountain pen you
are entitled to something more than a
pen that will merely write for a while.
You should secure lasting satisfaction,
For years the "A.A." SELF-FILLING
been giving universal satisfaction.
It is the one
Fountain Pen which is always ready
i

FOUNTAIN PEN has
for service.

Can be
made and

We

Limited

135 Victoria Street,

TORONTO

BOSTO N
PENCIL POINTER
SAVES TIME
Never Breaks the Lead
Will Sharpen thousands of Pencils without
adjustment or replacement.

No More

Soiled or Cut Fingers.
Necessity in

A

Every Home, Office and School Room.

Sl.EOBOSTON,

$1.75

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Sharpens Standard Size Pencils.
Order Yours Now.

A. S. HUSTNA/ITH CO.
fAA ADELAIDE >V. TORONTO

In these stories of a land in the making I have tried to pass on to the
readers of Canada Monthly something
of the pleasure that is ours in possessing the memories of a month of leisure
after forty years of work.
I think we
came home better Americans, better
fitted to teach our children the meaning of America and the things America

stands

"A.A." Pen.

your dealer or write for
illustrated catalogue and prices.
.i^sk

Arthur A. Waterman

month
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of the world
to Brazil, the Argentine,
Siberia, South Africa
perhaps !
But

—

&

Established 1895,

Street,

Whether or not we shall visit Canada again I do not know. We have
dreams of a trip to the other new lands
whatever happens,
ourselves and
for our children and I trust for the
reader, it was well worth while our

not leak or blot_

$2.00 and up
FREE—An "A.A." clip on every
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—

will

from any ink
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and properly

Fully Guaranteed
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United Typewriter Co.
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the devasted war sections. She will have to look outside
It is our boast that
for a large portion of this material.
Canada will be able to supply the world with lumber proIn an authoritative article written
ducts for years to come.
the Forestry
for the readers of
Service of British Columbia points out how this one province
alone can supply the world markets with timber products
for many years to come.
Mona Cleaver's Letters of a V. A. D. will be concluded
Yes there is a love affair, as you will
in the July issue.
guess after reading the first series of the letters from the VolMiss Cleaver gives us in the
untary Aid in this issue.
next
installment a
"peep into the works"
of the army of the
Allies. Of course part

How shall it be enforced? Is
difference between the
fundamental
a
"laws" of the long established, well educated
community and the "moral code" of the roughest
These problems are the basis
frontier settlement?
is

law?
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of a full-blooded story Madge Macbeth will present
to our readers in the July issue of
under the title of KleaMs Alibi. It
is a story of the Yukon district during the early
days of the gold rush that brought the slum and
brains of the world
to the roughest
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country God ever
made, there to set
up their own code
of laws and to establish
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although
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the paper is
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Canada Monthly's

School and College
Directory
The

talk topic in the lobby of the
to the
subject of thoughtless remarks, when

Chateau Laurier recently turned

this story was recalled by one of the
Conservative leaders.
Some time ago John Henry married
the beautiful Gladys Maybelle, and the
wedding was one of the big events of
the burg in which they lived.
During

^pStratlt
FORTY. NINTH YEAR
A Chureh Raaidantlal and Day Sehael Far

New Buildings— Beautiful

Girla.

healthy situation with 7 acres of

the reception that followed the cere-

playinsr fields,

Jtmlor School to Matriculation Course,

household Science

Music

mony, John Henry noticed a sad-look-

rainting.

ing citizen standing apart in another

PrttMeat, Ths Riiht Revd. The Lard liifeit if Tsrtatt.
Priacwal. Miss Witsh, M.«. (BaWin).
Vict-PrisciMl. Miss Nitiia. M.t. (Trinitar CiRcn).
Hta* Mistress. Junlar School, Miss «. M. V. Rssseter (Hi^er
CsrtiTicati Natteail FniebelUiiian),latB it Ckclttaluai Ladles' Cili««.
FOB OALiEirDAB APrLT TO TH> BUUAB

room.
"I say, old fellow," he joyously remarked, rushing up to the sad one,
"what in the world are you doing here
all

ST.

MARGARET'S COLLEGE

TORONTO
A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

(Founded by the

late

George Dickson, M.A.. Former Principal of Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Dickson).

ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First Year Work,
MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Cricket, Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey,

MISS

avoiding the crush."

"You must come right out here and
warmly declared John
Henry. "Have you kissed the bride ?"

join the jubilee,"

—

"I
er— I," thoughtlessly stammered the sad one; "no, not lately."

At a dinner party they were speaking

Swimming Bath,

of father's fondness for hanging around
the cigarstore half the night, when

Write for Prospectus.

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON, President.

alone ?"

"Nothing at all," was the lame excuse offered by the other. "Simply

J.

E.

MACDONALD,

B.A., Principal

someone was reminded of something
along that

line.

A bunch

of girls were rallying around
cream table when one of the
party suddenly became possessed of a

an
Rosediile

TORorno

APesidentid and Day School for Qirls
Hon. Principal. - Miss M. T. Scott
Principal, Miss Edith M. Read, M. A.
Preparation for the University »nd for Examinations
in Music, Art and Domestic Science Departments.
Thorouiihly efficient staff. Larfte playgrounds. Out*
door Games
Tennis, Basketball. Rink.
Healthful

—

locality.

PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR DAY

PDPILS.

For Prospectus apply to the Principal.

GLEN

MAWR

651 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO.
Residential and

Day School for Girls

Principal—Miss

STUART

J. J.
Successor to Miss Voals.

ClAssi* al Tripos Caiohriilge University. England.
Large weH-vcntilated house, pleasantlv situated.
Highly qualifi^'d Staff of Canadian and" European
teat'hi'rs.
The Curriculum shows cloae touch wi(h
moilera thought and education. Preparation for

matriculation examinations.
Special attention
given to individual needs. Outdoor games.

New

Prospectus from MISS

STUART.

ice

happy thought.
"Oh, girls !" she exclaimed, "I just
heard the most perfectly lovely conun-

drum

!

What

is

the

difference

be-

tween an old maid and a married

woman

?"

"Give us the answer," said another
while the rest pondered. "We couldn't
guess it in a week of Wednesdays."
"An old maid," was the smiling response of the first, "looks for a husband
every day, and a married woman looks
for one every night."
"I always make it a practice to hold
wife's coat or jacket," said the
young husband of a few months' experience.
"It is such little attentions
that make 'em happy."
"Huh," grunted a war-scarred \'eteran, "that's just the thing that has
caused more fights than anything.
How's a man going to tell whether the
collar of her waist goes inside or outside the coat ?
I get it wrong every
time."

my
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Andrew's College
TORONTO

Boys prepared for the Universities. Royal Military
College and Business.
Autumn term commences Sept. 12th, 1916.
Rev. D. Bruce Macdonald, M.A., LL.D.
Headmaster.
Circulars sent on application.

GRADUATES OF THE

Woodstock Business College
Irving Winslow,

of

Are Always

Boston, some-

what belated, asserts that Longfellow
was not historically accurate in his

M.
Woodstock, Ont

J.
,

in

Demand.

BROPHY,

We

have no hope in the matter but
William James and W. T. Stead are
ready to begin communicating they
might induce Longfellow to come
across with the facts, not that we are
interested.

LEARN
TO

Good Advertising
cess.

We

well as the intellectual, aims at the true development of
true womanhood.
JOHN A. PATERSON, K.C.. President.
For Calendar apply MRS. A. R. GREGORY. PrincipaL

SPEAK AND WRITE
Good

English.
Our new course in practical
English and composition is just what you want.
Let us send you some particulars.
Study at
home. Results guaranteed. Write
J. S.

the key to suc-

BOWMAN,

Expert,
School,
Street, Toronto, Canada.

Shaw Correspondence
393 Yonge

AIKEN, M.A.

396 Yonge Street,

for descriptive catalogue.

ADV'S

Situated opposite Queen's Park, Bloor Street, W.
facility provided.
Pupils prepared for

Honour Matriculation, Music. Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon the moral as

Shaw Correspondence

is

Qlornnto

Every Educational

Principal.

the best course on
ever published.
Write

L. C. A.

(Slnllpg?,

A RESroENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

School,

Toronto, Canada.

A $30 Bicycle GIVEN
TO EVERY BOY

offer

advertising

WRITE
STRONG

MfHtmtnatPr

Canada.

facts as presented in Evangeline, which
has to do with an earlier Belgium.
if
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Just a little pleasant easy work for us in your own
neighborhood.
No experience needed, any bright
boy or girl can do the woric and easily earn a fine
Bicycle. Write for full details of our BIG GIFT OFFER
to boys and girls. A postcard will do. Address
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Toronto. Oot.

H. W. does get into communication with the earth plane because of this attack we'd like to ask

But

him

if

to tell us the real pronunciation of

Hiawatha.

Myers, the barber in charge of the
tenor chair in Old Hank Wagner's shop,
has made a discovery. He finds that
a talking machine record is absolutely
the finest thing on earth for sharpening
razors.
He takes a piece of a record
and rubs the razor on the music side,
across the fine lines made by the sound
waves, and asserts the result is better
than he ever attained with the finest
hone.
There is a natural query arising from
this:

What tune do you think
adapted for sharpening razors
Our suggestion

is

best

?

Prosperity in Canada
in

At the weekly penny ante party
Patricia happened to be making an
effort to put one over and when she
was called she threw her hand into the

Enormous Crops and Loiv
Taxation Make Farmers Rich
enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
CANADA,
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers of

—

industrj'
Canada has come into her own. No counwrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion

bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working overtime.
36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; sliould not exceed $35.

Wheat average,

discard.

"What did you have anyway ?" she
was asked.
"Nothing but a\billy goat," she replied.

"Because

it

call it

was

all

a billy goat ?"
but."

"I see that Mrs. Smopker has gone
to Battle Creek to take treatment,"
said the lady with the limousine to Mrs.

M'Lap.
"So I heerd," said the dear old soul.
"But I dunno's I'd Hke to go and take
baths in a little crick where thousands
are going every year. Seems like it
would be pretty crowded."

"Why

1915

try

is:

"Hone, Sweet Hone."

"Why do you

$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in

Come and Get Your Share of This
Come

Prosperity

Canada, now in the height o£ the greatest wealth-producing era
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to We.stera

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to

Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
sale at low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles.
Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$1000 Loan lor Livestock. To approved
S2000 Loan In Improvements. We will
if

—

lend you up toS2000 in improvements in certain
districts witli no security other than the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

Ready-Made Farms

lor Sale. Farms
which we have developed by providing house,
barn, well and fencing: and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions
sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of $1000.

we advance cattle,

II You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada, here is your opportunity to in-

crease

it

or to secure your friends as neighbors.

For particulars and

literature apply to

ALLAN CAMERON, General Superintendent of Lands.
Department of Natural Reaourcea

these toots as you pass
that village ?" inquired the fireman.
"Toots is my wife's pet name," explained the engineer.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

all

20 NIntli

"

Avenue West, Calgary, Alberta

....iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiii
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Ifoduction

aixdThrift

CANADA'S CALL
FOR SERVICE AT HOME
The Empire needs

food.
Tf you are not in the fighting line you may be in the producing line.
Labour
is limited
all the more reason to do more than ever
before. Grow food for the men who are fighting for you.
The Allies need all the food that
you can produce. Every little helps. You are responsible for your own work. If you
cannot produce as much as you would like, produce all you can. Work with the right
spirit.
Put fighting energy into your effort and produce now when it counts. The more
you produce the more you can save. Producing and saving are war-service.

Produce More and Save More

—

In war-time do not waste time and energy on unimportant and unprofitable work. Economize labour.
Put off unproductive work till after the war, and, if
possible, help in producing something needed now.
Let us not waste labour. Canada
needs it all. If possible help to feed the Allies. Make your backyard a productive garden.
Cultivate it with a will. Make your labour count for as much as possible.

Make Your Labour

Efficient

There should be no waste in war-time. Canada could
pay the annual interest on her war expenditure out
of what we waste on our farms, in our factories, in
our homes. Every pound of food saved from waste is as good as a pound of increased
production. The way for a nation to save is for every individual to save. France is strong
to-day because of thrift in time of peace
The men and women of Great Britain are not
only " doing " but are learning to " do without."

Do Not Waste Materials

Practise

Spend Your Money Wisely

ies.

economy

Wasting our

in the home
dollars here

by eliminating

luxur-

weakens our strength

Your savings will help Canada to
Dominion War issue. There can be no

at the Front.
finance the war. Save your
better investment

money

for the next

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

5

THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
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The Archbishop

of

Canterbury was

to officiate at an important service in
London. The main entrance to the

Abbey was opened, and

a great space
roped off so that the dignitaries might
aUght from their equipages unmolested.
When a dusty four-wheeler crossed the
square, driven by a fat, red-faced
cabby, bobbies rushed out to head him
oflf.

of 'ere," one of them called
"This entrance is reserved
for the Archbishop."

"Get out

briskly.

With a wink and a backward jerk
of his thumb the irrespressible cabby
replied cheerfully:
"I 'ave the old duffer inside."

"Excuse me,
handler,
side,

sir,"

shuffling

up

said the panto Dubbleigh's

"but you couldn't

$15, could

let

me have

you ?"

dollars ?"
echoed
Dub"Great Scott, man; do you for
one moment suppose I'd be fool enough
to give you S15 ?"
"No, chief I didn't," said the panhandler, "but I sort o' hoped you'd
regard it as a kind of personal assessment and swear off fourteen ninety,
leavin' me with a dime to the good !"

"Fifteen

"YOUR boy who "plays the game," your ac^ tive outdoor chap, needs something be-

bleigh,

sides the regular three-square. He finds in
Kellogg's Toasted CornFlakesan ever ready
and tasty food to repair the waste of the
energy which his healthy nature demands.

—

He

got

The only product made

The

Creek Toasted

in

Com

it.

Canada by

Flake Co. Limited

London, Ont.

It was the first time that four-yearold Willie had ever seen a snake; and,
as it writhed and squirmed along, he
ran into the house to tell of his dis-

covery.

Battle

10c a Package

/(ij^cff

CORN FLAKES

TOASTED

"O mother,"

he exclaimed,
"come here quick. Here's a tail wagging without any dog."
"Senator, you promised me a job."
"But there are no jobs."
"I need a job. Senator."
"Well, I'll ask for a commission to
investigate as to why there are no jobs
and you can get a job on that."

The class in natural history being
asked to state the difference between a
dog and a tree, the head boy promptly
gave this answer:
"A tree is covered with bark, while a
dog seems to be lined with it."
"How's vacation, Johnnie

Know

Dand"

Motorcycle

the joys of skiniiiiing over the roads without
the everlasting "pedalling."

The

Cyclemotor

attached to any bicycle without trouble.
Costs
little to operate.
Strong and well made will last
several seasons.
Leading bicycle dealers sell them.
If your dealer does not handle them, send us his
name. Write for Catalogue C. M.

—

FORD

The

CYCLEMOTOR is the
MOTORCYCLE WORLD

o{ the

Originated and manufactured in Canada by

JOHN

T.

WILSON, Limited,

89 Jarvis

St.,

Toronto

?"

"Bully
Fell off a shed, most got
drowned, tipped over a beehive, was
hooked by a cow, Jim Spindels licked
me twice, an' I got two stone bruises
an' a stiff neck ?"
!

Turn Your Bicycle

I

Want

50 School Boys
on My Pay Roll

If

me

you want

to put

at once, before

this chance.

Just a

your name on my list, write
some other boy beats you to

little

work after school hours will bring

you money to spend for a lot of nice things most boys
enjoy.
Send the letter to-day before you forget it.
R. G. TOBIN, Manager, 467 Mail Building, TORONTO.

i
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Bilingual

Canada

Issue in

By Tom King

M

"ANY

languages

may

good friends

be

and often are spoken by
people living under the
same flag. Only a small per-

Editor's Note.

— Among

gradually

our lawmakers

centage of British subjects speak

and leading

English,

and possibly 10,000,000
American citizens know only the

Bilingualism in our public schools, ranks

Even in
language.
small, compact countries like
Belgium and Switzerland all the
people do not speak the same
tongue. The language question
has only become aclite in Europe

with the problem of raising an

Spanish

through annexation of territory
as in the case of Alsace-Lorraine
In the United States
or Poland.
proper, English has become the
universal language, not by legislation but by common consent.

educators,

the

question

of

the

Most

defense of the Empire.

know

that

teaching

Bilingualism has
of

the

French

to

of us

do with

the

as well as the

English language, but few of us know of
the

intense feeling

upon

this

subject

in

Mr. Tom King, dean of
Press Gallery of the Dominion Parlia-

some

quarters.

to

Quebec would
speak English.

therefore, surprising to find
the bilingual question more acute
It

is,

and more generally discussed today than it was say ten or even
five

army for

in

come

years ago.
are we to account for

How
this?

TN THE

first place, we must
remember that the outflow of
people from Quebec to New EngEngland has ceased and that

thousands of French Canadians
are coming back to Quebec from
New England. The number of
people who speak French in

Canada is larger than it was
the
Immigrants from Continental
some years ago. That is apparment, here presents some authoritative
Europe learned English perforce
ent from the fact that the
and not unwillingly. In Eng"Eastern Townships" of Quebec
facts in relation to this question which
lish-speaking Canada it has been
once altogether English are now
much the same as in the United
will be of moment to every mother and
largely French.
And there has
There are families in
States.
been a steady flow.of population
father interested in our school system.
Toronto where the father perfrom Quebec into Eastern Onhaps speaks English imperfectly
tario.
Prescott County is aland the mother not at all.
most entirely French Russell is
Italian or some other language
about half and half. Those who
may be spoken in the home circle
speak French as their mother
tongue are to be found in large numbers .south of the
but the children all speak English fluently and it is a
River St. Lawrence and south of the Ottawa River
fair surmise that the grandchildren will speak English
altogether and the foreign language not at all.
as well.
In the Province of Quebec, however, French and
When the French Canadians began to take up
land in the English-speaking Protestant Counties of the
not F2nglish has always been spoken by the majority
Province of Quebec, the school question did not assert itself
of the people.
to any great extent.
No one objects to this, although it may have been antiSpeaking by and large the Protestant
Ecoschools were English and the Catholic schools were French.
cipated that in time they would all speak English.
The people agreed to disagree. The newcomers reared
nomic pressure it was thought would bring this about.
their children to be French-speaking Roman Catholics and
There was a steady stream of emigration from Canada to
the old settlers reared their children to be English-speaking
the New England States, and in many Counties south of
the St. Lawrence River English was spoken almost excluProtestants.
In Ontario, notably in the City of Ottawa,
sively.
As a sort of conversational sulphide we u.sed to say
the situation was entirely different, because a considerable
that everybody ought to speak both languages.
What we
section of the population were unwilling to face the alterreally had in the back of our heads was the idea that our
native of having their children reared as French-speaking
Copyright. 1916. by the VANDERHOOF-GUNN COMPANY. LIMITED.
All rights reserved.
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These are the" leaders
French side in the legal

now before

of the

battle

the Imperial Privy

Council to compel the Ontario

Government

to

rescind

the

Regulation 17

S.

M. Genest

Catholics or English-speaking ProtestThey desired them to be Catholics
but they insisted upon their receiving a
sound English education, and as a rule
ants.

had no desire to have them taught
French at all. The difficulty was perhaps accentuated by the long-standing
feud between the Irish and French
Catholics dating back to labor troubles
in the forties.
Hence for years there
were bitter wrangles and controversies

among

the separate school supporters
in the City of Ottawa.
As the Capital
grew in population, it became possible
to have English Catholic schools and
also French Catholic schools as well.
But friction was not eliminated, as all
the schools were under the one school
board.

TN RURAL

districts of Eastern Onwhere one school house and
one teacher had to do for all, the
tario,

language difficulty could ijot be eliminated as in a large city, by giving English-speaking Catholics one school house
and French-speaking Catholics another.
As the migration from Quebec increased
some municipal districts of Ontario
became almost altogether French. The
school established for that district was
a French school and the few Englishspeaking Catholic families remaining
suffered inconvenience if not injustice.
Quite frequently they sold out and

moved away.
The result was

that French schools
were established in many places. There
were numerous attempts to regulate
them and English instruction had been
insisted upon more and more as time
went by until the "French schools" be-

Hon. N. A. Belcourt

came known^as "English-French"

or

bilingual schools.

Regulation Fifteen of the Ontario
of Education passed many
years ago provided
"In school sections where the French
or German language prevails, the
trustees may, in addition to the Course

Department

:

Study prescribed for public schools,
require instruction to be given in Readof

ing,

Grammar and Composition

to such

pupils as are directed by their parents
or guardians to study either of these
languages, and in all such cases the
authorized te.xt books in French or German shall be used."
By 1910, in both Eastern and West-'
ern Ontario, there were many thousands of children attending the bilingual
schools and yet the great majority of
Ontario citizens took it for granted that
every child in the Province was receiving a sound English education. Out of

they were rudely shocked by no less a person than Right Rev.
Michael F. Fallon, Roman Catholic
Bishop of London, Ont. In the fall of
1910 Biship Fallon declared that the
this impression

bilingual schools in Western Ontario,
especially in the County of Essex, were
not giving the children who attended

them an adequate education.

He believed that the effort to teach
the children both languages resulted in
their learning neither.
He declared
that the Ontario statutes and the regulations of the Onterio Department of
Education in respect to these schools
were not being observed, and he
lamented that so many children, without any fault of their own, were starting
the battle of life handicapped for the

want

of that education to which they
were entitled, and doomed to be hewers
of wood and drawers of water on
that account.
It will be recalled that
His Lordship did not make any attack
upon the French language or upon the
bilingual school system if conducted in
accordance with the laws and regulations of Ontario.
He was dealing with
conditions which he thought should be
brought to the attention of the government. With that end in view he talked
freely with Hon. W. J. Hanna, a member of the Ontario Government. Mr.
Hanna reduced the conversation to

writing and transmitted it to the Ontario Minister of Education and also to
Sir James Whitney, then Prime Minister.

'X'HAT

confidential report of a confidential conversation was, through

the misconduct of an employe, given
the widest publicity and created a profound sensation. The contest then began which is still raging and the bilingual school of which few people had
heard up to that time became and has
since remained the storm centre of a
violent controversy. At the ne.xt session of the Legislature, on the motion of
Hon. Howard Ferguson, it was unani-

mously resolved:

"That the English language shall be
the language of instruction and of all
communications with the pupils in the
public and separate schools of the Province except where in the opinion of the
Department of Education it is impracby reason of pupils not under-

ticable

standing English."

A

few months later the Government
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appointed Dr. F. W. Merchant to visit,
examine, inspect and report upon the

which,

conditions and efficiency of the bilingual
The task occupied him four
schools.
months and his report to the minister
was filed on February 24th, 1912. Its
accuracy, I do not think, has ever been
seriously Cjuestioned, and the general
subject of bilingual education was apparently approached from a .sympathetic standpoint. The report, however, disclosed that in a number of
schools instruction in English was subordinated, if not neglected.
If, therefore, the Government was to carry out
the policy affirmed by the Legislature,
some action was necessarv. Therefore,
in June,
1912, Hon. R. A. Pyne,
Minister of Education, with the approval of the Government promulgated
the now celebrated Regulation No. 17

French-speaking pupils, French may be
used as the lanugage of instruction and
but such use of
communication;
French shall not be continued beyond
Form 1, excepting that on the approval
of the Chief Inspector, it may also be
used as the language of instruction and

other things, provides:
in

the

case

of

communication in the case of pupils
beyond Form 1 who are unable to speak
and understand the French language."

'"THE

regulation was vigorously assailed as an effort to "proscribe" the
French language. In some of the
schools it was obeyed, in others evaded
and in still others openly disregarded.

The Ciovernment may have been

at first
inclined to temporize, feeling that some
allowance should be made for a period

Hon. Howard Ferguson, M.P.P.
Minister of Lands and Mines, Ontario

from the old system to the
new, but by the summer of 1913 a
violent controversy had arisen.
The

of transition

bilingual issue became sharply defined
and aggressive.
Ottawa was the storm center. The

majority of the separate school board,
under the leadership of Chairman
Samuel M. Genest, openly refused to
obey Regulation Seventeen, and they
seem to have been warmly supported by
the French-speaking citizens of the
Capital.
in the

The

principals

and teachers

French schools refused to carry

out the regulation and when inspectors
visited the schools, the children

walked

out in a body. When the contest between the English-speaking and the
French-speaking Catholics increased in
violence the majority of the board suddenly discharged a number of the
English-speaking teachers and many
schools were unable to open in September, 1913.

T

ITIGATION

ensued, brought

first

by the French-speaking and then by

Hon. Dr. R. A. Pyne
Ontario Minister of Education, who promulgated the

famous regulation 17

the English-speaking supporters of the
separate schools in Ottawa, with the
tide of judicial decision flowing against
the bihngualists.
Finally, in 1915, the
legislature of Ontario passed a statute
affirming the validity of Regulation 17
and transferring the control of the
separate schools in Ottawa from the
trustees elected by the people to a commission appointed by the Government.
Mr. Genest and many others petitioned
the Dominion Government to disallow
the Ontario Legislation, but without
avail.

Continued on page 113.
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Strange Oaths
By James Church Alvord
Illustrated
iiiiMimiiiMiiiinMnii—
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XRINK

''•1
I

commanded an un-

!"

known

)

upon our
It

we

brains,

was

see old things all

so with Rupert.

Below

eminence on which he lay the
familiar landscape drifted as ever, but
ruined, tragic.
He had fished across
Champaigne, year in and out, tramped
through it, learned it, loved it; he had
loitered down that very avenue of endless lombardy poplars which led so
straight across the plain beneath him
on and on to the cathedral city. Very
wonderful they had been, sl^m and
towselled, lank maypoles crowned with
tattered cabbages now he saw but
two long lines of stumps. The trees
themselves littered the highway on
either side, hacked by unskilful solthe

little

—

diers or

mowed by

artillery;

the swish of the
while over all the land he

had known mierely

in

its

summer

the sloshy snow,
meltings, splashed
with mud and blood. He stirred
and called gropingly.
"Vincent," he murmured, "Vincent !"
brightness lay
dribbled with

"You have spoke because you
somethings like would ?" It was
the voice which had bidden him
drink. A hand was laid softly on
his head.

Rupert Hughes turned and found
behind him a gray -clad German,
stooping compassionately over him
an officer a lieutenant a young-

—
own age.
"Vincent— — —

—

ster of his

must find Vincent—I promised his mother that I
— that I'd bring him safe from from
I
the war I
must find Vincent."
I

-

———
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I

Booat^

"Behold there so many are
How
we one among so many discover?"
Rupert tumbled to his feet, the German
flinging an ann about him as he came,
and gazed wildly around. He lifted a
hand to his buzzing head the head was
bandaged and, when he took it back,
the hand was smeared with blood.
He
!

shall

voice.

Rupert Hughes obeyed and,
as the brandy gurgled down his throat,
tingled at once with inrushing strength.
His brain cleared; fogs lifted all over
him; he sat up, though shakily, and
opened his eyes. His ears still thrummed with the sound of battle, the pingping of bullets; though the battle itself roared far away on the horizon
where the towers of Rheims Cathedral
Then
lifted out of the smudge of it.
the supporting arm softly withdrew
from beneath his head; he was too
dazed even to wonder why.
At the crucial hours the outward
aspect of nature photographs itself
new.

by W. B. Timlin

I

—

;

giddy.
He could not think clearly
with that bitter throbbing across his
temples, the bitten landscape still
obsessed him.
"He was right here right beside
"
me my brother
"He may have on with the battle
gone." The tone was very kind and
the f)lond young officer leaned nearer,
his blue eyes gleaming, his strawcolored little moustaches quivering
with emotion until their trivial attempts to imitate the bellicose horns on
the lips of the Emperor became absurd.
"What does he look like, the brother
perhaps " He smiled assuringly.
"He's my brother my half-brother
and he looks like his mother, dark,
Italian, handsome.
He isn't one bit
felt

—

—

—

—

—

like

me.

Oh,

my God —

D UPERT threw himself down on
^

knees beside a boy

who

his

lay in the

pell-mell of tlie dead, he dragged the
lad towards him with sudden terror,
ripping off his clothes, listening at his
heart.
The German dumped beside
him in the slush and drooped his car

For a moment
the two knelt there side by side, the
great, gawky, big-featured Englishman and the girlishly German, panting
over the insensate body of the lad.
"He lives," triumphed the German.
over that heart-beat.

"He lives but he is badly wounded,"
mourned the Englishman.
As they worked, silently, rapidly,
the dead arose. Groans stuttered out
from the heaps of the slain; men lifted
themselves and then tumbled back
again here and there some man began
to aid those about him.
In the far
distance ambulances, nurses, groups
;

of gray-clad soldiers, flitted ghost-like
over the plain. Presently all drifted
onward towards the far cry of the
battle.

"You have driven our men back,"
the Englishman spoke grimly.
"We have it is too bad, not so ?"
the Gemian spoke consolingly.
Then both returned to their labor
over the boy who babbled incoherently.
Once he cried "Mother,"
then laughed childishly. At that
the face of the Englishman grew

—

'

The German used every
simple remedy hh knapsack held.
"I too am of the wounded," he
explained, "then I awoke and found
I have in Lonyou oh. so near
don lived. I hate not the English.
I must fight yet for the Fatherland,
not so ?" He bent again to his
rubbing.
"If I could get Vincent to a doctor
to our doctor
"But you are one prisoner, not so ?
I am so sorry
that you one prisoner
bleak.

—

!

—

—

;

are and your brother, he also one
prisoner is.
I cannot let you go
ah, you must understand that I so
sorr\' am, not so ?
I hate not the
English."

"He must have a surgeon."
"And I also and you also, we must
the Mr. Doctor have, not so ? Ach,
I will to the encampment go and I
return, not so?
Shall I a
soldier call or shall I your parole
trust you
you are
take ?
I can
will

—
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As they worked,

men

lifted

silently, rapidly, the dead arose.
Groans stuttered out from the heaps of the slain;
themselves and then tumbled back again here and there some men began to aid others.
;

He lifted his candid
eyes, the color of old-bhie-Canton, to
the Englishman's face and smiled. "It
is not bad the captivity.
You will eat
of the rations of which we eat, the
one gcntlemans."

not good but it is not
bad. I can trust you, not so ?"
"I am a Canadian of English parentage," said the other solemnly, "an
Englishman keeps his word and a
Canadian never breaks his you can
trust me.
I give you my promise to
stay here until you return."
Rupert
looked up and smiled too, for he liked
the fresh-faced Prussian.
"Besides all
that, I can't escape if I try.
Your solofficers.

It is

—

diers arc

on

all

sides of

me."

T"HE

C.orman laughed delightedly,
then blushed furiously. He stoopeti suddenly and kissed young Hughes,
first on either cheek, then upon the

Rupert flushed scarlet in his
turn but did not resent the kiss; his
heart warmed even more towards his
captor and he watched him liiup ;irross

lips.

the

fields

towards

the

trenches

far

would be hours before he
could return. The battle had rushed
upwards along the hills which stretch
between Rheims and Epernay, the
away.

blurted through the world.
stooped back to his half-brother

noise of

He

It

it

with a weary sigh.
The boy was badly wounded. An
exploding shell had cut him cruelly
across the chest and the blood still
oozed in a purple stream through the
torn flesh
what would Vincent's
mother say ? Rupert's own mother
had died the day he was born and this
warm-hearted Italian, with her soft
voice and softer ways, had filled the
place completely. She had been too
conscientious in her step-motherhood,
had sacrificed her own lad again and
again to his older brother's plea.sures,
had poured herself out on both unstintingly.
Then in her widowhood
both had enlisted for their father's
fatherland; but the older had been the
enthusiast, had swept his brother into

—

•

the current of the enlisting. At the
turned the corner of
the gang-plank, the Italian had rushed
back to Rupert with that passionate
mother-cry, "O, bring him back to me
bring him back to me
I cannot live
without him;" and Rupert, moved by
the madness of the moment, had
promised.
last hour, as she

!

!

D UPERT

lifted the boy's head to his
breast and the great sad Neapolitan eyes unsealed
they were her
eyes.
He stroked softly the golden
pallor of the cheeks
her tint, thrust
his hands through the black thick
curls
her curls. He loved the lad'.s
mother as he loved nobody else on
earth and next to her he loved the lad.
They were Neapolitans. Neapolitans
are creatures of the sunshine and the
outer air. They die in cages. They

—
—

—

must have freedom.

Vincent must go

home

to Halifax, next the purple sea.
Rupert drew his brother close with a

passionate hug;

the youngster opened

—
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his eyes again

and again, he murmured

"Mother."

The

older brother forgot everything,
his oath, his honor, his own danger,
everything hut the one overwhelming

thought

—Vincent

The day died.
mouth had

must go home.
Flame from the can-

non's

set

the sky on

fire

then sneaked into hiding with a jump.
It was a boat.

"I will keep

men

VWAITING

fading sunset
'
Rupert watched the oscillations
of that boat.
He had discovered his
escape.
He had known the i)lace fnjm
childhood, had fished down the shallow
in

the

my

—don't

parole

"But we must show

—

"1
I

my

—

am caring
must.

for

my

And you

secret ?"

these

brother

—you

fret I"

Dutch-

—

I

must
keep

will

"I'm not scouting for the Germans,"
the Parisian half-rose then shipped down
with a groan," and I'm not sfjuealing
on mv i)als. riomi luck and good!"

bye
Rupert noddedathim overa shoulder.
"Of two duties choose the biggest.
This is the biggest; but I shan't forget
my parole. Good-bye !" he called,
then floundered with his burden across
the snow.

FT was

river mile by mile, waded every twist
in its course, squatted on every bough
drooped over the current, splashed in
every pool where the river loitered at a
curve and the trout lay deep-hidden.
It formed a barrier between the camps;

the Germans had not ^et been able to
work up to it; the French had not
driven their enemy beyond it.
Rolling

through the flat of the plain, never
large even in flood-time, neither important nor unimportant, its water
had been dyed week after week by the
furious onslaughts of the two hosts one
other.
At eventide it
voice and chanted the
song of the dead. It formed a perfect
path for his escape and the boat a per-

against
lifted

until

it

that grisly scarlet
the unto battle-fields;

blazed with

known only

dulating hills behind him seemed
sprinkled with blood as the snow took
the color of the sunset down into its
very heart and turned to one vast
sheet of gore, tremulous under the
quivering light, throbbing, surging in
waves down to the river and the sea.
The tint was gorgeous, vivid, horrible.
The river was but a few rods away.
The Western bank cast a shadow over
the water, which cut its way through
that scarlet splendor like a line of ink

drawn by a

child's wabbling finger-tip
Wabbling
right across the landscape.
as it was its shallow stream ran straight

towards Epernay, Epernay with her
great French garrison and her sprinkle
of English soldiery.
But it was useless
to think of the river
he couldn't swim
that far unencumbered with the burden of his brother the attempt would
be a mere fantasy he
something
caught his tense attention. A shadowy
form swept out upon the current,
deepened by the melting snow and now

—

—

—

fairly

bawling

its

monotone under-

neath the far-heard yell of war; in a
moment the dim sketch of a form fled
back again to its covert of rushes and
tall sedge-grasses.
The young soldier
watched intently, his breath gasping
as he gazed.
After a moment again
the long, slim length floated out from

beneath the fringe of bedraggled willows,

bobbed

freely

upon the current,

up

the

its

fect vehicle.

There was only one thing to do

now

—wait.

T_IE began

to busy himself here and
there about the wounded, propping Vincent's head with a heap of
coats, making him comfortable on outstretched blankets. The dead were
of many nations, the few wounded were
French; for the allies had been successful at the first moment of their
charge and then been driven, wading
waist-deep, as they backed across the
river, the C^ermans following in their
wake. As he passed among the living
he aided with the supplies he took from
German knapsacks, staunching blood,
pouring water down parched throats,
pulling the wounded from beneath the
killed.
One young Parisian sat up and
began to chatter; he was badly slashed
in the arm but assisted Rupert to drawthe bandage tighter.
Finally the

hemorrhage stopped.

—

—

ceased
the
The glare dimmed
night came on.
Rupert stooped to his
unconscious brother. Vincent was tall
and heavy with big bones and muscles:
yet with both arms under his shoulders
Rupert started for the river, staggering
as he went.
"Hy, there !" called the Frenchman," you told me you were paroled.
What are you doing ?"

a peasant's boat, rudely-built,
square-cornered, loaded down with
straw. Tethered to a stake on the
bank it flopped back and forth on the
smash of the roaring water; Ijut crept
easily to the bank when once the runaway had laid a hand upon the rope.
Lifting his brother in, Rupert jumped
after him, then clippetl the cord with

one slash of his knife. Turning he
caught sight of a group of lights blinking down the field from the direction of
the

German

trenches: his

young lieuten-

ant was returning with a surgeon and
an ambulance. He pulled the straw
here and there to make a hiding-hole
for Vincent and crept in l)eside him
just a^ the current, catching the boat,
flung it out into the middle of the
stream. Hidden from sight beneath
the straw he lifted a prayer to God as
he felt the clumsy craft creep onward
toward far Epernay.
For fifteen minutes it bounced along,
floating freely for a while, bumping
into this bank and then into that,
twisting sidewise, wabbling while the
waves slid under it with a ceaseless
see-saw.
Once it struck a snag of

—

—

teetering
teeroots and hung there
tering
while the frantic boy inside
reached out a hand after the obstruction.
He dared not reach far for fear
masquerading as a
of being seen;
drifting load of straw, he must keep in
character. The water was bitter cold.
Scrunching, squealing, slithering, by
degrees the boat slipped from its anchorage to plunge once more into the flash
of the tide.

—

Ten minutes more and

it

boggled

into a well-known pool where the fish
snooze, fat and sleepy, all the plenteous
summertime. Here the boat started a
new waltz, swinging in gay circles round
and round, refusing to leave the pool.
voice grunted from the bank.
"Say, Ulrich, here's a load of straw.
'Twouldn't lie bad under a fellow o'
nights.
What do >ou say to jumping
in after it ?"

A

"It's

too

Ijeastly

cold

— then

th'

Major'd say things," the voices called
Continued on page 119.
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Some

Letters of a V. A. D.

Being letters written by Angela Crawford of the Voluntary Aid Detachment to her friend Gladys Winston

By Mona
Illustrated

Cleaver

bv Norman Hall
tOHjlDM"""

Steamer Orion,
April, 29th.

GLAD—
DEAREST
will^want
hear
I

know you

something
journey over so will
try to get this ready to post when I
reach Liverpool. The trip has been
\ery uneventful, so far, though of
course one wonders a good deal about
one's fellow-passengers and why they
travel at such a time and if no steamer
gossip reveals the information one
to

about

my

makes up stories to fit the faces.
There is, of counse, the usual pseudo
-adventuress with tinted hair and
pink cheeks, whose mysteries are doubly mysterious in war time.
I
over-

—

heard her telling my neighbor on deck
what a wonderful husband she has.
"Why," she declared, "He has a
certificate for teaching school in

Can-

ada and if you can teach school in
Canada you can do anything or go
anywhere."
It sounded so simple and easy that
I almost wondered if my Kindergarten
diploma wouldn't have been better
than a passport and a million letters
of introduction such as

I

am

lugging

about with me.

The real adventuress looks so meek
that one seldom discovers her and her
vigorious schemes until the last day
out '.Jut I think I have my eye on the
lady already. She's just too down-

cast of eye and unobtrusive of dress
to be possible.
As for the other people, there are a
number of competent looking women
going over to nurse, a couple of wealthy
and not very useful-looking Americans
with the same end in view, some young
men wanting to enlist, each in some
particular branch of the service, a

family of English musicians returning
from an American season, a young
Irishman who boasts of having been
blown up on an English ship in the
Black Sea and afterwards arrested as a
spy in Constantinople, a nice boy from
Idaho who wants to drive a motor
ambulance at the front, and write
stories about it for his home paper.
Then there are two Spaniards who
"or pretend that they can't"
can't

—

nuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiinuniiiiimiiniiiiiimiiiDiHi

my

neighbor and I whisper suspiciousa word of English, a tiny
chap who is going over, the ship's
gossips say to ride in the Derby, some
ly,

—speak

some Canadian wives,
and even children, going to join husbands and fathers in Pmgland.
I don't think there is anything more
to tell you now.
Perhaps I shall have
time to drop you, a line from London
business men,

before

I

get settled in a hospital.

Best love,

— My

ANGELA.

did you know
about Bobbie ? Yes, you were quite
right but I was utterly surprised and
of course, I said "No."
I
said we
P.S.

dear,

how

didn't look at things in the same way
at all and that I'd make him no happier than he'd make me.
He said:
"I wonder how you think I do look
at things, anyway ?" but didn't wait
to hear.

But, do you know, Glad, Bobbie is
such a surprise to me in so many ways
that I begin to wonder, myself, what
I have ever known of his real thought.
None of us ever thought he would go
to the front and we didn't hold him
responsible as we did our other friends.
If anyone had asked me why I should
probably have said, "Well, of course,
Bobbie isn't very robust," but all the
time I should have known that that
wasn't the real reason. Somehow one
didn't connect war or anything of a

—
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serious nature with Bobbie. He
just to fit his pretty studio

seemed
and I

couldn't have pictured him otherwise
than woarinp; his flowing tic, shell
rimmed glasses with the broad black
ribbon and his hair the merest trifle
He was
longer than anybody else's.
always tremendously good fun and I
must say he laid himself out with the
utmost unselfishness to see that other
people had a good time, everywhere,
but I often wondered to myself if he

even

thought

seriously

any-

about

thing.
So, when he told me he was going
to join the Aviation Corps I simply
gazed at him for a minute or two and

then said,

"Whatever
aviation ?"
"I
went

do

know

you

about

several

times,"

he
him,

rather hufiily, for
"when I was in California last winter.
Of course, the machines here are
different but

I

guess

I

can find out

about them."
When I heard only a couple of
weeks later, that he had responded to
that call from PZngland for "experienced aviators," I thought he was mad
and when he came to say good-bye the
sight of him in his trim khaki made
me feel as though I had never known
him before. Gone were the flowing
tie and the eye-glass, ribbon and his
hair was closely cropped.
He looked
bigger and broader than I had ever
seen him and the set of his shoulders
were resolute. Really, Glad, I felt
myself becoming positively proud of
him and rather ashamed of myself.
And side by side with the feeling
that Bobbie would never go to war had
flourished the much more deeply rooted
feeling that he would never get married.
He was so devoted to his mother
and then oh, well, Bobbie liked all
the girls so well.
None of us ever

—

took his overflowing friendliness for
anything more serious and we all pictured him, I am sure, when he should
get on to his fifties, as being a happy
old beau playing about with our
daughters and continuing to make life
a bit smoother and a bit merrier for
every one with whom he might come

But Bobbie

in

khaki had an alto-

gether new and unaccustomed quality.
I gazed at him soberly and tried to talk
in the same old unconcerned way but
silent and when he seemed to
notice the gaze and the silence. Glad, I
actually blushed.
Can you imagine
fell

Bobbie watching anybody blush

What

My

water.

When I went to bed I put my big
wooly coat where I couldn't miss it if
I
were aroused suddenly. If one
should have to spend many hours in a
life boat it would be a comfort,
I
thought. In one capacious pocket I
put my little pig skin jewel case and

my money

bag, then I felt
could be for any emergency and content to go to sleep, if
there had only been less noise.
Before we docked my deck companion, one of the English musicians,
had come to my opinion about the
as ready as

I

Real Adventuress and when murmurs
were heard of a passenger who occupied
a room near the Marconi room and was
found to have a dictograph the girl
was sure she must be implicated too.
The dictograph turned out to be the
typewriter of the boy from Idaho who
was sending back "copy" for his paper.

The Mersey was

lonely that day
blue green and smilingly mysterious
with gulls winging across its surface.

—

When we came
all

to the dock we were
haled into the dining-saloon to show

our credentials. The two American
would-be nurses were kept on tenterhooks for hours after having stated
complacently that they were going
"to the front," and the whole process
of examining passports was delayed.
One or two Canadian officers who
had come to meet their wives were
allowed on board and the word was
whispered round that the husband of
one little woman had been killed in
action while she was on the ocean.
It
seemed as though nobody would tell
her and as she strained her eager eyes
towards the khaki coats on the dock
her fellow passengers looketl and looked
away and some eyes were wet with a

sympathy she did not

contact.

must

they hung over the railing and, I suppose, watched the sparkle of the phosphorus as we drove through the black

in the other

up

answered,

in

to watching all night, in fact I might
have slept quite peaceably had not
my cabin been on a corner of two
passages, one leading to the smoke
room and the other crossing the ship
from deck to deck. I could hear the
murmur of men's voices as they went
to and fro from the smoke room and as

a postscript
run along.

!

London,
Dear Glad The

—

Now

I

?

really

A.

May
last

3rd.

couple of

days at sea were full of the interest of
watching for submarines. I never took

guess.

We landed at a great cargo dock because the Prince's landing stage was
being used to disembark troops. After
a long struggle with luggage and customs big railway buses took us through
dingy streets between big walls of
masonry to the train, which, after an
endless wait in the dim station pulled
out into the refreshment of the English
country, cool yellow, green under the
burning copper disc of the setting sun.
War seemed unbelievable out there,
and even more so in the towns we
hurried through, where, from thousands of tiny houses with their squares

of green and their neat box hedges,
rose a motley array of chimney pots
all smoking cheerily after the evening

meal.

But when it grew dark our attention
was called to a sign asking us to pull
down the window shades. There was
also a long shade for the door opening
into the corridor.
The air was chilly,
the light was dim; we were travelling
darkly to escape the notice of Zeppelins and war seemed much closer and

more

real.

A

pleasant hotel, a chintz bedroom,
a hot drink and a warm bed have
wondrous power to revive drooping

however, and

spirits,

found

I

all

of

these awaiting me.
You'll doubtless hear from me again
soon and I shall certainly let you know

when I am settled
The changed aspect

—

my

in

hospital.
things-

many

of

and the even more astonishing
accustomedness of others is wonderfully thrilling and keeps eyes and brain
leaping but I am longing to get to
work and to feel that I have a part,
however small, in such tremendous
here

—

doings.

Lovingly,

ANGELA.
Red Hart Hotel,
Highfield, May 7th.
dear This is the loveliest country and this the most irrestible vineclad inn you ever, ever saw. And it is
full of old mahogany and pewter and
brass that would make you ache with

—

My

envy.

My

few days

in

London were

full of

Just to ride on the 'buses
and look at the recruiting posters and
gaze down at the sprinkling of khaki
everywhere not failing to search eagerinterest.

—

ly for our own Canadian khaki and
to swell with pride over the fineness of
our men was thrilling at a time like

—

this.
I

suppose you remember Cyril FenImagine having a name like
I don't believe he is an atom

wick.
that

!

oppres-sed

by

the worst of

it

it,

—

either,
it's

and that

Cyril

isn't

Montgomery

Fenwick. If one of my brothers had
been cursed with such a name I'm
sure he'd have died of mortification in
But Englishmen
the school room.
somehow, are able to rise above such
trifles and to be apparently even unconscious of them. An^-way what I
started out to say was that Cyril had
been very nice to me, showing me the
things he knew I would be interested
in and we even went to the theatre.
Coming out under the ghastly blue
lights of the exit he asked me,

"Have you seen Piccadilly Circus
war time ?"
"No," I answered.

He nodded towards

in

one particular
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and

hops which clung to their slender stakes
ripening for the kilns whose pointed

it— that dark thing over
there that you can't see."
what
I came down from London on

clustered picturesquely among
the trees. And soon the scene was
filled with a new significance by the
presence of soldiers groups of them
by the railway, barracks full of them
on the hill-tops and marching columns
of them in the roads while drifts of
white tents, like gigantic daisies flecked
the green hillsides everywhere.
I thought it best to come down here
and present myself and my credentials
in person to the medical officer in
charge of the King's Canadian Hospital.
The result is that I am to take the
place of a V. A. D. who is leaving tomorrow and I am staying in this lovely
inn while I wait.
And who do you think 1 have been
tramj^ing the country lanes with this
afternoon, ending up for tea at an even
quainter hostelry than this ? Who
but Robbie. He has a test to pass
before he is adjudged that "experienced
aviator" he claimed to be and to-

section

the

of

prevailing gloom

said,

roofs

"That's

—

here "the tea train." That
train has a coach devoted to the serving of afternoon tea
What
at six-pence each. Think of it
would our hard-headed business men
at home think of devoting a car to
afternoon tea and then naming the

they

call,

means that the

!

train after

But

it ?

did enjoy

I

my

tea

and the

country through which we passed was
ravishingly lovely. The sunlight, even
in the late afternoon,

with springtime and

was

still

it fell

pale gold

on undulat-

ing stretches of yellow-green

meadow

with yellow patches of cowslips and
It fell on planted fields
buttercups.
of silver green and on other fields still
purple from the plough, on clumps of
trees that cast long shadows and on
little thatched cottages.
Here and there willow trees that

turned her attention outward, spied
the flowers, and with a gasp of astonishment cried,

"Oh-h-h

one, two, five, seven, nine,
being evidently the
limit of air numbers to her baby mind.
Towards the end of the journey
much of the country was devoted to
!

tin flowers !" "tin"

morrow has

their tops levelled off burst
a green flutter of remon-

had had
skyward

strance, stretching out a myriad tender
The
twigs tipped with delicate green.
elms, with their summer garb still incomplete showed black birds in sharp
contrast with the new green shoots.
The poplars breathed incense up to
heaven in slender flames of verdant

And each

village

and

little

town was

a machine

"The 'planes I went up in at home
were quite different from the Californian ones," he said, "but I soon
got onto them so I guess I'll manage

spires.

Orchards everywhere were all abloom
with pink and white blossoms and we
passed two florists' places where long
gorgeous strips^of tulips, hyacinths

gilly

fl

owers

this kind."

Now must go to
my new duties
I

for

Yours as

spread

from the buttons on her mother's coat
tacks

in

the

upholstery

she

and be fresh
to-morrow.

sleep

ever,

ANGELA.

King's Canadian Hospital,
Highfield Park,

fragrance.
A tiny tot in the same compartment
was evidently just learning to count
and after having counted everything

the

in

him but he seems amazingly un-

to

a new delight with its winding lanes,
tree-shaded streets and slender church

to

go up

concerned.

yellow.

and

to

quite different from any he has ever
seen before and to come back to earth
at a given spot.
If he can do that he
will be sent to France.
But how can
he do it, Glad, when he knows practiI'm
cally nothing about aviation ?
sure something dreadful will happen

in

My

It

was plunging earthward

wounded

like

creature.

some

—

May

9th.

dear Here I am securely installed as a V. A. D., I know my installation is secure for I can brush
Continued on page 113.

mm
NDER

the

shade

of

Table

Mountain the East and the
West meet and dwell in harmony, while beside them the
natives and the bastard race
of the Dark Continent assimilate the vices of two different
civilizations and suffer as the
When the Dutch
result.
East Indies Company established a
port of call and supply station here the
witch doctor of the Bushman practiced
his arts.
To-day Christ and Mohammed compete on an equal footing for
supremacy. On one side of the street
the Caucasian worships the Gallilean,
while on the other the muezzin calls
For the folthe faithful to prayer.
lower of Christ the law says one wife
must suffice, but to the Faithful it
allows as many as he chooses to acquire.
In the background stands the Bushman, taking one or more as he pleases,
as the white man often does, it must be
confessed, although he does it without
the law's sanction or official stamp.
In the forefront stands the Cape Boy.
This is the bastard race that is the
result of the early Dutch settlers having taken Bushwomen for wives. They
are nominally Christians, but the assortment of vices they possess can hardly
be excelled by any race on earth for

*

Cape Town

In Old

variety.

Viewed from the deck of an ocean
Table Bay the scene is
one never to be forgotten, and no matter,, how often one travels between the
Cape and England it never becomes
commonplace. In the foreground lies
Table Mountain, on which nature lays
liner entering

a cloth of clouds, four thousand feet
above sea level. On the left is the
Devil's Peak, slightly higher than the
Table. To the right is the Lion's
Head, so called because of its resemblance to the head of a recumbent lion.
Beyond, following the coast line, is the
mountain range known as The Twelve
Apostles, rearing its serated peaks sky82

A Travelogue

the capital city of United
South Africa, giving a close view of the people
who have followed the British flag to this
new country and something of how they live

By

to

J.

Wilbur Reid

Illustrated

from Photographs

—
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to a height of three or four thouNever could I see anything
To
apostolic about this range.
mind it appears to be nature's saw,
discarded after the work of creation

ward
sand

feet.

my

was

finished

and now badly

in

need

Africa has been justly termed "The land of flowers without perfume and birds without song." To
me it has always seemed that the
creator did his first day's work in
Africa, the result being an amateur's
product, or on the other hand he
finished his job there, using the material he had left over after having
completed the balance of the world.
He was short of some of the necessary
requisites and he was also wx>ary, so he
threw the remainder together roughly,
the result being a land unlike any other
upon the face of the earth, but one to
which people from all over the world
people of all races and nationalities
always return, although they usually
curse it up hill and down dale while
they reside there.
Cape Town is the legislative capital
of filing.

United South Africa, which came
into existence in 1910 when the Transvaal, the Orange River Colony, Natal
and Cape Colony, the mother of the
brood, were federated under one government, the administrative capital being
located at Pretoria, the seat of government of the erstwhile South African
Parliament sits in the
Republic.
House of Parliament, where the laws
of Cape Colony were made before the
former republics came into existence.
At the Cape all males of twenty-one
of

years of age, irrespective of color or
race, possess the franchise, provided
they occupy property worth twentyfive pounds sterling, or have a yearly
income of fifty pounds. In the other
states only the white man is allowed
to vote,

and

in

none

of

them

is

woman

given the ballot.

Cape Town

is

duction of gold.
Facilities for handling the largest
steamers afloat are provided in the
harbor of Cape Town, where the dockage can accommodate many of them.
Since the war an immense dry dock,
the work of convicts, has been com-

pleted.

any of the vesCape and needing

It will cradle

the

city founded by the white man south
of the equator, the Dutch and British
in harmony for years.
intermarried, but the racial
characteristics of the two people have

have

repairs.

Under the Southern Cross, at the
base of Table Mountain, in the oldest

dwelt

They have

not been obliterated, and will continue
to exist for many years to come, although it would seem that ultimately a
new race must be the outcome of the
fusion of the two.
But it may be that
the Dutchman will always be a Dutchman at the Cape, as the Irishman always remains an Irishman in the States,
irrespective of the number of generations born there.
Across the line a
new race has been developed by the
fusion of the Hollander and the Britisher, the American being the result,
hence it may be that United South
Africa will eventually produce a new
people possessed of characteristics all
their

the principal port of
South Africa and also the oldest. Since
the war its shipping has fallen off to
some extent as the result of competition by Port Elizabeth, Durban and
Lourenco Marquez, the latter being
the port nature intended for the Transvaal, lying closer to it than any of the
Over it flies the flag of Porothers.
tugal, hence it is handicapped to a
great extent in its dealings with the
land that leads the world in the pro-

sels calling at

Groote Schoor, the late home of South Africa's
greatest man, Cecil Rhodes, now a National
Museum in which are many valuable collections

own.

new U.

A. the Church of
church. The
Cathedral lies at the top of Adderly
Street, and not far away is the old
Dutch Reformed Churcii, where the
Dutch continue to worship as they did
In the

England

is

the

S.

state

before the Union Jack was hoisted.
This is the Westminster Abbey of
South Africa, where some of the old
Dutch governors lie buried.
Adderly Street is the Strand and
Fifth Avenue of Cape Town.
Here are
located the big retail stores, the banks
and business houses of the Cape. An
electric street car line traverses the
street

where

.

men and women

of

wealth rub elbows with the Cape Boy

and the Malay. The women are as
well dressed as those of old England,
as also are the men, and both sexes
are as punctilious about dressing for
dinner as in the home land. In the
afternoon the tea rooms are well
patronized, many of them being located

on balconies overlooking the street.
Automobiles and motorcycles are as
numerous as in this part of the world,
and while the most of them are of
English or French manufacture it must
be confessed that the celebrated "Tin
Lizzie" is more numerous than any
other make.
Loop Street is the cheap street, or
rather the street of the cheap stores of
Here Jew and gentile comthe town.
pete for the trade of the working man,
Although prachis wife and children.
manufactured goods are
tically
all
imported, living is as cheap at the
Cape as it is here, and many commodities can be purchased at prices that
compare favorably with ours, in spite
of the fact that they have been transported thousands of miles across the
This applies to the necessities of
sea.
life, however, the luxuries being more
expensive than in the land of their
origin.

Market day on The Parade brings
the Jewish dealers who auction
kinds of commodities. Here
congregate all classes except the best.
Black, white and brown, they bid for
stuff that often is not worth carrying
away. Unheard of prices are frequently secured for goods of this kind,
but on the other hand real bargains are
often obtainable when articles of considerable value are sold for little
money. But here, as everywhere else
the buyer usually pays full value for
Live stock is sold on
all he obtains.
the lower end of the Parade and here
the horse dealer puts the equine through
his paces, a Cape Boy showing his
action while the auctioneer conducts
the sale.
On The Parade the Cape Volunteers
are drilled. They are as fine a body of
men as can be found in any part of

out
off

all
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Curing the Boer war
the Kmpire.
they <lul their part, as also during the
rebellion under DeWett and the invasion of C.ernian West Africa. They are

now taking orders from General Snuitz
in German Kast Africa, which soon
will

be a part of the Empire.

In

Cape Colony

the colored

man

is

allowed to use liquor; this is denied
him in the other states of the Union.
A Cape Town bar is really three in one,
as there is a separate room in those of
the better class for the Cape Boy and
Malay, another for the working man
and another for the business man. In
many of them there is also a private
room where a man can take his wife or
sweetheart for a "nip." As in England, so, also in South Africa, a barmaid dispenses liquor, mixing it with
her smiles and merry badinage.
Much wine is produced at the Cape.
It can be found in practically every
in many of them Cape "Dop"
But the cheapalso a familiar sight.
er dop, as Cape brandy is termed, is
not the healthiest drink in the world,

home, and
is

although
is

most

it

must be confessed that it
one can become

effective, for

On the
intoxicated on very little of it.
other hand the best dop is probably
the equal of any brandy in the world.
At the top of Adderly Street lie the
Gardens and in them is the Museum.
Either would be a credit to any city,
for they are well stocked and well cared
for.
Above the Gardens lies that part
of the city known as The Gardens,
where may be found the homes of
many of the better class.
At Salt River, three miles from the
station, on the road to the Transvaal,
the railway shops are located. The
government owns and operates the
railway, and it must be confessed there
is room for improvement, as freight
rates are high and the service is not
equal to that obtainable here. It must
be remembered, though, that the
country is sparsely populated, while
the "feeders" to the line are few and
far apart.
Cape Town has its theatres and
amusements, and is not confined to
the exploitation of local talent, for the
world's great dramatic and- musical
artists may be seen here at intervals.
Here, as in whatever part of the
world he may inhabit, the Briton is a
true sportsman.
Cricket, foot-ball,
tennis and horse racing all have their
devotees, many of whom are far from
being second raters. There are enough
"Yanks"

to

make

and some excellent displays are made,
this being true of both costumes and
music.

Two years ago the new Municipal
Pier at the foot of Adderly Street was
completcfi, as also the embankment
along the water front. Here amusements and refreshments are provided
for the idler and both are a credit to
the city. The statue of Van Riebeeck, the Dutch Governor who founded Cape Town in 1652, which formerly
stood at the foot of Adderly Street has
been moved to the entrance to the pier
over which it stands guard, facing the
city.

But wherever one goes in Cape Town,
It
its suburbs the Malay is present.
was under the Dutch government that
the first of this race arrived, and to-day
or

their descendants are

numerous, but

strange as it may seem they have not
scattered
throughout the country.
Cape Town is their home and there
they remain. They are the fishennen
of the Cape and also the fish peddlers.
Riding through the streets in a little
cart drawn by a donkey, accompanied
by a boy who blows a horn to advise
the people that the fish monger is coming, the Malay sells his fish.
The
housewife stops the cart and secures
such as suit her fancy, and she has
several kinds to choose from, for the
sea is kind to the Africander.
The Malay is also a peddler of fruit
and vegetables, but he stands out preeminently as a mattress maker, using
coir, the fiber of the cocoa-nut, for the
stuffing.
Old mattresses are re-made
at intervals, the coir which becomes
matted by use, being beaten apart,
thereby eliminating the dust which
accumulates from usage.

When

clothed in native costume the

Malay

of cither sex is a picturesque
individual, Ijut it must \x confessed

that he is none too cleanly about his
person or in his habits. He is a worshipper of Mohammed and faithfully
answers the call to prayer, turning his
face towards Mecca while practicing
his devotions.
He is a polygamist,
often having several wives which the
law allows to the follower of the Prophet, irrespective of his race or origin.
is
no danger of race suicide
among the Malays, for their children
are numerous.
The women are great
lovers of color and know how to combine different hues to achieve the best
effects in their clothes.
They are inordinately fond of jewelry, and like the
native of India have a habit of turning
their surplus wealth into gold which
they make up into bracelets, anklets,
rings and ear-rings.
One of the sub-

There

urbs contains a college, maintained by
Malays, where their professors instill
learning of their own manufacture into
the minds of the young. Around it
lies a cemetery where generations of

Malays await Mohammed's
from the grave and
Rondeljosch
visitors to

is

li\'e

the

call to rise

again.

Mecca

Cape Town.

of

miles from the station, but is a part of
the municipality, and is well within
the city limits.
Groote Schoor, the
home of South Africa's greatest man,
Since
Cecil Rhodes, is located there.
his death it has been administered by
the government, it having been left to
the country by Rhodes.
It is now
what might well be termed a national
museum, the house containing a varied
and valuable collection of relics of the
Continued on page 106.

base ball familiar,

but this is better known at Johannesburg than at the Cape.
On Boxing Day ihe Cape Boy indulges in a riot of sport.
Dressed in
grotesque and fancy costumes he parades in companies, singing and playing
musical instruments. The rivalry between different organizations is keen

The South Africans have been quick to recognize the great work of
and have erected a great memorial to one of Britain's

in their behalf

all

It lies .seven

Cecil

Rhodes

greatest

men
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Confessions of a Winged Ant
By Helen
Illustrated

E. Williams

by

F. A.

Hamilton
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"IT

Louis

my having
a furor

calls

At

scribendi.

I

—

started from

all

what

j

least

I

have

it

It comes
part of the time.
and goes, like the craving
for chocolates, or the red
circle in that play being
But when it
screened.
well, the only way to make

All this preamble is merely to show
you why I did some of the things I
did, and suffered the discomforts of a
winged ant with such fortitude. Hadn't
Robert Hichens said to study your
sensations, to analyze pain and humilia-

tion, to be an opportunist, anything,
everything but tame ? I wasn't tame,
but there were times when well, the

—

night my Rayo lamp set fire to the lace
curtains in my room will illustrate

what

I

mean.

comes
you understand how serious it is, is to go
back to the beginning, and then you

why the family is so relieved
that it has turned out as it has, or
rather that Marmaduke Reford turned

will see

up when he

did.

The very

beginning, 1 suppose, dates
back to that winter I got pneumonia
pretending we were church-yard poor.
When mamma di.scovered me the bed
clothes were ofT, the window up, and I
was chattering in an old nightie 1 had
"Drawresurrected from the rag-bag:
ing her scanty shawl more closely
around her slender shoulders, Lucinda
went shivering down the street."
I remember, a few years later, earnestly telling my beloved paper dolls
that though, as a concession to the

ItT-^^SSW-t-

my

elders, I must go away
of
to school daytimes, every night as long
as I lived I would return to them.
When I weeded the big strawberry bed,
or picked currants, or went raspbcrrying, I .summoned
dream people to

whims

my

keep

me company,

But

when

my eyes refu.scd

to focus

books

— Louis

it

was only
on

.school

they seemed
to focus on story books O. K.
and I
.said

when

that

—

began to write. It
changed everything and me..
"Sometimes I wonder, Eleanor, if
you are quite right in your head,"
left school,

I

—

Mamma

said once.
And another time
she admoni.shed me that "When God
wishes to destroy an ant, he gives it

h

wrings."
I told her I was only obeying Robert
Hichcn.s' behest.
"At the beginning
of your career learn to range freely

over life." But she retorted that it
would have been as well if Hichcns had
not "ranged" so "freely." So yom see
that sweet and dear as Mamma is, she

understand the artistic temperament. And as Zola says "Realism
consists of the facts of life seen through
a temperarnent," it's my duty to cultivate facts.
doesn't

I

watched the flames crinkling upward before

I

screamed "Fire

!"

85

"

:

—

——

.
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I had got in about twelve from a
corn roast at the club house, and really
But I
the beginning was accidental.
watched the flames crinkling upward
longer than I needed before I grabbed
the comforter and screamed "Fire !"
And something in me stood apart and
watched, as I flew over to the neighbors.
When I got back Mamma was
just coming in with another pitcher of
water. Papa was limping through the
drenched debris of my overturned desk,
in his pyjamas, and Louis, his white
ducks spattered and smudged, surveying the scene of devastation with a

humorous
"Where

eye.

were you all the time,
Eleanor ?"
Before I could answer Mamma,
through the window came a far-off cry
Fire .... Fire .... Fire
"Eleanor, you surely didn't give the
!

alarm ?"
Louis broke into a laugh, and slapped his knee.
"Trust Nell for making a bally
fire

scene of

it !"

"Louis do go and stop them. They
will be bringing the reels here !"
"You bet they will
There's the
whistle now." And Louis plunged
!

downstairs.
"How did you
all this

tably.

to accomplish
to know, irri-

—

"It just caught. Did you burn your
self badly, Papa ?"
"I can walk," he answered stiffly.
"Did he ?" I inquired of Mamma,
as he limped away and could be heard
in his room, rattling bottles and pulling
out drawers.
"Not as badly as he thinks he did,"
said Mamma, "but I'll go and see that

he has everything."
A few minutes later I heard Louis
come upstairs and stop at my door.
"I say— Nell ?"
"What is it ?"
fire

my hands.
you."
"Thank you, Louis."

nation out with

Thought

And

o|)p(jsite.

after sacrificing myself in
on the altar of realism, I

sundry ways

came

across

Wilde's dictum:
"Whatever
I
actually occurs is spoilt for art."
knew that Guy de Maupassant was
called the king of short story writers.
I remembered reading somewhere that
he saw the world as the Dutch painters
saw it, that one read him hurriedly,
without lifting the eyes from the page.
I sat down and ordered him, in all the
splendor of an edition de luxe.
All in good time the books arrived,
ten volumns beautifully illustrated. At
first I contented myself with just turning over the pages. Then I read a
scattered description here and there.
At last I chose a title, haphazard, and
started in to read.
As I proceeded, the
pleasant glow of antici[)ation was succeeded f)y puzzled dismay. "Queer
story," I muttered, as I rather hastily
finished it.
"Better luck next time."
And with somewhat more circumspection I picked out another, whose heading sounded good. That I did not

Oscar

finish.

"Mamma,"
just

I

called, "I

wish you'd

come here and read .some of these,
and see what you think of them."

Mamma got her spectacles and came.
"Nice bindings, Eleanor."
"Yes, the bindings are all right," I
returned, scanning titles and beginnings dubiously.
"Well, what do you
think of them ?" I inquired after a
pause as I reached for another volume.
Mamma's face was rather pink.

"My— my— my

read such a story

!

!

Eleanor

!

—never

I

It's called

"Don't tell me," I shuddered. "Perhaps some day I shall be able to forget
what I have read. I don't know.
Arthur Symons says 'Boule de Suif is
his masterpiece, and I suppose it has
what Gosse calls robustness, and some-

But I
else vividness of detail.
can't appreciate it and I don't want to."
"We'll make a little paste," suggested Mamma, brightening, "and paste
the leaves of this one all up so no one
can read

I'd tell

He went

you one thing, another some-

diametrically

body

my

to
room in town once.
Threw a cigar into curtain instead of
thingumbob, and had to put the illumi-

"I set

thing

too,

manage

Papa wanted

?"

will tell

it."

"We'll have to paste 'Roger's Re-

"He's hunted down every old son of a
gun within a radius of five miles, and
set him trekking."

—

the people those
"It is ridiculous
reporters put in," I agreed, craftily.
"I suppose you are conspicuous by

your absence,"

membered

his

added, though I reparagraph perfectly.
difi^erentiated from the
I

People I liked I
proletariat by subtle little niceties of
speech

"Oh, he's got me, and of all fool
things the very darndest is to say a
The
fellow is the guest of his parents.
guest of
Jove, that is rich !"
"What is wrong with it ?" I asked,
!

nettled.

"Well, in the first place, it's obvious
untruth.
He isn't a guest. To prove
it I ha\e only to enumerate some of
the odd jobs reserved against my com"
ing home.
Not to mention
construction
"You put too literal a

upon things," I inte'rrupted.
But the conversation recurred to me,
when I was writing my next report.
And a few weeks before one of the girls
had gaid she was going into the city
and I duly itemized her among that
week's departed, and therj some trivial
thing turned up and she didn't go,
If
after all.
It was very provoking.
I
could only make up names, they
would be so much more reliable, and
they wouldn't criticise the manner of
I could make
their appearing in print.
them go to real worth while places,
instead of this monotonous Saturdayto-Monday see-saw to and from the
country. Could give them good patrician

names

in place

of

the plebeian

nomenclatures they affected. The report was short an item this week
what could one expect of a Perkins or
a Jones ? suppose, just for once, un-

—

hampered by the

restrictions of truth,

No
create a really good item ?
"arriving" or "returning," but a passing
through to pastures new. Such of my
friends as had made the grand tour
had spoken with a studied carelessness
He should sail
of sailing at daybreak.
It had better be a "he,"
at daybreak.
so as to eliminate the necessity of
I

manufacturing escorts,

which

would

doorway

been the rebound from
the highly-classic Maupassant that
set me off on my next tack, journalism.
It was the foot-path many eminent
/ would
authors had trod to fame.
tread it. Would begin humbly as a

tend to give the excursion a Cook-ish
sound. And now what should "he"
be christened ? After some reflection
and more application of the books of
shareholders of the bank of which
Papa is one of the directors, a name
came into my mind ready-made, so to
speak.
"I am not such a winged ant, after
all," I said aloud, beginning to tap the
typewriter keys.

proverb about
But the editor took my
story.
You see it was fact seen through
a temperament.
It is the same with writing, however,
as it is with poultry.
One bird fancier

news reporter. Would tell no one
no one that is except Cousin Gregory,
who was instrumental in getting me
placed on "The Morning Mirror" staff.
"Who's the reporter for Mapletown ?" Louis inquired one week-end.

a fortnight later I was returning from a search after local
color for a pioneer story I was writing
Cousin Gregory had written my talents
were wasted reporting, so I was a free

whistling off to his room.

(~^00D

old Louis
It was his way
of comforting me.
I sat down on
!

—

the bed-clothes had been
thrown out in the hall and stared at
my soaked and blackened manuscripts.
Then I reached for pencil and paper,
and my fingers began to move. The
next thing I knew it was day and

the spring

Mamma
quoting

—

was standing

that
winged ants.

Arabic

in the

medy,' too," I sighed. "In fact I
haven't come across any yet that I
don't want pasted up. I feel cobwebby all over, and I want a bath."

TT might have

A BOUT

^*
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again.
For miles I had seen
neither house nor man nor stir of life,

lance

—

woods,
woods,
everywhere
woods. Sometimes little bays of clearing crept up into them, but they soon

•only

back, discouraged.

fell

Sometimes a

fringe of willows marked the course of
a river, as it hurried through and escaped.
The tense quiet at last grew oppressive, and I was glad when I struck

on

to the main road.
Motors began
to pass me, and in an incredibly short

I saw them fussing up hills a long
ahead. They seemed like winged
things, while my legs felt as if heavy
weights were around them. If only
one would stop
I began to pretend
that one had, and that I was in it,
miles ahead of myself, nearly home.
But when at last one did, I was so surprised at the miracle's actually happening that I did not reply at once to the
young chap's offer of a lift.
"You seem leagues from everywhere,
and since I am going your way and
there's an empty seat in the second
?"

time

way

!

—

class

"I'll

take

alacrity.
class ?"

it," I said,

getting in with

"But why do you say second

—

"Well, a Cadillac is not a Packard," and he laughed, as if something
amused him.
"It seems pretty good to me," I
sighed leaning back, as we shot ahead.
"From the city ? I suppose I should
say sojourning here during the summer
months," he caught himself up with
another of his pleasant laughs.

"No."

"From

the Old Country ?" he haz-

arded.

"Bet he takes me for a maid," I
thought, his last phrase being associated in my mind with arriving domestics.
"Believe I'll pretend I am." Aloud I
answered in a voice purposely inflected
to foster that illusion, "No, I am
native born, but girls round here can
get just as good places as though they
had crossed the Pond."
"Oh, I dare say," he said, turning
and giving me a long look. "Yes, I
dare say," he repeated, absently.
"I had ought to know, and what I
always say is that if a" girl treats her
folks square, they will treat her square."

"Sure.

Noblisse oblige, and all that
sort of thing.
Hello
What's that ?"
"I didn't notice anything," I said,
forgetting my role.
The car came to a standstill, and he
!

jumped out and began

investigating
the exhaust valve, etc., muttering darkly the while, "May be nothing
may
be pretty nearly everything. Now if

—

I

had only been in my Packard !"
"Oh, have you a Packard, too ?"
"No, I said if I had only been in it."
"Then you must have one."
if
"Not at all, but if I had only been

"You seem leagues from everywhere, and since I'm going
your way and there's an empty seat in the second class ?"

—

in

it,

and not 'passing through en

route for

New York—

"You can
your car

"And

"

'

stay at

fixed, can't

is

Mapletown
you

till

?"

'sojourn?' " he said, reproach-

"No, no. I've got to 'pass
through,' and 'sail at daybreak,' and
sojourn in London, preparatory to tourfully.

ing

the

matter

Continent'

—

What

is

the

hope there is nothing about
my itenerary to alarm you ?"
;|No.
Oh, no. Nothing."
"Possibly it strikes you as it did the
?

I

my

friends who read the notice of
prospective tour in "The Morning Mirror,"

to inquire why I was funking
active service ?"
"What did you say your name was ?"
"I didn't say, but it's Reford. Lientenant not Mr. Marmaduke Reford.
What are you laughing at ?
Really you will do yourself an injury,
if you keep on like that
I
say, hadn't you better stop !"
"I c-c-can't," I gasped, and im-

and came

—

mediately did.

you

He

—

"Cousin Gregory told

did he did !"
"Well, I pitched into him about that
notice.
That's easy. But what I
!

Continued on page 110.
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PART

Josh, for a space was silent and looked the image of hopeless discomfiture.
At last, brightening up a bit, on second
thoughts he meekly acquiesced in the
scheme to get him out of his den, and
added that he "guessed they was doin'
it all for his good ;" an besides, he could
not "have the sass to set up any whim
of his agin the advice of a professional

man."

Two days later, Sam gave Windlass
a receipt for the custody of a certain
receptacle, contents as described, and
a "Charter party" was drawn up between them in which the aforesaid
Samuel Slimber covenanted to make
safe delivery of the property entrusted
to him to one Elspeth Windlass or
Allan, now living in or near the village
of, Islay in the Province of Alberta,
Canada; and to take all risks other
than that arising from the Act of. God,
the King's enemies, etc., etc.
About the same time, the bed-ridden
Chandler seemed to pick up sufficiently
to get himself into garments he had
not worn for months, and which had
not tasted the flavor of soap since the
previous New Year's eve the captain's last general washing day.
Having seen him safe under the wing
of the homely old matron of the Deal
"horspital," Sam returned to duty and
hurried forw^ard arrangements for sailing the day after Christmas.

—

S3

II.

N

Christmas day was celebrated on
board and it had been decided that it
would be a gocKi omen to start out on
Flood tide
the night of Christmas.
was at ten minutes to eleven and
anchor would be weighed half-an-hour
or so thereafter with the first per-

—Sam ha\ing not

ceptible sign of the ebb.
When the time came for parting and
all visitors to get ashore, it was obser\-ed that Captain Windlass suddenly
developed strong symptoms of irritation and restlessness and a distinct
reluctance to get into the waiting

In less than a week Cap'n Josh beso enamored of his new surround-

came

ings and so sick of his old consortments
that he determined to sell out right
away and give his friends a little surprise on the day on which the Mermaid
S.
He
was billed to sail for Halifax,
found his way back to London on the
Monday following the date of his coming to Deal, saw a broker with regard
to the sale of his junk-store as a going
concern, and within forty-eight hours
had closed the deal and returned to the

home

of his adoption

the -slightest

suspicion

of

what had

taken place.

Sonny had been
at

the

sanatorium

his one companion
of "sea-air and

winkles" and the captain was no longer
a sick man. Imagination, forelxxling,
a guilty conscience had been dogging
his heels for many years, but relief
came the moment he set his face to-

wards the business

of bringing sunshine into the lives of those who had
been the victims of his ingrained "cus-

sedness."

The Mermaid had been refitted for
was
her trip across the Atlantic,
ready to sail some days ahead of sail-

—

ing date,

and was now moored

The

ofT

crew, besides the
captain, consisted of eight men, and
Sonny was entered as cook's mate and
cabin-boy.

Gravesend.

in which e\'cry long-shoreman
except himself had taken his place.
"Mermaid ahoy !" came from somewhere between the ship and the nearby wharf, and at the sound, Josli
sprang to his feet.
"Sam !" he cried,!' I'm going with
ye an' them's the boys with my baggage blawst them, they ought to have
been here an hour ago."
The announcement was greeted with

wherry

—

yells of delight and the boy hugged his
grandfather in a transport of affection,

for whatever the old crank's shortcomings were, he certainly loved the
lad and had treated him with the ten-

derness of a mother.

The baggage of the unexpected
passenger was hauled on deck, and with
himself, bundled without ceremony
into the cabin.
Just before retiring

—

—
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for the night, he was regaling himself
with a pipe in the company of Sam
when a heavy foot appeared at the top
of the companion way, followed by
another, and finally the completed
form of Doc' Macpherson stood up to
the astonished gaze of old Windlass.
"Hello, Doc';
you going with us

too ?"

"Looks like it, don't it ?" said he,
squinting a confidential wink in Sam's
direction.
"He ain't

no doctor, Josh:

he's no

more a doctor than you are a South-

struck the

first

quarter after midnight.

Everything was still as the grave
not a soul astir except a lonely night
policeman in the distance. There was
another vessel between his own craft
and the Quay and her greater height
above the waterline threw the Mermaid's starboard side into shadow from
the three-quarter moon shining from a
clear sky.

After pacing up and down for a brief
space, Sam threw himself down on a
coil of rope and gave himself up to his

constant companion

"Lady Neotine."

89

He

could not tell how long tliereafter,
but in tracing the filmy clouds from
his pipe, he was startled by the sight
of two figures stealthily climbing the
bulwarks of the neighboring ship with
the evident purpose of getting on board
the Mermaid. Sam sprang to his feet
at once, and the moment they saw him
they halted.
"Afe you the Milwaukee ?" from a
strangely familiar voice.
"No !" was Sam's curt reply without
vouchsafing the information as to who
he was, and with an apologetic grunt

sea-Islander."
"What an' you palmed him off on
me as a full-blown medical man from
the horspital ?"
!

The parties to the rank deception
looked the personification of condemned men listening to the commination
service as Josh glared first at one and
then at the other, wondering the while
whether he was not the victim of some
foul kidnapping conspiracy.
"Well, old sport," pleaded the I3oc'
(who was no other than the ship's
mate) "if I ain't a Doc', I didn't give
ye bad advice did I ? You took it
like a glass o' grog
didn't ye ? An'
I didn't charge ye anything for it
did I ?"
Josh was in no mood to harbor resentment against a living soul at that
moment. He saw through the kindly
trick that had been played upon him
and entered into the spirit of it right
up to the hilt. A glass of grog capped
the harmony of the evening and all

—

—

,

hands

slept

the sleep of the just on

board the Mermaid that night.

The long sea voyage was covered
without incident of news value, except
a few pot shots one day in Mid-Atlantic
which Sonny took at a school of porpoise with an old horse pistol belonging
to Sam.
This famous weapon enjoyed
the distinction of never having taken
a life and of probably saving a few
score on the one occasion on which
had previously seen service. That
when, as chief officer of the Northfleet, Sam held a crowd of panic-stricken
Italians in check till the women and
children were all in the boats when his
ship was run into by a Spanish Collier.
Josh had parted good friends with
all old acquaintances.
He had even
it

w^as

^

'

:

I

>

,

'

been at some pains to find out the
ex-convict Dick Harris, leaving him
a donation of fifty pounds with .some
good advice, which, however, as will
be subsequently explained, he did not
take in the spirit in which it was eiven.
The first night in Halifax was a
somewhat uncomfortable one for the
skipper of the Mermaid.
Rarely dcprived of his modicum of sleep, for

—

some unaccountable reason he found
the utmost difficulty in closing his
eyes that night. Finally he gave it up
and got on deck just as a nearby clock

Sam

turned in the direction of the shot, and, to his amazement, there stood the boy, the
the shot that had found its mark still circled his head like a ghostly halo

smoke from

"

—

.
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from the speaker, the pair sheered off
and were quickly lost in the shadows
cast by the intervening masts and rigging-

With a strange dread

in his heart,

Sam sought his couch and

after another

hour or more listening for any movement on deck, he gradually dropped
off and was not disturbed till awakened
at the breakfast hour.
Not a single reference was made to
the incident of these midnight prowlers,
but after supper, Sam took the mate
into his confidence and they decided to
set a watch between them that night.
It still

wanted half-an-hour

of

mid-

when

the entire crew, barring the
cook after a lengthy sojourn ashore
returned to the ship more or less in a
maudlin state from excessive drinking.

night

This

circumstance

was

inexplicable,

unless it formed part of some sinister
purpose, as he knew these men to be a
decent lot of fellows who rarely indulged as they had evidently been indulging that night. They all went
quietly to their quarters, however, and
were soon sleeping like hogs in the
fo'c'sle.

Shortly after twelve had struck, Sam
in the act of calling the mate to
relieve him when he saw what he took
the to be the missing cook stepping over
deck of the inside craft. He appeared
to be perfectly sober; at all
events he walked steadily
and wavily directly towards

was

where

Sam

him on the previous night, and he
was now equally certain as to the
object of the attack.
After moments that seemed hours of
horrible suspense as he thought of his
sleeping shipmates in the cabin, two
men came cm deck, one carrying the
plunder which could be no other than
the entire "freight of currency" as
described in the charter party.
One man had cleared the bulwarks
and was already dropping onto the
deck of the next vessel. A second (he
who was loaded with the booty) was
doing his best to scramble over, while a
third party halted a little behind as a
sort of rear-guard.
Number two with

impedimenta came to grief in trying to get over, and just as he was preparing for a second attempt, he came
sprawling again to the deck with the

his

sol id

weigh t of

M acpherson on top of h im

man

—

he who had stood
guard at the Cabin doorway made a
dash to save his mate, and what was of
far greater consequence to him, the
precious swag.
He sprang behind Macpherson and
was in the act of felling him with some
ugly looking bludgeon when the sharp
voice of a well-known weapon shattered
the night's .silence, and with a groan
and a curse, the gigantic form of the
would-be murderer crashed on the deck.

The

third

—

Sam's eyes instinctively turned in
the direction of the shot, and to his
amazement, there stood the boy, or his
apparition, for he was clad only in his
night-garments, and the smoke from
the shot that had found its mark still
circled his head like a ghostly halo.
"Look for the old man. Sonny
quick
and shake up the boys in the
!

fo'c'sle."
It was the mate who spoke, his voice
hoarse with excitement and indignation,
but it put nerve into the brave little
fellow and his wits sprang to his command at the instant.

"Unc' Sam 1" he cried in terror when
he found the prostrate form of the
skipper, but another shout announced
his joy as he found him alive and apparently in possession of every faculty
saving the power of locomotion.
He was quickly cut free and sprang
to the help of the mate while Sonn\roused the drink-sodden crew. The
mate's prisoner having been fairly
secured, the wounded man was taken
in hand.
Lights were fetched, and as
these were turned full on the prostrate
villains, two members of the harbor
police came on board, attracted by the
gun-shot, and matters were quickly
explained to them.
Old Josh had been roughly handled.
The scoundrels had stunned him the

moment he had shown signs
of disturbing them in
search, but from the
interest he took in all
was going on, it was

stood.

—

iWhat
You've

"Hello, Jenkins

!

their

keen
that
evi-

does this mean ?
He got no farther. He
was seized from behind,

dent that the time had not

and in an instant the
cook had him gagged and
bound while two pairs of
powerful arms pinioned
him beyond all possibility

In the thick of the melee.
of the gang
(who was no other than the
treacherous cook) returned

yet arrived for paj'ing

Number one

when he saw what was
taking place and was quick
to
secure
the
treasure while Macpherson
and his adversary were
It was apat death-grips.
parently this crowning disaster that disturbed Sam
far more than any "Soreness" he felt in consequencej
of the shaking up he hadl

of helping himself.

Having trussed
roped him to their

and

enough

satis-

faction, the ruffians flung
him in a heap on the deck.

He

never lost conscioushowever, or
one

ness,

ounce of his resourcefulness, and in a short time,
by rubbing his head against
the deck, he was able to

received.

When

dislodge the handkerchief
that bound his mouth and
eyes and could follow the
proceedings without difficulty,

but he deemed

make
sacred
passed

old Josh began to
inquiries about the
vessel,

Sam comH

him with

lies

anc

dodged every inquiry with'
rare skill lest the shock
of its loss might kill him.
One of the crew in guid-

it

unsafe to make any noise
at that critical moment.
Keeping guard over the
entrance to the cabin was
a tall, heavily built man
to whose identity he
had no doubt.
It corresponded exactly with the
voice that had challenged

in

his checks.

as

Get on your best
with

me

triends

togs.

Windlass

;

I'm going

to see the sights o' Halifax.

and

we mustn't

so

much

to take

you and Sonny
on some swell

Iv'e got to call

as

smell

o'

beer or

bacca

ing the operations of the
police
flashed
a strong
shaft of light on the face
of the victim of Sonny's
pistol.
Its ghastly aspect
Continued on page 106
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AWAY

in the North, in the,
land of Hochelaga
are the Hills of the Beautiful Plain, low and rugged for the
most part but scattered here and
there at wide distances, so that

became brighter and brighter;
one by one the family fires went
out and the Milky-Way became
broader and whiter. The people

each, in its isolation, seems of
mighty mass and imposing height.
But for all their seeming mass
and height, one there is on the
edge of the Plain which is easily
king of them all, even though the

had dwelt long with them. At
last Scurvy lifted the tent curtain
and gazed on the chief, Raven'sWing. The hemlock liquid had
lost its power and Wind-Flower,
the maiden of his choice, sat in a
corner of the wigwam bowed with
despair: there was no way left.
The Great Spirit must be very
angry with His children and for
what ? They had kept to their
own coufitry, they had observed
all the rites, they had paid heed
to all the laws of the Plain and
the Hills, what lacked they yet ?
She would seek the Maker of the
World, even on His mountaintop, and ask of Him wherein they
had angered him.
But the Great Spirit might not speak
with her, a woman. There was no
other to dare it, there was nothing for
her to do in the wigwam but to watch
the skin growing blacker and blacker
and the Dreadful Thing coming step
by step it was she who must go. Then
she thought of the mountain side,
frozen and awful and she was hungry.
But already the snowshoes were on
the cold would hurt for only a little

old

of the Missisquois were too easily
counted, for Hunger and Disease

brood of straggling foot-hills behind it seem ever striving to drag
it

down

to their

—

own puny

level.

—

There it is old Mighty -Wind
big and grand, lording it over all
the Hills of the Beautiful Plain,
for all the harrying pack at his
heels, and in his crown, like a
hidden jewel, lies little Lake in
the Sky, so tiny from side to side

that the shadows of the treetops
fail of reaching across it, but

just

very deep

—so

deep no one can

guess at the measure of it, and very
clear
so clear that the deeps of it
seem like black nothingness, even as
the heart of the crystal seems to the
eye of the gazer.
On one side the waters brim over,
first in a long, joyous leap, then on and
on they flow, sometimes with the soft

—

murmur

of

deep pools, sometimes

in

eager tones over rocky shallows; but
whether swift or slow, boisterous or
still, there is always and ever a simple
song that the wavelets sing to each
other, and to all the world, as they
journey away to the Great Sea.

The little lakelet has been there in
the brow of Mighty-Wind even from
the beginning, for the Great Mystery.
He that made Mighty-Wind, a-weary
at the end of His work, pressed upon
the mountain's top with the tip of His
finger, and lo, the waters flowed in the
and He drank and was refreshed.
For countless ages the waters were
stayed at the edge of the cup, for their
place,

sparkling coolness was not for mortals,
and that the Children of the Plain and
Hills might make no mistake, the

Great Mystery had set a gray girdle of

granite

round

about

the

mountain-

top.

But a time came when one with
courage and love and a clean heart
sought the Great Mystery, even on the
edge of the guarded lakelet, and as a
sign and a symbol of that time He
loosed the waters, and the Deosongwa
the Stream of the Deep Spring
came to be.
Drouth and tempests, plague and
years of hunger the Children of the
Plain and the Hills had known, yet
never a winter like that one winter
when it seemed that there would be
not one left of all the tribes of the Hills,
neither warrior nor maiden, neither
man, woman nor child. All the earth
was buried deep under the snow and
the pitiless North-Wind had barred
and locked it there with his breath.
The wild beasts had turned their faces
toward milder valleys, even the things
that most loved the cold had gone;

—

only

man

remained.

Then came

the vultures of the winPlague. One by one
the warrirors joined the spirits in the
Death-Dance and the Northern Lights

ter

— Famine and

;

;

while.

On she went through the underbrush, where the whips cut like knives
when they slipped from her grasp as
she pushed them aside. Then came
the clearer woods, where the bare
branches, groaning and creaking with
the cold, knocked together above her.
She dared not pause an instant; she
must even hurry or she would be too
late.
Up still further, and the air began to stir as if resenting her coming;
the cold was alive trying to beat her
down; the great trees were groaning
from root to topmost branch, seeming
to tell the agony she could not open
her lips to utter. A little farther, it
must be only a little 'farther. Now
91
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When

she was warmer, and if she might only
sleep a little she could go on much more
But her chief might die; she
easily.
would sleep after she had reached the

by the

There was a wannth

in

the sunlight here and the roaring had
turned to a low, sweet murmur.
It came softly across from the other
shore and died away in the tree tops
above. At last she under-stood what

On and on, farther and farther
top.
up she went. It was strange how
warm she felt up here with the frost
She did
falling in a glittering storm.
not seem tired nor hungry nor cold,
but she seemed to be going on so
Then she heard a mighty
slowly.
roaring from the mountain-top and
knew that the Great Spirit had at last
spoken. She felt His breath sweeping

it

said.

"Does the Wind-I'lower of the
valley have fear ?
Let it be gone.
Her heart has been before my eyes
as she came
thorugh the
forest.
Pure, like the snow on the mountaintop
I
found it.
You are here:
speak, O VVind-Flower.
What can
I do for my children ?"
The murmur died
away and

along the snow; it did not hurt her but
she could not stand before it. She
and
fell touching the granite circle

—

sleep came.
imiinniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiHiiifiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiinin

she awoke she was standing
where no human had ever

lakelet
stood before.
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she

knew

that

"Listen,

on

stand
I

say,

Now

to
the

O

^

us.

food

that

evil

we may

DALY.

THE

" 'There are

An'

Wid
'Tis

women,' sez

he, 'an' they're here in this parish.

plentiful, too,

their noses so high an' their

But virtues so few
a wonder they can't
The proud Pharisee.

Ye would

see

manners so

airish,

how much they resemble

own souls an' tremble
to be.
They believe themselves better than others,

think they'd look into their

Such sinners

Not

at

all

!

An' give themselves
Till the pride o'

The good

o'

airs

them

strangles
their prayers'.

all virtues,

an' smothers

That's the way he wint at them, an', faith, it was splendidBut wasted, I fear,
Wid the most o' the women for whom 'twas intended,

Not

there for to hear.
I to meself, walkin' home,

An' thinks

what a

pity

That Mary Ann Hayes
An' Cordelia McCann should be out
This day of all days.

o'

You who

Throw

pastor's sermon was splendid this mornin',"
Said Nora O'Hare,
"But there's some in the parish that must have had warnin'
An' worshipped elsewhere;
But wherever they were, if their ears wasn't burnin',
Troth, then, it is quare !"
,

"(~\l

Manitou.

days have come
back the clouds
from liefore your eyes and look into
our wigwams: open your ears
to
the mourning of our women.
Stay,
O Great Chief, at the door of
Raven's-Wing and take the plague
from him.
Hear,
now, you who
stand above the hunger; pity us, I
say, and give us melting winds and

upon

iiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDMiifii

T. A.

she might ask

the mountain-top, listen,
the cries of your people.

Applying the Sermon
BY

now

for her chief's life and for the lives
of the tribe.
All fear dropped from
her and swiftly the words came.

the city

^

"But, indeed, 'twas a glorious sermon this mornin',"
Said Nora O'Hare,
"Though I'm sorry that some o' the parish had warnin'
An' worshipped elsewhere;
But wherever they were, if their ears wasn't burnin',
Troth, then, it is quare !"

live.

Listen

to

:
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me, I say: look now upon Raven'sWing. See, now, that Death no
longer stands over him."
She had slipped to her knees and

the chief's doorway then the people
laughed and pointed their fingers at
her: even the children reviled her.
At no wigwam was she welcome.
What held her back from the racing
rapids when she longed to give herself
to
them ? What kept her
from ending her days of loneliness,
her nights of sorrow and desertion ?
In all her misery she .saw
her chief happy, her people prosperous;
and she said that it was
:

leaned

heavily against a boulder.
the murmur came across
the lakelet; but not so gentle now.
"Was it lying pictures I saw in

Again

your heart, O Wind-Flower ? You
speak for Raven's-Wing more than
are along

my

'

Many

for all the others.

warriors
to his wig-

pathway

wam."

well.

"Look, you,

O

Giver of

Life,

Suddenly came a great desire to
see once again the cup in MightyWitid, and to hear, if might be, the
voice of the Great Spirit.
Instead of the creaking of the cold
she heard the rustling of the summer
breeze.
Trees
and grass and
flowers, birds and beasts, had all
forgotten the time of pain and

he

the chief of the tribe.
From all
the maidens he has taken me to
be his woman.
steps are light
under his burdens: his words are
the music of the woodlands in my

is

My

ears.

my

93

His couch

is

my

couch; he

is

brave."

The murmur was longer in coming
now and it was but a mournful sigh.
"Can none of my children forget
self ?
You walked with the cold on

death and were

At

the mountain-side for self your steps
grew slow and weary: the FrostDeath was in your face.
When I
could not feel the life of your heart
I brought you here.
And it was all
for your o\yn."
Fear lest her mission had been in
vain gave Wind-Flower courage.
"Stop, O Master of Life," she
cried.
"Look not on me. Listen to
the mourning of the women, to the

iniiHii:nnii,iiiiiiini(
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wailing of the children. Bring back,
Manitou, the chief to his warriors.

7"'M:

"My

ears ha\e heard.
O Giver of
and your words are like arrows in
my heart. The Wind-Flower has borne
great pain; she can bear more.
It is
Life,

well."

Your

courage has been mighty before me
and I have hearkened to your words.
Go back, I say, and when plenty shall
come and the braves and squaws can
laugh in the wigwams, when your
place is taken by another, I may
pity you.
Go !"
The lake was gone; the warmth
in the sunlight was gone; the gentle
breeze had changed to the cold,
breath of the mountain-side.

last

"You

'f^
'^,..

spoken."

village.

it

icy

But

*'

J

f

At last she touched the gray circle: again
she stood by the boulder where she had
stood before;
and then came the same
murmur, but oh, how tender and loving now

a
warmth in Windveins
and
crushing,
Flower's
a
deadening pain at her heart; so it
was not a dream.
Again there were hours of the
same numbing cold, the same gnawing hunger, the same stiffening limbs,
the same bloodless face, the same
But no one
battle against Nature.
knew what Wind-Flower had seen
In their own anguish
and heard.
no one had noticed that she went
or came.
The next day brought the SouthWind: the snow disapj^eared and the
flowers came: mountain and valley
were alive again and all things sang
the song of spring-time.
Fear of what was upon her took
the light from Wind-Flower's eyes,
the music from her voice and the
stnile
from
her
lips.
Then the
stranger came and another sat at
there

.

was

have

come,

O

Wind-

Your
Flower, and it is time.
sorrow has been before my eyes,
but like the sun at noonday has
been your great love for your
people, for your chief, and I, the

down with

the cold in the forest.
Hear me, O
Master of Breath, and spare my
chief, spare his people."
The silence was so long it seeemd
that the Great Spirit must have
gone; then again the mumiur came
and in it was a lone tone of hope.
"I will spare your chief, I will spare
your people, but there shall be no place
for you.
Your chief shall share his
couch with another. The Wind-Flower
shall go back to the village and shall
find no shelter there: but she must see
her chief happy and the women and
children glad in the sunshine.
I have

"Go, then, back to the

knew

circle;

O

will lie

with the joy

alone

she touched the gray
again she stood by the
boulder where she had stood beand then came the same
fore;
murmur, but oh, how tender and
loving now.

:

The Wind-Flower

filled

She

of summer.
not.

Holder of Heaven, have compassion
on you. You have walked alone
in the darkness: I will lead you
in the sunshine from the mornYou
ing even unto the sunset.
have given up love, which is
more than life to your kind, but
make your chief and your
I will
people to know what your love
and because it has
has done;
been strong, like the tempest on
the

prairie,

I

will

give

the

of

waters of my drinking cup to my children forever, that when they see them
and hear them and feel them, they may
know what a woman's love can do.
And this shall be the song these
waters shall sing forever as they flow
on and on to the Great Sea:
"A laontan's love, a woman's love
We tell the power of a woman's love.
Then there went tumbling down the
mountain-side and through the valley
a stream pure and clear, drawn from
unknown depths, reaching to unknown
bounds; leaping obstacles in one place,
dancing round them in others; again
flowing smooth and slow always a
symbol of a woman's love."
And that is how the Stream of the
!

—

Deosongwa came

why

there

is

to be,

and that

refrain
"yl woman's love, a woman's love
tell the power of a woman's love.
!

We

is

only and always the one
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something better to do. I'll show you
how I can work this letter game. Just
watch me I mean, help me like you've
been doing and we'll get it over with

—

beautifully."
The inspiration of having something
definite to accomplish, something that

he really wanted to do and that had an
important audience, had always appealed successfully to Harold, though
his activities had hitherto been confi'ned

and roulette, the latter in
His dancing
rather amateur fashion.
too, in swagger private theatricals, had
been a distinct success. Now that he
was going to spend two whole years in a
more or less hidden state he would have
to drop the polo and the amateur
theatricals, and he had already finished
with the roulette. His ambitions were
therefore reduced to the two fields of
chiefly to polo
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at Piccadilly.
Cut out this crazy business and come on over."

But Sundays

in

town, with a river

or sometirnes an ordinary concert,
with Dora were entirely too much of an
anchor for a successful Canadian correspondent. Harold's one reply was a
firm refusal.
At the same time his rapidly-increasing knowledge of Canadian life was
softening the edge of his scorn for what
he still considered a barbarian country.
trip,

His determination to keep his letters up
to the high standard with which he had
begun, and the constant encouragement
of Dora, had forced him to make a painfully intensive study of conditions.
He
reports on Canadian finance
regularly; he read all the political news

studied

in two Canadian papers, he even dissected at great pains the annual reports
of both railway and industrial con-

cerns.

His grandfather's brief replies, curt
though they were, were distinctly promising.

tions

References to possible posiin

important places, began to

appear, And pleased though he was
with his success, Harold began to get
nervous.
It was becoming necessary
for him to tap new sources of information.
He was constantly on the lookout for people who had been to Canada
or who were getting letters from relaIn these searches he never
tives there.
said anything to indicate that he had
not been there himself, for his knowl-

edge of Canadian names and places was

theatrical dancing and Canadian letterwriting.
His plans were all made and a
thoroughly valuable and attentive audience for his activities, in the shape of

Dora, was quite ready.
The real plunge came on the twentysecond.
His carefully laid plans for
cancelling his passage on the boat in
such a way that the public records
would not disclose it succeeded perfectly.
His first long letter, with full
descriptions of Quebec and Toronto,
and learned dissertations on the possibilities of the country and the state of
finance, was the only part of his belongings that actually sailed on the twentysecond, and it went enclosed in an
envelope addressed to his cousin Reg,
together
with
full
explanation
a
of the system and how it was to be

worked
Harold's
dancing,
conducted
in
spheres remote from those in which he
might be recognized (he went in for a
"nut" part in a small travelling revue,
in which the necessary -make-up protected him from any reasonable chance
of recognition) was quite a success, and
he had great hopes of finding some sort
of work in which he and Dora could be
together, without being in a theatre
where he would be recognized.
The letters were going on brilliantly.
Most of his time outside of the theatre
was spent in visiting small and undistinguished public libraries where he
regularly consulted Canadian and Empire periodicals and searched for new
reference books on the Dominion.
Dora's letters, too, consisted chiefly of
bits got hold of in one way or another
in the matter of Canada.
From Can-

ada itself there were regular epistles
from Reg, who never failed to protest
against the whole disgraceful though
clever scheme, though he saw to it that
the Canadian end of it was properly
handled.
"Believe me, Harold," Reg would
usually say at the end of his letters,
"one look at Regina is worth two dozen

'

They boarded the

ship

—

this time

—and sailed away

—
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getting so great that he could converse

One Saturday he got a wire from
Dora: "Come early to-morrow." Asa
matter of fact he always did take the
very earliest train available, and she
knew it, but he decided that it was only
her excited way of promising some important event. He was on hand at her
home by nine in the morning of Sunday.
She was waiting in the window.

"Harold, here's a most wonderful
chance," she said when she got a decent
chance to speak. "It's wonderful,

Now, listen. One of the girls
knows the editor of the "Messenger,"
and he wants a man to handle the Canadian page and it's seven pounds a week
and I think you've got it. All you have
to do is to call and see him this noon."
In her enthusiasm she danced up and
down.
Harold was horrified. "But how can
really.

I write a beastly newspaper page," he
objected.
"I can't write and how can
I do the Canadian news?"
His mouth was stopped with a small

hand.

"Don't be silly," laughed Dora,
"your letters are fine and you can write
and you know all about Canada. Buck
up and get it."

The

challenge finished matters sod^ar
as he was concerned, and at one-thirty
he came out of the door of a house in
Nottingham Place, with an incontroU,able smile on his face.
Dora was
waiting.
"I knew you'd do it," she cried out.

"What happened?"
"Oh, he
all.

That was

three times as

me about
I

eight

answered

easy.
I
know
it as that old

much about

does and he's been there, he says
I don't believe him."
Even Harold had to laugh at such a
remark as that. To tell the truth, he
had begun to arrive at the point where
he really thought that he had been to
fool

but

Canada.

how

It

He had no means of knowing

ridiculous

some

bring him

home

in state.

Things happened with extreme rapidity from that moment.
Harold persuaded the "Messenger" to give him a
special errand in Canada, which would
cover his expenses. Dora searched the
steamship records till she learned which
boat grandfather had taken so that
there would be no unfortunate incidents.
Tickets were got, sailing day
came, they boarded the ship this time
and steamed away. Not one thought,
the whole time, had Harold given to his
former scorn for Canada. For one
thing, of course, Dora was with him,
and they had money of their own for the
trip, but the chief reason was a fairly
obvious one. He (and Dora, too) was
intensely curious to see a country about
which he had written enough matter to
fill a dozen books.
Montreal, Quebec,
Ottawa and Toronto they did in approved tourist style, laughing continuously at the sight of places which they
had visited by mail with so much pains

—

—

The transcontinental trains were a matter of the
greatest interest, and when they finally
approached Regina after a stop in
two years before.

Winnipeg, their excitement was almost
distressing.
On the trip they both persisted in talking with every person they
could get hold of, a thing they would
never have dreamed of doing in England.

just asked

thousand questions and

them

was a short note from
praising
his
conduct
throughout the banishment, and announcing that he would call to see him
one month before the time was up, to
his return.

grandfather,

with safety.

of his conceptions

were.
as Canadian editor of the " Messenger," he was an enormous success.
Still,

The second month (he had begun
editorial work at the beginning of

his

the

second year of his fake trip to Canada)
of his newspaper work he and Dora
married and took a flat in Colder 's
Green. She continued her chorus job
at the Gaiety and they had plenty to
live on and plenty of time to spare. The
only risk was that of being identified,
but as his grandfather was the only one
of his relatives living in London, he was
fairly safe in that respect.
His name,
of course, was still changed and his
appearance was as different as a barber

make it.
The inevitable blow

could

fell

were but two more months

when

there
left before

Harold didn't recognize his cousin
at first, but w^hen he did he was
embarassingly grateful and pleased.
The three of them went for a look about
town and Harold took the opportunity
of calling at a newspaper ofifice at which
he had business.

Reg

He was

quite started by the

warmth

with which he was received. He was
taken into a private office and with a
directness that took him off his feet, was
offered a position on the chain of papers
of which this was one, as special writer
at a salary of eighty-five dollars a week.

Without answering he rushed out, found
Dora and asked her advice. She

returned with him to the private office
and together they accepted.
His work began the same da\'.
Ii
was such that it allowed him, and even
assisted him, to do the work for the
"Messenger". For a month he and
Dora were buried in a life that fascinated them. They assured each other
that they would keep it up only till
grandfather arrived and tof)k them
back to London, but grandfather sent
word that he would be delayed for five
months, and as time passed their
remarks about returning soon became
fainter.
At last one day they frankly
admitted to each other that they would
rather live in Canada for ever, and
merely visit London at the conventional intervals.

Finally grandfather arrived.
So
familiar were they with the district by
now that they felt no fear whatever in
the interview.
Dora now had a minor
position on the chain of papers and they
felt ready for any question.
Grandfather was most cordial.
He even
accepted the marriage, which was explained to him in fear and trembling,

with calmness. Everything was beautiful till, as he glanced casually out of
the window, grandfather spoke in surprised tones and said, "What
new building? It wasn't there

is

that

when

I

Regina twelve months ago."
The silence was cold and blue. It
became suffocating. After an endless

was

in

period grandfather turned sternly to
the trembling pair.
"You nearly wrecked the whole
Only an infuture of a great family.
born ability, which you had previously
concealed with great skill, saved you.
Your childish idea of living in Canada
by mail was deceitful and wrong. Yet
at the same time you carried it out with
brilliance. Naturally, I have had ever\'
single step of your career followed from
the night you left the house. This
chain of papers for which you work belongs entirely to me. When I die it will
belong to you. That building across
there is mine.
So is the new chain of
fiour mills, the new railroad in the north
west and a score of other enterprises.
"Harold, my boy, and my dear Dora,
I have put j'ou through a difficult test.
You both had bad weaknesses, but I believe that they are entirely gone.
I
look upon you two as my own children
and I rely on you to wipe out the blot of
failure that my own son tried to put on
I am trusting you to
the family name.
make the enormous fortune which you
are to inherit a power for good in this
great new country'.
Do you realize all
that this means, my children?"
Harold looked at Dora for an instant,
and then rose and grasped his grandfather's hand.

"Yes, grandfather," he replied, and
there was no sneer in his mind as he
spoke.

The Son
CHAPTER XI.— Continued.
He gathered up the very few things
that might be of use to Mititesh, which
had been saved from destruction, and
placed them in his pack. Then, as
soon as he had made the tea and fried
some big pancakes, he awakened her
and they said prayers, after which

they broke their fast.
Mititesh was exceedingly hungry.
Owing to Ahteck's precaution she had
been untroubled with cramps or nausea,
such as affects people who eat too
greedily after having starved. She
was alreay looking much better than
on the previous day and Ahteck, as
soon as they had eaten, took her by the
hand and led her to the scaffold, where
they prayed again, a long time.
"Now," said Ahteck, as they finally
returned, "it is time to leave for my
camp, where thy father waits for thee.
I
have been wondering whether his
line of traps might still be worked.
It
is far from ours and he is too ill to
come down for a very long time, I fear.
But the traps themselves must at least
be taken up and saved for thee. It
may be that I will return in a few days
and go over it, and if I find any fur it
will belong to thee also.
Now tell me
all thou knowest about the line."
"I have gone over a small part of it,
very often," she said, "for my help has
been badly needed during the last
months. I was very sad because I
was not stronger and better able to
work."
"Where does it begin ?" asked the

young man.

"We

start over there," she pointed.

"Near the crooked birches on the other
river.
It goes on till it
reaches the small brook and follows it
into the hills, passing through the great
notch yonder, where the mountains
show blue before the snow comes.
Then it goes down into a valley, but I
have not been as far as that. It is all
well blazed.
In the valley there is a
chain of ponds, and in some years my
father has killed caribou near them.
Farther on one comes to a lake that is
very full of pike and dore. The line

side of the

of the Otter
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keeps along the shore of the lake, to the
There, mj'
outlet, which is south.
father told me, is a small shack he
built long ago, a good place to rest in
the night."

"That

J.^nopsis
Peter

McLeod

is

ri

Grand Lac,

to succeed the inebriate Jim Barry, recently deceased.
Upon his arrival at the Post, Peter finds stores
depleted and accounts unlcept. He tries to
restore order and accidentally discharges an
old pistol which wounds him in the leg.
The
various remedies applied by the Indians result
in blood poisoning and he is near to death.
Uapukun, a lovely young Indian girl, nurses
him back to health and is rewarded with his
at

love.
She had been a servant for Barry's wife,
during that unfortunate woman's lifetime, and
her knowledge of affairs at the Post is a great
aid to Peter in straightening out the financial
chaos.
She tells him that the brighteyed
youngster Ahteck, always at her side, is her
brother; both presently become essential to
McLeod's h appiness and he marries her.
One evil day, when he is away on a
week's hunting trip a band of Nascaupees

and

their spokesman reveals himself to
as the avenging husband who has
sought out her hiding place. She can purchase
his silence only by giving him expensive stores
and firearms. She refuses and he is about to
strike her when Ahteck, hearing his threats,
rushes upon him and fells him with a blow.
He believes he has killed his father. He insists
upon leaving home lest the punishment of
offended deities may include those he loves,
and journeys to Pointe Bleue, where he works
in a sawmill and lives with the family of Jean
Caron, whose little daughter,
ititesh, alone can
rouse him from his gloom.
He goes on trapping expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul
Barotte, and finally abandons his work at the
sawmill for this newer occupation.
Upon the death of Peter McLeod, Uapukun
seeks out Ahteck, overcomes his scruples, and,
with the snug sum which Peter has left her,
makes a comfortable home for Ahteck and the
two children. With the coming of winter,
Ahteck and Paul Barrotte start on their hunting trip to the North. Hither comes Jean

arrive

Uapukun

M

Caron for help. His home has been burned,
his wife and daughter, Mititesh, face starvaHis feeble strength fails him within
tion.
sight of the shack and, with one desparing cry.
unconsrious.
Ahteck and Paul hear
his appeal and quickly bear him to the shack.
Ahteck goes at once to Caron's camp, where he
finds Mititesh, half st iried, mourning over the
body of her mother. Ahteck places the body in
a tree to await burial in the spring, and returns
with Mititesh to his own camp.

he

falls

follow.
line ?"

"My

appointed agent for the

Hudson Bay Company

good," said Ahteck. "I
It will be very easy to
And how goes the rest of the
is

understand.

father has told me.

Wait a

moment."
She stopped,

thinking deeply, to
sure of her memory.
"I remember now," she continued.
"To- the west is an old line where the
blazes were made many years ago, but
the ground was not good, therefore it
must not be followed, because later
my father made a new one, keeping
farther south. The river is to be followed from the outlet until there is a
great fall, and then the line goes away
from the water, passing east over a
little mountain of birches and aspens.
After a
It is a good place for marten.
half a day's travel one reaches a crooked lake with red trout, and its waters
come down into this river, three miles
below, where the great pine that was
torn by lightning stands behind the
high rocks. But thou knowest the place."

make very

Ahteck nodded.

He had been

lis-

tening very carefully and watching the
child, who from time to time drew some
sort of a map on the snow, with the
singular ability of Indians to remember and describe large areas of land
and water. He had asked a few questions,

and now was perfectly familiar

with fifty miles of country he had
never visited. It is a power bred by
need into the bone of his race. He
could never forget the indications and
would always be able to follow the
He
line as if ha had laid it out himself.

knew

that all the traps and the turnwould be marked by special blazes.
was all perfectly clear to him.
"The line
"It is well," he said.

ings
It

makes a great

make

circle.

Now we must

think that by working
hard perhaps both lines might be tenda start.

ed later on.
Paul.

It will

I

shall have to speak to
be very difficult."

I
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"But

my

father," said the child.
after he gets better.

"He can work

Always he says that he

will

verv soon

be well."

Ahteck hung his head, without answering, being but a poor hand at deception, and little Mititesh looked up
anxiously at him.
"Is his sickness too bad ?" she asked,
with quivering lips. "Dost thou think
he will not be able to hunt again this
winter ? He was so sure he would
soon be better. It may be that good
food and the moose meat may bring
!"

back, the strength he has lost
But Ahteck still forbore to answer,
and the child rose to her feet, quickly.
"We must go," she said, eagerly.
am
I
Oh
"Let us start at once
very strong with food now and able to
walk very fast !"
The brave little thing looked up at
him, feverishly anxious to start. She
was so thin and weak-looking that it
seemed as if a breath of wind could
have blown her to the ground, but the
indomitable courage of her ancestors
was renewed within her and the long
Her father
trip held no terror for her.
!

!

was waiting, he needed her, perhaps
the touch of her hand might soothe
him, or the sound of her voice comfort
him. The splendid woman she was
destined to be showed in the child.
Before Ahteck's gigantic form she
looked small indeed. But she was already thirteen and of a breed that
ripens fast.
It would take but a few
years before she would blossom out
into womanhood, though to the big
lad she was but a tiny waif of tender
years and still the little one who had
been so friendly in the first days of his
coming to Pointe Bleue, when her
father had befriended him. She had
sat on his knees then, and a deep affection had begun between the two, that
was never to die out. On the child's
part it was the feeling of a little one
for a big kind brother, for a youth
whose kindly nature appealed to her,
and who realized the hardships of her
life, during which she had for a long
time done more than her share, owing
to the weakness of the parents. Ahteck,
however, was attracted to her only as
the very lonely man is attracted by
the presence of one who may divert
somber thoughts,

like the prisoner who
learned to love a tiny plant growing
between the stones of his cell.
"It is well," said the young man.
"We will start now and go as far as we

can

this

day."

CHAPTER

XII.

THE LIGHT BURDEN
It took but a few minutes to get
ready before leaving the camp of starvation and disaster, which, as is the
custom whenever fate has dealt harshly
with any dwellers in the far places of

the wilderness, would never again be
the abode of Indians, so strong are old
superstitions.
The ragged tent whose
rents Mititesh had sought to cover with
bark was left standing, gradually to
rot

away and

fall

to pieces.

The

peel-

ed sapling with branches cut short,
upon which Jean Caron had stuck the
skulls of bears and otters and other
animals, was the only thing that would
mark the site of the camp for a long
while.
Originally the hunters did this
thing because the heads left to bleach
in the sun and rain were deemed to
occupy a place of honor that satisfied
the restless spirits of the departed
animals and prevented them from

warning others still living against the
wiles of the trappers.
Now that the
Indians of that region are all Christians,
and taken to task for such beliefs and
heathenish customs, they are apt to
continue this one. But if asked about
the matter they strenuously deny having any superstitious ideas 'and assert
that the sapling and its strange fruit
merely serve to show the prowess of the
hunters.
For some time Mititesh walked be-

hind Ahteck, in his footsteps, which
however, soon proved far too long for
her shorter stride. She was of fair
height for her years, but a tiny thing

by the
she

some

young man. While
showed marks of childhood in

side of the

still

respects she looked old, being so

wan and

thin.
Underfed for a long
time and driven beyond her strength,
she was but a poor stray thing for the
winds of heaven to play with, to toss
about and to abandon, like the sere
leaves that strew the earth at the time
when the wind-gods bestir themselves

at the

coming

of winter.

Before he had gone very far, however, Ahteck turned and looked back.
He could no longer hear the slight
crunching tread of her little snowshoes
behind him and saw that she was already some distance away, plodding
on bravely but utterly unable to keep
up with him, although he had gone
very slowly, as it appeared to him.

some

time, he walked still
having known all the
while that he would have to carry her.
But the way was long and hard and he
knew that he must let her go as far as
she could without tiring her too much.
Great as was his own strength he
realized that it must be husbanded.
It was a thing of value, like food, or
even like the money of the white men,
to be used sparingly in order to make
He allowed
it go as far as possible.
her to come up to him again, and spoke
words of encouragement, but soon she
dropped behind and he stopped, throwing off his pack. They had gone about
a mile.

Then,

more

for

leisurely,

Once more Mititesh reached him.
She appeared to be quite exhausted.

but

had

kept

on with

indomitable

courage.
"I am not as strong as I thought,"
she acknowledged, sorrowfully, her
breath coming very fast.
"I think
the long hunger must have changed me,

we have come but a little way.
But thou canst leave me a little ffxxl
and a blanket, and go on. A few
matches I will also need-, for the night.
for

I

will follow as

no fear that
I

will follow

I

soon as I can. Have
not reach thy camp.

will

thy tracks."

Ahteck smiled, admiring the
wonderful pluck.

child's

He knew

that she
was quite well aware that this thing she
proposed was well-nigh a certainty of
her dying alone, on the trail, unable to
go on. Yet she was willing to hang
upon such a slender thread of chance.
The young man shook his head.
"We are going to camp together," he
said.
"We are old friends that must
not part so easily. For a time I will
carry thee now."
She had dropped on the snow, her
thin legs shaking with weariness, her
breath heaving with exertion. Ahteck
lengthened the rawhide thongs of his
tump-line, allowing his pack to fall
lower down on his back. Then he lifted Mititesh upon it so that she sat
upon the bundle with her legs passing
under his armpits and her mittened
hands resting upon his shoulders.
The whole thing was done in a very
few minutes, and he rose easily with
his load and resumed his long effective
strides.

"I fear I am very heavy," said
Mititesh, much concerned.
He laughed one of his rare laughs,
that were very soft.

"Thou

art indeed terribly heavy,
Mititesh," he said.
"Full as
heav3' as a tiny maskoush, a small cub
Take
of bear born a few months only.
a good hold of my shoulders, or about
my neck. The going is not bad now
and I must hurr^' on."
It gave him pleasure to feel the pressure of her small hands, to have, at
times, the warm breath blowing against
The load was small indeed
his cheek.
compared with the tremendous burdens he was accustomed to carr\' over
the portages, and yet he felt it, in the
bad places where the snow was soft or
the ground very rough, and realized
that later on, towards the end of the
day, it would bear down shrewdly upon
him and slow his gait. This did not
He simply thought it his
trouble him.
duty to take the child as fast as he could
He was doing his best
to her father.
and that was eonugh.
After he had gone on steadily for
some miles he felt his charge growing
somewhat unsteady on his back. The
pressure of the little hands had relaxed.
When he spoke to her, softly, the child
did not answer, but her quiet breathing
httle
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Ahteck knew that she was quite well aware that this thing she proposed was well-nigh a certainty of her dy'ng
alone, on the trail, unable to go on. Yet she was willing to hang upon such a slender thread of chance

reassured him.
He put one of his
hands up to his neck and caught hers,
gently, so that she might not drop off
during her sleep. Her head had fallen
upon the nape of his neck and he was
glad that she could rest.
Thereupon he toiled on, powerfully,
ceaselessly, never taking the slightest
rest, while a new sense that was a
pleasant one and comforting stole over
him, gradually. It was as if he had

a dreary life, who
to pet and care
for, as little ones of the woodland sometimes adopt a tiny cub of bear or fox.
It seems, in some hazy way, as if his
hard life were leaving a deep groove in
which it had run all too long as if a
new element had entered it, that gave
him courage and greater strength. The
load was resting easily upon him, and
the full pride of his early manhood apI'een a child leading

had found something

—

peared to carry him along, swiftly and
with a power that was new to him so
that he bucked the tangles of alders,
and crunched over the hummocky
places of swamps where the leaves of
dead bracken and fern sometimes showed through the snow, carpeting the
ground whose oozing black muck was
frozen now and crackled under his
feet.
His great length of limb per-

mitted

him

to

step

over

prostrate
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trunks of good size, with never a moment's hesitation, with no faltering,
and he went on like sonic machine built
by the ingenuity of man, that keeps on
going until the fuel is exhausted.
That little hand he was hokling was
btit a very slender thing, even in the
thick mitten of muskrat fur, and yet
he derived a sense of well-being from
its touch, akin to that of a child deprived of companions that has found
some living thing it may take to its
breast, to pet

and

cherish.

He

continued to walk on rapidly
until noon, when the sun of midwinter,
still very low in the sky, had reached
the most southerly point of its journey.
He felt satisfied, knowing that he was

making good progress. The cold was
growing more and more intense, however, for the sky had become clear and
bright.
It was then that Mititesh
suddenly awoke.
"I think I fell asleep," she said, rubbing her eyes. "At first my feet were

very cold and gave

now

I

feel

me some

nothing.

pain, but

Have we gone

strong again, as some give of their
blood-stream to those who are fainting
pulseless from much bleeding.
color returned to her dusky cheeks,
that had become very gray.
They remained there for a long time,
perhaps an hour, during which they ate
again. Ahteck was disturbed over the

and

The

idea that perhaps he was bringing illchance to the child. After a time he

looked again at the small shapely feet,
that had never known other covering
than soft moccasins or shoe-packs, and
saw that the white spots had entirely
disappeared and that he had probably
been just in time. There were no
suspicious welts, no undue redness of
the skin. Then he warmed her stockings by the fire, and over them drew
on the big fur socks and a pair of soft
buckskin moccasins. These had been
made for him and he could not help
smiling while, for the first time, the
girl's face also showed slight merri-

ment.
While they ate, sitting near the fire
that was sending up sparks in the

far ?"

frosty

But he did not answer her question,
feeling much disturbed, and stopped

Ahteck, and a deepening wonder arose
in her, because all this was just like
one of the legends of the olden time in
W'hich the son of the Northwest Wind

immediately, putting the girl down on
the ground and throwing ofi his pack,
hurriedly. At once he lighted a fire,
for the place offered the shelter of large
cliffs rising sheer by the side of the

river which protected
biting wind.

them from the

"Now

take off thy shoepacks," he
"and also thy stockings. Wait,
sit down on the pack, I will help thee.
Have a care and do not pull hard."
said,

He kneeled in front of her, reproaching himself bitterly.
He should have
remembered that her feet would be a
little moist from the walking, and, like a
fool, he had neglected to see to this and
had taken her up on his back without
attending to a most important matter.
He had no doubt that her feet had become badly chilled and, by this time,
might be severely frost-bitten.
He loosened his pack and pulled out
a pair of heavy socks made of rabbit
skin, and as soon as the child's feet
were bare, rubbed them vigorously
with the soft fur. Upon the toes there
were a few white spots that worried
him a good deal. After the rubbing

was

over,

when

the feet tingled and

hurt again, he hastily put more wood
on the fire, melted icicles in the kettle
to make tea, and then got under the
blankets he had placed over Mititesh,
after opening his capot and the two
heavy shirts he wore, and put the still
ic y Jee t upon his warm bare breast,
protested strenuously that
right.
At a word from him,
Ishe kept still and, gratefully,
^turning heat.
It was as if a

abundant

store of the man's
gone out to her to make her
le

air,

was looking

Mititesh

at

Wenonah, in the tales still
most of the Indians of the
Great North, plays all manners of wonHe was a marvelously
derful pranks.
big man, not at all like others, evidently
endowed with strange gifts, who turned
up suddenly in the nick of time, as
Nanabooshoo did in the stories of her
Her short life had been a very
people.
and

of

known

to

hard one, and she scarcely understood
how it had come about that she was
now receiving such gentle care. Indeed she had known affection, for
Indians are very good to their children,
but her parents, through stress of illness, had depended on her to the limit

And now Ahof her slender forces.
teck was lifting her to his great back,
after feeding her and chafing the feet he
had warmed on his great breast. It
was very wonderful
Long association with Pete McLeod,
!

man of exceeding gentleness of character, and the two children he had helped to care for, had doubtless had a considerable influence upon the lad Ahteck, yet it is also probable that some
of the refinement and kindliness of his
a

manner had been born

in

him, derived

from the loving woman who had been
He had always impressed
his mother.
the child Mititesh greatly, and, in her
simple mind, she accepted with no
little wonder the mystery of his kindness to her.

Soon they were again on their way.
Ahteck, before the stop, had already
walked steadily for five hours, going
very fast in spite of his load. But this
he had scarcely felt, and when he

started agdin he knew that he would be
able to keep on, untiringly, until the
darkness would comiK'l him to stop.
People of cities and of the country- of
clear roads and paths are apt to think
in terms of three miles an hour for easy
going.
In the trackless wilderness of
forests co\ering hill and dale', of wfxxls

tangled with undergrowth which merge
swamps with their barriers of
alders, a rate of a couple of miles an
hour is tremendous travel for a day's
work, when a man merely carries a
gun. Ahteck, in spite of his" burden,
did all of this. Very often he asked
Mititesh if her feet were warm, and
warned her against falling asleep again,
but she always assured him that they
into

were

all

right

and he would keep on

plodding, silently.
The downward
tracks had been co\ered by the new
snow but he continued by the same
road, unerringly, recognizing trees and
snow-capped rocks and fallen trunks'
with the marveluos instinctive memory of the wilderness dweller, so that
he did not have to pick out his way
again.
It was an extraordinary progress,
during which he passed swiftly over
bad going, drove hard against obstructions, avoided tangled thickets of leafless branches and vines spread before
him like a net, and, when he happened
to take to the surface of the river,

watched carefully

for

dangerous spots.

After four more hours of going the
sun had touched the serrated edge of
the big woods in the west with flaming
hues, casting long tinted shadows over
the snow, and he w'as looking for a
place in which to camp for the night.
He had already passed the spot where,
on the downward journey, he had been
obliged to stop and await the morning.
He w-as glad that a short march begun
at early sunrise would take him to the
camp early in the next day.
Mititesh was very eager to help him
with his preparations, but he bade her
sit by the fire and warm herself.
After
food they had the evening prayer and
immediately afterwards stretched themThe sky was
selves out to sleep.
entirely clear again, and in the fierce
cold, the stars appeared to vibrate; to
dance in the sky as if they also had
felt the chill of the world and could not
keep still. Further to the south, at
the big Shallow Lake, as the Indians
call St. John, the temperature on that
night was well below fort\-. They were
compelled to sleep with their faces under the blankets, to avoid freezing
them, even close to the big fire which
Ahteck often arose to replenish. In
the stillness of the night great trees
were cracking and splitting, with detonations like the firing of guns, and
the ice on the river near by groaned
with the heaving of the flood enclosedj
within tremendous shackles.
,
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CHAPTER XHI.
JEAN CARRON THROWS OFF HIS
RESPOXSIBILITES

was still frightfully cold when
Ahteck rose, carefully lest he should
awaken the child; he had not slept
very much owing to the necessity of
It

Nick
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ofHi
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—and

an

io
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leads save time in writing, too.
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—

—

stenographer, clerk because they are quick to sharpen
and easy to write with.
keeper,
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Blaisdell 161 blue pencil is a
world-beater
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The
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a pencil
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PHILADELPHIA,

I

some distance

to

chop more wood so

that the sound of his ax-strokes might
not awaken her. He took some flaming brands from the big fire and built a
smaller one for cooking, near at hand.
It was only when the water was
boiling in the kettle that she awoke,
rubbing her eyes, and heard the fat
sputtering in the pan. Timidly she
called to him, bidding
ing.

It irkeci

her a

him good morn-

little

to see that

he was doing what should have been
the woman's work, and instantly she
leaped to her

feet.

far from the
Hardly a hundred paces
above them there was a fall over which

They were not very

river's edge.

in a cloud of vapor, was
before it became engulfed
beneath a vast bed of ice. The spray
had crystallized upon the bare limbs
and twigs of trees and bushes that
bent under a heavy load of gems
scintillating in the light of the rising
sun. Ahteck was still cutting wood,
with cautious strokes. By the time
they sat down on the blankets, to eat,
they were well ready for the huge pancakes fried in fat and several cups of
tea, black and bitter.
An abundance of good food had already wrought a great change in the
She was active now
child Mititesh.
and full of life; the earthy color of her
cheeks had disappeared while beneath
her dusky skin there was a pink glow.

white water,
roaring

as they had ended their meal
she bestirred herself, cleaning the fr>'ing
pan by boiling water in it, and washed
out the little wide-bottomed tea-kettle

As soon

degrees of hardness. Sold by
leading stationers everywhere.

to

keeping the fire going. Its flame, as
he i)iled on more wood, was reflected
upon the wall of a great perpendicular
rock at the foot of which they had made
Mititesh continued to
their camp.
sleep, with her head under the blankets,
and the man took the trouble to go at

In

1/^,

1

and 2 pound cans. Whole

—ground — pulverized —
Ground

and the cups, making herself useful.
After this, as Ahteck finished rolling
up and packing the blankets, she tied
on the snowshoes he had carried for

also Fine

for Percolators.

167

her.

"Now I will not be carried any
more," she informed him. "I am very
How far is it to thy camp ?"
strong.
"A little more than two hours of
walking," he answered, "but it will be
better that I should carry thee."
Mititesh, however, shook her head.
"I am surely not a ouash, a little
baby to be carried on its mother's
back," she insisted. "The great hunger is forgotten now and I am well

All

rested."

kat oar

"ARLINGTON COLURS"are good,
CBALLENGE BRAND U tbe bert

;
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have been thinking that from
now on, perhaps, thou wouldst be my
"I

oiiash,"

Ahteck,

said

whereupon the

child's

incautiously,
filled at

eyes

once with tears.
"Nikaui, my poor mother, she is
gone now, and her body there among
the big trees is shaken by the wind,
waiting to sleep quietly in the ground,"
she answered, sadly. "And perhaps
thou thinkest my father will go to seek
If it should be so then I will be
her.
thy ouash, if thou wilt take me, because there is no one else in the world
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June Brides and Berries

that will want me."
He patted her shoulder, gently, nod-

ding assent, and they took up their
journey.
side

The

child trotted easily beto

him now, while he took care

shorten his stride a little. Several
times he asked if he might carry her,
but always she shook her head and
followed him, breathing easily and
going on without fatigue. She was
strong and well developed, and the
wondrous recuperative power of her
youth seemed to have already blotted
out the effects of hunger and overexertion.
It was not very long before they
reached the young men's permanent
camp. From a distance they saw white
smoke curling above the roof from the
It looked like an oasis in
stove-pipe.
the desert of snow and ice.
Paul came out upon the door-sill.
"Good morning, Mititesh !" he cried.

"A welcome to thee, little one. Ahteck, luck has come to me, for I have
caught that thief of a carcajou and his
fine one he was.
hide is stretching.
traps.
The maudil will no longer rob
robber he was and the son of robbers.
But I am keeping you out. Come in, I

A

my

A

have a good
there
I

will

tesh

fire

and

it

is

warm, and

bread made this morning, and
Come in, little Mitifry meat.

is

!"

The girl had been looking at him,
anxiously, for during the whole journey
she had feared bad news. She entered
the shack, hurriedly. From the roofbeam hung the frame bearing the pelt
Many others were
of the wolverine.
also drying there.
At the other side of the small stove,
in a rough bunk built of ax-hewn planks
against the wall of logs, and lying under
a heavy blanket, Jean Caron had risen
on one elbow. He had been listening
intently, as soon as he had heard the
voices outside.
he was watching,
eagerly, anxiously.

Now

The man's eyes brightened when his
child Mititesh appeared, but they remained fixed upon the door. When
the men entered, however, carefully
closing it, he understood and fell back
the bunk, breathing fast. There
was no need to tell him that the mother
had been left behind, in her last long

—
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^Tind the Idea of a Tire^s Origin and

You

Will

Have Some Idea

Why

It

The

of

SuCCeeds"-Handy Andy.

traction engine

was made

to grip.

So was Dunlop TVaction Tread.

Nothing has yet taken the place of the
traction engine for long, continuous service.

We

don't think any other tire will ever
take the place of Dunlop Traction Tread
for the same function.

^>=

D\3HL0/>

tREAD

^«? ' OF Q\it^.\\

<^CT\9
Dunlop Traction Tread is larger
than Canada. "Traction's" fame is limitless. Near imitations are to be found in nearly every country where automobiling is in vogue
Men have written from various
portions of the world seeking the agency for their territory.
"Traction" holds the only transcontinental tire record
ever made in Canada
It has never been known to fail
as a skid-resister.
It has made it possible for punctures
to be a forgotten evil.
It has driven out the dust
nuisance.
It has made automobiling by women more
general. It has given men all over the country a new idea
of mileage.
In short, Dunlop Traction Tread, since its
introduction in iqii, has popularized motoring and, for
In a certain sense

the first time in the history of the motor car, has
Safety a Certainty.

Dunlop
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You Ask Me Why
Leader, and

I

I

Consider Dunlop the Tire

Say

Ordinarily

lOS

Who Comes

Knows

First,

the Most

,

Gives the Greatest^H^ndy Andy.
No

matter what other tire makers may do for the
betterment of their product, a close examination
generally reveals the fact that we have been offering
similar or greater virtues in our product for a long time
previous
That is simply because we are the pioneers
of the industry in Canada.
If anybody should know
tire-making from A to Z. we should. We have been
manufacturing tires in Canada "for nearly a quarter
of a century to be exact, twenty-two years.
No other tire company has been making tires

—

in

Canada

for half that length of time.

Twenty-two years' experience means that into Dunlop Tracand into Dunlop Special, we put all the knowledge
which has been accumulated through those years of successtion Tread,

serving Canadians because we thoroughly understand
Canadian conditions. It means that years ago we faced and
mastered the issues with which other tire-makers are confronted to-day.
True, a few tire users occasionally swing
their allegiance from Dunlop to some other make, but it is
almost a certainty those same tire users will come back to
Dunlop Traction Tread or Dunlop Special. In the end, it is
the Tire maintaining the best quality average which wins out,
and we surely know more about Quality averages in Canada
tha"^ any other maker, seeing our experience is as great as that
her tire makers in this country combined.

fully

Dunlop

Tire
Branches

&

Rubber

Goods

Company,

Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg,
Lxjndon, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, St. John, Halifax.
:

Limited
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In

Old Cape

Town

Continued from page 84.

grounds are devoted to
the preservation of native and imported
plants and animals, there being a zoo
of no mean size.
The estate lies on
the side of the Devil's Peak and covers
many acres, containing both meadow
and timber. At the top of the plantation is the Rhodes Memorial which was
erected by the government after Rhodes
had found his last home in the Matopos
past, while the

his body lies, his grave a monuto Rhodesia, the land he wrested
from the savage and ga\'e to the EmAn excellent road winds along
pire.
side of the Peak, enabling automobiles
Standing on
to visit the Memorial.
the mountain side, almost inaccessible

where

ment
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fe

from below, it looks out over Table
Bay and may be seen miles away at
sea, a monument to the tireless energy
of one of Briton's biggest men, the
greatest South African.
He was a
In
true Africander in all but birth,
the years that are to come United South
Africa will stand as the ideal monument to the memory of the man who
did more than all others to make it
what it is and what it will be in the
future, for its possibilities are now un-

developed

and

largely

an

unknown

quantity.

A

Freight of Currency
Continued from page 90.

drew an exclamation from some one
and all turned to look at it.
"My God, it's Dick !" the old man
every limb, his face
blanched with the palor of death.
"Don't worry, Josh he's past preyin'
Anyfor or doin' ye any arm' now.
how, if he lives I don't think he'll get
much space to swing his legs for the
rest of his life when the boys here get

cried, shivering in

;

know

of his record at home."
the police had taken their
departure, the four occupants of the

to
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St.,

or

Building,

cabin did their best to straighten things
out and settle down, but there was to
be no more sleep that night.
As they sat in the early hours discussing the untoward proceedings, the
mate, unaware of Sam's desire to keep
it quiet, blurted out an expression of
his regret that they had been unable
to save the treasure.
The news fell on Josh like a thunderclap, and he threw out his hands in
mute appeal to Sam for any consolation or hope of its recovery he could
give him.

"No good

takin'

on

like that, ship-

mate. 'Ow could I help it ? It was
yer fool way o' doin' things. You
planned the whole business an' you
had no doubt blabbed about it or

shown your hand in some way to some
one who told Dick of it all. It's as
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plain as a pike-staff.

An'
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course,
see two
expect to

o'

what would any man who can

inches ahead of his nose
Why, just what did 'appen.
'appcn ?

"That

would

thief

have

'ad

them

shekels if ye'd brought them over in a
balloon.
Ye've alius been the same.
Windlass. Yer a man that cannot be
crossed in any straightforward way.
If a chap wants to have fair play out o'
ye, even for yer own benefit, he's got
t' git it by foolin' ye or swindlin' ye in

some gol-darned way."
"But there
Don't yer
!

lose

For

Any Memorable

'ope

altogether mate, an' look like a chap
about to be 'ung. The police are on
the track an' they may reach him,
altho' it might look as likely to you as a
hurricane in the doldrums."
As Sam proceeded, Josh looked the
The "Doc"
personification of misery.
tried to preserve a countenance entirely
in harmony with the fitness of things
at that fell moment, and his success

Occasion

W/'HATEVER

otKer
giving,

direction of the mate.

Captain Slimber from the moment
up took on an unusual jovial
manner and shaved with as great care
as if he were preparing for a wedding.
of getting

The

contrast to the tragic happienings
of the night before struck old Josh.
"But there !" he reasoned, "Sam was

always a

own way

bit of

A

gift tnat will

has

tke

at

time,

be cKerished as

vJell

Convertible Bracelet

full

lives

a

—no

sentiment of

or years

after,

as a

Convertible

Watch
Besides possessing a

as used.
it

offers

made the "Waltham" the timepiece of the

The "Waltham"

'^^H

like

graduation,

a

conveys tke

daintiness that lends a grace to the Nearer,

Watch

the accuracy that

world.
is

the famous ^Oatch

with the disappearing eye, which becomes a Wrist watch or an ordi-

nary watch at the •Wearer's
1

will.

our Jeweller can show you the

or as high as

Write

vJatch.

new Walthams

any one should pay
for the booklet

as lov? as $ 1 8.00,

/^^^p

for the possession of a good

"Concerning

a Timepiece."

a riddle an' had his

o' lookin' at things."

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY

"Get on yer best togs, Windlass;
I'm going to take you and Sonny with

me

gift

Bracelet

right."

Next morning, the Mermaid changed
places with her neighbor, was hauled
in alongside the quay, and the business
of unloading proceeded with under the

birthday,

Waltham

that wasn't there.
When he returned
for "better instructions," it gave Sam
an excuse to leave the cabin when he
assured the boy that it would "come
all

—a

wedding, big moments in tKeir

was remarkable.
Poor Sonny looked so sympathetic
and so overcome that Sam at last felt
constrained to ease the boy's mind, and
ordered him on deck for something

out

people

back on witK tke pleasantest

to look

tkougkts

events

MONTREAL

to see the sights o' Halifax.
I've
call on some swell friends, an'
mustn't so much as smell o' beer or

got to

we

bacca."
Shortly after breakfast, the trio
found themselves in a street which was
a miniature of one of the stockbroking
thoroughfares of London City.
To the amazement of Josh, Sam led
im into one of the most pretentious
buildings in the street, where an inquiry on the part of Sam (who evidently knew his l)earings) was politely
answered by a youth who showed them
into a little waiting room.
Enter a dapper little gentleman who
shook hands, first with Sam as an old
acquaintance, and then all round.
"Well, we're all ready for you, Mr.
Windlass. Tell me how much you
wish to retain and then we'll fill in
particulars of the balance on this slip.

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
Offers a cordial

welcome and courteous service to ail.

RATES
iittij
ti-fi

«i

Rooms with Running Water
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

...

[

$1.50 per day
$2.00 per day

$2.50, $3.00. $3.50. $4.00 per day
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making the

Peerless Poultru Fencing
A

real fence, not netting. Strongly
made and closely spaced, a complete barrier
Keeps tlie small
animals of any kind.
chicks confined. They can't get through. Does
all and more than is required of a poultry fence.
The Iic.'ivy. hani steel lop ntid iKittom wires
with intennediate lateral.s will hold a carelessly
backed waproii or unruly animal and iuiiuedialcly spring back into shape.
The wires are held locether at each intersection by tlie Peerless Lock.

ai»ainst

line of

Mr. Baring," he at
began by way of explanation to the
great banker:
"that old fool wantetl
me to fetch over in bank o' England

farm and

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE
FENCE CO., Ltd..
WINNIPEG, MAN.
HAMILTON, ONT.

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX
MODERN.

FIREPROOF.

A unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and service unexcelled by the leading hotels
of the larger cities.

European Plan — SI.SO per Day and Up
Special NA/eekly Rates
to North Street, or write for
May we send with our comSpecial Taxicab Arrangement.
pliments a "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls," also our
complete rates?

Take Elrawood Avenue car

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

C.

A. MINER, Managing Director.

Epense Money for College Students

notes an' gold sovereigns the money
ye've got on that there draft. Well,
sir, I ain't sich a hass as to take any
risk o' the kind, so I stuffed hisbloomin'
old tin full o' paper curls I got from the
matron o' the Deal horspital, with
some lead clippins, to make the dead
weight o' the sovereigns. Let 'im see
that bit o' paper, sir."
And the astounded Windlass read:
"At sight of this, first of exchange (second
and third unpaid) pay to the order of

Joshua Windlass the sum of eight thousand and twenty pounds."
The old man sank into a chair and
wept: probably the first tears he had
shed since infancy.
"Avast there. Josh: we ain't done
wi' business yet." and Sam proceedeti
to undress as if in response to the call
of "Man overboard !"
First came his

great pea-jacket, next a wool-lined
waistcoat, and
finally the pig-skin
braces of his great pants went by the
board. Off came the shirt, and when
the pants were just on the point of
clewing up like the Mermaid's big
,

when she hove to. Sonny sprang
them and averted all disaster, while

foresail

at

Sam

We have openings for several young college men
and women in various sections of the Dominion in
connection with our Circulation Promotion work.
Our work

is

of such a nature that

and women

young men
very nicely

find they can attend to
during "after lecture" hours, Saturdays and vacation periods.
Some of our people have earned all

of the
this

money

it

required for their college expenses in

"part time" work.

you are interested in a proposition that would
increase your income during your course in College,
write us at once and we will send you full particulars
by first mail.
If

CANADA MONTHLY
Mail BIdg.,

Circulation

Toronto,

Promotion
Department.

you

"I'ts like this,

omanicnt'il fencing. Wenowhave
agents nearly everywhere, but
will appoint others in all unassigned territory. Write for
cat'dfjgue today.

THE IDEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

i)oint

last

for Catalogue
address of nearest agent. We

make a complete

on any

shoulders.

Send
and

draft

wish near your destination."
Josh looked towards Sam and Sam
looked as if champagne o<jzc<1 out from
every pore of his clean shaven face,
shaking with merriment as if his head
would drop off from his fat, wol)l)]\'

unhitched a great buckskin waist-

belt.

From

a pocket of the latter he with-

drew a packet which he solemnly handed over to Windlass. Josh opened it
with trembling hands and there were

—

the
the historic jewels and Napoleons
legacy of his dead wife, and which were
more precious to him by far than the
wealth of two continents.
The storm-buffeted old Salt seemed
to be deprived of all powers of utterance anci to transact his part in the
remaining business as if he moved in a
dream. All the same, the great banker
living creature of flesh and blood.
also was a thing that
positively did exist.

was a

The money

Documents were completed tliat
would defy the worst that marauding
mortal might do to possess this nKi:; property; and next day, the old m aJi.
kI
supported by the young life that
proved a mighty factor in his salvation,
would start on the last lap that remained between him and his gri it
ii

******

objective.

Ontario.

"What

d'ye say to a shot at a tin o
Josh ?" Sam suggested wlun
Sonnv entered the cabin for the hist
lobster,

—
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of Great Britain
of Canada— of the United States
ever realized
you
have
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America
of
Africa
of
of
South
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of
supplying
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ramifications
of
world-wide
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but
manufacture
not
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do
nation
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All
every
of
these
tires
for
better
Tire
Goodyear
the
and
Tire
Goodyear
and
Rubber
of
Canada
from
the
Co.
purchase
and Rubber Co. of Akron tires being shipped continuously from Bowmanville, Ont.,
and Akron, Ohio.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
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MADE IN CANADA
LOWER PRICE
Gives

You Goodyear

Compare These
Were Goodyears NOT Made in Canada,
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SIZE.
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time to ask what he might get for supSilver Plate

Quaker Oats Premiums

per.

"Get a

Jewelry

We

are offering many premiums to Quaker Oats users,
in Silver Plate, Jewelry and Aluminum Cooking UtensilsA circular in each package illustrates them.
This takes the place of large advertising, and gives all the saving
Each 10c package contains one coupon. Each 25c round
to you.
package contains two coupons. Each coupon has ,a merchandise
value of 2c to apply on anypremium. We make very
Note them in the
attractive, very liberal offers.

Alaminum

— DomiDion

them Sam,

if

ye

I'll

my

Joshua; and "Doc' Macpher.son" gave
it as his professional opinion that if he

package.

Cereal Spoon

shi[)load o'

Uxit the bill: but I'll .stick
to
gruel if ye don't mind.
Lob"
sters gi' me visions and
The whole ship's company reflected
the smile that lingered on the face of

like an'

PatterD

practised that act of self-abnegation at
every recurring temptation to dine off

he would guarantee him an
immunity from night-mare for the rest
shell-fish,

of his natural

life.

Confessions of a Winged

What's Beauty?
It*s

sx,,-._

—

Nine- Tenths Vivacity

The very joy of

life- 'the love

of beauty

—

urges Quaker Oats.

-,

Not placid beauty.
The charm lies in
bounding energy.
It comes from
must be fed by food.

fires

One
life

That's a
life

is

to the

gift,

and

and sparkle.

It

little

envied.

to

lies in

And they

kept burning.

never unattractive

who

lives

full.

That's one great reason for Quaker
It is animating food.

Oats

in plenty.
It's

To

a mine of stamina, endurance, vigor, force.
your oats" means joy, success and charm.

"feel

Oats are not for young folks only.
At fifty they are more
important than at ten.
It's a vast mistake, at any age, to neglect the morning oat dish.

Quaker Oats
—

We

have made a luxury dish of oats a dish
always delightful.
We do it by discarding all the puny oats
by using queen grains only. We get but 10
pounds from a bushel.
But these big, plump grains monopolize the
is

flavor.

From

And they make

large, luscious flakes.

the world over, true lovers of oats
send to us to get them.
Every package branded Quaker Oats contains this extra quality.
Yet it costs the usual
price.
You owe it to yourself to get it.
all

The Quaker Qdits G>mpany

to

I

took this run

why you were

so

me."

"I didn't know it was you," and
told how I came to compose the, as

I

I

supposed, fake item. "Cousin Gregory must have talked about you
sometime, and the name stuck in my
memory," I concluded. "How did you
recognize me ?"

"Your Cousin Gregory must have
talked about you sometime," mimicking my tone, "and when you began
working the maid stunt, I discovered
that there was something wrong with
the car, in order to see if you answered
to his description."
Critics all agree that it is important
I might write
to know when to stop.
a great deal more, but I will practise
the art of omission and only say that
Lieutenant Marmaduke Reford (though
I call him Duke now we are engaged)
is "passing through" here as often as
He says
his regimental duties allow.
when the war is over he is coming to

"sojourn."

"No," answered Alcy, "I haven't
the play but I have read the

seen

book."
This shows us that there were bromides just about as soon as there was
anything else.

"Some

of the soldiers in the

Euro-

pean war displav great courage, don't
Saskatoon, Sask.

thev ?"
"I suppose

ample

New Round 25c Package
(1312)

so.

But

I

saw an

of great nerve right here at

ex-

home

I don't think the war can beat.
Naybur had just hailed a street car,
when he saw the manager of the traction company coming along in his
automobile. He waved the street car
away and asked the manager for a ride."

that

This season we bring out a new large package of Quaker Oats. It is a round package,
A permanent top protects it until the last flake is used. This package contains
insect-proof.
two premium coupons with a merchandise value of 4c. Ask for it price 25c.

—

is

of Alcibiades.

Large Round Package, 25c
Regular Package, 10c.
Except in Far West.

Peterborough, Ont.

what

"Have you seen The Frogs, that new
play by Aristophanes ?" asked Socrates

The Luxury Dish
that

couldn't fathom,
out to discover,

generous A Packard and a European
tour in war-time is coming it some

Bubbling Spirits, Snap and Glow
It is Often Oat-Fed Vim

It's

Ant

Continued from page 87.
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How Canada Produces
Your Loaf

Bread

of

WHEN you

take in your loaves of
bread from the baker's delivery
wagon at your door, do you ever
stop to think of the vast amount of

Let Your Gift

capital, labor and machinery that have
gone to the making of this finished product? Let us examine for a moment
the processes that are going on in

Carry the .Message of

Canada from year

to

the

June Bride

Discretion and

to year.

Distinction in the Selection of

During 1915 there were under wheat
cultivation in the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta no less
than 11,659,700 acres by more than
200,000 farmers, whose farms and property are valued at some $5,000,000,With this equipment a crop of
000.00.

a Wilhains f^iano

The

V-

Perfect Gift for th<ajfjune Bride

bushels, valued at over
was raised; in order to
which 22,500 laborers were

376,303,600

.S400,000,000.00,

harvest

brought west from Eastern Canada,
over and above the labor secured
After harvesting, the grain
locally.
in local elevators, having a
stored
was
total capacitv of 90,941,500 bushels at
one time. Of the total crop, 35,000,000
bushels are reserved for seed, feed and
341,303,600
leaving
country mills,
To haul this
bushels to be marketed.
grain to Fort William and Port Arthur,
Ontario, or to Duluth, Minn., at the
head of the Great Lakes, 310,276
standard grain cars, each holding 1,100
bushels are required. At Duluth there
is an elevator capacity of 15,600,000
at Fort William, one of
bushels;
18,750,000 bushels; and at Port Arthur
one of 16,950,000 bushels of which no
less than 10,000,000 are represented by
the Canadian Northern Railway Elevator, which is the largest in the world.
From these elevators the grain is transferred to the freight vessels of the Great
Lakes, which carry it to the mills or to
Montreal, where it is re-transferred to
ocean freights for export. According
to the last census figures, there are in
Canada 1,141 mills with plant and
equipment valued at $20,165,064, producing $52,494,826 worth of flour and
The flour once produced, either
grist.
finds its way to the oven of the home
kitchen through the retail grocer, or is
taken into 323 factories with plant and
equipment valued at $8,666,497, which
turn out $25,566,691 worth of bread,

i¥'^;

'H?,'^/

Send

for

The

Illustrated Booklet

Williams Piano

Co.," Ltd.,

Oshawa, Ont.

—

c%L j^-^>t4^^ ^^Z^>^^
«•«

Z6<i£<u

m

^^ SF LAWRENCE
SUGAR
DIAMOND

biscuits and confectionery.
And so we find ourselves

back at the
door, taking in the bread from the
Did space permit, a
delivery man.
very interesting investigation could be
made of each process in a" its stages.
loughing,
could see the farmer
seeding, reaping and thresl. .ig;
we
could follow the grain through the local
elevator into the grain car on the siding;
and the freight train from that siding
to the terminal elevators at the head of
the Lakes, where a slow but pleasant
water journey would be involved.

We

FOR PRESERVING
be sure to get the St. Lawrence Diamond Granulated
which isabsohitely pure cane sugar, the only kind^
and preser\ es.
, which assures success in jam
"
All St. Lawrence packages bear a
A
Red Diamond which distiriKUishes >il^ '"
gj^g
them from other makes.
and a style
At best dealers
tor every

^^^

^^^
^^

,

,

everywhere.

need
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(j^ain teed
-

.Roofing

Guaranteed
to last 5, 10

and 15

years according to
ply This guarantee is backed by the world's largest manufacturers
of roofing and building papers.
CERTAIN TEED is ecoDomica] weather proof, smooth
Burlaeed permantnt CERTAINTEED Is salei than
wood ehinglee, looks better than galvanized iron or tin,
le easier to lay andcheapei irian either
CER7A1K TEED is made fiom the best quality roofing
lelt. thoroughly saturated with the General s own b;eud
of soft asphalts anc" coated with a harder blend which
prevents the solt saturation Irom drying out It is very
different Irom the cheap ready roofing sold by mail
Get CERTAIN lEED from your dealer whom you know
and can rely upon Sold by good dealers all over

Canada

at

reasonable pricet

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World'i largett manufacturert of roofing

&

buildmg paper*

Dittributing centeri; Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, fialifax,
St. Jobn'i. N. F., Winnipet, Rcgina, Calgary, VancouTer.

Finally,

we

could ins[)ect the plant of

one of the big milling companies and
make the tour of some well-known
In order to do all these things,
bakeiy.
however, it would be necessary to fill a
still,
by way of
good-sized book;
illustration we might take a hasty peep
into the workings of the mammoth
grain elc\'ator at Port Arthur, to which
I have already referred.
Were I a technical expert I could give
you an impressive description that you
would not understand but, as it is, plain
English must suffice. Armed with the
necessary permit on a recent visit to the
town I trudged across the extensive
yards which indicate the tremendous
railroad activity at this point of transhipment and, by picking my way past
an apparently endless line of box cars, I
finally reached the offices which are the
brains of this complex organism. Here
I was invested with a coat whose sleeves
and collar were held fast to wrists and
neck with elastic bands, as a protection
against the all-pervading, lead-gray
dust which attaches itself lovingly and
immovably to clothing and features.
Everyone and everything is coated with
the same dull powder, while the half
lights of the interior, although broken
here and there by electricity, combine
to create the impression of some muscu-

but bad-tempered giant.
Led by a little Cockney workman,

lar

After a
Day's Work

Hard

rub the tired muscles with a few drops of the soothing, refreshing, antiseptic Uniment Absorbine, Jr.
You will find it pleasant and convenient to
use and remarkably efficacious.
Absorbine, Jr.. invigorates jaded muscles,
limbers the joints and prevents second-day soreness and lameness after a strenuous, tiresome day
of sport or work.

Absorbine.JTHE AUriSEPTIC UIMIMENT
TRADEMARK Re&

U. 8. PAT. OFF.

efficiency with safety, being made of
non-poisonous.
pure herbs, and is positively
Then, too, Absorbine, Jr., is a safe, powerful
germicide which makes it especially valuable

combines

as an application for cuts,

No

danger

[pj

l

and

bruises

sores.

Absorbine, Jr., is
A bottle of
applied promptly.
Absorbine, Jr., kept handy for
emergencies is excellent health and
accident insurance.
USE ABSORBINE, JR.. wherever a high-grade liniment or a
positive germicide is indicated.

of

A]

infection

if

$1.00 a bottle at druggists

ABS0RBINE.J1

or postpaid.

A LIBERAL TRI'L BOTTLE ^^.It to
your address on receipt of 10c in
stamps.

W.

F.

Youn^

P. D. F.

512 Lymans Bldg., Montreal, Can.
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6
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and Miscellaneous Books and Pamphlets
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CANADUN PUBLICATIONS
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FREE TO ANY ADDRESS.
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BLDG.
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Canadian Publications a Specialty.

CO.

TORONTO

did his best to talk down to my
ignorance, but was only partly successful, I saw two men unloading a car of
grain in twenty minutes and saw grain
also gushing in an inexhaustible stream
into the hold of a lake steamer from one
of the mighty spouts that reach out in
all directions.
I stood at the base of
the 225 storage tanks, each with an
average capacity of 300,000 bushels,
and pondered on the parable of the
elephant and the flea; these tanks, I
was told, were built of terra cotta and
were impervious to heat, cold or damp.

For Excessive

^\t

Perspiration

W^HEN

tired

ATi

(;do Toilet

and heated, .No MoWater is cooling and

restful.

The

excessive perspiration from which

many

women suffer is invariably due to oversensitive nerves, which affect the sweat glands
of certain parts of the body, particularly the
armpits, palms of the hands and feet. No-MoOdo Toilet Water corrects this condition. It
soothes and cools the sensitive glands and
causes the secretions to become normal.
nervous

No-Mo-Odo
WATER

TOILET
—

perfectly harmless does not retard the
natural action of the skin pores but has a tonic
effect on the perspiratory ducts and dispels all
disagreeable odor.
is

Only 60c a bottle at drug and department stores
or sent direct
prepaid if you mention this adver;

tisement.

WM.
Toronto,

H. LEE, Druggist
Canada

...

C.

M. Dcpt.

who

Then

ventured myself in an ambitious bird cage which crawled its precarious way to their summit, where I looked
down on those towering pillars of grain.
Owing to the dust of which I have
spoken, the prospect was not altogether
attractive, and I began to have some
new ideas on the desirability of bread as
fodder, but my guide reassured me that
the dirt was only skin deep and proved
it by diving his hand into the grime and
I

up the

clean gold to the surFrom here also I gained a unique
face.
prospect of the city spread out below.
Worthy of note are the ingenious
machines for weighing exactly the
quantities of grain delivered to vessel
or car, as also the restless bands plying
here and yon, on whose broad surface
there was borne a river of wheat or oats
with a purpose too large for my unEverywhere in
skilled mind to grasp.
Continued on page 127.
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Corson's
at'Charcoal

Tooth Paste
A

™

TOOTH PASTE that combines
the

cleansing

qualities of

and

purifying

refined charcoal in a

dainty and delightful dentifrice.

It

polishes the teeth beautifully, purifies

the breath

feeling

of

and gives a

freshness

and

fine

mouth

cleaniness.

^BiEBQEi
SOVEREIGN PERFUMES LIMITED
U6 BROCK AVENUE
Superior Toitet Requisites. Made-in-Canada Exclusively

A $30 Bicycle GIVEN
TO EVERY BOY
* little pleaaant ea<y work for uf In your own
No experience needed, any bright
ndchborfaood.
boy or girl can do the work and easily earn a fine
Bkarcle. Write for full details of our BIG GIFT OFFER
to boy* aad (irli. A postcard will da. Address

JoM
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TheBilingual Issue inCanada
Continued from page 75.

French-speaking
the
minority in Ontario had appealed, not

Meanwhile,

in vain, for aid

and sympathy to

their

compatriots in the Province of Quebec.
An organization was formed to defend
the rights of the French language in
Canada. Hon. N. A. Belcourt, exspeaker of the House of Commons, and
now a member of the Dominion Senate,
was retained as leading counsel for the
association, and he is now carrying to
the Imperial Privy Council an appeal
from the judgment of the Ontario
Courts upholding the validity of Regulation Seventeen.
The cause of the French language in
Ontario has been earnestly championed
by Henri Bourassa's paper, "Le De-

Best by Government Test

"CANADA FIRST" MILK

by "L'Action Catholique" and
by "Le Droit," a F"rench daily established in Ottawa for that purpose. Collections have been taken up in Quebec
voir,"

npHE

Dominion Government Department
Revenue Bulletin No. 2C8,
issued in 1910, showed " Canada First" to
be the leader in food value and richness.
Bulletin No. 305, issued in 1915, shows
*•

for the "wounded" in Ontario, and
school boards are permitted by law to
The
contribute from their funds.
Legislature of Quebec by a unanimous
vote has deplored the educational

and it has been
frequently discussed from the bilingual
side of the question in both houses of
the Dominion Parliament.
It would be difficult to further discuss
the school question without risk of possible offence, and after all I think it is
only symptomatic. One of the chief
objections to Regulation Seventeen has
been eliminated by the recent authoritative announcement that Regulation
No. 15 is still in force. Few among the
most extreme bilingulists are unwilling
to admit that all Ontario children
should receive an English education or
that the Province may so declare as a
matter of public policy. The difficult
and delicate task is to enforce that
policy with such firmness and yet with
such tact as to convince everyone that
not only the real but the sole object in
view is the welfare of the child.
The broader question of the official
status of the French language outside
of Quebec, if such status it has, under
the Constitution will still remain, but it
situation in Ontario

much

Some

of its sting
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which accomplishment, more
than any other, endears a V. A. D. to
the heart of Lady Barwood. Sir John
Barwood is the owner of High field Park
and he offered it as a hosjiital for

Lady

in the lead.

OYSTER SOUP FOR

grates,

Canadians.

still
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room under the eaves, where,
suppose one of her maids slept in
'ante-lxllum days" and she gets up at
seven and works until nine, with two
hours off in the afternfx)n, just as the
rest of us do.
She regards each new
V. A. I), with suspicion, the suspicion
that it's excitement, not work she
wants, and greets her with (Ix- invaritiny

I

able query.

"Can you brush grates ?"
Usually she declares, they can't,
but, "If a girl can brush grates and
do

well

it

I

can make something of

her."

Of course most of us are looking forward, admittedly or not, to soothing
some hero's fevered brow, and some of
the girls have been bitterly disappointed and not a litdc resentful at having
to help with the housework instead.
This morning Lady Barwood took
me with her to "turn out" a store room.
It was just the day for spring cleaning
and made me think of our old Maggie at
home whose sole delight in a fine Monday seemed to be due to its drying

qualities as her only satisfaction in the
return of spring was the way the sunlight showed up the dust and the zest
it put into her for beating rugs and
Lady Barwood
washing windows.
seems to be a born housewife and perhaps she is only just discovering the

Take a

KODAK

—

with you.
CANADIAN KODAK

CO., Limited
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tread of Bicycle Playing
Cards girdles the 'World.
Ivory or Air-Cushion Finish

The Non-skid

s^V,
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CARD

CARDS

MADE IN CANADASTJ^gSEHMBB
For General Play

'^-^

CO..

A

having just removed a jiiece of bone
from a man's leg and grafted it into
his collar bone with conspicuous success.

CLUB INDEXES

PLAYING

•»

V

CANADA

For Social Play

THE

25C

HOYL-E
UP-TO-DATE
GOLD EDGES «%

I, myself,
joys of the spring cleaning.
I must say, entered into it with a new
enthusiasm and soon blankets were
airing and orderlies were carrying out
mattresses and pillows to a sunny garden all laid out in blooming borders
and flecked with the shadows of blossoming trees. The day was a great
success and I believe Lady Barwood
thinks I'll "do".
Our uniforms are lovely a beautiful
soft blue, and we wear on our heads a
large white kerchief folded diagonally
and the folded edge drawn closely
about the head while the ends float tree.
tow-headed person like me would
naturally choose a hospital where the
uniforms were blue, wouldn't she ?
I have always heard diat in military
hospitals not a nurse, and certainly not
a V. A. D., "dare peep" but nobody
has squelched me yet and the surgeonin-chief has been ever so nice ever since
I was first presented to him, on which'
occasion he was in high spirits over

TORONTO, CANADA.

It is really

do
his

amazing the things they

One man who had part of
jaw shot away and his teeth shot

here.

out

looks

right.
pital

perfectly normal and all
also the wag of the hosin speaking of his wound he

He
and

is

said to me,
"I got it for picking

Sunday."

up wood on a
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"No," he

"Silver -

gun,
fired

Three generations of Canadian housewives have
used "Silver Gloss" for all their home laundry
work. They know that "Silver Gloss" always
gives the best results.
At your grocer's.

Gloss"
Canada's finest

Laundry

"It

said,

much

with

two hundred

tion before they got me."
Now I must run, dear, but I nearly
forgot to tell you that the weather was

THE CANADA STARCH

very unpropitious yesterday and the
officer who was to conduct that aviation test had to be in London to-day
so it has been postponed. As soon as I

Montreal

know

CO. LIMITED
Cardinal

Brantford

Fort William

the result of

it

you

shall hear.

Lovingly,

Makers of "Crown Brand" and "Lily'WhiU Corn Syrups, and
Benson's Corn Starch

ANGELA.

234

Starch

was a machine

satisfaction," they
rounds of ammuni-

"*
Highfield Park,

Dearest

^^

Glad

—The

May

11th.

men seem

to
love to come to this hospital and I
don't wonder. Everything is done for
them and the surroundings, outdoors
and in are delightful. The entrance
hall and one or two rooms have been
left as they were, with beautiful rugs
and pictures, but in the wards hospital
beds and white -enamelled dressing
stands rub elbows in the funniest way
with lo\ely old pieces of Sheraton and
Heppel white.
Often the wounded are brought from
Dover clutching a German helmet with
every atom of strength they have left.
These are their most treasured trophiesand they would rather lose anything
else.

Sometimes the men talk

of the horthere but not very often.
One poor fellow who cannot get away
from the hideous nightmare even here
and is soon to go back to the hideous
reality writes his mother that he has a
nice safe post as secretary of the
hospital.

rors over

'.flip

"She's be worried to death," he
says, "If she knew I was wounded.
I w^nt for a walk with Bobbie yesterday and everAthing was so beautiful,

p^^

but though

PROUD OLD ASSINIBOINE
Overlord of peak,' glacier and avalanche in THE CANADIAN PACIFIC ROCKIES, neighbor to Banff, with its Hot

home comforts.
None better. Make

Springs Hotel luxuriously up-to-date, solid

Everything Canadian Pacific Standard
the Canadian Pacific Hotels your
ride,

home

—

in

summer. Drive,
tramp, climbf mountains, canoe, play golf and tennis.
this

BANFF -LAKE LOUISE-FIELD-GLACIER-BALFOUR
Don't miss them on your western trip. Reached by the
Canadian Pacific. For further particulars of these cool
summer places call or write for Booklet to any C. P. R. agent.
A. O.

SEYMOUR,

the landscape was woven
the upright figures in

khaki and the spreading white cones of
the tents.
"Though our world may be all upside down at the moment somebody
writes in a London paper," the glory
I don't
of the country is unchanged.
think I have ever seen it look more
beautiful than it does just now. Still,
in most rural England, war comes
I met a column of troops
to the lanes.
on the march in a lane many miles
from a station. They were singing a

even

ragtime song in a way no Englishman
can sing it. They had the transAtlantic accent perfectly and no wonder—they were Canadians. It seemed
very strange in peaceful England, and
stranger still to hear the little village

—

boys trying to imitate the Canadian

General Tourist Agent,

MONTREAL.

all

like a pattern,

accent."
CANADIANIJ
PACiriC/

And now, my dear, I am absolutely
fagged and must go to bed. I never
dreamed

I

had

so

many

different
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muscles each capable of setting up a
seperate ache in protest against unaccustomed repetition of household
But they will soon all be inured
tasks.
to their

new

work, even

Good

if

duties and
it

is,

I

do love

my

in itself, prosaic.

night then, old

girl.

Yours

A

ever,

ANGELA.

Head

of

High field Park,

May

my dear, am

Oh,

I

know what

to

13th.
_

don't
afternoon

so worried

do.

This

I

wonderful

and

flight

I

The farmer found

^.

saw one go up swifter and
higher than any of the others. Up
and up it went till I thought it would
never come down and when I thought
that I began to be sure that Bobbie
was in it. But suddenly it tilted and
pointed towards the earth until it was
I

almost perpendicularly. FlyGlad, it was plunging
I say ?
earthward like some wounded creature
only just steadying its '^fewift descent
by its great wings. I imagined I could
hear it crash to the ground but a low
range of wooded hills hid it from my
view.

Then, without a moment's respite

I

am

taking the
place of a V. A. D. who is on leave for
a few days, so had work to do in the
wards and did it so badly that I shall
certainly never be promoted permanI
couldn't think of anything
ently.
but Bobbie and that awful plunge and
with my mind away over there I did
the most dreadful things.
I went to
the little unprovised diet-kitchenette
to make an egg-nog for a patient and

had so

little

realization of

what

I

buyer,

!

—

—

regular intervals and training himself
quietly so that he would some day be
able to meet the physical requirements.
It's no use trying to sleep so I am

tlie

grains hard,

who

shipped

it

to our mill.

Huge guns
were sealed up

awaited

it.

The

kernels

them. Then the
gun was revolved for sixty minutes in a heat
of 550 degrees.
The moisture in each food cell was conin

one

of

verted into steam. Then the gun was shot; the cells exploded. And
the whole grains came out airy, crisp and porous, puffed to eight
times normal size.

Then

those grains came to a
as thin, fragile
bubbles, with a taste like toasted
nuts.
They were served with
cream, or in bowls of milk. And
someone tasted in them the most
fascinating wheat food known.
table.

They came

Puffed Wheat
Puffed Rice

was

doing that the egg slipped out of my
limp fingers and I only missed it when
I heard it break on the floor.
Now I am off duty and oh, Glad, I
cannot tell even you how I feel about
Bobbie. What a blind idiot I have
been
And, do you know, I heard only
yesterday in a letter from home that
in all those months that we thought he
was contentedly painting his pretty
Sortraits and never thinking of the
ar
although we did have the grace,
or the presumption to make excuses
for him
he was offering himself at

I

prairie.

and plump. He said, ti"That
wheat is too good to grind. It is a wheat
So he sent in to our
to serve whole."

flying

I

western

a

every layer with the

large

ing, did

again.

its

watched

extra

was on duty

on

History

we need. Each grain, at the
had 125 million food cells. It
was a fine example of a major food.

chines might be the one he was con-

Then

It ffrCW
Nature stored

Its

harvest,

breathlessly, feeling sure that this was
the test in which Bobbie was to take
part and wondering which of the matrolling.

—

elements

while I was spending my hours off in
the garden I saw signs of activity in the
region of the aviation field, which is
not many miles away. Over the treetops one great bird after another rose
in its

Wheat

fr^'

^^^

12c
15c

That is how Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice are created, under
Prof. Anderson's process.
The finest whole grains are made wholly
digestible.
Every food cell is blasted.
There are, of course, other whole-grain foods. But not with each

Not with every atom fitted to digest.
cell exploded.
In Puffed Wheat you are serving an unrobbed wheat.
Puffed Rice
In both of them every element feeds.
is unrobbed rice.
And both
are food confections.
Do you think you are serving such foods as these as often as you should ?
food

The Quaker Qdts Ompany
Sole

Peterborough, Ont.

Makers

imi]

Saskatoon, Sask.

—
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Roing out into the garden for a

GILLETT'S LYE

Good-night,

Oh,

and makes
and
wholesome.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

power

of soap,

sanitary

26 babies poisoned in II slates
natfly some recovtred.

— But
ers
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It states editorially:

babies, and fly poison
other poisons combined

such risks by using only TANGLEFOOT, both dangers are avoided.

Canada by

T

"Symptoms

in

in

of arsenical poi-

soning are very similar to those
of cholera infantum; undoubtedly a number of cases of cholera infantum were
really cases of arsenical poisoning, but death 'if
occurring, was attributed to cholera infantum.
"We repeat, arsenical fly destroying device3
are dangerous and should be abolished.
Health officials should become aroused to prevent further loss of life from their source.

Our Michigan

Legislatui;e, this

last

session,

passed a law regulating the sale of poisonous
papers."

THE O. & W. THUM CO., Walkerville,

of the right thing, or something, any-

me

way, that started
Ont.

me.

prise to

(65)

I

I

tried to right myself^

went with

straight towards
tainly thought I

cool waters of

Wild, Unspoiled Lakes and Rivers

riads of waterways, with ideal

2000

It offers

is left to me and try to forget
about the rest.
Good-night again. It's a comfort
to be able to talk to you, even at longf

(Ontario)
canoe trips through

was

nose pointing

cerearth.
I
done for but I

what

Give the salmon and speckled trout and gamy black bass
fighting qualities to delight the most ardent angler, making

ALGONQUIN PARK,

my

the

kept on clutching at things with both
my hands and my feet and at the very
last moment it could possibly have
l)een done I found myself coming to a
level, and I landed neatly on the very
spot selected for the W'ind-up.
"I guess you think I'm a colossal
idiot, Angela, to go into this thing I
know so little about but I had my
difficulties getting into anything and
I like flying and think I shall pick up
the mechanics of the thing very soon."
I'm the idiot, I realize now. Glad.
However, we'll say no more about that
for, having made such a goose of myself I'll have to do the best I can with

of Fishing Thrills

A Vacation Territory to Dream About.

down, but on a

perpendicular line which was a sur-

but on

A Sportsman's Paradise where the

.

and couldn't find what to do to get
down. My chances of touching earth
again began to grow- quite visionary
and I meditated tying onto a comet's
tail and getting a tow in the right
direction.
But suddenly I got hold

fly

American Address: Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Land

was

metaphors.
Bobbie had just written to say that
he had passed the test and was leaving
at once for France.
"The machine was a new one to me,"
he said, "and I had no chance to try
anything before I started so I began
by cautiously working with levers and
pedals.
Soon I was going up and up

The Journal of
the Michigan State
Medical Society re-

ports 26 cases of arsenical
poisoning from fly destroyers in 1915 in only 11
states; in 1914 there were
46 cases in 14 states.

homes where careful mothhave protected their babies from

Made

I

V

many
all

Later.
just as

point like a bit of thistle-down."
In my relief I could have hugged the
man for his enthusiastic mixture of

babies.

more than

my dear,

ground brought his machine to an
angle and glided onto the finishing-

T

kill

dear,

Save the Babies
Catch the disease
carrying fly that
strays into your
home with safe, efficient,
non-poisonous TA NGLE¥00 T; not arsenic poison
in an open saucer set within reach of the baby, or a
can from which a poisoned
wick protrudes, sweetened
to attract both flies and
Flies

my

passing through the main hall a man
came to the door with a note for me.
It
was Bobbie's batman. He had
brought me messages before and when
I
saw him my heart leaped into my
mouth. He looked excited and evidently could not keep from talking.
"Oh, miss," he said, "Mr. Willard
made a wonderful flight. Ever>'bo<ly's
talking about it. The like was never
seen before.
He shot to earth like an
arrow and only a few yards from the

not only softens the
water but doubles the cleans
It

everything

(.la<l.

A.\GK1,A.

HAS NO EQ UAL

ing

liiilc

while.

my

distance like this.

camping grounds among forests of pines and balsams

ANGELA.

Feet Above the Sea

Fine accommodations for those who love the social side of resort life can be had at Highland
Inn at Algonquin Park Station, or in the novel and comfortable Log Camps Nommigan and Minnesmg.

—

Editor's Note How Bobbie served
country in France, and how the
V. A. D. did her bit also, are told in
"More Letters of a V. A. D." in theJuly issue.
his

Handsomely illustrated advertising matter and full information supplied free on application
C. E. Homing, Union Station, Toronto, or J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.
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"
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Strange Oaths
Continued from page 78.

German but

in

blotted the gutturals

with soft Tyrolese accents.
"Perhaps you're right;

mind

——

Work around your car as
much as you have to,

I've a

still

''Hi, there !" this was another vpice
elhng Prussian from the farther bank,
"is the water very deep hereabouts
too deep for the nags to wade ?"

rainy days or not. There's

—

\

plenty of elbow-room, as
well as light and air in

to their bellies," one of
(he Austrians answered quickly.

"About up

—

A horse splashed in the water then
another tlien another then a whole
lierd of them.
A band of cavalry was
returning from the fray. The waves
Kurgled around them as the animals
dashed, spurred on by the bite of the
chill, across the pool; grunting angrily
as they came; the troopers urging them
forward with hoarse oaths. The river
swept in wild gyrations and the boat,
lifted as by an assault, rushed with one
scared bound into the onward sweeping
of the flood.
Vincent was saved.

—

—

'PERFECT
ALL-METAL
Neat and compact, yet spacious
enough to give room around any
car.
Beautify your home grounds.
Made of sheet metal and steel frame
nothing to burn or decay. Comes in
complete with all hardware.
Portable and easily erected. A garage
of real convenience and lasting beauty. As
low in price as a good garage can be made.
Write now for the Perfect Garage Booklet C

craft dangled along, fussing with
the stream, sticking a provoking nose
into the muddy banks, grabbing at
each snag in the course to hang and
')tter

moment

after

moment.

W

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED
Executive Office and Factories: Oshawa, Ont.
Br.nche.
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At

cry turn were the cries of German
soldiers, laughing, cursing, calling to
each other across the dusk, ordered
into quiet by their imperative young
ofificers.
Then the boat snuggled up
to the bank, dropped into a side-eddy,
made up its mind that the berth was a
V

Jtjtl'.
"*"

sections

(E.l.bl,.hcd 1861)

jITOR half-&n-hour longer the tiny

f^arrnr^/'
»j;«'Z"Q^

\

—

The Autocrat of
of the

Tea Table, and,

Table, too,

good one and stopped short.
Rupert slid his eyes out into the
dark and faced a group of gray-clad
forms gathered around a torch on the
bank. He snuggled back again with
a jerk. The soldiers caught sight of
his craft.

in

the Breakfast Table

thousands

of

homes,

Dinner-

of the

is

BLUE RIBBON

—

"Holloa," cried one, " hay !"
"Hay," an.swered a harsh voice from
the dark beyond, "you'd best secure it."
The first man at least Rupert
gues.sed he must be the first man
came
jumping down to the bank and stretched forth an eager hand; he grabbed the
boat;
Rupert felt it quiver beneath
the jostle of his hand.
Then came a
pulling and yanking above his very

—

—

"Fooled again,"
It's

soldier

Because Blue Ribbon Tea is a delightful beverage— healthful—mildly stimulating
pure as the Western breezes— and almost as cheap.
Drink Blue Ribbon Tea for your health's sake.
Buy it for your pocket's sake.
And note the new package—a perfect protection against the enemies of good
tea— dust and moisture.

—

A money-back guarantee
each packet.

face.

irman

And why ?

the

voice

of

the

was merry and hearty

straw."

—

"All right
leave her alone."
the man did not leave the boat
Alone. Go along to fool the Frenchies,"
he jeered, and pushed the prow with
lisgusted foot.
After that the stream widened with
ic incoming of another mite of a river
iid
the boat, sedately taking the
centre, budged on and on.
After a
longer time the pop-pop-pop of the
sting shells grew near until the

(But

ry TU:^
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Putting up

meadow hay

in

tha Nechako Valley

Stock thrive! on the

Farming Opportunities

Come

in

to the Rich,

rich

grassei In the Nechako Valloy

Columbia

British

Sunny Mild
,

NECHAKO VALLEY
on the Main Line of the Grand Trunk Pacific
Board of Trade, which has nothing to sell,
give you reliable, disinterested, free infornnation.

Let

this

EARN

about the wonderful opportunities for farming and
stock raising in the fertile Nechako Valley, the largest
and richest connected area of agricultural land in British ColumFertile soil.
Mild, bracing climate. The best mixed
bia,
farming country in Western Canada. On the main line of a
transcontinental railroad. Near good, growing towns. Near
schools and churches.

It will bring you big harvest*
land is here, waiting for you.
every year and keep on swelling your bank balance.

Government Department of Lands says: "The Valley of the
Nechako comprises one of the finest areas of land in British
Columbia." Drv Dawson, the well-known Government expert
and investigator, says, "The Nechako Valley is the largest

DO NOT OBLIGATE YOURSELF IN ANY WAY AND
THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.

T

Let this disinterested Board of Trade advise you about the
farming and stock raising opportunities in this rich Valley. Tell
us how much land you want, what experience you have had in
farming, approximately what you are prepared to pay for the
land and what resources you have to put it under crop. YOU

We

will advise you honestly, frankly, whether there is an opportunity for you here and if so, where and why. We will bring
you and the land together.

the whole

connected area of lands susceptible to cultivation in
Province of British Columbia."
The
Here is independence and health calling to you
Nechako Valley needs settlers. In our own immediate neighborhood are many thousands of acres of good, fertile, well located
land which you can buy at a very low price.
This Board of Trade does not deal in land nor anything
else.
It only wants to bring you and the land together.
The

If you have slaved in a more rigorous winter climate, away
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racket of them deafened the boy under
his hay, while the flash of their going
blinked again and again across his
eyes; evidently the belligerents could
not cease from the habit of firing even
when night made it ineffective. The
flashes grew clearer, the roar grew
louder; for a half-hour it was deafening
then it mellowed away into a
dimming distance. Rupert knew that
he had passed inside the French lines
at the point where the little river bends
to sweep Westward towards the Loire.

—

Twice a Day
For Half
SOMEONE

has to attend to the Furnace

the straw to the right
he sat up.
Before him an orange glow smudged
across the horizon.
Leading from it
and towards it a faint length of lights
marked out the highroad, clustering
close they marked the bridge across
the stream. The smudge was Epernay.
Behind him the battle, easing from its
furore, flared and died, flared and died,
left

waves

like

upon

a

beach, regular,
rhythmic; its noise swung in beats to its
flashes, each roar a dozen seconds behind its flash.
Underneath him the
water still bellowed, but softly, the
yell of it deadened by the deeper cur-

The boy

rent.

sat up in his boat,
hands together tightly,
breathing hard. In a moment he had
dug Vincent from beneath the covering
and, pulling his head with one swift

claspmg

his

movement across his knees, crooned
over him with bent face. Remembermg the German he stooped closer and
kissed the lips of the lad; then blushed
at himself in

the darkness. All the
him revolted against
the moment's gush of sentiment.
It
was very lonely, almost quiet, in that
mterval between the thunders of the
war and he leaned back into the straw,
cuddling his brother's body up to him,
thinking, thinking.

Anglo-Saxon

JL

f

in

He knew what he had
was an honorable man.
young.

The youth

in

to

do—he

But he was
him clamored

for life.
He was glad to fling all he
had down before the woman he adored
but but he wondered if she would

—

—ever understand.

ever know
ed to go to

He achher— to say "I'm doing it for

—

that he should never see it again, a
long sob strangled in his throat. A
lad of another nation would have
let
the sob come out, the Canadian tried
to turn it into a snigger of
amusement
at

his

loss
I

m

of

own

"girlishness."

blood,"

softer

he
than a

"It's the
a.ssured him.self,
rag, I'm punk."

not,

if

the
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venience in
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would never know. The night
seemed full of her, of her beauty, her
softness, her unselfish devotion;
he
stretched out his hand to touch her
face it was so near.
When he realized
how far away that face had gone, so far
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He
lit

smiled grimly back at the flamenight.

silence

Above him, suddenly because he had
forgotten it, something humped itself
across the water.
It was crowned by
knots of lamps. The fear of the Zeppelin had not yet come upon the land.
At the Epernay end of the bridge a
group of shadows chattered softly.

Rupert called at them.
in

"Who's there

?" a voice responded

French.
"An English

officer

escaped

from

battle."

There was a rush of feet, a chorus of
congratulating voices, white hands
stretched out through the dusk. One
man offered the hilt of a sword and
pulled the boat to the bank.

'T'HE hour

of noon was just tolling
from the belfry of the village on
the hill when the four officers stopped
their automobile at a spot opposite
that from which young Hughes had
made his escape. Rupert descended,

leaving the other men in
The aid-de-camp handed him

THE PIERSON
NOBBY

WeU

"Mr. Hughes/' said the major, "I
have given my consent to this piece of
Quixotism because your conscience
tells you it is imperative; but I still am
unpersuadcd that it is your duty to

Rather

That's what puts the

yourself up.
You broke
your parole, it is true, and that was a
dishonorable thing even under the
circumstances dishonorable; but now
that you are safely within the English
lines the only sensible course is
to

surrender
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"Perhaps when they learn why
the aid-de-camp rushed to the rescue.
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The Major roughed him down," It
means death. If a German has a soul;
it's tied up with red tape, sealed with
red wax, and stamped.
Red tape
knows no mercy." His eyes grew
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r

think,"

"that

murmured the Captain
when a chap really hits

the right thing, don't you know, he
doesn't mind death."
His eyes lit
with a subtle glow and Rupert, gazing
at him, flushed with the thrill of response.
The aid-de-camp laughed boyishly,
nervously. "I say, Hughes," he cried,
"I always thought you the plug ugliest
but somefellow in the mess but
how you're no end handsome just now."

— —

The boy turned hastily away and
stepped outward towards the trenches
Then he turned shortof the enemy.

RUBBER8TAMP8
Any
Any Purpose
Kind Ror

WALTER

E.

36 Temperance

St.

—

—

shouted the Captain after him.
Ru[)ert .sent him back a smile.
He walked quietly along, his face
towards the far encampment. After a
while a group of soldiers with an officer
in command appeareed on the rim of
the German trenches, advancing to
meet him; but 4n a moment the officer
stepped in front of the rest and ran
swiftly before the others.
As he ran he
waved Rupert back back back. His
gestures were passionate.
His arms
throbbed entreaties. Rupert recognized his pretty blond face and remembered that he "hated not the

—

—

English." The y^ung American turned his head and found that the three
British officers

still

stood,

their

heads

bared to the golden day.

He saluted gravely; they gravely
responded.
Then Rupert Hughes
fronted around and walked briskly on
to meet the Germans.

flag, silently.

?

Fashion -Craft

It's

they

chorused. There was a
and the Captain spoke haltingly, shyly, gawky at saying a word so
neetled and so kind.
"We will pray for you all of us

bye,"

IRONS
TORONTO

"You will give him the letters
ly.
when he's strong enough," he said,
"and now good-bye."
The three men in the machine arose

—

and took off their caps, standing bareheaded to the glittering sun. "Good-

The Son

of the Otter

Continued from page 103.
sleep,

again.

and that he would never see her
A bad fit of coughing came on

his chest.
He made the
sign of the cross and lay still, accepting
the terrible blow with the patience and
resignation of his people.
Mititesh had hurried to him and sat
near, on a rough bench.
She took his
thin hand in her own, dry-eyed, in

and racked

silence,

quite

overwhelmed

by

the

knowledge, that had come to her quite
suddenly, that a further change in her
life must take place.
Another payment of the heavy toll exacted by the
great North upon its people was being
made. She had hoped, during the
journey, that some of the strength that
was returning to her own limbs would
also come back to her father; that he
would be better, as he had always

promised he would.
But soon the other men were at
work, skinning, stretching pelts, busily
engaged with various duties, for the
passing away of one man cannot be
pennitted to delay the toil of others.
The only difference was that Paul forbore tohum or whistle some merry tune.
After a long time Jean Caron closed
Then
his eyes and appeared to sleep.
Mititesh arose and looked about her.
From her earliest childhood she had
always labored to help. She did not
feel tired now, and began to look over
the garments that hung from pegs in
the walls, and mended some rents in
them. Also she darned holes in huge
socks and scrubbed the meager outfit
of pots and pans till they shone again.
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But conusing ashes from the stove.
stantly she interrupted her work to
attend to the wants of the sick man, to

whom

she
ministered with
patience during the day, and even in
the long night that finally came on.
But the next day, very early, as the
last stars were going out, a long time
before the rising of the sun, Ahteck
spoke.
"We will have to go," he said. "Thou
knowest that the traps must be looked
Paul
over.
It will take me two days.
If I
also is going, but another way.
can do so I will return to-morrow night,
but the journey is long, I cannot tell.
Then on the next day I will turn to the
south again, I think, and go to look
over your line. It will take all of four
days. Here is where the tea is kept,
but thou knowest. Here is also the
flour and the salt, and there is fat melt-

ed

in this kettle.

loving

Thou knowest where

the sugar is. There is not very much
but take of it according to thy needs,
for thy father says the sugared water
helps his cough."
The two young men went over to the
sick man's bunk and pressed his hand,
gently. After this they stepped out of
the shack and began to tie on their
snowshoes, with the utmost care. Mititesh watched them from the door sill,
looking wistfully at their preparations.

Their guns were in their hands and
their packs upon their backs, and they
were about to start when Ahteck, looking at her, saw the sad little face.
He
took a step towards her, remembering
the younger children of his mother, and,
bending down, gave her a kiss.
"It is the white man's way of departing," he said.
"It is good," she answered in a low
voice.
"I would stay with thee if I could,"
he told her, "but thou knowest I cannot.
I will return as soon as I am able.'

Indeed she knew it well. During all
her life she had waited. The women
were always waiting and hoping, and
very often all their hopes were in vain.
This waiting was the very hardest part
of a woman's work, and now her share
of it would be very great.
She dreaded
the long time that must elapse before
Ahteck's return, and and the evil

—

things that might happen before he
could come back things over which
one could have no control. But of
course she would wait, patiently, dog-

—

!

j
I

j

I

gedly, long-sufferingly, with the marvelous endurance of her sex, with the
firm trustfulness of her childhood, with
the brave calmness of her race, and

would pray.
After the men had finally disappearin the long shadows cast by the rising sun the short hours of daylight
dragged themselves along, very slowly.
By four o'clock it was nearly dark and
it had begun to snow again,
but the

ed
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cold had somewhat abated.
There was a small provision of candles, but Mititesh knew that they were
very valuable things, always to be used
terrible

sparingly.
From time
opened the door of the

to
little

time

Prize, Panama-Pacific

Exposition,

stove, to

in

Grand

Prize, Panama-Cali-

fornia Exposition,

San

Diego, 1915

up the shack, casting strange
shadows of hanging pelts upon the
walls, distorting things into uncanny
light

DRINK

forms.

was indeed a weird night that
Mititesh spent, one that would surely
have tried beyond the breaking point

San Fran-

cisco, 1915

she

another stick of wood, and
for some moments a red glow would

throw

Grand

It

the vital forces of a child nurtured
under less harsh surroundings. But
the scratching of wood mice did not
afTect her at all, nor did the hooting of
an owl that stationed itself upon a tree
near at hand. She was not startled by
a sudden shrill cry that may have been
uttered I)y a hare pounced upon, as
he lay in the warm form he had trodden
down under frost-covered bushes, liy
the snowy-feathered robber of the
night.
These were all familiar things,
to which she had long been inured.
That which tried her soul was the constantly recurring cough of her father,
his quiet though patient complaints,
his efforts, in the darkness, to mutter a
part of the prayers for the dead, heard
many times in the little church on the
hill at Pointe Bleue.
It was for the
soul of his wife that he was praying,
but to the child it seemed as if he was
imploring for the safety of his own,
that was about to start for the long
journey, and it harrowed her little
mind. Through the blackness of the
long hours she scarcely slept at all,
attending to all his wants. From time
to

time he

stirred,

restlessly,
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calling

often for the hot sugared water or asking for the strong tea he longed for
exceedingly, as all Indians do, whether
hale or ill.
She kept the little kettle simmering
upon the stove, adding more water as
the need arose, for the Indian wants his
tea boiled that the last atom of virtue
may be extracted from his scanty store
of leaves.
The awful, black stuff,
bitter as gall, seemed to relieve his
cough for some minutes at a time.
Once there was a blessed rest, when he
fell asleep for about an hour, holding
one of her little hands until the clammy
coldness gradually chilled her so that
at last her teeth were chattering.
The new day came, and went by,
and things were not quite so bad, becau.se she was able to find things to do,
and busy fingers, at intervals, lessened
the keenness of the thoughts that
assailed her.
Also there was a bare
chance that Ahteck would return. He

Dennisteel Library Stacks

had promised to do his best. It would
be so good to have him in the shack,

Fire proof.

during another night, even if he slept
through it. His mere presence would
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to

and

to
realized

somewhat misled her. He had hardly
spoken more tlian a few words at a
time since he had realized that his wife
was no more, but now he looked better
and spoke at some length.
"It has been a very bad year, little
Mititesh," he said. "And now is the
end of the year. Thy mother has gone
from us. She sleeps in the great wood
by the river, and it is well, for these
two men will bury her in good time.
Soon I will also sleep the long sleep,

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRmAY
All

was something

greater than all others not only in
stature hut also in kindness. To her
he was the man who had saved her,
who had given her little presents, who
had at times brightened the gloom of
her little life, while to him she had only
been a child, pretty and gentle, to
whom any one would have been glad
to show friendship and kindliness.
During the afternoon she went out
the wood
for another provision of
which the trappers had accumulated in
an immense pile near the shade, and
returned to find that, for the first time,
her father was sitting up on the bunk.
She thought that he was breathing
more easily, and doubtless the deep
red spots over his cheek-bones gave
him a deceptive look of health that

Between

all

It

The man never

that for some years the child had looked
upon him as a sort of brother, as one
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good man, Paul is also a ver>' good
man, but Ahteck is wiser and much
stronger.
Do thou whatever Ahteck
says.
At the breaking up of the ice
he will take thee back to Pointe Bleue.
There the good sisters will take care
of thee in the big house that is at
Roberval, and the fathers also, as they
do for the children of those who die too
soon, and of the parents that are left
behind in the great woods. They are
good people."
Mititesh nodded a sorrowful assent;
she could not find any words then.
"My gun has been saved," he con"It is worth but very little.
tinued.
The trapping line belongs to thee, with
That
all the traps that are out on it.
is all, but for the little house at Pointe
Bleue, All other things are gone, but
the canoe that is cached in the woods.
I was thinking to make a
It is old.
new one, but it will never be,"
There was an inter\-al of silence.
The child was weeping silently.
"I am very- weary now," he resumed.
I
"It is a sign that the end is near.
love thee much, little Mititesh. This
name was given thee because, on the
day of thy birth, I found a fine pearl in
the mussels of the Aleck River. Thou
art very young to be left alone so soon,
and I am sad because I cannot bring
thee back to Pointe Bleue myself, in
safety, as in other years.

I

am

sorry
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to leave thee, but big Ahteck of Grand
Lac will take care of thee, for he has

made me

After this having settled all matters,
Jean Caron lay down again, quietly,
for he had given up the struggle, and
when an Indian does this his life remains but a short time in his Ijody.
There was a curious look of contenthis thin face, as if all his
cares had suddenly been swept away.
He had always done his best and, his
task once finished, he could peacefully

ment upon

await the end. The call of another
world had sounded in his ears, and he
was responding.
With the going down of the sun the
snow stopped falling. The men, however, had not come, and Mititesh began
to resign herself to the drear misery of
another long and weary night. She
began to cook herself a little supper,
listening keenly all the time and often
It was
turning to look at her father.
when she had gone down on her knees,
and was finishing her evening prayer,
that she arose excitedly. She distinctly
heard a voice in the distance.
It was Paul Barotte, the ever-cheerful one, within whose veins a little
French blood probably ran. He was
plodding home in the beginning dusk

and singing:
"Nous
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threw his
"Bonne chance !" he exclaimed. "I

In a few

Assisted

DIAMONDS

"Jaeger Pure Wool " Garments can be

Grand Nord

Les canots ont une bonne charge
Les voyageurs sont tous a bord
Pousse les gars, pousse bien au large!"

of Cuticura Ointment.

GENUINE

a promise."

I

it

is

and

very quiet now,
the last. He did not

His sleep
fear

Original

is

Only

awake at thy coming !"
She began at once to prepare more
food for Paul, who was pulling off his
shoepacks and changing his stockings.
There was smoked moose-meat and

Genuine
Beware

great pancakes, which he wolfed down
with his scalding tea.
And then, an hour later, Ahteck also

of
Imitations

arrived, very weary but smiling, for he
also had found some good fur in his
traps.
"It has been a good day's work, he
"The fisher is a fine pelt and the
said.

Sold

on the

,

I have been
pair of martens is good.
walking very fast. It has been hard,
in the last two hours, in the darkness

with the new snow."

The girl knew as well as if he had
carefully explained everything that he
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of
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For Big and Little Cleaning Jobs
Once a broom and dustpan were considered efcleaners;
now they are obsolete.
with modern tools to combat
dangerous disease carrying dust and dirt
ficient carpet

Equip yourself

—

BISSELLS VACCUM SWEEPER and CARPET
SWEEPER.

Usethe dustless Vacuum Sweeper for the regular
general cleaning— that extracts all dust and confines it in the patented dust bag that comes out in
one piece with the nozzle, emptying from the rear.
Sweep every day with the carpet sweeper use
up
it to gather up scraps and litter; to brush
crumbs after meals.
Easy? Try it BISSELL'S stands for quick,
comfortable, efficient cleaning.
ViicuuiiiSweeptTB »y.oO and $11,50. "Cyco" Ball Bearing

—

tiwrt^i^-re »3.tMi

Western Provinces,
Sold

t'y

to »(,50.
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'lealerB cveryMiierf.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
I^rgt-st and Oldest Exclusive Manufartiirers of
Carpit Sweeping lii-vJces in the World

Dept. 202, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Pellets in the charge get
in the killing circle

home

every time

when you use a

Greener

Gun

This means a "bigger bag"
"clean

of

The Greener

kills."

been
imitated since 1870 but never
equalled all Greener Guns are
system- of choke-boring has

—

hard

hitters

and they

and

make

far shooters

ideal

Duck

guns.

Send for particulars of slock with catalogue C. M.2. and free booklet.

W. W. GREENER,
101 Windsor Arcade Buildings,
St. Catherine Street, W.,

fr

fa.

in

478A

MONTREAL,

V.

P. Q.

camp

She wondered that the

two men had not lost their way in the
dark, in which no marks of trail could
be seen. Most other rhen would have
camped at night-fall, wherever they
chanced to find themselves. She knew
that each of them had traveled some
fifty miles in the two days, bearing
packs, stopping often to dear drifted
snow from traps, to take out fur, to replace the bait stolen by the smaller
rodents of the woods, to set the springs
again.
Each time they had lifted the
packs again to their backs and hurried
on, noting tracks, watchful of everything, for it was always possible that
big game might be ahead, that would
mean meat and the saving of provisions.
She knew that they had done
this chiefly for her sake,
quietly,
naturally, out of the simple goodness of
their hearts, to spare her the desolation
of anfether lonely night.
"You are very good," she said, gratefully.
"Indeed it was kind of you to
hasten back."

To

be continued.

Why
Don't

You Try It?

Why

not try a bottle of 0-Ccdar
Polish yourself and be convinced ?

A

How Canada Produces Your
Loaf of Bread

25c bottle, used according to
our directions, will show you
what truly wonderful results can
be obtained.

Continued from page 112.

—

C.'irpet

toiled terribly to reach

night.
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the face of apparent chaos it was evident that ordered efficiency prevailed,
but my chief impression was one of a
game of "Follow Your Leader" upstairs, down ladders, along low and constricted passages, around beams or

other obstacles, past silently whirring
machinery, while the clouds of dust
continuously rose and as continuously
settled, and the stream of grain moved
•

ceaselessly under perfect control.
The elevator has a track capacity of
thirty cars, and, if necessary, 600 cars

dould be unloaded and 6,600 bushels of
wheat elevated, weighed and binned in
one day of two shifts. The grain is
taken in hoppers from the cars to the
top of the building, where it is weighed
and distributed into the respective bins.

When

\>^

—

in

Canada)

dusts, deans and polishes at the one
operation.
It is not a veneer to cover
up dirt and scum. It removes the dirt
and restores the original beauty of the
wood. It leaves a hard, dry lustre that
is not sticky or dust collecting, and it
requires little rubbing to obtain the
desired result— the 0-Cedar result.

From your

dealer, 2Sc to $3.00.

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO. LTD.
TORONTO, CANADA.

NEW

$3.00

transferring

grain to a lake
steamer, it is taken from the bottom of
the bin, elevated to the top, weighed,
conveyed to a shipping bin and, from
there, "spouted" into the hold by
shipping legs. There are five of these
legs apiece in two working houses, each
leg having a capacity of from 8,000 to
10,000 bushels per hour so that, under
ideal conditions, 100,000 bushels of
grain could he unloaded from this
elevator every hour.
Tremendous-*- even impossible
as
they may seem to the man in the street,
my figures are all facts, and as, such,
give an interesting insight into all the
varied efforts and all the invested
capital hidden behind so ordinary an
occurrence as the delivery of a five-cent
loaf of bread.

^^Polisk

(Made

AUTOMATIC ADDER

A
-•

A!.soliitfllyao.iirati-,qiiiikiyand easily
oiHTated, durably made.
AM im^tal
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experience
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Write lo-day for full particulars. Address,
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"THEY'RE SIMPLY DELICIOUS"
"I wouldn't cook on an old fashioned
such excoal stove again— not when I get
Perfection
cellent results from the
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Oil Cookstove."
Fresh air baking in the New Perfecloaves
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centreperfect
makes
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makes delicious
of
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m

cake.

Perfection gives all the perheat of a gas
fect regulation and control of
than either
range, and is less expensive

The New

coal or wood.

—

—

no ashes. Clean,
no soot
efficient.
economical,
convenient,
From five to ten cents per day is the fuel
cost for the average family.
with or
In I, 2, 3 and 4 burner sizes
without cabinet top.
department
At hardware, furniture and
stores everywhere.
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School of Domestic Science of the University of
Toronto, has written a series of articles dealing

TAS Canada a Future as a manufacturing country ?
Can she compete in the markets of the

T

In
with the scientific problems of the kitchen.
first article. The Chemistry of Canning, Miss
McMurchie lets her readers into some of the

world with her manufactories ? In what condition
will she find herself when peace has been declared?
Writing to the general subject of The Manufacturing Future of Canada one of our closest students

her

secrets of the laboratory,

economic conditions in the Dominion will point
out in the August issue of CANADA MONTHLY

and
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Canada Monthly's

School and College
Directory

want

^oulton Colle^
ForGirfeO
A'aaeiiiif

MISS
34

BLOOK

ST.

H.

KLLI8. B.A..

Paed., Prilidpjil.

I).

E.,

Woodstock

Colle<5e

Scot
then

ForBoj
A. T.

MACNEIL.

B.A..

!"

he exclaimed;

You

?

"it's really true,

barbers can't work pro-

perly unless you talk ?"
"I don't know," said the man in the
apron, cjuietly, "you must ask the
barber.
I'm
He'll be in presently;
the glazier from next door !"

Teaches uianly individuality in boyw and ytmng men
pj-.-piires for <omniereial and professional life.
IntelK-etual. pliysirHl and manual training farilitie«
iinexcelled
Large campus, beautiful, high I.).;ation. Rcjoens
N-ptember 12th. Special course for Farmers' aom No"'emlter to
M;ircli.
Wrlt« for 5!»th Annual Calendar.

fei

man

"No talk, I tell you !" shouted the
big man.
"Just a plain hair-cut. I've
read all the papers, and don't want
any news. Start right away, now !"
The man in the apron obeyed. When
he had finished, the man who knew
ever>'thing ro.se from the chair and
surveyed himself in the glass. "Great

Oepartiu^nt of M'LM*ster University.
Msitriciilation
anil English Courses.
Senior and .Iiiniur SchoolH. Finely miiiipixni niiiHir
and art .i.^partnit'nts.
Kxceptional op^Mjrt unities, with a d.'lightlul lion
Fee« moderat*;. Rt'opens September 2f>tli. Write for Calendar.
All

my

hair cut, and no talk !"
as he wallced into the
barber's shop and sat down.
" commenced the man in
"The
the apron.
"1

said a big

Principal.

Woodstock. Out.

In order to impress upon his congregation the length of eternity, a
colored preacher used the following
illustration:

"If a sparrow, breddern, should take
drop of water from the Atlantic
ocean at Coney Island, and with this
drop of water in its beak should hop a
hop a day until it reached the Pacific

a

(^BUt^t^Jlnci^ (Eoronlo
FORTY. NINTH YEAR
A Church Rasldential and Day Sehaal F*r

New Buildincs— Beautiful
playinK

Girls.

ocean at San Franciso, and when it
got there should let the drop fall into
the Pacific, and when this was done
should turn around and hop a hop a

healthy rituation with 7 acres of

fields.

Junior School to Matriculntion Conne.
Painting.
Music
Household Science
RtU. The lard lislnf (I Tamt*.
Prui^eal. Tha

MU

Priacifil.

Miss Walsh. M.«. (laMia).

day all the way back to Coney Island
and get another drop and do the same
thing until it had carried the whole

Wct-Priaciaal. Miss Natiaa. M.l. (Trinity Cahn).
iaa< Mistress. Juniar School. Miss H. M. V. Rasseter (Ki|hcr
Cartificata Nitiaaal FrscbtlUnian), lata al Ckeltaahaa Ladies' Callata.

FOK OALINDAB APTLT TO TBS BUBSAB

Atlantic ocean over into the Pacific,
it would then only be early moring in
eternitv!"

AVERGAL LADIES COLLEGE
PRINCIPAL

KNOX

MISS

Main School, 354 Jarvis Street

An

HONOR MATRICULATION— HAVERGAL DIPLOMA
Coverley House,

370

51 St. Clair Avenue West
JUNIOR BO.^RDING AND DAY SCHOOL

Havergal-on-theHill,

Qliirnnta
WUI^UIIUl

St.

W.

^°^ boys

Thorough

fields.

REV. D.

instruction.
Excellent situation.

ffianaba
\ll-a«aW«

Large playing

BRUCE MACDONALD,

Calendar sent on application.

o''

re-

and
and

emphasis.
"Here,

UPPER AND LOWER SCHOOLS

Careful oversight.

a squad

calling tlie names,
replies came from Jones

—

DOMESTIC SCIENCE SCHOOL AND GYMNASTIC
TEACHERS' TRAINING COURSE

278 Bloor

drilling

was

prompt
Smith and Robinson.
The next name was Montaig at
least, that was how the officer pronounced it.
There was no reply.
"Montaig," repeated the officer with

Jarvis Street

Preparatory School and Kindergarten,

officer

cruits

M.A.. LL.D.
Headmaster

sir," came the half-hearted
reply from the rear rank.
"'\\Tiy didn't you answer at once ?"
said tlie man in charge.
"My name is Montague," said the

recruit.

"Is

it

?" replied the officer.

you do seven days' fatigew."

"Well,

CANADA MONTHLY
^fouiut'j

iiVri', r

ICfOf p.\
Hon. Principal. - Miss M. T. Scorr
Principal. Miss Edith M. Read, M. A.
Preparation for the Univeraity Md for Examinationa
Dep«-tmenta.
in Music, Art and Domestic Science
Thoroughly efficient staff. Larte playSrounds. OutHealthful
door Games— Tennis. Basketball. Rink.
locality.

A

renowned

scientist

PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR DAY

who had been

Autumn Term

exploring returned to England bringing with him various animals which
lie intended to present to the Zoological
Ciardens.
He was most particular to
see that they were well looked after
on board, and was so attached to them
that when one of the laughing hyenas
was found dead one morning the
captain, to whom the occurrence was
at once reported, hardly knew how to
break the news, and eventually entrusted the task to the sailor in whose
special care the animals were, bidding
him break it as gently as possible. '.
"If you please, sir," said the worthy
approaching the bereaved passenger,
"you know them two laughing hyenas
of

will

PUPILS.

begin Sept. Uth.

For Prospectus apply to the Principal.

A

KraiJiruttal an& Sag #rl)ool far (gtrla
Situated Opposite Queen's Park, Bloor St. W.

Every educational facility provided.
Pupils prepared for Honor Matriculation.
Music, Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon
the moral as well as the intellectual, aims at the
development of a true womanhood.
School reopens Tuesday, Sept. 12th, 1916.
JOHN A. PATERSON, K.C., President.
MRS. A. R. GREGORY, Principal.

For Calendar apply

yourn ?"

my man, what about them ?"
"Nothing much, yer honor, only one
"Yes.

of 'em 'asn't got
mornin'!"

much

MAWR

GLEN

to laugh at this

651 SFADINA AVENUE, TORONTO.
Residential and

Mr. F. E. Smith, K.C., tells a story
of a County Court case he was once
engaged in in which the plaintiff's son,
a lad of eight years, was to appear as a
witness.
When the youngster entered
the box he wore boots several sizes too
large, a hat that almost hid his face,
long trousers rolled up so that the
baggy knees were at his ankles, and,
to complete the picture, a swallow-tail
coat that had to be held up to keep it
from sweeping the floor.
This ludicrous picture was too much for the
Court, but the Judge, between his
spasms of laughter, managed to ask the

boy

his reason for appearing in such
With wondering look, the lad
fished in an inner pocket and hauled

garb.

the summons from it, pointing out a
sentence as he did so.
"To appear in
his father's suit," it read.

Day School for Girls

Principal— Miss
Suuffssor

t<i

STUART

J. J.
Misa Veals.

Classioiil Tripos, CaitibrUHie University. England.
Liirge well-veiitiliiteti house, pleasantly situated.
Highly «inftliftcd Staff of Canadian and European
teachers. The Curriculum shows close touch with
modern thought and education. Preparation for

Spei-ial attention
matriculation examinations.
given to individual netds. Outdoor games.

New

Prospe.-tus from

Scho'il re-opens

ST.

MISS STUART.

September

14th.

MARGARET'S COLLEGE

TORONTO
AND
DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
A RESIDENTIAL
(Fouaded by the

late

George Dicluoo. M.A., Former Principal of Upper Canada College, and Mra. Dickson).

ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First Year Work.
MUSIC, ART. DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Cricket, Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey,

Swimming Bath.

School Re-opens September 12th,

1916

Write for Prospectus.

He had

told her, of course, that

he

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON, PRESIDENT,

MISS

J.

E.

MACOONALD,

B.A., Principal

was heir to a dukedom, and whether
it was true or not, there is no doubt
that she regarded him as the quintessence of politeness. They had a

COLLEGE
LADIES'
ONTARIO
AND
AND CONSERVATORY

meal at a smart restaurant one night,
and she was favoring a bosom friend

Send your dauylit(>r here in 'nitrr thut she may take up tlio duties of lifr wc:ll equipped infellcctually. pliysii_ally. spiritually
and Koclally.
Thf College In situated In 100 a<;rrs of grounds, in one of Canada's most healthful tcwn.H. only 30 miles from Toronto. Every
physlral advantage Is olVei-ed, iiotahly tjy a UTge gymnasium and exi-cUent swimming pool.

with the details next day.
"Yes, 'e took me off ter supper at a

College reopens Sept. 12th.

r«r Calendar, write

reg'ler swell rest'rant last night."

"They

tell

me

'e's

real

"Rarver
art into

'is

!

"Gray Nuns"

When

'e

poured

saucer ter cool

it,

'is

'e

coffee

didn't

blow it, like some common people
would; but fanned it with 'is hat."

to

RE V. F.

L.

FAREWELL.

B.A., Principal
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refined ?"

said the friend.

ART, WHITBY. ONTARIO

OF MUSIC

RIDEAU
Complete course
Matriculation Class.

ST.,

Woodstock Business College

OTTAWA

English and Frencli, also
Special attention to music.

Are Always

in
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in

Autumn term commences

Sept. 5th.

Circulars sent on application to

Lady

Superior.

M.
Woodstock, Ont
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,

BROPHY,

Canada.

Principal.
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SHAW'S
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Toronto, Canada

(Ontario

S^^rlm,

Arc iirepiring young
men and women fo.- Business Positions
and sending them out to earn good
salaries.
Tiierc are no vacations and you

Department.

Excellent Business College

Excellent High School Department.

may

begin a course of training any lime.
Free Catalogue on request.
W. H. SHAW. President,
397 Yon^e Street, Toronto.

Excellent College or .^rts Department.

New

Buildings with Latest

Hygienic Equipments
largest Gymnasium in Canada.
Running Track, Swimming Pool, Shower
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booklet of iuNtructions
from Chief Totem.

Street or R. F.
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No.

Iv

C.

Age

Town

and educati(jn, expressing
thankfulness that he had never been
corriii)ted by contact wit]\ a college.
After proceeding for a few minutes
the bishop interrupte<l with the quesuni\ersities

tion:
i"r3o I understand that Mr. X
thankful for his ignorance ?"
"Well, yes," was the answer: "xou
can put it that way if you like."
"Well, all I have to' say," said the
prelate, in sweet and musical tones,
"all I have to say is that Mr.
has jnuch to be thankful for."

X

at once.
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Kach active agent for our papers in appointed a Lone
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and a booklet of instructions in this great organization free. Just fill out the blank below
and we will send you a complete agent's outfit. We tell you liow to get customers.
1
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Baths, Theatre.
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The

Of a certain bishoi> tiie following;
anecdote is told:
While presiding over a conference, a
speaker began a tirade against the

M.

.State

The
on

recruit

was having

his first turn

sentrj^ duty.

"Now remember

your salutes," the
"If you see a
lieutenant, wearing one star, slope
arms. For a captain, with two stars,
The major has a
slope arms also.
crown on his straps, and you present
anns. For the colonel, who has stars
and a crown, you present arms and
turn out the guard."
When he was left alone the recruit
went over these orders again and again.
Suddenly his musing was interrupted
by the approach of an officer. This
was a general, and the recruit did not
know what to do for him.
"And which might you be ?" he asked
corporal warned him.

bluntly.

"Fm

the general," replied the officer

affably.

Expense Money for College Students
We

for several young college men and women in various
sections of the Dominion in connection with our Circulation Promotion work.
Our work is of such a nature that young men and women find they can
attend to it very nicely during "after lecture" hours, Saturdays and vacation
periods.
Some of our people have earned all of the money required for their
college expenses in this "part-time" work.
If you are interested in a proposition that would increase your income
during your course in College, write us at once and we will send you full particulars by first mail.

have openings

CANADA MONTHLY
Mail Bldg.,

Circulation

Toronto,

Promotion
Department.

Ontario.

"Sure, now, and are ye ?" exclaimed
"Then
the recruit in consternation.
ye'll

want something

do

I

if

big.

How'd

it

give ye a bayonet exercise ?"

Two

newsboys sat in a theatre gal"Hamlet" was being played.
It was the first time they had seen a
play, and they were quivering with

lery while

excitement.

In

the last scene, after

Hamlet had killed Laertes and the
King, the Queen had died of poison,
and the "moody Dane" of a poisoned
wound, the younger of the two lads
could contain himself no longer. Turning to his chum of the streets, in rapturous tones he said:
"Gosh, Bill, what a time for selling
speshuls !"
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KLEATH'S ALIBI
By Madge Macbeth
Illustrated

by W. B. Timlin

Meadows' was

first and last the most popular
dance hall on a street that boasted little else

wide
THE San Domingo
Tim Meadows,
flung

its

noisy and hospitable

backing a huge, grotesque
shadow, stood at the entrance, an invitation rather
than a hindrance or obstruction in its gaping portals.
Tim's expanse of body and expanse of smile proclaimed
him the living presentment of an ideal Boniface.
Within the fast-filling Dance Hall, component parts of
every nation under the sun were blended by the alchemy
of the Yukon into two classes
miners and girls. From
Iceland to Terra del Fuego men had been lured by giltedged tales to try their hands at dentistry, and had flocked
to pick the teeth of Mother Nature out on the Creeks; and
from Spain to Hawaii girls had heard that the men had
gone and thanks to Tim Meadows, they had followed the
doors.

—

trail to

the Yukon.

Meadows knew

miners; he had been the

first to

bring

Wine and Women into Dawson, and his was first and Uist,
the most popular Dance Hall on a street which boasted of
little else.

Although it was past nine o'clock, the Alaskan night
drew but a grayish cloak and drew it slowly over the
heels of the departing day.
"I could read a noospaper
out here," mu.sed Tim Meadows, "if
had one."

—

—

"real live sheet," which should acquaint the Outside of its
progress.
gotta tell people," said Tim, " that we don't
live in tents ner shacks no more; that we got room an'
welcome fer merchants, an' people's gotta know we run a
Bank. That'll bring 'em."

"We

Whether or not the Bank brought residents is beside
the question.
It brought paper currency and pushed the
picturesque days when a poke of gold was the standard of
exchange into a romantic past.
But the newspaper was a matter of the present, into
which there loomed a tall figure which Tim Meadows
regarded with frank curiosity.
"That's a reel-git-to-thepoint gait," he commented.
"Bet my shirt it's our noo
linotype setter.
Bet two shirts he's some worker."
He rolled cheerily down the street, fat hand extended.
"Howdy, stranger," he called. "What's the good
word from the Outside?"
"Five States in the Union have gone dry," answered
the man solemnly, although there was a twinkle in his
voice,

somewhere.

Tim Meadows'
with a thump which

great laugh clattered about them, as
nearly dislocated his shoulder, Tim led
I.
Christopher Kleath into the San Domingo and up to the bar.
"Drinks on me, gents," roared the proprietor. " Health
l—IIS lack was about to be supplied, for Dawson had laid
an' welcome to the stranger!
Proud to make yous acquaintits idle hundreds on the desk of Weatherby, an exed noo linotype man. Don't anybody tell me that our
Editor from the F^ast, and demanded the publication of a
noospaper ain't goin' to be some rag!"
Copyriiht. 1916. by VANDERHOOF. SCOTT
COMP.ANY. LIMITED. All rights reserved.
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TTHE

crowd which sprung round the
bar like mushrooms in the night,
dispersed with the noise of strong
breaths exhaled and the rasping of
A jerk
sleeves across bearded mouths.
of the finger from Ben Tisdale, the faro
Meadows away and
dealer, called
Kleath was left alone.
Not for long, however. The furious

had swirled about the
room, embracing in its tangled melody
a large variety of beautifully handdecorated ladies and their partners,
came to a deafening end. Most of the
men made an immediate rush upon the
bar, and this left Kleath at the mercy
waltz which

ingly.

"Doctor says I mustn't dance," he
smiled into the calcimined face too near
The other girls laughed at
his own.
Tess' failure.

r^IAMOND

Tooth Lizzie fared no
She was a boldly hand-

some woman

of the Castilian type
insisted that she came from Spain.

her acquaintance with the language of
the Yukon Dance Hall branded her as
coming, much more likely, from the
slums of 'Frisco.
"She's a widder- sod," explained

—

Meadows

to the

new

arrival.

"Gen-u-

Bill
dyed-in-the-wool widder.
Lawson, him as met his death at the
wrong end of a Derringer, bought her
that sparkler she wears beside her
dimple before they wuz married. On
their weddin' tower, he took her to
Cost
'Frisco and got the di'mond set.
him a pile of money, and cost Liz a real
good tooth to make room fer it. Ain't
wimmen crazy? She's well fixed, is
Liz, an' only comes round here onct in a
while because she likes a sight of life an'
is fond of dancin'.
Why don't you
have a go with her?"
Meadows was puzzled. Here was a
fellow who did not care for wine or
women, who would not be lured into
the old
faro, roulette or poker, and yet
fox read men correctly Tim knew he
had met a man!
"Who is the little girl with real
yellow hair?" asked the stranger later.
Meadows followed his glance and his
manner changed.
"That's my darter, Goldie," he said,
ine,

—

—

shortly.

"Some day, if agreeable to her, I
should like to be introduced," returned
Kleath.
Goldie was
Meadows hesitated.
allowed in the San Domingo only because her parent could keep her under
his eye better in the Hall than at home.
A chaperone was hard to find and
Goldie, alone in the cabin, had once
been at the mercy of a drunken miner.

I'll take care
ing short of professional.
to carry my wad in my pocket."

LJE

But

for tooth paste.

better.

—

who

"How about a two-step, friend?"
asked Tiny Tess, slipping her arm beneath his and smiling at him like an ad.

enough."
"He's too damned smart for my
"Seems powerliking," snarled Duke.
ful strange to be so handy with tools.
The way he picked Tim's safe yesterIt was nothday, sure was a caution.
fast

pense, as it were, for he could hardly
allow Goldie to enter the lists with his
paintetl rustlers and demand checks
from the men she chose to honor not
by a long sight!

looked at the stranger furtively,
turning the problem over in his
mind. If by keeping him away from
Goldie, the channel of his spending
could be directed by Tiny Tess or Lizzie
toward the San Domingo till, then, of
course, he must be kept away from
Goldie.
But if the rustlers did not appeal to him, and if he looked infrequently upon the whiskey when it was
saffron
if also he did not propose to
devote his evenings and good salary to
faro, roulette or poker, why then, by
hec, he must be a kind of decent guy
and fit to dance with Goldie!
"She don't drink," he said, mean-

of the "rustlers".

had come west with Weatherby. "He
could make a fortune just by givin' exHe
hibitions.
I never saw such work.
eats up copy! We can't feed it to him

Few, however, were the men privileged
to dance with her, for the interests of
business emphasized Tim's adoration
for his motherless child; he could not
but consider her partners as so much
dead wood. They danced at his ex-

"T^HERE was silence among the men,
^ none of whom could deny the dexwhich the stubborn safe of
the San Domingo had yielded to
Kleath's persuasive wires and files. He
shaped his own tools as he required
terity with

—

them a queer little collection of hooks
and pins. "Yes, sir," repeated the
foreman with an ugly oath, " I never did

"No, I judged as
gratifying reply.
Meadows' decision

wad

favorable.

"That's Duke, your foreman, a-talkin' to her now," he explained, as they
moved across the room. "Some of the
boys don't get on reel well with him
he's kinder sharp-tongued an' techy.
But then none of us ain't perfect."
Kleath felt that he could have put up
a good argument to the contrary in the
case of Goldie, but there wasn't time.
For an instant he looked down into a
pair of bewilderingly blue eyes, and the
next he had swung her literally out of
Duke's arms and off toward the middle
to doublecross

me

damned tenderfoot?"
foreman demanded furiously.
Tim moved back a step, beyond

the

that

—

what

it is."

"We haven't had any detectives
from the Outside looking him up," the
"He isn't folchief reminded Duke.
lowed by a blizzard of bills and he
hasn't got the jail-bird's limp which is
more than one can say of many resi-

—

dents of Dawson."

The foreman winced almost imperceptibly.

the
radius of a whiskey-laden breath.
"Nothin' like," he returned, bent
upon conciliation. Duke was a regular
attendant, a free spender and a good
hater even though he was too fond of
Goldie.
The fore"Kleath, did you say?"
man glowered at the couples as they
" Kleath?
Well, he needn't
passed.
think he can cut any dash with me on
account of his white shirt and creased
pants. Kleath, are you sure?"
Tim felt certain that he had caught
the name correctly.
"Well, I don't like him," concluded

"If you take

my

advice, you'll let

Kleath alone," Weatherby continued.
"For in the event of any open ruction,
every one
I might give you this hintin the plant will leave before he does.

—

—

Duke, with finality, "and anybody's
welcome to know it," which generous
invitation soon included the whole of
Dawson.
"He ain't got no call to hang around
here on a salary," said old Inglis, who

any

Duke's face darkened.
"He's crooked. He's got something
under his lid, that he's trying to get
away with and I'm going to find out

of the floor.

"Are you trying

my

hours."

—

with

is

bank."
W^eatherby passing through the composing room, happened to overhear this
remark. He called Duke into his office.
"It would be just as well to keep such
opinions to your self, "he cautioned in
an even voice. "Kleath has stood a
good deal from you, in the plant, I
understand, and while I can't control
your behavior outside, I do insist upon
different treatment during working

much," was the

was

My

with sleight-pf-hand guys.
jeans than in
safer in

feel safe

—

Good -evening."
Weatherby liked Kleath,

as did every

one save Duke; and he recognized in
the foreman's rancour a peculiar quaHty

—or suspicion—such

of brutish fear

•

as.

man might

hold toward another
who could reveal things better kept
It was more than probable
hidden.
that the shoe was on the other foot
that Duke had something "under his
lid" and Kleath knew what it was.
However, Weatherby asked no questions.
His philosophy of life was that

one

—

which most of Dawson held
man's present belongs to his employer,
his future lies in the lap of the gods, but
by Heaven, his past is his own!
to
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Olie Colson done

so

much

blood

If the Editor's caution was disregarded during the long Alaskan winter, no
one knew of it from Kleath. He was
not much of a talker and yet his silence
did not convey the idea of secrecy. He
grew in favor and interest and mystery.
The girls of the San Domingo adored
him, and were not sure whether they

preferred for

him an Earldom and an

English estate, or a plain American
fortune, which would permit of an indefinite residence in the Yukon.
He went infrequently to the Dance
Hall, as attendance was measured in
Dawson. And upon these occasions he
danced once or twice with Goldie, flung
Tiny Tess of? her feet in a mad gallop,
and bought drinks for the crowd. His
wooing if wooing it was did not
justify Tim Meadows in asking his intentions and even Goldie had nothing
but her instinct to argue that he wished
to speak yet
dared not the words she
longed to hear.

—

—

—

—

!

it

—walloped

Ran

him a good one with a

like the gutters in

a stock yard.

bottle.
I never seen
Everyone was fightin'

'T'HE slow Alaskan

spring lightened
the long nights of the winter and
miners drifted into town after their
annual clean-up. It was then that
Tim kept an eagle eye on Goldie. She
was a grand sight for a man who hadn't,
seen a skirt for six months.
"He'd kill a fellow quick as wink, who
so much as tried to kiss her," said Inglis
"Keep your
to Kleath, one night.
eyes open, lad, for now's the time when

theN.W. M.P.getsbusy."
Trouble there was in plenty. Mingheavy odcrs of vary-smelling perfumes, with the reek of kerosene
and human effluvium; mingling with
stale whi.skey and cheap champagne
ling with the

of thick, red blood. Above
the din of scraping fiddles, women's
high-pitched laughter; above the drone
of the faro dealer's voice, the rattle of
roulette wheels and the cursing of "dead
brokes," would rise a warning shout,
then a muffled thud, followed by splin-

was the flow

heavy fall. A sweatswaying mass of men would thicken
a crowd as one by one the miners

tering glass and a
ing,

to

joined the fight, only to give way before
the undisputed authority of that uniform which has made the North West
Mounted Policeman a romantic figure
in the history of law and order.
Meadows was as omnipresent as it is
given man to be. He was here, there

and everywhere. Duke, sullen and
glowering was here and there, which
means that he was at Goldie's side or at
the bar.
Kleath, unobtrusive, watchful, was merely
here, which accounted
for his seeing Goldie the night she followed Duke from the Dance Hall, down
the corridor and off toward the rear of

—

the building.
The stage bad brought during the

day
two hundred thousand dollars in currency with which to meet the miners'

demands

as they turned in the fruits of
Continued on page 177.

LUMBER
FOR THE
WORLD
forests of British Columbia are
estimated to contain four hundred

The

merchantable timber
—enough to meet our requirements
for more than four hundred years
billion feet of

Illustrated

from Photographs

THE

history of the timber industry
British Columbia dates back
a few hundred years at least,
when the Indians first discovered some
of the uses of wood, and when, having
found a means of roughly shaping
fallen trees and driftwood, they slowly
reached that stage of which Captain
Cook, with other early explorers, makes
mention. That stage is visible to-day
in the old community houses, still
standing, built of wood and formerly
housing many families, in the totem
poles carved out of the imperishable
cedar, and in the canoes hollowed out
of tree trunks liy the use of fire aided
by such crude tools as the native
in

artizans possessed.
In view of the enormous wealth of
timber resources possessed by the province, knowledge i» regard ito which is
being constantly increased through exploration and forest reconnaissance
year by year, it is not surprising that
140

the early explorers made mention of
certain striking characteristics of the
For instance, the tree associforests.
ated with British Columbia is that
known as Douglas Fir, a description of
which was first given to the world by

Archibald Menzies, who accompanied
Captain Vancouver in 1792. When
David Douglas, the Scotch botanist
and traveller, born in Scone in Perthshire, visited America on his second
trip in 1824, he found the species in
what is now the State of Washington,
and it henceforth bore his name, al-

though also known as Oregon Pine,
Columbian pine, and by other local
names.
The Hudson's Bay Company, extending its operations westwards, established forts and trading posts on

the Pacific slope, the sites in after
years of cities like Vancouver and New
Westminster, Victoria and Nanaimo.
Settlements sprang up under cover of
the forts, and small sawmills began
operations in order to sujiph- the needs
of the settlers, while as local needs became greater, the capacity of these
In the fifties, Ausmills increased.
tralia began to import lumber from the
Pacific Coast, and British Columbia
mills gradually took a share, although
but a small one, of that business. In
this way the foundations of an export
trade were laid, which gradually grew

wider and embraced South Africa.
South America, and the United King-

dom, the amount

of

lumber exported,

however, not being more than the
merest fraction of that supplied by the
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States of Washington and Crcgcn with
their advantages of earlier settlerrent
and earlier development of the lumber
It is worthy of mention
industry.
that in 1861, a spar of Douglas Fir
from British Columbia, 118 feet in
length, was presented to the authoripes of the Royal Botanical Gardens at
iCew, near London, England, to serve
When in 1913, it was
as a flagstaff.
found advisable to take this down, the
Government of the Province presented
its successor,
a spar measuring 215
feet long, 33 inches in diameter at the
butt, and 12 inches in diameter at the

I

top.

sawmills were located on
the Fraser River in and around

'X'HE

first

New

Westminster, and on Vancouver
and Sooke.
The Alberni mill was engaged in the
export trade as early as 1865, and the
same mill shipped one million feet
coastwise, mainly to Victoria, in the
year 1863. The mill at Sooke, which
Island at Alberni, Victoria

was operating

in 1j<63, utilized the
engines salvaged from a steamer wrecked in the vicinity as part of its plant.
These are some of the features of the
rise of the lumbering industry in Canada's forest province, an industry,
which, in 1915, produced a cut of
1,151,903,000 feet (Quebec was second
with 33)4 million feet less), and the
value of whose products in the form

of

manufactured

lumber was over

has the annual cut exceeded
,500,000,000 feet. The comparative insignificance of the cut will be realized
when it is stated that the annual
growth or natural increment of this
great volume of timber is placed at
vear
1

between

The

five

and

six billion feet.

woods

are Douglas Fir,
Western Red Cedar, Spruce, Western

leading

Hemlock (a very different type to
Eastern Hemlock) and Balsam; these
predominating on the coast, in addition
to, and mainly in the interior, Western
Larch, Western Soft Pine, White Pine,
Jack Pine, Cottonwood, etc.
Engaged in manufacturing the lumber harvested from the forests there
are about three hundred sawmills, and
nearly one hundred shingle mills, the
annual capacity of the former being
2,500,000,000 feet, that is double the
average annual cut.

141
5^350,000 out of a total forest revenue
In
of just under two million dollars.
other words, only one-sixth of the
forest revenue to the Government was
derived from cut lumber as distinct
from rentals on standing timber. Obviously, therefore, it is to the interest
of the people of British Columbia that
the full capacity of the mills, not the
half capacity, be utilized, and that
such an asset to the community, with
its returns in the form of revenue,
wages, payment for supplies, etc.,

of British Columbia is in a position of a partner in
the lumber industry since it collects
nearly one-third of its revenue (running up to three million dollars in a

normal year) from timber. In 1915,
royalty on cut timber produced only

both

vigorously

was for this reason that
the Forest Branch of the Department
of Lands was formed in 1912, and
and wisely.

It

—

made

responsible for,
(1) Revenue from the forests.
(2) Management of the forests, i.e.,
sale of timber, safeguarding against
trespass, etc.
(3)

'T'HE Government

be managed

should

Protection of the forests against

fire.

These functions were handed over
new department, and steadily
developed, and after two years existto the

ence, the fourth function, that of increasing the market for the forest products of the province, was assumed

From

logging campjto finished product

— The timber from British Columbia rep

resents a value of $29,000,000 annually

$29,000,000.

The

forests of British

Columbia are

estimated to contain 400,000,000,000
feet of

merchantable timber, and

in

no

J
and has been actively

in evidence ever
step was not taken hastily,
and progress was necessarily slow.
Evidence had to be gathered from all
over the w'orld, enquiries had to be
made, and the lumber industry constantly consulted, but to-day the Department is in possession of facts, and
is usin^ the knowledge gained for the
benefit of the lumber industry.
To
increase the cut of lumber it is obviously necessary to find a large and wider
market, and if it is found that expansion in this direction is barred, there
must be some good reason. One of
the main reasons why there w^as not a

since.

The

larger market for British Columbia
woods was that lumber consumers in
the East and in the foreign markets
knew but little about them.
For
instance, as already mentioned, Douglas
Fir is also known as Oregon
l^ine, a name which possesses advantages for the American millmen since
foreign
buyers naturally expect to
obtain Oregon pine from the state
of Oregon.
In another direction, the
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people of Eastern Canada had been
accustomed to regard Southern Pine,
Georgian Pine, and other American
woods, as superior to all other woods.
In yet another instance, the general
public was, and is still being, educated
by the manufacturers of substitutes
for lumber that the substitute was
superior in every way to the wood it
seeks to displace. These are but a few
instances of many, and it was to investigate such, and overcome the
difificulties presented that action was
taken.
In co-operation with the Department of Trade and Commerce of
Ottawa, the Forest Branch sent to the

Canadian Trade Commissioners in the
United Kingdom, France, S. Africa,
S.

West

America,

Indies,

Australia,

New

Zealand, China and Japan, exhibits showing a comprehensive range
of samples of the woods available for
export, together with information respecting the various woods, their qualities and uses.
At the last Toronto
Exposition there was shown a general
exhibit which arou-sed genuine interest.
Large quantities of samples of the
native woods are distributed. This
policy has begun to produce results.
It has been followed up by the appointment of three lumber commissioners,
stationed at Toronto, Regina and London (England), whose duties while
different in detail, are to one end,
namely to develop a market for British

Columbia

forest products.

'T'HE

Dominion authorities, moreover, appointed a commissioner to
visit
the principal markets of the
world in the interests of the Canadian
lumber industry, and British Columbia
manufacturers

in

common

with those

of Eastern Canada, have already benefited as a result of this step.
The lumber commissioners investigate conditions in the territory assigned to each,
find out the openings for B. C. woods,
enquire into adverse circumstances
affecting their sale, get into touch with

A British

Columbia

mill,

the wood consuming industries, and
generally promote the use of the forest
products of the western province.
The prairie provinces in normal years
consume nearly 60 per cent, of the output of the British Columbia mills, and in
common with other markets, there was
deemed to be as much scope for expansion there as elsewhere. The commission of Conservation a year or two
ago drew attention to the general lack
of farm buildings on the prairie, and
drew special attention to the excessive
depreciation of valuable machinery resulting from failure to afford shelter.
The trend of the prairie farmers is towards mixed farming instead of solely
the raising of grain, and such a development means additional buildings
for use as barns, whether general purpose, dairy, beef-cattle, horse or sheep
barns, and as piggeries, poultry houses,
granaries, implement sheds and silos.
The Forest Branch in co-operation with
the agricultural college of the University of Saskatchewan drew up plans
for buildings, of this nature, with all
information necessary and issued bullequartins dealing with the subject.
ter of a million of these were printed
and over one hundred and fifty thousand have been already distributed to
applicants in Western Canada. These
and other bulletins dealing with such
woods as Douglas Fir, Western Larch,
and Western Soft Pine, widely distributed, are doing much to bring the
forest products of British Columbia
into their own in the estimation of the

A

people of Canada.

many

cases, a height of o\er 300 feet,
of fifteen feet.
No

and a diameter

other species is so well adapted for
such a variety of uses and it may be
tenned "the all utility" wood. In
the two important directions of strength
resistance to cross-bending, and resistance to crushing, Douglas fir is
superior to all competitors, and for its
weight, it is the strongest of all woods.
For this reason, it is recognized as the
ideal structural material, an example
being shown in its use at the C. P. R.
Wharf Reception room at Vancouver.
A striking instance of the many uses
to which Douglas Fir is put is shown
in the illustrations of its use for interior
finish
when with the exception of the
cedar panels used in the ceiling, all the
woodwork including edge-grain flooring, framing, trim, veneer and furniture are of Douglas Fir.
In the operations at the Dardanelles the British
naval authorities used a dummy battleship built of this wood throughout.
His Majesty's ship "Simulation" which
after an honorable career went aground
and served as a breakwater.
The lumber industry employs a
large number of men, both in the woods,
in the mills and in the higher stages of

—

manufacture.

The premier

industry*

many districts it is
and many thousands

in the province, in

the only industry,

of people derive directly or indirectly,
a livelihood from it.
typical coast

A

logging scene

shown, located

in a
Douglas Fir, the donkey engine
"yarding" the logs to the "landing" at
is

belt of

the right of the illustration, whence by
of the "ginpole" on the left
they are loaded on to cars, hauled over
the railroad to the water and dumped
into the booming-ground, where they
are assembled into rafts and thence
towed to the mill.
Years ago, oxen were the motive
power mainly used in logging, giving
waj' later to horses, which in turn have
been displaced largely by the "donkey"
engine, the "skidder" or "flying maContinued on page 18.3.

means

F^OUGLAS

fir

trees

shown

in

the

^'^ accompanying illustrations
are
about 400 years old, but the patriarch
in the shape of the oldest Douglas fir
tree yet discovered took root about
the year A. D. 650.
It is the world's
largest timber tree with the single
exception of the Sequoias of California,
and while the average height is from
L50 to 22.5 feet, with a diameter of

from three

one of the largest in the world.

to six

feet,

Left to right

it

attains

in

—Ship loading for erport, sawmill, shingle-mill, veneer-mill
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Letters of a V. A. D.

Being letters written by Angela Crawford of the Voluntary Aid Detachment to her friend Gladys Winston

By Mona
Illustrated
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by Norman Hall
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ner on Tottenham Court Road I found
a photographer who advertised "Passport Specials". He put me in a very
uneasy chair with a chenille curtain for
background, rearranged my chin with a
very grimy hand and in about
three-quarters of an hour I was
back at Bedford Square clutching
in a yellow envelope half a dozen
damp and saddening reflections of

King's Canadian Hospital,
Highfield, England.
May 15th.
They are
really wonderfully good to us
here, and each nurse is given a
to visit some of the hosleave
week's
pitals in France if she wants to go.

MY DEAR

GLAD,—

There's only one who hasn't been, with
the exception of myself, and I, of
course, am so very new that I hadn't
hoped for such a favor for ages and ages

However, the girl whose place
yet.
have taken had never gone over and
is customary for two to go together,
so

I

and

my

found Ethel already in the
upper offices where she was being
passed from one desk to another to
be asked how old she was? What
li
her business was in France?
she spoke French? and a score of
other questions which were pres-

I

it

to go over with Ethel Maare very good friends
am looking forward enthusi-

We

I

visage.

I

am

son.

hiiiiiihi

my benefit. We

astically to the trip.

ently repeated for

Yesterday we went up to London to get our passports put in
We had both started from
order.
Canada equipped with a most

each had a photograph affixed to
our original passport and another
to the "Annexe," with which they
supplied us.
"Well, that

is done," I sighed,
but soon found that it was also
necessary to have the photographs
on our Canadian passports verified
and stamped by the Canadian
High Commissioner. To his office
we went immediately and were given blank forms to fill out. Cheerfully we took them to the little partitioned-off writing tables all in a row and
there sat down to tell our age, profes-

recent and conventional pale blue
document, sealed and signed by the
Governor-General and requesting
"in the name of His Britannic
Majesty " our " free" passage in foreign
parts," but had soon discovered that
such a passport would never give us

A

visit to Downing
access to France.
Street, where we found the passport
officials doing business in a one-story
building of rough clap boards dropped
down in the middle of the Foreign

—but,

sion, height

mands descended

Office's impressive courtyard, was a con-

passport complete,

so,

having only one,

as the table of degrew less simple. I

tried to engage Ethel in conversation on
the subject but she had withdrawn to
the opposite end of the room and only
looked up to rebuke me for interrupting
her. "Forehead" and "eyes" were not

We

were advised to
firmation of this.
see if the French Consul would vise our
passports, which the polite tall gentleman who interviewed in turn the waiting roomful, seemed to regard as
doubtful.
At the French Consulate in Bedford
Square we were each handed a number
from an endless printed strip of them
and were then sent to await our turn
in a large room where were already
assembled numerous Britishers and
Europeans and no fewer than eight

Chinamen.
Ethel had two photographs with her
and as we waited I became convinced
that two were required to make one's

it

difficult, but "nose" was baffling.
had never tried to describe my nose
and would much rather have had someone else do it, but Ethel had snubbed
me and I hesitated to demand the
kindly offices of the aloof young clerk
who sat at an open wicket. So, under
cover of the two wings of the little

very
I

I begged leave to go out and have some
taken, Ethel staying to keep- our turns
from being lost. Just around the cor-

writing-desk I took a surreptitious
glance into my pocket mirror, trying,
with scant success, to get a view of my
nose in profile.
"Anyway," I said to myself, "It's

—

'
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neither

Roman, Grecian nor

aquiline.

might call it composite."
Somehow, that sounded flippant, as
applied to a nose, and I wrote down
nondescript "and wen t on to 'mou th
which one word easily described. Then
followed "chin" which was a fresh
Perhaps

I

'

'

'

'

puzzlement, so much so that I risked
interrupting Ethel again.
"Why don't you say 'single'?" she
asked me shortly, but I feel sure that
that might have enraged some already
over-wrought official and probably I
should never have got to France at all.
So,

inelegantly

and

ineffectively

I

wrote "medium". "Color of hair"
and "complexion" followed, and then
the simple but comprehensive word
"face". The blank for "any special
peculiarities"

blank.
The young man at the wicket compared my face and my description with
bored
conscientiousness
then
and
stamped the latter and my photograph.
The same was done for Ethel and at last
we were ready to start for France.
No, there was one thing more. Cyril
Fenwick had advised us to go to the
Army and Navy Stores and buy life
belts.
I think I told you about Cyril
Fenwick before. He's in the British
Aerial Service.
"Life belts," I marvelled.
"Yes," he said, "the new kind, you
know, that one can blow up at a moment's notice. Nobody travels withI

left still

out one nowadays."
to the Stores and invested
in this, the latest thing in lingerie, a

rubber casing about six inches wide
covered with white fabric. The belt
was more than long enough to encircle
the body, had a tape to go round the
neck, two tapes to tie at the waist and a
rubber tube by means of which the
wearer could inflate the contrivance at
a moment's notice.
And so, day after to-morrow we'll be
off.
I'll try to get time to write you

from Paris.
love to everyone over there
this seems a dreadfully long

sometimes

way

off.

ANGELA.

—

I have just heard that Bobbie's machine came down in the German lines and he is reported a pcisoner
and wounded. A.

P. S.

the boat.

The Channel looked so blue and smiling with white pulls flying and dipping
and the sun sparkling on its surface that
one could scarcely believe what might
be beneath.
Several military officers, a number of
Red Cross and

—

John Ambulance

Salvation

Army and

a few civilians

came on deck, one of the latter swinging
a cumbersome life-preserver in one
hand

with astonishing nonchalance.
afterwards learend that he was a
Lusitania survivor. A man in a brown
suit wore with it an extraordinarily illfitting blue waistcoat at which I wondered until I noticed a brown one, like

We

his suit,

showing beneath

it.

Then

I

that the bulky blue garment was
one of the life-saving waistcoats of
which I had heard.
own life-belt
smelled so rubbery that I might have
imagined myself in a dentist's chair,
taking gas through a smothery black

My

mouthpiece.

The minute we loosed our moorings
the life-boats were swung from their
davits ready for immediate use, and I
won't say anything more about the
crossing for we are put on our honor,
just as the officers in France are, to
censor our own letters.
At Boulogne, before we left the boat,
we were put through very much the
same examinations of passports as we
had been in England before embarking.
The train platform at the dock was
thronged with Red Cross orderlies;
British

Tommies who

May

18th.
Dearest Glad, It was the longest
procedure we had to go through at Folkstone and when the London train
emptied all of its crowd on to the platform it was awful. You see there are
so few ways over now and they are all
so carefully watched.
One or two at a time we were admitted to a room where one man
glanced at our passports and another
examined them. In the next room six

drifted in

and

out of a doorway under a sign which
read, "Lady Angela Forbes' Refresh-

ment Room
Paris,

—

St.

nurses, a couple of high officers in the

knew

So we went

My

men sat at a table, three on a side, each
seeming to be an expert in some particular concerning passports, for the
papers went from hand to hand for
examination, stamping and .signing.
Mine looks like an autograph ouilt now.
There were a few apparently extemporaneous cjuestions asked and we were
passed into the customs shed and when
our luggage had lieen examined Flthel
and I went together into a little white
room newly built on the station platform.
Here two women searched us,
examining the inside of our hats, removing our coats and gently pummelling us
all over to discover any hidden packages.
We were then allowed to go on

soldiers, big

for Soldiers";

and well

Canadian

set up; Jndians,

slim and lithe in khaki drill with khaki

turbans on their dark heard: French
soldiers with their little peaked caps
and their long blue coats, like Prince
Alberts with the corners buttoned back;
French marine dressed ^'ery like the
British tars but for the big red pom pom
topping their blue caps; Red Cross
doctors and nurses looking grave and
preoccupied;
St.
John Ambulance
nurses in long, dark capes and little

velvet lonnets, and one white-garbed
woman with a Red Cross band on her
arm who came on the train with a white
tin box soliciting money for the work.
And, back of all this mass of earnest,
anxious humanity were the lines and
lines

of

coming

big,

gray motor-ambulances

going.
With the constantly shifting foreground to obstruct
one's view it was impossible to count
the ambulances, but, on the other side
of the train, across the dock and the

and

narrow slip, was another gray mass of
them where one could count seventynine at a time.

As we moved slowly out of

the station
eyes followed the shoreline to a
pointed headland just beyond which, I
knew, lay Calais, the coveted of the
Kaiser.
"They will never reach Calais, of
"But if they
course," I said to Ethel.
ever should, can't you picture this
vicinity as a battle ground? They'd
try for this railway, I supf)Ose."
Parallel with the railway ran a line of
low hills and sand dunes and here and
there from sandy hummocks a band of
stunted pine trees thrust starved and
protesting arms sk>'ward, out of a
stingy soil.
"What fighting there would be on the
crest of these hills," I said, "and in that

my

little strip of pinewood there would be
bayonet charges and all horrors. But,
oh, they never will get here, they never

can."

And ever>'Avhere were soldiers. On
one side of the railway they were
British, with white tents spread all over
the green fields and camp kitchens
steaming comfortably, while on a siding
on the other hand French soldiers were
living in a train.
It looked like quite a
comfortable form of camping. The
little
stoves thrust their pipes out
through the sliding doors of box cars
while men sat about smoking and talking.
First class compartments with
the distinguishing lace "tidies" still on
the backs of the seats had been turned
into quite complete little homes for the
There were glimpses, as we
officers.
passed, of tables equipped with books
and reading lamps, of deep camp chairs
and here and there an open door revealed a big tin bath-tub hanging from
a hook on the inside.
No two camps seemed to be constructed in the same way. A number
of Britishers, further on, were housed in
little brown huts made of something
resembling beaver board, of which they
were building more.
As we neared each camp, men would
be seen to run towards the train and
soon a shower of papers, fruit and
cigarettes flew from the windows.
People in our compartment ransacked
their bags, Ethel drew out half a dozen
oranges we had bought and sent them
hurtling through the air, one at a time,

—
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laughing with delight as half a dozen
One running towards a front coach fell full
length on the next track.
"He's not a young man, either,"

At a wayside barrier a
a donkey-cart and two or three
children waited for the train to pass,
and with them stood a soldier.
Cyril Fenwick had warned us that in
war time it might take us twenty-four
hours to get to Paris, but it was little
after seven when we arrived.
mingled.

soldiers scrambled for them.

woman,

commiserated Ethel, and skilfully landed her next donation, a bag of cherries,
close beside him.
We had thrown out all the reading
matter intended for the journey excepting a magazine which I had placed,
open, on the seat.
"Throw them your magazine," Ethel

I wish I could hear something more
about Bobbie. It is awful to think
about him wounded and in the hands of
Germans. But there, I mustn't talk
about it and I shall try to see what I've

come over

suggested.

"Oh—"

I

demurred, "I'm right

mid-air.
I

sighed, settling

down

in

my

corner with a grimace at Ethel, "I
shall never know whether they married
and lived happily ever after."

"Do you

regret it?" sternly

demand-

ed an Australian Red Cross nurse from
the opposite corner of the compartment,
and I could only grin in reply.
At the stations, magazines and cigar-

were distributed in more dignified
fashion and the bearer of a Red Cross
contribution box never failed to come
ettes

aboard and never went

off

without a

jingle of coins in the tin.

Once we passed a great motor car of
the "seeing-Paris" order, a big, gray,
leather-cushioned affair, full of wounded soldiers out for a drive, who laughed
and waved their hands as the train flew
by.
Everything we passed thrilled us with
the profound significance of war. Now
it was a trainload of British cavalry,
cheering as they went; now silent carloads of Indian troops, now French,
full of horses, trianloads of gun
carriages and new camp kitchens, all
moving on ceaselessly towards some unknown objective.
All this was very warlike and yet,
here and there as we flew by a
strip of peaceful country with
workers in the fields and flowers
blooming in the gardens, for a
moment one might almost forget
that this was a country at war.

now cars

One saw peasant women who
leaned on their hoes and gazed
heavily at the train and one
wondered if ever their imaginations labored with the thought of

whence it came and whither it
went and of what its wonderful
freight might be of humanity and
*
goods and mails.
But a sentry at the roadside
Under a
brought one back.
canopy of apple boughs he had
built a shelter of woven straw
and twigs, with an oilcloth cover^

ing for a rainy day.
and there soldiers and

'

•

And

•*

here

villagers

Yours,

ANGELA.

in

the middle of a story," but I laughed,
nevertheless, and threw it towards an
eager Tommy whose khaki arm flew out
to catch this scarlet-winged butterfly in

"Now,"

to see.

King's Canadian Hospital,
Highfield Park,

—

May

27th.

Dearest Glad,^ This letter was to
have been a long one full of interesting
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things about the French hospitals, for I
of them and even got
within sound of some of the German
guns, but the hospitals and guns and
everything else take second place, for
the moment, to my own affairs.
I feel
a selfish little beast that it is so, but I
may as well tell the truth. It's all I can
do, yet, even to tell what I'm going to
tell consecutively.
It begins with the trip back to Boulogne from Paris, which was a quiet one.
passed few trains and had few interruptions to our journey, but the station
and dock at the Channel port seemed as
active as ever and the coming and going
of ambulances as continuous.
A big gray motor car which was being
hoisted on to the Cross-Channel boat
when we embarked bore the letters

saw a number

We

C

R. N. A,

which I took to mean
Royal Naval Aerial Corps. Among the
passengers were a number of British
army officers, some of them limping and
evidently unfitted
of

young

officers

for service, a couple
in a blue uniform

which apparently went with the gray
motor car, some civilians and a few
women. They stood on deck singly
and in small groups, and as the boat
slipped quietly out all eyes were fixed on
the blue mystery about us. Some person pointed, another stood gazing intently at some distant object and each
was presently surrounded by a little
group of others, saying nothing but
straining anxious eyes to see what he
saw. A buoy or the shadow on the
wing of a gull was enough to bring
thoughts of periscopes or a streak of
white foam to suggest the course of a
torpedo.
Ethel and I wanted our tea and went
below to see where it was served. The
dining saloon, we found, was in the very
depths of the ship, so we laughed at one
another and ordered our tea on deck.
Standing with their backs to us and
gazing out to sea were the two officers
in
blue.
Their boots were heavily

caked with

mud and we wondered what

mission might have been that
combined operations by earth and air
and water. Just as we were speculating on the subject one of them turned,
and to our astonishment it was Cyril
their

Fenwick.
"I didn't know," he said, when we
had exclaimed over the unexpected
meeting, "when I saw you in London,
that

I

was coming

over.

In fact, I've

been switched to a slightly different
branch of the Service. No, I didn't get
anywhere near Paris. We've come
from Ypres just now and were right in
the trenches there as you

may

see

by

our boots. Before that we were at
various parts of the battle-front and
we've had a particularly interesting
time.
We're bringing back a fellow
bound for your hospital, probably
Continued on page 183.

Calgary-^

A New
By

Background

Alfa

Illustrated

May

for Fiction

Coultas

from Photographs

The bridge over the power
house dam, where "Lesley"
met "Jack Addison"

Scene from the Crescent
Heights side of the river

THAT

gifted author, the late Frank
Norris, once said there were but
three cities in America where a
novel might be placed. He named New

York, San Francisco and Chicago. Half
jokingly, O. Henry thereon wrote "A
Municipal Report," one of his best
short stories, to confute Norris.
Very recently another literary oracle
said that Canada affords no background for fiction. By chance instead
of design, almost on the moment appears a novel by a new Canadian
author, with the scene laid in Calgary.

And

the

New York Times Book Review

declares it to be "singularly successful in
creating an atmosphere and making
the reader feel the reality of the social
body she portrays."
It is true that Calgary is not once

But
in "The Shadow Riders".
the individuality of the city refuses to
be suppressed. No one who has ever
been there, even for a short time, can
Indeed, the growth
fail to recognize it.
and character of the city itself is a part
of the motivation of the &tory.
"I had no particular reason for
choosing Calgary," says the author,
Mrs. Isabel Paterson, "except that I
had lived there. You know the famous
motto of Julian's 'Paint anything?'
And
I fancy it holds good in writing.
this story could not have happened anywhere else. Not that it ever did happen anywhere at all, but I could not

named

—
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have imagined it anywhere else. If I
had tried to place it in another city,
there would have been no story. Of
course Calgary should not be judged by
It
that story, or by any one novel.
would not be fair to Calgary. It was
three times as complex, interesting and
alive as I could portray it on paper.
"Why? Because of the extraordinary diversity of its inhabitants. They
literally come fronj every corner of the
earth and from every rank of society.
And there they were struggling to find
their own level, cut off from all their
former supports. I do not know if they
found that level or not; it would be
unkind to say. You could find scions
of the Old World nobility working in a
livery stable or behind a bar; and many
of the social lights were only once
removed, by a quickly made fortune,

from those same useful if inconspicuous
occupations. Even eight or ten years
families possibly
ago the old families
twenty years old! were already sinkThe Old Timers' Ball,
ing out of sight.
an annual event, would bring out quaint
reminders that Calgary had been successively a fort, a trading post and a
cow town, within the memory of man.
'Leading citizens' of a generation ago
'

'

—

might be
cessors.

all
I

—

unknown

to

their suc-

was an Old Tirner myself,

of my father having been a
pioneer, but as I had naturally never
been a leading citizen, I did not know

by virtue

myself what this elder generation had
been distinguished for.
"It is true that in the accepted sense
Calgary affords no background. That
is, it has no long traditions;
the city's
earliest beginnings scarcely date back
years; there are no historic buildand no indigenous culture or art.
There could not be. But the people
fifty

ings,

form their own background, just as

Dumas

—

—

wasn't it Dumas? was his
ancestor.
And the revelation of
character in that acid bath of competition is fascinating almost to the point
of being shocking. People walk around
in their naked souls, as it were.
It
seems to me that is far more interesting,
and better raw material for fiction, than
any background, however ancient, mellow and cultured, could possibly be.
But it is also more difficult to transfer
to paper.
One has to be more detailed,
to labor harder to build up the scene.
There are no phrases rich with implications ready to hand.
Half a dozen
words will indicate an English scene.
Say Tudor, or Georgian, or middle
class, or Park Lane, and you ha\-e set
the stage in an English novel the rest
is understood and may be worked in at

own

;

leisure.

But

in

—nothing was

Calgary

said very
generally was.
"Why do I say 'was'? Because it is
five years since I lived in Calgary
and
if it continued to evolve at its former

understood

explicitly.

unless

Which

it

was

it

;
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rate, I doubt if I should recognize it.
daresay that in essence it is the same,
however. For my part, I do not see
why it should not afford the best posBalzac
sible background for fiction.
showed us that money is the life-blood
of the modern social bady, the root of
power, and the chief spring of action.
What is more fitting, then, than a commercial city as a setting for fiction, if

fiction is

an exposition of

^ALGARY

life?"

has not changed beyond

recognition, even outwardly, in five
years.
Forty years ago it was a stockaded
fort, sitting in the fork of the Bow and
Elbow Rivers, frequented by fur
traders, buffalo hunters and Indians.

Thirty years ago or so the Canadian
Pacific Railway pushed through the

—

vast stretch of wilderness as it was
then West of the Great Lakes, and
joined Calgary to the outer world. The
ranchers followed, and Calgary became

—

a "cowtown".
beginning some fifteen or
Last,
twenty years ago, the general development of the Province and the central
location of Calgary combined to make
it a commercial centre, and it took on
its present aspect.
In "The Shadow Riders" we see the
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side of town, is less altered, because less
easily accessible. But further up the river,

not so long ago neither. The Country
Club has supplanted it, and enlarged its

westward, a charming and spacious
country club nestles in an "oxbow,"
with splendid golf links climbing the
low hills for a glimpse of the mountains,
It
sixty miles away but in plain view.
is in this direction, between the Club
and the heart of the city, that the best

functions.
In the heart of town the centre of
gravity has shifted utterly within the
past three years.
In almost all new
towns the main streets begin by facing
the railway station, and withdraws as
the town grows.
In Calgary the Canadian Pacific tracks run between Ninth

residential

section

lies,

following the

and turning aside on the heights.
The heights were once called American
Hill, having been first built on by a few
enterprising citizens from the United
Since "Lesley's" time, an outStates.
burst of patriotism has changed the
river,

name

to

Mount

Royal.

and Tenth Avenues.
lived there, Eighth, or

When "Lesley"
Stephen Avenue,

was the important street, holding most
of the shops, banks and hotels.
Since then has come the new station,
with its wide wings almost obliterating
the pleasant little station garden where

"Lesley" met "Jack Addison" when

'X'HE East End has grown

to be a
with the
Canadian Pacific machine shops in a

small

factory

centre,

The glory
little suburb of their own.
of the East End has departed since the
old Barracks was torn down, the headquarters of the Royal Mounted and
scene of a thousand merry dances in the
Once the Barracks was the
past.
official social centre of the town, and

she asked him to save the political
career of the man she loved.
To the
east, along the same street, the new
Young Men's Christian Association sits
beside the great new headquarters
building of the Department of Natural
Resources of the Canadian Pacific.
But the pivot on which the shift was
made is the imposing new Palliser
Hotel, which has made itself the centre
of town even as the Macgregor indi-

town grow from

fifteen to fifty thousperiod of about five years is
indicated, though the author admits she
juggled the time to suit her convenience.
When "Lesley Johns," the heroine, went to Calgary, the city "had not
yet begun to climb the hills that

and.

A

in."
Now Crescent Heights
"Lesley" sat and listened to
the prairie lark and found herself quite
out of sight of town is a flourishing
suburb, with many charming residences
in place of the surveyors' stakes which
"Lesley" pettishly kicked down.
The Mission Hill beyond the Cathon the other
olic Church and Convent

hemmed

—where

it

—

—

—

Stephen Avenue, before the Street Railway

was built— as Ross Whittemore saw

it first

Stephen

cated the head of the table.

Avenue takes second rank now, the
more because the new Hudson Bay
stores have deserted
ing avenue.

it

for

an intersect-

'X'HE new

hotel is the first thing a
returning visitor notes, and perhaps
It has become
the last he remembers.
the centre not only of town but of a
newer smart "set" than "Eileen Con-

way" would have known.
Mounted

Police Barracks, Calgary, taken in 1913,
just before they were torn down.

The

corri-

dors and tea rooms swarm with pretty
girls, dressed so like New Yorkers that
one cannot tell the difference unless

—

;

—

;
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New York. Society
may have withdrawn to the Country

which

now

•one has been to

stories
hotel.

Club, but here are its postulants. Also
there are now many, many heroes in
khaki modestly on view, drinking tea
with deceptive mildness and stoical
courage under a battery of feminine
glances from the near-Broadway pretty
girls.
Had the hotel been built eight
years ago or so, "Channing Herrick"
would not have been obliged to go to a
boarding house when he came to Calgary to recover, in that dry, bright
climate, from an attack of pneumonia.
And so he never would have seen

The soldiers themselves have furnished the very newest addition to
Calgary. Their camp town lies a
couple of miles to the Westward, up the
river from the Country Club; and it
may have been from there that "Les-

—

"Lesley" from his window and once
again there would have been no story.
-But no doubt there are many new

with

begin

the

gary has had other booms, and recovered from them. There was last an oil
l)oom, which collapsed most dismally.
The town is sane now, quiet but prosperous. Those who burnt their fingers
in speculation are saying little about it.
There may l>e a few less real estate

and

"Jack Addison,"
Riders, had
not gone to the wars and been killed
in the story— he might not be so rich as
promoters;

if

ley's" lover "went for a soldier."
And in contrast, one spot is very little
changed. The bridge over the power

who was one of

the

house dam, where
Addison" still leads

when he offered

" Lesley"

she

met

"Jack

to the little lonely
island in the midst of the river, which
she was wont to use as a pleasance to

walk

in.

because change was always its
genius loci and really to alter in character it would only be necessary that it
should stand still.
deal,

Johnstone

*'''T~'HERE'S ne'er a bairn or whipster sweet to kiss me," sighs ould
'
Rory.

"Ochone, lad," smiles the minstrel, "'tis your lips that no
mouth knows,
For if a buck will tarry 'till his head is white and hoary
He can't smell flowers in Winter though he smell away his nose!"
And then the grinning divil
Tuned up his merry fiddle
For the little children swarming
O'er the green on tripping toes.
^'There's ne'er a wife to greet me," sighs brave Rory,

"when I'm

homing."

"Be still, lad," answers Paudrig, "'twas fair hearts ye

When your

held in thrall

cheeks were hale and ruddy and the eyes of ye were

gloaming,

And your

by the ivy luring wall
But 'twas ye that did the dancing

legs as straight as larches

When ye should have stayed
And 'tis little peace I wish ye,
For

I

wish ye none at

all!

romancing,

"

"There's ne'er a comfort of the hearth," sighs Rory, "now to lure me."
"'Twas gold ye loved," says Paudrig, "and 'twas gold that

turned your head

And

all

the doctors of the world can't ease your pain or cure ye,

And

all

the glitter of your wealth can't

warm your

And then the grinning divil
Took up his merry fiddle
And played a tune as mournful
As the wailing

of the dead.

posses-

if

Remorse
By Gordon

all his

she would bolt with him.
No; Calgary has not changed a great

sions

;

boom on which "Lesley"
made enough money to go away, CalSince the

Shadow

bitter

bed

!"

The Point

of Saturation

a
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"I'd better start," said Roy, fidgeting about with fifteen-year-old awk-

wardness.
listened with about as pleasant
I
anticipation as that with which I should

await an earthquake. We had been
a comfortably humdrum party, the
their
gawky healthy
Darrells and
youngsters, Lydia Siddons, who was
possessed of nice intelligence, and myThe cottage sheltered us adeself.
quately, and Darrell and I fished
steadily through the long, drowsy days.
had music in the evenings and read
to ourselves or strolled through the
woods. I like vacations to be un-

We

eventful.

When Darrell and I came up from
the water in the afternoon we heard a
flutter and chatter from afar, and as
we stepped on to the lawn, I met a
flashing gaze challenging attention as
though by divine right.
The Blythes had come.
Mrs. Blythe was a large and youngish

woman, who would have been

heavy

if it had not been for her unusual lissomeness. She was not particularly beautiful; one really did not
see her "points," one was only conscious of her inexhaustible vitality.
She bent forward in her chair, levying tribute as naturally as she breathed
in the air.
Immensely interested in
everything and everyone, like a child.
Darrell's stereotyped salutation was
greeted with a wholesale illumination
and her eyes explored my elderly visage as if rejoicing in a prospect of un-

analogy; what she drew from people
of much use to them, or her.
Some minutes after the shock of new
adjustment, when I was eating cake
and drinking in Aurelia Blythe, I
caught sight of the husband, sitting in
the shade trying to talk to Lydia
difficult process, as her eyes were constantly straying to the one pole.
He was good looking, but you know
the squeezed look husbands of stars
usually have ? He had that, only he
seemed to ha\e been squeezed hard,
I encountered the blanknot pulpy.
est eyes I had ever met; and as I looked again, I saw they were cold and
dead, behind their weariness. For all
his good looks and distinction, he had
not the look of life.
Then I saw his wife glance across at
him, in a comprehensive ardent way,
and I saw she still insisted on her right
of way in, plumb in and through, her
husband's soul. And I saw, too, that
his return smile was polite and thin;
and that he did not let her in.
I went on studying Mrs. Blythe from
under the cover of my insignificance,
and I saw she was drugging herself with
all of us, and bluffing herself into a
There
belief that she was reigning.
was just the one corner of the universe
that was denied her the one ewe lamb
the one shell
the one green field
that would not open.
That the shell had once opened and
let her in, and then closed up and ejected her because no single shell could

was not

—

—

—

—

The

sensation was akin to receiving a full charge of spring water
in one's face when one raised one's
that every-

one was clustered round with an
air of delighted expectation.
She
was not the ordinary siren who
says, "Look at me !"
She was a
far. more dangerous variety, the
one who says, "Let me look at
you."
recognized

the

influence

once as mesmerism, no
for

the fact that

it

less

It

was
a

like

A

had wearied me. Imagine living with
her
Imagine oneself the recipient of
!

her concentrated, undivided interest
And her husband had it even now.
As I sipped my tea and crumbed my
cake, a sort of sixth sense told me that
however, Mrs. Blythe might tunnel into
those around her, back of her thoughts
was one big overmastering desire- the
right of entry to her husband's soul.
I suppose she called her feeling love.
And yet I did not dislike her.
She did not worry one with false
gestures or forced notes; her dramatic
The
instinct was that of an artist.
performance of a child could not be
improved upon; one forgot her mature
years and matronly proportions, and
smiled in spite of oneself when one met
the infectious twinkle of those hazel
She was intuitive, too; she said
eyes.
what you wanted her to say, and she
1

—

knew just what pleased.
Some egotists keep the footlights
between them and their audience, but
Mrs. Blythe was with us, close among
us;
at any minute, her keen bright
eyes might be searching our soul secrets.
As we went up to the house to dress
for dinner, the curtain pulled aside for
a moment and I caught sight of the
I had
ugly, dreary "behind scenes."

I judged it best to come on quickly'.
As she saw me, she slipped into the
childlike
manner with miraculous

potent

had become

living in the suction
cleaner.
Not a bad

vacuum

was

inflexibly refusing information.

at

second nature to her.
If a dog
looked another way, she'd know
it and send out a thought-wave
in its direction.
Consequently, all
the humdrum little house-party
was sitting tranced, thinking of
nothing but Aurelia Blythe, and
hungering for her attention. She
dispensed personal questions and
remarks to each and all, like
sweetmeats, and they almost. had
the appearance of yapping as
they gulped them down.
I
cannot describe the mental
strain of such an atmosphere.
of

I

entrance to the apple walk. As I did
so, I heard that fretful, angry intonaheard also
tion which sounds baffled,
the stubborn ring which a woman's
strong will wakes in most men. '1 here
was no child note in Mrs. Blythe's demand; she was asking him in a hurt,
bad-tempered, powerless sort of way,
wh\- he wanted to go down to the telegraph' office before dinner, and he was

glass for a mild sip.

I

in-

inclined to believe. There
is no condition of mind so unresponsive
as the mind that lives in the shadow
of an overpowering personality.
quarter of an hour on the outside edge
of a tea party graced by Mrs. Blythe
truder,

gone back to collect my fishing tackle
and came upon the Blythes at the

dreamed-of revelation.

The curious thing was

stand the drain of so devouring an

adroitness.
"Oh, here's a
light !" said she.

can
to

village.

of

"Now you

Calvert the best

tell

the

minister

way

I'm so afraid

be late for dinner.
not be a less
punctilious woman than Mrs.
Darrell.
Mrs. Blythe was resorting to one of tho.se quick
iittle lies clever people use to

he'll

There could

screen an

"You
else,'

said "Do something for someoody
" said she, "so I stayed here"

awkward

turn.

spoke, Calvert Blythe
mo\ed off and we were forced to
walk up to the house together.
Her ripple of talk was rather

While

feverish.

I

I
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And yet while I raged at her, I
pitied her.
She was facing a proposition that I fancied would break even
her indomitable spirit.
You can destroy yourself

if you spend
your life in trying to master vacuity.
She could not anger her husband, nor
please him.
He had detached himself,
become demagnetized. You cannot
close your hand about a vacuum.
She came down to dinner in a snowdrift of a gown, and played the child
to a spell-bound audience wherein sat
one deadhead. I joined Mr. Blythe
after dinner and found him a gentleman well-read and well-traveled, though
he spoke with the restlessness that

most

travelers

have.

I

remembered

having been told he had a good deal of
money and felt inclined to ask him if
Aurelia was a satisfying substitute for
a life-purpose.
When I got up to my room, I saw
Aurelia's appealing eyes, insisting on
affection from everyone in her vicinity,
and I wondered if Sisyphus had had a
worse time rolling up his stone than
she mustering up her force before a
closed-up shell.
The curious thing was that the rest
of the house party accepted the Blythes
as an ideally happy couple.
She imposed such an impression of her charm
upon her circle that no one dreamed of
her husband not appreciating her.
And she adopted the pose of a successful wife.
She exacted publicly just
what he would give politeness. Politeness was ingrained in him and she traded it off as devotion.
I do not know why I sensed the hollow ring. Perhaps because I was not
mesmerized. I saw those two among
the unhappiest souls I had ever known,

—

and

I

was

sorry.

Very

sorry.

When

they left us, it was not only the
emptiness that followed that made me
depressed, though it \\'as exactly as if
the sun had dropped out of the sky.
Positively, the very leaves looked gray.
It

was

five years after

when we met

again.

The Blythes had flown down from
an utterly different stratum of society
into the Darrells' halfway hospitality.
I had not forgotten them.
I do not see
enough people to forget the few striking
ones I have met. So when I encountered Mrs. Blythe in a boarding house
at F"lorence, I
great change.

knew her

in spite of the

The child had gone, and behind that
mask of childhood there turned out to
have been a middle-aged woman with
pouches under her eyes and a mouth
that drooped into heavy muscles at the
corners.
Her cheeks sagged, too. She
looked as if her whole face had loosed
suddenly from the unnatural tension
which had screwed it up firm and
young and sparkling.

'

w^^'&'^3
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miles in the opposite direction. That
was Banljury's style. He was a friend
of mine who lived next door.
It's
three miles from downtown to our
place, and three times a week Banbury
used to drive up in his two-ton terrifier

and say, "Jump in."
That used to make me mad in itself.
There was something about Banbury's

"Jump in" that made me boil. It was
so hypnotic.
I didn't want to jump.
I had a great desire to tell the man to
take his car and drive it ofT the first
high spot he could find.
But while I
was figuring out just how to insult him
without losing his friendship, I was
also crawling into the car.
Banbury owned the orneriest, most
abandoned, most drunk-and-disorderly
automobile in our town. It had sixty
horse-power and a hind axle like the
underpinning of an elephant. He always used to drive it with the muffler
cut out so as to make it sound as fatal

"What

!" yelled

Banbury, "go out

as possible, and it was against
principles to go into low speed on
pretext whatever.
Forty miles

I'm no fish"

in that butter boat.

his

any
an

hour everywhere, with a laugh for the
poor and the policeman, was his platform.

Who

Laughs Last

He was

the

boss

among automobilists.

tonsorial

artist

He shaved curb-

stones, telegraph poles, buggies, hearses
He was also some
hair tonic.
He raised twenty heads
of hair a day by honking past them so
close that their owners' coat buttons

and perambulators.

By George
Illustrated

by Albert Leverine

10 begin with, I will confess
that I am a coward about
automobiles.
I am not like

Tj
I

some

people.

For

me

there

a limit.
I
don't mind
turning corners sideways,
or going
over
thank-yemarms at seventy miles an
hour, or landing in a hedge
fence once in a while because
a
machine doesn't happen to be quite
as nimble about turning corners as
a country road.
Every man who
rides with the demented class has to
get used to these things, and I can
is

endure them.

But when

comes

it

to racing two miles for
the privilege of slipping slantwise across a
track in front of a locomotive as big as
the senior pyramid, or whooping past a
blind street corner, top speed, trusting
to luck that some other idiot isn't

whooping down the side street at the
same time or yanking on the high on a
long, down grade on the theory that if
you meet anything it is best to be
;

going faster than the other fellow
well, all these are past
I

my dead

line.

know I'm

a coward, but I can't
makes me feel creepy to

help it.
It
scrunch over live things, too, and

Fitch

when

children come running out onto
the street in front of a machine
I shut

little

my
No

—

Oh, I'm no
racing car for me.

auto fiend
Give me a nice,
comfortable, touring car, 1916 model
built to make thirty on the boulevards
and sound like fifteen, and I don't ask
another thing.
Steeplechasing in a gasoline goeyes.

devil isn't

my

!

I avoid the record
can't avoid them, I

line.

manglers; and

real

if I

make them mad

so they will avoid me.
Jones and I did to Ban-

That's what
bury. It's been six months since he
has asked us to ride six months of
peace and safety. What's more, he
will never ask us again.
He is afraid
if he does we will ask him to ride in our
motor boat there
Blamed if I didn't
hoist the curtain while the scene setters
were still on the stage.
To begin again, I don't own a car.
You've guessed as much. People who

—

—

own

!

have some defense. They
ride in their own worry-wagons instead
of getting abducted by goggled galoots
who find a holy joy in trying to punch
cars

holes in the horizon.
But people who
don't have cars have friends who own
them, and they are forever getting
taken home via some point seventeen

scratched the paint on the tonneau.
But at that, I always envied the
pedestrians and the honses when I rode
with Banbury. They only had him
for a second.
I had him for ten and
twenty miles at a dose. You know
how you try to steer an auto with your
leg, from the back seat, when the idiot
at the wheel is trying to make it loop
the street car ?
I
have sat in Banbury's car and steered so hard that my
I
leg ached for an hour afterwards.
have wondered vaguely as we dodged
locomotives whether I would be presentable at the funeral it's such a
disappointment at a funeral when the
corpse can't appear for inspection.

—

And I have figured horribly, half an
hour at a stretch, just what would
happen to the city directory if a steering knuckle should break, a wheel
should dish, or the machine should
throw a shoe on a crowded corner.
Three times a week, as I said, Banbury kidnapped me with that undertaker teaser of his and took me home.
He drove himself fools of his calibre
being scarce and hard to hire and
every time he hit sixty miles and just
missed hitting something else, he would
turn his large, round face around with
a smile of perfect bliss and ask: '"I
guess this isn't fun, hey ?" And I
from the corner of the tonneau, or the
front rail, or the middle of the air, or

—

—
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happened to be, would
I
words jerked out like sausage
"
"Isn't— it— though!
links:
And all the while I was fighting mad

wherever
reply in

my

brightland
to think that
for the mere rental of

life,

promising
which my

was paying S3,000 a year, was
being flipped around in and out of the
jaws and about the canines and incisors
•of death, just for the amusement of a
red-necked law-breaker. It may be
almost worth while to march up a hill
|k|pth 100,000 other defenders of your
^roimtry and get shot into a thinly disihuted paste by a thirteen-inch shell,
firm

-

:

()ut

ing

what possible credit is there in bewrapped around a telegraph pole

in your vest pocket and
the other in the transmission of an exautomobile, and of being arrested if
you are alive and called a joy rider by
the papers if you are dead ?

with one foot

Every week I hated Banbury more,
and every week he managed to get just
about one more mile an hour from his

And

one night I rebelled.
"No," I said, when he stopped and
said, "Jump in," "I'd rather ride in a
common, old, flat-wheeled chariot with
a conductor who washed last week than
car.

finally

try to butt into Paradise in sections in
that car of yours. You drive too fast
You come too near hitting
for me.
things
I am just as comfortable in
your car as I would be tied up in front
of a mad bull with some friend trying
to save me by shooting the ropes ofT."
!

Banbury just opened his plentiful
mouth and laughed until I couldn't
hear the exhaust of his engine. After
that he kept right on stopping for me,
and on each occasion he had a new
insult.

"Get in, Sam," he would say; "I've
just had the engine taken out.
She
works with a spring now. You'll like
her better."

.

Or, "Come on, Sam.
I'm going to
take Blaine's little boy up, too, and
he'll hold your hand if you're afraid."
• Or, "Jump in, Sam; I'll run the hill

"All
to

want" he shouted, "is
be taken over to that

I

shore, there"

on the slow speed and get you a sack
of fudge on the way if you'll come."
told Jason Jones, my next-door
I
neighbor, about these insults one Sunday while we worked on our motor
We owned a twenty-four-foot,
boat.
semispeed model boat with a six-horse
engine, that could kick it along nine
miles an hour at nine himdred revolutions, and every Sunday we worked together on our craft. Motor-boating is
There is no
the best of all sports.
arrogant, disagreeable bumptiousness
about it. You do not run over people,
get arrested for speeding, or mangle
yourself in any one of a dozen different
ways. Serenely and happily the motorboatist wallows over the waves, inhales
wind and weather instead of dust and
small insects, and the worst that can
happen to him is to get into the trough
of a sea with his ignition drowned out
and nothing more sustaining than rubber boots in case he can't bale as fast
as the river comes aboard. Motorboating is a glorious and gentle sport.
It is enjoyed by nature lovers, but

automobilists scorn it. There is nothing to scare but the turtles.
Jones and I go down early to the
dock each Sunday to work on our boat.
Sometimes we get it ready to run before
night and sometimes we don't; but we
always enjoy ourselves to the core.
It was while sitting on the gunwale,
after having cranked the engine eightynine times at a stretch- a record for
him that Jones heard my wail and
conceived his brilliant idea.
"I'll tell you what we'll do," he said;
"I've suffered from Banbury, same as
you have. He got me in one night and
took me eighteen miles out to some
country club, in twenty-four minutes
and ninety-six jolts. I'm laying for

—

—

too.
Suppose we inveigle him
into the Peggy next Sunday. He doesn't

him

know any more about

navigating than
he does about the golden rule. We
can break down and let enough water
in through the pump intake to keep

him working

for his life for an hour or
two while we tinker with the engine.
Or maybe it will be rough and save us
the trouble. Ten to one we will have
him praying for help before two hours.
Then we can take him home and tell
him what a nervous little pus.sy cat he
is when he isn't scaring people in his
own particular way. How does that
sound ?"
"Jonesey," said I, rising up solemnly
and swapping a handful of grease with

him, "you're the genius of the age. It
sounds like Revenge with Valenciennes
trimmings." Then we gave up cranking the Peggy she was feeling punk,
anyway and went home to get out the
working plans for the plot.
It was as easy as electing the worst
man in a city election. Banbury just
sniffed and said no clam chasing for
him. Six horse power in an ex-mud
scow presented about as much attrac-

—

"If

you ever speak

to

me" again,

I'll kill

you !"_he shouted

—

a
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lion for him as a nice glass of bread
and milk after a hot ball game.
Then I spoke my little piece. 1 had

been rehearsing

it

all

morning.

"Very well, Banbury," I said, "sorry
you won't come. Some people are
nervous about the water, I know; but
You're as safe
there's no real danger.
If it would
as you are in your own car.
make you less afraid we could tow a
us

skiff after

"

That was enough. After Banbury
had decided not to slap my nose around
where it could sneeze into my ear, as
he promised earnestly to do at first, he
declared that he was going to navigate
with us the next Sunday.
"Do w'hat you like and go as far as
you like !" he roared, "but don't let
me hear any more of this nervous talk.
When I get nervous about navigating
a catfish slough in a horse trough, with
a built-over cream separator for an
engine, I'll let you know, but don't
feel insulted if I bring along the Northwestern Christian Advocate to read.
I've got to have some excitement during the day."
I went to Jones and we fell on each
other's shoulders.
Then we put in a
We took
fierce week on the Peggy.
her apart from fly wheel to propeller,
cleaned her up and tuned her until she
would start with a single twist of the
wheel every time. Then we filled the
stern of the boat, suggestively, with
life preservers, and waited for our prey.

We had

an idea that Banbury didn't

know much about

the glorious art of

We

overestimated it by
navigation.
that word "much."
He didn't know
anything at all about it. When he got
down to the dock on Sunday morning
the river was full of white caps in
answer to our prayers, and the Peggy,
lying a hundred yards out at her anchor"howdydo" enage, was bobbing
thusiastically.
Banbury looked at her,
and I could see relief breaking out on

him out

to our boat.
I'm afraid he
of a seaman to go out on a
day like this. Will you run up to the
boathouse and telephone to
little
boy
He wanted to go to-day but I
told him a big, stout man who wasn't
afraid of anything was going to go."
If Jones had hit Banbury on the neck
isn't

enough

my

.''

with brass knuckles he couldn't have
looked more unhappy. "Tm going;
what's the matter with you ?" he moaned.
Then he got down on his stomach
and crawled into the punt from the
float, and we paddled out to the Peggy.
I won't say that I didn't help nature a
little bit, but the fact is, we shipped
about all the water that was good for
us on the way out, and had a real nice
trip.
I'll bet the Peggy looked as big
as an island to Banbury when he crawled into her.
I cranked the engine and the Peggy
started downstream, nicely as you
please.
But not nicely enough for
Banbury. I could see that in a minute.
We were going into the waves quartering, and about every fourth one came
aboard.

we would have

Ordinarily,

run across to the lee shore, but that
morning we stayed out and took whatever came. We gave Banbury the

pump and told him to bail. We also
told him how to put on a life preserver,
and which way to jump in case the
boat went over.

Then Jones and

I

left

him

to himself in the stern. Theoretically, we sat together on the front seat
to run the engine.
But in reality,
whenever we leaned down to investi-

gate it, we were shaking hands and
patting each other on the back.
You never saw such noble work with

a bilge pump as Banbury performed
that day.
It kept us busy picking uj)
enough seas to keep ahead of him. H(
pretty nearly pumped the oakum out
of her.
And whenever he stopped for
breath, I would turn around, fog up
my voice a little, and say, "Bully work,
old man; we're still on top.
But it's
all we can do to keep her running.

Keep

right at

it.

Watch

know it then.
Ten miles below town, the river
jumped over a six-foot dam with a
great splash.
It wasn't really so bad.
The current was gentle above, and
clammers snubbed theii one-lungers
up and down by the trees along the
shore.
But it sounded and looked
terrific, and there were rocks enough
below the middle of the dam to paralyze
any craft.
decided to kill^the
engine and drift down. That would
give us a quarter of an hour in which
to bleach Banbury's hair and pry into
Continued on page 186.

We

after all," he
"That's too bad. I
was hoping it would be better weather.
I had sort of set my heart on this trip."
"What makes you think we're not
going ?" demanded Jones.
"Well, you haven't got the boat in

"So you're not going

said cheerfully.

and it looks pretty squally," began
Banbury.
"Say, what do you think we run—
ferry-boat ?" said I.
It was my turn
at -bat.
"We row out to our boat when
we want her, and while there isn't sea
enough on to make the trip interesting,
we're going to do the best we can for
you." I threw some oars in a flatbottomed punt, climbed in, and mo-

"What

him
!"

to take a seat.
yelled Banbury,

"go out
boat
I'm no fish."
"Sam," said Jones wearily, "Mr.
Banbury wants an ocean liner to take
in that butter

!

My

God

!

hero

didn't

his face.

tioned to

out;

comes a big one. Whoop !" Then
Jones would slant her off just about in
time to catch six gallons of river, and
Banbury would bail as if he were a
prisoner in a cistern in the Middle
Ages, pumping for life.
It was the happiest trip I ever made.
As a matter of fact, we were more than
even with Banbury before we had gone
five miles.
But we were hoggish. We
wanted to scare him until he would
jump from his car and hide forever
after when he saw us coming.
I have
since learned that enough is a great
plenty, and that more than enough is
what causes dyspepsia, insolvency,
obituaries, and other troubles.
But I

The dam's only a mUe away and
Crank for your life, Banbury

she's balked.

The Son

of the Otter

By George Van
Illustrated

CHAPTER XIII.— Continued.
The two young men smiled quietly at
her and Ahteck, after looking at Jean
Caron and shaking his head, in turn
began to eat much food, such as his
great body needed.
They were soon ready to throw
themselves upon their rough beds,
which the hunters had made for themselves on the floor.
Ahteck was about
to blow out the candle, of which they
had made extravagant use, when they
were all startled by a sudden silence.
The harsh, strident breathing of Jean
Caron had ceased. It was poignant

and profound.

The man had

peace-

breathed his last and the men
instinctively took off their tuques.
Then they all knelt down in the little
cabin of rough logs chinked with moss
fully

and clay from the

river

banks and

re-

peated, as best they could, such fragments as they remembered of the
prayers for the dead.
After a long time they rose and Ahteck lighted three candles which he
placed at the head of the still form, and
the sobbing child was again grateful.
She knew that he was giving most
liberally out of the small store that was
left and which should have served to
light up some moments of the endless
dark evenings.
Long after the two men had risen
Mititcsh continued to remain upon her
knees, while the men watched her,
silently, afraid to intrude upon her
sorrow. Then she sank down on the
floor, in a sort of collapse, as though
iver-wearied and wrought beyond her
-trength.

Ahteck picked her up
r>oor little flaccid thing,

in his arms,

a

and placed her

on his knees while he sat before the
stove, her head resting in the hollow of
his arm, her long tresses falling to the

Schaick

by Frederic M. Grant

Then she began to breathe
floor.
quietly, while the tears kept coming to
her eyes, serving to lessen the pain that
was in her heart, and Ahteck caressed
her face, gently, with his big rough
paw, his great limbs looking strangely
employed in this nursing of the little
waif.
Finally she fell asleep, comforted,
with his strong arms about her, protecting, supporting her, and for a long
time he remained thus, still as a statue
of bronze, fearing to move lest he should
disturb her.
Paul had fallen asleep
while sitting at their small rough-hewn
table, and was snoring peacefully, his
head resting upon his arms.
The wood-mice squeaked as they ran
beneath the flooring or came out,
scampering and looking for crumbs.
The wind rose, outside, causing iceladen branches to crackle and break,
and the man awake tortured his soul
again with the thought that this child
was perhaps sufTering through the
agency of evil things that hovered over
him and

all

he might ever care

for.

CHAPTER

XIV.
A TREASURE OF THE WILDS.

At

an hour must have elapsed
Mititesh on a
bunk, without awakening her. (On
the previous night she had hardly slept
at all, and now her weariness had overcome her.) He placed her upon soft
pelts that, in a great city, would have
made too costly a bed for any but the
very richest, and covered her with
blankets. After this he saw that the
stove was replenished and drew his
tuque over his ears and his heavy mitts
over his hands. Then he opened the
door very softly. Once outside he saw
least

before Ahteck placed

great clouds scurrying across the sky,

pushed by a strong wind that was
blowing with bitter shrewdness. The
crusted snow crackled under his feet
as he walked ofT along the side of the
little river.

A few score yards away from the
camp, among the trees, he repeated the
preparations for the disposal of the
dead, building another scaffold upon
which to place the body until they
could dig down into the reluctant earth
whose bosom was now locked by the
After he had worked for a little
frost.
more than an hour he went back to the
log cabin and awakened Paul, who
lifted his head from the table and rubbed his eyes. But at once he understood what was needed. Together they
prepared that which was left of Jean
Caron and bore it away to its place of

temporary

rest.

The child was still sleeping soundly
when they came back and threw themselves upon their couches on the floor,
tired and heavy-eyed with sleep.
The
slumbering Mititesh seemed to be
making up for the long hunger, for the
weeks of overwork during which she
had done nearly a man's toil, and, notwithstanding the keenness of the blow
she had received, nature was reviving

her and bringing strength renewed.
She did not awaken until it was fairly
late in the morning.
The light of day
was already beginning to stream
through a few cracks in the rough door
A glance at the other bunk at once
apprised her of what had been done
The three little candles had burned
down to the bottom of the tin plate on
which they had been placed, for safety.
She looked quite rested now, and her
quiet resignation showed that, with
the power of her youth, she was overcoming the forces that had been arrayed against her. At first she was seized
155
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with the fear that she had again been
left alone,

that the two

men had

al-

ready departed for their hunting
grounds, that she would not be able to
stretch her hands out to them in
But in a moment she heard
gratitude.
lowered voices outside and leaped out
A moment later she
of the bunk.
pushed the door open.
"Qney, guey," she greeted them.
the Montagnais words
of greeting, smiling at her and asking

They repeated

how

she felt.
"Pull down thy cap lest thy little
cars freeze oflf, Mititesh," Paul admonished her. She complied at once.
Among the Indigns it is only the
forces of nature that are ever harsh to
children.
Never are they beaten,
Greater latiscarcely ever scolded.
tude is always allowed them than
would be the case with the young of
white people, and yet scarcely ever do
they become annoying or impertinent.
Among these people there is still a
leaven of old superstitions, notions of
the centuries gone by, according to
which the little ones carried the souls
In
of the departed of their families.
this way the punishment of a child
might have meant irreverence to the
It is to be noted
spirit of the dead.
that such ideas could never have arisen
in the minds of people who were not
fundamentally gentle and kind, for the
nature of all men is reflected in the
beauty or the harshness of their beliefs.
The traditions and the legends
may go by the board but the central
motive remains. In their treatment
of Mititesh the two men simply followed ancient custom. But the girl
had been alone, most of her life, with
two ailing people a great part of whose
care had devolved upon her. The
change that had taken place was like
that from freezing cold to pleasant
warmth, from thirst and hunger to
cravings satisfied.
It was these two
men who were bringing it all about, so
that her little heart went out to them,
and especially to the young giant who
had carried her on his back through
the wilderness, as the demi-god Nanabooshoo was said to have carried other
children that had strayed afar.
She expected to see them leave at
once, but through some tacit understanding the men remained in camp all
that day. The child had found the
tracks leading down the bank of the
stream.
number of times she wan-

with his friend, Ahteck began to make
ready to leave.
"Now I am going to look over thy
line of traps," he told Mititesh.
"It
will take all of five days, and perhaps
more. Paul will have to go over our
lines and will also be gone for several
days.
It cannot be helped.
But he
will return before me.
Thou wilt have
to stay here ail alone, but there is
nothing that can harm thee, as thou
knowest. Do not forget to cook for
thyself, and to eat well.
There is food
enough. Eat when the proper time
comes. Also remember to say thy
prayers morning and night. So now I
will say good-by, for I think to reach
thy old camp this evening, carrying
but a small load."
Mititesh turned away from him, her
head l^ent low, trying to conceal her
face from him.
"What is it, little one ?" asked Ahteck, putting his hand on her shoulder.
"It

nothing.

I

will stay since

it is

persisted, pleadingly.
"With his long legs Ahteck will kill
thee with fast walking," said Paul.
"Not for nothing did his parents call

him

the Caribou.
Here thou wouldst
and eat well, and grow fat and
round till thou couldst lift a hundred
pounds of flour in one hand, a big strong
rest

maiden."
But Ahteck, seeing the child's desolation, came to a quick decision.
"Make ready in haste, Mititesh, we
go together," he said.
The child gathered up a few things
in a hurry and, stepping outside, tied
on her snow-shoes. A bit of happiness
was surely throwing a ray of sunshine
upon her, that warmed her heart. She
was smiling now, through her tears.
She seized her little tump-line and was
about to take up a part of the load

when Ahteck

A

dered down there, alone, and said
prayers while she knelt down on the
dry snow. Ahteck and Paul, how-

is

thy wish," said Mititesh, turning to
him eyes upon whose lashes trembled
two big tears, "I have no fear of being
left alone, and yet this day will be a
very lonely one. My mother I always
had with me, to talk to. I am very
strong now and can bear loads, big
loads.
I used to help my father, often
carrying his pack for him."
"It is thy wish to come with me ?"
he asked. "But thou knowest how
long and hard is the way.
It is a very
long journey for thee."
"I have become so very strong," she

"There
he

said,

is

laughed.
not enough for

cheerfully.

"Wait

me now,"
until

we

They did some skinning and stretching
of pelts, and cut more wood and piled
new snow at the foot of the shack to
keep it warm. But the next day, by

return with many pelts. Then thy
very strong back will be bent under a
great load."
She knew that he was jesting, and
smiled at him again, happily, while
Paul stared at him, amazed to see his
sombre companion in such a pleasant

waning

mood.

ever,

were trying to

starlight,

after

lose

no time.

a few words

"At

least

I

may

take the gun," said

Mititesh.

She pa.ssed the rawhide sling of the
gun cover that protected his 44 over
his breajit, making a quaint figure as
she started away with the young giant,
a strangely assorted pair.

"Ekun miam

It is fine indeed !"
"See the great hunters
!

laughed Paul.
starting.
is

Now we

the better.

shall

know which

Bonne chance

!"

As with most

of the Indians of Pointe
Bleue their speech was apt to be a
mixture of Montagnais and French,
with rare scattering words derived

from the English.
The two waved their hands back at
him and went on, while he fastened his
tump-line to his forehead and started
Ahteck disin the opposite direction.
covered very soon that Mititesh was
not the same child he had brought from
the camp of starvation. Allowing for
her youth, the statement that she was
very strong proved true. She now
seemed to be indefatigable and trotted
behind him, mile after mile. Her vigor
had returned with the abundant focjd
of the last few days and her lithe young
body was manifesting a wealth of recuperative power.
The first day's journey was not a
very long one, as they had not made a
very early start and Ahteck was anxious
not to try the girl too hard. But on
the following day, after a long sleep in
the woods, they traveled far, reaching
Caron's deserted camp and starting
almost immediately over the line, after
a long prayer before the scaffold and
the snow-covered burden it bore.
It is a sad manner of disposing of
dear ones but, in the middle of winter,
nothing else can be done at .first.
Mititesh felt as if the poor shapeless
form must still be sufi^ering from the
bitter cold and uneasy when the strong
winds swayed the poles to which it was
lashed. There are many who think
that the Indians are an unsentimental
race owing to the rather cold exterior
they present to strangers. But those
who have penetrated this deceptive
surface, who have dwelt among them
and obtained their confidence, know
that in reality they are a people full of
imagination and living in a w^orld full
of mysteries which they have sought
to explain in legends that show a high
degree of ingenious and often lofty
thought.
It is only after contact with
the white man and his vices that they
degenerate from a rather high estate to
that of the lowest among the invaders
of their fastnesses.

From

earliest

morning

till

nightfall

they kept on following the long line,
and the child, showed great endurance
and sometimes even proved of slight
help.
To the man her presence changed the character of his occupation.
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solitude

had always favored his tendency to
revert constantly to the awful thoughts
from which his mind was seldom entirely

free.

But now that

this little

one was beside him the work seemed
easy, the way shorter, the trend
of his ideas less dark and gruesome.

more

He noted her marvelous deftness in
skinning small animals. One evening
she set snares and was able to .catch a
couple of hares that served chiefly as
bait for the traps, though the skins
were carefully saved.
Ahteck thought well of the line. In
former days Caron had always brought
back a good lot of fur. The young
man decided that it might be well to
try to work it steadily, though he
realized the enormous increase in the
amount of toil it would entail. By
this time many of the traps were covered deeply with drifted snow, which
had to be cleared off, after which they
were baited again. Ahteck, like all
other trappers, used some wonderful
stuff of penetrating odor to put upon

was a weird decoction
scent glands and other things meant

his bait.

It

of
to

dispel the odor of man and even attract
the game to the traps. Some of it he
dropped on the soles of his shoepacks
and upon his mittened hands.

They had gone

nearly over the whole
length of the long line, with a catch
amounting only to two mink and a few
weasels, besides a single marten, and,
from the lay of the land, Ahteck knew
that another couple of hours would
bring them out upon the river again,
fairly near Caron 's camp.
They were
then traveling by the edge of a brook
that was hard to follow on account of
many recent windfalls, and Mititesh
spoke.
"It must be very near.
father
said that he had two traps set for foxes.
He said he had seen many tracks near
the bend of the brook.
It is a very
good place and in other years he caught

My

some."

They kept

on, carefully watching the
the trees, and reached a

blazes upon
tall fir bearing a trap-mark.
At the foot of it there was a small
mound, snow-covered, showing that a
little hut had been built, of sticks covered with boughs of balsam making a
roof.
There was a narrow entrance

through which any animal must enter
before he could reach the bait.
Ahteck knelt down, after he had
thrown off his pack, and began to scoop
off the snow with his hands.
It was
fine and dry as sand.' A few dark hairs
showed and his eyes glittered, while
Mititesh clasped her hands together,
joyfully, and cried out:
"A black fox !"
Carefully, tenderly, they brushed off
all the .snow and took the beautiful

d

ivnopfis
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McLeod

Peter

is

Company at Grand Lac,
Upon his arrival at the Post.

appointed agent for the Hudson Bay

Jim Barry, recently deceased.

to succeed the inebriate

He

Peter finds stores depleted and accounts unkept.
accidentally discharges an old pistol which

tries to restore

wounds him

in

the

leg.

remedies applied by the Indians result in blood ooisoning and he

Uapukun, a lovely young Indian

She had been a servant

his love.
lifetime,

and her knowledge

always at her

of

He

evil

a great aid to Peter in straighten-

day,

when he

is

away on a week's hunting

Nascaupees arrive and their spokesman reveals himself to Uapukun

who has sought

when Ahteck, hearing
of ofTended deities

and

She refuses and he

firearms.

upon him and

his threats, rushes

may

She can purchase

out her hiding place.

stores

believes he has killed his father.

punishment

rewarded with

durine that unfortunate woman's

both presently become essential to McLeod's

One

by giving him expensive

to strike her

blow.

is

him that the brighteyed youngster Ahteck,

tells

side, is her brother;

as the avenging husband
silence only

is

near to death.

is

him back to health and

for Barry's wife,

She

happiness and he marries her.

band

nurses

of affairs at the Post

ing out the financial chaos.

trip a

girl,

order and

The various

He

fells

lest

the

include those he loves, and journeys to Pointe

Bleue, where he works in a sawmill and lives with the family of Jean Caron,
little

his

about

him with a

upon leaving home

insists

is

He

daughter, Mititesh, alone can rouse him from his gloom.

whose

goes on trapping

expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul Barrotte, and finally abandons his work at the

sawmill for this newer occupation.

Upon

the death of Peter

scruples, and, with the snug

for Ahteck

McLeod, Uapukun seeks out Ahteck, overcomes

sum which

and the two children.

Peter has

left her,

With the coming

Barrotte start on their hunting trip to the North.

a comfortable

of winter,

his

home

Ahteck and Paul

Hither comes Jean Caron for

His home has been burned, his wife and daughter, Mititesh, face starvation.

help.

His feeble strength
falls

makes

unconscious.

shack.

fails

him within

sight of the shack and, with

Ahteck and Paul hear

his appeal

Ahteck goes at once to Caron's camp, w'here he

mourning over the body
burial in the spring,

of her mother.

one despairing cry, he

and quickly bear him to the
finds Mititesh, half starved,

Ahteck places the body

and returns with Mititesh to

his

own camp.

in

a tree to await

out of the trap. It had not
ecn dead very long and the snow had
kept it from freezing very hard. This
was the hope, hardly ever realized, of
every trapper; the wonderful prize the
possibility of which always lies before
liing

their eyes; the thing that brings startling dreams in the middle of the night;
the stroke of good fortune achieved
once out of many lives of terrible toil.

After they had loosened ofT the jaws
of the trap they smoothed the wonderful fur, black as the pupil of a baby's
eyes and threaded with a few silver
with a dot of white at the end of
the full, rounded, bushy tail. They
studied it, and gloated over it, just as,
in the great cities of civilized men,
people become crazed over the precious
marvels of art. They decided that,
beyond a peradventure, the eyes of
man had never before rested on such a
large, splendid, heavily furred, long
haired black fox.
It was a wonder
much greater than all other wonders,
and they could hardly believe their
hairs,

eyes.

They could scarcely bear to put it
away in the pack, but after it had been
tucked in, with a thousand precautions,
they walked away very fast in order to
return to the

camp

before nightfall.

But

of course, after they reached it,
they did not stop very near the charred
remains of the old hut. It may have
been a touch of superstition, perhaps,
but one that may hardly be cavilled at.
The cold had abated a great deal,

After Ahteck had arranged
and their food had been
eaten in great haste, they decided to
skin the animal without delay.
'Tt is not at all spoiled," said Ahteck.
"Take thou the knife and begin.
Wait, I will sharpen it a little."
"But I am afraid," said Mititesh.
"It is too beautiful.
It might be that
my hand would shake. It would be
terrible to a make a hole in that beautiful hide."
Together they sat down on a great
fallen log, after clearing off the snow.
The darkness was coming on apace but
the blazing fire before them permitted
them to see and Mititesh, breathless,
watched the skinning, which proceeded
slowly, carefully, with all the infinite
precaution demanded by such an important matter. Foxes are not cut
open but cased, like other most valuable pelts. The hide has to be peeled
ofif through a small opening between
the hind legs, much as an eel is skinned,
and the operation is one that demands
a good deal of skill. Ahteck often
stopped to give his knife a few strokes
on a tiny whetstone, and would begin
again to loosen the pelt with short,
careful strokes, until it was all cased
and looked fit to adorn a queenly neck.
Again they spent much time in looking over the wonderful thing, the inthat day.

their shelter,

1
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side of which was rubbed with a little
ash from the fire, and at last the great
lad spoke at length.

am

"I

glad, little Mititesh, for

The debt thy
owed the Company may be paid
and much money will remain.
thou art

seen

rich.

some black

never one

"But

foxes in

my

now

father
in full,
I

have

time, but

like this."

this fox surely belongs to thee,"

"Thou hast saved me,
and without thee it would have been
left in the woods and eaten by other
animals, till nothing would have been
left but a few black ihairs and white
said the child.

bones.

I

"The

can never repay thee."

fox

and

now

it

thine, Mititesh," Ahteck
father set the trap
belongs to his child. Also
is

"Thy

persisted.

the line was his.

I would never take
would be an evil thing to do.
There is no need to speak of this any
it

for

it

more."
Mititesh rose and stood in front of
as he sat upon the log, cutting
tobacco in the palm of his hand. For
a moment she remained silent, looking
hard at him and thinking of some way
to arrange this matter.
Then her eyes
brightened and everything was beautifully settled in her mind.
She had
found a splendid solution of the
problem.
"Now I will speak," she said. "It
is mine, the beautiful fox, and we will

him

much money.

o\er the long line twice and picked up
some good pelts. After he haiid finished
this work he had begun on a labor of
kindness, a terrific undertaking when
the earth is frozen for many feet in
depth.
In an open piece of ground that had
been Cjuite cleared in cutting firewood
for the winter, and to protect their
hut from forest fires, he had cleaned off
the snow over a wide space and then
lighted a great fire.
As soon as this
was burned out and had thawed the
surface for a-few inches he had dug all
he could with a discarded paddle that
had a broken blade, also prying out
rocks with a heavy pole he had sharpened at one end and hardened in the
fire.
He had repeated this operation a
number of times, getting his hole deeper
and deeper until, when the other two
reached the camp, it was down over
three feet, with the earth becoming
softer.
Ahteck began at once to help
him, with similar clumsy tools, and
the grave was soon of sufficient depth.
In this way they managed to bury
Jean Caron, at whose head they placed
a rough cross of heavy sticks bound
together with the stringy rootlets of
spruce.
In the Grand Nord, in the vast loneliness of thousands of square miles

over which mere handfuls of men wanone chances often enough to meet
with such graves, of men and women
and even little ones, abandoned upon
the trails whereon the loyageurs cannot
der,

But thou
save me, and thou
I might be thy ouash, thy
little child.
But in a few years I will
be a woman, and the money for the
fox will be thine because thou wilt take
me fro thy woman and all that I have
will belong to thee.
Thus is everyting all right now.
Is it not a good

marks of destructible things, they are
remembered by wayfarers, who mention them usually in hushed voices,
seldom speaking of them as they do of

idea ?"

other

Ahteck looked at the child but made
no answer. Before her glad and shin-

When

sell

it

for

didst find
hast said

me and

ing eyes his own fell to the ground.
But Mititesh, greatly pleased that she
had arranged things so beautifully,
began to laugh in great glee as she
spread out the blankets. Soon she
crawled under them and fell asleep but
Ahteck remained for a long time seated
before the fire, that was sending little
sparks up towards the sky. He was
looking beyond them, into the darkness of future years, thinking over the
great burden of a life that could never
know happiness since, with that one
terrible blow of his gunstock, he had
shattered the ties that bound him to
other men and let loose a vengeance
that must overtake him some day.

CHAPTER XV.
MITITESH FINDS A HOME.
Long before sunrise the man and the
child left the camp on their long road
back to Ahteck's shack, which they
reached early on the next day. They
found that Paul was there, having gone

tarry long.

For many years,

breath of the world has blown

sign-posts

of

the

until the

away

all

wilderness.

they chance to be close to a
river bank or the edge of a lake canoemen are apt to remove their caps and
say a word of prayer, after which they
go on, perhaps taking up a song again,
to pitch their camp further away.
C3n the next morning Ahteck spoke
of the arrangements to be made until
the coming of warm weather should

remove the

icy barriers.

"From now on
ed a

little,"

he

things

must be chang-

said, gravely.

"I will

sometimes take Mititesh with me
when I go over her father's line. This
cannot be done v^erv' often, because it is
far away and takes too much time,
and I shall have to travel as fast as a
man is able to. But now we must
think that Paul is my partner, and
since I will fail to do all of my share
of the work it will be a loss to him, and
he will have to work much harder. Yet
this he can hardly do, for he now takes
ver>' little rest, and the beavers at
But the
felling time toil no harder.
A
line of Mititesh is a verj- good one.
Continued on page 166.
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Church Union

in

Canada

Now

that the Presbyterians have
voted by an unlooked for majority of 4 to 1 in favor of a
union with the Methodists and CongregationaHsts, the question has been
raised by the Anti-unionists as to the
churches,
title of all of the property
manses, schools, hospitals, etc. nowheld in the name of the local and
In an
Provincial church corporations.

—

Scotch case.

"The

effect of the Scotch case is
that in case of a disruption, the
property held in" trust for the church
'will belong to that body which maintains the identity of the doctrines,
this:

creeds, church government,
of the original body.

of the Free Church who
refused to join the union lost no time
in testing the legality of the act of the
majority in entering it. Their summons of December 14, 1900, claimed
that in uniting with the United Presbyterian Church, which did not hold
the principles of the Free Church, the

The minority

—

interview in the Toronto Daily Star,
Mr. H. E. Irwin, K. C, gives an opinion that the Anti-unionists will retain
title to this property and that it will
require special legislation before the
Unionists will be able to take their
church buildings with them into the
United Church of Canada. Mr. Irwin
bases his opinion upon the famous

and

VERDUN
by the Celts of old, a fortress then

the tide of Caesar's bold
advance,
Fidl many a year of high and proud

That stemmed

romance
Hast thou beheld.

The tramp of armed

men

Made music round

thy moated bastions

when
The Vandal's and The Goth's invading lance
o'er the border into beauteous
France,
Bringing rude horde from northern
steppe and fen

Surged

!

And now

to-day another menace nears,
self-styled Caesar flings his

Again a
host

In wrath on

who, scorning futile

thee,

lishment.

of that church.

thousand changes
and church govern-

will Ije a

ment in the present vmion," declared
Mr. Irwin. As an instance, he declared
that the union will cause the disappearance of the Westminster Confession of Faith

The

and the catechism.

review of the
Scotch case, which was fought through
to the House of Lords on the question
'A the allocation of church property.

^

following

is

a

fundamental doctrines of
the church, forfeit the right to the
property, which remains with the
minority holding the church's original
doctrine; also that the establishment
principle was a fundamental doctrine
of the Free Church and that by entering a union on terms leaving that
doctrine an open question, the majority
had violated the conditions on which
the property of the Free Church was
held.
On tiie plea that by the declaratory act of 1892 the Free Church had
abandoned its doctrinal position, argument was heard, but the House of
Lords did not decide.
Few legal decisions have occasioned
so great consternation or such serious

fears.

Defies

and brings

to

naught his bloody

boast.

For, crowned a queen

among

her mighty

shall

ring from

peers,

Verdun's

practical

difficulties.

At

first

sight

deprived the Free Church section
of the United Church of all its material
goods churches, manses, colleges, and
missions, even of the provision for the
It appeared to
old age of the clergy.
divert large amounts of church property from the uses for which it had
been provided, and to hand it over to a
body with which the United Church
was deeply out of sympathy and which
could have little prospect of making
A conference was
effective use of it.

—

majority had forfeited the right to the
property of the Free Church, which
must be judged to belong to the
minority who remained faithful to the
principles of the Free Church and were

in doctrine, creed,

allowed the appeal and found the
minority entitled to the funds and
property of the Free Church. It was
held that the majority of an independent church, adopting new standards of doctrine or ceasing to hold

it

property belongs to those who
maintaining the Presbyterian Church
in Canada, and will continue to belong
to them until the Legislatures of the
Provinces exercise their power to take
away the property of John Jones and
give it to Tom Smith."
Mr. Iwrin declared that there is
even more ground for such a decision
than there was in the Scotch case,
where the union was between two
branches of the Presbyterian Church,
the most important difference between
the two being on the question of estabare

of a second hearing, and it was not
until August 1, 1904, that the verdict
was pronounced. By a majority of
five to two the House of Lords reversed
the decision of the Court of Session,

essential or

Named

tests

"At the present moment there is no
possible legal doubt that every dollar
of funds and every dollar's worth of

"There

Review

high

fame

coast to coast

!

—LONDON NEWS AND LEADER

held in September between representatives of the United Free and of the
(now distinct) Free Church, in order to

In the Scottish courts
the case was decided in favor of the
union by Lord Low on August 9, 1901,
and by the second division of the Court
of Session on July 4, 1902, it being held
in both trials that the old Free Church
had a right within limits to change its

to some working arrangement
view of the decision, but no basis for
such an agreement could he arrived at.
Nothing remained but to invoke the
intervention of Parliament to put an
end to an impossible situation. A convocation of ministers and ciders of the
United Free Church, held on December

views and to do by its assembly what
had been done. The proceedings before the House of Lords on appeal were
protracted by the death of one of the
judges, which involved the necessity

15, 1904, decided that the union should
go on, and resolved to "take every lawful means of appealing to the nation
and to Parliament to rescue the funds
and buildings of the church for the

come
in
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:

pruposes for which they had
been provided." The Free Church
could not refuse to consent to this and
in Decemlier a commission was appointsacred

consisting

ed,

of

Lord

Elgin,

Lord

Kinnear, and Sir Ralph Anstruther, to
inquire into matters connected with
the two churches, while the question of
interim possession

was

referred to Sir

Cheyne, as commissioner, for
inquiry and action. The commission
public and after hearing the
.sat in
evidence on both sides issued the re-

John

port in April, 1905. They reported
that the state of feeling on one side
and on the other had made their work
difificult.
They had concluded, however, that the Free Church was unable
in many respects to carry out the purposes of the trusts, which, under the
verdict of the House of Lords, w-as a
condition of their holding the property,
and that there was a case for Parlia-

mentary

interference.

They

recom-

mended

that an executive commission
should be set up by Act of Parliament,
in which the whole property of the
Free Church, as of tlie date of the
union, should be vested, and which
should allocate it to the United Free
Church, where the Free Church was
unable to carry out the trust purposes.
The commission were to entertain suggestions which might be made to them
for friendly arrangements.

The commission found the work of
allocating the property a slow job, but
1908 over 100 churches and manses
to the Free Church.

in

had been assigned

Commercial
Supremacy

Britain's

the German
EVEN
admit that the

people now
reason for
the Kaiser's war against Great
Britain and her Allies is the hope of
being able to obtain supremacy in
world trade. So it is of interest to
consider what conditions will prevail
after the conclusion of the war.
Will
the war of cannon and rifle ball be
continued in an ever aggressive war to
drive the Huns from the markets of
the world ? This problem is discusssed in an exhaustive article in The
Contemporary Review by the Right
real

Hon.

M.

1
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Joseph Compton-Richett,
under the title Commercial

Sir
P.,

Supremacy After the War as

follows
are turning aside to discuss with
interest those trade conditions which
may immediately follow the war; but,
although we are able to command
sufificient mental detachment so to do,
the violent antagonism which exists
colors the discussion.
are assuming that our present temperament will
continue, even when peace is signed,
the fields are again culti\ated, and the
charred cities rebuilt.
take too
much for granted that our enemies will

We

We

We

Kultur Nursery Rhyme.
Sing a song of air-raids, coming

o'er the

deep,

Four-and-twenty children, murdered in
their sleep

Back again

to

will ring

Isn't that

King

!

Hunland, where

—

a pretty

tale

to

set

the bells

before a

!

—LONDON

OPINION.

be at our throats commercially, and
that the war, which will have ceased
only in a military sense, will be still
carried on in every neutral market of
the world.' It is suggested that the
Allied countries will propose to form
their own trade groups, and to boycott
Central Europe for ever. Beneath
this policy lies the tacit assumption
that we are going to make peace upon
terms which will leave us in the same
position as before; that we shall have
to rebuild the commercial edifice with
the trade relations to one another
which existed before the war. It does
not, apparently, occur to our economic
advisers that if we accopiplish the
military result to which we have set
our hands, there will be no peace until
Germany is politically disabled, and,
incidentally, commercially crippled.
But can it be seriously contended
that German -made goods are to be
shut out of the markets of the world,
and her state of isolation prolonged
indefinitely ?
Such a condition would
stimulate animosity, blight the reformation
character, almost
of German
justify her in the renewal of her military preparations, and open a vista of
further war.
It would be an unprecedented and an impossible future.
By these threats and warnings it is
probably meant that if the Government of Germany persists in forming
commercial combinations distinctly
hostile to the traders of the Entente,
their Governments will meet combination by combination.
But that is war,
and war is always intended to be pressed to a conclusion in order ot obtain a
Chronic war is fatal to civilizaresult.
tion, as the people of the middle centuries discovered.
When we are negotiating a military peace we shall have
to take into account the disturbing
element of commercial rivalry and
provide against it, as part of the terms
For, like war, such
of the settlement.

Tropics. We have not to determine
the abstract value of a commercial
system, to decide the claims of In
Trade, tarifTs, or full Protection, li
to consider the most secure conditidi
for the United Kingdom asit now exist
These islands are set in grey Northim
seas, subjected to a variable climate,
and of limited fertility. Through our
mineral wealth and the intelligent
industry of our people, we have overcome these disaflvantages, and have
converted a small agricultural community into a great industrial nation.
To maintain our population and to
provide for its natural increase we are
bound to convert our mineral wealth
into manufactured goods. These we
exchange for supplies of food, and with
our surplus profit further develop our
own trade and lend capital to the rest
For however intense
of the world.
may be the cultivation of the soil, no
improvement will spare us from importing the larger proportion of our
foodstufTs so long as we maintain a*
standard of good feeding. In addition,
it is almost as important for us to keep
the greater part of the carrying trade
By
of the world in our own hands.
that means we maintain communication and intercourse between the different parts of the Empire. The control
of carriage interests us directly in themerchandise carried, and tends to enbegin
large our own dealings.
witii cheap material, we have practically an engineering monopoly, and
by these means are enabled to build
and equip vessels at lower first cost
than other nations. So long as we;
maintain free imports, we supply both
the outgoing and the incoming voyage
with freight. This gi\es us an advantage over competitors willing to export,
but unwilling to import, and the double
journey reduces the cost of freight upon
Some of our busiever^' ton carried.
ness as carriers lies between one
country' and another where we may
never touch a British port in the trans-

We

competition has its price, and none of
us will desire to pay it. We shall all
have our own bills to meet, and will
naturally demand peace and quiet in

which

the shattered finance of the
nations concerned may be repaired.

The United Kingdom is not selfcontained in the position of a country
like the United States of America,
which commands everything that can
be produced from the Arctic to the

I

Am No

Uncle

Sam
Brooklyn

EaiU
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these incidental adretain the profits of the

Beyond

action.

vantages'

we

Our
carr>'ing trade in our own hands.
mercantile supremacy upon the sea
stands for more than a great revenue.
We cheapen food by low freights, and
in return thrive through hostile tariffs
to find
factures.

new markets

manu-

for our

may

be said, is
merely the commonplace of Free Trade,
but it is under this system that the
enormous wealth of this country has
been accumulated.
To obviate the difiiculties with which
we were confronted at the beginning
of the war we must take a more intelligent interest in our own affairs, but
are not required to dislocate our trade
relations with other countries, or to
Hitherclose our ports against them.
to, our national trade has been left to
the

This,

enterprise

it

of

They
individuals.
their dis-

have not had the means at

posal for determining over-production
or under-production. New interests
have come into play, new concerns

have been launched, waxed, waned,
struggled, conquered, or failed without
the slightest reference to the benefit
The future
or loss of the community.

Minister of Commerce will have to
satisfy himself that somewhere in the
Empire we are raising raw material,

and are competent to provide everything which is ancillary to our leading
manufactures. When we have produced our cotton and woollen goods,
there must be a dye industry in existence to prepare them for the market.
The reduction of our working capital
by taxation and Government loans
will make it more important than in
the past that we make an economical
and intelligent use of the balance which
remains.
An unnecessary surplus of capital
employed in one direction deprives
another industry of its fair share.
Over-production stimulates that cutthroat competition which creates violent changes of price and disturbances
in the labor market.
We have never
realized
the amount of
injury inflicted by competition within
the limits of home trade.
It causes
much trouble and brings no corresponding compensation to the community.
sufficiently

Over-production may occur within a
protected country as easily as under
Free Trade. It usually follows a
period of high profits which stimulates
the extension of factories and machinery.
The manufacturer likes to keep
the control of his capital in his own
hands, so instead of seeking Stock Ex-

change

investment

he

extends

his

business at the expense of his competitors, loads the market with material which it cannot absorb, until the
whole trade is reduced to a margin

which
general

is

not

public

remunerative.
are

tempted

The

by low

o

%g^?\

"

At Dead Man's Hill
prices to a wasteful consumption, for
which they have to pay later on. The
wealthy manufacturer seeks redress
for the loss of a manvffacturing profit

the raw
in speculative dealings in
material. Then follow failures, new
combinations, trusts, syndicates, and
high prices. Capital has been diverted
from more useful channels, and everyone is the worse for the trade war.
You may hermetically seal a public
building against the entrance of cold
air, but people will still complain of
draught. These draughts are created
within the building by the warm air
from the hot pipes rising to the window
spaces, becoming suddenly chilled, and
descending in cooler streams. So the
problem of over-production, with its
consequent discomfort, lies within the
control of the country in which it
originates.

When

the business of the United
is subject to proper supervision, over-production will be checked,
and an extension of works will recjuire
a Government licence, as, indeed, is
the case in the present time of war.
On the other hand, under-production
will be remedied and fresh enterprise
encouraged in directions which are
.Our
likely to benefit the community
tendency has been to concentrate upon

Kingdom

Toronto World

a few great trades and to neglect many
of those subordinate industries which
have their use and place in a national
scheme. It is only the Government of
a country which can efficiently survey
the entire field of operation, and so coordinate the efforts of the commercial
world.
If any further argument be
required, we may remind ourselves
that for a considerable time capital
will fetch higher rates, and its profitable direction will be true economy.
At the present moment we have probably lower rates for money than we
can anticipate after the war, when
foreign trade revives and artificial
restrictions are removed.
With regard to tlie Dominions, our
one safe and sure course is to leave

them to settle their own commercial
problems in their own way. In fact,
we have neither the right nor the power
Canada is next neighbor
to interfere.
to the United States, divided from the
great Republic by a bare thread drawn
across inland waters and open country.
The commercial relations between such
near neighbors are bound to be of the
utmost importance. If they desire to
trade with one another more freely
than formerly, let them do so, for
nothing could compensate Canada for
the surrender of her

own Continental
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market. The utmost which we can
expect from our Dominions is a fifst
call upon their i)roduce, in case of
necessity, at the best price which those
Dominions can obtain in any other
market of the worki. We can act as a
clearing house and adviser, placing our
negotiating ability at the disposal of
any one of them for making a commercial treaty with a foreign nation.
But a common formula cannot be
found which would include the Empire
as a whole, and to attempt one would
create difficulty, because the conditions
do not admit of unified action. There
undoubtedly, questions which
are,

ought to be treated imperially. The
"pooling" of our Naval and Military
resources has proved to be a necessity,
and must be further discussed when

Our

foreign relations to
the rest of the world have a direct
bearing upon our provision for Naval
and Military defence. On the one
hand, no single portion of the Empire

peace ensues.

than

at

way more

Until

present.
clearly,

it

we

see

the

would be wise to

put up comfortable dwellings of a
temporary character, similar to the
buildings with which the war has made
us so familiar, instead of multiplying
pretty red brick cottages, which may
not ultimately be occupied by the
class for which they are supposed to be
The dreary inactivity of
required.
the countryside for a part of every year
suggests alternate village employment,
which a cheaper and wider distribution of electric power may put within
the reach of smaller localized manufacturers.
But there is something of
Much loss is
still more importance.

upon farming through an
ignorance of world production, and the
inflicted

want

A

intelligent co-operation.
fluctuation in price is no
mere matter of the market town; it is
the result of world-wide operations.

of

constant

The

price of

bacon next year depends

from becoming an intolerable strain.
have not to fear competition from
the Continent of Europe, for our
neighbors will be burdened in propor-

We

tion to their resources more heavily
than ourselves. It is to the competition of the United States that we
naturally look, but that competition
will not be serious so long as the United
States continues to maintain a tariflF
wall.
So long as she does so, the cost
of production in that country' will be
maintained. It may be necessary for
us to direct the flow of capital to the

East, where the raw material of certain commodities lies to hand, and
where colored labor can be obtained at

a comparatively low price.

must take care that

selves to be drawn into another grea'
war without having a voice in the

foreign policy which necessarily relates
This, of course, implies ai\
to it.
Imperial Council, new to the Constitution, regularly formed, and annually in session.
The British Parliament, together with the Parliaments
of the Dominions, will be represented
upon it, but the supplies which are required for Naval and Military Services

very countries where the raw material
The Asiatic does
has been grown.
not lack readiness in a new task, and
with a little practice can learn it.
Whether he has the physical power to
work as hard as the English man or
woman is a question of food, and a

have to be voted by the various
Parliaments in the usual way, and
hence those Parliaments will indirectly
retain a control over policy.
As soon as our Armies are disbanded,
we shall have to direct a considerable
will

rise

in

wages

will

Turkey

in the

Straw

Cincinnati Timts-Star

upon Chicago, and it is possible
some degree to forestall the market.

chiefly
in

To farm

We

clothing, in fuel,

From

land question will become still more
urgent. There are many large estates

with their agents everywhere,
who will advise the farmer upon marketable products, teach him standards
of quality, undertake to find him an

which

outlet,

and generally relieve him from
the commercial side of his industry.
Is there any reason why the success of

No doubt

fellows were steadily emigrating,
In
particularly to Western Canada.
the future we may expect that the

will

be

off'ered in

consequence of

increased taxation, and of the better
employment of money elsewhere. It
will be desirable to hesitate befor'e we

embark

upon

We

fresh
schemes.
ought not to settle upon fixity of tenure
or peasant proprietorship until we are

better informed as to the future handling of the soil.
It is most probable
that science will quicken her pace during the present century, and that
chemistry applied to cultivation, with

an extended use of machinery, will
give better results with less local labor

in

that

learned to do with less, and makes
more of the food than the European.
It must be remembered that climate
has an important bearing upon food.
The cold and variable climate of this

young

has been difficult for
married couples to find a home, and
it

do much

respect, as he will never require the
Western standard of living. He has

successfully in a country
freely imports foodstuffs implies
adaptation, and a clear knowledge of
the productions of other continents.
need national and county associa-

of this scarcity,

But we

this diversion of

capital does not go too far, or we may
mills of Lancashire and of
Yorkshire working at less than full
time, whilst Bombay and the farther
East are booming.
Yet we cannot expect that we shall
continue for ever to import raw material from Asia, pay freight upon it,
convert it into manufactured goods in
Britain, and then export the finished
article to clothe the inhabitants of the

left

amount of attention to the general
question of labor. Labor in the fields
had already become a difficulty, and
the scarcity of cottages was prompting
us to take some preliminary steps when
the war broke out.
In consequence

We

have the

alone in any dispute with a
first-class Power.
On the other hand,
the Dominions will not permit them

can be

the commercial centre of the world,
metropolis.
have discussed methods by which labor shall
be properly remunerated;
we ha\c
sought a method of relieving taxation
its financial

which

tions,

Denmark

in

dealing with dairy prolines should not

duce on co-operative
be followed generally

in British

farm-

ing ?
In order to maintain the commercial
supremacy of the United Kingdom we
must make sure that a sufficient amount
of labor and of capital will be always
"Except
available in this country.
these abide in the ship, ye cannot be
saved." London must continue to be

country diverts a portion of the food
eat to the maintenance of animal
warmth. Money has to be spent in

we

and in suitable cover.
the inhabitant of warmer
climates is largely exempt. The sun
makes that provision for him, and so he
this

a competitive advantage.
the teeming populations of
India, of China, and of Japan have
dropped to the line of bare living, the
smallest amount at which their workBeing ability can be maintained.
sides which, periods of famine have
overtaken them, and thinned the population down to the point at which
there was sufficient food for the surstarts with

This process, which has been
going on for centuries, has bred a race
which can live upon an amount repstarvation to the
sheer
resenting
vivors.

European.
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experience of the Russo-Japan-

Well Trained

ese War proved that under the same
military condition the Japanese soldier could march, fight, and win upon
food which would have been utterly
insufficient

for

the

Russian
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By

the Kaiser's Sister

Armies.

Nature adapts mankind to its social
condition, and remorselessly removes

We

must not nurse the
the unfit.
delusion that the Asiatic working class
not be soon fully supplemental to

will

the British workers, for the organized
labor of the East will be required to
maintain the commercial supremacy of
But, for the present,
the Empire.
Europe will need to recover from the
war. There are bridges to rebuild,
railway tracks to be relaid, factories
to be refitted, and every branch of
industry in this country will find employment for a considerable time.
The mineral resources of the East will
be slowly developed, and it is a fortunate fact that we control so much of
the tropical and sub-tropical portions
of the earth, where there is natural
wealth waiting for us, and where labor
is

abundant and

eager.

We

must

live

accumulate capital, and be
thankful that our own credit remains
unshaken. Germany has lost the goodwill of Russia, will cease to tinker with
Turkey, whilst Great Britain and
France are summoned to take her
place.
Russia is commercially a virgin
country, with possibilities as great as
But why
that of Western America.
should not the United States, immense
in her resources, share this trade with
us, or even anticipate us in competing
frugally,

the beginning she may so
do, but only to a small extent. The
United States has not yet satisfied the
for

it ?

call for

Queen

investment with her

own

terri-

She has the Southern Continent,
the other America, to develop, and
perhaps to golonize, in the future. It
be better for us to give way to her
in Argentina and in the other Latin
States of the New World, whilst we
devote ourselves to work closer to hand.
We are on the threshold of Europe,
will

call of Western Asia, well equipped for service, and have political as
well as commercial considerations to
When we and the
invite our trade.
United States have respectively done
our own work, the vast territories of
China lie waiting for our joint efforts.
As we regard this extended field of
human endeavor, accompanied by the
growing importance of our own selfgoverning riominions, the horizon widens, until there is hardly a measurable
limit to our opportunities.
For this
country' there is a good time coming, if
we will only wait a little longer.

within

While many of the observations of
Sir Joseph Compton-Richett are quite
general, he offers food for thought for
those who lead the Empire after the war.

Greece:— Lie down Tino! That's right.
Majesty may step over him i.ito Greece
Montreal Daily Star

Review

of

Ottawa

Legislation

At

tory.

of

Now Your

a recent leader editorial the TorMail and Empire gives a condensed review of the results accom-

INonto

by the session of the Dominion
Parliament. War measures made up
the chief work of the Session and are
plished

summarized as follows:
Since the war began Parliament has
had to confine its attention to legislation called for by the current and impending requirements of Canada's part
in the struggle.
Ways and means for
carrying on tlie war and measures for
adjusting the affairs of the country to
the situation created bj' the war have
been the chief business of Parliament.
This is not the time for attempting
large schemes of creative statesmanship, general reform or public works.
These are things that must be left in
abeyance until we are through with
the enemy, when policies of reconstruction will be the order of the day.
Legislation for financing the country
through another pericxl of the war
ranks first in importance. The budget
was one of the most notable ever submitted to the House of Commons. It
is a performance that adds very greatly
to
the reputation of the Finance
Minister.
His Act to levy a tax on

business profits is a very happy device
for increasing the revenues largely at a
time when increase is much needed.
Its impost of one-fourth of the net
profits in excess of 7 per ce'nt. cannot
be felt as a burden, and will contribute
handsomely to the sinews of war. The
changes in the Customs duties will add
substantially to the yield therefrom,
and that without bearing heavily upon
any interest. In his fiscal scheme Sir
Thomas White studied to spare consumers as much as possible, and especially to add not a straw's weight to
the taxes the farmer has to pay. The
farming industry is exempt from the
business profits tax. The life insur-

Son:— "What

should
succeed, papa? "

Father:

— "Lie,

lie

I

again,

do

my

if

at first I don't

son"
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ance companies are untouched by it,
and have therefore nothing to shift

Lakes and Rivers

of policyholders.
consists well with
the (iovernment's efforts to promote
The zinc
and thrift.
production
bounty provided for this session is also
a war measure designed to foster
industry at home and furnish material
The new
aid to the force in the field.

upon the shoulders

The arrangement

A

Appropriation Act authorizes the
to pay out beyond the
ordinary grants of Parliament a sum
not exceeding $250,000,000 towards
defraying any expenses in the current
year for the defence and security of
Canada and other purposes, and en-

Government

legislation.

The Canada Temperance

Act was amended

in

accordance with

this idea.

The

Hou.se dealt with two important
One of these, introduced
by the Government, was in the form
of an address to the Crown for an
amendment of the British North
America Act to add a year to the life
of the present Parliament.
The resolution was passed without dissent, and
the bill to amend the British North
America Act is now awaiting the attention of the British Parliament.
The other resolution, introduced by
Mr. Lapointe, was in the form of an
admonition to the Ontario Legislature
on the subject of the School Law known
as Regulation 17.
The debate on this
resolution was carried on without
acerbity, but the resolution was defeated by a large majority.
The vote of aid by way of a loan to
the Canadian Northern Railway and
to the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway,
$8,000,0000 in the one case and S15,000,0000 in the other, was made to
enable the roads to tide over the
war time. It is the intention of the
Government to have the railway
situation thoroughly studied and reported upon so that, as soon as possible after the war, a plan for the
permanent settlement of Canada's
railway policy will be brought before
Parliament.
resolutions.

The work of fish breeding in Canada,
has assumed considerable proportions
in recent years.

These hatcheries are

every province, their total being fi4.
From them come the fish and fry which
are distributed by the million each year
in the various waters throughout the
country. The varieties bred are Atlantic salmon. Pacific salmon, speckled
trout, Kamloops trout, white fish,
in

Both
pickerel,
shad, lobsters, etc.
commercial and sporting species, it
will be seen, are handled, but the tendency now is for the Dominion to let
-

the provinces look after the sporting
Recently hatcheries have
been transferred to Quebec and Ontario,
for example.
The total distribution
during 1915 from the 64 hatcheries in
operation was no less than 1,643,725,212, an increase of 415,748,623 over
the previous season. The increase was
largely in white fish and lobsters. The
former were distributed chiefly in the
varieties.

Great Lakes of Ontario and Manitoba,
the figures being 281,620,000, and
200,578,000 respectively.

The

lobsters

Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces.
Of the grand total dis-

went

to

tribution for the vear, Ontario got
391.320,700, Nova Scotia 470,945,800,
Manitoba 224,578,000, Prince Edward
Island 220,116,292, New Brinswick
Columbia 80,British
167,061,900,
205,633, Quebec 76,826,800, Saskatchewan 10,950,000, and Alberta 770,-

600.
The Quebec
tributed in them

waters

had

dis-

Altantic salmon,
speckled trout, grey

salmon

trout,
trout, red trout and lobster.
The supply of food fishes is liable
to decrease for various reasons, especially in the small lakes and streams

some instances wastefully
Dynamiting and illegal netting, fishing out of season and other
ofTcnces against common sense and the
regulations are committed by persons
who do not care if the fishing in their
which are

ant and gives a good return for the
energy and money spent. A great
asset

GLANCE

at Canada's balance
sheet of resources shews its
fisheries to be among the more
important industries of the Dominion.
The Slratjord (Ont.) Beacon in commenting on the announcement that a
new white fish hatchery is to be established at Kingsville on Lake Erie,
points out that 64 similar government
and provincial hatcheries are turning
something like one and three-quarter
billion fish and fry into the lakes and
rivers of Canada. Commenting further
on the fish industry, the ^raroM says:

War

ables it to make loans for the raising
An important amendof the money.
ment to the Bank Act provides for
lending to farmers on security of live
stock.
The Act in aid of provincial legislation restricting the sale of intoxicating
liquors also comes under the head of
war legislation as distinct from legislation in pursuance of a policy of social
reform. As Ontario had placed a
measure of prohibition on its statute
book as a means of strengthening the
province through the war strain, and
as other provinces had similar legislation under way or in prospect, the
Dominion Government felt it to be its
duty to bring in a measure adjusting
the Dominion law to such provincial

Our

Billions of Fish F"or

in

depleted.

neighborhood k destroyed altogether.
Hence, the necessity of scientific fish
breeding. The stocking helps to make
up for the loss and the fry are also introduced into waters previously lacking fish. The development is import-

is

posses.sed in the fisheries of

tl:i

Dominion.

Alberta's

New Liquor Law

THE

liquor law which went into
effect in the Province of All erta
on July 1st, prohibits the sale of

kinds of spirits for beverage pur
Importations from other pro
vinces are permitted. The Calgary
News-Telegram sums up the main
points of the ni>w law as follows:
Outside of the vendors to be appointed by the government, sheriffs, comall

poses.

mon

carriers and the like, the onK
persons entitled to possess liquor are:
Occupants of private dwelling, not including boarding houses, who may keep
a quart of spirits and two gallons of
malt liquor; persons engaged regularly
in mechanical business or in scientific
pursuits, who may keep 10 gallons of

alcohol;

physicians,

who may keep

two quarts; dentists, who may keep
one pint;
veterinary .surgeons, who
may keep a gallon; and druggists and
ministers of the gospel, who may, apparently, keep an unlimited amount.
While it is allowable to import liquor
from outside the province, the onh
parties allowed to sell liquor in Alberta
for consumption in Alberta are government vendors and druggists on prescription.
This, of course, does not

apply to sales by the sherifT, nor the
sales by brewers and others in Alberta
to buyers outside of Alberta.
According to the act, the only persons the government vendors may sell
to are those buying it for mechanical,
medicinal, scientific and sacramental
purposes. The vendor is authorize*!
to

sell

liquor to those

who

desire

it

for

only
upon affidavit that it is to be used exclusively for these purposes and not for
consumption as a beverage. Druggists, physicians and dentists may In
be supplied with small quantities upon
affidavit, telling how the liquor is to bi
used, and declaring that it is not to !(
used gis a beverage. Preachers, how
ever, may be supplied for sacram.cnidl
purposes with any amount, seemingh
upon a mere written request, no aftidavit being necessary.
Druggists and physicians may retail
small quantities of liquor, the former
only on physician's prescriptions, and
the latter only when he really believeit necessar\' for the patient, in both
cases, a complete record of the transaction, with the name and address of
the purchaser, must be reported to the

mechanical or

scientific purposes,

.

A dentist may give a
patient a small drink out of the pint he
is allowed to keep, if he really believes
it necessar>\
government.

Continued on page 191.
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Greater Mileage From Tires?

Look For This Emblem
^

The Goodyear Service Station Emblem is a beacon light to motorists.
marks those dealers in automobile tires and tire accessories who give
extra service.
Good\ ear Service Station dealers are merchants in whom
>ou can place confidence who will meet your m^st exacting requirements who will go a little further than seems necessary in order to
please you and to help you get greater mileage from your tires.
It

—

—

GOOI^EAR

Goodyear Service
Goodyear Service Stations

at

Service Station

A new

and higher standard of service has been set by Goodyear.
Goodyear Tubes, Goodyear Tire Accessories are exemplifications of this better service.
The Goodyear Service Station carries
on the work of giving more mileage from tires. The man whose business
is marked by the Emblem shown above will advise you on the care of
your tires. He is a tire saver, and is just as anxious as we are to make
Goodyear Tires give extra miles.

Goodyear

Tires,

More Than a Mere Phrase—
This Emblem

is

displayed

by dealers in Goodyear Tires

who

give thai better service

which reduces your cost of

They

motoring.
stock

have

in

Goodyear Tires, Tubes,

Accessories.

They are

tire

savers as well as tire merchants.

To deal with them

is to noticeably

increase the

mileage of your

tires.

An

Actual Fact of Real Value

Goodyear Service Stations

are

not mere advertising assets. They
are part of the value given the
motoring public by Goodyear with

Goodyear

Tires.

Let the Goodyear Service Station
Dealer help you to save money by
saving tires. He will see that your
tires are properly inflated for the
weight of your car. He will advise

He will supply you with everything needed in an emergency to
repair your tires.

He will supply you with Goodyear casings, tubes and tire accessories without delay.
He

will

show you how

to

make

your

decreased tire-cost-per-mile
offset your increased gasoline-costper-mile.

you as

to the benefit of more modern rims. He will tell you whether
your tire is worth repairing
whether an inside tire protector

Goodyear Service Stations are
everywhere. You need never be
out of touch with one.
When seeking greater mileage

add mileage.
will show you how tire putty
keeps water and sand out of tread

from

will

He

cuts.

for

tires look first
the Goodyear

Service Station
Emblem.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

TORONTO
I

....

ONTARIO

D^EAR
Goo
MADETN CANADA
maa

iiiA^^
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NELSON'S
HISTORY OF THE WAR
JOHN BUCHAN

by

Issued in monthly cloth

with

bound volumes,
and protective wrappers.

gilt title

Volume 12 Now On Sale
"The Retreat from Bagdad, the
Evacuation of Gallipoli, and the Derby
Report."
The twelve volumes accompanied by
ten

miniature

executed

portraits,

photogravure, of

the

be

Politicians will

leading

expressed

transport free, for the

sum

in

British

to you,

of $5.50.

NOW to

SEND IN YOUR ORDER
any bookseller or direct to

THOMAS NELSON & SONS. Limited
KING STREET EAST
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TORONTO

OUTING SHIRTS
Made

the best styles; workmanship and fabric are unconditionally
guaranteed.
All shirts bearing th"
iu

"Deacon"
Comfort,

give

label
fit

if

weanr

and satisfactory wear.

Ask your dealer for Deacon
us direct

the

he cannot

The Deacon

Skirts,'

writt

supply.

Shirt Co., Limited
Ontario

BellTille,

Rose's Handbook of
Useful Information
Compiled by Robert Hunter Rose
EMBRACING

Wage Tables
Foreign Tables
Discount Tables
Exchange Tables
Percentage
Overhead Expense
o„ Tables
Tables for Customs Use
Weights and Measures
Mechanics' Information Regarding Belting.Puileys, Saws,
Metals, Alloys, Etc.; Builders', Glaziers', BrickInterest Tables

Revenue Tables

1

|

and Printers' Information; Information for the Farmer and Housewife
and All Classes of Workers

layers'

PRICE 2S CENTS POSTPAID

The Hunter-Rose Company,
13 Sheppard

NEW

$3.00

Ltd.

Street, Toronto

AUTOMATIC ADDER
Absolutely ac.urate. quickly and easily
operated, durably maile.
All metal

jLi

I

caMng.
Capai-jty, »99>l.999.9fl.
New
ubique principle, gaves time, brain
work, and eliminates errors.
Thouunniis of pl.-rtBe<l owners.
Biggest
v^.lnc "ever offt-red in an adder.
Guaranteed aoiiuriite for one year. Makes
ailding easy for anyone.
Sent prepaid for >3.no. Order to-day.
Agents
wanted.

BENVIN SPECIALTY

of the Otter

Continued from page 158.

strong man can get good hunting from
1 here is fur there, and for some
years it has not been hunted as hard
as our ground, and therefore it should
be seen to. The pelts we have just
brought from there will belong to
Mititesh, for she and her father baited
the traps.
But now any other fur we
may get from that country must be
divided in three parts, one for each of
us, so that we may not lose the good
of our greater hardship.
I think this
will be fair.
Paul, what sayest thou ?"
"I think it is right, if Mititesh is
willing," answered Paul, cheerfully.
"It shall be as Ahtcck says," declared the child, gravely.
"We have
it all arranged that when I becojrie
big I shall become his woman and he
will have everything that belongs to
it.

Volume

Price 45c a

The Son

CO., Toronto, Ontario.

to Pointe Bleuc we will go to
Father Laroux and tell him of our
agreement. If he says it is all right
and fair to this child we will be pleased,
and if he thinks that Mititesh is not
having enough we will do whatever he
l>ack

says."

Ahteck nodded
very good

It

was a

one at the
reservation submitted knotty points to
the good priest, and no one would have
E\'cry

dreamed of disputing his decisions.
But Mititesh came up to them.
"I
"It is as you wish," she said.
know that in the whole world there are
not two other men as good as you."
From this time and on to the breaking up of the ice and the clearing of the
lakes and rivers, the three worked as
the beavers do when they make or
repair their dams, or when the time
comes to make provision of the branches

of

poplar

for

To

me."

"Oh
Thou shalt be his woman !"
laughed Paul. "It will be a long waiting for him, for thou art but a tiny
thing, a Pileshish, a little bird scarcely
fledged, while he is a great man, big as
a moose. Well, I will dance at the
wedding, thus !"
He began to execute some very
fanciful steps on the floor of the little
cabin, but Mititesh drew herself up
with some dignity.
"In a few years I will be a grown
woman," she said. "I will never have
any other man, for my father who is
dead said that he was wise, and I knowthat he is very good."
"That will be splendid," assented
Paul.
"I will wear new moccasins at
the wedding, and dance until my feet
go through the leather. I know that
thou wilt surely grow into a nice little
woman for him, and a rich one with all
the money from the black fox."
But Ahteck looked persistently
through the door, gazing away over

in assent.

idea.

the

winter's, food.

be continued.

!

the snows that stretched upon the
opposite bank of the stream, pretending to hear nothing of this talk.
It was a quaint idea on the part of the
child, something that should merely
have amused an ordinary man and

caused him to smile. But to him it
merely served to bring again the obsessing ideas that he could never aspire
to the happiness other men obtained
and that if he ever allowed himself to
be overcome by lo\e for a woman she
would doubtless serve the evil powers
as a means to strike at him through
the loved one.
"There is another thing to say ,"
added Paul, after a moment's thought.
"Ahteck will work very hard and so
will I.
We will do our best. But we
must be sure that we are right. We
will put all the pelts from Jean's line
to one side, after this, and when we go

The Point

of Saturation

Continued from page 151.

She had become inured
She knew she gave
the most that could be given for the
money; and when clients are reduced

honest dish.

to the complaints.

to the twcnty-five-francs-weekly pension level, the most well-merited comI
plaints have no auUioritative ring.
life in boarding houses,
have spent
and take little notice of anything as
means.
long as the bill stays within
But Mrs. Blythe, with her silk stock-

my

my

ings and French shoes and diamonds,
seemed more cryingly anomalous here
than in the Darrells' modest cottage.
I did not bestow my presence on the

that assembled nightly in the
over-ornamented parlor, and
even curiosity could not keep me in to

company
stuiTy,

I left the table for my
see if she did.
e\-ening stroll before the conipany disI am a man of habits.
persed.

But a higher power than habit liml
arranged our meeting. I was leaning;
on the low stone wall at San Miniaio.
gazing down on the olives and the liwildering array of spires and tow( r~;
and lights, a shimmer of silver in tin
moonlight, when I perceived a veikd
figure hurrying through the inky gate
way. Then the sound of men's voio
caused me to look round, and I sa'
Mrs. Blythe. I stepped up, therefore,
from no volition of my own, and rai
my hat, using the Darrells' name
introduction.

The

flash of relief

wa^

mixed with recognition. We turn
and walked at a dignified pace alon
the terrace, leaving the young officers
to retreat as best they could.
It seemed obvious to remark her

;

CANADA MONTHLY
she hesitated before she disclosed the news
I knew
that he was in the Rockies.
by her voice that I had cut her on the
But she had not gained retiraw.
An hour after, we were still
cence.
leaning on the wall.
She could not stay anywhere; she
was traveling from place to place,
choosing the quietest pensions in big
cities because there was less chance of
meeting people who knew them both.
apologized for my presence, unI
She said she did not mean
necessarily.
Dear,
I did not talk
jjeople like me
Yet I
dear, how she had been hit
felt it was healthier for her to be writhing with her vanity cast down in a sort
)f
flood, tlian keeping the fountain
])laying, knowing there was no real
current feeding it. She was ravaged
now, but she was honest in her wretchedness.
Of course she saw herself as one of
the world's martyrs. There she had
given her great woman's love, all of it,
He
to some one who did not care.
did not seem able to care.
He could
not love. There was no one else she
had to fear, because he was incapable

167

husband was not with her;

—

June Brides and Berries

!

!

anything for anyone. What
he did feel, had been given to
her.
But he was a classic image and
so the hunger and the longing to help
him and mother him and love him had
to turn within herself, to devour
She was undeniably suffering. I do
not think I have ever met anybody so
wholly sorry for herself. And all the
time she spoke, I thought of Calvert
Blythe, and I wondered that he con-

—

Brides and berries come in June
but no matter when they
come there is Shredded Wheat Biscuit to welcome them with
health, contentment and happy days.
In all the joys of June
there is nothing to compare with

of feeling
little

sidered the Rockies sufficiently remote.
I

should not have

felt

comfortable

my-

at the extreme tip of the North
Pole.
The whole force of woman
seemed to reach out from her and
clutch at that unfortunate man.
self

Then

found she was crying to me
to help her; because if something did
not happen soon soon— she could nnt
I

—

live.

;

have quoted enough of
what passed to show we had left the
conventional trammels of a casual conI

trust

Shredded Wheat
and Strawberries
a combination that is deliciously wholesome and nourishing and
is easily and quickly prepared.
All the goodness of the whole
wheat grain made digestible by steam-cooking, shredding and
baking.
Each little loaf of baked whole wheat is a good meal in
itself, containing all the strength-giving nutriment needed
for a half day's work.
Heat one or more Shredded Wheat Biscuits in
the oven to restore their crispness cover with
;

strawberries prepared as for ordinary serving
pour over them cream or milk and sweeten to
suit the taste. Deliciously nourishing and satisfying with any kind of berries, or fresh fruits.

I

versation far behind. Tlie fright she
had received before I came up, added
to the di.ssolving influence of Italian

moonlight, had burst the never very
substantial bonds of her first silence.
After three months' wanderings with
no one but her maid to talk to, she
was, so to speak, pent up.
I
think I have said before that
through all my accurate diagnosis of
the quality of her trouble I had kept a
distinct liking for Mrs. Blythe.
As
she trembled and panted and let her-

go to the full limit of superlative
emotionalism, I could not help feeling
there was a faint spark of something
real in what she called her LOVE.
She would have gone to the stake for

Made

Toronto Office:

Canada" by

49

Wellin^lon Street East

Turn Your Bicycle
Know

into a

Motorcycle

the joys of skimming over the roads without
the everlasting "pedalling."

The

Cyclemotor

attached to any bicycle without trouble.
Costs
little to operate.
Strong and well made. Leading
bicycle dealers sell them.
If your dealer does not
handle them, send us his name. Write for Catalogue
C. M.

self

iB

in

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co. Limited

FORD

The

CYCLEMOTOR is the
MOTORCYCLE WORLD

of the

Originated and manufactured in Canada by

JOHN T.WILSON, Limited, 89

Jarvis St., Toronto.
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"Mother, I've Cut

she would have done anything,
had been sufficiently colossal and
dramatic. What she could not do for
anyone was to leave him alone. She
had made a mistake common to many
large-hearted,
wide-sympathied wo-

him;

It'

Double-Sure Products

men

Surgical Dressings
First-Aid Outfits

Fumigators, Ett.

mmu
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Be Careful Now
wound —even a pin-prick
A
—opens the way for rms. What

Handy Package. You never
touch the unused part never re-

a

little

gc

you apply should be utterly

roll.

—

Absorbent Cotton
Gauze and Bandages
Adhesive Plaster
Then call a physician—always
for more than a minor wound.

Gauze.
These are extreme methods, but
Surgeons and
essential to safety.
Anything
hospitals require them.
less than B&B standards involves

B&B

B&B dressings have, for 22 years,
been made to meet hospital re-

vast

risk.

Fumigation

quirements.

They
atory,

are

made

in a

model labor-

under ideal conditions, con-

operating

washed

rooms,

filled

sures are worse than none.

make danger seem

penetrates.

Don't be careless

with

is

protected by

call the

BAUER & BLACK,

doctor— Remember

war on germs.

Makers

First fud is only first aid.

Dressings.

of Surgical

Chicago aod

Formaldehyde

'

and

twice

usual

Home

Some

the

rooms. The

Cotton

.^

gaseous germicideentersevery

Cotton

Adhesive Plaster
First-Aid Packets
Blue-jay Corn Plasters

Fumigators

Araby

^ crevice.

package.

Needs
Products

Gauze Bandages

strength.

Sizes for all

Absorbent

by a patent

New York

of the
Fumigators
Double-Sure
^ Ready for use
Absorbent

1^
Protected

in this

Do as surgeons
are too dangerous.
do— be utterly sure. Insist on the B&B
standards.

They

Always

The unused part

safe.

Fumigators have twice the usual
strength. They accord with Government
You may feel sure
recommendations.
that no germ lives where their ^as

B&B

air^

Then our Cotton

S
m

Half meaThey simply

So with fumigation.

stantly supervised by highly-skilled
chemists.
They are twice sterilized by costly apparatus, in the most efficient
The rooms are equipped
way.
like

in germ-proof en-

comes

velopes (B&B Arro Brand Cotton)
^just enough for one use in
So does B&B Handy- Fold
each.

B&B
B&B
B&B

of

the

It also

take risks.
should have on hand

Be Sure

—

move

sterile.

It is folly to

You

it

if

Pastils

BOSTON,

Soiled or Cut Fingers.

$1.75

Room.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Sharpens Standard Size Pencils.
Order Yours Now.

The

A. S.

HUSTWITT CO.

A4 ADELAIDE

>A/.

TORONTO

not

the

unlike

other

feeling,

pushed to a conclusion. Ever>' man
has to have a little corner of his soul
which he can possess alone; he has an
hourly reckoning which he alone can
make to his Creator; he has an inward light or voice which guides him,
which he alone can see and hear. You
could not get in between your husband
and his Maker, Mrs. Blythe, and j-ou
never will."
"Don't you believe in love, then ?"
gasped Mrs. Blythe.
"Yes, I do," said I, for though I do
not go in for creeds, I have some sort
of a faith tucked behind the knowledge
"But where do you
of this world.
think love comes from ?"
"Mine comes from me !" said Aurelia
Blythe, with the fountain spurting
miles high.

"And where do you come from

up
?"

I.

to a supreme consciousness of
unity; all ver>- well to live in the happy
quiet knowledge of being of one mind
in most things, all the important ones,
at all events; but when Mrs. Blythe
threw out her arms and cried, it was
as if some overmastering parasite ex-

rise

Never Breaks the Lead
Will Sharpen thousands of Pencils vsrithout adjustment or replacement.

$1.65

"It's

!

said Mrs. Blythe in a
"And I want to get
of gasp.
back to him."
All very- well in supreme moments to

SAVES TIME

No More

said Mrs. Blythe,
Yes,
"Oh, perhaps I did
I feel
I do feel like a mother to him.
every possible sort of love that can
"
be
"Smothered," said I, very clearly.

sort

PENCIL POINTER
Necessity in Every Home. Office and School
Prepaid (or only

"Mothered him,"

wide-eyed.

"Calvert,"

iiiiiiiiniimiKiniiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiHi

A

him."

said

(Fragrant Deodorizers)
Sold by All Druggists

stays untouched.

—

she confused her province with
the Deity's.
A man wants a human being beside
him, who is there when he wants some
one, but who will let him alone when
he wants to be alone. Aurelia wanted
to be omnipresent, omnicsient and
omnipotent. Hence her impositions
and pretensions had come toppling
down with a proportionate exposure
of their impotence.
It seemed a plain if hateful duty to
give Mrs. Blythe an unbiased point of
view. Squirm as she might, she had
not really let go one shred of all the
vanity. She had oiily changed its
color of success into self-pity.
"My dear," said I (I am a grayhaired old professor), "you smothered

claimed,

"Mine

!

Mine

!"

one person's work to live his
Calvert had not the responsibility
life.
She had been
of supplying life for her.
in the world for some twenty odd years
How
before she had known of him.
It is
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SeQ for yoursoff if
it isn't a BIGGER vafue
we hope
THAT'S
new Studebaker SERIES

you'll

all

— make comparisons of this
FOUR with any and every
market — and then, buy the

do
17

other 4-cylinder car on the
BIGGEST value.

one that gives you the

you do that, we KNO^V you'll be driving a Studebaker very
shortly for the simple reason that when you come to study and
compare this car with any other, it very readily and completely
displays its superiority.
If

At $1225

MORE

it gives
actual value, the tangible, visible value
that can be measured, than, any other car of the year. It has

FORTY horse power
wheelbase — 34 x 4
Four' Cylinder Models
Touring Car,
$1225
Roaditer, 3-paiienger • 1200
Landau-Roadftter, 3 pass. 1500
Six- Cylinder

Models

Touring Car, 7-pacsenger $1450
Roadster, 3-passenger • 1425
Landau-Roadster, 3 pass. 1700
F. O. B. WalkervUle

-ROOM
tires

for

seven passengers—

— genuine straight

1

12-inch

-grain, semiglazed,

leather upholstery.

This Studebaker is the most powerful 4-cylinder car on the
Canadian market within hundreds of dollars of its price the
biggest car that any such price as $1225 ever bought- but on
COMFORT alone it stands as the GREAT value of the year

—

See

this splendid " Madein Cpnada" Car and see for
yourself what Studebaker VALUE means.

STUDEBAKER
Walkerville, Ont.

J\

Jl

—
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then, could she claim
for existence

him as her reason

?

The more one studied the claim she
was making, the more clearly one sawshe was asserting her right of feeding
on a stubbornly-resisting victim. She
complained of his lack of mental sympathy as if she received her ideas from

^

For Excessive

restful.

Calvert would not

let

her into

all

had to star\'e.
her own. She

right of thinking.
She drew an ideal picture of a sort
of tap root, plunged deep into Calvert's
heart and mind and soul, forever gormandizing spiritually, intellectually;
and then talked of her attitude as one
of sublime self-effacement.
She said

The

excessive perspiration from wliicii many
women suffer is invariably due to oversensitive nerves, wllich aiTect tlie sweat glands
of certain parts of the body, particularly the
armpits, palms of the hands and feet.
No-MoOdo Toilet Water corrects this condition. It
soothes and cools the sensitive glands and
causes the secretions to become normal.

nervous

No-Mo-Odo

she only wanted to live for him, but
she confused the preposition "for" with
"on" a trivial mistake but a pro-

WATER

—

—

found one.

perfectly harmless
does not retard the
natural action of the skin pores but has a tonic
on the perspiratory ducts and dispels all
disagreeable odor.
is

If

She had no thoughts of
was cut off from her rightful supply of
thoughts. She was cruelly denied the

and heated, No-MoOdo Toilet Water is cooling and
tired

TOILET

existence.
his ideas, apparently she

Perspiration

WHEN

him, instead of from the source of her

I
laid my view of the proposition
before Aurelia. At first she fought,
Only 50c a bottle at drug and derefusing to admit initial premise or
partment stores
or sent direct
deductions.
But I stuck to it. She
prepaid if you mention this advertisement.
had come up against a stronger force
than magnetism, that of truth. She
H. LEE, Druggist
wriggled
and cried but, in the end, she
•
Toronto,
Canada
C. M. Dept.
saw. Then I looked on a poor battered thing from which no glittering
rush of anything proceeded; and oddly
enough, the child looked up at me, a
real child this time, who held on to the
^^^(a.(j^yJ
wall, and asked what it was to do.
She was scared, looking as if her world
had toppled into fragments and she
did not know what to hold to lest it
AMcn ycu buy a fountain pen you should give way.
are ertitkd to £cn:ething n ore than a
"Oh, poor Calvert !" said she. "I
f £n tl at V ill nerely ttrite for a while. didn't know.
Oh, am I like that to
\ou si culd secure lasting
effect

;

WM.

Mhit^.^:fU^

satisfaction.

Fcr years

tl e

"A.A."

LClNljJN UN]
I

versal

as been giving uni-

satisfaction.

It

Fcurtain Fen wlith

is

for service.

Can

be

everyone ?"
The wonderful herself had gone, and
one her world was void and she had lost

SELF-FILLING

filled

is

tl

e

always ready her bearings.

I
talked the usual moralities.
She
from any ink quoted,
rather unexpectedly, a A-erse

Every "A.A."
and properly which showed she understood what I
was driving at.
n ade and will not leak or blot
"Ever>' wise woman buildcth her
Fully Guaranteed
own
house: but the foolish plucketh
$2.00 and up
it down with her
hands," said she.
FREE An "A.A." clip on every
"That's what I've done. Plucked it
"A.A." Pen.
well

or bottle.

Pen

is

carefully

—

Ask your

dealer or write for

illustrated catalogue

Arthur A. Waterman

&

and

prices.

Company,

Established 1895,

New York
Not connected with The
L E. Waterman Company

34 Thames Street,

City.

RUBBER8TAMP8
Any Purpose
Any
Kind For

WALTER

E.

36 Temperance

St.

IRONS
TORONTO

down."
She could not get away from "I."
I gave her som.e more plain speaking,
rather desperately.
How could one
hope to change a nature which had
been turned inward from babyhood,

worshiping itself.
From fragments

she

let

drop,

I

visualized the lonely childhood, star\-ed
of natural acti^ ity and fed with dreams
in which she (of course) played heroine,

then the romantic marriage and unlimited audiences and materials for
romances.
I was sorry for the child that stood

there asking what it was to do.
Ho
should I know ? One does not leat
how to heal lives in universities.
The particular one I taught at coul
not defer the opening of its class
until I had settled Mrs. Blythe's affair
I had to go on the morrow.
had not exchanged addresse
At breakfast, we both sat stiff in oi
resjjective places, and were mutual!
relieved, I fancy, not to say good-b'
She was out when I drove off. Funnil
enough, she went out of my mind froi
this time; it was as if a problem thi
had bothered had been solved. An;
how, my part in the solution had bet

We

done.

When, two or three years later, I r
turned again to Italy, this time on
brief Easter trip, I approached tl
Pension Symthe without a thought

i

her.

I noticed the place was painted u]
the hall was white and cool
the stai
fresh laid with matting.
I
glance
into the stuffy English-seaside parli
;

and beheld a

restful

room with b

hospitable chairs, and new review
and pleasant decorations which ii
eluded flowers and barred the usu

ornaments.
When Miss Smythe trotted doM
the passage, I saw she was sprin:

cleaned, too.
She received me wii
the repose of one who is successful,
commented upon the changes, whit
she dismissed, I thought, a little cu
sorily, mereh' saying she had now
partner but the business was still hei
It seemed to me she was slightly ii
sistent on the latter fact.
The meals were up to the new stai
dard e\"en a different type of boards
seemed to hsLvc appeared. The atm(
sphere was not congenial to gente
grasping. The people were more homi
perhaps the surroundings brougl
ly;
out their pleasant qualities.
I diagnosed the partner to be tl
shrewd-faced woman who sat opposi'
Miss Smythe and said good mornir
with extra geniality. Two days afte
the early sun awoke me so persistent!
that I had to lca\e my bed and sal!
;

forth.

flowers.

Florence was awake and full
I found myself close to tl

(

As I paused to feaj
u]3on the blaze of color s<

market square.

my

e>'e

jewelwise

shadow,

I

midst the houses still
ran against some one with

i

basket, and found I was apologizin
to Mrs. Blythe.
Was it sunshine, or the unexpecte
nature of our meeting that had ser
the light into her eyes and rounded oi
her cheeks again ? I looked once moi
and found Mrs. Blythe was smiling in
Dear me
friendly way and knew me.
How that third picture stays
pleasant picture of a woman in a simpl
gown, short-skirted and white collarec
and yet oddly graceful.
!

.
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held the basket while she marketed,
and with a knowledge of values that suppressed miscalculations.
When we turned up the
narrow street I had realized that the
surging force had turned into a deep
channel and was being utilized. Inquiries followed.
Mrs. Blythe's eyes opened rather
wide.
Did I not remember this had
been my plan ?
As I stared, mute with astonishment, she reminded me of that far-off
evening at San Miniato.
I

in proficient Italian

"You

said, 'do

else,' "

body

who, you

said

something for some-

said she.
said,

"And when

I

'Begin where you

Think

of the wretched little woruns your boarding house.
She's got far bigger worries than you !'
I saw her the first thing the next morning and found she was on the verge of
bankruptcy. Some angel must have
guided us. I stayed on from day to
day. There was so much to do when
one began. And there was no reason
why I should go. Besides, in a little
while, when I'd wakened up a little
more, I saw more things that needed
setting right.
By that time, she was
glad to take me into partnership.
I'm
the working member of the finn and
do not appear."
Mrs. Blythe glanced for a second at
her sunbrowned hands bereft of rings
"And Mr. Blythe ?" said I, irresistare.

man who

—

((

Have Ended Corns Forever"

I
Our

chief chemists, years ago,

us and said

"I have found a way to wipe out corns
forever."
doubted it, as you do. But he had
studied corns 25 years, so we tested his
invention.
supplied it to doctors, to hospitals, to
experts on corns. One application ended 91
per cent, of the corns. All the rest di.sappeared after two or three applications.
So we adopted his discovery, and called
the treatment Blue-jay.

joyable.^

In 48 hours the corn disappears, without soreness.

New corns may come if you wear tight shoes.
But they never can pain you if you use Blue-jay.
And they

never can stay.

So Blue-jay means freedom from corns. It has
brought that to millions and it will to you.
Quit the harsh, uncertain methods and try jhis
one once.

Blue jay
=

lit,

15c and 25c at Druggists
BAUER & BLACK. Chicago and New
Makers

York

oE Surffical Dressings, etc.

^•••••••••••—••^ «»•'

How

consciou.sly enlong are you staying ?"

was still at the Pension Smythe
Aurelia heard. She accosted me
in the hall one morning after breakfast, looking a little like her old self;
that is, her eyes shone humidly and
her lip trembled.
"Calvert's coming, to-night," said
she.
"I EHW his writing on Miss
Smythe's desk. She does not know;
nor does he.
I mean, he doesn't know
I'm here. Funny that he should come
here he is the last person to meet at a
pension of this kind."
"Now, I should have said he was a

—

man

Earn Your Way Through College
Everybody Will Help You

1

Friends, relatives and acquaintances will all help you win through our

FREE VOTING PLAN, but the biggest help of all you get from US.—
A Great Magazine Club offer on easy payments—enough to say that probably never before has a publisher made it easier to secure the necessary
funds for a college education by a plan that works out so surely and
so

AGREEABLY for YOU
A

about him.

to yourself.

"Exactly," said she.

"He used

to

You

can't loose

be foolishly exclusive."
the fame of the pensioti has

him,"

said

"Don't

I.

what you've done
"It's simple and clean.

you

?"

realize

.

.

and cheap

man

or young

woman

is

now

recognized as a

If you really want to secure an education that will be of value to you all your life,
us what College, Conservatory or Technical School in any Province of Canada you
wish to attend and we will tell you how you can realize
your ambition without cost

tell

me

as this one does.

education for any young
tremendous help to success in life.
college

of refined taste," said I.
I had
discovered she liked
to say things

"And

applied in a jiffy. It stops the pain
think of the corn after that.

enough to be

I

reached

is

You never

instantly.

We

Longer than I intended. An epidemic kept the college closed, and extended my leave in convenient fashion.

Thus
when

Blue jay

We

"I haven't heard from him for a long
time," saJcl Mrs. Blythe in a steady
voice.
And I saw her eyes sought a
passing fruittere's with no ulterior
motive than to scan a mound of lemons.
"You see, I'm self-supporting now,"
she added.
"It's a sensation that is
fresh

Since then, this gentle wax, applied in a
has ended 70 million corns.

to

plaster,

ibly.

still

came

:

— you can't help winning.

Let us

Canada Monthly Agency
§••>•••••••

tell

-

you about

it

anyway.

Toronto, Ont.
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^Tind the Idea of a Tire^s Origin and

You

Will

Have Some Idea

Why

It

The

of

Succeeds^^-Ha"dy Andy.

traction engine

was made

to grip.

So was Dunlop Traction Tread.

Nothing has yet taken the place

of the

traction engine for long, continuous service.

We

don't think any other tire will ever
take the place of Dunlop Traction Tread
for the same function.

">*

'VHEad

D\5HL0/>
3'4

'

c^-^.

OF QUI^

<^CT\9
In a certain sense Dunlop Traction Tread is larger
than Canada. "Traction's" fame is limitless. Near imitations are to be found in nearly every country where automobiling is in vogue
Men have written from various
portions of the world seeking the agency for their territory.
"Traction" holds the only transcontinental tire record
ever made in Canada
It has never been known to fail
It has made it possible for punctures
as a skid-resister.
It has driven out the dust
to be a forgotten evil.
nuisance.
It has made automobiling by women more
general. It has given men all over the country a new idea
In short, Dunlop Traction Tread, since its
of mileage.
introduction in iqii, has popularized motoring and, for
the first time in the history of the motor car, has made

Safety a Certainty.

Dunlop

Tire

&

Rubber

Company,

Goods

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORIES TORONTO.
:

Limited
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*^You

Ask

Me Why

Leader, and

I

I

Consider Dunlop the Tire

Say

Ordinarily
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Who Comes

Knows

First,

the Most

,

Gives the Greatest"-Handy Andy.
No

matter what other tire makers may do for the
betterment of their product, a close examination
generally reveals the fact that we have been offering
similar or greater virtues in our product for a long time
previous
That is simply because we are the pioneers
of the industry in Canada.
If anybody should know
tire- making from A to Z, we should.
We have been
manufacturing tires in Canada for nearly a quarter
of a century— to be exact, twenty- two years.
No other tire company has been making tires
.

in

Canada

for half that length of time.

Twenty-two years' experience means that into Dunlop Tracand into Dunlop Special, we put all the knowledge
which has been accumulated through those years of successfully serving Canadians because we thoroughly understand
Canadian conditions. It means that years ago we faced and
tion Tread,

mastered the issues with which other tire-makers are confronted to-day.
True, a few tire users occasionally swing
their allegiance from Dunlop to some other make, but it is
almost a certainty those same tire users will come back to
Dunlop Traction Tread or Dunlop Special. In the end, it is
the Tire maintaining the best quality average which wins out.
and we surely know more about Quality averages in Canada
than any other maker, seeing our experience is as great as that
of all other tire makers in this country combined.

Dunlop

Tire
Branches

&

Rubber

Goods

Company,

Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saslcatoon, Regina, Winnipeg,
London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, St. John, Halifax.
:

Limited

!

I
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The

that's all," said she, with a faint shrug
of her shoulders.
"I can't see Calvert
sitting down to dinner with them all;
still, I shan't have to."
She smiled faintly as she went upstairs.
I seemed to
I went off for the day.
need big spaces, and the hills around
Florence give one that. Sullen clouds
were hanging on the mountains; when
I returned the town was gray and the
Arno, swollen muddy yellow, foamed
and churned beneath the bridges.

Wonder Lamp

I

was glad

to get inside the pension

quiet atmosphere was
troubled by the prescience of something coming.
were all seated
when the new arrival came. He sat
some way down the table, opposite,
His vacation
just as blank as ever.
did not seem to have rested him.
I
did not want to speak but he recognized
me, and after dinner contact was in-

even though

the latest and handiest ever placed on the
market. It produces a clear, bright, white light
of 500 Candle Power for less than 1/3 of a
is

its

We

cent per hour.

evitable.

M
'^=h
M,

m

Get
as

this

well

install

can do

lamp now and have your home

lighted

You can
the best of city homes.
this yourself, or anyone in the home
as

it.

can operate it. Absolutely safe and
Very conveniLights with a match.
odorless.
Fully guaranteed.
ent.

A

child

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED

—

EVERYWHERE
Write

now and

get an independent

plant at

cost.

MACLAREN LIGHT COMPANY
DRAWER

He was passing through for one
night only.
His eyes traveled round the harmony
of gray and white and fawn which comprised the background of the bowls
and pots of flowers, and he added that
he rather wished he had known of this
pension sooner.
"I feel I could almost live here," he
volunteered.
His gray eyes were set deep beneath
level brows;
realized a face was
I
evidence of certain qualities. It occurred to me that a very simple, straightforward, honest soul would feel blank
If truth was a
beside the old Aurelia.
matter of course in daily living and
thinking, one would not understand
perpetual drama.
To this day I cannot explain why I
persuaded him to visit the market in
the early morning.
I heard myself as
in a dream singing the praises of the
flower stalls and the market women
and the exquisite surroundings. He
seemed surprised at my enthusiasm.
Eventually I felt a spark was wakened.
I
went to bed early, but could not
sleep.
I
knew I was a fool. Mrs.
Blythe had not looked unhappy
should have known if she had been.
And yet here I was lying awake like a
green girl, ner^-ous, fevered, even while
I told myself their fate was not in my
hands.
There was something unusually wistI had always
ful about him, though.
liked him, I remembered.
How it was I overslept I cannot say;
just before I had intended getting up I
must have fallen into a sound sleep for
I woke to hear a muffled sound which
Brilliant
resolved itself into the gong.
sun; the scent of coffee; breakfast
When I got down, the room was
empty save for the Blythes, both of
them, sitting at the end of the long

D,

MERRICKVILLE, ONT.

—

ILe

=IE

3f=\E

ij

table with an indescribable air of in-

!
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rhe Wagon Shop That Became the Largest
\utomobile Factory in the British Empire
:

town of Walkerville, Ontario, was possessed of a concern

in 1003, the

called the

some day when business was not rushing, the general manager, Gordon M.
wished to take a little stroll, he could walk around his shop in about 2 minutes
actory clock.
ody would have believed at that time that this shop would, in a few years, develop
largest plant of its kind in the Empire Iiaving a floor acrcace of over 435,000 square
making 3 times as many cars as any other automobile factory in the British Empire,
t has come to pass.

m

^or,

efforts of Mr. McGregor and his Canadian associates, this wagon shop has
ned into the great Ford plant at Ford City, Ont.
factory today is one of the industrial show places of Canada,
are the highest paid automobile mechanics in the Empire who put their best into
ling of a car that has won its way into the confidence of the Canadian public.
arc hundreds of machines designed by Ford engineers, which are marvels of the

mgh the

U world.
y of them would do the work of an ordinary sized automobile company in a week or
because of the demand for Ford cars they arc kept busy the year round.
a new Canadian Ford Car is born every three and one-half minutes.
workmen are busily engaged in making additions so that the production of cars
There never has been a time since war began when gangs
p pace with the demand.
'ere not at work expanding the plant, literally building for the future.
in at the power plant and you will see two monster 650 horse-power gas engines,
tontrast to the early days when the factory power was derived from the hind wheel

"C"

lei

car!

plant. Vanadium steel, the most expensive and best of
Here each steel part is especially prepared for the
heat-treated the Ford way.
id strain it will have to withstand in the completed car.
nachine shop contains many wonderful sights for the visitor. There are long rows
And there is the great machine that mills 48
loEpensive gear cutting machines.
at one time! And another that drills 45 holes at once in a cylinder casting from
Marvelous speed and equally marvelous accuracy
II and bottom.

immense heat treatment

e

the handsome office building in which close to 200 workers are employed.
dependent on the Canadian Ford Plant for their support.
even the steel, as
is plant the Ford car is constructed practically in its entirety
d above, is refined here.
ermore. and here is a record rarely found in other large Canadian factories, all but
jrth of the material used in the making of the Canadian F'ord is bought right here
Few products can lay claim to being so strictly "Made in Canada" as the Ford
a.
there

other materials in proportion.
factories

Wagon Company.

rille

is

re are over 30,000 people

—

Ider what this means to Canadian industry when it includes such immense pur1 25.000 tons of steel, 1,500 tons of brass, etc.. 120,000 wheels, 200,000 lamps, and

Practically the entire output of several large Canadian
is taken by the Ford plant at Ford City, Ont.

employing hundreds of workmen

But great as this influence is for the increased prosperity of the Empire, it does not stop
All over the Empire are Ford Dealers who are important factors in increasing the
wealth and prosperity of their communities.

there.

The spirit of faith in the future that has prompted the Ford Canadian Company to proceed with a policy of full-speed ahead in times that have seemed to many to require the use
of extraordinary caution and conservatism, is a happy, progressive, enthusiastic spirit that
is radiated in every city or town of any size in the whole Dominion and in the Empire over
the seas through the Ford Dealer whom you will find there.
Besides this there are the nine branches in Canada and one in Melbourne, Australia.
four of which have been rebuilt s ince war beiran at a coct of over S1,000,0(X), tliat are powerful supports to these dealers in being elements of first importance in adding to the wealth
and progress of the nation.

But, phenomenal as the development of the Ford Plant has been,
not attained without its share of great difficulties.

its

great success

The first three years of its existence were somewhat precarious. The
shipped from the factory until six months after the company was organized.
20,000 cars would have been shipped in that time.

first

was

car was not

Nowadays,

The first main building was a two and a half story brick structure and the entire plant
occupied about one acre of ground. The machinery consisted of one solitary drill press.
But from 19 10 on the business increased so fast that it was difficult for the plant capacity
to keep pace with the sales and additional buildings and equipment were constantly being
constructed and installed.
In 1911 the output was 2.400 cars, in 1912. G,500 cars
year's estimated production of 40,000 cars.

were

built,

and so on up to

this

The executives of the Canadian Ford Company make no consideration of the war. They
are so thoroughly Canadian in their ideals that they take the prosijerity of Canada and the
triumph of Britain and her allies as accomplished facts.

—

No stops have been made in their plans for procress not the slightest hesitation has
been evidenced in developing this great Canadian Plant to its highest degree of efficiency on
account of the war.
As evidence of this $652,000 has been spent on new buildings at Ford City a million
over a million dollars was expended on branches
dollars has been spent on new eciuipment
and 9(X) men have been added to the payroll all this in a
in four Canadian cities
belligerent country during the progress of the greatest war the world has ever seen.
In addition, the price of the Ford car has been reduced $120 since that memorable
August 1. 1914.
So then, this is the story of the wagon shop that became the great Canadian Ford Plant.
An industry that is proud to say that it builds its product from Canadian material, with
Canadian workmen and that backs its Canadian patriotism with its hard cash.

—

—

—

—

rd Motor Company of Canada, Limited, Ford, Ont.

i\

Ford
Ford
l^ord
7ord
EFord
t,

Runabout
Touring
Coupelet

Sedan

.

Town Car
o. b.

-

•

$480
530
730
890
780

Ail cars completely equippecl,

...
-

-

-

-

Ford, Ontario

including electric headlight*.

Equipment does not includ*
3-D

speedometer.
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Turn over a new leaf
Now

that the

warm days

are here leave the heavy, over-

heating foods for something lighter and easily
Kellogg's Toasted Corn Flakes supply
gested.
plenty of nourishment to the body to enable
The
it to do its morning's work in comfort.
thin,

brown

clean sheets.

di-

"Has your husband gone," said I.
She shook her head with a faint
blush.
"I thought he was going this morning," said I purposely, grim as ever.
"We're both going, when we go,"
said Aurelia, rather incoherently as far
as words went.
I asked no explanation,
so she had to give it.
"He's tired of traveling. He used
to be a sculptor before his uncle left

flakes are palatable as well

as being quite digestible.

TOASTED

him

CORNFLAKES

kg^'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii iiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiimiiiuii uKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

Prosperity in Canada
$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in
Enormous Crops and

1915

Lovir

CANADA,

—

bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working: overtime.
36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
(Last
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; should not exceed $35.

Wheat average,

Prosperity

Western Canada, now in the height o£ the greatest wealth-producing era
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to

Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles. Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$2000 Loan In Improvements. We will
$1000 Loan lor Livestock. To approved
if

sale at

—

lend you up to 52000 in improvements in certain
districts witli no security other than the land
itseU. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

Ready-Made Farms

for Sale.

Farms

which we have developed by providing house,
barn, well and fencing: and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

purchasers of land,

in defined districts, after

one year's occupation under certain conditions
we advance cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of flOOO.
II You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada, here is your opportunity to increase it or to secure your friends as neighbors.
For particulars and literature apply to

ALLAN CAMERON, General Superintendent of Lands,
Department of Natural Resources

It's

gone, most of

mured.
Oh, dear

me

!

She was as much

in

love as ever.

"Well," said I. "You may have
learned your lesson."
She took a deep breath.
Oh, I do think— thr
"I think
pension has taught me how to k
people go away from me," said sht
and then turned to me with the smili
that was steady now, no flashlight
imitation.

enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers of
industry Canada has come into her own. No country wrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion

Come and Get Your Share of This

money.

mishandled.
Fortunately,
he's paid in my allowance to my bankers
all this time and that's been accumulating.
We're going back to buy a
home with it." She paused a minute
"He said, directly he came in, ht
felt this was like a home," she mur-

—

Taxation Make Farmers Ricli

Come

all his

been

it;

10?

in

timacy.
I was just edging out when
Calvert saw me. Then she turned.
It seemed they had met at market.
I ate my roll as quickly as pcssible.
Later, Mrs. Blythe met me on the
landing, her arms round a big pile of

''I couldn't bear to let the people go
"I talked to ever>-at first," she said.
one and got interested and wanted to
help and advise, and then oh, the
wrench, as one after another mo\'ed
on. Then, of course, they didn't write.
And I saw I couldn't keep up with all
the people's problems. So I made
myself content with giving them what
they'd come here for, food and shelter,
just a resting place."

—

"And
said

that's

what he wants,

is

it

I.

tie
She looked over the banister. He
up, two steps at a time, not
ing me.

came

"I've got a carriage," said he, an
was that of a man who

his voice

charge of his responsibilities. "You
must take a holiday to-day. Put on
3'our hat and bring a wrap."
full

I caught the faintest gleam of light
along her face, as if for a fraction of a
second the hea\ens had opened.
Then she put down the sheets upon
the chest.
go tell Miss
I'll
"Very well.
Smythe," said she, and moved away,
with her composed swift tread, the
keys at her side jingling slightly.
It was his turn to stand still, looking
after her, as if he, too, saw a rift where
he had only known a gray expanse of
mystery.

'

—
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Kleath's Alibi
Continued from page 139.
their winter's clean-up.
money was a novelty in

Spending

real

Dawson and

SURPASSES CREAM
AND COSTS LESS THAN
HALF AS MUCH

it

was done with Florentine extravagance.
Pipes were lighted with twenty dollar
bills, change was made by boisterously
tearing the corner off a note and poker
was played with clinking gold pieces
instead of pokes of gold or stacks of
chips.

And

the stage had brought a pasA small man, whose most
unusual
feature was
pallor, who always slid away from the
centre of a group so that his back was
not exposed to his fellow men Conrad
Haynes did not elicit the same hospitality from Meadows as that generally
accorded newcomers from the Outside.
Instead, Tim doled out his numerous
whiskeys with a grudging hand, as
though regretting the waste of so much
good stuff, and he accepted payment for
them with an eye suspicious of countersenger, too.
distinguishing

—

feit.

"That guy's jes' nachelly festerin'
with meanness," said the proprietor to
himself as he watched Haynes' small
white hand close greedily round the
"I
glass he shoved across the bar.
gotta keep my linger on him, sure."

DUT as the evening wore on, and
demands

the

of business, of arbitrator

or kicker-out diverted Tim's mind, he
lost sight of the stranger.
He did not
see Duke, usually distrustful of newcomers, exchange a few grudging remarks with Conrad Haynes, and had he
done so, he could not possibly have
suspected that there followed a recent
rapid correspondence between them, in
which he, in a measure, was concerned.
Haynes found the room at the rear of
the Hall without difficulty.
He blew
out the lamp, and with an automatic
silencer in readiness,

he flattened him-

against the wall behind the door.
A few minutes passed, then three
people entered the room almost simultaneously.
"Why, Joe, where is the boy you said

self

was hurt?"
In the thick darkness, Kleath heard
Goldie's voice shrill with surprise.
"Damn youl" He heard his own, as
something struck him from behind,
turned the world bright with falling
stars,

and he stumbled forward

to his

knees.

l_JE CAME to with the sound of a
woman's sobs beating in upon his
consciousness.
The blackness of the
grave still enveloped him choking
strangling.
He was bound hand and

—

foot

and the cords cut deep.

"Who's there?"

—

"Chris! Oh, Chris I thought they
had killed you! Are you much hurt?"

M^
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**Silver

"No," he lied. "Can you unbind
me?"
"I'm tied, myself," Goldie moaned.

Gloss"

"And

(EDWARDSBURG)
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starching
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Canadian
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pound packages and six pound
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perfect
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oh, the cords hurt so!"

Through the Stygian black, he saw
flecks of crimson and he cursed below
his breath.

"Can you put your hands against my
teeth?" he asked her.
She was not bound very carefully.
Indeed, as Kleath worked at the knots,
he began tp suspect that Duke had not
intended to keep his prisoners helpless
Why?
for any length of time.
Goldie free, it was but the work of a
moment to cut Kleath's cords. She
pulled them from the flesh into which
they had eaten with a woman's shrinking, sick at the thought of the oozing
wounds she could feel, but could not
see.

"Come," he
feet,

said, staggering to his
I have a
"let's get out of this.

—

I'm
score to pay. Where is the door
a bit twisted."
"Get out?" she laughed, hysterically.
"We can't get out, Chris. We're locked
in the upstairs room of the old deserted
roadhouse, ten miles from home. Crazy
I.arry McQuinn and Joe put us through
the window while you were unconscious
and I was gagged, and into a hack.
Larry and that awful strange man drove
us here and locked us in ever so many
can't get out!"
locks.
She fluttered into his arms from the
darkness and sobbed against his breast.

-a^rr^o^

—

We

He

bent his lips toward her.
"Joe said he was sending us to Para"What did he
dise," she told him.
mean, Chris.? Is he coming back to
kill

m\\

.

.

us?"

jerk Kleath straightened. He
put Goldie almost roughly from him,
felt his way to the wall and leaned there
"Sending
breathing in uneven gasps.
them into Paradise."
"Chris?" cried the girl in sudden
"Where are you?"
terror.
"Don't touch me again," he warned

'.ipi

With a

p^^

PROUD OLD ASSINIBOINE
THE
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SEYMOUR,

"Let me think!"

r^L'KE had

not tried to rob them; he
had attempted no violence to Goldie
as Kleath had feared when he followed!
her from the Dance Hall and into the lit-'
He had sent them to a
tie rear room.
deserted roadhouse and locked them in.
But why? So unusual a deed must
have an unusual explanation. Duke
was not the man to brave Tim
Meadows' livid rage and Kleath's cold
anger without a reason. A thousand
questions crowded into his aching head
But no answers gave
to torture him.
him relief.
The few matches his pockets contained revealed the fact that there

General Tourist Agent,

MONTREAL.

her.

ICMMIIANI

was

nothing in the bare room with which to
make a light, that its one window was
boarded with a piece of solid wood, and
that even could he break it, there was

-
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no means by which Goldie could be lowered to the ground. The massive door
was fastened with three new locks, and
guided by his sense of touch, upon these
small
Kleath set doggedly to work.
file, a penknife and some hair pins were
the only tools at his command.
The Alaskan night wore slowly on.
In the deserted roadhouse there was
silence save for the rasp of scraping
steel and the sound of a man's heavy
On the opposite side of the
breathing.
room Goldie slept. Physical and emotional exhaustion coupled with a sense
of security had brought her peace; she
even smiled in her sleep, subconsciously
relying on the man she loved to smooth
all her troubles away.
Kleath did not smile; his face was set
and grim as he wrestled with the
Demons of the Past. That dark spot,
that foul blight which had laid corroding fingers on his life, mocked him now
as he worked in the suffocating blackIt seemed
ness and thought of Goldie.
to Kleath like the ball on a convict's
foot
borne unconsciously for a space
only to make its dragging, tugging
presence felt when the prisoner most

A

—

wanted

relief.

Duke had

said he

was sending them

into Paradise

The Dish That Belongs to June

his hands.

gave way and as a
streaked the sky, he flung
back the heavy door upon its rusty
hinges and stumbled into the divine
hush of a spring morning.
Bit

pink

by

bit the steel

dawn

I—IE knew the code of the Yukon,
where Love and Life are cheap, but
where the name of a good woman is held
dearer than the gold out in the Creeks;
he knew that either he or Joe Duke
must die, and that by every law of God
or man it ought to be Joe Duke, and yet
that simple code of loves and hates
would then decree that he, Kleath,
should marry Goldie Meadows. Tim
Meadows would kill him if he didn't.
Tim Meadows would kill him if he did.
He could not marry Goldie.
All

of

Dawson might

forgive

bubble grains seem to belong to
dainty and inviting.
Summer brings flower-decked breakfast tables, and Puffed Grains
seem to fit there. Summer brings berries, and Puffed Grains mixed
with them make them doubly delightful.

subtle chivalry.
A man stood up before witnesses and
called his companion a liar, cheat or
coward, and the crowd constituted
itself a tribunal which sat in judgment
on the ca^e. That would be Tim

Meadows' way.

He

summer.

turned back into the house and

airy,

Summer brings dairy suppers. And these airy
toasted and crisp, are the morsels to float in milk.

tit-bits,

flaky,
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Puffed Wheat
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and

exonerate them, but none of Dawson
would believe their innocence. The
men of the Yukon were not models of
restraint, especially with a good reason
to purge their acts of infamy. Goldie's
name would wear a smudge across it.
For all I^awson would soon know.
Those were not the days of silence and

—

— the

Wheat and Rice
They are light and

Puffed

"Into Hell," muttered Kleath, wiping the moisture from his forehead and

Except
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stood on the threshold of the nxim in
which Goldie slept. He called her anrl
prcce<led her into the open.
He kept
his hands tight-clenched l)ehind him.
and looked at her with blood-shot eyes.
"You've got to hurry back to Daw
son," he said, shortly.
"It's just po^
You
sible we have not been missed.
had best go alone. If your father
wants to know where you've been, tell
him. Between us we'll settle Duke
unless he's skipped.
But don't you
breathe a word to another soul, and as

CANADIAN NORTHERN
ALL THE WAY
Between

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER
Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

and Edmonton.

for

Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary,
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

And

all

10.45

listen

—

oath to her, awful in its
solemnity, binding him to secrecy, no
matter how great the pressure to speak
She stood quite still, hardly credulou..
of her hearing.
That was not the
Yukon way; those were not the words
she expected him to utter. Let him tell
let him bring Joe Duke and his conthen let him "dc
federates to justice
the right thing by her" as many a man
had (lone in the Yukon's past, and thus
clear scandal's slate of marks against

important points in Western Canada
and The Pacific Coast.
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me,
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—
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Scalding tears of outraged pride and
anger blinded her. Last night she
thought he loved her. She turned from
him and walked rapidly off in the direcKleath watched her
tion of the town.
go, understanding much that was in her
thoughts, and when a curve in the road
hid her from his sight, he picked up a
huge stone and hurled it with all his
force against the boarded window of his
Paradise.

(^OLDIE

reached her home without
adventure. She met no one save a

haggard woman, whose startling pallor
reminded her of Conrad Haynes. She
shuddered, quickened her pace to a run
and reaching the cabin, rushed through
the door which was devoid of key and
leaned against it quivering. The woman passed, walking as though her feet
were sore. Her boots were new and
creaked loudly in the stillness of the
early morning.
Goldie tiptoed to her father's room.
It was empty.
The circumstance was not unusual.
Tim Meadows frequently on a busy
night, dropped in his tracks at the San
Domingo and lay amongst the drunken
revellers, sleeping as soundly as the
drunkest of them. If such was the
case, he probably had not missed her,
but the uncertainty was horrible; she
could not rest without knowing. So
presently when Dawson \awnetl and
stretched itself, she hurried to the Hall.
There, in a small, unfurnished room,
lay her father on a bed of borrowed
coats, and he was tended by Diamond

Tooth

Lizzie.

"Olie Colson done it," she said, succinctly, pointing to the swathe of band^
ages which entirely concealed Meadows
"Mistook him fer Jud Chine\
face.
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walloped him a good one with a
Gawd, I never seen so much
Ran like the gutters in a stock
)lood

md

)ottle.
!

/ard.

Everyone was

fightin'.

.

.

.

rim, he ain't unconscious now; he's
Nobody could keep him still
loped.
vhcn he come to, he was ragin' that bad
vith fury, so Doc he give him some
:nockout drops to keep him still till the
VV'e would 'a told
;ut begins to heal.
^ou," Lizzie went on, "only when we
lad time to think about it, there wasn't
lo light in the cabin, and we thought it
But now you'd
vuz a sin to wake you.
)est set here a spell, whilst I pound my
ar."

FT

wa.s nearly noon when Kleath returned to Dawson. Knots of people
vere gathered on the streets and a sense
the unusual pervaded the atmo)f
iphere.
Conversation ceased as he
irew near and whispering followed him.
^e ground his teeth, thinking they
cnew.
" Here he is," cried Weatherby, as
hough some one had argued against his
"Where have vou been,
eturn.
*•

<:ieath?"

"What's

it

to

A murmur

you?"
round

the group
vhich had collected.
"Answer my question, first. Where
lave you been all night?"
" I don't intend to tell you."
"Then I arrest you in the name of the
<ing and warn you that every word you
;ay may be used against you."
Walt Hartley, the North West
ran

Counted Policeman stepped forward
md laid his hand on Kleath's shoulder.

The

latter stared.

"What

for?"

"Pickin'

?ank

of

the safe an'

robbin'

the

two hundred thousand

dol-

lars!"

Prove an alibi, Kleath! We know
ou didn't pull this off! Don't get
inched for another's man work!"
/lany like cries went up from the bytanders.
But Kleath was silent.
On him were found a pen knife, a
mall file and several queerly-twisted
ieces of wire.

Suspicion flared

liinds of his friends,

in

the

and Duke's scheme

'ecame clear to him.
"I am innocent," he said, but that
as all.
rHI'^RF"^ was no such thing as languishing in jail in the Yukon. Justice
as meted out swiftly and with decion.
Kleath was arrested at noon his
•ial was set for the following morning.
Goldie heard of his arrest at night, as
le sat by her delirious father.
Had
le been a woman of larger experience,
le would have left her vigil and hastled to clear the man, who by his
;

toward her was condemning
But Goldie was not a
Oman of the world. She saw only the
•Ct that Kleath stood between two
lingers
imprisonment for a crime he
livalry

imself, falsely.

—
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harl

not committed, and possible death

for a real crime according to the primitive standards of the Yukon.
He had

The woman who
simply orders "coffee"

deserves-

whatever she gets

The woman
who

orders

SEAL BRAND

compromised her, albeit unwillingly,
and tacitly refused to "do the right
thing by her."
Men had been shot for
less.

Her father's ravings helped to terrify
her into silence.
His threats made her
flesh creep, parahzed her reason, curdled her blood, and they were directed
not against Olie Colson but against Bill
Scott, the miner who in his drunken
bestiality had frightenetl her two years
before.
The violence done Tim Meadows' person seemed to have made no
impression upon him; the attempted
assault upon his daughter turned him
Berserker, and Goldie grew faint as she
fancied Kleath's neck beneath that pair
of huge hairy hands which twisted and

wrung an imaginery body in their grip.
Into the court room crowded every
able-bodied resident of Dawson and the
vicinity.
The jury, unlike other things
in those highly-colored, extravagant
days, was a skimpy affair, consisting of
but six men. There was a prosecuting
Kleath put up no defence.
attorney.
Witnesses there were in abundance.
A dozen miners could testify to the
opening of the San Domingo safe; as
many more had seen the accused at the
San Domingo early on the night of the
robbery, and none had seen him late.
He had not been to his room. Evidence
was conclusive that after picking the
safe he had gone forth to bury his booty.

Once more Kleath was asked

to

tell

how he came by

deservesthe Best and gets

it

the incriminating tools
found on his person; once more he was
asked to tell where he spent the night of
the robbery. And once more he protested his innocence but refused to say

anything further. A murmur like a
growl ran through the room.
The judge summed up the case, turned to the jury and adjured them to be
swayed neither by sentiment or passion.
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left

the

room

court

for

five

minutes and returned, having found the
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"Chris was good to me. Sent me
all the time and made plans to
give me another start when my time
was up. He might 'a divorced me but
he was too decent. Thought the
Yukon 'd be a good safe place to put me
straight, so it seemed a queer thing that
I should walk right into the old bunch
out here. They knew Chris, but he
He didn't know I
didn't know them.
was coming out so soon, either."
She turned her back on the judge and
"I walked
talked out into the room.
had some
most of the way
money but it did n't last long. I was
There's a
always so thirsty.
house down the road where I crawled toHadn't
rest, a couple of days ago.
been there long, when in comes Gentleman Joe and puts three new locks on a
door upstairs. I lay low and do some
Didn't look right to be lockthinking.

money

.

.

.

.

mob

Next, along comes Cully Conrad, closecropped and white-looking, like me.
He's riding on the stage and disappears
I keep out of sight and
into Dawson.
The other
wait.
Not long.
" she passed her hand across her
night
head "out comes a closed rig and
Cully and a big
drives up to the door.
fellow drag a doped man upstairs and
dump him on the floor. Then they

with horror written across his face.
Duke rested his hand on his hip and
wriggled toward the window. Haynes,
his back against the wall, glared at the
frenzied scene with burning eyes, like an
animal at bay.
Smearing loose-hanging lips across
the cover of The Book, the woman took
the witness stand. She did not look at

carry in a woman. Lock them in jukI
I could
drive like Hell back to town.
have picked the locks, if I'd liked— but
Eight years in uniform don't
I didn't.
increase your human kindness."
"Go on," commanded the judge.
" In the morning I got a look at 'em.
Duke
The man was Chris Kleath.
and Cully Conrad pulled that Bank

the silence like
are condemning

Do YOU Need Money?

—

ing up a deserted roadhouse, somehow.

"Fools!"

A woman's voice split
168

the prisoner but swept the room with a
glance from which two men quaile<l.
"My name is Nell Kleath," she said.
"I am Chris Kleath's wife, just out of
the Pen- two years before my time for
good conduct."
She stopped and looked challengingly
toward the spot where Duke stood.
The stillness was oppressive men who
had seats sat far forward on them those
who had not, thrust out their necks and
crooked horny hands behind their ears.
Humanity's heavy odor pulsed over all.
"Eight years ago they pinched us
Cully Conrad and me. Caught redhanded, on the job. Gentleman Joe
helped send us up saved his own hide,
the skunk." She cursed like a man.
"Chris worked in a safe factory. That's
why I married him partly. It was
easy to find out from him where the
safes were sold, and then Cully and I
ripped 'em. Chris never knew till we
were pinched. Joe was handy in distributing the green. He always got away
with it."
Her voice trailed off in a guttural
whisper, and she asked for a drink.
"Haven't talked so much for quite a
while," she said, grimly.

"You
a sharp report.
an innocent man!"
Immediately the room was in an
uproar. Harkness, the clerk, beat his
gavel on the bench and made yapping
grimaces with his large mouth. No one
knew he was calling the court to order.

No

one cared.

feet gazing

Kleath sprang to his

down

at the frantic

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

.

I
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She flung her hands
above her head and screamed. On her
breast a crimson spot appeared and
"One of 'em pinked me," she
spread.
trick."

•

.

.

gurgled, sinking slowly to thefloor.

Duke had used his automatic silencer,
He dropped
shooting from his pocket.
from the window and started to run.
Then amid a roar which sounded like
the voices of hungry beasts, the air
around him filled with bits of whistling
lead.

.

.

.

THE

day which has no night shimmered over Dawson. Although hilarity was at its zenith in the San Domingo

Tim Meadows

sat outside the Hall, a

hand. Its most inwas a marriage notice
he had read until he knew it by

newspaper

in his

teresting item

and

this

isa

the British Empire was able to buy
within its borders much of the breadstuffs and produce necessary to feed
that section of its population which
was not food-producing, the value of
which was thus retained within the
empire, to the benefit of the Canadian
producers, instead of going outside the
Empire. The same thing applies to
lumber, large amounts of which have
in the past been imported in spite of
the fact that with the exception of a
few hardwoods, Canada has in its own
borders an abundant supply of timber.
The purchase of lumber "grown and
manufactured in Canada" will render
available for the development and
maintenance of home industries a large
amount of capital which has hitherto
been diverted to foreign manufacturers.

ll[liWII)l

heart.

He blew his nose loudly, and brought
the front feet of his chair to the ground
with a thud.
"Gosh, it's lonely without Goldie!"
he

muttered,

"But I ain't
Her and Chris is

rising.

goin' to complain.

— Dawson's

better where they are
place fer a woman."

Lumber

for the

no

World

Continued from page 142.

chine," a marvelous invention which
combines the work of several donkeys,
and the locomotive.
The tidewater sawmill shown is representative of many to be found in
and near Vancouver and Vi(^toria, the
average daily capacity of sawn lumber
being 100,000 feet, the raw material,
in the shape of the logs received from
the camps up the coast being hauled
out of the water to the saws, and the
finished articles being loaded on to
cars for the prairie, and Eastern Canada, and possibly at the same time into
ships alongside the mill receiving cargo
for China, the Cape, or Australia as
the case may be. As has already been
mentioned, the overseas export of
umber, while of appreciable dimensions

— in

1915 it amounted to between fifty
and sixty million feet is but a small
percentage of that despatched to points
within the Dominion, and expansion
n that direction at the present time
i»pecially, owing to high freights and
ack of time, is difficult. It is in the

—

lome market that the

mills of British
greatest opDortunity for expansion at the present

Columbia

will

find

the

!:ime.

AS

the farmers of Canada well know,
the splendid increase in the harvest
rf
1915, an increase in production
ortunately not confined to the prairie
*:)ut characteristic of the whole of the
Jominion, not only meant greater
)rosperity in Canada
it meant that
;

Letters of a V. A. D.
Continued from page 145.

who

going to get a D. S. O. at least!"
begged Ethel
and no person could have resisted her
eager eyes. So he went on.
"There's a part of the German Hues
about which our generals have been
able to get very little information.
They've sent scouting monoplanes over
again and again, but none of them have
ever come back and lately the attempt
had not been repeated until about a
week ago when fresh rumors of activity
in that vicinity came over to our lines.
It was very important that something
be known of the German positions and
what artillery they had, so volunteers
were called for to fly over and get some
information. An Englishman and a
"

is

Do tell us about him,"

Canadian volunteered. Both
were aviators, but the Canadian said he
could sketch rather quickly, so he was
told to make some studies of the formation of the enemy's lines while the other
managed the machine.
"It was pretty hopeless and
hadn't come over at the time but they
tell me the other chaps hated to see
them go up. They, however, laughed
as they set out.
"The usual thing happened, word
came of the Germans having brought
down a scouting monoplane with two
men in it. But the next event was not
so usual. A poor little, buffeted specimen of a pigeon flew back to one of the
cotes next day with a roll of tiny
sketches enclosed in a goose quill and
fastened into its tail. They showed
just what we needed to know about our
enemy. The Englishman says that all
the time they were firing at them from
below the Canadian sketched ceaselessly and only when the 'plane was so
injured that they began to volplane
down did he hastily attach the quill
with the little roll of paper in it, to the
pigeon's feathers and set the bird free.

young

—

Treatment for Dandruff
And dry, thin and falling hair: Touch
spots of dandruff and irritation with CuNext morning shamticura Ointment.
poo with Cuticura Soap and hot water.
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Trial Free liy Return Mail
For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book

by return
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62,

*'Cudcura,
Boston." Sold throughout the world.
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Putting up

meadow hay

Stock thrlvea on the rieh graasat In the Neehako Valley

the Nechako Valley

In

Farming Opportunities m

Come

Columbia

British

to the Rich, Sunny, Mild

NECHAKO VALLEY
on the Main Line of the Grand Trunk Pacific
Let this Board of Trade, which has nothing to
give
T

EARN

you

reliable,

about the wonderful opportunities

^^ stock raising in the
and richest connected area

for

disinterested, free information.
farming and

Nechako

Valley, the largest
of agricultural land in British ColumFertile soil.
Mild, bracing climate. The best mixed
bia.
farming country in Western Canada. On the main line of a

transcontinental railroad.
schools and churches.

fertile

Near

Near good, growing towns.

Government Department of Lands says: "The Valley of the
Nechako comprises one of the finest areas of land in British
Columbia." Dr. Dawson, the well-known Government expert
and investigator, says, "The Nechako Valley is the largest
connected area of lands susceptible to cultivation in the whole
Province of British Columbia."
The
Here is independence and health calling to you
Nechako Valley needs settlers. In our own immediate neighborhood are many thousands of acres of good, fertile, well located
land which you can buy at a very low price.
This Board of Trade does not deal in land nor anything
The
else.
It only wants to bring you and the land together.
\

Fill out, clip

sell,

It will bring you big harvests
land is here, waiting for you.
every year and keep on swelling your bank balance.

Let this disinterested Board of Trade advise you about the
farming and stock raising opportunities in this rich Valley. Tell
us how much land you want, what experience you have had in
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land and what resources you have to put it under crop. YOU

DO NOT OBLIGATE YOURSELF IN ANY WAY AND
THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.
We will advise you honestly, frankly, whether there is an opportunity for you here and if so, where and why. We will bring
you and the land together.

If you have slaved in a more rigorous winter climate, away
from neighbors, away from green trees and clear, running water,
come to the Nechako Valley and enjoy life and prosperity.
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to earth they rejoiced
to see the pigeon sailing high above the
flying missiles and away.
" Neither of the men would have been

While they sank

Here

much hurt if they hadn't struck an inconvenient stock of a tree and been
tipped out. As it was, both had leg
injuries which they cleverly allowed to
cripple

them as much as

possible

is

true

KODAK

and

apparently their captors wasted little
medical science on them. Their supposed helplessness and a druknen guard
contributed to their escape and both
got back to our lines. The Englishman's wound didn't prove serious and
he'll be back on duty in a few days, but
I'm afraid there is more wrong with the
Canadian's leg than we know. Your
Colonef, however, will soon find out.
He probably shouldn't have been on his
feet at all and we're keeping him lying

efficiency.

down now.

"Who

he?

is

Where

he?"

is

manded, recovering from a

I

de-

state

of

speechlessness.

"Here comes

the

chap

himself!"

responded Cyril, hurrying to the com-

panionway where who should come

can make a photograph with a pin hole for a lens. Cheap
cameras have small lenses, with correspondingly small openings
but fast enough for snap-shots in a good light. As you

YQU

—

limping up, clinging to the railing with

one hand and to a stout walking-stick
with the other but Bobbie!
He looked very white but not an atom
subdued and when we spoke of what we
had heard he laughed and I, like a

—

blubbering idiot, cried:
"Oh, Bobbie, your poor leg," I said,
when I had recovered from my incoherence and Ethel and Cyril had walked
tactfully ofT to the other side of the
deck.
"However did vou walk on it?"
"Well," he said, "I didn't— much.
A good deal of the time I crawled. And
the other chap helped me a lot."
I couldn't help picturing him scrambling through underbrush and over
stones like that and the tears came to
my eyes again, and, well I suppose you
will be able to guess that Bgbbie and I
are now engaged.
I've been a conceited, critical wretch and I didn't
believe Bobbie would ever ask me again

when

I

had misjudged him

so,

get into the better grades, the lenses

;

!

?

larger.

True efificiency requires a lens of fairly long focus that will
work with a large opening a big lens in a big shutter. That's
And
the kind you find in the No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special.
Here
with it a shutter that has a speed up to 1/300 of a second.

—

is

true efficiency with nothing sacrificed to

And

mere

littleness.

every detail of construction and finish this little camera
shows evidence of having come from the factory where honest
workmanship has become a habit.

No.

in

1

Autographic Kodak Special,

for 2

J^x3M

pictures,

Optimo shutter

with variable speeds from one second to 1/300 of a second, also time action, with

Kodak Anastigmat

but you

lens

/

6.3, focal length

4?s inches.

CANADIAN KODAK

see he did.

There was a bone broken in Bobbie's
leg, and it will take a long time to knit,
after all the strain that was put on it,
and the Colonel says he may limp a little

grow

At your

Price -MO.OO.

CO., Limited

TORONTO

dealer's.

we haven't told him that.
And when this horrible war is over.

always, but

Glad, Bobbie can wear all the flowing
ties and eyeglass ribbons and long hair
he wants to, and I shall always know
that he's the best and bravest man in
the world.

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS

Your humbled but happy

Offers a cordial

ANGELA.

t

111 It tl.

P. S.

j

—

I

wonder

ever stop being
joy to the exclu-

if I'll

absorbed in my selfish
sion of everything else.
When I made
such a fool of myself on the boat it
seems Ethel nearly cried too, out of

Ik

welcome and courteous service to all.
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Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
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...
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sympathy, and Cyril took her off to the
other side of the deck to comfort her
and to give Bobby a chance to comfort
me, and he must have done it awfully
well
I mean Cyril
for Eth
going
al)out the hospital with a beatific smile
and an appalling absence of mind concerning the duties of a V. A. D.
I believe she is supposed to be deciding
Cyril's fate but if I had the chance I
could put him out of suspense at once.
Oh, my dear, I'm so idiotically happy.
It seems wickwi at a time like this, but I
can't help it.
A.

—

—

A
Why

Household Query
and the Obvious Answer
do the foremost purveyors of foodstuffs give almost as much attention
package as to the goods themselves?

to the

Because a perfect product

is

—

very soon a spoiled product unless properly

protected.

The

;

•.

i

proprietors of

Who

WBBON
TEA

BLUE

Laughs Last

Continued from [age

\

1.54.

*

]

Then we could crank up
and take him home where his market"!

his past life.

i

price would be thirty cents a hundred,"!
dressed.
It was too lovely to resist.
I leaned
down quietly and shut off the gasoline.
Presently the Peg'^y began to hiccough.
'

*

.

3

1

have long been looking

for the perfect Tea-packet.

Now

it.

they have found

odor-proof," practically

The new BLUE RIBBON

I

',

air-tight, dust-proof,

unbreakable pakcet gives perfect protection

to

TRen her engine stopped.
"My God !" yelled Jones.

a

'

"Thej
dam's only a mile away, and she's
balked.
Crank for your life, Ban-;

perfect tea.

^

Sold with a money-back guarantee.

liury !"
in

Banbur>- had been up in front tryingj
a shaky sort of way to enjoy the;

scener\'.

We

had worked him

forvvard'i

order that he might have the pleasure'
of cranking the Peggy.
He went as"'
white as flour and jumped for the;
crank.
"Quick !" yelled Jones, slipping the,^
spark over just enough to make thc^
engine back fire, which she did, throw-/:
ing Banbury over to the side of thej
boat with the last charge of gasoline in
her.
"Try it again," he yelled, throwing off the spark altogether.
.
That was tJie beginning of twenty'
minutes of the keenest bliss I ever enjo\ed.
We floated lazily down, bob-i
bing about in the short, choppy sea,|
while Banbury cranked like a crazy^
in

""'""'•™™"«rn™»i,,,,,„,,,,,,,

S2'"'""'m

\

!

The Land

of Fishing Thrills

A Sportsman's Paradise where the

cool welters of

Wild, Unspoiled Lakes and Rivers

ALGONQUIN PARK,
A Vacation Territory to Dream About.

It offers

trips

through my-

riads of waterways, with ideal camping grounds among forests of pines

2000

Feet

tried

(Ontario)
canoe

and balsams

Above the Sea

Fine accommodations for those who love the social side of resort life can be had at Highland
Inn at Algonquin Park Station, or in the novel and comfortable Ix>g Camps Nominigan and Minnesing.

Handsomely illustrated advertising matter and full information supplied free on epphcation
C. E. Homing, Union Station, Toronto, or J. Quinlan, Bonaventure StJtion, Montreal.

to

I
I

Want

50 School Boys
on My Pay Roll

to put your name on my list, write
once, before some other boy beats you to
this chance.
Just a little work after school hours will bring
you money to spend for a lot of nice things most boys
enjoy.
Send the letter today before you forget it.
R. G. TOBIN, Manager, 467 Mail Building, TORONTO.
If

you want

me ,at

We tried priming her. W(
changing batteries. We tried cutting out the pump, screwing down the
needle valve and spitting on the flV'
wheel. We tried everything that wasij
of no use to try, and Banbury cranked
twenty times for each trial.
Between cranks, Jones and I cussed
each other for leaving the oars at home.
We moaned about the necessity of
swimming out below the dam and
hoped the boat wouldn't be damaged
when she went o^'er. And all the time
Banbury was grunting and moaning
and fighting for life. Going over a sixfoot waterfall in a motor boat onto the
rocks below, with no knowledge of the
useful art of swimming, was just as
man.

Give the salmon and speckled trout and gamy black bass
fighting qualities to delight the most ardent angler, making

pleasant to

him as

sky scraper.
most pitiful and
of a

satisfying

sights

falling off the roof
was one of the

It

I

most
have

thoroughly
ever seen.jj

^j
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my

conscience jabbed me,
I thought of the old women he was so
fond of frightening on the streets back
at home, and my heart froze up like a
water pipe in winter.
The plan was a beautiful success. A
quarter of a mile from the dam, Banbury was on his knees alternately praying and yelling for help.
He had a life
|)reserver on, wrong side up.
His two
hands were a mass of blisters, for we
liad allowed him to crank most of the
time with the compression on. He

was

all in,

oif

the

down and

We

map.

out,

would

Cheerful
as the

under foot,
never be

June Sun

bothered with him again. All we had
to do was to turn on the juice, twirl the
il>wheel, and give him a ten-mile
laugh on the way home. I let on the
t^asoline slyly

and Jones went up

"Let a good

-

?

'O many homes lack proper heating
/ that it is often thought houses must
either be cold in winter or hot and
stuffy.
Yet the heating of a home can be Hke

front.

man

take the crank," he
said soothingly as he turned her over.
The Peggy didn't start.
Jones cranked rapidly about five
times.
Then he primed the engine,
threw on the compression and cranked
until he was black in the face.
The
Peggy made a noise like the stone doorstep of the Coliseum
\\'e could hear the roar of the falls
quite plainly now. We had about five

the natural warmth of June— the air as
warm, as healthfully humid, as fresh
and pure.

The Sunshine Furnace

Pure air is sent evenly over the house
warm, fresh— and clean. The dust and fine ashes,'
so often seen whenever most furnaces
are shaken
down, never get out of the Sunshine Furnac^.

!

minutes
and her
d(jwn on
Right

spend cranking the Peggy,
average balk when she lay
us was an hour
there Jones rose to the emerto

Dry

!

Of course we had no anchor.
You never have an anchor in a motor
boat.
Some chump has always bor-

tied the liead line around the fly
wheel
end of the crank shaft. I grabbed one
end and he the other. We hoisted it
up, and with a mighty heave we dumped that engine overboard. There
was
a soul-stirring splash, and the Peggy
swung around stern foremost and
stopped.
We were anchored safe and
sound, a hundred yards above the
dam
Banbury had been trying to pray
and had gotten as far as "Now I lay

nine or ten times, when he realized
piat the obsequies had been
temporarily
postponed. For a minute the light
on
his face was seraphic.
He looked out
upon the beautiful greeen world only
a
tew hundred very wet feet
away as if
he had a proprietary interest
in it once
more
He was so happy at being
]erked out of the jaws of
death, with
tooth marks all over him, that
he clean
torgot us.
But presently he began to
Ine,

remeniber.

The

fact that

he was

iomebo<iy turned the water

began
to worm its way
into his bliss and
-urdle It.
And presently he began to

;on ver.se with us.

necessary

supplies

balmy as

as

air

summer.

This comes from a large water pan so
located that it can be refilled easily.

Firing up and closing the dampers of the Sunshine
Furnace does
The volume of gas freed from
the new coal is drawn off up the chimney. The
Sunshine not
only keeps the whole house warm and cosy, but
continually
circulates clear, pure air.

not send coal gas into the house.

Sunshine

lamace

The Sunshine does not cost you more than many furnaces
that are not as goad
Our Heating Engineer will tell you what a thorough heating
system for
your home will cost. More than that, he will tell
you, without charge
or obligation, how to plan your heating system
so as to get the most
•
out of

with the least expenditure. If you send the coupon
to-day
we will send you our booklet "Sunshine." At the same
/
time, ask
for special information about heating your
.•'
own house.
it

.

/

MXIaiyS
Toronto
St.

Montreal

John, N.B.

Winnipeg
Name

Hamilton

off,

Calgary

Saskatoon
806

Edmonton

Kindly
""=

"'"'

''

1

•

Your booklet on

Also forms for filling
that your heating
engineers can tell me how to
•'
order and install a system that
will properly lieat my home.
2.

London

^'^"'^

the Sunshine Furnace.

,•'

Vancouver

/
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'

still

hung by a hair over an exceedingly
intomial place in the river, and
that he
nad no prospects of getting
away until

air not

The Sunshine Furnace

',gency.

rowed it. But in less than a minute
Jones had disconnected the engine all
around. In another minute he had

radiates the healthful heat of

the sun.

Address

out,

so

'
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what you call navigating,
you imitation skippers ?" he
"Of all the cl«ugh-brain«J
sneered.
"So

GENUINE

DIAMONDS
ON CREDIT
We

ua.

are

Save money on your
Diamonds by buying from
Diamond Importers. Terms 20%

down, $1, $2 or »3 Weelily. We guarantee you
every advantage in Price and Quality.
Write to-day for Catalogue, it is FREE.
part of
We send Diamonds or Watches to any
Payments
Canada (or inspection at our expense.
may be made Weelcly or Monthly.

JACOBS

BROS., Diamond Importers
Dept G., Toronto, Cauda.

16 Toronto Arcade,

is

this is

it,

jobs

ever saw, this

I

the limit.

is

If

you can't keep your tinkered-up drygoods box running, why do you put it
It would make a good
in the water ?
hothouse with glass doors on it. You
would make good gardeners, too. You This guarantee, which ison
would be company for the turnips. every roll of CERTAINYou might even succeed at sprouting TEED, is your protection
potatoes.
With a little more educa- against disappointment.
tion you could clean streets."
Accept none that does not have this tradeAnd so on, indefinitely. He sat mark
CERTAIN-TEED is best for your farm buildings
there and skinned us alive and we sat
there and took it without gas. There because it saves you money, is weatherproof, eas'
to lay, looks better and ii cheaper than galvanizei
was nothing else to do. Sometimes iron, tin or wood shingles
he'd rest by standing up and yelling It is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15 years accordinj
This is a real guarantee backci
to ply (1, 2 or 3)
for help; then he'd sit down, look us
over calmly and coldly- he was as big by a business operating the world's largest roofinj
Don't confuse CERTAIN -TEED wit
mills.
as both of us and begin again.
cheap roofing sold by mail.
"What you descendants of a thou- <3et CERTAIN-TEED from your local dealer, whom yo

—

—

sand years of cabbages need is judgment. If you are going to run a motor
boat, you want to go at it right. You
w-ant to hire a nurse

THESE
0Nmen

days of supreme sacrifice, when
are doing, daring 'and dying for our
national ideals a lasting memorial is
sought to perpetuate the memory of those
brave men whcse answer to the call of duty
has cost them their lives.

—

In the making of memorial tablets, this Company brings to the task a wealth of art-knowledge, a store
of experience, and a sense of the fitness of things pecuvaluable when dealing with so delicate a subject.
Write for full information and estimates on brass or
bronze tablets, shields, church furniture, etc.i.^.

liarly

Thi Dinnis Wini
LONDON,

&

Iiion!Woks Co.. Limitio
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;:

CANADA.

girl.

Any

through the first
reader will do. Take her along to do
your thinking for you. And you need
a better boat, too. Why don't you
get a piano box and use an electric fan
for a propeller ?
If you don't want to
make such a big improvement all at
You
once, you could do it by degrees.
might start in with a tub. And you
ought to begin studying a coffee mill
when you get home. A couple of chaps
of your calibre ought to learn how to
run a coffee mill pretty well in about
five years.
The trouble with all fools
is they want to do too much at once.
Now if you would get an egg beater
and practice starting and stopping
"

it

this conversaBanbury's. After about an
hour, it stopped blowing and began to
nasty, cold rain. W^e were as
rain
well protected as a church steeple.
It

The
Original

and
Only
Genuine
Beware

2PAIN1

of
Imitations

Sold
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;It'ice25cts.^blli|

—
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of

Minard's
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Liniment

tion

was very soothing,
of

—

Banbury seemed

to

get

still

more

had rained a while.
He would empty his shoes and his hat
and wring out his coat, and by that
time he would have thought up someHe was a wonder
thing more to say.
We sat there
at thinking up things.
and took it. On other occasions we
might have talked back, but what
peevish after

inowand can

it

could we say ? We threw all our repartee overboard with that engine.
It rained and rained, and dinner time
passed, with nothing on board more
nourishing than gasoline. Two o'clock
went by, and after a stretch of tirne
long enough to season a pyramid,
when it had
three o'clock arrived;
arrived it went away as fast as an
Arkansas freight train and then we
heard a motor boat whistle upstream.
When Banbury heard that whistle

—

he jurpped up and began yelling

like

rely

upon

save you money In th
all over Caoada, t

It will

end. It is sold by good dealers
reasonable prices
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guaranteed, you get a gun with
"life" in it a weapon you will "love" and

faction
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;

hand down to your grandson as a "real
killer;" don't buy a piece of metal and
wood a "courtesy" gun built by the mile
and cut off by the yard — get a real gun
A Greener, and get it NOW.

—
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to
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mad. He danced and swung his hat
and shrieked until I felt distressed over
the waste of sound. The whistle came
from a little clamming boat on its way
down river, but it looked like a transAtlantic liner when it chugged up and
tied on to us.
We were going to explain what had
happened and humbly petition to be
taken ashore when Banbury headed us
off.
The chance of rescue had driven
him clean daft. All his fright had
come back and he was possessed of
just one idea.
He wanted to get on
solid land
to feel it with his feet, put
both arms around it, and to camp there
forever more.
"All I want," he shouted, hauling
out his pocketbook, "is to be taken
over to that shore there. Understand?

—

There's five dollars in it for you. You
take me over there, and so help me, if
I ever set foot in a devil-built death
trap again, I hope I go down head foremost."
"What's the hurry, old man," remarked Jones smoothly, "we'll get
fixed up pretty soon and take you
back."
"Take me back !" roared Banbury;
"take me back
I'm going to walk
back. I've been out with fools long
enough. No more boats for me; I'm
done with 'em forever. Just let me
get on that shore over there and I'll
show you how to get back. I'll walk
!
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Made in all sizes, with single or double cuffs, shirt
or coat style.
illustrated
will

Dr. Jaeger

TORONTO

catalogue and Dr. Jaeger's
be sent free on application to:
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Wilson

another

five in it."

The

best motor and for
the least money. Guaranteed for five years.
for

Catalogue "O."'

Wilson Motor Co.
Walkervill*
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as directed on

eaar
Polish.
(Made

in

Canada)

really more than a polish because it
Cleans, Dusts, Polishes and Beautifies
all at one operation.
O-Cedar Polish
is guaranteed.
If you are not delighted with the work it does your
money will be refunded.
is

AT YOUR DEALER'S, 25 CENTS TO $3.00.

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO. LTD.
TORONTO, CANADA.

A $2.00 BOOK FOR

We

watched the little boat chug upstream to the bank, Banbury holding
on with both hands. Then Jones
grabbed the oil cans and got out the

Mil V

are

you going

to

do

?"

320 Pages

"Some

scared, he was," her skipper
said as he tied on.
"And we're some busy," said Jones
"Just anchor, will you ?"

The clammer dropped a

fifty-pound

ILLUSTRATED
scon HALL, Ph.D.

Noted Authority and Lecturer
PUIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—
What every young man and young

I

asked.

"We're going to go home in the
Peggy and we're going to beat Banbury," he said grimly.
We watched Banbury scramble up
the bank and disappear in the wet

*-|.00

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE
By Dr.WINFIELO

back.

Marine Motors

it

the bottle.

the clammer as the latter cast off;
"we've got some work for you, there's

underl)rush. The clammer stuck her
nose into the stream again and chugged

1974 Queen Street, East. Toronto.

Send

you would have your furniture

waste.

OLD FALSE TEETH
BEALEY

just

"Oh, very well," said Jones. "Come
back for us, old man," he shouted to

"What

Full or broken sets in
only Canadian firm

is

the way,"
"Don't talk to me,
you fools. You'll never get that boat
back, anyway. Just set me on shore,

and skilled
workmanship give

free

"We'll get

This

shouted Banbury.

terial

Health Culture

If

clean, bright and beautiful, use
0-Cedar Polish. Use it on all

had my lesson."
"But it's ten miles and no roads,
old man; you better come back with
us," said Jones blandly.
home in time for supper.
a common occurrence."
"I'd rather crawl all

wool Zephyr and
wool Taffeta, in exclusive dainty patterns, they have all
the
"appearance"
which superior ma-
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ON THE VERANDAH

could be nicer, after a strenuous game, than a table like this
on which to serve a cool, refreshing
drink out on the verandah. The

a>»

'I

A

FAT

ELITE B

frT FOLDING TABLE ^'^
'

'

always ready when you want It
fancywork or any one of a
uses.
May be folded up and
slipped behind the door when not in
use. Well made, yet inexpensive. Your
Furniture Dealer has It, or will get It
is

for lunch

—

—

hundred

r

MADE

IX CANADA.

for you.

Write TO-DAY for illustrated Book" F " describing the various styles
and sizes of "Elite" and "Peerless"
Folding Tables. It's FTtEE.

Ask him.

IIOIRD &

let

Sole

CO., L/IMTTED.

and Manufacturers
Ix>n(Ion, Out.

-tone overboard, and we tied on. Then
hoisted our motor from the damp
and lugubrious deep. Ever hoist a
It's
ITiO-pound motor in a tippy boat ?
no snap. I had a lame back for a
week. But we managed it, the three

we

Liccn,uc9

s-a

and hauled it in.
have seen feverish activity on
have seen men
I
several occasions.
try to carry pianos and coal buckets
out of burning houses, and 1 myself
have argued with as many as four
hundred bumblebees at one time when
But those were moments of
a boy.
leisure compared with the next half
hour. We dried that motor with

\

;

'

of us,
I

;

,

|

j

\

(

\

everything in the boat. Luckily it'
had stopped raining. We poured gasoline on it and burned the gasoline
We^
nice, safe job in a greasy boat.
Then
oiled it and greased it all over.
we bolted it down, connected e%ery-'
thing up and cranked it. She started
on the ninety-sixth yank.
We paid the clammer and sent himi
onto the locks, rejoicing. The Peggy]
wabbled upstream and we ran her,'
watch in hand, praying and hoping..
She sneezed and she back fired, andi
she skipped about three shots out of;
five.
But she kept going, while wej
patted her engine and dosed her with,
Just as thej
oil whenever she faltered.
clocks were striking seven we ran her
into the dock, yelled to the boy to takes
care of her, and sprinted for the street

j

on ike

m\i; haw) tww
RoyiE

GREAT
LAKES

i

Get away from the
monotony of the office,

cars.

j

In fifteen minutes we were at myJ
home. In twenty more we were out;
Inj
of a hot bath and in dry clothes.

factory or farm.

Take a Real Vacation

—

full

prises

of pleasant surof unique feat-

—

ures,

— of

fifteen

wondrous

sigbls.
your biwiness trip a pleasure royagc. The bie
Northern Navieation Liners are malcinstrl-weckly
inalcing possible
ttie lalcc Htiron-Supcrior Craisr,

Make
fleet of

uips on

fast,

able, safe travcL

Features of These Cruise a
Mo«

Gomfort-

Kakabeka Falls— Basket Picnic
Big Hotel, Boulevard Drive in Terminal
City- Inspection of Largest Locks on Fresh Water—Afternoon Tea
on Shipboard—Dancine in Big Ballroom Every Evening— Music by
Ship's Orchesita— Rcfreshmcncs After Dancing, etc., etc.
abC Berths.

Special Train Visits to

— Special Slwre

Dinner

at

Complete Cruise *4Q
Everything Included, (6 day trip)
Also Georgian Bay one way 4 day trips
Between Collingwood and Sault Ste. Marie
and 30,000 Island one way trip between
Parry Sound and Penetang.
Good connections with tlirough Unas east and

Iliaisak^i^m.

west at Detroit, Mlcti., Sarnia, Ont. .and Fort William.^
Write

and information
Malce yotir reservations

for folders

— Aslc any

NOW

ticket aeent.

in a^rancc.

Northern Navigation Co., Ltd.^
Sarnia, Ontario

h\mf

14.

•

1

j

awful walk."

object turned around and raised'
"If you ever speak to me again,
cither of you, I'll kill you !" it shrieked.^
No, I don't ride in Banbur>''s auto^
any more. Neither does Jones. Wes
are glad, because we are afraid o^

The

'

its fist.

motor

cars.

"Have any
1"
^"P-"
"Yep. Not

**TSf^

hot cofTeei

_

—
—

full of

—

Between Detroit, Mich., Sarnia, Ont.,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Port Arthur, Ont
Fort William, Ont. and Duluth, Minn.
Included in the Tickets are the Finest Meals and

minutes more,

and whatever we could find, Jones and,
I were seated on my front porch, he in^
my clothes two sizes too long for him,,
reading the Sunday papers and smok-j
ing and waiting for Banbury.
When we had waited about ten.
minutes, a street car stopped and a.
It was soggy!
horrible object got off.
and crumpled. It had cockleburs onj
its legs and Spanish needles in its hair.
It was plastered,
It had lost its hat.
with mud where it had fallen down. It]
It wabbled,]
didn't have any coat.
when it walked. It was Banbur>-.
"Hello, old man," said Jones, as it]
went past, "why didn't you come on)
with us ? You must have had an^

i

luck
lucK
•

on your
•

fishinjt
•

•

i

a single native msiste*
that I should have been there a weefe
before."
s
,

i
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Continued from page 164.1

Occupants of private houses, apparently, may treat friends out of the
small private stock allowed them, unless the friend or friends be under 21
years of age, when a physician's pre-

Paying out

month

METAL-CLAD
bring right to your door the conveniences of a beautiful, durable
garage all your own. Pays for itself
twice over in no time. Clean, sanitary, fits any car. Comes in sections made
of sheet

portable, easily erected.

metal,

imprisonment. A second conviction,
even though it be for some other offence
under the act, will be punished even

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED

Write for the Perfect Garage Booklet

-

Ottawa

-

THE

police have "full authority to_ enforce
any of the provisions of this act."
Seemingly, this means that a prosecu-

Canadian Bank

easily.

no

Once a
appeal, unless he files first an affidavit
within five days absolutely negativing
the charge and making it appear to
render impossible any purely technical
The proor legal ground of appeal.
the case
appeal
may
however,
secution,
within 15 days after the date of dismissal, in cases where the magistrate
has discharged the accused.

CAPITAL
JOHN

or sell or give liquor shall be
on the person accused of improperly or
unlawfully having or keeping or selling
In another
or giving such liquor."
section, it is provided that, if prima
given, when a person is
accused of an offence under the act,
that such a person had such liquor in
facie proof

is

his possession or control,

it

is

SIR
AIRD.

Commerce

of

HEAD OFFICE

TORONTO

REST

$15,000,000

EDMUND WALKER, C.V.O..

$13,500,000

LL.D., D.C.L.. President

H. V. F. JONES,

General Manager

V. C.

BROWN.

Assistant General

Manager

Superintendent of Central Western Branches

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT CANADA, AND IN LONDON. ENGLAND: ST.
NEWFOUNDLAND: THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO.

The usual order of legal procedure
in prosecutions is reversed in the kquor
act, which provides that "the burden
of ilroving the right to have or keep
lifiuor

OnL

Toronto - London - Winnipeg

Anyone, apparently, may lay an mformation against anyone else and the

is

W

(F-<tabUh«<l 1861)

Branches; Montreal

convicted, there

C

Executive Office and Factories; Oshawa,

severely.

is

peuticulcurly

"PERFECT

Let your garage rent go to beautify your
home grounds with a Pedlar Garage. As
low in price as will buy a good garage.

man

geurage

now, when

to a fine of from S50 to
of immediate paydefault
in
or,
v'>100
ment, to from one to two months'

be initiated very

more

and

C£ur,

first offence,

may

some

purse wzis cJways a
wasteful way of keeping up a

private dwelling place.
Heavy penalties are imposed for any
vendors, druggists, physicians or veterinaries who dispose of liquor for other
purposes than is permitted by the
A private person who keeps in
act.
more than a quart of spirits
home
his
or a gallon of malt liquor is, apparently,
liable, on summary conviction, for a

tion

fatten

to

every

ceish

keeper's

A man, not a
scription is necessary.
doctor, dentist or veterinary surgeon,
may not keep a flask in his ofifice, apparently, nor may he regale a friend
with liquor anywhere outside of his

more

cold

JOHN'S,

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
Interest at the current rate

is allowed on all deposits of $1.00 and
Small accounts are welcomed. Accounts may be opened in
the names of two or more persons, withdrawals to be made by any one

upwards.

of the number.

Accounts can be opened and operated by mail as easily as by a
personal visit to the bank.

incum-

upon him to prove that he did not
commit the offence.
jent

act also provides that the charge
appearing in the information, summons
or warrant, need not specify the kind,
quantity or price of liquor alleged to be
involved in the case, nor the names of
the persons, other than the'accused, connected with the transaction. This provision is strengthened by another clause
which provides that, in cases where
the
the evidence does not support
;harge laid, the magistrate may amend
the information to fit the evidence.

PEERLESS
POULTRY FENCE
A Koat Fnnco^Mot Mattina

mado and closely spaced— making it a complete
barrier agftiti8t large animals as well as small poultry. Top .
lx>tUim wires No. 9— interiiiodiatea No. 12 wire— made i^
f by the (Ipou Hearth procexs which time and other testH have]
Vproven to Iw Llje twat- itaA fur cBUJog.Aak al>out our farm anil uroKmantal I
r faDoInf AcfBciBB n»Ml j averjirher*. AgeolB rnoUd in ububIkdoiI tMritotj.U
Tfi« Banwell - Hoxlo WIra Fanca Companyt Ltd.,
Wiunipetr, Haa.,
llatDllton, Ont.
strongly
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I

I

and

.

FREE!
A

Pannell of Beautiful Hair Styles and Hair Goods for
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o supply a definite need

—with
Where the family purse cannot afford a big expensive earWhere the family pride cannot afford an unsightly, little,
uncomfortable car
vt.
There the S850 Overland supplies a definite need with
,

.

definite finality.

The $850 Overland proves conclusively—
That beauty is not necessarily a matter of sizeThat size does not altogether control comfort—
That the small, comfortable, beautiful, economical

car

is

not an impossible ideal
j ^u
,
.,
That to succeed where all had failed simply required the
highly
more
broader experience, the unmatched facilites, the
"
developed skill of the Overland organization.
And here is the small, comfortable car— a beauty—complete
another and greater
to the last detail— inexpensive— economical—
,

Overland success.
Its performance
completeness.

.

is

on a par with

its

And its price— S850— is far below any former price for any
completely equipped automobile— regardless -of appearance or
comfort considerations.
u
u
A glance at the car im; resses you immediately with its beauty
and

finish.

.

,.

you realize
it over and read its s.:ecifications,
its absolute completeness.
But you must ride in it to appreciate its comfort.
You must drive it to get the thrill its performance will
give you.
You can own one of these cars.
But act promptly— for naturally no car was ever in such

As you look

.

.

definite finality

,

r
»
j
beauty, comfort and

In spite of record productions

°

"^"f he

''^'"

W

demand naturally

and advancing

prices, there is

a shortage

centers on top class at bottom price— this small

this
no other car at anywhere near its price can compare with
economy.
for beauty, performance, comfort, completeness and
Get in touch with the Overland dealer to-day— now.

Willys-Overla nd Limited
Head Office and Works, West Toronto, Canada

one
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the Empire as echoed by the recruitsergeants has not fallen upon deaf ears
among Canada's sons. When our grandchildren
and great-grandchildren study their Canadian
history in years to come, they will thrill with pride
over the part Canada played in the great war in
One of the best examples
the name of humanity.
of the true spirit shown by Canada is the response
made by our new Canadians. Louis Kon, of the Dominion Immigration service, deals with this phase
call of

mining territory rarely permitted except to those
the trail."
This bit of fiction also
shows the lure that draws men from all quarters of the
world to the new gold fields.
The Reeve of Silver Island is continued in September.
Harry Moore, the author, has produced a mystery story
here that ranks with the best productions of Jack London.
frontier

who have been "over

easy to see in reading the first installment that John
Best is weaving a net of chains for those who put him behind the bars unjustly. The September portion of the
story shows the web completed an^^ the victim ensnared.
The province of Ontario has madg a test of its new comIt is

pensation law for

of Canada's war
forces in the September number of

workmen.

Canada Monthly
with an interesting story, which,
although written
in a fascinating fiction style, is based
upon facts as he
has found them.
What will Canada
do with her war widows ? Elizabeth Pollard, who knows from
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Canada Monthly's

^mEfi

School and College
Directory
Into the

of Wuzzlevale
circus with brazen band,
gaudy posters, mammoth elephants,
superlative clowns, and fiery untamed

there

CoUe^

^oulton

lions.

The boys of the place were mad with
excitement, and the young son of a
notoriously
close-fisted
old
farmer
rushed up to his fatiier and eagerly
requested the price of a ticket to view
the show,
"What," demanded the old skin-

An Academic Department of McMaster University.
Matriculation and English courses. Senior and Junior Schools.
Finely equipped music and art departments. Exceptional
opportunities with a delightful home life.
Fees moderate. Re-opens
September 20th. Write for Calendar.
MISS H. S. ELLIS, B.A., D. Paed.. Principal.
34 BLOOR ST. E.,
-

TORONTO

circus ?"

"Yes, father," came the
mild reply,

ForBoi
Tr;iuhes manly iiiiUvMnility in hoya ami younK men.
Intellectual,
timiini'nnal and profeasional lif*;.

high

unexcelled.

fucilities

Re-opcns September 12tli.
Farmers' Soni November to March.
Write for 59th Annual Calendar.

Special

A. T.

MACWBIL.

B.A., Principal

-

course

meek and

"Young man," answered the
was only last month

I'repar«8 for

ph/sical

ami

Lar^e «:ampu5, beautiful

location.

"waste good money to see a

flint,"

Woodstock College
mtnual training

little village

came a

sadly, "it

for

oldster

that

I

you go

to the top o' t' hill to see
the eclipse of the sun.
lad, do
you want all your life to be one wicked
round of gayety ?"
let

My

Woodstock, Ont,

c^i

was a very hot day, and a picnic
been arranged by the United
Society of Lady Vegetarians, ThereIt

had

-WH
A

one may guess that the little party
that sat 'neath the shade of the green
fore,

(Soranta

ffipBttipnlial

an& Bay

&rl|tuil fur (Stria

Situated Opposite Queen's Park, Bloor St.

W.

Every educational facility provided.
Pupils prepared for Honor Matriculation,
Music, Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon
the moral as well as the intellectual, aims at the
development of a true womanhood.
School reopens Tuesday, Sept. 12tli, 1916.
JOHN A. PATERSON, K.C., President.
For Calendar apply MRS. A. R. GREGORT, Principal.

ST.

MARGARET'S COLLEGE
TORONTO

A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
(Founded by
George
Upper Canada
M.A., Former
the late

Diclcsoo,

Principal of

College,

and Mrs. Dicluion),

trees

was mainly composed

of

old

ladies.

They were comfortably seated, and
waiting for the kettle to boil, when,
horror of horrors
a savage bull appeared on the scene.
Immediately a wild rush was made
for safety, while the raging creature
pounded after one lady who, unfortunately, had a red parasol.
By great
good fortune she nipped over the stile
before it could reach her. Then, regaining her breath, she turned round.
"Oh, you ungrateful creature !" she
exclaimed, "Here have I been a vegeThere's gratitude
tarian all my life.
!

for j'ou

!'

ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First Year Work,
MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Cricket, Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey,

"Johnny, how did you hurt your
I hope you haven't been fight-

Swimming Bath,

School Re-opens September 12th,

hand?

1916

ing again."
"Willie Jones

Write for Prospectus,

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON, President.

MISS

J,

E,

MACDONALD,

B.A,. Principal

^i. Aninr^m s fflnll^g^
FOR BOYS
(Uoranto UPPER AND
LOWER SCHOOLS
Careful Oversight.
Large Playing Fields

REV. D.

Thorough Instruction.
Excellent Situation.

BRUCE MACDONALD.

Calendar sent on application.

flTfiMnfift
*i''«naUU

M.A., LL.D.,
Headmaster.

called

mother, an' then he hit
with his teeth."

— "I

me
me on

a liar,
the fist

don't see your husband
at the club of late, Mrs, Brown !"
Mrs, Brown— "No, he stays at home
now and enjoys life in his own way as I
want him to,"

Jones
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He was employed by
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a dealer in

and old furniture to scour

IOSlraA.v»

search of antiques,
and suddenly he espied an old-fashioned cottage nestling at the foot of a
hill. Surely in this old-world spot, there

TOROniD

bric-a-brac
rural

districts

Uosaiole

in

A Residential and

^

Day School fcrQirlsfcr

Miss M. T. Scott
Edith M. Rkad. M. A.
Preparation for the University »nd for Examinations
in Music, Atl and Domestic Science Departments.
Thoroufthly efficient staff. Large playgrounds. OutHealthful
Tennis, Basketball. Rink.
door Games

Hon.

Principal.
Principal, Miss

would be something in his line.
He knocked smartly at the door, and

woman answered.
"Do you happen to have any antique

a weary-looking

—

locality.

furniture, madam ?" he inquired.
"Or
old ornaments, such as heathen
idols or things of that sort ?"
The woman looked puzzled for a

PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR DAY
Autumn Term

any

PUPILS.

begin Sept. 14th.

will

For Prospectus apply to the Principal.

moment.
"I think I've got one," she said at

Expectantly, he followed her into a

room where a hulking

was

fellow

651 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO.

fast

asleep on a couch.
"Where is the article, madam ?"
queried the searcher after the beautiis,"

it

the couch.
thing I've got
to

J. J.
Successor to Miss Veals.

A

Classical TrlpOH, Cainhiidge University, Englanrl.
well-veiitilfttfd lioiise, pleasantly situated.
'(iiAlitii-tl Staff of Canadian and European
tejulit'is.
T'le Ciirriculnm uliows close touch with
modern tlimight and education. Preparation for
Special attention
nintriculation examinations.
given to individual needs. Outdoor games.
I..irge

nimbly

—

Georgia negro

last

But

summer

he's

New

Prospectus frrm MISS STUART.
Schofd re-opens September 14th.

m-

left

the plantation and spent three or four
days in the city. When he returned
he was envied by every one of his old
friends, for he was the possessor of a

diamond
"Sam,

of unusual size

and

STUART

Principia— Miss

she replied, pointing
"He's the only idle
in the place
hasn't

done any work for years.
certainly no oranment."

Day School for Girls

Residential and

ful.

"There

MAWR

GLEN

last.

Main School
334

Coverley House

St. Clair

Avenue

West

lustre.

Domestic

Honor

a real diamond ?" asked
the boss one day.
"Now look heah, boss, if it ain't,
I've been skun out of foah bits !"
is it

Preparatory
School

Junior Schoal
51

37<2 Jarvis St.

Jsrvis St.

Science,

Matriculation,
Art,

Music.

Gymnastic

and Day

Training
Course,

School,

For Boys and Girls

TERM OPENS

September 14th

September 12th

MISS KNOX.

StJcroniG^
College

Westboume)

Preparatory ani
Kindergarten

Games.

Nursing.

Bloor St. W.

(Late

large
Grounds,

Home

TERM OPENS

278

Boarding

Prindpal,

TORONTO

ONTARIO LADIES' COLLEGE

Berlin

Ontario

AND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART
Send your daughter here in order that she
physically, spiritually and socially.

Excellent Business,
ligh School College c2f Arts^
Departments,
'NEW BUILDINGS with LATEST^

_

,

may

taice

WHITBY, ONTARIO

up the duties of

life

well equipped intellectually,

The College is situated in 100 acres of grounds, in one of Canada's most healthful towns, only 30
miles from Toronto.
Every physical advantage is offered, notably by a large gymnasium and excellent
pool.
College re-opens Sept. 12th. For Calendar write to
REV. F. L. FAREWELL, B. A., Principal.

swimmimg

HYGIENIC EQUIPMENTS

The

hirjjcst pymnfisimii in Caunda.
Kiinning track, "swimming pool,

shower baths, theatre.

First-class board.
Comfortable sleepino rooms. Special atten-

College- Academy

lev. A. L. Zinoer. r
President.

ST.

m

SHAW'S

Joseph's

St.

tion given tcstudentspreparingfor
Viiiversity Matriculation. Kates
moderate. Fall Term Opens Sent. Stii.

TORONTO

ALBAN STREET,

St. Joseph's College is Affiliated to the
University of Toronto through the Federated Colleoo of St. Michael.

mm

Toronto, Canada

College course of four years, leading to
Degrees.

Are preparing young
men and women for Business Positions
and sending them out to earn good

Also Academic, Collegiate, Commercial
and Preparatory courses.

salaries.

For prospectus apply to

Harttta

AffiltatrJi to
B9tb Brar
^tiUirrottti rtf (Tortinta
(Cnllriir cilimrar uf ^aur ^rars
i^iuinur anil (6riirral (Lamece trailing

SCHOOLS

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

Fall Term from August 28tb.
Free Catalogue on request.

W.

—

(IIollrHr
arlllnijtnn »t.
ITariiiltu

Brgrrm.
AfubpnUr Caurar
tii

—

IruMitti tn (Cdllritiatr BtnfllrB.
Auaic Orpartmrnt 3Full ruuriip Irailini) to flrgrrrn of
A. (T. (L. at. u»b Sarbrlur nf *ualr.
Art— toil. Wuirt ffiiliiura. anil (tlilua l^atllting.
Bomratlr l*tlpntri Jlhijalral (Culturr.
3Fnr flrur Sook appii) to Ilip Mollirr Suprrinr.

—

SHAW.

President,
Street, Toronto.

FALL TERM FROM SEPT.

—

Cuhipr, 4liii!ilr anil
Mjiprr t^rtrnula.
{Irrpuratnri; (Eonrsr llfiual Bubiette

B.

397 Yonie

"

Gray Nuns

RIDEAU
Complete course
Matriculation Class.

ST..

"

OTTAWA

in English

Y. M. C. A.

and French,

also

Special attention to music.
Sept. 5th.

BUSINESS

Lady

Catalogues free.

Superior.

BLDC.

AND SHORTHAND

Autumn term commences

Circulars sent on application to

5

WESTERVELT SCHOOL

J.

W. WESTERVELT,
Principal.
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Prosperity in Canada
$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in

in

^j^

1915

The steam

launch, which was carryacross the harbor to a man-ofwar, suddenly sprang a leak and sank.
An old fisherman, who happened to
be near in his boat, stopped rowing to

Enormous Crops and Loiv
Taxation Make Farmers Rich

ing

enjoying wonderful
CANADA,
products of the farm,

prosperity from the
the orchard, and the centers of
industr>'
Canada has come into her own. No country wrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion
bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working overtime.

watch.
Presently, one by one, they managed
to reach his little craft and clamber

—

aboard.

"Look here, you old idiot !" yelled
one.
"Why didn't you come to us
instead of loafing here ?"
"Law bless 'ee, sor," replied the old
fisherman, in tones of wonder, "I
thought as 'ow it were one o' them
theer submarine things we 'ears about!"

36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; should not exceed $35.

Come and Cet Your Share of This

Then they turned on him

angrily.

Wheat average,

Come

men

Prosperity

Western Canada, now in the height of the greatest wealth-producing era
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to

A woman

entered the police station
a Massachusetts town and in a confused, agitated manner implored the
officer in charge to have a near-by
river dragged.
"My husband has been threatening
for some time to drown himself," she
explained, "and he's been missing now
for three days."
in

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to

Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
sale at low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles.
Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$2000 Loan In Improvements. We will
$1000 Loan for Livestock. To approved
if

—

lend you up to S2000 in improvements in certain
districts witli no security other than the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions
cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of $1000.

"Anything peculiar about him by
which he can be recognized ?" the

we advance

Ready-Made Farms

fop Sale. Farms
which we have developed by providing: house,

If You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada, here is your opportunity to in-

barn, well and fencing and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

crease

For

officer questioned, preparing to fill out
a description blank.
The woman meditated thoughtfully
for a few moments, then her face
brightened,
"Why, yes, he's deaf."

or to secure your friends as neighbors.
particulars and literature apply to
it

ALLAN CAMERON, General Superintendent of Lands,
Department of Natural Resources

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
NIntli Avenue
West, Calgary, Alberta

20

The book agent advanced toward
,THE IDEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

the door.
Mrs. Flinn stood

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX
MODERN.

FIREPROOF.

in

the doorway

with a huge stick in her hand" and an
ugly frown on her face.
"Good morning," said the stranger,

"I'm looking for Mr. Flinn."
"So'm L" announced Mrs. Flinn,

politely.

A

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and service unexcelled by the leading hotels

shifting the club to the other hand.

of the larger cities.

Europesn Plan — $I.SO per Day and Up
Special Weekly Rates
Take Elmwood Avenue car
Special Tazicab Arrangement.
pliments a "Guide of Buffalo
complete rates?

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

C.

to

North Street, or write

A. MINER, Managing Director.

FREE!
A

Panel of Beautiful Hair Styles and Hair Goods for 1916.

W.

T.

PEMBCR,
TORONTO,

129
-

for

May we send with our comand Niagara Falls,", also our

Yonge Street.
ONTARIO.

Write

What's the use of all of these here
ologies and folderols ?" demanded the
old man as he looked over the list of
subjects his son had been studying at
"Why don't they learn you
college.
somethin' useful somethin' you can
make money out of ?"

—

"Money isn't the only thing in the
world, father," said the young man reprovingly.
"Mebbe it ain't son; mebbe it ain't.
But I notice it's the only thing you
ever asked for in the letters you wrote
me and your ma while you was in
college."

—— —

—

:
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MY MOTHER'S PRAYER.
know no one in manhood's years

Of doubts and hopes and cares and
fears,

Whose

responds

heart

not

to

the

ontke

thought

Of that

Now

I

first

lay

prayer his Mother taught

me down

to sleep.

GREAT
LAKES

Do you?

has a charm that holds me up,
And takes the bitter from my cup.
O'er rugged road or rocky steep
With weary feet and eyes that weep
Oft I lay me down to sleep. Do you?
It

Get away from the
monotony of the office,
factory or farm.

Take a Real Vacation

When

friends

—

full

you thought by you

prisei

would stand
Seem like some foreign far-off land;
When faith grows faint and hopes sink
deep
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
Do
you?

of pleasant surof
feat-

— unique
— of wondrous

ure*,

M&ke yonr
fleet o(

trip*

boslneas trip a pleasnre »»yaee. The bie
Northern NiWeation Liners are makin j nl-wcfkly
Huron.-Superior Cniise^ making possible

M the lake

When

life seems void and objectless.
paths lead through the wilderness,
Lord, show me then which one to take.
Lest I should die before I wake
I ask Thee now for Jesus' sake.
Dc3

Features of These Cruises
Included in the Tickets arc the Finest Meals and Most ComfortabC Berths. Special Train Visita to Kalcabeka Falls Basket Picnic
Special Shore Dinner at Big Hotel, Boulevard Drive in Terminal
City Inspection of Largest Locks on Fresh Water— Afternoon Tea
on Shipboard— -Dancine in Big Ballroom Every Evening Music by

—

you?
This much I know must come to me
My Mother's prayer will answered be:
When death shall come, life's thread to

—

Wondrous

my

— Refrcshciencs Aflcr Dancing,

—

etc., etc.

Complete Cruise ^40
day
Eyerything Included,
trip)

(6

Also Georgian Bay one way 4 day trips
^Between Coilingwood and Sault Ste. Marie
and 36,09© Island one way trip between
Parry Sound and Penetang.
G«od connections with through tines east and

—
—

break,

Oh!

—

Ship's Orchestra

pray the Lord
Will you?

comfaft-

Between Detroit, Mich., Samia, Ont.,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Port Arthur, Ont
Fort William, Ont. and Duluth, Minn.

And

I'll

fast,

able, safe traveL

soul to take.

westatDetrolt, Mlch.,S!>rnia, Ont.,and Fort William.

prayer, this precious

Write

— Ask any ticket agent

NOW

in advance.

Northern Navigation Co., Ltd

That buoys the heart that lets us sink
Above the waves of dark despair
My faith in God and Mother's prayer.
Amen.

—By "Dad"

and information
Malae your reservations

for folders

link

Samia, Ontario

Stearns.

Mayor Curley of Boston, was joked
about the pre-eminence of Irishmen in
public

life.

"That's perfectly true; we always
get to the top," answered Mr. Curley.

"An example of this came to my attention a few years ago, when I was
making a trip through Minnesota. I
came to a small town in the northern
part of the state. One glance at the
signs on the stores showed that Scan-

ON THE VERANDAH
W/HAT
" ous

could be nicer, after a strenugame, than a table like this
on which to serve a cool, refreshing
drink out on the verandah. The

dinavians
predominated.
Johnson,
Nelson, Gustavson, Hillberg, Olson
and l!ke names were all that I could
see.

" 'Any

man
"
"
"
"

I

Germans here

was

?'

I

tTTELITE
FOLDING TABLE

asked the

visiting.

'

'There ban none," he said.

'Any Italians ?'
'No,' he answered.
'And no Irishmen,

either, I suppose ?' I added.
" 'O yaas, there ban two Irishers in
town,' came the reply.
'One he ban
mayor and the other he ban chief of
"
police.'

always ready when you want it
for lunch
fancywork or any one of a
hundred uses. May be folded up and
slipped behind the door when not in
use. Well m.ade, yet inexpensive. Your
Furniture Dealer has It, or will get It
is

MADE

IN CANADA.

TO-OAT for illustrated Book" describing the various styles
sizes of "Elite" and "Peerless"

Write
let

and

"

F

Folding Tables.

It's

FREE.

—

—

for you.

Ask him.

HOURD &
Sole

Liceniiees

CO.,
and

MMITED.
Manufacturers

Liondon, Ont.

g.^
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Brick
Stone
Tile

Wood
Cleaned
and

Brightened

MADE

IN

CANADA
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The Manufacturing Future
of Canada
By John Appleton
Editor Financial Post, Toronto

THE

great

ceded

in

war was preCanada by a

period of years during

which there was an abnormal
amount of planning, borrowMuch
ing and reorganizing.
also was accomplished in that
period and no intelligent surmise of what will happen in
the future can be made without having before us a correct
idea of what had been accompreceding the cataclysm which upset the economic equilibrium of the world and
shifted on to the shoulders of
industrial America a larger proportion of current demands.
Canada has always cherished
a desire, quite national in
plished

The question frequently
Will

own

in the

Canada be able

to

is

asked:

hold her

commercial warfare that

will

be continued after the present war of
machine guns and artillery has been
brought to a close?

lines ?

Will

an exporting nation

Canada be

own needs even

able to supply her
certain

Will

?

in

she ever become

Mr. John Apple-

$4,819,843 worth of Canada's
products.
Belgium, it should
be remembered was the most
densely populated country in
Europe and therefore required
food products in exchange for
her manufactures.
In the
case of every other ally the
increase in the demands upon
Canadian resources has been
most marked. F" ranee refuses
at the present time to take
our Maritime Province's lobsters, evidently regarding such
a delicacy as a luxury to be
eschewed in times of war, but
after forbidding the importation

of

Maritime

lobsters

one of our leading economists, has
analyzed these problems and drawn con-

our brave all}'^ took in the
twelve months ending March
31st last, Canadian products
scope, to he an industrial
aggregating $36,085,813 as
factor in the world's comclusions that will be of interest to every
merce and to-day the part
compared with an average of
Canadian.
she is playing is not negligible.
less than $4,000,000 in years
Her aid to the empire in men
preceding the war. Of the
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^"^^^^^""'^'" larger volume of exports a very
taking their place along side
large proportion was from our factories.
those of the Allies, the novices in warfare and the seasoned
It took the British
government some time to realize that Canada had potential
warriors, has brought her a larger share of world attention,
industries and the chief allies were somewhat slower.
and following that will come a keener search for knowledge
But
what has been the result ? Our exports to all the allies
respecting the land and its resources behind the men who
before war averaged $12,000,000 a year and last year the
ha\'e done so well in the trenches and by so doing announce
aggregate was $55,000,000. France with her large populato the whole world that Canada is indissolubly part of the
But more than that is now but
tion normally buys less than $4,000,000 from Canada and
British imperial fabric.
Russia with her uncounted millions buys less than $1,500,not heretofore a world-known fact, and it is that Canada
000.
has within her territories industrial possibilities to be
reckoned with in the re-adjustment of the world's economic
equilibrium following the war.
The Disclosure of Canada's Industrial Power.
ton,

—

—

What Canada Has Done For Her

Allies.

r^EVELOPING

trade with Russia, a land with resources
^'^ not dissimilar to our own may be difficult; it
will
|"V\7HEN war broke out, Belgium of all Canada's allies, was
depend upon the skill of our work-people backed by the
her best customer, excepting of course other countries
development of a merchant class able to develop foreign
of the Empire.
The invasion of that populous country by
trade.
But this fact stands out very clearly and it is
jthe Teuton robbed Canada of a market which in 1914 bought
that Russia has discovered in Canada a nation with great
Copyrithl. 1916. by VANDBRHOOF. SCOTT & COMPANY. LIMITED.
All rithts reserved.
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C. B.
Textile

J.

One

of

Some agriculindustrial possibilities.
tural implements had been sold to that
country and they were well thought

From

the

Gordon

of the Imperial

Munitions Board

W. Woods

Canada's Leading Textile Merchants and Manufacturers
and

of.

Member

mon
ancy

I'oliiiiial

Press

to all in opposition to the ascendof domineering militaryism.

war onwards the Rus-

sian buyer will recognize that the implements offered to him by Canada are
from a country friendly to him and not
forced upon him as were the Teuton
products by the high handed threats
and menaces of a great military organization.
It is not wise to depend for
trade upon the good will of a nation
but when to good will is attached the
right product and a better realization
of manufacturing power behind it a
distinct step forward has been made.
The ability and readiness to produce
which Canada possesses has been disclosed to the industrial and military
leaders of the Slav millions and it remains for Canadian initiative and
and
enterprise to take advantage of it
see to it that the free Serf and Mushik
of the Steppes know what Canada can
do for them. The revelation to Russia
is no greater than that made through
the war to our other Allies and also to
other countries, neutral but not disinterested, which have had their attention directed to Canada because of
the great volume of wealth she has been
able to serve her own cause— that com-

—

Canada's Manufactures Before the War

TN

the year 1910 the value of the
manufactures of Canada was about
81,134,000,000 and of this about ten

per cent, was exported. Since 1910
no census has been taken of the manuIn
facturing wealth of the Dominion.
1912 a careful analysis of the returns
of output made by leading industries
warranted the assumption that the
value of the output that year was $1,For the twelve months
300,000,000.
ending March 1913, the exports which
can reasonably be classed as manufactures were valued at 8120,394,671.
At the end of March last the exports of
iron and steel fabrications alone were
valued at over $50,000,000 and the
products of grain and animal fully
When the
three times that amount.
official figures are available they will
no dobut show an export value of
manufactures not far short of 8350,000,000, if they stop at that amount.
The Imperial Munitions Board at
Ottawa pays out at present about
§1,000,000 a day for factory products.

Incidentally it may be pointed out
that at present the requirements ofj
the British government on the North:
American continent are all, or practi-;
cally so, being ordered through thel
agency of the Board in question. Ourj
manufacturing resources before the.

Col.

Thomas Cantley

President Canadian Manufacturers' Association

CANADA MONTHLY

^^^^^^^V^ a

Sir

Edmund Walker,

C.V.O, LL.D., D.C.L.

President Canadian Bank of Commerce and one
Empire's Most Distinguished Bankers

of

Photo British ami Colonial Press

the
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Miss Sunshine of Alberta
By

W.

Charles

Illustrated

Stokes

by F. A. Hamilton
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ONCE

upon a time there was an
who spent two months
on a farm, and not because it

actress

was the

craze, either.

Loud laughter

here heard. There wasn't a photographer within eight miles.
But truth is sometimes stranger than
what gets into the Sunday supplement.
So behold Dolly Macdonnell (who
scorned to take unto herself a fictitious
stage name because her own suited
her taste) on a farm. A farm in AlDolly Macdonnell, playberta to wit.
ing superior chorus parts with lines
of her own to speak, had gone broke
just about that time when lesser
theatrical luminaries inaugurate their
and, pining for a
"resting" period;
vacation, but lacking the wherewithal
to finance a trip to the seashore, had
suddenly accepted the long-standing
invitation of her uncle Macdonnell and
left Chicago of an evening, descending
upon Alberta two nights and two days
Lucky Alberta, you ask ?
later.
Uncle Macdonnell had at one time
tilled the soil of Iowa, in a small town
is

which state his late brother, Dolly's'
had expounded the laws and
prophets from a Presbyterian pulpit.
It is necessary to mention
in

father,

long as you say.
people staring at
hicks ?"

gage-men dumped off as
accompanying Dolly.
"What made you bring
all them ?" he asked, after
the greetings and kissings
were over.
"Why, Uncle Tom,"
cried Dolly, "a milkmaid
must have her proper costume, you know !"
"There ain't any milkmaids these parts."
"Of course I know there
aren't, you old silly," she
her disapstifling
pointment. She hadn't yet
heard about there being
"Only
no photographer
a few things to keep me
decent if I'm to stay as
said,

!

204

are

—are

me

all those
they the

is."

Old

"Guess so."

Tom

Macdonnell

did not miss the sensation which his
niece was causing, nor of the envy of
the hicks who were edging nearer to the
He
pretty girl in the smart suit.
raised his voice for their benefit as he

and cruelly, "I'll have them
shake hands with you some time or
other. But, say, I hope you don't think
said, flatly

I

can take

—

all

in the poem, who declaimed
much about larks being on the wing

young lady
so

and

"What's a hick, anyway ?"
"A hick's a rube, and a rube's a hayseed, and I guess you know what that

this truck along, in

on the thorn, Dolly felt
right with the world.
"There's our house," said her uncle
at length, pointing to one about a mile
and a half distant, on the crest of a
snails

that

slight rise.
affair,

little

Alice."

may

give a clue to her
washed all her own
all her own cooking;
and she looked after a small multitude

and now and then helped with
the milking. She greeted her niece

with the very pleasant manner of the

suit-case.

childless

"Dick Hawkins.
me."

He's on the next

section to

T^'HE

time was July.
Across the prairie blew

a

gentle wind which just
the heads of the

stirred

young wheat, already popping out.

The sun

shone,

was blue, and
the distances infinite.
the

sky

Across the road suddenly
darted a little grey animal,
and Dolly screamed. It
was only a gopher, her
uncle told her, and elucidated the "only," at which
she thought gophers were
dandy. In the crisp air,
Dolly recollected a very
early breakfast, and felt
the need of a big lunch^
bigger than most actresses
polite
think
and she
laughed, and her uncle
laughed too because her
laugh was musical and
catching;
and like the
;

.

!

.

'.

•>

Mrs. Macdonnell wore steel-rimmed

Dick collect the others if he's down
town to-night." So Dolly chose the

rattled along.

'

j

Aunt

of hens

?" she asked, as they

'

;

what you want now, and

"Who's Dick

>,

with the

green roof ?"
"Well, you didn't s'pose your aunt
and I lived in a two by four shack ?"
Whereat Dolly laughed again. Some
such idea had occurred to her. "Don't
expose me," she said.
"I can see

one

have

<

;

'.

"That dinky

spectacles; this
character. She
dishes and did

I'll

;

i

was

all

small buggy ?"
Yes, Dolly had thought so.
"It can't be did. This here's a
horse, not a tractor.
Better take just

this to explain the judicial

glance with which he took
in the two trunks and one
suit case which the bag-

Why

woman, to which may or may
not ha^e been superadded a desire to
know who was Dolly's dressmaker.
"This is your bedroom, my dear,"
she said, leading Dolly into a room at
Dolly gave a
the back of the house.
gurgle of delight.
I didn't expect
"Oh, how lovety

j

i

i

>

;

;

'

:

•

',

i

!

this !"
"Still thinking of the shack ?" enquired Uncle Tom, following with the

suit case.

flowers,

!

—
1

!

—

—

"irWENTY

?"

minutes later Dolly went

—

into dinner it was really lunch, of
course, but country' folks have such a
vulgar way of calling it "dinner."

She had shed her Chicago suit, and
donned a skirt and waist, the latter of
the material which I believe is called
pique.

]

i

'

!

[

'

j

!

cowpunchers around

^

j

I

And such a
too
dandy little oak bed, and cretonne
spread and a dresser with a real
Say, Aunt Alice, I begin to
mirror
think you know what's what out here."
She looked out of the window. "Some
and what elegant
view, believe muh
curtains
Do you always get this sunshine and aren't there any delightful
"And

\

j

|

>

;

^

'

'

i

'

a

"
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"We nearly always eat in the kitchen,
Dolly," said Mrs. Macdonnell, beaming over her spectacles.
"It's easier.
I

hope you won't mind."

"Why

should

from Uncle Tom.

—

she

mind

"She

?"

ain't

This
in

the

city now
may as well get us't to us
hicks first as last."
"Back to the land for mine," said

This was one of her fascinating
ways, the use of slang. Regrettably enough, it created quite a furore
Dolly.

little

in that unsophisticated territory,
it

where
was not even dimly guessed how old,

according to the standards of slang, it
was. She called her uncle a "bear,"
and laughed, and again a "hick" and a
"rube";
and appalled her aunt by
"Now what do you know about that !"
and "For the love of Mike !"
"Let me help you wash up," cried
Dolly.
"I'm not company."
"No, no," answered her aunt; but
Dolly had rolled up her seleves, and
showed a pretty pair of arms. She
laughed right through the process of
washing up, to the occasional danger of
some of her aunt's cherished china.
Then she went out and inspected the
farm the fields, the little vegetable
patch, the cows and poultry, the new
barn. She still laughed so much that
her uncle said she was like sunshine.
"Dolly Sunshine of Alberta ?" she
said.
"They talk about Sunny Alberta."
She was laughing again in the afternoon when a man drove up and hitched
his rig to the fence post.

—

"You must be Mr. Hawkins,"

"How DO you do

Dolly.

On

said

?"

he saw a rather pretty
a pique waist, with brown wavy
hair and brown eyes which she shaded
against the sun, with a supple forearm
(did I mention that she had permanently shortened her sleeves so as to display her anus all the time ?) that was
invitingly plump.
Dolly saw a tall
young man with a freckled, brownscorched face, terribly embarrassed
>oung man in a very old suit and a
dark grey flannel shirt. Possibly she
had hoped he'd wear shapps and a
his part

girl in

—

Stetson.

"Come right in, Dick," cried Mr.
Macdonnell from the porch. "Round
the kitchen, you know.
Meet my
niece, Dick."

"Plea.sed," said he, blushing furiously
and wiping his hand on the back of his
pants.
He was obviously unaware

that handshaking is no longer popular
in our best circles, and consequently no
hand was extended to meet his; at
which he blushed the more.
"She's got one hell of a crowd of

baggage," said Mr. Macdonnell. "We
want you to fetch it up if you're that

"I

am

glad you came.

"You'll stay to supper, Dick ?" said

Mrs. Macdonnell.

"Yes

—
—

— —

that is no
"Oh, stay, do
Don't be scared of
Sunshine she won't eat you." Dick
Hawkins looked up at the word "Sunshine."
"Oh," continued the old man,
"that's our new name for her
Dolly
!

—

Sunshine. She's going
play-acting."

to

use

it

in

way. None of these stage ladies travel
without
a
regular
Fifth
Avenue

P VENTUALLY,
and postponing

store."

ments obviously concocted on the spur

after much pressing
of fictitious engage-

Where

shall

we

go ?"

of the moment, Dick Hawkins stayed
to supper.
He found sufficient tongue
to say that he was not a company man,

Miss

— Miss — — Macdonnell,
er

and

that he hoped she'd overlook his slips.
Whereat Dolly laughed, and precipitated him into silence. Then she took
pity on him, and began to ply him with
questions whether he liked batching
it, and who washed up for him, and did
he dress for meals or eat in his shirt
sleeves ? To all of which he returned
desperate answers, and passed her the
mustard when she wanted the butter,

"

;
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Id the intense

"Two

amusement

of her uncle.

big boxes," said the old

man,

when Dick drove away.
"Good bye, Mr. Hawkins,"

said

Dolly; but he made no answer. They
stood watching him out of sight; then
Dolly said to her uncle, "Do you think
I

:
;

ought to have ofTered to go with him?"
"Heavens, why ?"
"It's a long drive for the poor boy."
"But haven't you scared him enough

already ?"

—

"Scared him muh ?" (Coy Dolly !)
"Yes, I never saw him so scared
before.
Did you mother ? That's the
way with us poor hicks, Dolly. Dick's
probably your first scalp hereabouts."
At this Dolly laughed, and then
became thoughtful. Finally she said,
?"'
"Will you sit up for him

"Lord no
He'll just dump the
boxes on the porch. No one will steal
them."
"Well, I could thank him."
"You. can do that next time you see
him. He infests round here often.
Besides, he'll be late down town tonight, and I guess it will be quite ten
!

before he's back."
Dolly groaned inwardly. Ten late
As a matter of fact, she went to bed at
nine, and it was fully two hours before
her wakeful faculties gave up the
struggle.
So that she heard Dick
Hawkins dump the boxes on the porch
one two. Very loud they sounded
in the silent prairie air; and she smiled
to herself as she turned over and tried
whether lying on the other side would
bring sleep nearer. This bed at sun!

spectrally.
Then down the
other side, and the team steps out
smartly on that eight miles to home.

to go out and stay with him whole
weeks at a time, especially near the;

The

to be al)le to ride a Ijinder

loom up

but one is
scarcely needed, because they are not
rig

no

carries

light,

to meet travellers coming into
town so late on a Sunday night.
"What a glorious night !" she said at
length. They had not spoken since
they started.
"I hardly knew such nights existed,"
likely

she said again, "until this one."
"Look at that little star," said Dick;
"

way

off in front

—

ain't

he just wink-

harvest.
like

sometimes like to think of the
stars. as little boys 'they wink so."
"I do declare," she laughed, "you're
a regular poet you do say the cutest
things sometimes."
"Do L Miss Sunshine ?"
I
wish you
"Miss Sunshine
wouldn't call me out of my name so."
"It fits you well enough."
"Oh,

I

—

—

—

-

!

"How

?"

struggled with many cute
phrases during a pause of more than
reasonable length, and finally remarked,
"It's queer how easy you took to us."
"Not so c|ueer when you remember I
was raised in a farming section, in a
small town no bigger than this.
Uncle
farmed down there, and I often used

Dick

—

a cracker jack and"
I could now."

"Women don't
these

used!

I

could, ^
(defiantly)
I

=

'Sides,

I

do that round
no call.i
have them do';

usually

There

parts.

;

ain't

don't care to

it."

"Why

i

not ?"

—
"It seems to me
"Out with
womanly !"
"Well,

call it 'he'?"

think

—but

"I guess

ing at us fierce ?"

"Why do you

You mightn't

it

!

s'pose

j

;

You mean

it

isn't;

'

that's

it

— though

it

ain't just exactly how I meant."
have just got to stay at home,
and do all the less wonderful things,

;

"We

chickens and milking
the cows, and cooking all the food and
washing all the dirty dishes afterwards!
And sweeping up and making beds,
and mending the clothes, Mr. Hawkins,

i

like feeding the

and combing and washing children I
wonder which wants the most strength
!

—

I

,

\

',

i

that, or just riding a binder ?"
i dunno, said Dick, utterly crushed.
After contemplating his winking little
star a spell, he added, "I must testify^
all

"

you seem

to

know

all

about

Them

it.

chickens seem well fed since you been
Likewise. Missis Macdonnell
here.
says you can milk her cows swell."

j

-

j

•

,

'

Continued on page 241.

— —

down dope was a new one on

her.

A SUNDAY night in early September.
The

ray of the evening sun,
rusty red on the last roof
towards the west, has entirely faded,
and all the world is still. The yellow^
of the waving fields, and all the many,
many shades of green which streak the
prairie by day, from yellow-green to
darkest olive, merge into one very
deep, liquid blue. Overhead peep out
last

lingering

a

:

few" stars.

Now comes a break in the silence as
the people begin to filter out of church.
The hum of talk, the laughter of girls,
and the heavier voices of men, are
heard in the dark streets. Lamps are
lighted, and shadows pass and repass
on window shades.
Somewhere is
heard the tinkling of a piano. There
is a jingling of harness and the soft
slushing of wheels in the prairie roads.
To one of the rigs in a side street come
a man and a woman and as they drive
past the church, the big lamp hanging
over the porch shows them to be Dick
;

Hawkins and Dolly Macdonnell.
Their road takes them down Main
Street and across the railroad tracks.
The station is deserted and unlighted
and the white posts by the crossing

"You must be Mr. Hawkins"

)

;

Chemistry of Canning
By Helen McMurchie
Domestic Science School University of Toronto
!iiS«|!Jifliiiiiii!ll!illll!||if

.!

S
pints of
said
TWELVE
the. Housewife, displaying
fruit,"

her
jars of preserves with pardonable pride, and turning, she waited for
the approval which her visitor might
have been expected to show.
But the visitor was disappointingly
silent.
"How much did it cost ?" she
asked hesitatingly at last.
"Cost
Why, I never stopped to
think about that one must have preserves e\en if fruit and sugar are ruinously dear," and the Housewife in her
turn cast perplexed looks at her ques!

!

The guest tried, appraised as generously as the most liberal critic might,
and went home still debating in her
mind thie question which her friend's
answer had not laid. "After all, does
pay

?"

The

up-to-date housewife must ask
this when she turns to the
canning and preserving of fruits and
vegetables.
Time was, of course, when no problem existed, when all such work was
done at home for the simple reason
that there was no place else to do it.
herself

The home was

:

despised.

The canning process itself is much
older than the knowledge of the prin-

—

tioning friend.
"I suppose it's all part of your queer
ideas about economy and efficiency,"
she sighed.
"You would like to have
me calculating to the last decimal
(\ cry mouthful that I give my family to
lat, and registering it all neatly on a
card catalogue like the inimitable Mrs.
Fredericks.
But, really, that won't
do
For one thing, I haven't time,
and for another, I don't care. I would
rather feed my family well than split
hairs over costs.
Come now and try
this strawberry jam, and see if my
case isn't proven."

it

sons freshjfruits and vegetables should
be in constant use wherever they may
be had but in times when they are not
available we may turn to canned products as a welcome next best, less
relished it is true than the fresh article,
but offering a substitute not to be

in early

days essentially

a productive centre, and canning was
but one of many industries carried on
within its walls.
Modern conditions,
and especially the growth of great
centralized industries have changed all
this, and we must recognize that many
operations once regarded as proper to
the home are passing outside and being
carried on in great plants as part of
the complicated process of commercial
life.
Canning is an excellent case in

point; indeed it is curious to note how
strong has been the prejudice against
this transition and yet how steadily
the commercial is replacing the home
industry.
Anyone who stops to consider can see that deeper causes are
at work here than the mere tastes and
preferences of individuls, and it is
worth while at least to enquire into
the reasons for this change.

pTRUITS and

vegetables hold a larger
place in the dietary than their actual food value would warrant.
Fresh
fruits, and vegetables as well, serve less
to build up the body than to'tone it up
and keep it in condition, and, in particular, to add relish to other foods.
It is largely for their mineral salts and
acids and for their flavoring matter
that fruits and vegetables are valued.
Some green vegetables, for instance,
are better tonic than iron pills, and the
extractives of fruits better appetizers
than most medicines. For these rea-

n^HIS is
* articles

the

first

of a series of

by Miss McMurchie,
each of which will deal with some
of the more important problems
In the September
of the home.
issue Miss McMurchie will dis-

cuss the Scientific Side of Bread.
Her article in October will deal
with Engineering Problems of the

Home. Other articles by this
domestic science expert will be
presented in nearby issues.

ciples on which it rests.
Even to-day
one finds much vagueness as to the

why

of

canning.

One person

tells

you that sugar preserves the fruit, or
that salt is what keeps your vegetables
another

will say that the exclusion of
the necessary thing, and still
another that heat is what does it. But
on the reason that lies behind the rule
no one will venture. It is to Pasteur
that we are indebted for actual knowledge in this as in so many kindred
questions, as his discoveries led to the
conclusion that decomposition of fruit
was due to the action of minute vege-

air

is

table

organisms

which were always
and which, unless
killed, were bound to multiply and
work destruction. Such germs may
be classified as yeasts, molds and
present

bacteria.

in

fruit,

The

first

of these thrives in

mixtures containing sugar, and acting
upon it produces fermentation
the
second appears in the mould that sometimes gathers on the top of jelly, while
;

the last class, the bacteria, are responsible for the greater part of the
decomposition of fruits and vegetables.
For the molds and yeasts are easily
destroyed by heat, so that the housewife, cooking her fruit to preserve it,
was doing the right thing even if she
could not tell you exactly why she did
it.
But the bacteria presented to
scientific in^estigators a more serious
problem than the yeasts and molds,
for it was found that they were not so
readily destroyed as the others, but
required a special and more complicated
treatment.
For while the parent
bacteria, the old plants, could be
destroyed by continued boiling, the
spores, or immature plants, were not
killed

their

but developed

work

of

and continued

destruction.

A new
207

.
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method had, therefore,
to meet this difficulty.
It was found first of

to

l)c

devised

all that fruits
containing an appreciable quanity of
acid would keep more readily than
those with only a negligible percentage.

Thus

fruits and tomatoes are easier to
preserve than non-acid vegetables like
corn, peas and beans.
F'or the latter
a special treatment had to be found.
Ultimately two methods came to be

practised;
one which was known
technically as fractional sterilization,
by which the vegetables are kept at
boiling point for one hour on three
successive days, and the other the
method followed commonly in commercial canning, where, by the use of
steam superheated under pressure, the
temperature of the vegetable can be
raised above boiling point and sterilization thus rendered complete.
This
latter method has the advantage of
destroying the spores once for all,
while the former allows them to ripen
into bacteria which can then be killed
at
the
lower temperature.
This
method can be practised at home,
whereas the other method is possible
only where a special plant has been
installed.
It is, of course, surer and
quicker, although the flavor of the
vegetable is thought to be somewhat
impaired by the high temperature.

PRESERVATIVES were
commonly used

at one time

banned.
exclusion of air

is

necessary in

canning fruit only in so far as the air
is not sterile.
Any defect in the sealing of fruit will admit the outside air
and with it the germs whose work is so
deadly. For this reason the greatest
care must be taken that cans and
sealers are air tight when the process
of sterilization is complete.
test
of this is to loosen the metal clasp of a
glass sealer and to lift the jar by the
lid alone.
If the sealer is air tight the
fruit will have shrunk leaving a vacuum
and as a result the lid will be held down

A

by the pressure

of

the outside air.
that the sealer

One may then conclude
is

really sealed.

Sugar is, of course, a preservative,
and jams and jellies keep more easily
than canned fruits because of the larger
quantities of sugar which they congeneral much
easier to can then vegetables, so the
latter are as a rule left to the professional
tain.

Fruits

are

in

that it is strawberries one is getting'
not turnips. So, too, only pure sugars
are allowed, saccharine adulterants
being forbidden, and the commercial
glucose used only in inferior jams
which are appropriately labelled. Thi
government is actively concerned in
securing the purity of canned products,
but it is hot alone in its efforts. The
Dominion Canncrs maintain an experimental station and laboratories with a
view to discovering the best materials
for use as well as the best methods.
In regard to method, it must be
pointed out that manufacturers are
more guided by scientific precepts than
are housewives. They have to be;
the housewife may lose an occasional
jar of fruit and stand the strain, but a

"JPHIS brings us once more to the
point from which we started, the
relative merits of home and canned
products.
why the
gained so

It is perhaps clearer now
commercial enterprise has
in favor during recent years.
Canning is a ticklish business, and the

control of conditions is easier in the
factory than in the kitchen.

The conservative housewife

will

deny

point to her selection of the
choicest materials, her care in the process and the individual flavor of the
finished product, not to mention the
question of cost.
It is worth while to
consider these points.
this, will

advanced by Miss McMurchie is rather
Some housewives doubtless will disagree
_,^ startling.
with
her
most
emphatically.
We will be pleased to
(3;
hear from any of our readers who can point out
from practical experience just what is the difference in cost between home and factory preserves
and canned goods. Is it not possible to produce preserves at
home at a lower cost, even figuring the cost of labor, than they
may be purchased at the store? If so what are the figures ?
The Editors.
doctrine

I

.

—

commercial can-

in

ning, but their use is now stigmatized
as unnecessary, if not positively harmful.
So, too, artificial colorings are
generally condemned, and in some
cases even the addition of water is considered an adulteration.
Artificial aids
serve only to cover up inferior material
or slovenly handling;
they are not
necessary for the canning of fruits
and vegetables and so are better

The

canner, while the housewife looks to
her own jams, jellies and marmalades.

—

business man dare not risk losses which
are sure to be on a large scale.
Consequently every precaution is taken to
render the canned goods sterile, this
being the interest of the' man who
makes the goods as well as of the one
who uses it. In the United States, the

if
the
First as regards materials,
housewife grows her own fruits and
vegetables, obviously she may have the
best of it both as regards quality and
But if she buys her fruit she is
cost.
less fortunate; for one thing, the fruit
has probably been picked at least a
day before it reaches her; for another,
if she lives at some distance from the
source of supply she may not even
have a chance to buy the best grade of
fruit.
The manufacturer, on the other
hand, has his factory in the fruit district, and as a rule preserves his fruit

it is picked.
He
thus gets the fruit in the best condition,
and this means less waste and a better
quality of preserve than is possible
with fruit delayed in transportation.
This claim for superior material with
the manufacturer may be disputed, but
the fact remains that, whatever conditions have been in the past, the jam and
canning factories of to-day do use high
grade materials. They cannot afford
to do otherwise, as defective materials
mean a poorer product and constant
danger of spoiling. Then, too, pure
food legislation has insisted on good
quality.
Compounds, i.e., cheaper
jams in which a filler such as apples
has been added to the fruit, must be

Bureau

on the day on which

clearly labelled as such,

strawberry jam one

and

may

in

buying

rest assured

of

Chemistry

is in

close touch

canners, and gives them the
benefit of its experiments and discoveries.
These are, of course, equally
open to the housewife, but she is less
apt to profit by them. She cannot
gauge times and temperatures as accurately as does the manufacturer, nor
has she the same knowledge of their

with

all

significance.
Similarly,

.

as regards equipment,
that of the housewife is usually limited
to a preserving kettle, but the canning
or preserving factor^' is fitted with
nicely devised apparatus for superheating, for cooling, for sealing, in fact
for every detail of the complete process.

A

'

uniform procedure is possible, and
is a gain over the less exact

here again

methods of the housekeeper.
Of flavor, opinions will differ. One
suspects the novelty and variety have
a good deal to do in coaxing the palate.
Probably, however, the best home product does surpass the best commercial
goods, just because food prepared in
large quantities somehow seems to lack

CANADA MONTHLY
individuality of flavor.
But one can
scarcely generalize on a matter so uncertain, and in a comparison of averages one suspects that the commercially canned goods have it.
As regards
canned vegetables, few people will
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substantial return for his money while
selling close to the housewife's cost.
But possibly it is unwise to ignore the
Canning is
cost of fuel and labor.
trying work, it brooks no delay and
often falls on hot days that tempt one

find that a strain of innate conservatism pledges

women

to

the methods of their grandmothers;

jam bespeaks

they feel that bought

the improvi-

dent housekeeper, and that to preserve her

own

fruit is to be counted to the housewife for righteous-

But new occasions teach new duties.

ness.

The old idea of house-

keeping as concerned in the making of products

modern housewife finds

is

passing.

The

herself instead with the responsibility of

buying thrust upon her.

deny the advantage
over the

home

of

the factor>'

product.

""PHE question

of cost is even more
For large institutions where
hundreds are fed daily, canned goods
are proven to be cheaper, but for the
average home the matter is not so
easily determined.
For one thing, the
housekeeper quoted at the beginning
is representative of most of her kind
difficult.

in that she does not reckon cost, rather

regarding it as unimportant compared
with quality. F.ven if she does essay
to count the cost she generally makes
out a better case for her product by
neglecting the cost of labor and fuel

to be out of doors instead of in the
kitchen.
Not only the climbing gas
meter or the diminished coal bin, but
also the housewife's loss of strength and
pleasure must be reckoned if we are to

balance values fairly.
Considering the question of canning
and preserving in its larger economic
aspect, it would seem, especially at the
present time that the great thing to
work for is the conservation of all food
materials.
Yearly thousands of dollars worth of fruit and vegetables are
allowed to rot in our gardens, yet
people are not seriously facing this
wastage. In the present crisis, when
all our resources should be so jealously

and using the information gathered
she may put down fruits and vegetables
so that nothing may be left to waste.
This applies, of course, to what is
grown in her own garden for the preservation of which she is directly responsible.
Secondly, an intermediate
stage between
home and factory
methods may be adopted. The farmer
who finds that his peach crop will
fetch him little or no money because
of a glut on the market may install a
small canning plant of his own, employ
people to assist, and in this way secure
the surplus stock from spoiling.
He
then has canned goods instead of raw
fruit to offer on the market.
This ex-

pedient is largely followed,, especially
in the southern states, as for instance,
in the tomato clubs by which tons of
tomatoes are yearly saved from spoiling.
A safeguard is thus formed for
the marketing of perishable products
and a profitable home industry may
thus be built up.
Of course, as canning on a large

and canning factories
multiply throughout the country and
are more widely distributed, the bulk
of work is sure to pass from individual
scale_ increases,

hands

to

centralized

control.

The

claim of this article is that such a transference may in the end be a boon to the
housewife. She may secure a standardized article, safeguarded by government regulation, and that at a cost
little greater than that of home manufacture. Besides, household tasks are
lightened, and this is perhaps the most
welcome feature of the whole movernent which tends to take the preparation of food from kitchen to the factory.
Probably the housewife would unfeignedly

welcome

this

change were

not for an uneasy feeling that she is
getting out of work.
A strain of innate conservatism pledges women to
the methods of their grandmothers,
and they perhaps feel that bought jam
bespeaks the improvident housewife,
and that to preserve her own fruit will
be counted to the housewife for righteousness.
But new occasions teach
new duties, and while the old idea of
housekeeping as concerned in the MAKING of products is passing, the modern
housewife finds herself instead with
it

^

claim for superior material by the manufacturer

y

ri /3

may

&e disputed, but the fact remains that whatever conditions

have been

in

the past,

the

jam and

the

canning factories of to-day do use high grade materials.
They cannot afford to do otherwise as defec-

mean poorer product and constant danger of big losses.
The housewife may lose an occasional jar of fruit and stand the

tive materials

loss, but the

manufacturer dare not risk such losses.

every precaution

is

taken to render his goods

and considering only materials. Even
so, canned goods run close to the homemade ones, for the manufacturer, because he buys in huge quantities probably gets his sugar from l}4 to 2 cents
per pound less than the housewife can.
So, too, his fruit must run about 25
per cent, less, and vegetables are even
cheaper.
to

this enables

the

maker

pay wages and rent and

still

have a

All

Consequently

sterile.

Wherever

this

may
may

She

BUYING

thrust
the

may welcome

remember that her

short
fruit and vegeis little

tables grown at home cannot be marketed, every effort should be made to

preserve

her.

change, with the added freedom from
drudgery which it gives, but she should

husbanded, to waste food
of a crime.

the responsibility of

upon

them. Two ways of doing
be suggested. The house-

wife
avail herself of the scientific
instructions offered by the various
experimental stations, thus supplementing her own practical knowledge;

interest

must

fol-

I9W her vanishing tasks, and that as
purveyor for her home she is bound to
have a knowledge of food products and
their manufacture.
Her duty is to
secure for her family as clean and
wholesome food as she herself could
have produced.
So the housewife
sends her challenge to the manufacturer, and, to put it colloquially, it
then up to him to deliver the goods.

is
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Circumstantial evidence every word
it
The boy pleaded and pleaded:
but there was no use— they sentenced
him to fifteen years close confinement.
And think of it, he was a man of but

> iiiiiiiiiiiiiii"'iiilueiiiiuimiiiiiiiiu:.

of

/•

he

Reeve

!

twenty-six.

of

"Shackled
he was when
constable sat

cabin

in that

down

there

went in to see him.
on each side of him.

I

A

my

" 'Bill,
'I'm sorry
boy,' I said.
Tell me as
to see you in this shape.
man to man, did you do it ?'
"The tall fellow arose to his feet and
'Skipper,' he behis lips trembled
gan 'I've known you ever since I was

Silver Island

—

—

By Harry Moore

FROM

—

the mainland at Wilkie to

Silver Island, in Lake Erie, it is
sixteen miles as the crow flies.
Under favorable conditions, the
single-deck wooden steamer Marie can

make
hours.

the trip one way in less than two
In bad weather and a heavy

staunch little craft has been
known to take much longer; indeed
for your edification the skipper will
recite the incidents of a certain voyage
But
that took from dawn until dusk.
that was during a terrific "sou'-easter"
when the waves washed over the decks
and the firemen sweated blood keepsea,

a little fellow in dresses. You have
always been like a father to me, and I
could not tell you a lie. Before God, I
I know nothing
protest my innocence.
But Frank Law
of Stanton's death.
knows Frank Law knows.' Those
were his very words— 'Frank Law
knows.' Frank was the son of Judge
Law and a wild harum-scarum rowdie.
" 'Then why are you here ?
Could
you not prove your innocence ?'
"Bill Wurst's head sank on his
breast and his eyes stared at the floor
With
'Skipper, it's hell to be poor.
money, I could have fought them
with money, I could have had a good
lawyer as it was
he threw out his
arms in utter helplessness and sank to

this

up fires in the boilers.
Promptly at nine o'clock one calm,
beautiful morning in September, the
Marie, with a crew of eight and nine
passengers, had pulled out of port at
Wilkie and had steered a straight
ing

course for Silver Island.
The passengers, who shall with one
exception be nameless, were a clergyman, returning after spending a week
on the mainland; a farmer's family,
consisting of himself, wife and three
small daughters; and a big man in a
check suit, who the previous night had
Hotel,
registered at the Aberdeen
Wilkie, as John Best.
While the others, sitting in the shelter of the skipper's cabin, talked on
spiritual matters and the tobacco crop
two topics dear to all true islanders
John Best paced the cramped deck
before them, his head bowed low on his
breast, and his hands tightly clasped
behind his back.
Forty-two years had given this man
a sturdiness of form; a life filled with
bitter experiences had furrowed his
brow; but there were Withal traces of
benevolence and a big heartedness in
his deep blue eyes and rather round

—

his hands
listened.

and standing with
forward, he

rail

on the

captain, leaning over above, was
conversing with the minister below, and he was saying that fifteen
years ago that very day September
10th he had as a passenger to Wilkie,
a young islander named Bill Wurst,

'X'HE
'^

—

—

his way to serve fifteen
years in the penitentiary for murder.
"I knew this lad Wurst," said the
skipper "Ever since he was so high,
and although he was what you might
call wild, yet his pranks never did

who was on

—

anybody any harm.

'

his seat.

"Fifteen

years ago

to-day

You know, Mr.

"A very

I

strange stor>',"

commented

—

parents take this terrible event in the
They loved him did
life of their son ?

father, old Herman,
carried
mail back-

wards and forwards

many,

many

years. The
boy's mother was a
lady.
Had she been
rich, she could have
taken her place and
been fitted, too for
any kind of society.
"Well, one morning
the body of John
Stanton, an old fisherman, was found in a

—
—

face.

row-boat

Occasionally raising his head and
hungrily turning his eyes towards a
gradually enlarging dot on the horizon,
John Best paced ceaselessly. Suddenly he stopped, his head went erect,

Side,

and

man,

was arrested,
and convicted.

off

the W^est

Wurst,
having been the last
one seen with the old
tried

Bill

"Should

was,

John Best, taking a part in the conversation
"And I hope you will
pardon me for passing an opinion.
Tell me, how did this young man's

—

to this boat for

it

Mr. Owens, and no man on the island
has ever heard of the boy since."

often think that the law
makes mistakes. I'm not a lawyer
and therefore don't know much about
the matter, but it strikes me that men
are often sent to gaol without having
been given a show. In the case of
Bill Wurst it was circumstantial evidence only.
"Now, as I was
saying I knew this
boy ever since he was
a little kid. His parents were poor, but
highly respected. His

Owens,

—

—

I

have done it, should I have done
he kept asking himself

it

?"
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living ?"

father died nine years ago,"
the skipper told him- "He was brokenhearted and his mind was gone. The
mother still lives a finer old body

"The

—

—

God Almighty never gave breath to.
You will see her cottage, stranger,
if you pass there
you will notice a light burning
her window. That light has been

south of the hotel, and
at night,
in

—

for the old
for fifteen years
believes that her boy will come
back again."

there

body

T"HEY

were crossing the northern
channel taken by the lake steamers
and the skipper returned to the wheel.
John Best went to the prow of the boat,
the engines chugged, and the approach'

ing island rapidly assumed shape.
"A stranger to these parts ?" asked
the clergyman, appearing suddenly
alongside.
"I'm from the west," answered John
Best evasively, in a husky voice.
"You'll find something worth while
here," the minister said pointing to the
"To my mind. Silver Island is
island.
the land mentioned in the Holy Word
as 'flowing with milk and honey.' Situated as we are in the same parallel of
latitude as sunny Italy, we can grow
grapes, melons, tobacco most anysplenid climate, fine people
thing.

—

A

and contentment." Mr. Owens looked
over the side of the boat and watched
"the bone in the teeth" of the Marie,
then he turned to John Best.
"By the way, are you a member of
any particular church ?"
"A Methodist," answered John Best,
"At least, I suppose I am, for
quietly
my parents were both members
"Parents living ?"
"Mother is^ father is dead."
"Going to stay long on the island ?"
"It all depends- if I find business
good, I may settle there
"And what might your business be ?"
The big man smiled genially at his

—

—

—

—

—

interrogator.
"Real estate,"

he replied.
Nearer and nearer they drew to the
island, finally the wheel ceased to turn,
then the engines reversed, and the
Marie slowly and quietly entered a
channel and swung alongside the dock.
For a minute John Best stood and
looked up the quay to shore, then he
walked into the cabin, picked up his
grips, gave some instructions about his
trunks, and left the boat.
Stared at and commented on by the
groups collected to see the boat come
in, he strode briskly up the walk and
coming to a road, he went south, passed
a hall, a couple of houses, a post office
and general store, then he turned to
the left, struck up a gravelled drive,
climbed the steps and entered the waiting room of the Aquatic Inn.
The proprietor— a small man, with

Suddenly he stopped, and standing with his hands on the

—took

rail

forward he listened

"Providing of course, the people use

tectives in here to see if they could
"
catch me selling after hours, and
In the hall near-by, the dinner-bell
rang, and when the sound died away,
the landlord advised his guest that
"the washroom is at the end of ^the

me

hall.

very red face

a

his

'

baggage,

handed him the register to sign, they
conversed and then went to the bar.
"And I may be here for some time,"
John Best concluded, buying a cigar,
right."

"The people here

right," the
proprietor declared, walking to the till
and dropping the money into it with a
"You'll find Silver Island folks
jingle

are

—

but devilish hard on the
breaks the law. Now, I've
had by troubles lately, and I don't
mind telling you, for I know a straight
man when I see one. They put dea decent

man who

lot,

Step this way. Please."

all

II.

CILVER

Island ,with

its

light-houses

on the north and south points, was
a foot-shaped body of land, four miles
across at its narrowest part and nine
Its population
miles from heel to toe.

was in the neighborhood of seven
hundred people, having their own
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municipal
hall,

hrick-lock-up,

small

a

steamship

(consisting of a
councillors), a "town"

council

Reeve and four

one boat

line of

—

and

a

—The Marie.

Three post offices North Side, East
Side and West Side distributed and
collected mail at the postmaster gen-

—

On the West Side,
pleasure.
the dock, hall, and most important of
the business-places were located.
Divided into three wards, the island

eral's

had a

,

and a church

.school

division.
The islanders

lived

in

each

principally

by

and tobacco growing,
and fishing. Time was when they had
worked in the quarries on the North
farming,

fruit

the demand for building
stone fell off, the contractors and their
ships came to the island no more and
the quarries were closed and the machinery dropped to pieces through disuse and rust.
Then the islanders went more into
tobacco and grape culture and at their
leisure watched the gathering armada
of "sand-suckers" at work off the
Side,

but

south point.

The
sandy

island was rocky at the north,
at the south, and in the centre

or, as

termed

—^a

locally,

visited its large vineyards, or passed a
pleasant afternoon driving on its splendid roads; in winter, communication
with the mainland was impossible,
save occasionally when someone made
the trip to shore on an ice-boat. These
were rare occasions, though, and he was
indeed fortunate who made the round

without mishap.

But to return to John Best.
That afternoon he rambled along
the road towards middle-ground. Arriving there he spent a long time, in
deep study. Before him lay an expanse, four miles wide, and at least
three miles deep.
Here and there amid
the rank growth of marsh hay and
weeds were ponds dotted with ends of
sunken logs breeding places for flies,

—

'

Why

mosquitoes and reptiles. Turtles slip-.
ped from the logs as he approached,
and an ominous rattle in the weeds
near the road cautioned him that there
was danger ahead. For the island was
noted for its deadly rattlers, the poisonous copper-heads, and the numerous,
but harmless, water snakes.

—

—

—

turned away, John Best had made
notes on the project, and had planned
a scheme that looked as good on paper
The only
as it was possible to look.
thing lacking was the money.
"And
yet," he muttered, "That may come
just when I am ready for it.
Then
Silver Island will be a veritable Garden
of

Eden."

Jubilant in spirit, he started down
the road, searching the trees as he
went. Finally he stopped, crossed the
road, and reaching up his hand, followed with his fingers a mark that
had been cut in the bark many, many
years before. It appeared above his

head and was almost grown over.
His
B. W.

Mark

—

"Bill

bog.

Wurst— His Mark—" He

—

said

aloud "Years and years ago a million years it seems
"
He pulled out
his knife and cut the initials "J.B."
below.
"A million years is a long
long time."
He relrurned to the hotel late for
supper and ate heartily. The Aquatic
Inn was noted for its bountiful food,
and John Best enjoyed his meal immensely.
After supper he sat on the balcony
with his feet on the railing and watched
the lights in a foreign country, nine
miles south of the island. Then the
shadows deepened, the stars appeared,
so he got up and went down the south
road, his heart beating madly and a
sickening feeling at the pit of his
stomach.
He stopped in front of a small cottage facing the road its old chimney
silhouetted against the sky.
In a win-

—

—

•

a light was burning. The small
gate stood open, so slipping inside, he
cro.s.sed the lawn and flattened himself
against the wall.
Presently the. air filled with millions
of fish-flies driven in from the lake Ijy
a warm south breeze and he watched
them as they drifted against the window like snow fanned by a blizzard.
After a while the flies died out, the air
cleared and John Best advanced along
the wall, raised himself and looked
inside.

He saw

—

a gray-haired,

little

woman,

sitting by the table, knitting needles
in her hands, and lying before her a large

print copy of the Bible.
From where
he stood he could see clearly that the
book was open at "The Parable of the
Prodigal Son."
Suddenly the woman raised her face,
their eyes met for a fraction of a second,
and as John Best popped out of sight,
he heard a faint shriek.
Trembling nervously he ran into the
shadows of some trees, the door opened
and he saw her, with a startled expression on her face, peering into the
night.
Then she turned, closed the
door, and he stumbled to the road and
hastened to the hotel.
He went to his room and sat down
in the darkness, his head in his hands,
and a tempest in his brain. Then he
arose and went to the window.

self

—

—

have done it should I
?" he kept asking him"Would any other man resist the

"Should
have done

I

it

—
—

—

temptation after fifteen years ? God
"
only knows God only knows—
A rap on the door disturbed his
reverie,

and the landlord handed him

a lamp.
"I forgot to place one in your room,"
said, apologetically.
"I never thought of it," returned
John Best, rubbing his eyes. Then as
the host turned to go down the stairs
"Do you know of a building that would
make a good office ?"

he

—

The

-

hotel

man

scratched his head.

"There is no building that I know of.
But why not rent the front upstairs
rooms in the hall. Reeve Simpson has

—

the leasing of the building I'll show
in the morning where he lives."

you

III.

TP with the birds next morning, before seven John Best had routed
the reeve out of bed, had visited the
hall and leased the rooms.
It was a
splendid location, with a good view of
the dock, the road and the lake.
Discovering that there was no furniture store on the island and not wishing to be delayed by having to go to
Wilkie, the new-comer was forced to
r

VVTITH

the eye of the promoter, John
Best gazed on this waste land.
Irrigation he knew from the ground
up, but the reclamation of this strip
of country would mean work of another
kind. With water all around, how
could this territory it being lower
than the shore line be drained ? He
stood for a long time in deepest thought,
then a smile crossed his face. He had

dow

—

Why

"middle-ground"

While the island had its allurements
in summer, when tourists came and

trip

Supposing a canal was dug
idea.
across the island and a pump was installed to pump the drainage from the
canal into the lake.
He began to
the thing was shaping itself.
laughstop at one canal ?
stop
It was big businessat one engine ?
take a lot of money and
it would
Feasyet and yet
it was feasible.
ible ?
Why the thi;ig was simple and
simply had to be done. Before he

an

—
—

The gray-haired

little

-woman

table, her knitting needles in

sat

by the

her hands

provided office furniture the best way
he could. He gathered a chair here
and a chair there, he got a desk from the
Continued on page 245.
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Gold Mining on the Rand
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was a time, not so long
THERE
ago, when the United States

and supplies of all kinds were transported by ox wagon from the diamond

That

producing center of the world to what
to become the gold producing
center.
Transport cost ernomous sums
in those days, but the capitalist had
confidence in the newly discovered
gold field, and the price was paid without a murmur. The' arrival of the
railway at Johannesburg put the ox
wagon out of business as a medium of

led

production of gold.
a thing of the past, as

in the

day

is

it

has

been for some years.
In 1910 another U.

by the federaton

S. A. was formed
of the British colonies

—

Cape Colony, Natal,
The Orange River Colony and the
Transvaal, under the name of United
of South Africa,

—

To-day the Transvaal
leads in the production of the precious
metal, and the new U. S. A. now holds
the record that formerly belonged to
the Yankees.
For some years since the Boer war
the Witwatersrand Gold Field has produced fifteen million dollars worth of
gold bullion every month, or ap]5roximately one hundred and twelve tons
weight of the metal that was the most
\aluable of all until the development
of the electrical industry caused platinum, which is much scarcer, to soar
South Africa.

away above it in price.
Gold was discovered on the Rand in
1886.
At that time Kimberly was the
nearest railway station.

It lies three

hundred and nine miles southwest of
Johannesburg, the center of the Rand,

was

—

grade,
so low, in fact, that if it was
refractory it would be impossible to
work it at a profit. But the ore is
"free milling," there being no other
metal mixed with it, hence there is no
necessity for smelting it as is the case
with refractory ores that carry several
metals in a conglomerate mass. Smelting is expensive, whereas the cost of
extracting gold from free milling ore is
comparatively low.

transport.

The "Reef,"

as

the

gold

bearing

ground is termed, is four thousand
five hundred feet above sea level where
it crops out on the surface, and as yet
nobody knows how far below sea level
In several of the mines
it extends.
stoping is now being done over a mile
below grass roots, and as shaft sinking
constantly progressing much greater
will be attained.
There appears to be no limit to the depth at
which the ore can be obtained, but
naturally the time will come when the
is

depths

will become so great, as
the result of the long haul to the surface, that the mines will be compelled
to close down.
This is largely due to
the fact that the ore is of a very low

working costs

prOR

miles one can travel along
Reef and never step off of
ground that is being worked for gold.
From the surface, to over a mile below
fifty

the

men are busy, night and
day, breaking ground to be crushed in
the batteries, where the metal is recovered.
The Rand is not a poor man's gold
field.
The ore is so low grade that
enormous sums must be e.xpended
before any returns on the investment
can be realized. Capital is sure of its
returns, however, as the "reef," or
strata, of which there are two, runs
fairly uniform in value, and never
"pinches out" as the vein often does
in a mine where the ore is refractory.
grass roots,
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as the "Main"
close together,
the distance that separates them varying from fifty to three hundred feet,
hence both can be worked from the
same shaft. The reef varies in thickness from a foot, to forty feet in a fewplaces, but is usually about three feet
thick.
As it is a fixed quantity, the
element of chance, inseparable frbm
mining where the ore lies in a fissure
vein, is absent.
In placer mining there
is also the chance that
the supply of ground will

The two

reefs,

known

and the "South," He

deep.

"Catlin shaft" on the Jupitor
Gold Mine, eight miles east of Johannesburg, is four thousand two hundred
and fifty five feet deep, it being the
deepest shaft in the world on a gold

mine.

VyORK

on the "deep deeps" is
handled as on the deep levels,

the incline shaft starting at the bottom
of the vertical.
All of the shafts on the
deep levels, with the exception of a

soon become exhausted,
for the sand carrying
the gold has always been
deposited by a convulsion of nature that scattered

it

in certain places.

The reef is inexhaustible,
however, and appears to
go to the center of the
earth

as well of those that begin at the surface.
He rides up and down in the
skip, and attends to the work at both
ends of the shaft.
Prospecting on both the deep levels
and the deep deeps- is done with a diamond drill. These drills are not owned
by the mines, as they are used so seldom that it pays better to let the contract for the work to men who specialize
in it.
The drill is rigged up and the
work is done by boring a hole into the
earth. Sections of steel
pipe are joined together
as the work progresses,
the bottom section, or
bit,
cutting
the rock
with carbons, or black
diamonds, that are set
in it.
As the pipe is
sunk into the earth it
encloses a core, or verof
the
section
tical

mines
Were opened up on the
Rand, shafts were sunk

ground. This is raised
to the surface where it
shows each strata of
rock through which the

following the dip of the

drill passes.

itself.

When

reef,

the

which

first

inclines

to

the south. Around Randfontein at the western
end of the reef, thirty
miles from Johannesburg, the gold bearing
strata
are
practically
vertical,

but

in

most

A

walk up and down the stopes without the aid of ropes or ladders which
are necessary where it is steep. This
from

of mines, that follow the reef
the surface, are known as the

"Outcrops," the name coming from
the fact that they are worked from
the point where the ore crops out on
the surface.
After work had progressed for some
years and the presence of an immense
body of ore was demonstrated beyond
a doubt, another series of mines was
laid out south of the outcrops.
Vertical shafts were sunk, until the reef was
struck, and not until that was accomplished did the production of ore begin.
These shafts, on the "deep
levels," are usually about two thousand feet deep. At the bottom of the
vertical shaft a chamber is cut in which

an engine, worked by electricity,
installed to do the hauling in the

is

in-

cline shaft that follows the dip of the
reef.
In the deep levels the mining is
all

done from the

vertical shaft being
approach to it.

When

the Boer

incline

shaft,

the

merely a means

of

war broke out

in
1899 a third series of mines, south of
the "deep levels" was in process of

development. This is known as the
"deep deeps," the vertical shafts on
them being about four thousand feet

stope on the Walhuter Gold

Mine

few of those that were sunk firsf, contain four compartments, or haulage
ways. When tlie "deep deeps" were
sunk the long haul made it necessary
to provide even more room, the result
being that the newer shafts have six,
and in a few cases eight, compartments.
Two compartments are devoted to
hauling the men, and they contain
cages with three decks. The other
compartments are used for hauling ore.
One revolution of the drums on the
hauling engine operates two cages, or
skips, as the car is termed that carries
While one cage is descending
ore.
the shaft the other is being hauled to
the surface.
At the top of the vertical shaft stands
the "banksman," who attends to loading men and supplies to go below.
He
closes the door when the cage is loaded,
signals the engine room, the engineer,
or "driver," as he is termed, waits
thirty seconds as the law directs, starts
the engine and the cage descends the
shaft.
At the bottom of the shaft is
another man, known as the "onsetter,"
who attends to loading the cage underground, his duties being identical with
those of the "banksman."

A man known as the "skipman"
takes the place of both banksman and
onsetter in the incline shafts, this being
true of those that start under-ground

strik-

great
the
stockholders and a consequent advance in the
price of shares in the
property under development. Many times the
Johannesburg stock exchange has gone wild
and prices have soared
skyward whe" the driller has stnick
the reef.
Work now begins in earnest, and
preparations are made to handle it to
the best advantage. UTien it gets to
rejoicing

places the incline is such
that the workers can

series

Upon

ing the reef there

is

among

_

producing ore each mine becomes in
Between fifteen
itself a small village.
hundred and three thousand Kaffirs
are employed. They are recruited "up
country^" and signed up for six months.
They are housed in a compound, provided with rooms to sleep in. The
mine also feeds them, and provides
medical attendance, having a hospital
where they are cared for when sick or
injured by accident. These "boys,"
do the manual labor and are paid wages
varying between thirty seven cents
and seventy-five cents a day, their
rate of pay depending upon the nature
Their food conof the work they do.
sists of "mealie pap," or corn meal
mush, which is supplied daily. Meat is
furnished twice a week.
All skilled labor is done by white
men, the kaffir being merely a semiUltimately he maycivilized savage.

become

civilized.

There are

tribes in

members of which
are employed on some of the mines,
that actually know no more than an
Central

Africa,

intelligent horse or dog.

On

each mine there are a number of

buildings,

among which

are the office.
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surveyor's office and drawing room,
compressor house, engine rooms, boiler
houses, machine shop, carpenter shop,
drill shop, assay office, crusher house,
battery, cyanide tanks, extractor house,
boarding house, single men's quarters
and houses for the married men. At
the top of each shaft (the law requires
two on every mine), there is a head
gear, or frame work of wood or steel,
that enables the cages and skips to be

hauled above the surface.

CHAFT

sinking begins when the reef
and the various buildings
struck,
is
are erected as the work progresses, the
battery, cyanide tank# and extractor
house coming last as they are unnecessary until the mine begins pro-

^

duping

ore.

the shaft strikes the reef dework begins in earnest.
are run from each
tunnels,
or
Drives,
side of the shaft through the ore body.
Driving is done from both shafts

When

velopment

simultaneously, two approaching each
other and meeting, while the other two
run to the boundary of the mine where
they stop, although many are ultimately connected with the next property.
A chamber is cut at the bottom of the vertical shaft where
A
the incline shaft begins.
hauling engine is erected
in this chamber to operate
the skips in the incline
the reef
which follows
downwards. At distances

varying between a hundred

and

fifty

and two hundred

A head

gear on the
Gold Mine

New

Battery Interior, Walhuter

Gold Mine

Shaft sinking on the Village

and

Deep Gold Mine
apart

other drives are
one at the bottom of the vertical being known as the
first level.
The next below is the
second level, each level corresponding
to the stories in a building, being known
by its numeral.
The average life of the Rand miner
is three years and eleven months.
This
is not due to accidents, of which there
are few, but to the fact that they contract "miner's phthisis," a disease for
which no cure is known. The dust
settles on the lungs, becomes imbedded
in the tissue, and the sufferer usually
dies of hemorrhage.
A section of the
lung of a man who has died from this
disease looks like a slab of cement
when viewed through a microscope.
fifty feet

run from the

incline, the

—

Development work driving, shaft
sinking, raising and sinking winzes,
is the most deadly as the conditions
under which it has to be done make
proper ventilation impossible. This
being the case the developer is forced
to breathe more dust than the stoper,
who is able to secure cleaner air. It is
the developers who make the most
money, however, hence men are always

anxious to secure this work, although a
few will not do it. The work is done
l)y contract, the developer being paid
by the foot for the ground he breaks,
and the stoper by the fathom. Formerly this practice was universal, but today many miners are paid a stated sum

the result being a smaller
check when pay day comes around.

per day,

Shortly after the war a shaft sinker on
the Village Deep Gold Mine showed
tl)e writer the check he had received
for his month's work.
It called for
$1,765.37 and was the biggest ever
Continued on page 249.

The Son

of the Otter

By George Van
Illustrated

CHAPTER XV.—Continued.
The sun gradually lingered in the sky,
sending forth warmer rays, and the
bears began to come out of their holes,
and in a few days became
thin and gaunt owing to hard searching
for food that was yet very scanty.
still

very

fat,

The hunters trapped seven

of

them

at

this time.

They had also accumulated good
packs of other fur, for the winter had
been a prosperous one, in spite of fierce
cold and heavy snows.
They buried
the mother of Mititesh, and as soon as
the river began to clear they greased
the stove and all the traps and hung
up the wire snares in bundles. Then
they gummed the canoes carefully with
spruce gum melted in a tin can, to which
they added fat so that the gum would
not crack, until the tiniest hole or split
in the bark was well covered over.
At last came the time of leaving and
Paul sang all day long, while hard at
work. With the long days and the
warmer weather, and in spite of the

Schaick

by Frederic M. Grant

journey to the south, that would take
but a few days. Ahteck held his canoe
close to the bank while Mititesh knelt
in the bow with a fine new paddle,
made just as high as herself. Ahteck
had fashioned it for her of spruce, with
his couteau croche, the crooked knife
with which the men of the wilds are
able to ac<:omplish wonderful things.
The men took off their caps, made
the sign of the cross and paddled awaydown stream, the canoes gliding fast
over the heavy flood. But when they
reached the first lake Aleck, instead
of going to the outlet and traveling
down the river, that is frightfully rough
in high waters, they made a portage
over some high hills and down to the
Riviere Bruise.
Then the road lay through a series
of small lakes abounding in pike into
the Wassiemska River and finally
reached the great Peribonca, near the

narrow entrance into Lake Tschotagama. Portaging over many stupendous falls, less than two days more
rising clouds of mosquitoes and black' saw them at the mouth of the river,
flies, there was a cheeriness in the mere
where they chanced to find a small
feeling of being alive that was like
stern-wheeled steamer that was getting
being born anew. At last, very early
one morning, they entered the canoes
which were now very lightly laden and
would always travel with the currents.
The little river was swollen with the
last of the snows that were melting on
the high hills, and they had to be very
careful of upstanding rock-ends and
snags, often holding back the canoes
hard with poles or paddles. It took
them only until noon to reach Jean
Canon's old camp. His canoe was
very old and they decided that it was
not worth taking away, since it would
have also been a hindrance. Hence
they merely said some long prayers

before leaving in earnest for the long
216
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ready to start across the great lake for
Roberval. As the wind was high on
the lake they decided to take it.
Putting their canoes on deck, after piling
their bales and packs in the stern, they
were soon tossing on the waves of
Piakuamits, the Shallow Lake, as the
Indians used to call Lac St. Jean.
They were still a good many miles
away when they began to distinguish
Pointe Bleue. Then, in the bright sun-

church of the Oblate Fathers, mission-

who have for many years labored
among the Indians of the North. I'paries

on the shore there is no dock, for the
beach is rough and steep and badly
exposed in stormy weather. When the
little steamer arrived within a hundred
yards of it the engine stopped and
backed a turn or two,' and the men put
their canoes overboard, piling in the
heavy fur packs. They got in, very

and Mititesh followed. It
so interesting and pleasant to
look at the shore. After the long
winter it was like getting to a new
country. The poplars and the birches,
in soft greens, seemed to wave a welcome in the breeze. In some far-away
burnt places the fire-weed threw a
warm and gladdening touch upon the
The cows, the few horses atland.
tached to rickety buggies and carts,
the people stirring on the shore, all
gave an impression of a life easier and
more kindly.
It
was wonderfully
beautiful.
Upon the beach there was a small
crowd, because some one had noticed
that the steamer, instead of making
straight for Roberval, was coming to
Point Bleue. This could only mean
that hunters were returning.
Men
were looking for friends, women were
carefully,

was ever

ploughed fields, appeared the little
houses and the posts of the Hudson's

awaiting their men, and no one ever
knew whom the boat might bring. At
any rate it was an arrival from the
distant hunting grounds, with furs to
be inspected and commented on, new
tales to be told that would only be
variants from those they had been
brought up on, and yet must always
be absorbingly interesting.
Paul and Ahteck paddled very carefully for the waves were rather high

Bay Company and of Revillon. Above
was uplifted the spire of the little

for the canoes, and there was no little
danger of capsizing. The little steam-

light,

tures

these

amid the tender greens of pasand the browns of recently
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its whistle emitted a
thin white cloud, in salute, and it departed .along the shore towards the
dock at Roberval.
They landed safely, with the help
of some men who stepped into the
water to steady the canoes, which were
at once unloaded and carried up on the
stony beach and left there, bottom up.
It was good indeed to get back after
the long winter. Ahteck saw his

er's bell jingled,

who was running towards him,
and the two children galloping madly
ahead of her and shrieking, "L'Oncle
mother,

Caribou, L'Oncle Caribou !"
Paul also had a sister to greet him,
But
and his old mother. Dear me
The children
it was a great reunion
!

!

insisted

upon being

lifted

up and

kissed,

a procedure that usually filled most
of the bystanders with astonishment,
for it is a custom that is being but slowly adopted by the Indians.
Then, for a moment, little Mititesh
There were no people
felt very lonely.
hurrying down to meet her. The two
men who had been so kind to her were
being appropriated and made much of
by others. She felt that she was like
one of those old canoes stranded on the
beach and beyond repair, a thing of

any one. The two
children who had leaped to Ahteck's
arms had taken him away from her.
There would be no more long journeys
with him through the forests, no campfires in the snowy wastes, under the
no

interest

to

shelter of great rocks or upstanding
timber with branches all glistening with
ice and snow.
The end of those wonderful days had come.

The woman Uapukun was

could find any change in his spirit.
realized that he was still under
the spell was still bending under a
load tremendously great even for his

—

massive shoulders.
Then the man stepped over to where
little

was waiting, looking

Mititesh

very wistful and sad.
"This is the daughter of Jean Caron,"
he said, gently pushing the child forward. "Her people have died in the
big woods. They were very good to
me some years ago, when I first came
here.
We buried them both and put

up

crosses.

I

said

this child, that the

peace.

She

will live

I

would care

man might

for

die in

with us."

The kind-hearted woman

greeted the
In that land it took
but very few words to explain tragedies,
for they are so common.
Since her son
wished it she would be only too glad
to take another child to her heart.
Ahteck had spoken; he was the man
child pleasantly.

synopsis

Peter

t\

McLeod

is

appointed agent for the Hudson

to succeed the inebriate Jim Barry, recently deceased.

Bay Company at Grand Lac
Upon his arrival at the Post

He

Peter finds stores depleted and accounts unkept.

tries to restore

wounds him

accidentally discharges an old pistol which

young Indian

him bark

Uapukun,

a lovely

his love.

She had been a servant for Barry's

and her knowledge of

lifetime,

nurses

affairs at the

She

ing out the financial chaos.

always at her

girl,

Post

is

is

and

near to death.

is

rewarded with

durine that unfortunate woman's

a great aid to Peter

in straighten-

him that the brighteyed youngster Ahteck,

tells

both presently become essential to McLeod's

side, is her brother;

One

happiness and he marries her.

wife,

to health

order and

The various

in the leg.

remedies applied by the Indians result in blood poisoning and he

evil

day,

when he

is

away on a week's hunting

a band of Nascaupees arrive and their spokesman reveals himself to Uapukun

trip

as the avenging husband
silence only

He

blow.

who has sought out

by giving him expensive

to strike her

when Ahteck, hearing

stores

deities

her hiding place.

and firearms.

his threats, rushes

believes he has killed his father.

punishment of offended

may

He

She can purchase

She-refuses and he

upon him and

fells

his

about

him with a

upon leaving home

insists

is

the

lest

include those he loves, and journeys to Pointe

Bleue, where he works in a sawmill anrf lives with the family of Jean Caron, whose

looking

He had put his hand
at her big son.
on her shoulder, tenderly, but had
given no other token of the great love
they bore each other. The woman
kept on gazing, studying him, seeking
to discover whether on his face she
But she

d

daughter, Mititesh, alone can roLise him from his gloom.

little

He

goes on trapping

expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul Barrotte, and finally abandons his work at the

sawmill for this newer occupation.

Upon

the death of Peter

scruples, and, with the snug

for

Ahteck and the two

McLeod, Uapukun seeks nut Ahteck, overcomes

sum which

Peter has

left her,

With the coming

children.

Barrotte start on their hunting trip to the North.
help.

fails

him within

sight of the shack and, -vith

Ahteck and Paul hear

unconscious.

shack.

of winter,

Ahteck and Paul

Hither comes Jean Caron for

His home has been burned, his wife and daughter, Mititesh, face starvation

His feeble strength
falls

his

makes a comfortable home,

his appeal

Ahteck goes at once to Caron's camp, where he

mourning over the body
burial in the spring,

of her mother.

one despairing cry, he

and quickly bear him to the
finds Mititesh, half stafved,

Ahteck places the body

and returns with Mititesh to

his

own camp.

in a tree to

Ahteck takes up

Upon

her father's line of traps for Mititesh and finds a valuable black fox.
return from the North this pelt

is

sold for

enough to pay

all

await

their

of her father's debt»at

the Company's store and leave her more than a thousand dollars in the bank.

Ahteck refuses to take Mititesh back to the North country the following years, but
insists she

attend school.

never loses the idea that

Here she rapidly develops into a beautiful maiden but
she

has promised to be Ahteck's woman.

trapper, fearing his love would bring disaster, fights against

and even

tells his

an avowal

The

big

of his love

mother that he does not love Mititesh, which denial the maiden

unavoidably hears.

'
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of the family, and she would never
have thought of discussing the slightest
of his desires.

It

was not only her

love she ^'ould give for his sake, since
she would have lain down her life at
his bidding, with happiness in her eyes,
if this could have served to lessen his
pain.
She took the girl's hand in her
own, affectionately, and bade her welcome, whereupon Mititesh smiled again
and, there and then, began to worship
her.
"Pierre,
"this child

Lucie

!"

called

Mititesh,
and from now on she
of

you

The

like

is

Uapukun,

whom you
is

know,

to be for both

another sister."

children

and

came

forth, bashfully

hands, looking
curiously at her.
But they made
friends very soon, impressed by the
pleasantness of her voice and the
gentleness of her manner. They wanted to take her away immediately to see
a couple of bear cubs that had been
brought in by an Indian, a week or two
before, but they could not prevail on
her, for there was still some work to do.
Uapukun had brought with her a
tump-line and took a fair load upon
her shoulders, though her son protested,
for her soul longed to share his burdens
and make them smaller. The men
walked behind her, staggering under
great packs, and Mititesh also carried
something, while the younger children
ran on ahead, bearing the two guns,
that were higher than themselves.
Other women who had come down to
witness the arrival went slowly home,
envious, to wait longer for their men.
It was extraordinary to see a road
again, and houses and fields. When
they neared their own they could see
the old cow peacefully munching the
grass close to the fence, while a leggy
calf stood by.
litter of curly-tailed
piglets were scampering in the yard;
some geese came forward, with necks
extended, truculent as usual;
a hen
was scratching for her chicks. It was
all ever so marvelous.
They entered the little house, that
was exceedingly neat and clean, for
the wife of Peter McLeod had learnt
the best 'ways of the white women.
She put down her pack upon one of the
wooden benches and turned to the
at

first,

shook

A

others, standing up and speaking in a
manner that had some dignity.
"Statffmiskatinou, a welcome to thee

Ahteck, who art safely returned, and
to thy friend Paul.
A welcome also to
child Mititesh.
This house is glad-

May the
us !"
They all crossed themselves, devoutly, and Paul took leave of them to return to his mother's house, that was
farther down the road.
There was a
little feast with many good things to
eat, and then friends came in, to find
out whether the hunting had been
dened at the sight
blessing of

of

you

God be upon

all.

and cried in amazement at the
pelt of the black fox, the news of which

gocxi,

they afterwards scattered far and wide.
It was late before they all went to bed,
so that the children, who had utterly
refused to leave the room, began to nod
and were finally borne away by their

mother. Before retiring, however, Uapukun remained alone for a time with
her tall son, a moment she had been
longing for. They sat together, in the
doorway, where the night breeze was
blowing soft and laden with scents from

A

the flowers on the hillsides.
slender
crescent of moon showed in the sky,
and tiny clouds scurried across it, so
filmy that they never quite concealed
it.
A woman, belated in visiting a
sick neighbor, passed along the road
and saw the two, dimly, so that she
wondered what pair of lovers there
might be in that house, for they were
hand in hand, very near one another.

was a joy and happiness for them.
the woman it was like a reprieve
from some harsh sentence, for the one
great terror of her life was that the
It

To

curse they both believed in might overtake her son when he was far away, so
that she would never see him again.
But now he was with her once more,
her first man-child, the great sturdy
son whose heart was yet as that of a
little one, though his courage, like his
body, was that of a giant. For the
time being it seemed to them as if all
dread spirits of evil were being swept
away by the same wind that carried
off the clouds, and as if Tshishe Manitou, the good spirit, was now swaying
the whole world.
When they finally rose the woman
kissed her tall son, tenderly, and once
in her room, where the two younger
children also slept, she knelt for a
long time by her bed before her lips
touched the poor little ring that had
been Peter McLeod's. With all her
heart she had given thanks that

Ahteck was

still

with her.

CHAPTER

XVI,

THE SALE OF THE BLACK FOX
In the morning, of course, every one
The attractiveness of
rose quite late.
a real bed to people who have slept on
the ground, and on hard bunks, for
many months, is rather hard to describe,
although at first sleep does not come
very easily in such unwonted luxury.
The two children began by filling the
little house with the noise of their
laughter. They caught up the hands
of Mititesh and scurried away with
her, to show her many treasures. There
was a bark canoe at least two feet long,
and a rag doll, and the skin of a weasel
captured by the boy during a raid on
the chicken coop, and a Canada jay
in a cage made of sticks, who shrieked
all day long and would take a bit of
meat from one's fingers. Besides all

this there was the cow and her calf,
and the chickens, and five geese led by
an impudent gander who always appeared to have a chip on his shoulder.
People began to troop in the road
in front of the house, for
great excitement that day
Bleue on account of the
Old decrepit men long past

there

was

Pointc
black fox.
in

their days
of hunting came to see it, and touched
it most carefully.
One or two of these
ancients spoke of having seen others
just as fine, but the young folk scoffed

and declared it was impossible.
It was really a quite long procession,
that marched down to the Hudson's
Bay Company's Post, and the agent
opened his eyes when the skin was
placed on the counter. He did his
best, without much success, to
conceal his admiration, speaking slowly
with a show of great candor.
"It is a very fair pelt," he declared.
"Yes, a very nice pelt indeed. It is
worth a good price and of course I will
pay well. Oh
Ahteck, thou are the
lucky man
It is fortunate, with a
trapper of thy sort there will be little
haggling.
We both know the worth
of fur.
I will give five hundred dollars
and, to boot, a new rifle that shoots
many times, stronger than thy old 44,
a rifle that drops a bull moose in his
tracks when it is aimed by a hunter
such as thou."
He expected a long conversation,
but Ahteck quietly picked up the
ver>'

!

!

skin.

"It belongs to Jean Caron's daughhe said, "for it was taken on her
father's line.
I must show it everywhere and get the best price for her.
It may be that I will come back, but
I must see others."
The agent did not worry much, for
he knew that it would be a long time
before the pelt could be bought and
was glad of an opportunity to communicate with headquarters.
At the French company the process
was repeated. The agent at once
offered fifty dollars more.
"It is a good price, monsieur" said
the man, a polite little Frenchman from
France, as he was called to distinguish
him from the habitants, "but now I will
tell you.
You are known to all as a
good trapper, a man who takes no debt
and always brings good fur. I want a
man like you always to deal with our
house. I will say at once five hundred
and seventy-five dollars. Think how
great a lot of money that is. Enough
for a nice new house, or for horses and
cows. Think of all that may be bought
!"
for that
His arms opened widely, as if seeking to embrace a vast bulk of things
in order to show the inexhaustible purchasing power of such a sum.
ter,"

But Ahteck only nodded quietly,
and with a calmness that was exasper-
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ating to the Frenchman, repeated that
there was no hurry, and that he would
.wait before deciding.
"One instant
Just one last word !"
exclaimed the agent. "I know that
!

my

house

will

blame

me

for

paying

such a price. Never will I obtain forgiveness from them. They will tell
me I am as a child that does not know
how to buy. But 1 want you to deal
with me, and now I say six hundred
dollars, all in

Here

trade.
bills,

money.
it

is,

look at them

all

By no means in
cash, fine new

—just give one look

!

enormous !"
With the speed and deftness of a
conjuror he had opened his cash drawer
and was covering the wide counter
with bills ones and twos and lives
and tens, till an immense space was
taken up and the crowd stood around^
fascinated by all the huge wealth
It is

—

spread out before them.
But Ahteck, towering above the
Had he
others, stood quite unmoved.
not for some years helped with the
Did he not
trading at Grand Lac ?

know

all

the arts and wiles employed
with the Indians for their

in dealing
fur.

'There

"Maybe I
He left

is

no hurry," he repeated.
come back again."

will

the place, quietly, with the
interested crowd at his heels, while the
agent rapidly picked up his money and
locked it in the drawer before running
over to the telephone to obtain the
telegraph ofifice at Roberval and send
an inquiry to New York. He knew
that at Revillon's, that year, good
medium black foxes were quoted at
about two thousand dollars, and that
this was such an exceptional pelt that
it

would

retail for

much more.

In the meanwhile the Hudson's Bay
agent was speeding toward the same
office in his buggy, to wire at headquarters for instructions. He knew
of old and was aware that, in
the end, only a big price would get that

Ahteck
pelt.

The news, of course, had already
spread very wide. People as far as
Chambord, and perhaps Chicoutimi,
had heard of the black fox. At the
Hotel Commercial in Roberval a couple
of fur buyers from New York and
Chicago heard about it as they stepped
into the bar to buy some cigars. They
did not wait for the end of the long
tale the bartender was ready to narrate
but rushed out in the road. One of
them, a long, lathy chap, beat his
competitor by a couple of yards in the
race.
Their goal was a rickety buggy
harnessed to a despondent horse attended by a half-breed charretier.
"Give me a show too, old man !"
panted his stouter rival.
"Not much," exclaimed the winner.
"To Pointe Bleue, my man, and hammer that old plug of yours."

Mititesh soon became as one of the family,
helping

The

Uapukun with

driver only understood the

name

of his destination and started with
local leisure, until his excited fare shook
him, yelling " Vite, vile !"
But a moment later another buggy
arrived on the scene, with a horse that
seemed rather faster, and the fat man

annexed

it.

"Pointe Bleue !" he shouted. "Five
dollars if you catch that other fellow
and pass him !"
Their sporting blood was aroused.
Through the long street of the peaceful
village they bumped and rocked over
great ruts, scaring dogs and chickens,
watched with amazement by the quiet
habitants and mightily cheered by the
usual irrespressible smallboy.
Biit when they reached the open
country the contest, if anything, grew
still

more

sharp
going

hills

There were many
up which the horses panted

exciting.

down

again

at

a gallop

that

menaced the wobbling wheels widi destruction.
But the first man held the
narrow road and smartly prevented
the second buggy from passing him, at
least until the reservation had been
reached.

Here, however, the road be-

came much wider and the

rear carriage

the

house

work

shot ahead with a whoop of triumph.
But they were neck and neck when they
reached Ahteck's house, where the
horses halted with vacillating knees

and smoking nostrils.
Jumpingout they both yelled together
"Where's that fox pelt ?"
Ahteck had just returned. Some of
the men were still discussing the
events of the morning, in front of the
house.
Uapukun was quietly ironing
a boiled shirt for her son, for the next
Sunday's mass, and little Mititesh was
sewing; the other two children stood
together, and gazed with staring eyes.
Ahteck looked at the two men very
calmly. He hardly seemed to remember where he had placed that skin.
He scratched his head very deliberately,

and

at last found

it

under some

other furs.
But the buyers were shrewd fellows
and had already cooled down. They
were not particularly impressed, having had a long experience in dealing
with Indians. They examined the
pelt very carefully, and a look of indifference passed over their faces, as
if they realized that they had taken a
Continueil on page 249.
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HEARTS AND FACES
By John Murray Gibbon
the changing point in the career of George
Grange. Artist. This short story gives one only a
For his early life in
brief glimpse of the hero.
Scotland, and for his further development in Paris
and his life and friends in the Latin quarter, werefer
you to the book, "Hearts and Faces," by John

This

is

Murray Gibbon.
ignuiiiiiiniiiliimnniiiiBiiiiiiiiiBiiiiMniiiiniiiiiinnnuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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sittings

for

the

Royal Portrait were

T

arranged so that the
portrait would be in
time for the Academy
Exhibition.

Grange

had

George
gone

through

all the preliminaries except presentation to the King
and that was due at
the next Levee. Eight
years of drudgery, of
clean, hard living and
now this portrait of the King, on
which his future career depended.
"England's Greatest Portrait Painter"
had been the ambition incessantly
driving him on.
He would be another
Durer or another Holbein, picturing
the great men of his age, who shaped
the policy, the thought, the happiness
of their country.
To reach that end
he must relax no nerve. Honor and
fortune were within reach of his hand.

—

But he must be careful. A breath
scandal
would
his
annihilate

of

chances.

Had

not Durer intrigued for his
patronage that his place in
history might be secure ? George followed his illustrious example without
shame. His studio dinners to the
Committee in charge of the Portrait
were perfection in food and wine. His
after dinner supply of nude sketches
King's

for their inspection, unlimited.
The half dozen stifT society men on
the Committee were relieved to find
George living as a man of the world,
not as an ordinary, old-fashioned
artist.
The days of Bohemia were
past.
George had now a studio in
Tite Street with a man to look after
it, a boy in buttons at the door, and a
chef to cater to his somewhat fastidious
220
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In the anteroom a dreamy
haired young Frenchman played airs
on the piano. This was a hint George
had taken from the history of Mona
Lisa and found it beneficial to the
nerves of sitter and painter alike.
Many of his brother artists accused
him of advertising himself as "The
George
Artist Who Paints To Music."
cared not for their criticism as long as
his patronage increased.
For the same reason he had joined
an exclusive sporting club and frequented useful houses at tea time in
frock coat and silk hat.
In gaining a
fashionable clientel he used wit as well
One lady offered to secure
as intrigue.
him sitters if he would paint her portrait free.
"I will paint your portrait,"
tastes.

he replied, "not for what you offer, but
because your face is beautiful." She
was woman of the world enough to disbelieve him but she was enough woman
of the world to repeat his version to
her friends.

Who

that had

known George

in his

unstable college days could have prophesied this chase for fame ?
Nathaniel Reid had begun the change
which London continued. W'hen the
big, burly Scotch
artist found real
instincts for art in this aimless young
Aberdeen student, fast drifting into a
bookworm and a recluse, he took him
into the open air.
"For God's sake, live," Reid urged
him. "Don't grovel on at yon college.
Ye have two hundred pound a year

money enough to live without working
for it.
Ye have no mither nor famih'.

Come

with

ni guarantee
o' painting.

me

out-o'-doors, sonn\-.
to teach you the elements
Which is it to be ? King's

College and slow death or the world and
life ?
Books that'll suck the guts out
of ye or life and workin' from the life
that'll make a man of ye.
That's yer
choice Guts or Greek.
Come, burn
all yer books.
There's no such a book
as the Book of Nature.
Read that."

—

T-JAVE you

ever seen a plant that

is

and backw^ard however much
you may water it and feed it with
fertilizer?
In despair you transplant
it to another soil, less rich perhaps but
sunnier.
Leave it to look after itself.
In a month you find a strong, vigorous
growth with blossoms blowing and
sickly

,

The deeper it
has been planted, the stronger the
growth. So it often is with human
souls.
Nathaniel uprooted George
from the provincial soil that encouraged
a lazy growth.' He planted him deep
when he forced him to go through all the
drudgery of learning to paint. George
grew into a new man in the soil of art.
Reid formed his ideas of life as well
clean, healthy leaves.

as art.

"The

lassies are fine for

young

chaps as want to write poetry but so
far as art goes they're no damned use.
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Love, whether requited or unrequited,
a disturbing, meddlesome affection
and the less you see of the lassies the
better for yer general health of lody
Don't I
and peace of mind. Gosh
is

!

Havna I been there myscl'.
know
Ye go and get a bonny wee lass up on a
I

I^iatform, an' yer eyes get all fuddled
up wi' a kind of glow and ye don't see a

damn

thing about her that ye ought

It's just the same in life itself.
to see.
lassie 's all right so long as she does
not interfere w'ith yer digestion. But

A

take this from me, anything that puts a
man off his porridge is better left alone.

For what does it all end in ? Why it
ends in yer gettin' married.
"Now, sonny, d'ye think you could
put in a day's solid work if ye was
married ? See what would happen.
There's bairns, twa, three, sprawlin'
about and botherin' the life out o' ye,
an' the wife keeps bobbin' in an' out
o' the room where ye just want quiet,
sayin' 'Geordie, rin oot an' fetch half
a pun o' soap, an' Geordie, what's a'
rliat mess ye've been makin' in
kitchen sink ?' an' 'Geordie, why
ye no fold yer trousers up tidy ?'
'Geordie, where's the hammer an'

the

can
an'

the

an' Geordie this an' Geordie
ye're driven fair daft and end
by takin tae drink. ... I maun get
ye started on the right way of lookin'
at things."
nails

?'

that,

till

TN

the early winter Reid had cut
George from his apron strings and
sent him to London.
He had now to
go through the drudgery of learning
to draw for he must learn command
of fomi as well as mastery of color.
Though eager for friends George
'

alienated

the

other students by his

extreme neatness in dress. The "out
at elbows" looked askance at his clean
collars.
And in turn, their very carelessness exasperated George into dandyism.
It struck him that it was more
sanitary if less artistic to differ in
costume from an old clothes dealer.
If he could not be friends with the men
aliout him he could at least study their
faces.

He

sought their company and

the crowds on the

he might

down

London

know men and

streets that
women right

to their hearts.
all his eight years

In
in London,
George made only two friends. The
first. Ravin, a French artist to whom
Reid sent him, had tremendous influence on his work.
In his loneliness
(ieprge was acquiring a shy attitude
to art.
Ravin came into this young
Scot's

life

just as a

beam

of sunshine

on a summer morning steals through
jealous shutters.
One laughs and opens

window to the blessed air.
With Ravin George explored the
curious foreign quarter of London and
under his expert guidance learned more

Come, bum
"Come with me out-o'-doors, somiy
There's no such a book as the Book of Nature.
!

human

nature than in six years
conventions.
With Ravin's favorite model, an
auburn haired beauty, George frequented concerts and theatres and
learned to encounter women without
sucumbing to them. He saw about
him other models and artist who mated
many a pretty, witty model degenerated into a wretched slut and the man
submerged in poverty and drink. Sex
was surging in George but some canny
Scotch quality in his nature kept him
virgin, valued ambition always above
indulgence, halted him on the verge
A portrait
of any real adventure.
painter must have no scandal in his

of

iimong

the

life.

the

^KORGF>

owed his meteoric rise to
variety
to a lucky chance.
actress, thirsting for notoriety, claimed

^^

fame

A

his "I'(jrtrait

all

yer books.

Read that"
of a Wicked

Woman"

a

on her character. The contentions of both parties furnished amusement to newspaper readers for a week.
libel

Crowds

flocked

to

where the picture

the

New

Gallery

on exhibition.
Five reprints of the catalogue were
Finally when the case was
necessary.
settled by the actress withdrawing her
accusation and paying all costs, George's
name was made. Sitters of all kinds
w'as

flocked to him.
When the insolence
of some of his patrons made his head
ache he consoled himself that this
state of affairs would not be ^or long.

When
King's
choose
him.

should have painted the
Portrait he could pick and
among the sitters who sought

he

A month before he was to begin
work on the Royal Portrait, Ethel came
His heart which
into his life again.
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had been askii^ so long, awoke and

'T'HE weeks

stirred.

ones for George. The Royal
Commission came ever nearer. Yet
since his encounter with Ethel his mind
was more concerned with her face than
that of the King.
He wondered
whether she ever thought of him ?
Did her husband really treat her well.
There were nasty stories still about
Wolseley Cireville judging from casual

One Sunday he dropped

into

a

Roman

Catholic Church to enjoy the
sensuous rite of incense, of music, and
color.
The service appealed to
George. With half shut eyes he watched the slender flame of candles mellow
against the vestments of the priests.
A sob roused him. A few seats in
front of him sat a woman, richly
dressed. When she turned her face
he recognized her the same delicate,
He
tender color and crisp gold hair.
had not seen her for six years yet it
seemed yesterday that he listened to
her self-told tragedy, and saw the
bruises on her arms.
That moment of
intimacy had changed her for all time
to George.
Henceforth she had been,
not a professional model with a drunken
brute of a husband but his "Lady of
Dreams." She had passed out of his
life as quickly as she had come and
all he had of her was a letter written
from Paris, returning the money he
had loaned her and thanking him for the
debt of kindness she could never repay.
"We have inherited quite a lot of
money, Wolseley and I, and he ^s quite
changed. Money has refonned him.

of

—

He

is

working hard and getting on

awfully well. He is a theatrical manager, quite important already.
With
capital one can do so much.
We are
quite reconciled and he is a new man."
George had seen her husband's name
in the London papers lately.
He was
€.xtending his theatrical business and
was taking one of the London houses.
George met her eagerly when the
service was at an end.
She offered him
her hand and gaily urged him to call.
Good living evidently suited her. She
had lost the old sharp look of her days
as a model. Yet he hated the patronage of money and all the while she
chattered to him she seemed to say, "I

am
ful

well

ofT.

gown.

can afford this beautican give you a good

I
I

dinner.
I am my own mistress.
Once
you could have had me for the asking.
You can't win me easily now."
Ethel had too close acquaintance
with her mirror not to know her
physical charms. She realized the impression she made on George.
His
keen, intellectual face caught her fancy
anew. She had heard of the name he
was making for himself in portraiture.
His too was a generous nature or he
would not have spoken to her again so
kindly.
In spite of her confident air
she was longing for sympathy. A
horrible, suspicion had haunted her for
weeks that her money was in danger.
change in her relations with her
husband made her think of George still
more. She would not pursue him, but
her smiles, her coquettish eyes gave
him great encouragement for seeing
her again.

A

that followed were fever-

ish

made.

George

inquiries

A man

of

such a past was not likely to be changed
No doubt he found it policy to humor
his rich wife.

.

.

.

When would George

ever meet a woman he could really love?
How long was he to live this lonelv
life?

Now

George had met Ethel
seemed that every one was
talking of her. She held a stall at a
charity bazaar, assisted by a Duchess,
and her photograph was in all the
illustrated papers.
An officer whose
portrait he was painting asked if he
knew pretty Mrs. Greville. Another
again

that

it

"We

can help ourselves," Ethel gaih
the footman.
"I do hate
servants.
Don't you think the Bohemian way is much better. Scrsants
listen to what one says and things get
about."
Ethel chattered on vivaciously but
her voice came blurred to his ears.
What would his old mentor have said
to this midnightsupper party.
"Kec ii
clear o' the lassies," Reid's words rang
in his ears.
"If ye can't, make the
best o' them.
Fit them with yer work,
don't let yer work fit them."
Howcould any relation with Ethel ever fit
into his work as a portrait painter ?
This was a risky game.
Now she was quoting Keats "Ode to
Psyche" to show him how her lessons
progressed.
For as soon as she had
acquired money she had begun to
improve herself. George was thrilled
by her voice. She put such passion
into the words:
dismissed

patron, a lady, offered to arrange a
sitting for her dear friend Ethel Greville
who would make such a charming portrait.
Other incidents constantly re-

".

called her.

Of

The

unrest that took hold of

Two fair
side by side
.

.

crouched

creatures,

In deepest grass, beneath the whispering roof
and trembled blossoms, where
there ran

leaves

him

deep for him to fathom.
He wondered if he was unwell because
he could not work. He was just in the
mood to feel the glamour of sex. Incessant work may for a while distract
the mind from petticoats but only for
awhile.
The mind has a frame built
of ffesh and blood that cannot be sustained or satisfied with work alone.
It has its hours for food and its seasons

was

.

A

far too

"

brooklet, scarce espied.

'Mid hushed,

cool-rooted flowers,

fragrant-eyed.
Blue, silver, white,

and budded

Tyrian.
They lay calm, breathing on the budded
grass;

Their arms embraced, and their pinions
;'

loo

for the thrill of mating.

Their lips touched
bade adieu.'

not,

but had not

r^NE

night after the theatre came
^^^ the culmination of George's tempta-

"You know the

tion.

end,

He yielded to her invitation to supper after the play.
"There won't be

many

of us.

My

husband

is

"And

out of

town. We can talk of other things
than plays. Just for the sake of old—
is, just to please me."
Her appeal was made winningly.
And later in her comfortable brougham
that held just two, with the windows
closed and her warm, perfumed body

tete-a-tete with you."

At first they both felt awkward in
each other's presence. Then the simple
fact of propinquity smoothed down the
angles.
How exquisite she was in
figure
George knew that if he searched through London he could not find a
!

lovlier.

And

rest.

then, the

favorite lines

there

shall

be for

thee

all

soft

delight

A

that

so near him, her golden hair brushing
his cheek, he felt the resolutions of
years slip away from him.
The supper table was laid for two
only.
"Such a nuisance," she explained.
"The others just phoned that
they could not come after all. Never
mind. I have been longing for a quiet

my

That shadowy thought can win,
bright torch, and a casement ope at
night.

To

let

the

warm Love

in

!"

The firelight was playing in her hair.
As she looked at him it seemed to flame
in his heart.

"I still am pretty, amn't I ?" she
As she Icanetl toward him
said softly.
he saw how low her gown was cut.

His

lips

moved but without words.

"Tell me your thoughts," she whispered.
"I am pretty, amn't I ?"
"I was thinking," he answered slowly, "that that is what Delilah must
have said to Samson. Would you,
too, bring the Philistines upon me?"
She caught at his hand. "I am at

your mercy.
without me.
I

can't

live

you can do
do without you.

Perhaps
I

can't

without love.

Continued on page 252.

Tell

me

j
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

and British Press and Periodicals
the Dominion and Empire

Affairs of Interest in
innriiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiciiii

W'hat

ful in the trip of a big

this
?

WHEN

the Hun submarine landed
Baltimore last month the
pro-German press throughout
the United States sent rush orders to
the galley rooms for the jumbo type
with which to inform the world of the
wonderful feat performed by a German
in crossing the Atlantic with a cargo of
merchandise in a submarine. The
Montreal Herald and Telegram summarizes the "bally-ho" cry in the fol-

UIIIIIIHillllllill

were around.

The Wonderful Submarine

at

,

lowing:

What a mass of exaggerated rubbish
has been written about the arrival of a
German submarine

compared

to

is

there wonder-

modern boat

like

the feat of sailing

one of Sir Thomas Lipton's racing
yachts across the ocean, or compared
to that of sportsmen who have crossed
in motor-boats ?
What is there in it
to compare with the feat of Captain
Slocum, of Annapolis, N.S., who not
only crossed the Atlantic in a fisherman's dory, but sailed completely
around the world alone in a nine-ton
sailboat he built himself in Massachusetts in 1892 ?
Why this "epochal" feat of the Germans, as it is called, is as nothing compared to other modern achievements
in^ navigation- nothing compared to

—

an American
of the American papers, anybody would think it
was the most outstanding feat of the
war, while the accounts from journalists in Berlin would seem to indicate
port

!

at

Judging by some

The Thrift Problem
in Canada
T^HE

Bishops of the Anglican church
their recent annual meeting
went on record that the gravest danger
they saw in the present war crisis is
the over prosperity of our people.
The editor of the Financial Times of
Montreal offers a solution of this
difficulty with a plan to induce our
people to purchase our war loan bonds
at

place of disposing of them in the
He points out that
our people should be educated alcng
lines of national and individual thrift.
He writes:
Donald Macmaster, K.C., formerly
an eminent Canadian, and now as always an eminent writer of letters to the
newspapers, has been advancing in the
London Times some suggestions for the
encouragement of saving. There may
be need for the encouragement of saving in Great Britain, and doubtless is;
but it is as nothing compared with the

need for encouragement of saving in
Yet nobody appears to be
seriously worrying about the matter in
this coimtry, and most of us are actually
boasting about the activity in the trade
in N'arious undoubted luxuries, as being

Canada.

!

What

is

there

a German submarine
crossing the narrowest of oceans when
a British submarine has made the
journey from Australia to the Dardanelles, and when submarine after suljmarine built in Montreal has gone
across to the war zone under its own
power ? Thq^e vessels were not built
in

especially for
German boat,

feat beaten a mile.
The
trouble with the Germans is that they
have "arrived" so late in the day that
everything they do is a source of gasping astonishment and of world-splathering braggadocio.

Yankee marts.

We

remarkable

German

in

that the German people think the
incident is going to turn the world upside down and win them the war.
read that it was in Herr Lohmann's
gigantic brain that the scheme for a
line of submarines was hatched, that
he is now constantly interrupted by a
continuous stream of messengers bringing telegrams of congratulations, and
that "the epochal event has created a
tremendous sensation throughout Ger-

many."
Heavens above us

Review

the Leading Canadian

IHIi

Feat

in

crossing oceans.
we are told, was.

The
The

Deutschland is over 250 feet long,
equipped with modern engines, and
built of steel.
She ran most of the
distance on the surface, and gave an
imitation of the Jules Verne idea by
submerging only when other vessels

Kiiby,

inNtw Yoik Wotld

Nobody Home

what
with

British submarines have done
nothing more than the barest

For feats
line to chronical the event.
in navigation that of the Deutschland
is beaten to a frazzle by achievements
The Vikof hundreds of years ago.

who crossed the ocean in open
boats, did a far more wonderful thing,
ings,

and Champlain, when he came sailing
up the St. Lawrence in his little cockleshell, the Don de Dieu, had the latest

forsooth a sign of "prosperity."
Mr. Macmaster's chief suggestion
for British use is the granting of an increased rate of interest in the post
office savings hanks for savings accounts, contingent on their being left
untouched for a specified period, say
eighteen months or two years. There
can be no doubt that a large element of
the public, both in the Old Country and
here, can be induced to despoit funds
in the savings banks when (owing to
unfaniiliarity with the method, failure
223
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lo realize the salcability of the security,
or other reasons) they will not use those
funds for the purchase of bonds. The
Cjuestion therefore arises.
To what
extent might this class of depositor in
Canada he induced to increase his
deposits, if he were ofTered a considerably higher amount of interest in consideration of agreeing to leave his funds
on deposit for a lengthened period ?
Merely to render the deposits a fixeddate liability instead of a demand
liability would do the Canadian Government little good, imless the amount of
deposits were increased for the clerical
work in connection with the government banks could not be greatly re;

duced even

if

w ithdrawals were stopped

and the gold reserve held
on account of these demand liabilities
is only ten per cent.
a matter to-day
of about S5,300,000.
Withdrawals and
deposits run generally about $800,000
a month, or nearly ten million a year, so
that the average life of such a deposit,
as things are now, is about five years.

altogether,

—

That the post office savings bank is,
Canada, a poor means of reaching for
the savings of the middle and working
clas.ses is obvious enough
from its
in

record.
Its branches from end to end
of the "country have about the samie
volume of deposits as the two specially

chartered

savings banks of private
ownership in Montreal and Quebec
alone, and about one-twentieth of the

savings or "notice" deposits of the
ordinary chartered banks. Post ofifice
savings hank clerks are civil ser\-ants,
and Canadians somehow do not seem
to love to do business with civil servants except when they have to. For
recent loan the Government employed the channels of the chartered
banks almost exclusively with brilliant results so far as concerns tapping
the funds of that class of citizens which
uses the chartered banks.
For the
purpose of promoting economy in other
classes, however, it seems that the
post office itself (not the post ofifice
savings bank) may still be a mechanits

—

ism well worth trying.
We can see no reason why, by putting them up in attractive form and
displaying them, with clever advertising matter, in

all

government

offices

and

other conspicuous places, the
Minister of Finance should not sell a
good many million dollars of onedollar certificates, exchangeable into
ten-dollar "bonds" or (even five-dollar
ones if practicable), ranking for interest
at 5 per cent., not at a fixed date but

and twelve months from the date of
sale by the post ofifice authorities as
stamped on the bond; such interest
to be payable either in cash at the post
ofifice of origin or in the form of certificate at any other post ofifice, the certisix

ficate to

be remitted post free to Ot-

tawa and a postal order there issued to

the holder of the bond and charged
against the account of the original
issuing post ofifice.
The ten-dollar
bonds should c repayable in two or
three years from the date of issue, with
an advantageous option for their exchange into an ordinary long-term
coupon bond at 4 per cent., so as to
afford an inducement for making the
saving permanent.
The interim one-dollar certificates
could be allowed to bear interest at any
desired rate not in excess of 5 per cent,
but not to be paid or allowed until the
certificates arc exchanged for ten-dollar
bonds. Thus a one-dollar certificate

are cjuitc coinmon, and at
points where industries are active there
is considerable building of small houses.
The tendency of the factory owner is to
locate at suburban or rural p(jints so as
to avoid the taxation and high rents of
large centres, and in consequence some
building is being done that is not covered by the issue of building permits.
"Judging by the Customs collections
at our principal ports, it is quite evident
that much merchandise is being brought
into the country, and at a rate out of all
proportion to the volume which came
This outside buying
in
last
year.
indicates great biiying strength, but
factories

1

.

which has been outstanding for six
months would be worth $1,023^ at the
post office of issue in exchange for the
definitive bond.

by bankers and shrewd
who look beyond the
immediate present, that Canada is
over-buying from abroad. There is no

It is quite possible that the money
thus raised would cost the Dominion
more for salesmanship and clerical
labor than an ordinary 5 per cent,
issue;
but it would be money which
could not otherwise be secured by the
Government, and the borrowing of it.
would not diminish by a cent the
ordinary reservoirs of available capital.
More important by far than this, it
would be money which as to about 90
per cent, would be spent on current
consumption (of dispensable luxuries)
if not thus corralled for the purpose of
national and individual Thrift.

this buying on so large
a scale is .sapping the economic strength
of the country, and the result will not
be apparent until the artificial stimuIt
lant of war orders is withdrawn.
cannot be urged too strongly that the
only safe and sane position for the
business men to be in at the present
time is one of freedom from current
One of the most assuring
liabilities.
features of the last bank statement
was the reduction in commercial loans.
The immediate cause was the liquidaSome caution,
tion of grain liabilities.
however, is being exercised, otherwise
the commercial loans of Canada would
be very much higher than they are at
Banks would readily accompresent.
modate the good borrower, but it is the
latter that very judiciously refrains

Are

We Really

Prosperous

?

KJOW comes the editor of iheFinandal
Post of Toronto with a review of
general conditions in Canada which
would indicate that we really are quite
prosperous and if able to learn her
lesson in thrift
that Canada will come
out of the war with her head up and

—

colors flying.
"For the half year which has just
closed the extent of the building done
in Eastern Canada does not come up to
that of last year.
So far the Financial
Post has received information from 26
Eastern Canadian points, and they
show returns for the month of June
amounting to §3,529,000, as compared
with 83,428,000 last year. At the
same points the permits issued for the
first six months of this vear amount to
$12,364,000 as compared with §13,039,028 last year. In the West the returns are somewhat better than for
the six months' period of a year ago.

Nine points report permits aggregating
$2,464,355, as compared with $1,694,970.
It cannot be said, therefore, that
building is as yet active. There is,
however, more inquiry- as to the cost
of building, and quite a number of
manufacturers are watching for prices
to adjust themselves so that building
can be done at a reasonable figure."
At some points, Windsor and Gait, in
Ontario, for instance, additions to

it is suggested
business men,

doubt but that

from incurring any more than necessary
liability.

"As reported elsewhere on this page,
the crops are advancing ver\' satisfactorily, and they are now at a point that
would justify business contracts on the
It is also fairly
basis of a normal crop.
clear that prices will rem.ain high until
the present crop is garnered and rnarShould orders for munitions
keted.
fall off during the next few months,
other factories making common everyday necessaries will continue active
The dearth of
for an indefinite period.
is now being disclosed by
the strong purchasing power which the
people now have.
"In some branches of the wholesale
trade there are indications that in the

commodities

country districts of Eastern Canada
there is a tendency on the part of the
retailers to curb their buying on account
of the unusually wet wgather and also

The

high prices.

movement

in

fact that the price

many

lines,

including

most of those in the hardware trades
and many in the grocery and dry goods
trades, has evidently reached the top is
a factor inducing caution, although
there is yet no indication that the readjustment to lower levels will be
immediate."
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of

the Empire

r^NE

of the marked characteristics
^^ of the British race is that no matter
what may be the programme for the

day, there always are plans "on the
hook," as the printers say, for the
future.
Even now while the whole
energy of the empire is bent upon pushing to a successful conclusion the war
with the Huns, plans are being discussed by the British statesmen and
press looking to the needs of our
government in the future, to the end
that the Empire may be able best to
continue its leadership. Under the
above title the editor of The Nation discusses some of these plans for the
future, several of which doubtless will
be of interest to Canadians. He says
in part
T^e mood which bids us look
forward to the day after peace is signed
for the opening of an era of constitutional reconstruction is the best proof
of the vitality of our civilization under
the shocks of war. The more we look
forward to-day, as the proposed Irish
:

compromise bids us, to these tasks, and
the more our rulers are pledged to
undertake them, the better

shall

we he

armed against the

lassitude and distractions of a new time.
nation does
not always live with its bow bent, and
there is a risk that peace might find us
disposed, in the reaction after years of

A

emotional and physical strain, to postpone big issues, and take a long holiday
from public duty.
It is well that before this time of
relaxation and unbending comes, the
pledges should be given which will forbid us to postpone too long the larger
tasks of reconstruction. Some of them
hivve their direct bearing on the world's
future peace.
A move towards restricted trade, and the ordering of our
intercourse by the hatreds of this war,
would, on the one hand, be the sure
pre[)aration for future strife.
A bold
move towards the federation of the
Empire and the organization of the
democratic control of our foreign policy,
would, on the contrary, give the impulse towards similar steps in other
countries.
Democracy is an international idea, and its advance moves
across frontiers in broad waves.
The
oiggest step towards European peace
would be the complete democratization of Germany, and in particular the
•eform of the Prussian Three-Class
ranchisc.
Every step which we take
ivill hearten the reformers in Germany,
is every step which they take will prepare the way for the obliteration of
he bitter past. The same thing is
rue of Russia, which is burdened with
I franchise system based on
the Prusi^n model.
The future of nationality
n Europe depends mainly on the
doption of federalism by Russia and

Montreal Daily Star

German Merchant: If
have we to sneak about in

the British navy has been defeated, then
a submarine which

is

afraid to

show

itself

why
out-

side of neutral waters ?

Austria.

The

obstacle

to

it

is

the

dread of the centralizing bureaucratic
mind that federalism means weakness.
If we adopt it, we may do something
to set a general fashion of regarding
it, on the contrary, as a guarantee and
proof of strength. Side by side with
these older constitutional problems we
would place the political emancipation
of women.
That also is an international idea, and our adoption of it
may set the model for Europe. An
exhausting war is commonly followed
by a world-wide period of reaction.
It lies with our will to break that
tradition.

For the moment, the most arresting
Imperial Conference
of the
to meet "immediately after
the war to consider the future government of the Empire"- or, in Mr.
Ascjuith's phrase, to "re-fashion" its
"faljric"
is the promise that it shall
deal with the Irish question. That the
whole Empire should be called in to
advise on the settlement of one of our
domestic questions is a novel, but also
aspect

which

is

—

—

a proper, departure. There are more
Irishmen outside Ireland than within
it, and neither their voices nor those of

the colonists of British origin are the
Aoices of outsiders, indifferent to our
concerns.
It is only candid to add that
we welcome this consultation with the
less hesitation because we know the
verdict in advance. The Dominions
have always urged Home Rule. Their
help will be especially vauable by reason of the experience which all of them
have had in the construction and working of federal institutions.
For before
these islands can take their place in an
Empire reconstructed for self-government, we must solve our own problem
of devolution.
The United Kingdom,
if it is to take its place side by side with
the Dominions, as the greatest unit in
a federal empire, must acquire a constitution somewhat similar to theirs.
That raises, not merely the question
of devolution, and the provision for

Wales and Scotland

of

some measure

Home

Rule, but also the question of
the Upper House; and each of these
questions includes, both for men and
women, a franchise issue.
The obstacle to any federal constitution is often the reluctance of the
of

central
of

its

Government to abandon any
That is the Russian

powers.
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The obstacle in our case is rather
the reluctance of the units to surrender
any of their powers to an Imperial
case.

The Dominions are, in fact,
morp nearly independent allies than
They possess and exercise
colonies.
body.

the right to levy tariffs, even on the
they
trade of the Mother Country;
have full control of their own armed
forces, including even their navies,
where these exist. Their share in bearing the financial cost of Imperial Defence has been very small, and it has
taken the form rather of the occasional
gift of a great warship, than of any
regular assessment. They handle every
question which afTects the citizens of
other parts of the Empire by legislation
at their own discretion, and we are not
sure whether they would agree to lay
the subject of Indian immigration, for
example, before an Imperial Conference, as we are laying the Irish question.
The Privy Council, by its Judicial Committee, retains its authority
in purely legal matters, while the whole
Foreign Policy of the Empire is centralized

in

our Foreign Office.

But

these are the only formal and effective
bonds of Empire, and neither of them

democratic.
true federal system, such as the
United States and the German Empire
possess, would include at the least as its
province the management of tariffs,
(like
defence,
inter-State questions
For
emigration), and foreign affairs.
some consultative organ for the interchange of ideas in all these questions
there will certainly be a demand, but
we question whether any unit of the
Empire is prepared to consider seriouslv the surrender of its autonomv
is

The

in

any

of these questions save the last.

Circumstances might, for example,
conceivably induce every unit of the
Empire, one after the other, of their
own motion to adopt permanent compulsory service or training, though we
hope, on the contrary, that a League
of Peace will make it unnecessary for
any of them. But we are quite sure
that neither we nor the Colonies would
accept conscription imposed by any
Imperial Legislature. The case is e\ en
clearer as regards tariffs.
Neither the
Dominions nor the LJnitcd Kingdom
is ever likely to surrender the tariff-

making power to a common Legislature.
Agreements there mtiy be from time to
time for some common policy, but the
variety of economic conditions in the
Empire is too great to permit any part
to surrender its autonomy.
of
it
Colonies which live by the export of
food and raw material will never submit to be outvoted by the representatives of a country which lives by manufacture;
and the converse is equally

L. Raven-Hill, in Punch, Lomtc".

of Verdun
The Old Fox: "\'ou don't seem to be getting
much nearer them."
The Cub: "No, father. Hadn't we better

The Grapes

The

creation of a genuine ZoUverein (comparable to the American or
true.

"German models)

lies,

if

anywhere,

in

give

the far distance; but if ever it comes, it
will be by treaty and negotiation, and
then by separate acts of local legislaFor a generation at least, the
tion.
inequality of population between the
mothcr-countr\' and the Dominions
must stand in the way of the creation
of real representative government, exercising the power to tax or conscript..
doubt if the Dominions would consent to be outvoted at every turn by
the British delegation, if its numbers
were ba.sed on population, nor could
we be asked to accept the fiction of
equality which governs (and commonly
international
assemblies.
nullifies)
Where, moreover, in such an assembly,
would India stand ? It could not be
ignored, but on any basis of population it would swamp all the rest of the

Cape Tim's, Cape Town

The Bosch:

wall at me,

sir ?"

Hollander: "No, sir.
sir, but I build

at you,

I

don't build

my

my

wall

wall, sir."

(The Amsterdam newsraper De Telegraof,

in

the course of a leading article, says it is satisfied that the measures taken by Holland are
warranted by the C-erman concentrations on
the eastern and southern frontiers, and points
out that the menace is badly hidden.)

out that they're sour ?"

current talk to-day is too much of
securing .safety by arms or (worse still
by exclusive trading. The saner and
broader mood will return in which men
understand that it is on policy that
In the control
safety chiefly depends.
of that policy the Dominions may ask
for a share, and no one among us woulr
gi\e a niggardly reply. Questions c
trade, tariffs, and defence may besi
be managed, perhaps, by periodica
conferences, more frequent and iiii>n
business-like than those of the j-.i-t.

We

It may even be necessary' to set u]
standing councils, on which the Agent
Bu
of the Dominions would serve.
we question whether these councils cai
in our day become Legislative bodie?
Their function will be to recommenc
policies which the several Parliament

Empire.

Cn the Border
"Do you build your

it

It is not a helpful task to dwell too
long upon the difficulties, where the
sentiment of unity exists. It has been
immensely strengthened by this war.
The %aIor, the endurance, and the
superb self-sacrifice of the Australians
and Canadians, who have given their
best blood at Gallipoli and Ypres,

may adopt

make an unanswerable demand, which
we must somehow satisfy, for the in-

To

clusion of the Dominions in the councils
Alert democracies will
of the Empire.
rush unquestioning at the call of
spiritual and physical kinship to the
but
aid of the motherland in peril;
when the cool mood of peace returns,
the fathers and mothers of these young
men will ask for guarantees that the
future policy of the Empire, whether
by diplomacy or by defence, shall be
so conducted that the need for such
The
tragic sacrifice shall not recur.

or reject. The growth o
closer federation must depend, wi
think, on the readiness of the Domin
ions to tax themselves voluntarih- fo
Imperial purposes on a scale whid

any

in this country
point is near, the chie
federation will be gont
now might be to revert f

approaches our burden

When

that
obstacle to
force

it

the tradition of Bunker's Hill.
jj
The more urgent and the easil
question is, we think, the admission 1
the Dominions to the control of foreig-

•

policy.
An arrangement by viiic
their agents or representatives migh
meet the Foreign Secretary- periodicall
in Council might satisf^' their reqiiin
ments, but it would leave ours ur

touched.

We

also require a Foreig

Committee (somewhere bctwee
the French and American models

Affairs

which

will

bring

varied

sections

<
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into close and confidential
association with our diplomacy.
reconstituted Upper House might serve
If repto link these two requirements.
presentatives of the Dominions and of
India sat in a reformed Upper House,
and if the Foreign Affairs Committee
were a joint delegation from both Com-

opinion

A

mons and Senate, we should
created an authoritative Council for
the Empire's external policy. To turn
the House of Lords into an Imperial
Chamber might, in the end, be a good
have

solution of more than one of our Constitutional problems.
To some common Council for a World's League of

Peace we look forward with President
Wilson. The Dominions must share
the determination of our voice within
Its success will depend fn great
it.
measure on the ability of the Empires
which support it to democratize their
own institutions. This League cannot
be based on the old broken structure
of close, secret, and unrepresentative
diplomacy. It will stand securely only
on a democratic platform.
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They do advocate an educational

and

he can still make a profit on
his business even though he is not entitled to any more than the inefficient
farmers.
Under a policy of free trade
or free imports the Canadian manufacturer would be compelled to use the
very latest and best machinery and
labor-saving devices and put out a
product that would compete with the
world. The British manufacturer has

fell

and a

fiscal

this reason

DEAD MAN'S
Who was the

HILL.

"dead ma?i" of Dead Man's

Hill?

of the

Tariff

"T^HE question

of tariff or free trade

one of location, according to one
of our foremost economists of the
Empire. Be that as it may, it is inter-

flame,

up

lives

say

to its

Was he some wanderer lone who
On a winter's night when the

North American continent if not the
world views the subject of free trade.

A nd the snow lay deep on the country side.

—

\

the poiliis grimly smile as they

That Dead Man's Hill
name.

esting to note the oi:inion of the editor
of the Grain Grower's Guide of Winnipeg the official organ of the largest
organization of agriculturalists on the

—

•

And

In a recent editorial entitled "The
Tariff and Efficiency" this editor says:
The organized farmers of Western
Canada favor free trade and direct
taxation on land values as the best
fiscal policy for Canada.
They know
from practical experience that it will
remove a considerable portion of the

formed

manufacturer

will

admit

pri-

vately that a great many manufacturers
(like a great many farmers) adhere to
antiquated methods which not only
increase the cost of their production,
but at the .same time lower the quality
of their products.
In such cases the
farmer has no corresponding compensation, but places his product on the open
market and is comjielled to take a price
for it that does not give him a fair return for his labor. We would not
advocate any legislation, nor do the
organized farmers advocate any legislation, to bonus such farming methods.

Wounded Tommy

is

Handled

N an article in the current issue of the
I

Atlantic Monthly Wilfred T. Grengives some interesting glimpses into
the workings of the Royal Army Medi-

cal Corps.

The question. What provision is
made for the average wounded Tommy
before he reaches England ? is so frequently asked these days that a brief
sketch of the various progressions of
the medical service may be considered
timely.
First of all, the Army itself provides,
from the R.A.M.C., a doctor for each
battalion, who always remains with the

regiment.

The men know him by

and know where to

find him.
has three orderlies of his own, a
Maltese cart for supplies, and "four
stretcher-bearers to each company
twenty-four in all. These men have

received special training in the work
of stretcher-bearing and the giving of
first aid;
in other respects they are
ordinary soldiers, and do not wear the
Red Cross. If fighting is very heavy

and these men are
died
air was

chill,

And the dirge of the wind was loud and
shrill

And
A

?

so did he

come

nameless grave

at last to
?

fill

Nay, who can

tell ?

I only know that the Dead Man's Hill
To-day is but known as a living hell.
—LONDON EVENING NEWS.

heavy economic burden under which
tlicy are laboring.
It is also a fact not
so generally admitted, but we believe
quite capable of demonstration, that a
policy of free trade, or rather free imports, would be the best policy for the
healthy development of our manufacturing industries. Any well in-

the

He

Lyijig arotind him so calm and still,
Corpses in blue and corpses in gray,
Friend and foeman, a grim arra^.
Shattered by shrapnel and scorched by

is

How

sight,

Plenty of comrades he has to-day

The Farmers' Side

in those lines can easily compete
with the world. The protective tariff
the agricultural industry
is bleeding
and is a drawback to the best development of manufacturing.

policy
policy
which will enable such farmers to procure the latest and most up-to-date
machinery for the operation of their
farms. In the case of the manufacturer,
er, however, there is not the incenti\'e
to modernize his business methods because the government steps in and provides legislation which enables him to
charge 25 to 40 per cent, more than a
For
fair market price for his product.
to help such farmers

been operating under free trade for the
last seventy years and as- a result the
high standard of Britisli manufactured
products is a byword throughout the
civilized world and British manufacturers have prospered.
In the case of
the abolition of the customs tariff in
Canada our manufacturers would be
able to l)uy their raw material at a
very much lower price than they are at
present and would consequently be
able to put their product on the market at a price which W'ould compete
with that of other countries.
have
in Canada men in the manufacturing
business of ability equal to any in the

We

world and we have workmen whose
skill is not surpassed.
We have also
large capital engaged in manufacturing.
These men do not need to lean upon
the tariff.
Canada is well adapted to a
great many manufacturing industries

happens,

killed,

— the medical

—as very often

officer

may

ask

his battalion cbmmander for additional
assistance.
At a pinch, the field-am-

bulance

men

(of

whom more

will

be

said later) will help to carry the wounded along the trenches. These men also
line with sterilized water,
look after the latrines, and wheel round
the medical supplies.
A few yards behind the line the medical officer has one or more heavily protected dugouts, called regimental deTo these the wounded walk or
pots.
are carried, and receive first aid. An
extra doctor, or even two, from the
R.A.M.C. field ambulance help here
in "unhealthy" tiines.
Roads do not
lead to every part of a line; often they
could not be used if they did. To be
near is not always to be accessible; so,
farther back from the trenches, in as
.safe a spot as can be found where it is
possible to carry a man by hand or on
wheeled stretchers, the "advanced
dressing station" of the R.A.M.C. is
placed.
This is probably in a cottage,
or barn, or in another, and larger, proThis dressing station
tected dugout.

supply the

must be

at a road-head if possible, so
that the motor ambulances may come
and carry away the wounded who have
been collected there from two or three
depots.
On account of the firing, these
ambulances may not be able to come
in till dark.
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In spite of all precautions, the
of

shadow

danger hovers dark over the men

who work

in

these stations.

In

the

midst of a heajj of bricks and rubbish,
in a ruined village of France, some blue
crystals of copper sulphate one day
attracted

my

attention.

how they had come

there.

I

wondered
"Oh, that's

that is left of a dressing station,"
the reply.
"A 'coal-box'* went
square into it; but the wounded were
in the dugout behind it, and were not
all

came

touched."
It is hard going for the motor ambulances over the shell-torn roads;
but squads of Tommies are eternally
repairing and filling up holes. The
wagons have good springs, and are as

merciful as anything could be.
places where the motors cannot

In
go,

horse-drawn ambulances assist.
The next stop is the field ambulance,
which collects the wounded from three
or four dressing stations.

It

usually

has room for about one hundred and
fifty patients at a time.
It must be
ready to move at once if the line moves,
and yet be able to keep patients for

two or three days if necessary. It
provides for operations on men wounded in the abdomen, or chest, for in these
cases every moment gained is priceless.
If possible, it is located beyond reach
of the enemy's guns.
Each bed is, in
reality,

wooden
carried
arises.

a stretcher, raised on rough
legs, so that it can he quickly
ofT, patient and all, if need
Each field ambulance has ten

Stretcher-bearers.
Yet one field ambulance at least has saved many lives
by being a "special abdominal hospital."
One poor fellow was operated on
an hour after being wounded, and was
saved as a result. The roof was one
day knocked off by a shell, but no one
was hurt, and the "special hospital"
only moved a few hundred yards to
one side, nearer a friendly mound. It
is all in

That
Colonel

had

ambulance in a church, wKere he
three hundred wounded. The

Cjermans overran the place before he
could move the poor fellows. He chose
to stay by his wounded.
From the
enemy he could get neither food nor
dressings;
indeed, he was forced to
help them, while foraging as best he
could for his own men, between times.
One morning the Germans raised hurried barricades across the streets.
An
excited battery, drawn up in the road,

began firing, and was shortly answered
by another from a distance. Then a
PVench battery suddenly came into
sight on the sky-line.
The Germans
hastily packed up and disappeared,
but not before they had rushed to the
church, seized on any wounded who
were able to stand or hobble, and ca-

them off. The colonel, rushing
out to welcome the incoming French,
found himself brought up short at the
ried

of several bayonets.
He had
mistaken for a disguised German.
But when once he was recognized, the

point
l)een

avoid accidents, as far as posssible their
work must be done at night. The
doctors go right on the field with the

officer.

officers

stretcher-bearers, and many have l)een
killed at this work.
They must stumble along in the dark
not even wearing the Red Cross badge, because the
white on its serves as a mark for the
enemy's snipers. Three of these doctors are civil surgeons, specially brought
out for their known skill and experience.
Yet no man in the R.A.ATC,
of whatever eminence, receives more
than the regimental pay of his rank,
however much he loses by accepting

—

the commission.
Of course, all the desirable conditions

can seldom prevail.

More than once

these field ambulances have shared
the fate of the advanced dressing
stations;

they have been shelled, and

men thereby. More than one
brave man has had to operate hour

lost

hour in these unfavorable situations, at the peril of his life, just as the
shells
also destroy the roads, up-

after

may

set

the ambulance cars, and

Soldiers' slang for a shell of large calibre.

kill

the

The Editors

my

friend
accei^ted his vicissitudes.
the war he had made his

——

Earlier in
field

and two hundred and
thirty or two hundred and forty men
for stretcher-bearing and for tent work.
Its motor ambulances leave for the
dressing stations about sunset;
to
medical

the day's work.
is the spirit in which

hearty Frenchmen overwhelmed him
with more kisses on both cheeks than
fall to the lot of the average British

From the field ambulance, the stream
flows on to the next stage in the long
journey the hospital at the nearest
rail-head, called a Casualty Clearing
Station.
Now that the roads are better, traveling is safer, and shells seldom
reach so far back.
In France, where
firm trust in the line prevails, there has
been a wonderful developm.ent of these
stations.
A large proportion of their
two hundred beds are real hospital beds.
The presence of nurses and sisters adds
a psychic and spiritual factor of untold
value to the man on the road to recovery. Patients likely to get well in a
fortnight need go no farther than these
stations.
Every ingenuity has been
exercised to adapt the school, brewer>',
or whatever the buildings occupied, to
the purposes of preventing wastage,
and at the same time so thoroughly renewing "Tommy" that he may soon be
back in the fighting line again.
Some casualty clearing stations have
become really marvelous hives of work.
Out of the eight officers at each station,
four are probably civil surgeons with

—

varied, special lines tf work; while the
eighty-five men allotted include carpenters,
tin.smiths,
washmen, store
clerks, di.spensers, armorers, wardiren,

and that useful variety
"batman." This place

of
is

man calltd
really like a

large .sieve.

Ca.ses that will need loiii^
and, in rush times, Ic-n
.serious cases, are placed on hospital
trains, each with three medical offi( rand two nurses, or on large canal I ar^i ~
if the jolting of the train is liable
to
hurt such injuries as bad fractures
five hundred men in a train, or thiri\
on a barge. A motor convoy, with a
doctor in charge, always does the transference work.
Some casualty clearing stations arc
aliiiost entirely rest-camps, sending tlic
less serious cases back in a week or two,
but with everv'thing renewed, washed,
repaired, and ready for the line.
Splendid new surgical methods have been

treatment,

(

devised, and fractures can now be s( t
here so that frequently they will need
no rearrangement at the base hospital.
Many operations entailing the remo\ al
of larger and more obvious foriiKii
bodies can l)e performed; much othi r
major surgery- is also accomplish.cd.
Hundreds of our soldiers are now heakcl
at these developed casualty clearing
stations, and are saved the time and«

expense involved in sending them toa

W

the base.

And now,

the serious cases, arrivedi
at one of the bases, which are purposely
multiplied so that the stream can never
be enfirely blocked by any accident,
are carried in motor ambulances (in
France now the property of the Red
Cross Society) to the stationary general^
or special, hospitals provided. In thes^
are found every comfort and convenience of the most modern hospital.

To-day over
ready
first

if

had

fifty

thousand beds ar^;

required.
These hospitals atto be installed in hired hotels,;

or in canvas marquees; but graduallyj
they are being transferred to veritable
cities of asbestos, iron, or wooden huts
on the beautiful French seacoast|
There are infectious hospitals, specia
fracture hopsitals, hospitals for slighl
dressings,

massage,

and

finishing-uf

purposes, fine convalescent camps, and
beyond, all this, provisions for gamesJ
for recreation at night, and for religiouf
exercises.

Those men who cannot return

to th4

line are periodically shipped to Eng|
land on fine hospital steamers, still it
charge of doctors and nurses, and go td

hospitals in England if necessary. Tha#*
only one hospital ship has been tor*;
pedoed, or mined, in this "even.day'g
service is a marvelous testimony to the*'
In order
efficiency of the naval guard.

that empty beds may always be ready
"across the water," and no wounded
men be left untended, there must alContinued on page 235.
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Old Dr. Nominigan
By Jean Blewett
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The

first

named
"Mil
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were away at last. Starting
on a holiday is one thing,
starting on a hunt for health is
another; but we were determined as
far as possible to combine the two.
We were off to .'Mgonquin Park, to the
heart of the ancient wood, to see what
loafing, fishing, fresh air, and sunshine
would do for the man of the house who
was slowly, too slowly, recovering from
a nervous breakdown, caused by overwork.
If only Peter had consented to this
outing in time to prevent his illness,
are

—but

born

to

holidays and

upon

them.

what

will

holidays,

you ? Some
some achieve

some have holidays thrust
Peter

belonged

to

the

latter.

We
iity,

Ojibway squaw who had her first tepee there
Nominigan, meaning "among the balsams"
MMiiN
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WE

instead

it

talk about the strength of herethe power of environment, but,

all, habit is the force to be reckoned with. Habit is the thing that leads
when the leading is good, and drives

after

it isn't.
The man who sticks to
the treadmill till the motion is second
nature to him does not step off he
either jumps off, or falls off.
Peter
has chosen the latter method, and had
managed to tangle himself up to such
an extent that the old treadmill's
shadow stayed right with him through
the weeks that followed.
By and by, a
haggard,
hollow-eyed,
weak-kneed
Peter had, acting on the doctor's urgent
advice, signified his desire to start upon
the trip planned quite awhile before.
The ancient philospher said "Do
nothing in haste," and someone has
remarked that the flavor of the fruit
we long for improves with waiting.
Do not wait too long, though, if a holi-

when

—

iiiBii miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii
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day be the thing in question. By the
time we were ready to start we were
so tired we didn't care whether school
kept or not. Only that we had wired
the Lincoln Deans of Montreal to join
us at Ottawa, and go on to Algonquin,
I believe we would have postponed the
trip still further.

C\^

an August evening we left the
Grand Central terminal New York,
arriving in Ottawa ne.xt morning after
a good night's rest. Mr. and Mrs.
Lincoln Deans were on hand, and our
party proceeded via Ottawa Division
of the Grand Trunk to Algonquin Park,
169 miles further on.
We had planned to stay at the Highland Inn.
Friends of ours summering
there the season before had come home
in love with the place, bringing back,
22Q
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To think

that in less than a

the powers that be

besides the acquired tan, red cheeks,
and health, tall fishing stories, moving
tales of unsurpassed scenery', reports
of meals to make one's mouth water.
But to secure the necessary quiet for
our invalid we decided on a camp in
the woods.
Mrs. Lincoln Deans rather insisted
on it. She had made a couple of visits
to the Maine Camps, and come to the
conclusion that a camp in God's great
out-of-doors was the very best thing
for

body and

soul.

"I've secured accommodation for us
all at the Nominigan Camp," she told
"One has to speak ahead these
us.
days. Nominigan oh yes, you say it
softly
so " trailing the word off her
"It means health, you
pretty lips.
poor sick man," she went on addressing
Peter, "or the equivalent of health
the first Ojibway squaw who had her
first tepee there named it Nominigan,
"
meaning 'among the balsam.'
in a
returned
old enthusiasm
flood as we drove the seven miles
through the wood to camp.
"The bigness of things takes my
breath," I cried. "To-morrow I'll see
the beauty, and feel the charm of the
place, but this first day I can only
sense its size and but yesterday I
Think of it 1"
broiled in New York.
grew and
coolness
delicious
spread. At "Nominigan" a wood fire

—

— —

My

—

A

week

later Peter

was

for rushing off to fish before

to get into trouble

glowed in the grate, welcome and
supper waited us in what visitors term
"The gathering ledge" a long twostory building of squared logs, boasting
a gothic roof, and rustic verandah.
Peter was hardly able to take his place
at the table, but I was ashamed of the
way the rest of us demolished the good
victuals.

"We'll soon have a try at the speckled
trout," Lincoln Deans said to Peter
as we half led, half carried him to our
own particular cedar cabin. Peter's
answer was a groan of utter weariness.
"I'll never feel up to it," he exclaimed
with mournful conviction, "never."

To think that less than a week later
Peter was to get into trouble with the
powers that be for rushing off to fish
before he had secured a license
Not only that but he had vim enough,
pepper enough to argue his case. Why
should he pay five dollars for the privilege of fishing while his friend Deans
Dean a Canadian ?
paid only three
Well, so was he^by marriage, wife
born and brought up in Toronto.
Anyway he had caught more fish than
Dean here was the money— and could
he get the latest in tackle at the park
He could and he did. Before
store ?
long he was living out doors, and eating three square meals a day without
coaxing.
He could walk without
!

!

—

weaving by

this time.

with

he had secured a license

He was

getting

human

No more

again.

raging

or

into exhaustion, if
His
crossed in the smallest matter.
every da\
irritability was lessening
The nervous activity which like a
tormenting devil had harried and

weeping himself

driven and chased him (and everyone
about him) into perpetual unrest, was
Rest that was not of
losing its grip.
the body alone, but of the mind and
heart as well, laid its healing totach.

Then came

a

wholesome

a waking-up to

life

as

it

exhilaration,

were.

2,000 feet nearer the sky
than we were wont to be.
This world of wood and water--a
couple of million acres of it— is wise
She
old Mother Nature's sanitarium.
prescriptions.
her
of
none
away
gives
W'hy should she ? How could she ?
"Come ye city people worn out, tired
out, blinded with dust, and loaf and
visit with your souls," she cries aloud,
"while I make you fresh, and new, and
wash you with the mists of
strong;
morning, heal you with breath of balsam, and with a philter brewed of the
heat of the sun at noon, the silver of^
the moon at night, a red drop from the
heart of all the young and growingthings—with other and subtler com-

"VWE were

"

—

pounds make you

forget

you ever

thought yourself old and unlovely."
"Whole:onieness"

is

the word she writes

•

•
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over the entrance, and gladness is
spelled out in little lights of laughter
(a wilderness electric sign) on the exit.
Our party had the table between
the window and the stone fireplace.
At noon with said window wide open,
we ate to the music of the birds.
thought nothing could be nicer than
the table with its fine napery and
But
silver waiting us in the sunshine.
when dinner time came and we sat, the

We

closed window with its background of
red gold sunset, on one side, and on the
other the woody smelly hearth_ fire

throwing

glow on

its

floor

and

ceiling,

taking us all into its welcoming circle,
we weren't so sure.
"I'd like to capture the chef and
take him home with me," Lincoln
Deans remarked. "We never get a

cooked like this."
never get a fish like this to
cook," his wife reminded him. "There s
no fish has the flavor of the one
you catch yourself, and send
to the pan before the water
dries on it."
"I caught this one," bragged
fish

"We

231

ed to think only of having a good time
with the men. It was silly of me to
mind, but he had been my care for so
long, and now that he was looking his
old healthy, dominant self once more I

wanted

my

share of attention, natur-

not nearly such a tousled

Peter,

asked

come along, you two ?"
They did not, and I was glad of it, in
a way. I had the primitive woman's

my

desire to get
man all to myself
alone, the two of us, in a world of sunkissed water and wind-swept wilder-

—alone

in the

SMILED
caught

me

to

at

it.

Algonquin wilds.

and Peter
"What's funny ?"

my.self

he demanded, then, without waiting
for an answer:
"Do you know, you're

in

the presence

his eyes said:
round face and

!

The waves came murmuring

feel

all

feast,

safe any-

where since Conan Doyle was
here," laughed the Toronto
youth who has a canoeing
party of ten with him. "Hear
about the eight pounder his
wife caught ?
Regular patri-

—

arch of a salmon-trout fished for by every angler of repute
who came to the place used to
shake his saucy tail and give
one and all the go-by. Well,
no sooner does he learn that
Sherlock Holmes is on his trail
than he flies in such a panic
Lady Doyle has no bother at
all capturing him.
Has her
photo taken with him. I saw
it reproduced in English maga-

—

zine later with
"Eight-pound
salmon -trout caught by Lady
Doyle, wife of Sir Conan Doyle,
:

in

Smoke

Lake,

Algonquin

Park, Canada, June 26th, 1914."
"Mine weighed all of that,"
exclaimed Peter, "but I forgot
to get his picture."
"You're no relation to a
'lord,"

we

told him.

"Who cares

?
I had as much
fun landing my fish as though
I was a prince of the blood,"
he laughed, "and to-morrow
Louis, the guide, is taking me
off on a two-days' trip to some
fisherman's eden he knows of."
I felt depressed.
Peter seem

!

shore-

and small warm nooks, to
the sweetness and grandeur that
go to make this Desert of Delight.
cool spaces,

ing.

"They don't

youf

ward, the oaks had a song, the balsam a
breath, and nearer seemed near enough
to neighbor with.
And because every perfectly happy
woman is more or less of a pagan, I
felt like singing a hymn of praise to
rock and river, lake and forest, sunshine, moon-mist, and starlight, great

—

upon which we were

of

alive !"

Peter. "You know that big rock
They were
at the point ?
hiding behind it, and
" followed a stirring, thrilling description of the landing of the
fish

tyke a^

dimples back; you're pink as a rose,
from your head to your feet you're the
sweetest thing in the world, and what's
better still, you're all alive
alive

to

T

—but

"You have your
you ?"

Lincoln Deans.
Peter gripped my shoulder with a
brown, sinewy hand.
"Just her Royal Highness here, want

ness

especially

other people

ally.

"Who's going with

little

when we left home ?"
Not much of a compliment, but wild
horses couldn't draw praises from

"You know that big rock at the point? They were hiding behind it, and—"
then foUowed a thrilling description of the fish upon which we were feasting
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New

Prices August

The

1,

1916

following prices for Ford cars will be
effective on and after August ist, iqi6

Chassis

•

•
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ANNOUNOEMENT
In order to protect the public
AND trade from substitution it
IS DEEMED ADVISABLE TO STATE
THAT THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY
GENUINE

RUPIRSET

BRUSHES
ARE

PRESE]SrTEI>

TO THE TRADE BY

RUBBERSET

OOMPAJSTY,
OP CANADA

EMPIRE BLDG.

64

WELLINGTON

ST.

Ltd.

TORONTO

E. L. He'SVes, Manager

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER
CANADIAN CONCERN
SOME IMITATION BRUSHES ARE
STAMPED WITH WORDS INTENDED
TO DECEIVE THE BUYER; BUT
ONLY BRUSHES STAMPED THUS:—
RUBBERSET—ARE actually— RUBBERS ET
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GENUINE

DIAMONDS
ON CREDIT
Save money on

your

Diamonds byibuying from
We are Diamond Importers, Terms 20%
u>.
down. tl. »2 or $3 Weeltly. We guarantee you
every advantage in Price and Quality.
Write to-day for CaUlogue. it is FREE.
part of
We send Diamonds or Watches to any
Payments
Canada for inspection at our expense.
may be made Weekly or Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers
IB Toronto Arcade, Dept. G., Toronto, Canada.

The Manufacturing Future
of Canada
Continued from page

A Sounder

GLASSCO'S
SiiprcrTie <Juality

20;j.

Financial Basis

Than Ever

Jams, Jellies, Marmalade
Catsup, Grape Juice

Vl/HAT
the

named

changes have taken place

in

position of the corporation
are only the counterpart of

those of other corporations in a very
great variety of undertakings. A knitting factory in 1913 suspended dividends and owed a large sum to its
banker. Its order book was discouraging and its selling staff aided by cost
To-day
prices could not do business.
it has a large credit balance with its
bankers, its order book is full and its

merely keeping up its
with the market and
giving some help in the obtaining of
that scarce article raw material. This
selling staff

is

acquaintance

Sports Coats
For

outdoor

active

nothing

life

equals in attractiveness and com-

Jaeger Sports Coats, either in
camel hair or white and fashionable

—

instance

the

represents

change that

has taken place.

Expenditure That

Means Preparedness

fort

These with Jaeger Spencers,
Cardigans, Golfers and Sweaters
offer a choice of garments for outdoor wear unsurpassed in attraccolors.

tiveness.

A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr.
Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to
Dr. Jaeger

TOROHTO

"'"'^JL^^T'"" Co, Limited

MONTREAL

WIDMPEG

Incorporated In EnKland in 1883, with British
Capital (or thr British Empire.

M

a

Tires that are kept inflated

prpisuru

r«(:oin mended

to

by

the

tire

last twic« ns long as tires
are used with thi; iiir in thmii

itiiikept,
ili:it

iiTiniensiired.

SCHRADER UniverBal
Tire Pressure Gani£e

Us> a
.Hid

double the

Wti-

of your

tir.;s.

Price tl.1'> at yiiur dealer or

A.

SCHRADER'S SON. Inc.
— ToronttJ
llaytcr St.

20-'i2

London

New York

Cixlraao

Highest award at the Panama
Pacific Exposition

r^N

done by the money being
^'^ made, and that will be made, depends the success of Canadian manu-

what

facturing

is

enterprises

when

the

re-

ence stock, existed.
Moreover the
debt to banks in excess of what it should
be, has been cut down.
Industries
that two years ago were tied to their
banks are now in a position to select
any bank they desire to do business
with and banks are seeking for their
business.
To a greater extent than
ever Canadian manufacturers can go
to the United States and take advantage of any lower rates of discount that
may be available there. To this significant change another can be added and
it is the investment of profits in bringing plants to a state of the greatest
efficiency.
New buildings are being
equipped with devices that avoid loss
made evident by the experience of the
last decade of industrial growth in this
new field. Canada has its own market

VISITING CARDS
Ladies' or Gentlemen's printed to orderlatest styles. Fifty cents per hundred,
post paid.

FRANK

H.

BARNARD,

Printer

35 Dundas Street, Toronto.

The

by Germany and
Austria, as well as by our allies have
not been forthcoming to meet the dearticles supplied

mand

for

them.

was as unprepared

home

The United States
meet the demand

to

be some
years before the usual source of supply
will be, or can be, rescuscitated. Meanwhile the home industries are using
their profits of to-day to lay the foundaas the

factories.

It will

most made at

Better and cheaper than

Glassco, Limited, Fruit Preservers

OAKVILLX. ONTARIO.
.See

display at Exhibition, Toronto, in

mavu-

facturers' building.

For Excessive

^^

Perspiration

WHEN
Odo

tired

Toilet

and heated, No-MoWater is cooling and

restful.

The excessive perspiration from which many
nervous women suffer is invariably due to oversensitive nerves, which affect the sweat glands
of certain parts of the body, particularly the
No-Moarmpits, palms of the hands and feet.
Odo Toilet Water corrects this condition. It
soothes and cools the sensitive glands and
causes the secretions to become^ normal.

in some respects differs from
others and domestic industries are now
in

perfect cleanli-

\vi;h

home.

which

symjjathy with it. For two
years now it has been left to them.

lllf^PTiTe

sugar.
Preserved
ness and cEre.

adjustment following the war w'ill have
to be faced.
At present the great bulk
of the establishments have caught up,
or are in sight of doing so, with what
arrears of interest on funded debt,
and dividend on cumulative prefer-

more
liift^

Guaranteed only the ripe sound fruit of
the choicest variety and pure granulated

No-Mo-Odo
WATER

TOILET
—

perfectly harmless does not retard the
natural action of the skin pores but has a tonic
effect on the perspiratory ducts and dispels all
disagreeable odor.
is

Only 60c a bottle at drug and deor sent direct
partment stores
prepaid if you mention this adver;

tisement.

WM.
Toronto,

H. LEE, Druggist
.

C.

•

*

M. Dept.

Canada
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tion for a permanent business in furnishing those articles that hitherto came

abroad.
"We made most
in selHng cheap stuff for the
15 cent stores before the war but now
we are producing the higher class
articles that commands a good price
and leaves us a wider margin of pro-

235

_.li

from

money

fit.

When you take to the Woods

We

have laid down machines and
worked out processes that will,

liave

we

figure, place us in a position to keep
the market against Saxon competition.
Saxony supplied Canada with the
goods we now ship and have a year's
orders on our books now, but we can
hold the market that hitherto because
of sentiment and custom we could not
get before." That is what one factory
superintendent told the writer and it
is the counterpart of what others have
said.
There is no doubt but that
henceforth the home market of Canada
will be served to a greater extent by
home products.
Making munitions

has made many skilled workmen; it
has taught many manufacturers what
accuracy and thoroughness means;
and it has placed them on a sounder
position than they have heretofore
been.
By having to face new orders
for goods not hitherto demanded a new
resourcefulness has been created and
the national duty remaining as to see
that it is kept alive. When the days of
peace come the re-adjustments of
wages, tariffs, and international trade
relations will leave the advantage with

who have

the raw material, the
the commercial
efficient labor and
sagacity to make the most of them.
Canada in all these respects is assuming
a new and more vigorous consciousness.
those

How

the

Wounded Tommy
is

ways be some units more or less
meet the varying requirements
unprecedented war.

Lemnos and Malta

in smallest bulk, that will stand up fresh and clean and sanitary
in any climate.
All these requirements are met in

Shredded Wheat
the ready-cooked whole wheat food, the favorite out-door food
camp in the woods, bungalow in the country, for the long
tramp or the automobile tour.
diet of Shredded Wheat in
for the

A

Summer means good

digestion, buoyant
energy, mental alertness and
top-notch physical condition.
Shredded Wheat

idle to

of this

One man blames

having too
another blames
Mesopotamia for having too few. In
France at least, where the main part
.of our armies is located, the balance
has been most wonderfully preserved.
The good men of the R.A.M.C., see
for

doctors while

the magnitude and difficulty of the
problems, and if they feel they "might
do more elsewhere," instead ofisquealing they find temporarily other outlets
for their energies
and these are endless.
The fact that a small percentage
in every profession is faulty is only a
confession that this is a human world.
The one great comfort which the public
can take to heart is that the heads of
the service are not the inflexible, conservative officials, who care only for
old methods, and conventions, and
statistics
as critics both in and out of
Parliament might lead us to infer. In

—

—

food that is easily and
quickly prepared, that supplies the greatest amount
of body-building nutriment

Handled

Continued from page 232.

many

When you take to the
woods you will want to
take with you an out-door

is deliciously nourishing;
with milk or cream, or in combination with
berries or other fresh fruits. Triscuit is the

Shredded Whole Wheat Wafer— a crisp,
tasty snack for luncheon or outdoor picnics or excursions by land or sea. Serve
it with butter, soft cheese or marmalades.
"Made

in

Caoada" by

The Canadian Shredded Wheat
Toronto Office:

49

Co. Limited

Welliniton Street East

llillllll

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
Offers a cordial

welcome and courteous service to all.

RATES
Rooms with Running Water
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

$1.50 per day
$2.00 per day

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 per

ia
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France, where

C^ttain-teed
Roofings
^APlMt"^

>TOR

I

saw the work

of the R.

A.M.C., from the liasc to the trenches,
the one great,
impressive feature
was the flexibility displayed, and that
willingness to receive suggestions which
alone can lead to perfection. Such suggestions are tested thoroughly, and the
old methods discarded if found wanting.
A fine detective service is always a
comfort to peace-abiding people, besuggests efficiency. A better
knowledge of the R.A.M.C. in France
reveals it as a thoroughly up-to-date

cause

it

secret service.
If

you want

real

^5^H^^^/

from

service

^^^^
the roofing you
lay on your
buildings, buy "CERTAIN-TEED," and look for this
guarantee on every

roll.

CERTAIN-TEED

is guaranteed to last 5. 10 or 15 years,
according to ply (I, 2 or 3). Experience has proven that
it outlasts its guarantee.
It is very different from inferior
roofing sold by mail. It is safer than wood shingles; looks
better than galvanized iron or tin; is easier to lay and
cheaper.

Get

CERTAIN-TEED

know and can

from your

rely upon.

end.
It is sold
able prices.

by good

local dealer,

whom

you

It will save you money in the
dealers all over Canada at reason-

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World^s Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers.
Distributing centers: Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg, St. John's, N. F., Halifax, Regina, Brandon,
Calgary, Vancouver.

Nine Useful Articles
In

TwR.y
^^

JS"'^'

'"^

COMBINATION
DIPPER

wnnt
miiJi

CS>
fV«Ot<T&t

BRASS

HMrin

One

The Pelco Improved

the most useful
and sanitary device

Dipno

is

sonoM

ever invented for your kitchen. Nine articles in
one: Fruit Jar Filler, Measuring Cup, Flour Sieve,
Water Filter, Jelly Mould. Coarse and Fine Strainer, Egg Poacher, Coffee Percolator.
It is light, durable, will not rust, and lasts for
It will save you many a step and you will
years.
wonder how you ever did without it. Sent prepaid
to your address for only 35c. stamps or currency.
Absolute Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money

Refunded.
Agents

— Belliveau made $80

in ten

days

in-

troducing this dipper. You can do as well.
Whole or spare time workers wanted. No experience necessary. Send for sample TO-DAY
and secure your home territory.

Address our nearest

ofifice,

Dept. 101

THE PELCO PRODUCING COMPANY
28 Wellington West,

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

Each

division of sixty

thousand men has a chief executive
officer, called the A.D.M.S.,
assistant
director of medical services,
as has
each base, and also each advanced base.
These report to their army head offices,
over which presides a D.M.S., director of medical services,
arjd these
again to the surgeon-general at General
Headquarters, "somewhere in France."
The town where he works is not named.
Even if one finds the town, only the
elect know where the G.H.Q., is; and
only those who gain admittance to it
would credit the truly marvelous system which enables it to keep in touch
with ever>' last medical officer, with
every individual patient, and, of course,
with the War Office in England.
Endless graphic charts in bright
colors are kept, illustrating every valuable line of knowledge connected with
Durthe administration of the forces.
ing our visit a discussion on the value
Instantly a chart
of helmets arose.
was produced showing at a glance every
head wound for every day since the
office started work, and the proportion
of head wounds to those of any other
part of the body. Thus, for one month,
let us suppose that the total wounds
were three thousand two hundred.
Seven hundred and sixteen were of the
head. Of these four hundred were
The maslight, two hundred severe.
jority were on the side and back of the
head, as against the crown, and were in

—
—

—

order

Allay Pain Quickly
by applying a (ew
It is

and

—

how economical, because only a
few drops are required to do the work.
use and

Absorbine.JTMt ANIIStPIIC lIlflMtMT
.H< Hta> u. «.

wound aseptically clean, and promotes rapid and healthy healing. It allays
pain and inflammation prom( tly. Swollen
glands, painful varicose veins, wens and
bursal enlargements yield readily to the

the

application of Absorbine, Jr.

A 10% solution sprayed into the
throat is cleansing, healinK and
kilH the germs. An excellent preventive thoroughly efficient and
yet positively harmless. Absorbine^
Jr., is made of herbs, non-iwisonous and non-destructive of tissue.

—

—

4BS0RBIIIIJi

Absorbine,

Jr., $1.00 a bottle at
druggists or postpaid.

A LIBERAL TRI/iL BOTTLE Z'Lfo
your address upon receipt of lOc in
stamps.

W^JToung.
512

AUTOMATIC ADDER
a
^ Absolutely aciuratf, quickly and

easily

durably maUe.
All metal
Oapa'^ty, *999.999.99.
CMlng.
New
ubique principle. s*ves time, brain
work, and eliminates errors.
Thousands of plea8e<I owners.
Biggest
value ever offered in an a<lder, Guaranteed accurate for one year. Makes
adding easy for anyone.
Sent preAgenta
paid for 3.00. Order to-iUy.
wanted.

\AA ^^I
^^

BENVIN SPECIALTY

CO., Toronto, Ontario.

WUson
Marine Motors
The

best motor and for
the least money. Guaranteed for five years.

Send for Catalogue "O.*

WilsoB Motor Co.
WalkerviiU

Oat.

the

Can be

line,

from any ink
Every "A. A."
and properly

m.ade and will not leak or blot
Fully Guaranteed

S2.00 and up

FREE—An "A.A." clip on evety
••A.A." Pen.

Ask your

dealer or write for

illustrated catalogue

the movements of
invaluable suggestions had

Again, the discussion turned to the
from typhoid fever. Charts
losses
were instantly produced, showing that
in the Boer War the wastage from
typhoid was one hundred men out of
every thousand; in Dongola, seventy;
in
in the Nile expedition, eight-five;
China, twenty; in Mashonaland, sixty;
in France to-day, one; and even with
the addition of doubtful cases and
para-typhoids, it is only three and
If one case of typhoid
eight-tenths.
is diagnosed in the whole British Expeditionary Force, from Switzerland

filled

well or bottle.
Pen is carefully

—

been made.

UN

for service.

into consideration

oj)erated,

P. D. F.

Bldg., Montreal, Can.

For years tie"A.A." SELF-FILLING
I as teen giving uniIt is tl e one
versal satisfaction.
Fountain Fen which is alvays ready

FC IhllAlS

and the abdomen, one hundred.
By comparing the months, and taking

$3.0O

Lymans

Whtn you tuy a four.tain pen you
are entitled to Ecn-.ethirg irore than a
pen that -will n erely vrite for a while.
You sho uld secure lasting satisfaction.

dred;

NEW

I

an efficient germicide as well as a dependable liniment. When applied to cuts,
bruises and sores, it kills the germs, makes
is

of shrapnel, bullet, shell.
The leg injuries came next four hundred and twenty; the chest, two hun-

the

iJropb of Absorbine, Jr.

surprising how promptly it penetrates
acts how clean and pleasant it is to

&

Arthur A. Waterman

and

prices.

Company,

Established 1895,

34

New York
Thames Street,
The
with
connected
Not
Company
L. E. Waterman

C»y.

^

Become

A Registered Nurse

and receive pay while learning
The Beth Isrmel Hospital of New York City. Pounded

1890.

Accredited bv the New York St«te-Educition Dept. Offers a two
.udone-h»ir y««r c^ou™ in trainiiie for nurKes with .Uowjnce
Appllcanl> must have had one year bigb
an.i maliitenanre.
BOhool inetru.-ttoii or \U eihicational eyuivalent
For partli-uliirs, address
,-.
»,
Beth Israel Hospit«l, 4a Jefferson Street, New York City.

„
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to the sea, it is known by telegraph the
same night at G.H.Q., and next morning the cause of its origin must be
hunted for by the medical officer nearYet in the trenches west
est the case.
of Ypres our Allies had 6,000 cases of
typhoid when we took them over.
Typhoid was endemic in all the villages,
and 26,000 Belgians had to be per-

suaded to be vaccinated.

The

"trench-feet" chart was the next
It showed a tracing
somewhat like that of the'fever of acute
pneumonia, large numbers at first,
and then a rapid return to next to none,
a fall like the subsidence of the fever
crisis.
Once and again occurred a
little rise, a small relapse, but each one

one produced.

—

—

was accounted for. The week before,
we had seen a batch of Highlanders
straight out of the trenches, with disfeet, sitting and lying around a
The chart inlarge dressing station.
stantly revealed, not only the fact, but

abled

continuous fighting, wet,
the cause;
snow-flooded trenches, no time to
change socks for two days, and so no
reprimand for the medical officers in
"Trench feet" have almost
'charge.
a misdemeanor, so successful
are the precautions for preventing the
trouble.
To us, the most interesting chart of
all was that showing the total sick and

become

wounded

for every

day of thewar.

lines of rise and fall looked
relapsing fever, and with

appended comments,

much
the

The
like
brief

gave one a

it

history of the fighting. This big red
rise meant Loos, and that one Festuthis one meant the Battle of
bert;
Ypres, that one the advance of Hooge.
The level blue line denoted fine weather

Flanders and less sickness. The
strange thing seemed that sickness
showed always nearly twice as much
wastage as wounds (except in cases of
big attacks) in spite of all the advances
We also noticed that,
of hygiene.
in

when

fighting

was most

severe, sicktime to take

"No
ness grew less.
notice of it" was the explanation.
The public must realize that examinations for physical fitness to enter the
army are fallible and are often hurried.
A certain economic loss is entailed by
drilling

and sending out men who have

be sent home as useless. Seeing that old men give false ages to get
passed through, and that young men
are no more veracious; that appearthat past illnes.ses
ances are deceptive
may be denied, and many disabilities
and hereditary taints concealed temlater to

;

wastage will always
porarily,
But where it occurs is accurateoccur.
ly known it is brought home as soon as
this

;

possible, to the responsible examiner,
and, if his mistakes are serious, he soon
finds himself weeded out, like other

"undesirables."
The consideration of just one appar-

simple

ently

problem

— the
—
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personal

cleanliness of the armies
is worth a
moment's attention. It is unnecessary
to say that it is a matter of supreme

importance. The very first step had
to be to take over the whole sanitary
arrangements of every village and town
anywhere near the fighting lines, the
water-supply, sewerage, and drainage:
an Augean task for the modern Hercules
But it has been accomplished,
as the splendid health statistics of the
enormous semi-stationary armies that
flooded into these villages demonstrate.
Ambulatory chemical laboratories repeatedly test the source of every watersupply; not a pump or tap but has a
certificate of some kind attached to it.
!

Ambulatory pathological laboratories
everywhere pry into the secrets of "bug
diseases."
Breweries and factories are
commandeered and converted into pubbaths. Two thousand Tommies a
are washed in one of these, in
batches of one hundred and fifty at
times to the music of "Jack Johnsons"
dropping into the water-supply. "Tin
sheds" have been erected for "itch"
treatment a skin disease that has laid
up as many as four thousand men at a
time.
No happier men exist in France
anywhere than these victims just freed
lic

day

—

—

from their tortures. The jolly naked
crowds of splendidly developed fellows,
singing and shouting in the great baths
within hearing of the thunder of the
guns, make the murder of war seem
plain devilish.

The

plagues of vermin are an additional horror.
A shirt preserved in a

Tommy

;

through

Newfoundland fogs
steam heroic squadrons of women
sees

surpassing goodness of

our Coffees
if

is

not surprising

you consider the story of

our

years as a business

fifty

house

Baths

is said to have come
there unattended.
So while
is
tubbing, his clothes are superheated
and hot-ironed clean underclothing is
provided, and he goes out a self-respecting being again.
Meanwhile, in improvised laundries,
truly built of "consecrated" iron, one

glass at

The

of

Fifty years of constant study
to bring to the coffee drinkers

of

North America the

best to

be found in the plantations
of the world.

at-

tacking what appear, in that flat
country, to be mountains of the dirty
clothes of armies.
They also work to
the accompaniment of shrapnel and
shell.
Never were there truer "companions of the Bath" than these women.
Sewage and garbage are dealt with

Chase

&

Sanborn's Coffees.
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by

clever economic incinerators built
and clay, in which the fires
burn as eternal as in the Valley of
of old tins

OLD FALSE TEETH
\VANTED

Hinnom.
and a thousand other ways,
the R.A.M.C. is holding down waterIn these

We

are the
Full or broken sets in any condition.
only Canadian firm paying high cash prices.
Mail them to

BEALEY

borne

di.seases, preventing tropical sicknesses, avoiding dietetic troubles, and
nipping "filth" diseases in the bud,
until the total sick ratio per thousand
for the army in the field is a little more

than one-half that of ordinary civil
life.
The scrupulous worship of Hygeia
is more dramatic in its results than even
the cult of ^sculapius.

& CO.

1974 Queen Street, East, Toronto.

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED
sharp blade makes shaving a joy. We sharpen
Satisfaction
and save you monev.
guaranteed. Gillette, 25c a dozen. Ever Ready
and other single edge blades, 25c a dozen. Mail
your dull blades to

A

safety blades,

ALB. KEEN EDGE
180 Bathurst

Street,

CO.,
Toronto,
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In a well-known magazine, a British
a short while ago wrote, "For
every Englishman killed in the war,
two will be created." Every oarsman
knows that a crew is more likely to
win the less dead weight it has to
carry; and although this war has killed
off a large number of our physically
best men, it has as certainly made
many new ones, both body and soul,
out of those who were anaemic, neurotic, bottle-shouldered, fiat-chested, with
ofificer

cramped

luifgs,

embarrassed

hearts,

malady that came along
turning these by the magic of the
open-air life and the sanitary care of
the R.A.M.C. into veritable tan-faced
giants.
Hundreds have had handiliab le to every

—

capping physical deformities operated
on and cured thousands have had infected, rheumatism-causing teeth and
;

You can have

a

throats cleaned
the R.A.M.C.

change with

Kellogg's every day in the

week

you like, and then you won't have reached the
end of the wholesome and appetizing combinations
possible with this nourishing cereal food. Try it
with baked apple, bananas, preserved fruits, maple
syrup, cooked prunes, jam or honey and milk and
find out how they bring a fresh palate pleasure with

manhood.

TOAsraThe

made

in

man

a package

Canada by

THE BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO, LMTTED
London, Ontario
13B

of arms
of science as a

has given to him
the same rank and insignia and the
chance to share the same honors. The
world has realized that his claim to
recognition depends not merely on successful operations on the wounded,
and that even the battle with dirt and
drains is an honorable calling.
It is often said now that if the govreal factor in fighting

CORN FLAKES

only product

by

At length the man

has accepted the

every change.

10c

repaired

never would
have had treatment in peace times.
Thousands have learned to appreciate
simple and more natural living; tens of
thousands are interested as they never
were in the things that make for true

if

^pJlffoQ^'"

up and

—men who

;

ernment service was what it ought to
be there would be no need for a Red
Cross Society at all and its very existence does at first seem a stricture on
the R.A.M.C. The world at last has
;

The Canadian Lawyer
OR

HOW THE FARMER CAN KEEP OUT
OF LAW SUITS

THE "Canadian

Law>'er" is a book that will protect the
farmer against the sharp jractice of agents or any person
It gives the
else who might like to get him in a tight place.
most important provisions of the Laws of the Dominion and
The
Provinces.
information
is
given in
of each of the
simple everyday language, so that farmers will be able to do
own
business
strictly
in
accordance
with
a great deal of their
the law, without having to pay each time for a little bit of
ordinary advice. It also gives simple and correct Forms for
the preparation of all kinds of legal documents that a farmer would ever
have occasion to use. Chattel Mortgages and Bills of Sale are explained
how to make them, the law in regard to them, and when to use them.
Similar information is given regarding Cheques, Liens, Notes, Land Mortgages, Promissory Note?. Receipts
and Wills, Instruction as to Exemption from Seizure for Debt; the law in Regard to Line Fences; the use
and form of Power of Attorney, and in fact everything else that a farmer would revuire to know.
The book contains 453 pages, price $2.00 in good cloth binding, and will be sent, postage paid, when
cash accompanies the order. Send your order direct to the publisher
fully

—

THE CARSWELL COMPAMT,

Limited,

19 Dancan

St.,

TORONTO,

Canada.

Send Us Your Safety Razor Blades
We

Will Return

Durham Duplex,

Them With

a Keener Edtfe Than Wiien

New

Edge Blades, 36c dozen; Single Edge Blades, 26c dozen;
Razors, 26c each.
VVe Pay Return Postage.

60c dozen; other Double

Old Style

EXCELSIOR KEEN EDGE

CO.,

l

Edward

street,

TORONTO. ONT.

agreed that the soldier wounded has as
right to be cared for by government as the soldier unwounded not
merely because that is good economy
but because it is inherently right.
There are always, however, many
things needful, which, in England, we
prefer to leave to voluntarv' work, and
we hate naturally everv' form of conscription.
The Red Cross is essential
when sudden strains arise, as at the
beginning of this war, or in suddenly
developed new fields, as in Serbia,
when we or our Allies have still no
adequate government organization to
meet the needs of the moment. The
Red Cross is an invaluable outlet for
these services of love that honor a
nation, and a blessing of untold value
to those who find in it the peculiar
opportunity they want for exercising

much

—

their capacities for unselfishness.

To

the worried doctor it brings help immediately, when organization on more
rigid rules spells delay.
To the wounded soldier it spells luxuries which no
public service yet considers that it is
justified in charging to the taxpayer.
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Goodyear "Made in Canada"
Lowers Tire Costs
Goodyear Quality is not the
only factor which enters into
lower tire costs for Goodyear

But here

in

Canada you don't

users.

even have to make this decision.
You do not even
have to depend on American

at

proof of

The Goodyear factory
Bowmanville has saved
Canadian
motorists
thou-

sands of dollars.
Not only
because of the mileage and
satisfaction
they put into

Goodyear
cause

—

in

it

is

Goodyear mileage.
of Canadian mo-

Hundreds

torists are getting 10,000 miles

Tires.
But bein Bowmanville

Canada.

or

more from Goodyear

In addition to a lower price, you
Goodyear Service which adds
25% to 50% to the life of your tires.
The Goodyear Service Station
Dealer is a tire saver. His advice
and help is well worth your seekHe will:—
;.
Tell you if you are using tires of
proper size; tell you the proper
inflation for the load y6u carry;
and provide that inflation. He
will advise you as to the benefit
of more modern rims; the worth
of an old tire; the advantages of

—

get

i

Tires.

In addition Goodyears cost
less in Canada because they

—

made

are

Imported

tires

60% more

in

cost

40%

to

Canada than

home market. This
increased price of course adds
nothing to the quality of the
tire.
It is the same tire as
sold in the home market.
in their

remember the above
They have a direct

Please
facts.

on

bearing

motoring

Now note this.
States

by

costs.

In the United

actual count in 71

one out of every five
is a Goodyear.
That

cities,

tires

21%

means
of the tires sold
in the States are Goodyears.
There are over 200 other
brands for motorists to choose.

possibly offer nearly so
in

much

Canada?

That the saving
year

"Made

in

effected

by Good-

Canada"

is

real

and worth while is proved by these
tables. Note the really great differ-

inside

THE GOODYEAR TIRE AND
RUBBER CO. OF CANADA

Were Goodyears NOT Made in
Canada, They Would Cost You—
Plain Ali-Weatiier

Size

30 X 33^
32 X 33^

-

$19.02 $22.23
21.87
25.58
34x4 - 31.92 37.34
36 X 4K - 44.96
52.65
37x5 - 52.44 65.55
But Goodyears ARE Made in
Canada, SoThey Cost You OnlyPlain Ail-Weather

Size

3K
3K

Goodyears.
But American
Motorists have decided that
Goodyears give lower cost-

34x4
36 X

4K

37x5

•

patches;

protectors,

tire

putty that protects the fabric from sand and water entering through small tread cuts.
He has at hand awaiting your
need Goodyear Tires, Tubes and
Tire Saver Accessories.
He is in
a position to do many things to
make your decreased tire-costper-mile offset your increased gasoline-cost-per-mile.
Consult him.
tire

LIMITED

TORONTO

ence in prices:

30 X
32 X

per-mile

You

Canada.

not only get greater mileage,
but you also get lower price.
Many imported tires that
sell for less than Goodyears
in the United States, cost
more than Goodyears in Canada.
Yet when they do not
give so low a cost-per-mile
in the States, how can they

of these sell at lower
prices in the States than do

Many

in

$15.00 $18.00
18.95
22.75
28.10
33.80
39.35
47.20
45.45
54.50

GOODCTEAR
MADETN CANADA

ONTARIO

MAKE

YOUR DECREASED
COST
PER
MILE
OFFSET YOUR INCREASED
GASOUNE - COST - PER - MILE
TIRE

-

-

THESE ARE GOODYEAR MILEAGES
KMBRUM-R. A. J. Fillion, lE.OOO,
FAIRHANK — J, J. Little. 20.U00,
GUELPH — Alf. Drinkwater, 16,000,
LONDON -Ed, Shea, 18.000, TIL,L.
SONHURG - Tho«. Taylor, lE.OOO
WINGER — W. J, Gilmore, 20.000.
ANDREW— Ed. Carey, 82,7M, 27,«e6
18,000. 18,000.
CHAMPION-F. Smith,

EDMONTON —

15.000,

Transfer, 22.000,

17.000,

Twin City

14.980.

MILK RIVER -Smith Bros.,
NEW WESTMINSTER-R, M,
Bhaw.

16.642.

COUVER— C,

14.000
80,000,

Brad-

R. Clarke, 18,101. VANE. Berg. 21.260. L. Bai-

zam,16,S22, H. N, Clementa. 21,260, Mr,

Edwards.
16,000,

18 600,

J,

H, L,

Kleaman,

VICTORIA—
WINNIPEG-J,

E, Moran, 16.000.

W. Dandridge,

20,000,
A. Mathewa, 18.000.
Robertson, 16.000.
18,000,
4 tires. 16,000 each.

MONCTON—G.
SYDNEY— Dr.Bruce.
SASKATOON—J. E, Stickney.
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EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY GIVEN TO AGENTS TO SELL

On the other hand, like every other
presentation of the ideal of the great
Master,

anWst
NEW

AN ENTIRELY
METHOD OF WASHING

.%^4,

YOUR AUTOMOBILE
BETTER AND JDUICKERthan SOAP/ WATER
ABSOLUTELY PRESERVES

607

KENT

BllD'G.

ORIGINAL FINISH

SANI-MIST CO.
PHONE MAIN 2720.

TORONTO.

SELLS ON SIGHT.
Especially good for Upholstering.

Just spray on a

rub gently with cheese cloth and the trick
for further particulars, or

send $1.25 for complete

Sani-Mist,

Write to-day

outfit.

TORONTO

SANI-MIST CO., Kent Building

ideal

is

to

work

for its

own

—

—

This it can be only under
one government control; and division
simply means overlapping and waste.
It is the one great fault of the presentday service of man's higher self the
service.

—

little

done.

is

its

elimination.
One service under one
control is the ideal; voluntary hospilal>
dotted here and there are far from desirable, however useful they may be
temporarily.
It is the duty and privilege of government
I
say this advisedly
to provide all that is needeti
for the heroic men who give tiieir lives
for their countr\-.
That there should
be inadequate medical provisions, something lacking because of a shortage of
voluntary funds, is almost worse than
the failure to insist on universal service when the fate of the nation is
hanging in the balance. The system
cannot afford to risk being haphazard
-the R.A.M.C. must be every bit as
scientific as the fighting branch of the

I

division that seeks to bolster particular
methods, and thus befog or lose sight
of the main issue.
forget that the human body is

We

the most wonderful material machine
between earth and heaven. The fact
of death still forces us to admit that
the knowledge of how to keep it in
perfect running order still lies within a
sealed book, which prayers, no less
than pills and potions, have failed completely to open.
The diverse schools
of medicine, the various arts of healing,
the large fortunes of the venders of
patent medicines, the patronage accorded to the shrines that work miracles, show that even in the more stable
times of peace the public is inclined to
question the value of the discoveries
of science.

The R.A.M.C. has demonstrated

Another Household Convenience.
The best
The

tea

on earth

will speedily deteriorate

if

exposed

to air

and moisture.

But the world moves, and a

old lead wrappers for tea were good.

way has been found. Heavy parchment, impervious
dust-proof, air-tight, now brings

to moisture,

better

BLUE RIBBON

TEA
to

your

home

penetrable

in perfect

cartridge-paper

condition.

An

makes

seciu-ity

outer covering of almost

doubly

sitfe.

No

im-

possible

deterioration can occur.

You know "BLUE RIBBON TEA"—the
for the new packet a perfect wrapping

—

best on the market.
for a perfect tea.

Now

look

to

the most skeptical by its sanitation results, as well as by its vaccines and sera,
and at a time when the long casualty
lists come in and our loved ones are in
danger, the rationality of experimental
research.
The confidence inspired in
man's capacity to adapt himself to a
hard environment is fostering the spirit
of Empire among men whom circumstance and vocation had hitherto tied
to the office or the counter.
No chronicle as yet records the deeds of the
R.A.M.C., its splendid devotion, its
scientific triumphs, its unselfish economies.
It never blows its own trumpet.
Truly "it seeketh not its own." Only
generations to come will fully appreciate the nation's debt to that noble
body, which for the first time in history-

has really begun to
in this, the greatest

An
watch

come to its own
war of all times.

excellent substitute for a gold
is a bunch of wild thyme in the

pocket.
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Miss Sunshine of Alberta
Continued from page 206.

This Reservoir

His companion returned no answer,
and he proceeded. "I bet you are
there witli the goods when it comes to
cookin', too."
(That slang of hers was
indeed catching !)
"There !" she cried. "Aunt AHce

must have
supper

told

you

I

made

that pie for

3

about that kind of pie ?"

"Kinder born in me, I guess."
"Do you like the country better 'n
the city, Miss
Miss
"What makes you ask ?"
"I was just thinking that because
because the country suits you seems
that p'raps you
to suit you, that is

—

—

"And

a bit."
to think," she said, "that in

it

^

—

—

did like

in return, just

—

than two weeks I am due back in
Chicago !"
"Well ?"
"It seems a long way off. Were you
ever in Chicago ?"
"Once. Two years back."
"Did you like it ?"
less

"Well, seeing as

I

was down there

—

oh, just selling steers
I never got time
to see much of it in a social way.
Which theatre was you at ?"
She told him. "I went there," he
said, "but I didn't see you."
"I wasn't there then.
I was home.
You know, I'm going to get quite a
good part. They promised me one
last time, but some cat got there first;
but this time it goes. The boss swore
so."
"And what do you call a good part ?"

he demanded.
"Oh, I guess I shall come on immediately after the opening chorus,
as soon as most of the latecomers have
settled down in their seats
though
there will still be some coming in, right
through my song and I shall have a
song to myself, of course the boss
promised it. And a scrap-end of a
dance with one of those less important
heroes, very likely."

-y»

YOU

would never put off cleaning the hot water
reservoir of the Pandora. It is such a simple thing
to keep clean.
with clear white porcelain as hard as glass.
can be lifted out as easily as you would lift a pan
from the top of the range. You empty it out and wash
It

—

is

that

all

and

"No.

Towards'the end of the second
no doubt step forward and
say 'Here comes the Famous Spender
three cheers, goils !'" She laughed;
but was conscious of an almost chilling
seriousness on his part.
"And all that," he said slowly, "is
worth more to you than than this ?"

—

act,

I

shall

—

—

"Than being a hick

^er

all

my

life

?"

tone implied condescension. "Life
Jere in the country, every day and alVays, Mr. Hawkins ?"
"Life here, in this country, every
ly and always, Dolly."
He turned
her, and placed his hand on hers
rery deliberately.
"Because I want
^ou to stay."

it

rinse

it.

The water

the reservoir as

This

is

dora.

it is

in

in

the kettle.

many

only one of the

The oven door

always as clear and pure

is

conveniencies of the Pan-

glass.

is

Think how often you

open the door on bake days. You can watch the baking
through the Pandora oven-door. The wash boiler can
be set the long way of the range, if you wish, leaving
two of the hot front holes free for cooking. Wash-day
dinners can be just as good as on other days.

You have heard about the Pandora, would you
out for yourself why so fnany women praise

like to
this

study

range

?

woAr/is Pandora fi^"^

—

?"

lined

is

And

—

"And

as easy

!"

"Did you ? I didn't know it, but
sure was good. Where'd you learn

it

is

You can

learn

why Pandora Ranges

stay good as

ranges have to be repaired or replaced.

many

made cooking

new

You can

—long

/

after other

see illustrated

the

These things are
^
fully explained in an interesting little booklet, "The Magic of
the Pandora."
You are going to give some thought to the
^^
purchase of your range surely.
Then you will need a
6^
copy of this booklet. You may have yours by mailing
<^'^
the coupon to the factory. Why not get your copy
useful ideas to

less

tiring.

—

^

to-day

?

<?

.-^

,^^'

M^aiy^
841

London
St.

Toronto
Montreal
John. N.B. Hamilton Calgary

Winnipeg
Saskatoon

Vancouver
Fidmonton

/

,5.^

^*

^f^

-^^
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"Oh

!"

"Why

she said.

"Because

>"

rays

love you."

I

—" he quoted (and she was rather

surpri.sed.)

"You're a fine, big strong Dick," she
he helped her out, "though I
say it as shouldn't. But don't come
in to-night, please.
You understand
said, as

r^OLLY

pulled away her hand, and
surprise spoke very vehemently. "That's just what Uncle Tom
said, the first day I was here
after
you'd gone. 'The first scalp !' he said.
Oh, I can imagine folks hereabouts
talking.
They'll say 'Just a summer
flirtation, just a city actress amusing
herself with a poor green hick.'
They
always get so sore about us stage
people.
Poor Dick and poor me !"
to

hi.s

—

Through

—

Nature's

"But

Fairyland
This grand tour
from Niagara to
the Sea is one continuous round of

pleasure

slowly,

sumed

"What

—

have

"Do

Give

me

time to think,
our secret."

it

Printers' Information; Infor-

Workers

Ltd.
^

"My

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

has \>een only a summer flirtaswell while it lasted, but it is
I sure have made
better for us both to end it.
good out here, haven't I ? but it's only my
Can you fancy me a
vacation after all.
country girl for keeps ? I cant

Perhaps

tion.

It

it

was

—

until she begged to remain
his sincere friend, D. Macdonncll.
The note had come to him through
the post-office, three days after he had

and so on,

good-bye to her by the gate
before he had seen her again. Stricken,
he had rushed to the Macdonnell home,
said

to find her gone
lonely old people

and

t^vo

suddenly

who spoke

to

him

and tenderly. She
had gone, said they, upon receipt of a
gone against their counsels and
letter
and by her particular
solicitations;
desire they had packed her oflf quietly,
the night laefore, by the midnight train.
This delivered, they had watched him
compassionately

—

curiously.

The southbound train was slackening speed as it neared Chicago; and
Dick folded the letter. He knew it
by heart. The harvest was past, and
the golden grain had bowed its head
low.
By a
In the evening, he saw her.
fine-combing process, he had located her
theatre, where she played her good
She came on immediately after

though a few still kept
their seats
squeezing in right through her song.
At the end of the second act, she stepped forward and cried "Here comes the
Famous Spender, goils three cheers !"
Dick asked his neighbor in the next
seat what one did in order to meet a
member of the company. His neighbor grinned, and asked him if he'd got
a date.
"No," said Dick.
"Any standing with the office ?"

all,

gladly, Dolly
shine of Alberta."

little

"You mustn't

me by

name, boy.

call

WTiy,

Miss Sun-

that foolish
other people are

beginning to now."

"But how it suits you
"Oh, Mr. 'Awkins, 'ow
nearly home
see the light !"

we

PRICE 25 CENTS POSTPAID

—

He made a rapid mental calculation
that "after the harvest" meant after
the date she had talked of going away
so that to give an answer she could not

—my

mation for the Farmer and Housewife

Beyond the patch of light he saw her
uncle^against it her figure was silhouetted for a Vjrief space of time before the door was shut- and heard her
voice.
Then he turned his team round,
and drove home; and it did not occur
to him till afterwards that he had not
even kissed her.

the opening chorus, as soon as most of
the late-comers had settled down in

She had not definitely said,
that she was going away.
Therefore he replied, "I agree to that

i

and watched her walk
H^[Eupnodded,
the path, and the door open.

part.

them.

go away.
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"Till I say you can tell
after the harvest, Dick."
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The Hunter-Rose Company,

I

Dick.

Compiled by Robert Hunter Rose

All Classes of

the contrary',

"But you mean 'Yes'?"

Rose's Handbookof
Useful Information
j

?"

—
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I

is it

one thing, Dick."

think they'd be
awfully pleased.
You're a great
But but
favorite of theirs, Dick.
well you see, I haven't said 'Yes' yet,

9 R.

Interest Tables

me

—

"On

Lines, Limited
St.,

re-

"That you won't say anything about
about it to Uncle Tom and Aunt
Alice
till I ask you to ?"
"Don't you think they'd like it ?"

The Canada Steamship
TORONTO

The world had

slowly.
its

"Promise

the Sea."

and

he

usual revolutions, and the
September stars were again speeding
past; but slowly; and the team walked
home the rest of the way.

passengers.
The tour may be started at any point,
and costs only $47.00, including meals and
berth. Shorter toursat proportionate rates.
For fuller description of this wonderful
voyage write for our free booklet or enclose 6c in stamps to cover postage on the
profusely illustrated book " Niagara to

and

flirtation ?"

experiment. Experiencing no immediate result, he stayed as he was, with the
wondering co-operation of his mate,
who wondered idly what it meant.
True, the lines tightened, at the
expiration of those unnumbered seconds
and the sorrel, in response to the exbut
pected clucking, started again:

—

layers'

summer

—

derful inspiration to the voyage.
The awe-inspiring cataract of the
Niagara; the inland-sea voyage
across the vast bosom of Lake Ontario; the wonderful labyrinth of
the Thousand Islands; the buoyant
exhilaration
of
"shooting the
Rapids," called by some the crowning feature of the trip; the mighty St.
Lawrence with its picturesque landscape;
quaint old Quebec with its rugged cliffs,
capped by the famous Citadel; the summer rendezvous of society Murray Bay;
the Village of Tadousac, rich in historical
association; and then, the great Saguenay
River trip through the rugged Laurentian
Mountains.
The grandeur of all these
wonders of nature leaves an indellible impression on the memorj' and makes the
most enjoyable vacation tour conceivable.
The perfect appointments of our palatial
steamers ensure absolute comfort for

Revenue Tables

a

Dolly drooped her head.
"Not
quite," she whispered
The stars stood still for a few moments or seemed to; so did the world.
So, for that matter, did the buggy, because the off horse (a sorrel with almost
human perceptions), feeling the lines
slacken, tried standing still, as an

and
comfort. The constant change and
grandeur of the scenery adds won-

46 Yonge

is it

persisted.

whv

"See

how my

?

!"
?

—

"No."
But aren't

—

There's our house

little

—

candle throws

its

sized him up, and
remarked that the best thing
you can do in these circumstances is to
So Dick waited
tr>' the stage door.

The neighbor

finally
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in the rain outside the stage

door for

nearly an hour.
Just before twelve she came. With
her were a small crowd of girls and men
laughing boisterously at a joke of hers.
On the step they paused, and scanned
the wet streets.
"Dolly !" said Dick, as she passed
him, under one of the men's umbrellas.
"Here's a guy wants you," cried the
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He saw her amazement, and
added quickly, "I think I made you
ashamed of me last evening, so I got
dress

!

these."

"You look very nice," she commented, not in her chorus-lady tone but in a
"I
natural voice he remembered well.
you then." He shrugged
"But then, you know

—

was

horrid to
his shoulders.

The

fiercest

car
"Here we are," he said.
had come to a standstill, and the
covered part of the restaurant wel-

anger blazed in her eyes, as she said,
"How dare you !"
"Who's it— a poor relation ?" asked
her giggling friend behind.
"Dolly Miss Mac " stammered
Dick; but she had turned imperiously

Through marble halls
and mirrored corridors they passed,
until one quiet and shaded corner of the
"We can talk
big room was reached.
here," said Dolly, removing her cloak.
As she had expected, her costume

behind her.

girl

Then Dolly saw him.

—

—

away.

And

The

the

little

him standing there.
The next evening,

procession left

as she

was

dress-

the second act, a note was
brought to Dolly. "I shall be waiting
again to-night," was all it said.
"My rube friend !" she said to her
room-mate. "The one I gave the cold
mitt to last evening. Wants me to
meet him sure."
"You never told bs before you had
any rube friends." (This at least was
Dolly had not betrayed him).
true
ing

for

comed them.

(

young man.
"'Lo, Mr. Hawkins

she greeted

him.

"I'm glad you came. Where shall
we go ?"
She named a very famous cafe; but
he took it without the flicker of an eyelid
probably, she reflected, he had
never even heard of its name, let alone
its rei:)utation
and repeated the name

—

—

and makes much more delicious
Preserves, Jams and JelHes than you
can make with all sugar.
In 2, .5, 10 and 20 pound tins

anyway

— at

dealers.

all

THE CANADA STARCH CO.
MONIREAL.

Limited
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?"

—

— no

in overalls,

you
suit,

Only I remember you
and it seems queer to have
!

sitting opposite to

me

here in that

and talking so elegant

1"

that really I'm what is callHe spoke that
ed a clod-hopper."
harsh word very slowly.
"Don't !" she said, and then, "Well,
as you please. Will you have an
When he declined, she asked
olive ?"
"I

know

indifferently,

"I

"Threshing

should say
be Christmas."
!

"Did you do well

all

through ?"

Why, two weeks

Honoring the Brave
I

I

In

?"

—

"Good but why are you asking ?
You're not interested, surely."
"Dick," she said, earnestly, "I want
you to understand me. I ,may have
behaved like a little cat, but that
doesn't alter the fact that
got to know you quite well.
call you Dick, I suppose ?"

— that —
I

I

can

still

these

days of supreme

men

sacrifice,

when

are doing, daring and dying for our
national ideals a lasting memorial is
sought to perpetuate the memory of those
brave men whose answer to the calf of duty
h---l
Liiil

—

has cost them their lives.
In the making of memorial tablets, this

Com-

pany brings to ttie taslc a wealtti of art-knowledge, a store
of experience, and a sense of tlie fitness of tilings peculiarly valuable when dealing with so delicate a subject.
Write for full information and estimates on brass or
bronze tablets, shields, cliurch furniture, etc.
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&

Iron'Woks Co.. LtMITKO
CANADA.
;:

"I suppose so."

to the driver.

"Been here long

—

natural flavour of fruits and berries

"Quite true. The business made it
a holiday. I came to see you."
"Why should you want to see me,

will
!"

" Lily White " Corn Syrup prevents
fermentation and mold brings out the

to Chicago ?"
for a holiday," he replied;
"my first in four years."
"You said, for business."

me?"
"No

^

One-third "Lily White" to twothirds Sugar, by weight.

came down
"I came

QHE pondered

a very long while, and
She
finally said, "Yes, I'll go."
made her preparations accordingly, and
by dint of borrowing here and borrowing there, contrived a very creditable
imitation of a chorus lady to whom
hampagne suppers and tango dances
It was still
are very funereal affairs.
raining when she left the stage door.
She looked up and down the street;
on the other side, an automobile waited,
and from it emerged a thickly shrouded

CORN SYRUP

me why you

the start," she said, "tell

go ?"

—

LILY WHITE

embarrassed him at first.
"Now to be perfectly candid from

"Oh, I had some absurd idea that
you might not have been in earnest."
"Didn't I make that plain ?"
"You sure did certainly, I mean."
Dolly smiled. "Are you laughing at

"Guess you met him when you was up
amongst the hayseeds ? Shall you

For Preserving, Use

?" she asked, inside

the cab.

"Since yesterday. Rains quite a
dcal?"_
"Business again, or pleasure ?"
"Business !" he said, evenly.
"Staying long ?"
"Going back to-morrow, I think."
"Business done ?"
"'Most nearly."
This was hardly the reception she
had expected. He had turned down
his collar and opened his coat, and
wonder of wonders he was in evening

—

"Then why are you so
"To be quite sincere,

ironical ?"
I

had some

kind of a crazy notion of punishing
you, trying to pit my strength against
yours, and carrying you back by force.
But I've changed my mind. You're
happy here, so why should I take unpleasant chances ?"
"Then why this supper anyway ?"
"Can't a rube take a chorus girl to
supper if he has the wad and she'll
stand for him ?"
"I don't like you to talk so cynically,
You don't mean it. Besides,
Dick.
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that's not a nice sentiment at all.
To
tell the truth, I was rather sore with
you last night, and I thought perhaps
the best way of shaking you was to to
open your eyes. Hence these clothes."

—

He nodded. "I noticed you kind of
looked scared. I thought I could make
my.self out such an out-and outer that
you'd never, never speak to me again,
but just crawl back to the potato
patch.
But I never imagined you
could carry the glad rags so well. You
make me feel cheap."
He smiled sombrely. "Anyone can
buy them who has the money, and it's
only a matter of practice getting used
to them.
But the feeling that you're
home

really at

them

in

—

well,

that's

my trying to talk properly instead
of in my old slipshod way.
do it only
like

I

with an

effort,

and so I'm not com-

Pm

Pm

fortable, and feel
a fraud.
just a rube;
that's all there is to it,
and that's why
going up north to-

v.:-.-

Pm

morrow, back where

I

belong."

"I hope," she said, with averted
eyes, "that your memories of me will

be kind."

"They

will."

"Oh, Dick !" she cried (it seemed to
him, eagerly) "do you mean it ?"

"Guys

me

like

much

idea of

do

I

ain't

—haven't—got

what giving a

girl a good
time is."
"You'll be back there for Christmas?"
she asked.
"What will you do?
What will Aunt Alice and Uncle Tom
?

"As
bright

Freshwater Voyage
over

America's Inland Seas
From Georgian Bay

to Thunder Bay—a six hundred mile
from Port McNicoll through the island fairyland of the
Georgian Bay— through Lake Huron, St. Mary's River, Sault
Ste. Marie, and the blue-green waters of Lake Superior to
Fort William and Port Arthur. Luxurious
trip

Through accommodations Toronto to Western Canada, Pacific Coast
and Alaska. Vf ritable ocean greyhounds, luxuriously appointed verandah cafes, cabins de luxe, etc. Alternate route for Pacific Coast tours.
Canadian Pacific Standard None Better.

—

full

information

call,

phone or write to any Agent

of the

Canadian

Pacific Railway, or

A. O.

SEYMOUR,

—

"Can't you leave yourself out of the
picture ?"
"Well, I guess we'll have a very big
feed, Dolly, and the houses will be all

warm and

General Tourist Agent, Montreal, Que.

bright.

Folks

—

'11

come

in

from miles away, p'raps I know your
aunt has asked quite a big bunch.

—

because it's
now, up there on the
prairies."
A far-away look had stolen
into his eyes, and he spoke slowly, as
though he saw the far flung prairies
with their mantle of white. "Bright
They'll drive in cutters^
all

snow

there,

snow everN'where, that sparkles in the
sunshine.
By God, I wish I was back!"
"So do I- almost."

—

"And

Canadian Pacific
Express Steamship Service

For

really want to know."
for me, I shan't have a very

—

"

at night- the stars shinin'
(he was lapsing unconsciously into the
speech of the prairie) "an' the prairies
mysterious an' stretchin' away to where
you can't see the end, an' a man feels
An' spring coming
he's part of it.
along mighty slick, an' then comes the
seeding, an' all the hard work all the
summer through, an' all the land turning green an' then gold, an' reaping.
But we've something to show for it. I
often think," he said, with a touch of
that imagery she had noticed before,

"that on a farm you live a whole life
every year. You sow an' you reap
you work an' you get your reward."
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"But,"

You

she

"the

said,

deny

can't

dull.

life's

it."

"No, I can't. It can't be anything
but dull, if you ain't haven't
got the feeling for it. It can't com-

—

else

—

—

pete with these here these picture
shows, an' lobster palaces, an' street
cars.

.

.

But

.

"For them who

At

?"

it

they want to

feel

be doing things, 'stead of sitting by an'
letting other folks do them for them.
S'posin' I married
"Supposing you did

—

—
"I'd want a wife to
that we was—were—doing

feel like

did,

I

things

making ourselves a place where we
couldn't be fired out at a minute's
notice
building up a country, maybe
putting by something we could leave
for our children who come after us.
Them dear happy children, out there!

—

.

.

.

.

Aren't you finished, Dolly

.

want

Smile Makers

instead of

it's real life,

a cheap imitation."
"For those who like

—

Rising

Wheat

or Rice ?
Airy bubbles of grain, flaky, toasted
and crisp. Each morsel seems a bonbon.
But you know they are whole grains,
made wholly digestible. You know
that every atom feeds.
No elements are lacking none are
For in these foods ^nd these
lost.
only every food cell is blasted by steam explosion.

—
—

I

?

At Dinner Time

—

These grains are so crisp, so toasted,
so flavory that they take the place of

my mouth

shut."
"Yes, I'm through," she said. "You'll
see me again before you go back ?
Where are you staying ?" He told
her it was a celebrated hotel whose
name made her think and saw her out
'Good
to the still waiting automobile.
bye," he said; she may have pressed
his hand, but he appeared not to notice
Instead, he walked back to his
it.
hotel, very lonely in that great city,
and feeling an overpowering sense of
the solemnity of life.
In the morning, he had just packed
his grip, when his telephone rang.
"Oh Dick !" cried a voice. "Take me

—

nut meats.
Folks garnish

They use them
them on frosted

—

'

.

back with you
"I wish

I

.

!"

I've
over.

up
want

sat

!

all

night

to come,
Dick I mean it. I'm tired of this."
There was a note of bitterness almost
anguish in her voice. "I'm ready to
it

—

I

—

—

go, anytime."
"Are you ?"
train

he
around noon."

The Reeve

said.

"There's

a

of Silver Island

Continued from page 212.

West Side merchant, and though
one

it

was

kind, yet it
From the blacksuited the purpose.
smith, whose shop was to the rear of
the hall, he purchased a stove.
In these little trips, John Best had a
good opportunity to meet the people
and to gather information that might
prove useful in future.
By night his office was in a fair way
of being called furnished, despite the
fact that nothing matched in color,
and no two chairs were of the same
pattern.
of the old-fashioned

ice

in

cream with them.
candy.

They dot

cake.

Yet Puffed Grains hold supreme place

among scientific grain foods. They are
made by Prof. Anderson's process. In
every kernel a hundred million steam
explosions are created.

.

could."

"You can
thinking

Time

Do you know any food which greets
you at breakfast so inviting as Puffed

go home. I feel like I've
spoken an an epitaph, and am spoilin'
it by just stickin' round an' not keepin'
to
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fect foods

They

are per-

— the best-cooked cereals in existence.
Puffed Wheat
Puffed Rice

Except
in

West

12c
1 ^C

At Bed Time
The bowl of milk in summer is the
favorite bedtime dish.
But it's twice as
delightful with Puffed Grains floating in it.
These grains are puffed to eight times
normal size. They are four times as
porous as bread.
You get the whole wheat in Puffed Wheat
all the phosphorus of the outer coats.
You get
it so it easily, completely digests without any
tax to the stomach.
Do you know anything else which so meets the requirements of an
ideal good-night dish ?
See if you have all these foods on hand.

The Quaker Qisits Ompany
Sole

Peterborough, Ont.

Makers
11353)

Satkatoon, Sask.
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1
Th.

riien a sign, "Real Estate, Insurance," was cut out of paper and pasted
on the panes of glass in his windows,

and John Best

Wonder
Lamp
is
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the latest and handiest ever

It
placed on the market.
produces a clear, bri'ght,

white light of five hundred
candle power for less than
one-third of a cent per hour.

sat

down and

called

that day's work done.
Business was not slow in coming.
Particularly in the summer months
there were many transfers of property
and heretofore the legal and real estate
lights in Wilkie handled this business.

John Best hired a horse and rig at
Pretty
the hotel and he drove a lot.
soon the farmers would hail him as he
was driving by and asked him this, and
asked him that. They wanted to get
acquainted with this sunny faced big
man who had come to do business
among them. And so they began to
familiar with him. They called
him "OUl Cheerful," because they said
there was so much sunshine in his

get

countenance that it brought happiness
wherever it went.
Winter came and Reeve Simpson,
a seventy-year-old,
"Judge" Law
straight, white-haired man who never
Frank Law, fortysat on a bench;
nine, clerk and treasurer of Silver
Island, and only son of the old "jedge,"
would drop into the real estate office
of an evening, smoke a pipe, or maybe
have a game of whist.
John Best was a good host and these
men grew to like him, for he introduced
new experiences to them. He told
them about the great west, he told
them about the outside world, he told
them nothing about himself.
And so the winter months grew
colder and colder, the storms filled up
the roads, and the real estate man was
He had
forced tb keep to his office.
made the most of his time, though, for
he knew by name ever>' man on the

—

Get this lamp now and
have your home lighted as
well as the best of city homes.

You can

install this yourself,

or anyone in the

do

home can

it.

A

child

can operate

it.

Absolutely safe and odorless.
Lightswitha match. Very convenient.

F"

u

1 1

y guaranteed.

Local Agents Wanted

now and

get an independ-

ent plant at once.

Maclaren Light Co.
Drawer
Merrickville,
iL, i

=1
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On a cold night in the last week in
February, Reeve Simpson, Judge Law
and Frank Law were sitting in John
Best's office, deeply engaged in a game
Outside the north wind
of cards.
howled around the eaves of the building, while inside the elm hissed in the
box sto^•e.
Not a word had been spoken for a
few minutes when John Best threw
down his cards and said to his partner
across the table:

"There is no use playing any more,
Frank^ we're licked. Want to hear a
story ?"
They all agreed they did.
"The skipper of the Marie told me
this the day I came to the island, and I
thought it so unusual, that I can't

—

Everywhere.
Write

island.

D
Ontario

forget it."

Judge Law listened, with an arm on
the table; Reeve Simpson shoved his
chair back and doubled up, while
Frank Law sat sideways holding the

back

of his chair.

,

"Partly right," commented the judge

when John Best had done
"
"But
"Oh, that old fool of a skipper always gets things twisted," Ijroke in the
son, shifting uneasily, and his face a
whitening,

fiery red.

Reeve Simpson winked knowingly at
the real estate man and gave him a
hint to stop.
But John Best was not
through.
"It's simply this," went on Judge
Law, bringing down his fist, "This
man Wurst was given a fair, square
trial
he was found guilty he was
sentenced
What could we do ?
The evidence was all against him he
was always getting into trouble and'
he was punished. What else could be
done ?"
"He was a bad one," said Frank
Law, feeling easier "Sure
"And what has become of him ?"
interrupted John Best
"I've been
told that no one has ever heard of him
since the day he was taken away."

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

"He's dead," asserted the judge
"Brain fever or something. At least
that's what we heard here."
Sitting on the edge of his bed, an
hour later, John Best slapped his
knees and laughed.
"He's dead brain fever or something.
Yes," he chuckled "It was
brain fever, but not the kind that kills.
Poor fools in a fool's paradise
Poor

—

—

—

!

fools!"

Suspecting nothing, the Laws,
tocratic to a degree, shadowed
Best's office.
In their fine home,

aris-

John

down

the road past the Widow Wurst's, they
entertained the real estate man as
never a stranger to the island was
entertained.
Little did
they know
what the future had in store for them
and that the day would come when
they would get down on their marrowbones to the man who broke bread in
their house.
Had anyone told them
that John Best was Bill Wurst they
would have laughed at the absurdity of
the thing there was little in common
between this big, stout man of fortytwo, and the slim Bill Wurst of twentysix.
At times, John Best was embarrassed by their attentions, buthe was
willing to see the thing through for
he knew that right is right and that
wrong is wrong and that nothing could

—

—

it.
He had lived he had
for one thing, and he was
suffered
ready to bear any little embarrassment
that he might prove to the islanders

change

—

that Bill Wurst had not murdered
John Stanton.
Spring saw business more active
than at any time since opening his
Though he had to spend long
office.
nights over musty papers, John Best
was satisfied.
At the end of a very tedious day,
Judge Law came up the stairs, walked
into the office and sat down.
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"Busy

The

?" he questioned.

real

man

got up and rubbed his
hands. '"Bring your chair nearer my
desk, and we can both sit down," he
lid.
After the judge had done what
!"
\e asked, he turned and said, "Well
advice,
the
for
some
"I called
John,"
•"! have a mortgage
Told man told him
on the Widow Wurst's property and it
has been going on for years. She can't
pay it now and I need the cash. So
have decided that unless she can
I
borrow the money somewhere that
I will have to put the property up for
What would
sale and turn, her out.
you advise me to do ?"
John Best swallowed a lump tliat
had arisen in his throat and for a few
minutes he didn't speak. Then he
placed a hand on the old judge's knee
and leaning over, looked in his face.
"It's pretty hard to turn a woman
out of her house particularly when
that woman is a widow and has no
means of support. You have asked
estate
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—

—

" This ' Canada First makes better coffee than
the 'Top of the bottle' that you usually give me,
and there is enough for all. You needn't worry about
the milk man any more, as far as my breakfast is

—

me for some advice.

Here

concerned."

Keep

it is:

that house over that woman's head as
long as you live. Judge Law, for I'm a
thinking her son will come back to
this island some day and if one-half
of what I hear is true, there is going to
be a hard time for some of those who
had a hand in sending him down
"I have nothing to fear," the old
judge said, nervously, with a gesture.
Then in an aftertone, "The place is

"CANADA FIRST" MILK
EVAPORATED (Unsweetened)
Is Homogenized, the cream and milk being made
into one inseparable mixture by special machinery.
It is clean, pure, wholeIt is sterilized or germless.
some. Best for coffee or cocoa, best for cooking,

—

best and safest for baby.

^

—

mortgaged for S550
John Best's face brightened and he
shoved a hand in his pocket.
"Will you take $550 for the morttage ?" he asked.
"With property going up well,

"I'll

six

tell

you what

"Canada

I'll

dollars.

do

I'll

Keep

Lunch Muffins

First"

AYLMER CONDENSED MILK

CO..

LIMITED

—

bring
give you

You make fifty

—

old judge smiled.
"I'll go and get it."
After the judge had gone down stairs
the real estate man chuckled.
"Fifty
dollars is nothing
I didn't think the
old codger would fall for it."

—

In an hour the judge returned and
handed over the document. John Best
carefully examined it, gave the old

man

a pen to sign the transfer, counted
the money and wished the old
judge a "Good-evening." And Judge
Law went out without speaking.

i'out

be continued.

Boys[

f

^^ _#
^F

can't buy love, but
purchase an excellent imitation.

^^ ^

Earn $ 1 .00 to $5,00 a Week
and Valuable Premiums

seUine The Saturday Blade, ChiraRo Ledg-er. Farming Business and I^one Scout.
These are the greatest weekly papers,
town want some one they can buy from each week. We send the papers
all in one bundle so that they cC'me to you at one time, on Fridays. You have a paper
to sell to every man, woman or boy. Easy to sell and build up a route of steady customersOnly one report for you to make out each week. You make 2c on every nickel you take in
for sale of B.lade, I^edger, Farming Business, and Ic on each 2c you take in on I^one pcout.
You can't lose. You don't send us any money until you sell the papers. In addition to cash
profits we give valuable premiums.
Kafth active a^ent for our papers in amwlnted a I.rf>ne
Scout, by Chief Totem of the Lone Scouts, who sends badge and certificate of membership
and a booklet of Instructions in this great organization free. Just fill out the blank below
and we will send you a complete agent's outflt. We tell you Uow to get customers.
FII-L OtTT TODAY ANT) SEND TO TS

and

I

for

peo^jle in every

accept

your

.C^>XJI*^>Kr
affetwy

.

the
4

pu|H>rH.

Send ine as many cupies
of each un you
think I can gel
the
Hrst week. 1 will be
I

pleased to receive

Money

Deliveries.

Pinch salt.
tablespoons "Canada First" Con2 euus.
densed (oweetened) Milk.
2 tcasroors baking powder.
i cup watt r.
3 oz. butter.
3 cups flour.
Mix flour, salt and baking powderand sift twice. Beat whole eggs unti 1
light, addmilk with water; mix with flour together with butter melted.
Beat well and bake in greased niufLn tins about twenty minutes.

The

To

opened and for

?"

that mortgage and

hundred

is

5

—

down

can

Be independent of Milk
" Canada First" in the house.

John Best went to the window and
he looked down on the road.
"I'm a speculator," he said, turning
to the judge
" And I'm ready to do
business with you. What will you
lake cash and deliver that mortgage

me to-night
No answer.

until the

fl

Jiardly."

to

Keeps sweet

several days afterwards.

—

;

'

fl

rertifleate of
ehip In the
It

can

my

niember1^ o n e

Street or R. F. D.

No.

Keouts and bndjcc and

C.

i>uuklet of inNtructions

from Chief Tot«ni.

Age

Town

State

M.
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Putting up

meadow hay

Stock thrivoa on th* rich a'uaea In th* Naehake Vailay

the Nachako Valley

in

Farming Opportunities m

Come

Columbia

British

to the Rich, Sunny, Mild

NECHAKO VALLEY
on the Main Line of the Grand Trunk Pacific
Board of Trade, which has nothing to sell,
give you reliable, disinterested, free information.

Let

this

about
^ EARN
stock

the wonderful opportunities for farming and
in the fertile Nechako Valley, the largest
and richest connected area of agricultural land in British ColumMild, bracing climate. The best mixed
Fertile soil.
bia.
farming country in Western Canada. On the main line of a
transcontinental railroad. Near good, growing towns. Near
schools and churches.
Government Department of Lands says: "The Valley of the
Nechako comprises one of the finest areas of land in British
Columbia." Dr. Dawson, the well-known Government expert
and investigator, says, "The Nechako Valley is the largest
connected area of lands susceptible to cultivation in the whole
Province of British Columbia."
The
Here is independence and health calling to you
Nechako Valley needs settlers. In our own immediate neighborhood are many thousands of acres of good, fertile, well located
land which you can buy at a very low price.
This Board of Trade does not deal in land nor anything
The
else.
It only wants to bring you and the land together.

T

raising

!

Fill out, clip

It will bring you big harveatf
land is here, waiting for you.
every year and keep on swelling your bank balance.

Let this disinterested Board of Trade advise you about the
farming and stock raising opportunities in this rich Valley. Tell
us how much land you want, what experience you have had in
farming, approximately what you are prepared to pay for the
land and what resources you have to put it under crop. YOU

DO NOT OBLIGATE YOURSELF IN ANY WAY AND
THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.
We will advise you honestly, frankly, whether there is an opportunity for you here and if so, where and why. We will bring
you and the land together.
If you have slaved in a more rigorous winter climate, away
from neighbors, away from green trees and clear, running water,
come to the Nechako Valley and enjoy life and prosperity.

ANY RATE.

Write to-day. Investigate AT
that to yourself and your family. There
SERVICE IS FREE.
your part and

is

You owe

no obligation on

OUR

and mail this coupon

There are several good business openings for promen and women in this fast growing town.
Remember this
If
you are interested write to-day.
Board of Trade has nothing to sell you.

Oressive

BOARD or TRADE OF VANDERHOOF

C.

M. August

(INCORPORATBD)

Board of Trade of Vanderhoof

VANDERHOOF, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

(Incorporated)
I

wish to get a farm of

at about $

VANDERHOOF

acres for

per acre.

My resources

BRITISH

COLUMBIA

"The Dominating Center
are about %
does not obligate

Name
Address

of the

Nechako Valley."

This coupon

me

in

any way.

We

have nothing

to sell.
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Gold Mining on the Rand
Continued from page 215.

paid by the mine to any of

Seldom,

employees.

its

ever, has another check of
that size been handed to a miner.
Wages are much lower now than the\
if

insm^Jv^

were before the war when expert
miners averaged five hundred dollar^
a month, but there are a few developers

who make

that

amount

to-day.

The

miner now averages about a hundred
and twenty five dollars a month. The
shaft sinker mentioned above died of
phthisis several years ago.

The Son

of the Otter

Continued from page 219.

great deal of trouble over a matter of
no great importance.

"What do you want

for

it

?" thc>

asked together.
"It is worth much money," said
Ahteck.
"I suppose you think it's somethin;^
very wonderful," commented one oi
finally

the buyers.
"I've seen lots of better ones,"
asserted the other, indifferently.
Ahteck took up the skin.
"Then you no want," he said, quietly
moving pff to put it away. "Me think
it no rain long time.
Fine weather !"
"Well, we're here to buy fur," admitted the Chicago man.

"Anything down
weasel," put in the
"I think I can

muskrat and

to

New York

hundred !"
"I'll go twenty better

"And ten more !"
"Look here, young

buyer.

you have

let

six

Vacation Tour,

There

is nothing in the world of
Travel so
nearly perfect for a summer-time vacation as
the
is
voyage from Niagara to the Sea. The
trii comprehends an infinite variety of nature's masterpieces— the f jam and fury of
Niagara the sombre magnificence of the Sague.iay. Shorter tou's at proparti.iate rates.
46 Yonge Street, - TORONTO

Including Meals and Berth,

$47.

—
Canada Steamship

Lines, Limited,

9 R.

&

MONTREAL

O. Bldg., or any Ticket Aijl;!'

CANADIAN NORTHERN
ALL THE WAY

!"

Between
fellow.

I'll

give

you the top price at once
Seven
hundred dollars and not another cent.
Here's your money, cold cash.
I'll
count it out right before you !" The
!

Chicago man displayed his wallet, bulging with many banknotes.
"No hurry," said Ahteck. "I think
maybe I go with it to Quebec. Maybe
Montreal."
"Then you'll spend a lot of money.
Maybe get full of whiskey and lose all
you have. I'll tell you
Maybe I
can do just a little better if you'll sell
me all the rest of your stuff," said the
stout man, knowing that Renfrew or
Lalibertt might ofTer a large price.
But Ahteck again shook his head.
"Me think I no sell now," he said.
"Well, we'll be here for a couple of
days yet," said one of the men. "Let
us know if you change your mind.
I'm sure nobody will do any better for

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER
Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

and Edmonton.
Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary,
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

And

all

important points in Western Canada
and The Pacific Coast.

!

i

LEAVE TORONTO

10.45

P.M.

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
All

Modern Equipment.
Reliable Express Service.

you.

Just think it over."
"All right," said Ahteck.

The buyers knew

it

was

Through
useless to
then, and

bargain any further just
were driven back slowly behind their
tired nags, after they had inspected the

tickets to all points

Agent, or ,write

to

and

berth reservations from Local

General Passenger Department, 68

Street, £., Toronto, Ont., or

Union

Station, Winnipeg,

King
Man.
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remainder of the catch, sorted

it,

and

made

further offers for the lot.
In this manner the bargaining lasted
for a couple of weeks, and finally Ahteck obtained a very good price. Tele-

grams had come from Winnipeg and
Paris, and the wires had been busy to
London and New York and Chicago.
Other traveling buyers had come and
the first two had returned, and Ahteck
was courted, and refused fat cigars and
the

surreptitious

filled

exhibition

flasks, all of

of

well-

which made him a

hard fellow to tackle.
At last it was said, with bated breath,
that he got eleven hundred dollars for
it, and that there were heart-burnings

among some of the unsuccessful bidThe pelt was taken away but it
is not known whether it was eventually

ders.

—ECONOMICAL
—EASY TO APPLY

—WONDERFUL RESULTS
These are the three characterof

istics

0-Cedar Polish.

Economical because used with
easy to apply if you

water;

follow directions; makes the old
look new.
are so sure that
you will agree with everything

We

we say about

eaar
PolislL
(Made

in

Canada)

—

that we guarantee every bottle Satisfaction or money back.
O-Cedar
Polish first removes the dirt from
woodwork, floors and furniture bringing out the original beauty then it
puts on a hard, dry polish that is not
sticky or gummy and will not collect
dust. Try it at our expense.

—
—

From your

dealer, 25c to $3.00

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CAN.

REFINED
''All the neatness and styieI
^
of the finest linen may be yours in

[CHALLEfiQE Collars]
i

— THE MOST DESIRABLE

WATERPROOF

COLLARS ON THE MARKET.^
AT YOUR DEALER'S,

OR DIRECT

—
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THE ARIIMTOK CO. Or C AN ABA i Vie f««r dvs.
,

RUBBER8TAMP8
Any
Any Purpose
Kind

F*or

WALTER

E.

36 Temperance

St.

IRONS
TORONTO

purchased by some noblewoman of
London, or boyar of Russia, or millionaire of New York or Chicago, after it
finally reached its destination.
Ahteck at once went with Mititesh
to settle her father's indebtedness,
amounting in all to a couple of hundred
dollars.
After this he took the train
for Chicoutimi, where the balance was
deposited for her in the savings bank,
by the ad\ice of the Fathers, who entirely approved of the arrangement
made in the woods.
But, of course, there were also the
other pelts, which sold well. Each
of the two men obtained a good sum for
their shares, and the girl's part of the
rest of the fur taken on her father's line
amounted to nearly a hundred dollars.
In this manner Mititesh became an
heiress and a young person of importance in the community.

Thus began

the short

summer

sea-

and Mititesh went to school with
the other children. About the house
she always made herself very useful,
and it was only a short time before
son,

Uapukun loved her like her own
daughter.
That season Ahteck obtained several
good jobs of guiding, and every time
he went away the child would watch
him out of sight, and return to the
house looking rather sad, to find the
time very long until he returned.
Finally came the end of August and
active preparations were being made
for the coming winter.
At this time
Mititesh began to look at Ahteck very
wistfully, without saying anything,
until one day she could stand the
suspense no longer and met him at the
gate of the little enclosure in front of
the house. She had grown taller and
more rounded in her fourteenth year,
and more than one had hinted that she
was doubtless going to be a very beautiful girl.

—

want

go with thee and
Paul," she said.
"Thou knowest I can
work very hard and be useful to you
"I

both.

I

I

will

to

mend

clothes

and do the

cooking and stretch pelts and set the
snares for uapush, the rabbits.
Please,
can I go ? My heart is longing sorely
for the great woods.
I
I want to go
back.
I
love thy mother Uapukun,
and the two children, but never since I
can remember have I sjient a winter in
houses.
Please, I want to go !"
But Ahteck shook his head, perhaps
with some regret.
"Thou must go to school," he said,
"and learn many more things. It is not
fitting for thee to go with us now.
Listen, there is Philippe, who is a very
good man. He will go up with his

—

wife and the three children, of whom
one is, a big boy. He will take thy
line and pay thee a share of the fur.
I

have arranged

it

with him."

"Is that thy will ?" she asked, her
lower lip quivering a little.
"It is that which is right," he said.
"I have spoken to my mother and
others.
But here comes Father Laroux

and we will ask him."
"There is no need to ask him," she
declared.

"My

father said that

I

was

always to do thy bidding, because thou
wert very wise. If it is thy will I shall
obey. It is enough."
But Ahteck insisted upon stopping
the good old priest, who was walking
quietly along the road, reading his
breviary, and explained the situation
to him.
The old missionary placed his

on the

girl's

hand

head, smihng at her in his

kindly way.

"Thou

art a real little sauvage," he

"and the great woods will always appeal to thee. Ay, I also regret the days of my strength when I
told her,

traveled far in them, even to the shores
the great Bay. But this big lad

of

It is not fitting now
is right.
that a growing maiden should go away
in such a manner."
Mititesh bowed her pretty head,
submissively, but two great drops that
had been trembling upon her lashes
rolled down her cheek, and this was
the only sign she gave of her dreadful

Ahteck

disappointment. It was very bitter
to think that she would not see the
graves of her parents again, that she
would no longer journey over the
rapids and the great tree-shadowed
dead waters upon which the leaping
Her
fish made rings of pearly ripples.
heart became very heavy within her
She returned slowly within
breast.
the house, and Uapukun looked at her,
curiously, but never questioned her.
A few more da>-s went by, all too fast
A good many hunters
for the child.

were

lea^•ing,

came the

and when the last day
churned around

litde steamer

the point and stopped offshore. The
lake was beautifully calm, the sun
glittered brightly on its surface and,
in the distance, big white gulls were
sweeping in great circles. The decidu-
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FIFTY H.P. Seven Passenger SIX
$1450

appreciate the Value in this
you must see it perform on

-to

SIX
the

open road.
The open road

— with

its hills, ruts,

mud and

stones

—

this

the test that brings out the true quality and stamina of
the Series 17 Studebaker Six the " Made in Canada " car
is

—

that has been the motor car sensation of the year.

Experts have judged the Studebaker Six as the most powerful car for its weight now on the market.
This means hill
climbing ability, ruggedness and stamina that is unequalled

by any car

in its class.

Six Cylinder Models
Touring Car, 7-passentfer
Roadster, 3-paasenier
Landau-Roadster, 3*pass.

-

•

$1430
1425
1700

Four Cylinder Models
$1225

Tourinii Car, 7-patsen(er

Roadster, 3-pa5senger •
Landau Roadster, 3-pass

-

•

Add

that the stylish

1200
1500

But don't permit mental

r.

O. B. Walkerville.

—

appearance of the car its big
roomy seats that make for comfort no matter how far the
journey, and you have a mental picture of the Value your
money will buy in a Studebaker Six at $1450.
to

mould your ideas of
Studebaker Value. See the Studebaker dealer and see with
your own eyes what this car gives, or, better still, let us
give you a demonstration on the open road.
pictures to

STUDEBAKER
WALKERVILLE, ONT.
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ous trees had already begun to assume
the glory of their autumnal tints and
Most
the days were shortening fast.
of those Indians whose grounds were
far away had already left at the beginning of tlie month, and after the

hunters who were now going away
should disappear on the other side of
the lake there would be none left at the
reservation but some women and
children, with old men too feeble to
undergo a hard winter's toil, besides
the priests.
On the shore, that day, there was
much animation. It was no such great
departure as when the large crowd goes
to Portage a I'Ours to begin the journeys
up the Ashuapmouchouan and its far
tributaries, yet a good many were
leaving and their goods were piled up
in mighty heaps.
There were fiftypound and a hundred-pound bags of
flour, apparently enough to feed a
small army, and pork and tea and salt
and sugar and small kegs of powder,
with a host of other things such as
clothing and blankets and tents folded
small and cleverly roped. Also there
were a good many new traps, to replace others finally rusted away in the

woods.

KnsMySl
The Soap

to cleanse

and

rify the skin

Ointment

soothe and heal

skin troubles which

little
if

to

and pu-

scalp, the

neglected

cause

much

and
These super-creamy emol-

loss of sleep.

suffering

lients are favorites of children. They are splendid for
toilet

purposes and are most

economical.

Trial Free by Return Mail
Skin Book
For fr«-e sample ciuii with
by return mail, address post-card, "Cuticura,
Dept. 62 Boston.** Sold throup'hout the world.

There

were

little

ones

for

small animals, and larger sizes, up to
those weighing from twelve to sixteen
pounds apiece, furnished with heavy
chains, such as are used for bear.
The men were hurriedly carrying all
these loads on board the steamer, in
their canoes, making many trips back
and forth amid laughter and songs and
Some of them were leaving
farewells.
with whole families while others allowed their wives and children to remain
behind.
few of these men hunted
groxmds that were not very far away,
and would probably return over snow
and ice to spend Christmas at home,
bringing back some of their fur.
Uapukun, of course, was on the
beach with her children, who ran
among the piles of provisions and returned every minute to tell Uncle Caribou to bring back many big bears for
them to see. At early daylight the
woman had run up to the little church
to place a candle on the altar, and now
she looked very gravely, with a throbbing heart, at the little steamer that
would once again take her big son

A

To

iu the best styles; workmanship and fabric are unconditionally
guaranteed.
All ahirts bearing the
"Deacon" label give the wearer
comfort, fit and satisfactory wear.

Ask

your dealer for Deacon Shirts;
if he cannot supply.

wriu

us direct

The

Deftcon Shirt Co., Limited
BdlTille.

Onuno

he continued.

Hearts and Faces

Made

—

A

George's mind. He started up
"I
must go," he cried.
Then in her terror at losing him she
blurted out the miserable truth.
"He wants to divorce me now that
he has spent all my money. I'm in
such trouble. He has set men on to

—
—
—
afraid —so alone."

I am shadowed wherever
go they are probably outside the
house now don't leave me I am so

watch me
I

Continued from page 222.

—

that I am pretty and let the warm
love in."
She was as fair as Delilah and he
was no stronger than Samson.
"Can't you understand," she went
on rather unsteadily. "I have not
position is not
really changed.

My

—

"Do you mean I'm

to be mixed up
shouted George in a
fury. "Is my name to be dragged into
the courts visiting you alone at night?
What of my career ? Don't you see
in this scandal,"

—

that this will ruin

me

in

my profession

?

Here have I been sla\ing away night
and day for all these years with the
one ambition to be a great protrait
painter.
I have just got a commission
to paint the King, and you in your
silly, criminal folly ruin me."
"I never thought of that," she panted.
He saw in her eyes the desire that
had led her to lay this trap for him.
How blindly he had walked into the

And

yet she had been clever,
herself at his head too
soon.
Until to-night she had been
simply friendly, and he was deceived
by her show of wealth, by a veneer of
good-breeding and religion.
So her money was all spent now
He was to be her new protector
Money was her aim, but she was cutting the ground from beneath her own
feet when she deprived him of his profession.
She was fool as well as knave.
He saw his name starred in the
evening rags:
trap.

had not flung

!

—

ARTIST'S

!

AMOURS— NOCTUR-

NAL

VISITS.

He would be laughed at by men he
hated and cut by women he despised.
Gone now all hope of that Royal Portrait.

Ethel

made a

last effort.

too late," she whispered, close
"Cannot
to him, honey in her voice."
"Is

it

—

we
"You

and

filthy

man," he

away.

OUTING SHIRTS

really different from that day you lifted
me out of the depths six years ago
I've quarreled with Wolseley.
He
doesn't live here now."
horrible suspicion flashed into

abominable wo-

cried.

He flung her from him. He ran to
the hall. Seizing his hat and coat, he
walked as steadily as he could down
the stone steps into the darkness of the
street.

T^H.A.T night
^

slumbers.

his eyes seared his fitful

He dreamed

that

on

either side of him stretched endless
desert, ridged like an ocean fixed
His breast was as a road,
eteraally.
over which trod the hoofs of countless
On and on swept the relenthorses.
less army, his eyelashes their white-

'.

[
:
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Prometheus, vulture-torn
had suffered no such
agony. Movement was of another
world for he was petrified in dreams.
A sun of citron and of orange mocked

hot spears.

and chained,

Such thirst suggested and
unquenched was surely fed by flames.
his misery.

Then slowly, but so eagerly anticipated, crept pale shade toward him.
Nearer, nearer, though with his head
gripped

down he

could but guess

its

presence. Was it earth whirling to
destruction, or only the sun sinking,
that lifted Something from that fierce
horizon ? It was the shadow of that
Something whose slow and torturing
feet he seemed to hear.
little higher, and a little nearer.
Through the glow of fire he could at
last shape a face
and breasts and
claws.
It was the Shadow of the

A

—

—

Sphinx.

TN

he thought of Reid,
that true-hearted son of Nature who
had given him his first start. George's
letter was answered by the laconic
his despair

telegram, "Coming."

Unspeakable relief
To the lonely
man, a little means so much. Reid
was not rich, yet had clearly never
!

hesitated before the expense of the
journey.
Telling his man to admit no visitors
and to prepare a room for Reid, George
fell into an easy sleep, waking in the
afternoon much relieved.
The same old Reid
touch more
of grey in the beard and whiskers, but
that was all. Still that cheery face,
rough and radiant with the open air.
His luggage was a faded old umbrella.
"How times come back !" said
George as they drove in a hansom to his
lodging.
"You mind me of the old
sea smell that we used to get on Bal!

A

gownie links. Still pegging away ?"
"Ay, sonny, still peggin' ".
"Not married yet ?"
"No, no sonny. It's only the young
fools that play about wi' women."
George laughed a trifle ruefully.
"Glad to hear ye laugh, sonny,"
said Reid, patting him on the knee.
"It shows that we are not at the botof the sea yet.
Man is there any
place here in London where you can
get a drop of Scotch, with somethin'
I'm just famishin'. There's
to it ?
no food like real food, and I'm fair
sick of sandwiches."
"We're just home" said George.
"What !" exclaimed Reid when the
latter
handed cabby half-a-crown.
"Man, I can see ye're clean daft.
could have got here in a bus for threepence."
"Maybe," said George slyly, looking
at Reid's umbrella, "but then what
should we have done about the lug?
I didn't know you were comIgage
ing to stay so long."

tom

We
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"Man, I thought you would be rich
and fat now, so that you would have
some spare pyjamas to fit me."
Then, when they came to supper,
Reid traversed the food at ninety miles
an hour, while George toyed with his.
"Ay," said the older man, quaffing
"This is the real old Sandy.
nobly.
Drown your sorrows in drink, sonny,
not more than three glasses, with hot
water and lemon and sugar to taste.
And now for a pipe. Fegs, man
Put away thon cigarette. Chewin's
a bad habit. Soock, man, soock, like
a new-born babe."
So they went on in the old familiar
way, coarse perhaps, just as the earth
It
is coarse, and the sun and the sea.
did George a world of good.
Over the prescription that Reid had
recommended for sorrows George told
the whole story.
"Ay, man, that's a gey pickle.
When we've had a look at your pictures we'll see what can be done."
1

A FTER

supper they examined the

pictures, Reid grunting and humping like one of Kipling's camels.
"There's one thing, sonny, that
makes me proud of you."
"Yes," said George, very self-conscious.
"And that is that ye've not alto-

gether lost yer Scotch accent. I'm no
It gives me great hopes of ye

jokin'.

why. It's like this,
you classical johnnies
goin' up from King's College in Aberdeen to Oxford and comin' back wi' a
drawl fit to turn yer nose up. But it's
no like that wi' you."
In a humbler spirit George sat down
by his old friend.
"Now, to my mind," Reid went on,
"ye've made mighty progress;
I
wouldn't hae thought it possible. But
I'm just fearin' that ye're on the wrong
and

I'll tell

sonny.

ye

for

see

I

the Scotch accent that
I watched ye showin'
me yer pictures, an' shootin' out yer
cuffs like a wee peacock, but then I
heard yer vowels, an' I knew ye were
lines, like.

gives

still

me

VACUUM SWEEPER is effectual

—

BISSELUS
Vacuum Sweeper
BISSELL'S Carpet Sweepers are in greatest
demand in the leading markets of the world even

—

where national loyalty' is most intense.
Every Bissell is backed by 40 years of experience devoted to the exclusive manufacture of
carpet sweeping devices.
Vacuum Sweepers/ $9.50 and $11.50, "Cyco"
Ball Bearing Carpet Sweepers. $3,25 to $4.75;
Slightly higher in the western provinces.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
and Oldest Exclusive Manufacturers
Carpet Sweeping Devicea in the World

I.argfst
ijf

Dept. 216.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Made

in

Canada, too
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It's

Thank God
watched

I've

for

it

this

rible clever it

is,

The old

reliable

remedy

for rheu-

matism, neuralgia, sore throat and
!

English

and American notion

of paintin', terwi' rapid snatchin' at

These chaps think they can
complete effect in one day's
paintin', or thereabouts.
Man, they
should have been born three hundred
years ago and given that tip to Titian.
Think of the grandest portrait painter
the world has ever seen, and think of
the laborious way he thought of and
put on his paint ^the magnificent
effects.

get

BISSELL'S

insurance against floor dust and dirt.
Its three
vacuum bellows create such a volume of air suction
that the fine dust does not have a chance to become deeply imbedded into your carpets and rugs.
Dust-bag and nozzle come out in one piece,
emptying from the rear an exclusive Bissell
convenience.
To keep the whole house clean by the modem,
dustless, sanitary method, you should use a

hopes.

a man.

"Now,

Keeps the Whole
House Clean

a

—

underpaintin' and the wrastlin' an'
care an' love on the top of it.
Remember that it was him, that it was
Titian, who said that an improvisation
is
not the finest poetry. Now the
great characteristic of Scottish paintin'

sprains.

Best Liniment

Made

Mr. A. K.Lacn DRV, Edmonton, writes:—
"I fell from a building and reoeived what

the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told nie I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARU'S LINI-

MENT and in six days I

was out to work again.
I think it the best I*iuitneut made,'*
Minard's Liniment
always gives satis-

For any
ache or pain. It
faction.

Stves instant

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

N.S.
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that one thing, quality
Quality,
Burn the word in yer breeches
If there's any school of paintin' worth
foUowin' beside the school of nature,
it's the school of the Venetians.
These
English and American chaps have got
no guts. D'ye follow ?"
"Fire ahead."
is

!

man

!

!

—

"Color upon color this makes a
picture glow with permanent beauty.
Now Titian could do that in a portrait
because he could command his own
time and his own terms. In these days,
a johnny who wants his portrait paint-

^^

Remember
this -

Corns aie
Needless
pity to suffer cornsof people don't
If
a corn appears, they put a

One Blue-jay is sufficient on
91 per cent of all corns. On old,
stubborn corns simply use an-

Blue-jay on

other.

a

IT'S
Millions

it.

Never a pain after
48 hours the
and forever.

Why

corn

Why pare corns and keep them?
Why use harsh methods and risk

In
disappears,
that.

soreness?
corns?

don't you

Blue-jay

let

The way
i^

know

is

easy, gentle, quick.
and results are

scientific,

Corns are inexcusable to-day.

inevitable.
15 and 25 cents
At Druggists

BAUER & BLACK,
Makers

New York

Chicago and

George huskily. "But tell me
this method.
How am I
to set about it ?"
"A hundred years ago there was a
quack who sold the fashionable artists
said

more about

Apply a Blue-jay and you
the corn will end.
Never
again will it bother. That is
proved a million times a month.

prove that?
It

Or ways that don't end

ed canna be bothered with more than
a half dozen sittings."
George laughed. "I'd have painted
the King's portrait in three sittings of
an hour apiece. I've spent no longer
than that on many a portrait."
"That's the vera reason I am glad
ye have got into this pickle !" replied
Reid.
"My advice is, chuck portraits
altogether, at least for a while.
Yer
present trouble may be the best for
ye in the end. For mind this, sonny,
ye've got the makin' of a grand painter
in ye.
Ye've faced the drudgery of
drawin'.
Now ye must face the
drudgery of paint. Ye must analyse
more, in order that ye may create."
"Well, I suppose you are right,"

Also Blue-jay

Bunion Plasters

of Surgical Dressings, etc.

the so-called secret of Titian, at ten
guineas a head. This I will impart to
ye for love, having borrowed twopence to buy it myself off'n a second-

hand bookstall."
So saying, he produced from his
pocket two tattered leaves from an
old number of the Fortnightly
appar-

—
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JOHN'S.

ently an excerpt from an Italian called
Boschini, which the old Scot proceeded
to read with deliberate emphasis.
" Titian," he read, "smothered his
canvases with a mass of color that
made, so to speak, a bed or base for
the touches which he painted over it.
And I also have seen him, with resolute
strokes and brushes full of color, giving
the promise of a rare figure. After
having made tliese precious foundations
for his pictures, he turned the canvases
to the wall and there he left them some
months without looking at them. When
he wished to paint on them again he
first

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT

examined them with a very

them, and

and
upwards. Small accounts are welcomed. Accounts may be opened in
the names of two or more persons, withdrawals to be made by any one
of the number.
Interest at the current rate

is

allowed on

all

deposits of $1.00

Accounts can be opened and operated by mail as easily as by a
personal

visit

to the bank.

critical

observation, as if they were his worst
enemies, to see what he could find in
if

he found anything which

was discordant with the delicacy

of

the intention of his art, as a beneficent
surgeon operates on the infirm, he
applied himself to reduce any swelling
or superabundance of flesh, or to putting right an arm if the form of the
bony structure was not properly adjusted, or putting in its place a foot
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that had taken a discordant posture,

and so on, without pity for its pains.
"Working in this way he constructed
the figure and reduced it to the most
perfect symmetry that could represent
Havthe beauty of nature and of art.
ing done this, he worked from time to

time on them till he covered his figures
live flesh, perfecting
it were with
with such wonderful touch that at
last only the breath seemed wanting.
He never did a figure at once, and used
to say that any one who improvised

A

camera

A picture

that fits the pocket

that fits the view

as

verses that were prowell put together."
"There's something in that," said
George. "But how am I to work like
that ? It is impossible to find time
for that way with portraits, as you
yourself admit. They are hard enough

make

could never

found

or

to get as

really

it is."

!"

"Money, money, again

said Reid.

Chuck them,

broad path of portraits.

"It wasn't money I was thinking of,"
"It was of my
said George, coloring.

time he -wholly
revealed the thought that urged him
on so eagerly. England's Greatest
It was not easy to
Portrait Painter
confess, for it betrayed conceit, and

Then

for the first

!

Reid had hammered that.
"What must I do to be saved ?"
added George, as Reid stayed silent.
yerself adrift, sonny, cut yerYe've got yon money of
self adrift.
yer own still, haven't ye ?"

Folding

Autographic Brownie

man chuck them."
ambition."

2C

No.

a clever artist blinds himself with this love for money, forsaking
the narrow way of landscapes for the

"How many

The thin, narrow camera slips readily into the pocket; the
somewhat elongated picture, 2j^ x 4^^ inches, is right for landscapes when used horizontally, and for home portraits when used
vertically.
The pictures are, in fact, the same shape as those
made by the most popular of all cameras, the 3^ Kodak but

—

are a

trifle

smaller.

A BIT OF DETAIL.

"Cut

"Yes,

and

I've

saved a thousand

pounds."
"A thousand

pounds too much,
except that ye'U need a mighty lot to
put away on materials. Ye must
leave London. Why not go to Paris ?
The grand thing alDOUt Paris is that
the
ye're in an atmosphere of art
good men there work like hell. Give
yerself at least two years to experiment, and then try what ye can do."
George understood what Christian
must have felt at the top of the Hill
The future no longer
of Difficulty.
loomed terrible before him. It was
mysterious still, but it grew lighter,

—

The 2£ Folding Autographic Brownie loads with Autographic cartridges
for ten, six or
at the time, the

two exposures, with which you can write on the film, instantly,
date and title or other memorandum regarding the picture.

The camera has

the

Kodak

Ball Bearing shutter with snapshot speeds of

and 1/100

of a second as well as the usual time action.
Has
reversible finder, two tripod soclcets, automatic focusing loclc, is made of metal, has black
leather bellows and is covered with a fine imitation leather, with black enamel and nickel
fittings.
Well made in every detail.

1/25, 1/50

THE PRICE
4%

Price with meniscus achromatic lens,

At

all

Kodak

$ 9.00

inch focus

Do., with Rapid Rectilinear lens

11.00

,

dealers'.

CANADIAN KODAK

CO.. Limited

TORONTO

lighter.

Ethel had deprived him of his ambiReid's
as a portrait painter.
words opened to him a new world of
art.
He would paint landscapes the
tenderness of dawn, the blaze of day,
the cool and luminous eve and deep
blue night. What were tailored kings
compared to the majesty of these great
tion

—

wind-swept spaces.

Iras

a life there was before him
His career
and work and work
!

just beginning.

He was on

the threshold of creation.
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What 1000
1,000 cars a day enable us
use materials of a much
higher quality and not only
permit but actually enforce
to

an accuracy of workmanship
which smaller productions of
cars in the same price range
neither permit nor require.
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$1115
% Model SS-4f.

o. b.

Vacuum tank
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Gasoline tank in rear with gauge
Electric control switches on steering

column

make
much more comfort-

1,000 cars a day
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possible

able cars than have ever before been
possible at anywhere near the price.
*

*

*

This newest Overland

the

is

largest Four ever offered for so
price.

low

a

In the

—

The en bloc 35 horsepower motor
which has tnade the Overland
famous is continued.

—

True
and now

^

it

is

perfected even

more

it is a fitting climax of the
experience obtained from a quarter
of a million of these Overland

motors

in daily use.

Shock-absorbing cantilever type
rear springs are a big improvement.

Catalogue on request
Please Address Dept, 779

The

Make

Possible

another improvement. The
vacuum system, insuring a steady,
even gasoline flow at all times, is
still another improvement.
Yet the price of this, our greatest
Four cylinder value, is less than any
car of its size ever sold for before.
rear
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No

Some

gasoline tank placed in the

*
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112 inches.

first

wheelbase

Toronto

35 horsepower en bloc motor
ttz-inch wheelbase
33 X 4 inch tires
Cantilever rear springs
Auto- Lite starting and lighting

Cars a Day

*

•

Six!
Yet the price
lower than any other six

of its size.

The Overland dealer is
ready to make demonstrations of both models now.

'

a pace maker

is the newOverland Six.
Here is a snappy five-passenger
long stroke 40 horsepower model
having all the advantages of higher

less

is

THE NEW SIX

est

priced Sixes, yet it comes absolutely
complete at a lower price than any
other six of its size.
And the motor!
You've heard all about fast get

—

—

smoothness crawling and
climbing on high. This Six does all
that and then some!

aways

Willys-Overland, Limited

$1295
Model 8S-6f.

o. b.

Toronto

horsepower en bloc motor
116-inch wheelbase

35-40

32 X 4 inch tires
Cantilever rear springs
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happens when the Dominion Govern-

enacts a new piece of legislation?
What wheels within wheels are set in motion
before the legislation goes upon the books as a
These and equally interesting
finished product?
questions are answered by Tom King, Dean of
the Ottawa Press Gallery, in his article in the

October issue of

CANADA MONTHLY.

Writing

to the general subject, i^^ow Our M.P.'s Earn Their
Salt, Mr. King gives the layman a close insight

world war has brought in front of the spot-light
After one reads Mr. Stokes'
as never before.
story it is easy to realize there are tens of thousands of real
heroes in the King's khaki, even if they do miss the D.S.O.

In The Scientific Side of Bread, Miss Helen McMurchie,
of the University of Toronto, presents some of the theories
of the Domestic Science School on that old task which has
been counted the foundation of every housewife's score of
making bread. Miss McMurchie tells how fiour
efficiency
is made; the scientific theory of the action of yeast in the
flour; and she gives other important information that will be

—

of value to everyhousewife, young or old.
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Canada Monthly's

School and College
Directory

"I
fair

want this check cashed," said (he
young matron, appearing at tlic

window

of the paying teller.
"Yes, madam; you must endorse
though," explained the teller.

^oulton Colle^

"Why my husband sent it to me.
He is away on business," she said.
"Yes,

An Academic Department of McMaster University.
Matriculation and Englisli courses. Senior and Junior Scliools.
Finely equipped music and art departments. Exceptional
opportunities with a delightful home life. Fees moderate. Re-opens
September 20th. Write for Calendar.
MISS H. S. ELLIS, B.A., D. Paed.. Principal.
34

BLOOR

in a few moments triumphantly presented the check, having
written on the back:

"Dear Jack,

Wooilstook, Ont.

GLEN

_

the

money.

MAWR

Louis got a job in a bank. A wealthy
uncle met him and asked,
"Well,
Louis, how are you getting on in business ?
I s'pose the first thing we know
you will be manager of the bank ?"
"Yes, uncle," replied the boy, "I'm
getting along fine.
I'm draft clerk
already."
"What !" exclaimed the uncle.

"Draft clerk ? Why, that's very surbut very good."

prising,

651 SPADINA AVEMDE, TORONTO.
Residential and

got

I

Evelyn.

manly

B.A„ Principal

to 3'ou."
went to the desk against the

She
and

ForBoi

^

will

it

we will know
know that we

so

wall

I'reparw for
inJividuility in hoys and young men.
Intellectual, pli /sical and
comnusniinl and professional lifts.
manual training facilities iiaffxcellcd. Larjfi; campus, beautiful
high location. Re-opcns September 12th. Special courBe for
Farnw)r»' Sons November to March.
Write fur .Wth Annual Calendar.

I

and your husband
it

endorse

Just
it,

paid

Woodstock Collet

A. T. MAC'iVeiL.

madam.

sign on the back of

TORONTO

ST. E.,

Ti-aclies

it.

Day School for Girls

Principal— Miss J. J.

STUART

Succesfior to Miss V(«ls.

"Yes,

uncle,"

replied

the

lad,

"I

open and shut the windows according
to order, and close the doors when
people leave them open.

Cambridge University, Enfrland.

Classical Tripo»*.
Ijirge weH-veiitilated house, pleasantly situated.
Highly qualitit^d Staff of Canadian and European
teachers. The Currieuluni shows close touch with
modem thought and education. IV'paration for
Si>ecial attention
matriculation examinations.
giTen to individual needs. Outdoor games.
New Prospectus from MISS STUART.

School re-opens September 14th.

A

alorontn

A

SpHt&PJitial anil Bay &rljaol for (Stria
Situated Opposite Queen's Park, Bloor St. W.

Every educational facility provided.
Pupils prepared for Honor Matriculation.
Music, Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon
the moral as well as the intellectual, aims at the
development of a true womanhood.
School reopens Tuesday, Sept. ISth, 1916.
JOHN A. PATERSON, K.C., President.
MRS. A. R. GRBGORY, Priocipal.

For Calendar apply

ONTARIO

LADIES'

AND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART

COLLEGE

WHITBY. ONTARIO

in the vil-

it:

"A Lawyer and an Honest Man."
The man scratched his head and
looked at the monument again. He
read

4t|lJ

man, while wandering

lage cemetery, .saw a monument and
read with surprise the inscription on

the

inscription

over and over.

Then he walked all around the monument and examined the grave closelj'.
Another man in the cemetery approached and asked him:
"Have you found the grave of an
old friend ?"
"No," said the first

man, "but I was
wondering how they came to bur\those two fellows in one grave."
There are two viewpoints from
which the sea may be contemplated.

"Ah !" cried the viking's daughter,
as she caught the flying spray in her
radiant face, "a life on the ocean wave
for me
Isn't it perfectly gorgeous,
Algie ?"
!

Send your daughter here in order that she may take up the duties of life well equipped intellectually,
physically, spiritually and socially.
The College is situated in 100 acres of grounds, in one of Canada's most healthful towns, only 30
miles from Toronto. Every physical advantage is offered, notably by a large gymnasium and excellent
swimmimg pool. College re-opens Sept. 12th. For Calendar write to
REV. F. L. FAREWELL, B. A., Principal.

——
— —

"Oh h h, yes," gurgled Algie making a break for the rail.
"Oh, yes^ah
ah d isgorgeous.

-

'
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Lytway, the butcher, had been very
busy for a few moments with a wellknown dictionary. Suddenly he closed
it with a snap and growled at his wife
in the

A Residential and Day School fcrQirls

getting too

is

Hon. Principal. • Miss M, T. Scott
Principal, Miss Edith M. Rbad, M. A.
Preparatioa for the University and for Examinations
in Music, Art and Domestic Science DepM-toients.
Thoroughly efficient staff. Lartfe playgrounds. OutHealthful
Tennis, Basketball. Rink.
door Games

clever," he growled.

"What's the matter ?" asked the
good-lady, surprised at this criticism
of a good customer.
"When she came in just now she told
me I ought to rename my scales the

—

locality.

PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR DAY PUPILS.
Autumn Term will begin Sept. 14th.
For Prospectus apply to the Principal.

Ambuscade brand."
;;WelI,

I
^

Roscclalc

TOKonio

cash desk.

"That Mrs. Smarte
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why

?"

up the word,"
man, "and the
dictionary says that ambuscade means
"I've

just

went on the
to

lie

in

looked

infuriated

weight

MARGARETS COLLEGE

ST.

!"

TORONTO
A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Little Mary Lou was eager to get
to her new doll and didn't know

(Fonnded by the

back

late

George Dickson, M.A.. Former Principal of Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Dickson).

ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatoiy to University Matriculation and First Year Work.
MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION

there was going to be any dessert.
She
slipped quietly from her chair, hoping
she would not be observed.
Out in the hall she met the cook
with the ice cream, and as quietly as
she had left it she slipped back to her
accustomed place at the table.
"Mary Lou," said her mother reprovingly, "I thought you had finished
your dinner. It isn't polite to come
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I
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didn't excuse myself, mother,'
said quickly.
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on the

GREAT
LAKES

Some time

ago, before con.scription
patriotic
English grocer called together his staff
which consisted of a solitary assistant,

was seriously mooted, a certain

Get awa> from the
monotony of the office,

and proposed that one

factory or farm.

Take

—

prise*

a Real Vacation
of pleasant surof unique feat-

full

—

— of

ures,

wondrous

"Ye, Mackay, wull stay behind and
keep the business going."
Mackay, with tears in his eyes,
warmly seconded, so in a short time
the deed was done.

sigfata.

M&ke yoar butinras trip a pleasure royace. The bie
fled of Northern Navisation Liners are maUns n1-ireekty
ulpl OB the lalce Huron-Superior Cmise, maldnf possible faic comfortable, safe trapcL

Between Detroit, Mich., Sarnia, Ont.,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Port Arthur, Ont
Fort William, Ont. and Duluth, Minn,

Many months

passed by, as the
and the e.x-grocer
when going off trench duty received
the shock of his life, for did he not see
his assistant dressed in khaki standing
before him ?
"Mackay
Great Firkins, can that
be ye ?" he exclaimed, aghast. "Did I
no leave ye in chairge o' the shop ?"
"So I thocht at the time, maister,"
replied Mackay sadly, "but the fac' is,
it was no a shop ye left me in chairge
story

Features of These Cruises
Included in the Tickets are the Finest Meais and Most ComfortaH, Berths. Special Train Visits to Kalcabeka Falls*- Basket Picnic
Special Shore Dinner at Bie Hotel. Boulevard Drive in Terminal
City Inspection of Largest Locks on Fresh Water— Afternoon Tea

—

—

on Shipboard— Dancing in Big Ballroom Every Evening
Refreshmenes After Dancing, etc., etc.
Ship's Orchestra

— Music

Complete Cruise ^^40
Everything Included, (6 day trip)
Also Georgian Bay one way 4 day trips
Between CoUlngwood and Sault Ste. Marie
and 30,000 Island one way trip between
Parry Sound and Penetang.
Good contiectlons with through Hnes east and

—

wumman

your

ye can hit," so

,

reservations

a'

folk.

So, sez

too masel, 'Mackay, if ye've got tae
fecht ye may as well fecht something

—Ask any
W in advance.
Northern Navigation Co., Ltd
and information

says,

I

west at Detroit, Mich. .Sarnia, Ont. and Fort William
Make your

but

o',

—

•

for folders

book

!

by

—

Write

them should

of

Further,' to the somewhat relief of the other, he said he would go
himself, being a single man.
enlist.

jined."

I

ticket agent.

NO

"I see you claim one hour's overtime, Bill," said'the employer. "How's
that ?
I thought no one worked over-

Samla, Ontario

time last week."
Bill passed a horny hand across his

mouth.

"One
right," he replied,
due."
The master regarded him suspicious"Quite

hour's

my

lyit ?" he inquired.
"Last Thursday," responded Bill.
"I was sent up to your own house to
help shake the carpets."
"Yes, I remember that distinctly,"
"But you got off at
cut in the boss.

"Come, when was

si.\

CLUB INDEXES.

25«

sharp."

"Ah, that's true as far as it goes,"
assented the man. "But your missus

me half a meat pie to take home
and that there hour is for bringing
the dish back !"

give
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R
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full

for
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Millions of players in all parts ol the
world use Bicycle Cards because of
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Ivory or Air-Casbion Finisli
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SENDIS«
IN

STAMPS

GAMES
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1

TORONTO. CANADA

"Are you 'Boots ?'" blustered the
Englishman in the American hotel.
"No," replied the boy addressed.

"They call me 'Scales.'
The Englishman was
" 'Scales,' eh

What do

they

"Because

I

?

"

mystified.

That's a queer

call

you

name

'Scales' for ?"

get tipped so often."
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elderly gentleman of rural ap-

pearance had

hardly seated himself
the street car when a young lady
.who had followed him in approached
shim.
"Sir, did you lose a five-dollar bill ?'
fshe asked.
For a moment the farmer observed
her with a surprised, curious look, then
said convincingly, "Yes, ma'am, I
did."
"Then here it is," said she handing
the bill to him.
I picked it up behind
3'ou from the car floor."
"Thank you very much, young lady,
in

your honesty. This is a most remarkable happening !"
I be"Oh, I don't think so, sir
lieve every one should return the
for

!

What

money

in such a case as this.
there so remarkable about

~"Why,

I

lost

my

it

is

The "Boy Scouts'

?"

five-dollar bill

is a good one for
Milk deliveries are uncertain, particularly in Winter.
The unexpected guest may
find you with an insufficient supply.

motto

two

the housewife.

years ago

Two candidates, one of whom was
entirely bald, while the other had a
luxuriant head of hair, were seeking
the favor of the electors in a denselycrowded

Lancashire

mining

Be
few

innocent of hair had been cross-questioned
and heckled at a meeting almost beyond endurance, and at last, goaded
practically to madness, he declared
that he could do all that his opponent
could do. A collier broke in, in broad

EVAPORATED
It surpasses

costs

"Part thee hair

not do
th'

If

a

tail

CONDENSED

(Unsweetened)

1

(Sweetened)

Custard Pie

can " Canada Firr.t" Evaporated
(Unsweetened) Milk.

4 eggs.
Pinch of salt.
Suflar to taste.
Little grated nutmeg or ground

"With the Con-

you arc interested

pure food

tests,

in

(deep pie plates are preferable), fill
and bal:c in a hot oven for i hour.

get the

Dominion Government analysis of milks in Bulletin
No. 305, Dept. of Inland Revenue.
It will show
where "Canada First " stands.
AYLMER CONDENSED MILK CO., LJMITED

Pat and Bridget were being married,
and the whole village was astir. Pat
in

times a

i>late

middle," was

the reply, amid roars of laughter.

was resplendent

all

densed (Sweetened) use
cinnamon.
Dilute themilk with three times as
only half the amount of much
water, add egys well beaten,
salt, nutmeg, su{:ar. Line two small
sugar in cooking.
or one large pie
with pastry

?" the can-

excitedly.
i'

the house at

Cream (and " Canada First "

much less) for coffee,

dressing.

tha' conna'?"
I

in

cooking, cream soups and

Lanca.shire tones:

"And what can
didate demanded

Keep

" Canada First " Milk

district.

The gentleman whose head was

"Na

prepared.

tins of

coat (borrow-

ed), patent leather boots (too tight for
him), a white vest, and a bright green

Bridget shone glorious in most of
the colors of the rainbow.
The fateful words were spoken, and
the happy pair walked down the aisle
and out into the street, where a great
crowd greeted them with loud cheers.
tie;

At

last they were safely ensconced
their cab, and Bridget sank back
with a sigh of satisfaction.

in

"Sure, Pathrick," she said sadly,
"there's only one thing Oi regret.
If

we cud have stood on

the pavcmint

and watched ourselves
it have been hivinly !"

pass, wouldn't

An

Scotchman who had scraped
comfortable fortune was
persuaded by his family, much against
old

together
his

own

a

to take a holiday.
He
visited the PyraAfter gazing for some time at
will,

went to P2gypt and

mids.
the great Pyramid he muttered, "IVlan,
what a lot of mason-work not to be
bringing in any rent."

I
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A New

Deal

for Injured

Workmen

By Robson Black
Illustrated
usaiiiiiiiiiiiiinBiiiiiiiiiiiRiinniiuiiiuiiiuiHiiiiiiiiiii

from Photographs
I'CCSD''''*''''"'''''''''''"'''''''"'''''''''''""''^^^^

Under the old regime the worker relied on the good nature of his employer.
To-day he places his case with the Workmen's Compensation Board.
iiiHiuiiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiui»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiniii03:in^

iiiiininuiiiHiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiinnwiiiiiuii

"VyORKM EN'S
'

Compensation"

entered this life in the
midst of the World
War, the first of JanuCasualties
ary, 1915.
and war speeches, re-

ruiting tents and
marching troops have filled the three
There
attention.
rings of public
c

domestic
no matter how vital, no
If a Province of
matter how new.
has been
triumphs,

small

space

for

Canada could step clear of the chains
of tradition and inaugurate a scheme
of justice to the damaged workman,
his wife and children, and carry it
through a successful test of twelve
months, the ofYset to the sacrifices of
war was obviously considerable. But
so abnormal and hideous has been the
main thought

of

mines and mortars

that the winning of a humanitarian
redoubt in the middle of the Dominion
has been laid aside by many for future
contemplation. It remains to be seen
stimulation to radical reforms
if the
in Canada and the unlocking of an
unselfish and vigilant public spirit in
our citizens will not more than atone
for every human casualty in the fighting

degree are continued to his widow and
children or other dependents.

V\7E SHALL get an easier and

quicker
grasp of Ontario's Good Samaritan projects by a group of contrasts.
Under the old regime the worker
relied on the good nature of his employer or the uncertain results of a suit
at law.
To-day the personal charity of
the employer is a minor consideration.
The workman promptly places his case
in the hands of the Workmen's Compensation Board at Toronto.
He
accepts its decisions. So does the
employer.
There can be no appeal to

any

court.

Yesterday, the worker was forced all
to(j frequently to place his chances for
indemnity in the expensive care of
lawyers.
This was almost inevitable
where "contributory" negligence was

'^-^Av.

X
/'

I

involved. The employer followed the
same course. A lawyers' battle ensued.
The worker might win or lose; the

always won. To-day, legal
fees are i)ractically abolished for master
and man. They prepare their own
briefs in simplified l*2nglish and presen!
lawyers

them

to

the

"court"

for

a

postage

stamp.

field.

The Workmen's Compensation Act
applies to about 10,000 industries in the
Province of Ontario by which the in-

jured wage-earner is assured fifty-five
per cent, of his wages during the period
of his incapacity, and if permanently
impaired a pension or lump sum award.
In case of death, benefits of a generous
Copyright. 1916. by

VANDERHOOF. SCO TT a COM PANY.

LI MI TED.

All rights resentd.

1/
>«V

1-
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commercial

the

companies.

To-day,

exceptional if his first cheque
reaches him later than two weeks from
An average
the hour of the accident.
of 150 cheques, totalling about $3,000,
go for\vard daily from the Board's
offices to injured and disabled workers,
or their widow^ and children.

he

is

I_JERE we
of the

how much

shall see

some indications

remarkable scope of the Act,
it

costs

and how many

it

Assessments amounting to 31,539,492
were collected in 1915 from 14,750
employers.
The Board paid out on account of

men and women and

those
$1,186,221.

dependent upon them,
Seventeen thousand and thirty-three
wage-earners were reported to the
Board as injured, and, as disabilities
lasting seven days or less are not considered,

9,829 received compensatioTi.

number 251 were killed, 1,033
became in some measure permanently
Of

this

incapacitated, and 8,544 returned to
after comparatively brief absence.
A man of eighty-one years and a boy
and girl of eleven years were recipients
of compensation; the latter two were
permanently injured.

work

It is

very doubtful

if

this

wide scale

of benefits costs the employer any
of his cash than the old system.

more

The

workman, however, contributes not a
Alexander W. Wright
Vice-Chairman Workmen's Compensation

Board

Yesterday, the injured employee
hesitated to dispute a proffered settlement of his claim for fear of personal
friction and the loss of his job.
To-day
the injured man has no personal contact

with foreman or manager.

He

deals with a third party, the Compensation
Board.
Its
membership is

Government-appointed and permanent
and impartial. It forms a buffer body
that takes up friction and eliminates
rattle.
No one can imagine much
chance of quarrelling between workmen
and bosses over the peak of an equilateral triangle.

Yesterday, a successful wage earner

would be awarded damages in a lump
sum, and sums so obtained disappeared
usually in the lump. To-day the award

made at

the rate of 55 per cent, of the
for the entire period of
disability, if longer than seven days,
and this has no limit, covering to the
end of life. Money reaches him semimonthly or monthly in cheque form,
cashable at par anywhere. Under
exceptional circumstances, lump sums
may be paid, but the rule of periodical
payments is mostly followed.
Yesterday, the workman waited from
is

man's wages

one to twelve months, and even longer,
for any award of compensation through

legal

could

taxes,

London

cable

no

him beHe was a

to talk for

the Privy Council.
dazed, a little optimistic at first;
he did not know what an absolute
minus sign is a broken spoke in the
wheel of Industry. I-"or past services,
for risks assumed, he could stand by
and watch the other fellow draw his
pay. But for him and his damaged
fore

little

arm. Industry said: "He was careless
and hurt himself; ask the State to pay
for his keep."

affects:

injured

pay no

solicitor in

penny, although the manufacturers
sought to have such a condition included in the original act. The whole
burden, therefore, of support for disabled wage earners and their dependents falls upon the shoulders of Ontario
industry, although in the opinion of Sir
William Meredith, architect of the bill,
this load will be passed along to the
"ultimate consumer," just as duties,
war taxes, and such things usually are.
Reduced to the humble terms of a

workingman's experience, what set of
evils does "Workmen's Compensation"
seek to overcome?

\yfAYBE you
''
Mission in

have visited a

Citj'

The pattern-maker
elevator, but

tries running an
you would be surprised

how many thousands

of old

men

looking for jobs on elevators.
gardener, he cannot earn his salt.

are

As
As

ticket-taker at a ferry office, he lasts a
is fired
the crowds get on his
nerves, and three pairs of hands would

week and

;

be few enough. He was a good man
on patterns but the job owes him
nothing now. A few months pause
and then the City Mission gathers him
in as one of its logical children.

DUT this

is a day when the sun is
The road from disability to

up.
the

workhouse has a five-barred gate and
few vigilant workmen of the scores of
thousands in Ontario should find themselves travelling by it.
The Workmen's Compensation Act says to the
industries of Ontario:
"You will
shoulder the burdens of injured workers
equally with the workers themselves.
The game hitherto has been one-sided;
the wage-earner has carried most of
the load.
Hence forth 55 per cent, of
a man's wages must be paid him during
the period of his disability, though it
last as long as his life.
In case of
death, his wife and children shall be
compensated on a fixed and reasonable
scale."

Does not a fixed plan of indemnity
for injured men encourage carelessness
and invite accidents ? In flippant
theory, it might.
In painful practice,
it does nothing of the kind.
No man
in his senses deliberately^ thrusts his
arm into a gearing and feels the flesh
torn from his bones for the compensating delight of halting his wages cut in
two.
The penalty on the workman for
injury is the risk of death, the inevitable pain, the idleness, the loss of 45
per cent, of his earnings. Surely, it is

Toronto, Montreal or
Winnipeg or the cheap lodging houses
maintained by charity in almost any
city.
The people you meet there
sometimes have a few opinions of their
own on "compensation" versus "re-,
pudiation" for injuries caused in the
enough.
course of daily labor. Here is a patFive
tern-maker
turned
derelict.
years back, a fall through an open trap
left an arm and shoulder crippled.
The company disputed payment of
indemnity, alleging carelessness, and
threatened to fight it through the
courts.
Penniless,
the wage-earner
accepted the inevitable. He was as
helpless under the threat of "courts"
as a rebel under threat of "sunrise."
Lawyers, he could not hire; he could

To make
fair,

the scheme workable and

industries of the

same

order, such

as pulp and paper mills, presenting
equal risks, are grouped, and an assessment made on the group according to
what experience has demonstrated in
the previous twelve months. Within
each group, of course, the levies are
gauged by the payroll of each member.
Sawmill operations, or bridge building,
for instance, are rather hazardous, and
such groups of industries would have a

CANADA MONTHLY
higher

would

per

be

capita

asked

assessment

from

the

than

printing

trades.
It is therefore in the immediate financial interest of each group to

study reduction of accidents and this
important responsibilty is assumed as
an auxihary concern of the Compensation Board and will be spoken of later.
As a matter of accuracy, the reader
will bear in mind that railways and
other public utilities, municipal corporations and like bodies are separately
in the matter of payments
for compensation.
They do not contribute to the accident fund, like the
bulk of ordinary industries, but are
liable for payments for accidents as
they occur, and are subject to the rulings of the Board.
Let us trace an everyday case through
the offices of the Board and understand briefly' how such things are
handled. John Doe breaks his arm

combined

a machine shop and is also internally
injured.
Unlike our pattern-maker
friend, he knows that the gods of 191516 are standing at his elbow. His wife
pens a letter to the Workmen's Comin

267

pensation Board at Toronto, telling of
the accident. The employer has been
doing the same thing, for he is obliged
to report accidents within three days.
Back come blank forms. The worknian and his surgeon fill them up; the

employer

is

engaged likewise.

They

are returned to the Board.
Usually
within three days of their receipt, a
cheque is mailed to the injured man.
In many cases the extent of the wageearner's injuries are not known or the
facts not well authenticated, in which
case an inspector of the Board might
be sent out to make an independent
report.
No claim for disability lasting less than seven days is entertained.
V1;''E shall take for granted that

Doe

John

genuinely the victim of a
serious accident in the course of his
labor.
His surgeon attests the need
of an operation and a three weeks'
convalescence. All the evidence is in
argeement workman, employer, surgeon.
John gets a cheque twice monthly for 55 per cent, of his wages and in
certain instances the Board may help
is

—

George A. Kingston
Commissioner Workmen's Compensation
Board

him with

his surgeon's fees, hospital,

For five weeks, therefore, the
cheques go forward. The moment the
surgeon reports his man ready for
work, the payments cease and John
goes back to his old job. He can go
back because the existence of the
Board dissolved any chances of squabbling between man and boss as to the
etc.

cause of the accident, or other ticklish
points.
The Board, as we said, is a
capacious shock-absorber.
Suppose John had lost his arm. In
that case he would have been entitled
to a monthly pension for the rest of
his

days

— the amount depending on

his

wages, occupation and number of years
he probably would have lived to carry
his disability with him.
If he had lost
only his thumb then he would receive
a lump sum, because the Board consider
such an injury to be less than 10 per
cent, of his earning capacity.
Let us finish John completely. After
the funeral, a workman's widow ordinarily
looks down the help-wanted
columns. But Mrs. John is not immediately driven to that, for the Board
will say to her in effect:
"You are
entitled for the balance of your life, or
during widowhood, to a pension of $20
a month, and $5 a month for each child
under sixteen years of age, not exceeding forty dollars monthly for all.
If
you decide to marry again, we will
present you one month after the wedding with $480—equal to two years'
pension payments."

TF John

Samuel Price

Chakman Workmen's Compensation Board

does not die, he may be so
disabled that he 'cannot earn his
former wages, although able to earn
part.
Such cases require delicate handling.
A partially-recovered man who
eagerly and conscientiously applies
himself at new employment, earning
what he can, must not be regarded in
the same category with the partly-
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Some wage-earner,
shirker.
through laziness, might attempt to deceive the Board into paying him the same pension as a totally
disabled man, or he might deliberately
refuse work which he was c|ualified to
Close investigation is made of all
<lo.
such cases. To the honor of Ontario
workmen as a class, and to their
shrewdness too, be it said, the Board
has found \ery few of its correspondents other than scrupulous in their repThe wage-earner is
resentations.
eager to resume his employment on the
Furjjhysician's word of permission.
ther, in a number of instances where
overpayments have been made to
workmen during their illness, the excess amounts were promptly returned
to the Board on request, without the
semblance of argument.
There is an interesting "guiding
principle" of the Board covering these

disabled

merely

disability

partial

cases.

A

wage-

regarded as entitled to 55 per
cent, of the impairment of his earning
power. That is, if before the accident
he received $20 a week in wages, and is
afterwards able to earn only $10 a week,
he will get from his group of employers,
via the Board, an extra $5.50 a week
as compensation. This looks generous, but it is well to remember that the
accident actually costs the victim
$4.50 a week of his normal wages.
The Board wisely assumes much latitude of judgment in these cases and can
estimate through its own inspectors
whether the worker is paying his honCertain it is that with a
est part.
careful and unprejudiced body of ad-

earner

is

ministrators, as may truly be said to
constitute the present Board of Compensation, the objects of the Act have
little chance of mis-application.

ViyERE

the reader to be brought face
face with fifteen or twenty
maimed men and women and asked to
state the percentage of handicap under
which each would return to work, the
task would reasonably' appear impossible.
Yet, the Board is called upon
to perform such curious equations six
days a week. Suppose a local surgeon
at Fenclon Falls posts jn his opinion
that a certain wage-earner "is perto

manently

impaired

twenty-five per
is to fix his state-

who or what
ment as more than guesswork ? This
was a real arid a peculiar problem.

cent,"

So the Board established a

special rating schedule, covering all the commoner accidents that can reduce a man's
earning power for the rest of his

happiest harvest from the OnCompensation Act has been
the promise of an immediate decrease
in the number of accidents.
A percentage of accidents will always follow
hazardous, and even what we call
"safe," employments, but thousands of
our mishaps are the product of sheer
carelessness.
Instead of the Board
confining its attention to alleviating
distress of the damaged ones, a vital
part of its machinery works upon the
abolition of the causes of injury.
What about these causes ? It is
wonderful how big the "trifles" grow

when

related statistically.

Twenty-one set screws which might
have been countersunk for S7.35 caused
an accident burden on employers of
Open shafting and con$5,619.39.
veyors, which could have been boxed
cheaply at a few cents each, killed
crippled 22 and temporarily injured
55 workmen. Open gearing wounded
66, killed 4 and crippled 37 wage
earners.
Two men fell down elevator shafts
Automatic locks
and were killed.
costing $3.50, which would have prevented the gates from opening, would
have saved the pair of lives and also
Care, you
$6,179.06 in compensation.
in
4,

pays fine di^•idends. Again two
hundred and seventeen feet were badly
burned, because they were not sen-

see,

sibly shod;

126 people received pain-

and often serious hurt because it
was "nobody's business" to pay attention to protruding nails and pieces
of broken glass or metab
ful

And mark this for an item in a single
The wearyear of just one province
!

Compensation

safetv associations with seventeen in-

to earn wages, says the

ing of goggles, cost $150

all told,

!

whose

spectors,

salaries

and expenses

are paid out of the accident fund to
which the employers contribute. The
business of these insj ectors is to
specialize on accident prevention \\ithin
a special group of industries. The
lumbermen's association inspectors, for
instance, will travel from point to
point.
They examine machinery,
shafting, gearing, insist on tests of
boilers, watch the men at their laliors
and caution and instruct them along
lines of personal safety.
This kind of
evangelism, persistently and tactfully
applied through a number of years
may easily cut down the number of
industrial
matically,

injuries

then,

by

half.

Auto-

the financial burden

on manufacturer and consumer

will

be materially eased.

TT

tario

right arm of a
of course, we
too) reduces his power

An amputation of the
man (and,

mean women,

HTHE

would
have saved 38 permanent injuries to
eyes and $42,846.50 in ^compensation.
Surely here is a field for propaganda
The need thus far has moved the employers of the province to form fifteen

days.

right-handed

Board, by more than two thirds, 68.5
per cent., but the loss of four fingers is
an 18 per cent, impairment. To sacrifice a little finger at the proximal joint
impairs the wage earner 1.7 per cent.,
but to lose a leg at the thigh reduces
his earning power by more than fourfifths, 83.3 per cent.
The age of the
workman, his earnings, his physical
disability, the number of years it will
take him to adapt himself to his changed condition are some of the elements
which enter into the problem.
These sound like strange calculations to most of us, but they are based
on world-wide experience and are only
indicative of the combination of exactness and elasticity so essential in the
operation of a social instrument like
the Workmen's Compensation Act.

has been contended by opponents
the radical tendencies included

of

Compensation Act that in the
hands of weak and politically-minded
administrators, it might be a weapon
for
the gravest tyranny.
But s<j
might the General Post Office and the
in the

Survey.

Geological

The

Ontario

Government has cut

clear of any such
error in its first selection of a Board;
Mr. Samuel Price is chairman, Mr. A.

W.

Wright, vice-chairman; Mr. Geo.
A. Kingston, commissioner, and Mr.

M. McCutcheon, secretary. Under
these governors, the first year's testing
has been singularly harmonious and a
number of employers not now within
the Act have requQgted to f)e included.

J.

The Workmen's Compensation Act
not a Government's attempt to "put
over" a picturesque political concession
to labor agitators.
It can be regarded
only as a modest mile post in Canadian
industrial and social history, of which
many more mile posts are overdue and
many more are l^ound to come. The
standpat employer may storm himself
into apoplexy over the tendency of
is

"these trade-union times";
laborite

may

the ultra

wring his hands at the

slow advance of the social millenium.
Neither man probably will delay or
hasten very much the inevitable revision of industrial relations.
One of
these inc\"itable revisions was the displacing of the old Workmen's Compensation Act in Ontario and the
application of the new. The m.an who
is atune to the impatient, iron-shod
temper of these recent years of human
advancement should hold his programme open for almost any massmove, for they are coming aplenty.
The Workmen's Compensation Act of
Ontario, trespassing on the old style
inadequate adjustof quarrelsome,
ment for injuries to employees, will

probably

look

tame enough

light of events of 1025.

in

the

The Conversion

of

Alexander Popoff
By

Louis

Illustrated

ALEXANDER

POFOFF

was

Kon

by Bruce Cameron

look like, it's so long since I've seen
you.
What ?.
no, I certainly
don't believe it
You are too sen-

sit-

ting at his desk

buried in the
morning paper, carefully reading every word of the war news.
"It is terrible," he murmured to
His eyes rested
himself, "it is cruel."
on the map of Europe, hanging on the
Suddenly his
wall opposite his desk.
" It's a long
attention was distracted.
way from Canada, it's a long way to
'—", sang the passing volunteers
go
of the 34th Fort Garry Horse.
Alex moved to the window and
watched the column of soldiers turning

on to Broadway. A group of newsboys followed them whistling "It's a

Way

Long

to Tipperary."

He remarked among

the soldiers a

few of his acquaintances, men with
wives and children for whose happiness
and well being they were responsible.
His thoughts with the rapidity of
lightning wandered to his native Russia, to the battlefields of Belgium, to
his little cottage where wife and children were anxiously awaiting his return
after the day's work, to the western

where the Canadian farmers,
from Britain, Cermany, Belgium, Austria and Russia were peacefields,

originally

fully threshing their harvested grains;
to the hospitals where tens of thousands
of young, formerly ablebodied and useful, citizens of this

from

terrible

world were suffering

wounds

inflicted

by

their

fellowmen.

The

picture grew darker and darker.
Legions of crippled
rnoving, followed by
crowds of destitute women carrying
babies or leading hungry children.
He
saw the men in the trenches, the burning villages, the wounded lying where
no aid could reach them. He covered
his closed eyes with his hand trying to
shut out the horrid vision. The contracted muscles of his face and nervous
twitching of his li(is indicated his
physical suffering.

He shut his eyes.
men were slowly

The telephone

bell

"Yes, Scott,

will

Come

along;

I

I

aroused him.
be in the office.

quite forget

what you

.

.

.

.

.

!

sible for that.

..."

DY

.

his desk stood a Russian immigrant bashfully crumpling his cap,
and nervously stepping from one foot
to another.
"Well, what can I do for you ?"
inquired Alex.
"I want to go to the war," came the
reply in a low voice.
"Anxious to kill, or to be killed?"
asked Alex ironically.
"As God wills, perhaps I shall kill,
maybe they will kill me. Did you hear
anything from home ? Are the Germans killing many of ours ?"
"I am sorry, but I cannot do anything for you," Alex informed the

stranger.

The immigrant's face grew worried.
just came from the West.
The

"We

French Consul sent me to you. Please,
us go to the war. We are twenty
or thirty together, all from one village.
We w-ant to go back home."
"I cannot help," repeated Alex. "If
you have money to pay your passage
let

you may go."

"How much would

it

cost ?"

"About one hundred dollars."
"We could not do it. It is only
eight months since we are in Canada.
The money we earned was sent home
to our families.
Are there no other
of getting to the war ?"
Alex took a letter from his desk, and

means

explained

that

the

ment does not

call

Russian Govern-

to arms any reresiding in Canada, except
those who are willing to pay their own

servists
fares.

"According to this letter, received
from the Russian Consul in Montreal,
you can join the British or French
army if you wish. If you are so very
anxious to go to the war, /ou may try
to join the Canadian contingent going
Perhaps they will take
to the front.
you," continued Alex.
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sciously laid his hand on was pertaining
to Carl Ulrich, an ex-lieutenant of the

German anny, who

in

1905 migrated

to Canada.
For the past few years
Ulrich had served on the Royal North-

west Mounted Police, where he made
an enviable reputation for his faithfulness to duty and for his horsemanship.
Later he was appointed Immigration
Officer.

A few months before the war he
resigned his post and went to his native
country to

The

visit his relatives.

letter written

by Ulrich

to Alex

was dated

It
Berlin, July 2nd, 1914.
re^d in part as follows:
"I am longing to get back to Canada,
and if you know of any work that I can
return to Winnipeg, or
get upon
if you think that you will be able to

my

help me to find something, please let
me know and I will return immediately.
"I enjoyed

By

his desk stood a Russian immigrant

bashfully crimipling his cap

"I don't want to fight for others, I
took the oath of allegiance to our Czar,
and I've promised to fight for him and
One oath is enough for
for Russia.
me. Besides I don't understand their
language. We will have to try to get

velopment,
eiTorts to

T—TERE

"Are you in the Russian military
reserve ?" timidly inquired the stranger
looking straight into Alex's eyes.

steps

"Yes,

I

am, but why do you ask

?"

Why

don't you go ?"
Alex did not wish to continue the
conversation with his guest, and in
order to bring it to an end he began to
look over some correspondence which
he had in front of him.

"irHE immigrant turned on
and

The

file

his heel

the office.
of correspondence he uncon-

left

—

betterment, of
citizens intellectually
sound from these alien

of

social

races."

he paused in his reading as
the sound of approaching foot-

fell upon his ear.
"Mr. Popoff, allow me

in the trenches, the burning villages, the

"You look as if you had enough
money to pay your fare to Russia.

home

mould

said Alex.

men

the old

my

and morally

the

visit to

immensely the first few months for
so long only, did the novelty of life in
Berlin and other large cities appeal to
me after years spent on fhe Canadian
Then, too, when I began to
prairies.
realize the terrible oppression of militarism of
native country, the unreasonable vanity and vaunted superiority of the army officers and the
burden of military taxation, I longed
to be back in Canada, where the fight
for national superiority takes the form
of progressive farming, industrial de-

some work and to make enough money
to pay odr fares."
"It is the only thing for you to do,"

He saw

my

to introduce

wounded

lying

would expect to travel thousands of
kill your fellow men.
"You have changed your mind suddenly, Scott.
It is only a few weeks
since you returned to me the book
written by Baroness von Sutton, which
won her the Nobel peace prize. Then
you told me that no sensible and sensitive man could read that book without
doing his utmost to stop the wanton
slaughter of human beings. To-day
with a smile of pride you are ready to
uphold this curse of humanity."
"Alex you talk wildly. The Kaiser
decorated the late Baroness von Sutton
for the book you are mentioning, and
it is he who is largely responsible for
I

miles to

this war.
The Socialists of the warring
nations have been spending years in
advocating peace and condemning
militarism.
As one man' they have

gone to
is a war

fight for their principles.

This

a war
to annihilate the danger which threatens
that democracy which it took the best
blood and brains of centuries to estabin

defence of liberty

:

it is

lish.

"You are surprised at my volunteering to go to war, but it would not surprise me to see you join our first contingent, if you do not return to Russia
This war
to help crush militarism.
needs men

like

you."

do you remember our many
conversations in regard to war ? Do
you remember that it was you who
condemned our Minister of Militia for
"Scott,

his declaration that the money spent
on technical education would be of
more value to the country' if it were

spent in erecting more military drill
halls ?
I admired you then, thinking
you a type of Canadian who understood the fallacy of false military ambitions, who would aid the peaceful de-

where no aid could reach them

myself to you," laughingly said his old
friend Lieutenant Scott of the 34th
Fort Garry Horse, entering the ofifice.
"I have been passed by the medical
authorities, found fit to fight the Ger-

velopment of this country. And what
do you do ? You are transformed into
a brute in uniform, ready to kill as
many as you can."

mans, and I am leaving for the front
within a few days. Now you will believe I was not joking when I told you
so over the telephone."
Alex, shook hands with Scott, and
remarked: "To be frank with you,
blue serge suits you better than this
khaki uniform. You are the last man

CCOTT
^
Blue Bell" during his friend's tirade,
was

humming

"Good-bye

but the epithet "a brute in military
uniform" brought the blood to his face.
Springing from his chair he reached for
his cap.

"It

is

maniacs

useless to argue with peaceand cranks of your sort.
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Men

!

like

you are the para-

You

are satisfied to
enjoy the privileges and benefits of
democracy, but you are too selfish and
too bigoted to defend them.
"I remember exactly all you have
told me about the social and political
conditions in Russia; you will admit
that the autocracy of your native
sites of society.

country

product

a

is

of

German

You know

that the Gerbeen aiding
your bureaucracy to crush the giganmilitarism.

man
tic

Government has

movement

in

ed at popular

Russia which aim-
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same

as yours if you decide to join.
no apology. I want you to
understand that our ideals are still the
same, and that I am prepared to defend
them. I want you to remember, that
if you hear that Richard Scott, of the
34th Fort Garry Horse died of wounds
on the battlefield, that his last words
were not 'Down with the Germans !'
but 'Down with German militarism !'
And if I come back after we have
smashed the German war machine,
you may be sure that I will work as
hard as ever to counteract any attempt
"I

olifer

lib-

German mili-

erty.

tarism has been
corrupting theGerman people themselves. It has
blinded them to its
real motive.
Stop
think
to
what

would

happen

the ground murmuring, "Write my
people that it is hard for me to die not
knowing what will become of my wife
children.
Give them my last
thought and kiss. Send my blessings
to my old mother."
Such was that mother's reward for
the devotion of anxious days and sleep-

and

Such was the final benethe world and his country obtain-

less nights.
fit

ed from his manhood.
A cry of "Hurrah" and a voice
shouting
in
Russian:
"Are you
blind ?
Can't you strike the heart ?
Try it again !" took
Popoff back to the
time when he, as
an officer of the
Russian army, was
training soldiers
to charge with bayone ts a straw

dummy, on which
the heart was marked in white chalk.
'
He quickly left
the office, hoping
that a breath of

to

Russia, to France,
to Great Britain,
to the whole world,
should militarism
be victorious. The

would be compel-

fresh air would revive his spirits.
The street was

accept the

welUighted. Street

German nation
led

to

false

might
this

ideal
that
is right.
Is

not

and automowere moving

cars
biles

strong

in

directions.

all

enough argument
for you ?"
Alex listened at-

The windows with
plays

tasteful disflowers,
of

tentively

fruit,

books, gowns

their

to Scott

who, with unwonted vehemence and

and provisions,
spoke loudly toPop-

eyes aglow, was defending his change
of front on the war
question, pacing

off

of

the

bless-

ings of peace.

The

'billboards with
their

exhortations

back and forth cis
he talked.
Suddenly he stopped in front of Popoff and regaining

the

poise, continued:

and many others

"This cursed
German militarism

with
interspersed
advance notices of

not triumph as
long as there is one

the

"Enlist now!"
"Send subscriptions to the patri-

oictfund!" "Help

will

Anglo-Saxon able
to handle a weapon.

Louis, her brother, and her brother-in-law were both killed in battle

"You know

well enough Alex, that
going to the war is not paying a
debt to the Mother Country as most
people understand it. As an individual
I did not contract any debt towards

my

Great Britain.
"I

am

going to fight a foe which
liberties of those

symphony

chestra's

"The belief that Britons never shall
be slaves, is too deeply rooted for us to
submit to Germany.

menacing the

Red Cross

is

whose

very life is liberty; a foe striving to
push civilization back a century; a foe
seeking to exploit its own power.
My
reasons for going to the war are the

make Canada a military^ country."
Scott gripped his friend's hand, looked steadily into his eyes for a moment,
and was gone.
to

AI-EX

sat alone

office staff

had

long after
left for

all

home.

the

The

Russian immigrant's remark, that he
looked as if he had enough money to

pay

his

fare

to

Russia,

"The war needs men

like

and Scott's
you," were

ringing in his ears.
Again came the dreadful picture of
the battlefield.
He imagined himself
shooting a German soldier, who fell to

!"

or-

concert
Popoff's

brought
thoughts back to
Scott and the Russian immigrant and
to his

own

position.

He boarded a street car, longing to
be home with his wife and children.
He found in his pocket a pamphlet
containing a speech of Lloyd George in
Lloyd George
the House of Commons.

was one

His liberalism,
adherence to his "programme of reform," made Popoff admire "the little Welshman" who was
such a prominent figure in directing
the destinies of England.
He hoped to find in that speech
his

of his heroes.

staunch

Continued on page 308.
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COD*

elections John Best was elected in one
of the most exciting fights in the memory of the oldest inhabitant. Furthermore, the slate known as "the
middle-ground slate" was elected to a

•

r

he

Reeve

of

man, so the new reeve had the absolute
confidence of the ratepayers to
his

Silver Island

scheme to

T'HE

first

bring

fruition.

thing that the

new

council

upon being sworn in, was to
take a trip to the bog and talk the
matter over. There was no comdid,

By Harry Moore
Illustrated

by

F.

PART
the

life

two very
things happened that

of the islanders,

INimportant

Slimmer. First was the disappearance of the light from the Widow
Wurst's window. Second was the inauguration of John Best's plans to reclaim middle-ground.
The removal of the light from the
widow's window lead to many conjectures
the widow had given up
hopes of her hoy ever coming back
the widow had heard that he was dead
the widow had been left money by
someone in the old countr\', for she
wore a new bonnet and new clothing
and was seen buying expensive tea at

—

—

the grocer's.

Apparently uninterested in the affairs
of the widow, John Best listened to this
gossip with a blank face.
In his own
room, or when alone in the office, he
smiled.
Down in his heart he had a
feeling of satisfaction that he was doing
the right thing and that the islanders
some day would understand
People were heating a path to his
office now and asking all kinds of
advice from the time to plant corn, the
seed to use, to mortgages.
In all matters, John Best's judgment was found
to be reliable; he only charged when he
had to, and the islanders liked him.
In spare moments he had drafted
plans of middle-ground and he put the
question to them, did they believe in
draining this territory if he could devise a feasible scheme ?
Sure they did,
but up to the present no one had given
them anything that looked at all as
though it would work. Then he opened his drawers and showed them his
ideas in black and white.
They opened their mouths in astonishment they
,

—

could see how simple the thing was
they went about and told others and
the real estate office was the centre of
attraction.
John Best told them that
it would take money to do it, and suggested the formation of a joint stock

company. There were many rich men
on the island and a few of them could

munication with the mainland

M. Grant

from every angle. New roads would
have to be opened up, new bridges
would have to be built it was a big
job, but nevertheless, a worthy one.
February, March and April, the new
council met and went along with the

—

II.

But the rich men
finance it all right.
could not see the thing as the others
did and John Best began to feel that
his plans would fall through.
"Not
"You run for
yet," they told him
reeve of Silver Island with that for a
platform, and we'll elect you."
Then John Best made trips to Wilkie
and searched the registry ofifice and
lawyers,
comwas closeted with

—

muned

with municipal officials;
in
short, got all kinds of \aluable information and so was in a position to know
just who owned middle-ground, what
the council would have to do, the cost
of the project and the services of an
engineer.
On the island he drove much and
busied himself getting in touch with all
the men who were likely to endorse by
their vote such a gigantic undertaking.

Among

who supported him
Father and son backed
him to the limit, but
Reeve Simpson, who
felt that he had a lifelease on the reeveship,
grew sullen and came
those

were the Laws.

to

— there

was no engineer on the island. The
councillors waded around in the snow,
took notes and discussed the matter

the

office

real

no more.

business of the island.

To

a

man

they

watched the calendar, and the first
trip to the mainland of the Marie.
F"rank Law was asked to state just
how the island's finances w'ere, and he
reported that the treasury- held sufficient funds to pay for all the work. This
meant that the council did not have to
submit a by-law to the people.
The last week in April, the Marie
went to Wilkie and when she returned,
she brought an engineer. A delegation, self-appointed, was there to meet
the man and to carry his appliances.
Promptly upon his appearance the
council convened and the engineer was
given to understand just what was
wanted. The reclamation of middleground had begun.
In May, the engineer brought in his

estate

Such

the price we pay
for introducting new
things
is

—

!

Between them
that is, John Best, /
the Laws, and others \
picked from the
North, the South and

'^\^

—

the East Sides they
perfected an organization for the purpose
of assuring John Best's
election
as
Reeve.
Through the fall the
fight

began

in earnest,

but the question was
too big for the followers of Reeve Simpson, and the organization worked so well
that at the January

The widow had been left
money for she wore a new
bonnet and new clothing,
and was seen buying expensive tea at the grocer's
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report with an estimate of the cost
The council discussed
in fi\'e figures.
le report, asked the ratepayers if they
jad anything to dispute about it,
aade alterations here and alterations

put

lere,

in

a bridge here and took

moved, seconded and
amid cheers that the engineer's
plans be adopted and asked for tenders
Summer and winter the work progressed, for the contractors came on
in June, and in one year two canals
had been dug, four pump-houses had
been built, four pumps had been installed and four streams of water pourped day and night into the lake.
oft

ine

there,

irried

h

Then in the following fall, after the
canals had been built, the Marie pulled
into port with people from Detroit,
Sandusky, Cleveland, London, Toronto
and other adjacent cities, and middleground was the object of their visit.
They watched the pumps at work,
they stood on the immense piles of
excavated earth, and they rubbed their
eyes this was Big Business. They
put on hip-boots and walked down
among the weeds, they kicked up the
soil, and they stopped and picked it up
by the handful. It was black and

were the Laws, father and son
Among, those who supported him

—

rich.

Their curiosity
visitors

satisfied,

many

of the

became purchasers, and

re-

they cleared the land.
They built large tobacco barns, they
planted corn, they grew potatoes
Such a boom did this undertaking
turning later,

produce that the money received in
extra taxes the following year went a
long way towards paying the expenses
Further
of running the pump-houses.
than this, it brought to the island
many good industrious people people
who became customers for the stores,
people who became passengers on the
Marie and it might just be said here
that inside two years, the island's exports of tobacco had grown to one and
one-quarter million pounds, while its
corn export had reached over half a
million bushels, and land went up,
up, up-

—

—

And John Best, re-elected reeve by
acclamation, continued to sell real
estate and write insurance, and look
after the Main Object
a busy, contented man.

—

'T'IME
it

passed,

summer had gone and

was evening

January

in the

in the latter part of

year following the con-

struction of the canals.
In John Best's
office, the municipality's auditors were
examining the treasurer's books preparatory to making a report to Council.
"Looks bad," said one, shaking his
head, and turning to where Reeve
Best was writing at his desk.
"Very bad," reported the other, a

—

man with whiskers -"Mr. Reeve,
our treasurer's books don't look at all
tall

right

"

"What seems to be the trouble ?"
asked John Best, laying down his pen
and coming over to them.
"Looks like a shortage of several
thousands of dollars," stated the longwhiskered man, the discovery making
him nervous as though he were the
cause of it.

"My
this ?"

God, boys, are you sure of
The Reeve's face was white

and he was excited.

"We

can't report it otherwise."
the first intimation Reeve
Best had that the treasurer of Silver
Island might make another mis-step.

That was

"It is my own fault," he upbraided
himself, as he wended his way to the
home of the treasurer " Knowing
him as I did, why didn't I watch him ?
If this is true
Frank Law seated before a table in a
smoking jacket showed him a chair and
laughed as the reeve told him about the

—

—

auditors' discovery.
"Nothing to it simply

—

nothing
a misWhy, the way things have been
take.
conducted, it would be impossible for
me to get away with the money."
Seeing that there was nothing to be
gained by talking to a man who was
so cock-sure of his fallibility, yet
couldn't disprove the claim of the
auditors, the reeve returned to his
the auditors

must have made

and told the officials to dig into
the depths of the treasurer's dealings
with the municipality if they had to
go back ten years.
office

VT^HEN

met again, the audipresented their statement,
but the council turned it down. They
Had the
couldn't accept such a report.
auditors done this work thoroughly ?
Yes, to the best of their knowledge.
^^

tors

council

Were

the auditors prepared to prove
that they examined all the books of the
treasurer and did the treasurer have
all the vouchers to show for the money
paid out ? Yes, they had examined the
no, the treasurer's vouchers
books;
were missing.
Highly indignant, Frank Law arose
to his feet and asked permission to
speak. They granted him his request.
He said he was positive that the books
were right and that he had never at any
time taken one cent from the corporaHe
tion that he wasn't entitled to.
was at a loss to know how the auditors
came to their conclusion.
The upshot of the matter were the
steps taken by the council to have a
government audit of the books. And
so the matter rested until auditors
could be secured.
In the fall the experts came to the
island, worked a few weeks and then
went away, taking the books with them.
At the close of navigation, the Marie
brought over a very valuable package,
which was delivered to John Best.
The council was called and the report
of the experts laid on the table.
It was December and a tense moment in the affairs of Silver Island.
Frank Law was sick in bed. The,
council hall was crowded.
Reeve John Best arose and read the
Boilreport of the go\'ernment men.
ed down, it showed a woeful neglect
of duty on the part of the treasurer and
a shortage of fifteen thousand dollars
during a period of twelve years.
After council had adjourned and he
heard the report, to the reeve's office

promptly came Judge Law. He was
a broken man as he entered and sat
down. He asked many, many questions.

Would Reeve Best

give

him time

to
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raise the
tion ?

money

to

pay

this defalca-

"No," said the reeve, quietly though
firmly— "No."
"Is it your intention then, to have

my son

sent

up

for misappropriation ?"

"It is."

Judge Law shook with emotion and

—

his lips quivered.

"It may mean the penitentiary
"I know."
"Then, why do you wish to send
Frank there ? He has been a good
friend to you ?"

you before you came to the
Who are you ?"
"Who am I ? Judge Law,

island.

am

I

Wurst—"
For a moment

Bill

the old man stared at
the face before him, he saw a resemblance, then clutching at his collar and
choking for breath, he fell to the floor
"
"Bill

Wurst

!

My God—my

r^URING

the week that Judge Law
struggled between life and death,
Frank Law was recovermg
recovering from the
shock produced by the government

brought over a chair

J

and sat down beside the old man.
"You ask me why I would do this.
I will tell you."
His voice was hoarse

and the beads

of perspiration stood on
his face.
the
"First, because I
Reeve of Silver Island and the watchdog of the treasury; secondly, and it is

am

something you may not care to hear,
because it happened a million years ago
Eighteen years ago a man was murdered on this island Bill Wurst was
sentenced to fifteen years in the penitentiary.
Eleven years of his time
was served. Oh, the warden was kind
and he knew this man was not a

—

—

He

trusted Bill Wurst
he gave him books to study he encouraged him. At the end of eleven
criminal.

—

years, Bill Wurst was pardoned, he went
west, changed his name and getting a
start in the real estate game eventually
made money. One day he sold his
business, packed up, and
"Now, what in the name of common
sense has all this got to do with it ?"

—

demanded the
"What has

judge, interrupting him.
it got to do with it ?

I'm coming to that. Judge Law, for it
show my second reason why your

will

Towards the end

of the week, John
from the old judge,

Best had a message
and a request to call. The doctor
had reported the old gentleman had
been stricken with paralysis, and that
at his age, it was but a matter of a few
days until death would ensue.
To Judge Law's house and wondering what the judge wanted him for,
then, on Friday night went the Reeve
of Silver Island, where he was ushered
into the room of the stricken man.
The room was tastily decorated and
scrupulously clean the reeve was aware
;

that pictures of great value cover d
the walls, but he did not see them his
eyes were centered on the white face
on the pillow. For Judge Law had

—

changed
"Sit down," the old man commanded, weakly
"I want to talk to you.
!

—

The doctor

tells

me that I will live for
I am ready to go but

a few days yet.
is hard
Sit
I so wanted to live.
over closer there, that's better I'm
not as strong as I was a few days ago
Somewhere in the dining-room, a
clock struck the hour and John Best
watchetl the old man as he pushed
back the straggling grey hairs that fell

—
—

it

——

son must pay the bill. You remember
Bill Wurst being sentenced to the
penitentiary ?
"Yes, yes I'm getting tired of hear•"
ing about that
"But the man who murdered John
Stanton wasn't Bill Wurst the murderer was your son
"You lie, John Best," Judge Law
said savagely, springing to his feet
"Frank is under a cloud now, that's

mother

why you

myself on being a friend to

—
——

—

—

—

say that—"

"Judge Law," the other returned,
"I know what I am saying, and much
as it may hurt you, I have to tell you.
Your son murdered Stanton
"You can't prove it ?"
"Prove nothing it isn't necessary."
The Reeve of Silver Island sprang to
his feet and confronted him.
"Look
at me. Judge Law he cried, "Look at
my face see those eyes, for they have
not changed do you recognize me ?
Did you ever see me before ?"
The old man's face was a study.
"No no," he said, shaking his head
"I don't know you
I never saw

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

will

remember that

in

those

days you lead a life that was not free
from blame. I had money money
can do anything and I greased the

—

—

wheels of justice. Justice ? Justice
blind only when accepting a bribe."

The

is

hands opened and closed
He would have liked to

reeve's

convulsively.
throttled the

man

in his

bed; oh, the

monster
"Nothing more need be said about
myself—you know the rest you have
suffered—God knows you have suffered
too much. Eleven years you tell me
were spent behind the bars let me
"
pay you for it I will pay you
He broke out in a harsh laugh.
"Pay a man to suffer for me and
And yet and
mine what irony ?
yet if you will accept fifteen thousand dollars in full for Frank's defalcation and will let him go, I'll pay
you another fifteen thousand for the
eleven years of your life that you have
given that my son and me should live
!

audit.

JOHN BEST

—for you

have lived a

life

may

that

be

good or bad, according to how you
view it. Don't live that kind of a life
better be one thing or the other
He turned his face to the pillow, and
when he again opened his eyes, the

—

tears ran slowly

down

his cheeks.

"Frank's mother died that he might
oh, the wonderful sacrifice of a

—

live

!

Up

—

—

—

—
—

"

in security

Years before when he stood in a
prisoner's dock and heard a judge
sentence him to fifteen years in the
penitentiary for a crime he had never
committed, the reeve of Silver Island
had similar feelings to those occasioned

by Judge Law's offer.
"It can't do you any good sending
my boy to the penitentiary— it maydo you much harm fifteen thousand
dollars is no mean offer
John Best staggered to his feet, a
heavy feeling of depression in his brain.
He could not speak. Out in the open

——

air he could collect his thoughts, and
put them into words. He turned to
leave the room and as he did, he was
aware for the first time of another's

presence.
"Bill !"

over his brow.
"I

—

to that time,

I

prided

man

—you

the lines, 'Let me live in a house
by the side of the road
After she
was taken and the boy grew up, it is a
different story.
If you are Bill Wurst,
you have an idea of Frank's living
drunkenness, lying, gambling I, as a
father, was forced to protect him against
the world. Then came the climax.
I
knew he killed John Stanton, for I
burned the clothes that had the telltale stains of blood on them.
talked the matter over. There must
be some one upon whom to fix the
crime. Your father had done me an
ill-turn years before
I thought of you

know

—

'

—

We

—

Pale and wan, Frank Law extended
his hand, but the other pushed it aside.
Then Best's eyes darted into the face
of the defaulting treasurer and his lips
muttered something.
"John— Bill— " it was the judge's
voice
"What do you say ? Will you
help us out of this ?"
John Best's shoulders straightened
up with a jerk and he turned and looked
from the cowering treasurer to the
death like face of the man in the bed.
"You want my decision here and
now," he said, coldly "It is not hard
to give.
I am, first of all. Reeve of

—

—

Silver Island

—

—
—

"Then then there is no hope ?"
Frank Law's voice was full of emotion.
The
Absolutely none
"None
wheels of justice may be greased by
your money, but you can't buy me for
!

!

a million dollars. You have made
your beds lie in them."
For a minute he stood in the door,

—

then silently passed out into the night.

To

be continued.
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the off hind wheel
ox wagon, Pete Botha

IGAINST
of his
I

i

lay

smoking

clatter

|j

of

caused him
peer ahead.

his pipe.

The

a horse's hoofs

up and

to sit

A few moments

A

Wooing on the

later the horseman stopped
at his side and dismounted.

rider was about twenty-two years
age, tall, lank, lean, and limber,
with the silky beard of the youthful
Boer covering his face.
"Sakabona ?" he said, using the

Veldt

The
of

Kaffir greeting
you do ?"

which means,

"How do

Pete answered him in kind, saying,
"Mushla," or "Good."
"I am Jan Van Niekerk, from Rus-

By

J.

Wilbur Read

Illustrated

by

F. A.

Hamilton

"My
tenberg," said the young man.
father, who is with the wagon you see
coming over the kopje, is Paul Van
Niekerk. During the war he was a
commandant, under Botha."
"Ja; I know him," answered Pete.
got acquainted in Pretoria, after
the Rooineks captured us. But I
haven't seen him since the war."
"I suppose you are going to Pretoria

-\"We

toNachtmahl. You will have a chance
to renew your acquaintance there."
Nachtmahl is the quarterly communion service, held for the benefit of the
Boers on the back veldt, who live so
far apart that they have to trek a long
distance to attend church, hence are
unable to go often.
Jan turned as he heard someone

approaching from 'round the wagon.
It was Pete's daughter, Meenie, who
hesitated when she saw that the visitor
was unknown to her. She was a
comely Boer maiden of seventeen sum-

I

mers, big and strong with the strength
of the woman who lives close to nature
unhampered by the frivolities and
Her skin
appliances of civilization.
was of a rosy red, showing no little tan
as the result of a life in the open air.
Her nose tilted saucily upward. Her
eyes were of a light blue, and her hair
was of a color that in England would
have caused the women who saw her
for the first time to whisper "Peroxide!"
But Meenie's hair knew no fluid other
than water; and that fluid, it must be
confessed, it met oftener in a rain
storm than in a bath tub. But such
is the custom of the veldt, where a
bath is regarded as more or less of a
However Meenie's heart was a
trial.
good heart, and she was a daughter
of whom any Boer could be proud.

"This

is

Jan VanNiekerk, Meenie,"

"His father was in prison
said Pete.
Turning to Jan,
at Petroria with me."
he

said,

"This

is

my daughter,

Meenie,

and I think she is looking for a husband.
There is your chance, young man."
He chuckled as he spoke, then dodged
and ran as Meenie attempted to box
his ears.

"You mustn't mind Dad,"

she said.

Jan caught her to his breast and kissed her
on the lips, the forehead and the cheeks
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"He

is

since

I

always poking fun

was

nu'.

.il

Evar

he has lieen
looking for a

fifteen years old

telling all the

boys

I

am

hushanfl."
"Well they

must be awfully slow,
of them you would
have been married long ago, and I
would have been your husband," said
the yoimg man decisively.
"You would, would you ?" queried
Meenie. She ran towards' him, sayfor

if I

had been one

"Now

ing,

I

am

going to box your

ears."

"You
.said

are, are

you,?

I

am

waiting,"

Jan.

Mcenie's hand struck his left ear.
Jan opened his arms, caught her to his
breast and kissed her on the lips, the
forehead and the cheeks. She struggled, but her efTort availed her nothing.
'I.et
she
me go
I
hate you
panted.

"AH right. Hate away, young lady.
Remember that I am going to marry
you

Nachtmahl, and take you
home with me," she was warned by her
this

captor.

"No you won't
I
I hate you
hate you
I hate you !"
she repeated
Jan laughed and released her after
taking another kiss.
Meenie ran
around the wagon to her father to
whom she poured out her trouble.
Pete gave her no comfort. On the
contrary, he laughed and told her that
Jan would make a good husband as his
!

!

!

father

owned many morgen

of land.

VanNiekerk's wagon drew up.

The

veterans greeted each other, then helped the women and children to alight.
The oxen were "outspaaned," and
scattered to fill their bellies with the
succulent grass.
Pete's vrouw, Mary,
had "skofT" ready, and invited the
new arrivals to eat with her.
As they ate, the former soldiers exchanged reminiscences of the days
when they rode the veldt as fellow
soldiers of a Boer farmer leader in a
misguided cause. Ere the meal was
finished, the mothers were the best of
friends.

While the Kaffir "boys," Sixpence
and Ginfish, washed the dishes the
party sat in the moonlight, talking of
the people both families knew. Finally
Pete rose, yawned, and said "We had
better get to sleep, as we must start
early in the morning, if we want to
reach Pretoria before dark."

The party broke up and retired
The women slept in the wagons and the
men on the ground.
Meenie had breakfast ready at sunthe next morning.
It consisted of
Boer bread, marmalade and
biltong, the latter being dried meat,
usually the flesh of the buck that
ranges the back veldt.
rise

cofifee,

Pete raised his cup to his lips, took a
long drink of the cofTee, so dear to the
Boers, and turned to Meenie, saying.

"\'(ju can have that new dress you
asked for."
"Thank you, Daddie," she said.
Rising, she went to him and ki.ssed
him. His beard was wet with the
cofifee he had drunk, and Meenie wiped
her lii)s as she returned to her place.
Pete grinned. "If you have more
of those kisses to give me, I might let
you have a new jiair of veldtschoens."
(Boer shoes.)
Back to her father went Meenie.

before.

She kissed him several times, and said,
"There's your pay. It ought to be
enough for se\ eral pair of veldtschoens,
and a new kappje." The kappje is the
bonnet worn by the Boer women.
Another grin stirred Pete's whiskers,

Monday morning the farmers who
lived near the city treked for home.
The most of them, who came from a
distance, staid on.
Meenie continued
to repulse Jan.
He was worried, as he
knew they also would trek on the mor-

w^hich

nearly to his waist.
"That's
rest for Jan."
He
dodged a piece of bread Meenie threw
at him, wiped the cofifee ofif his beard
with the back of his hand, and arose.
With everything in readiness to resume the trek, the women and children
took their places under the hood that
covered the rear of the wagon.
Pete mounted his horse. Ginfish
picked up the rheim (rawhide) tied to
the horns of the lead oxen. Sixpence
swung his whip around his head several
fell

enough.

times.

Save the

cracked

It

like

a pistol shot.

The oxen

strained under the yokes and
pulled together, following Ginfish, who
acted as voerloeper, or leader. Each

ox was

known by name.

Sixpence
called to the laggards, berating them
for neglecting to do their part.
Sometimes he yelled an imprecation in Zulu,

but oftener

u.sed the Taal, or

Dutch.

At intervals during the forenoon,
Jan made further overtures, to Meenie,
but was repulsed. She gave no sign
and spoke only in monosylto answer him.
Jan refused to acknowledge himself
beaten. Again he vowed to take her

attempt to conciliate Meenie. IK
gave her a box of chocolates, which slitaccepteil with a curt n(xl.
Her wrxjcr
returned to his father's tent, feeling
that he was making progress.
Sunday was devoted to religious
services,

when she deigned

home with him

Up
oxen
crest

the

hills

as his wife.
around Pretoria

the erstwhile capital of the republic
began. Through the streets of Pretoria they travelled, stopping at the
Dutch Reformed Church, where the

oxen

were

outspaaned.

Tents were
made for a

Saturday dawned bright and clear,
all days do in the Transvaal, w^here
cloudy weather is unknown. Many of
the young people left immediately
as

after breakfast to see the city.
It was
not long ere the older ones followed, as
there was much shopping to be done.
Meenie refused Jan's request to accompany him to the Zoo, suffering a twinge
of the heart as she did so.
She justified
her conduct by reminding herself that
she had to select tlie clothes her father
had promised her.

Later in the day Jan

must be admitted

She accepted them with
a smile that .set the blood racing
through his veins. As she did so she
ran into the tent and pulled down the
of sweets.

flap.

Jan was
her,

He

perplexed.

followed

"Won't you

saying,

forgive me,
Meenie, if I promise not to kiss you
again ? Come to the Zoo with me.
To-morrow is the break-up. I won't
have a chance to see you after we
inspaan at the Rustenberg fork."
"But I don't love you. I won't
marry you, so why should I come ?"

she asked.

—have

"I

you

told

you

I

was sorry

I

kissed

"You are, are you ? Some boys
would have bragged about it. And
you are sorry !"
"Oh, stop your joking. You know^
what I meant. I am sorry you don't
be kissed,

like to

"Who said
"If

I

you do

—

didn't like to be kissed?"
like

it

I

will

kiss

you

again."

"No you
you

!"

won't

!

If

you do

I'll kill

she threatened.

promise to be good, and never
you again, unless you ask me to,
you will be friends with me and go to
"I'll

the

finally made their way.
The
was reached and the descent into

erected, and preparations
stay of several days.

it

At noon he brought her another

row.

box

of relenting,

ables

although

that many of the men got more pleasure from the consumption of the dop
(Cape brandy) they had purchase<l
before the bottle stores closed the night

made another

kiss
if

the Zoo."

Meenie

relented.

"All

right.

I'll

go with you after skoflf, if you will behave yourself. If you don't I will
never speak to you again."
"Can I have skofif with you ?" asked
Jan, as a wave of joy swept over him.
"Yes, if you
behave yourself,"

Meenie consented.
"Never fear," he assured her. I'll
be good. I like you Meenie."
Away went Jan, while Meenie's
thoughts turned to her new dress. She
W'ished she had it ready to wear.
As
that was impossible she turned her attention to making herself as attractive
as she could with the means at her
command. They were limited, to be
sure.
The wardrobe of the Boer women is scant, and when on trek they

carry little but the clothes they wear.
Nevertheless when her toilette was
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knew that she was good to
look upon, and that Jan would be
pleased.
After skoff the man and the maid
left for the Zoo.
They laughed at the
antics of the monkeys.
There was
nothing new to them in the sight of the
buck, for they had seen nearly all
varieties, roaming the veldt.
They
watched the giraffes, gazed with awe
at the tigers, and viewed the lions with
finished she

interest.

Turning their steps towards the refreshment room they had some icecream, a luxury never obtainable on
the \eldt.
One helping was not enough

But the dissel-boom (tongue) broke
and it remained aground on the ford,
safe for the time being.
The children
cried with horror, expecting to be
drowned. Mary implored Pete to save

and

them,

Meenie,

who was

badly

frightened, made an effort to keep the
supplies from being washed away.
wave, bigger than the others,
caught the wagon, and threatened to
overturn it.
It remained in safety.
But Meenie, who was trying to save her

A

new

was swept away, crying
as the water ingulfed her.
the stream Jan spurred his

clothes,

"Jan

!"

Into
horse,

which was soon swimming

for its
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Guiding it to the place where he
expected Meenie to come to the surface he watched for her appearance.
It seemed an age that he had to wait,
but in reality it was only a moment.
She rose at his side. He caught her in
his arms and turned his horse towards
the river bank.
Handicapped though
it was by its double load, the animal
made a brave fight for life and reached
the bank in safety.
Dismounting, Jan laid down his
precious burden.
Under the ministrations of her mother and lover Meenie
soon revived, and regained consciouslife.

Continued on page 308.

as the wine glasses in which it was
served, held little.
Jan ordered more,
and while they ate it he told Meenie
again that he loved her, and wanted her
to be his wife.
But she had said she
hated him, and obstinately refused to
surrender, although her heart was

heavy.

Back to the tents they went. It was
a sorry looking Jan that left Meenie
with her mother that night.
At three o'clock the following morning a thunder clap awakened everybody in camp.
Lightning flashed, the
heavens opened, and the rain fell in
torrents.

The

tents were flooded,

and

the campers were forced to seek shelter
under the hoods of the wagons. In an
hour the storm was over. Then the
stars shone out again,

and there was
naught but the wet ground to indicate
that a heavy rain had fallen.
Soon after sunrise the oxen were inspaaned,

although

it

was

doubtful

whether the river could be crossed,
owing to the rain. There was very
little water on the ford when they came
to Pretoria, but after the storm it was
likely

to

be a raging torrent.

Pete

was anxious to get started, however,
as it was time to plant the mealies, or
corn. So off they went.
On the outskirts of town was the
river.
Pete's wagon was in the lead.

He

stopped at the ford, looked it over
and decided that he could

carefully

make

the

crossing

in

safety.

Van-

Niekerk advised him not to try it, and
said he preferred to wait until the water
went down. But Pete was venturesome, and forced his horse into the
river,

He

reaching the other side in safety.

called to Sixpence,

who mounted

the wagon.
Ginfish .seized the rhcim
tied to the horns of the lead oxen. Sixpence cracked his whip, and the oxen
followed Ginfish into the river.
Half way over Ginfi.sh missed the
ford.
feet,

The water swept him off his
and carried him down stream to

his death.
The lead oxen followed, in
spite of their struggles.
In a few mo-

ments the whole team was

The

horrified

afloat.

spectators expected to
see the wagon overturned, or carried
away by the struggles of the oxen.

told Meenie again that he loved
her and wanted her to be his wife

Jan

^QBOI

lOXSgj^

The Woman
By

Frederick Palmer

Illustrated

HIS

work on the new aeroplane
stations for the defense of the
canal locks finished, Danbury
Rodd was laying the shadows of his
planes in a straight line from the Isthmus to San Francisco over vast green
patches of tropical jungle, bays molten
in the sun, and stretches of open
ocean.
Shortly afternoon, he saw directly
ahead a lone cruiser at anchor in a
Central American harbor. As he had
a sort of standing invitation to any
naval mess in any clime, he decided in
favor of lunch aboard rather than cold
tea and sandwiches on the wing.
Dropping out of the October of the
higher airs into the August of the lower,
the Falcon rested her pontoons on the
still surface of the heated waters;
a
launch put out with hospitable alacrity
for her versatile driver, and five minutes
later he was mounting the gangway
while a tall officer in the early thirties
was leaning over the rail with a Robinson Crusoe smile of welcome to a visitor
from the outer world.
"If you don't recall me, my name's

Larned," he said.
"Frank Larned,

Rodd, who mapped

returned
faces as accurately
in

full,"

as landscapes in his memory.
"I knew
you at the Guantanamo manoeuvers
you were the fellow who got more
excited over the arrival of the mails
than your fine record with your battery;
You seemed to think that all
the letters ought to be for you."
Larned was evidently touched on a
tender spot. He blushed like a bride-

—

groom.
get my share, and I'm bound
to admit that I simply live on letters,"
he admitted happily. "But you must
have a thirst after sailing through so
much air in sight of so much water.
Come below, and I'll squeeze a lime
into something cool for you."

"Well,

Now

I

the much-traveled

Rodd was

well used to naval cabins.
On deck
and at the guns, an officer is a part of
the machine; in his cabin, the books,
the pictures, and all the little personal
arrangements express the man and his
tastes.
Here is his home, his library,
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the one place in that hull
with sinister creations of steel
where he can throw off his harness and
be an individual.
And Larned's cabin was like a photograph gallery.
his castle
filled

"You see why I am so interested in
the mails," he said with bashful delight
as he noted his guest's glance around.
Every photograph was a glorificasame subject. Turn which
way he would, Larned was bound to
see his goddess; and yet it was perfectly clear he could not see enough of her.
She appeared in all the variations of
Occidental costume;
in a kimono of
Japan with a chrysanthemum in her
hair; in the sarang of the Middle East
tion of the

with a necklace of Colombo turquoises
around her bare, full throat.
"Why, I am so proud, I had to include one of myself," said the worshiper
with a nod toward a panel over his
desk in which she appeared as a bride
on his arm. That was a triumph paling any victory at arms hero ever won.
His idolatry made Rodd feel young.
It made Larned seem a glorious boy.
If his character were transparent in
its joyous simplicity, not so his wife's.
She was undeniably good-looking; and
she had a regal way that ought to carry
her anywhere.

magnetism, which

had

the

trick

of

making men pour out their confidences.
"But there's the fact that I've found
her waiting for me in port after port
around the world and before I was
off to sea again I always insisted on
another photograph. Pretty soon I'll
have to put them on the ceiling. Now
she's waiting at San Diego while I do
time down here among the revolu-

—

tions."

And then lunch was announced. In
the wardroom, Rodd found that Larned
was the inexhaustible fountain of
youthful cheer and optimism of that
mess, which had the inclination of long
biliousness and gloom.
Of
he had a nickname. As a
middy every Annapolis man gets one
which sticks to him through life. It is
to

exile

course

the expression of keen, schoolboyish

judgment

of

essential

characteristics

acting as a perpetual reminder to the
cog from the public opinion of the

machine. Your toady is "Greasy;"
your dreamer is "Bubbles;" your impulsive fellow

is

"Biff."

Larned was "Old Simples."
After the meal was over,

drawn

their chairs

up

all

had

in expectation of

But what else ? Rodd, interested,
was asking as he sipped that something
cool.
Apparently she had been a trifle
spoiled
life was gay, her spirits overflowing.
Analysis was easy to this
point, which was exactly where the

hearing still more about aviation when
an orderly brought Larned a wireless
telegram.
He was laughing in his
light-hearted way as he opened it but
the laugh died on lips that turned ashen.
It was plain that he received a terrible
blow, though he tried to appear composed as he asked to be excused.
I
"I
have to answer this," he said

puzzle began.

hoarsely.

Rodd fell under the spell of the
piquantly militant angle at which she
carried her chin; the baffling
was it
also thoughtful ?
way she had of
looking through her half-closed lashes.
Had she depths beyond the shallow
soundings of photographic literalism
which entreated the alchemy of a Sargent's brush ?
Or was she simply a
splendid physical creature whether in
riding habit, kimono, or sarang, and
nothing more ?
"Oh, it's an eternal wonder to me
how I ever had such luck," Larned persisted under the winning spell of Rodd's

There was utter silence as he passed
The spirit seemed to have been
struck out of that mess by a hand
which they could not see. A glance
as if of sombre understanding passed
around the table, and then the ship's

;

—

—

—

——

out.

—

doctor, to save the situation, coughed.
"As you were saying, Mr. Rodd

he stammered.
Rodd's quick sympathy had experienced the general depression. He was
glad of the interruption of his narrative that came a moment later from
the soft-footed Chinese servant at his
elbow.
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"Mr. Larned would

like to see

you,

sir!"

At Larned's door, the bare walls
stared at Rodd in the irregular patches
of the lighter white showing where the
faces had been.
The shrine of the
goddess was being dismantled. The
idolater was taking down the last of
the photographs and placing it on the
pile on his desk beside the telegram.
In answer to Rodd's knock he picked
up the telegram and turned round, no
longer boyish but like a palsied old
man who had had all the joy of living
shaken out of him. His voice broke
in spite of himself as he tried to say
matter-of-factly
"The best time I can make to San
Diego by the miserable steamer connectiotis of these regions is two weeks.
How soon can you be there ?"
"Some time to-night," Rodd answered, looking at his watch.
"About nine
o'clock, I should say, counting on the
usual Pacific calm."
"Then I could be on time," said
Larned. There was the rising swell
of passion in his tone.
He gave the
telegram a look as if it stood for a
secret which was a part of his very
soul, and then, in the agony of appeal,

passed

to

it

only chance. Don't keep me in suspense !"
"Yes, it's very easy to take you,"

Rodd slowly. "But think. Are
you quite sure you want to go ?"
What he had meant as suggestion for
thought had only given a cruel turn to
the knife in Larned's live wound. The
passion of his simple mind was now as
bent on San Diego as it had been on
said

idolatry.

"Want
"Want to

to ?"

he asked miserably.

It's not that.
?
I was 'Old
I am still
Simples' at the Academy.
Now I see why I had
'Old Simples.'
the nickname. After this telegram it
I"
I
is living in hell to stay here.
the battle of logic against faith rocked
his big generous nature as a breeze
"I suppose there is somerocks a leaf

— —

—
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thing weak in me or I wouldn't let
anything turn me over this way. I
had laughed at all warnings about the
danger of my long absences. I was
supremely happy. She wrote me always honestly about what she was
doing, of the men who were pleasant to
her.
I never let any skepticism have
a place. Now the barriers are down,
it comes in a flood.
I am mad with
this thing.
I must save her
I must

—

know."
"There is only one way then," said
Rodd, a little sadly. "We will go."

—

After his outcry of thanks in
clumsy misery which he could no more
conceal than a badly burned man his
pain he tied the photographs together
in a bundle and slipped them in a
drawer, and turned the lock.

—

Rodd.

my reason for going," he
reason that grows more
terrible as I think of it."
Rodd was used to reading any paper
for more than the text; otherwise he
"That

added,

tells

"a

would have been drawn into many
flights which might have yielded adventures but would have served no
good purpose. This he saw was writ-

by a woman, impetuously,

ten

moment

of

covery.
studied

"telegraphese."

in

a

alarm over a sudden diswas not in stilted and

It

It

was

a

human document.
San Diego, April 30, 19—Strange here and you ought to be here
now or it may be too late. (Signed) A lice.

A new use for an aeroplane, in its
transcendency over the limitations of
the time and space of the ordinary
schedules of travel, as a vehicle for a
jealous husband supposedly marooned
had a meretricious and ultra-profes•

which Rodd refused to
He put a

sional aspect

take into
question.

"Before

consideration.
I

consent

Alice is."

"A
of

relative

I

must ask who

—a common

my wife and myself,"
Rodd was

friend both
said Larned.

regarding that
contained a secret
cipher.
But actually he was not seeHe was once
ing the telegram at all.
more trying to search the depths of
that woman of the photographs.
"Is that all you have to ask ? Will
you take me ?" Larned demanded in
an outburst of impatience. "It's my

telegram as

silent,

if

it

Thus

few seconds she surveyed Strange,
while he wUted, his pose all gone

for a
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"Ready !" he s.iid stonily witli a
gesture to Rcxld to precede him, then
toudnxl liis shoulder
stojiped and
boards with a significant gesture.
"No !" he added, "not in my uniform !"
Something stronger than custom
seemed to prevail on him the thought
that it was peculiarly the man and not
the officer who was bound on this
journey.
Leaving him to make the change,
Rodd passed on into the wardroom,
where a number of the officers remained
in gloomy preoccupation.
He pretended to run ov'er the pages of a

—

the Pacific, sent liquid gold (juivering
along the Falcon's main rods, and later
gathered its gilded skirts in long folds

which it drew after it into the sea.
At ghostly speed, the course marked
by the coasts' necklace of surf in the
growing darkness, they kept on to the
harbor of San Diego and swept in toward the town, which lay an irregular
section of Milky Way on the background of a blanket with the scattered
stars of the ranch houses of the hills
peeping through.
"And where to in San Diego ?"

Rodd

asked.

magazine as he asked carelessly:
"By the way, who is Strange ?"
The faces took life to e.xpress a shade

Larned nodded toward the windowed
illumination of a famous winter-re.sort
hotel on the beach.
After an amateur,

of dislike.

who

"Our

now on

senior watch,

leave,"

saki the paymaster.

So Strange and Larned had sat side
by side at that same table where men
cover their feelings, in the imprisonment of long cruises, with the manner
of
fellowship.
And "Old Simples"
had been the unsuspicious soul of

optimism and cheer.
"I wish somebody would punch
Strange good and hard," the doctor
blurted through his mustache to himself.
"It's the only medicine for such
a case."

"That

take some doing,
though," said Pay. "Bully Strange
was the best boxer of his class and
he's kept in practice."
"Bully Strange," mused Rodd, with
a touch of emphasis, as Larned appeared in a gray civilian suit.
In affected merriment his fellowofficers served notice that in his absence the medico would be kept busy

would

—

universal liver complaint.
Shying at the indelicacy of
any remark, which would hint of the
real prayer in their hearts, they wishe«l
him a perfect flight; they wished him
good luck; and leaning over the rail,
they waved their handkerchiefs as that
strangely powerful thing of spindling
fragility rose from the waters and disappeared into the blue.

prescribing for

was Boss Rainey, who rode
to Albany with the
remark,'"It's d d cool up here!"

Unless

from
single

it

New York

—

Rodd recalled no quieter passenger.
Larned was gray and graven as the
promontories and pinnacles of the
coast of Mexico which went tumbling by.

"Faster

—

You

are going
your
would ask as if he
ought to say something and that were
his only thought.
How he was suffering Chaos was
surging through the channels of his
brain; little green devils were singing
faster
fastest ?" he

!

!

in his ears.
He stared steadily ahead, eyes uncalled by the splendor of the sinking

im which

laid

a sheet of flame across

nearly ran his forward plane into
the kitchen door, was out of the way,
the Falcon dropped into the aerodrome stretch, which had formerly
been the tennis courts.
"Your part is over," said Larned, in
uncanny abstraction as he alighted.

"And mine

is

— —perhaps
^is

just

be-

ginning."

He was like one in fear of what awaited him as they followed the path which
led to the front of the hotel.

Rounding

a hedge, they faced the comfortable
after-dinner scene on the broad verandah. The rocking chairs were in the
first lap of the evening's gossipy march
the partners for bridge were forming in
line of battle.

At sight of Larned, a woman arose
with the start of one who doubts her

own

vision.

Convinced by

his

bow

to

her that she was not mistaken, she
came forward with an expression of

and gratification.
"That must be Alice," Rodd thought.
She was about thirty-five, with a droop
infinite relief

to the corners of her mouth he observed
as he paused at the foot of the steps
to answer the greeting of some one he
knew and to allow Larned to pass on.
"It's really you
-what a dispensation !" he heard her say excitedly.
Then she lowered her voice lest the
But
people sitting near should hear.
its tone was audible in its sympathy and
,

—

alarm.

Whatever the nature of her message,
had the same urgent quality as her
wireless.
It was so portentous that
it could be brief.
Larned's profile was
in relief as he listened;
and his jaw
drew up, forming a solid line from
it

nostril to chin.
He asked a single
question, and with its answer he seemed
to have heard all that he wished to
know. After a faint and pitiable smile
of thanks as he turned away, he seemed

unconscious of people and verandah.
He was a hunter who saw only one
object; and Rodd was to be his weapon.
"I was right to come -right !" he
said.
"And I am going to ask you to
take me a little farther so that I shall
know the worst."

—

1

lit-

rumble

Rodd

W ,l\ lie >p<)kc >li^gL— (nl till:
of a volcano before an eruption.
could flo nothing but assent,

even

if the face of the photographs were
not calling him with its puzzle to see
the drama through. Larned set a rapid
determined pace, his heels crunching
the gravel heavily as thev started back
along the path.
"The road to Mexico! " he announced
after they were seated again in the

Falcon.

Rcxld

recalled

that

this

led

to

.i

on the other side of the border
where bull fights were held to draw
American tourists in the season. And
this side of the village, he knew, was
an inn kept by a Frenchman.
Larned was ashen and rigid as a gunmount.
His every nerve seemed
strung to the breaking point. Suddenly, as if all had snapped at once. His
shoulders fell together and he crunched
the knuckles of one hand in the clasp
of the other as if he were crashing some
enemy.
"I do believe !" he cried defiantly.
"In spite of all, I do. My love is too
great.
It would never permit her to
do wrong."
The Falcon had already skimmed
over the harbor beach and picked up the
village

faint track in the sand.
Two or three
miles ahead the lights of an automobile
blinked at one of the turns.
"Then you'll go back .''" Rodd asked.
His hand greedily slipped to the lever.
He imagined the face in the photo-

graphs smiling approval. "Yes, if you
believe, you'll go back," he repeated.
"No, I can't !" Larned answered.
"This green devil is crying out within

me. There
go on."

is

no

stifling

it.

I

must

Now

they drew so near the automothat they could distinguish the
figures of a man and woman in the
tonneau with a chauffeur ahead.

bile

"Yes," said Larned metallically.
"Please slow down."
With only the purring auxiliary to
drive her, the Falcon hovered in fanher earthly
tastic mockery behind
cousin, keeping the same pace, making
the same turns a nemesis of the air.
But Rodd felt ashamed of his part, as
if he would be afraid to look the woman
Larned
of the photographs in the face.
must have had something of the same
feeling, for he broke into a half-suppressed outcry against himself.
The lights of the village appeared;
and this side of them, the light of the
inn grew distinct. When the automobile swung in toward the Frenchman's
door, the Falcon grounded in the shadows well away from the road, with
no sound except the whisper of her
runners on the sand and the squeak of
a cactus they had crushed.
Unseen, the fliers could see anything

—

Continued on page 309.

Community Farming For
War Widows
BEING A PLAN WHEREBY THEY MAY BECOME SELF-SUPPORTING
WITHOUT BEING SEPARATED FROM THEIR CHILDREN
WHEREBY THE DAUGHTERS MAY BE TAUGHT
HOUSEWIFERY AND THE BOYS
AGRICULTURE
;

By

Elizabeth Pollard

Illustrated

number
FOR
t^widow with

of years back the
children has engaged
These
^considerable attention.

a

us, but war is
bound greatly to augment the usual
number of wage-earning women, encumbered with the support of children.

we have always with

In addition to caring for our own, we
are likely to be asked to receive a number of widows from the motherland.
It is understood, however, that Canada
is to be guaranteed against being burdened with their subsequent support.
The placing of widows should reIt would be
ceive careful attention.
distinctly unfair and^unwise to permit
their coming to interfere with the

from Photographs

dress, and feed them, then take them
to the nursery early enough, so that
she can get to her own work by seven
o'clock.
After a long day of hard
work, she must go after her babies, pre-

felt justified in asking a wife to
share his home making.
High cost of farm and family necessaries, inefhcierlt schools, lack of exinadequate markets, and
perience,

pare supper, and do other housework.
Consider what a life for a woman to

scarcity of cash, have all been serious
disadvantages to farmers in general,

lead

and new

\

have

!

/f

ANY

women from the old country
have been more or less accustomed

settlers in particular.

"T^HERE
^

is a remedy for all these
drawbacks. For instance, take a

to an outdoor life.
They turn longing block of land in New Ontario, four
eyes towards the freer, nobler life on
miles square, with a railroad, or navigthe farm. Those who have half-grown
able river passing through the centre.
This cuts into sixteen square
boys could raise sheep for the mutmiles, providing sixty-four
ton and wool. Geese and ducks also
^^r
quarter sections, of one hundred
would be profitable and these even

^^^

rights of other
wage-earning wo-

men

There

in
is

Canada.
no occu-

pation these alien
women could engage in that would
disturb the industrial balance of the
country less than
that of farming.
From the idle acres
of this country, all
the essentials of human support can
be produced either as the finished product, or in the raw material, barring
minerals.

Many

will

unthinkingly

condemn

farming as unfit for the manless.family.
It is admittedly hard, but far better
for the woman who likes country life
than anything the city has to oiU'er her.
The best philanthropy has been able to
do for the working mother in the city,
is to provide a day nursery where her
babies can be cared for at a trifling
Nearly
cost, during working hours.
all such women can only do unskilled
labor, demanding ten hours work a
day.

Therefore, she

sixty

each,

the

acres
regular
size of farm alotted
to a homesteader.

already estab-

lished

and

must

rise early,

drag her babies out of their bed, wash,

In considering
community farming for widows,

able to divide each
of these farms into
three, to suit family conditions.

She would keep about
the

But

women

fifty

or

more

with babies could manage.

for the building

up

of

These orphaned

laying hens

permanent

homes, farming must be made more
attractive than it is at present.
These woman settlers would be expected to take up new land, but for
this the present methods of homesteading

ofTer certain serious difficulties.
Isolation, with all its attendant drawbacks, has been the most deadly blight

on the happiness and contentment of
the settler.
Not only does it preclude
sociability, but handicaps co-operation,
and hinders all neighborly helpfulness.
Many a deserted prairie farm might
be to-day the home of a prosperous
growing family, had conditions been
such that a young homesteader would

families will vary
in numbers from one child, perhaps to
ten, and ranging in ages from the baby
in arms to adult sons and daughters.

the farms should vary in
working power of the
settler.
Suppose the one hundred and
sixty acres were divided into lots of
ninety acres, fifty acres, and twenty

Therefore,

size to suit the

acres.

The

larger

farms

would

of

course be given to those with boys old
enough to handle a team. With three
families on each quarter section, there

would be a

total of one hundred and
ninety-two families in the community.
Assuming that these families held an
average of four members each, there
would be a farming population of
seven hundred and sixty-four people,
281

I

it

would seem advis-
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how much

m^i

"One

of the most serious problems facing Canada to-day is the
matter of handling the hundreds of thousands of returned soldiers
after the close of the war.
The Canadian Pacific Railway has
decided to establish, in Western Canada, colonies where men can

obtain improved farms on terms which

will, in time, enable them to
become land owners and create homes for themselves and their

These colonies will be given distinctive names, probably with military associations and will contain a sufficient number of families in each to
ensure social school and church facilities and will include in each case a central
instructive farm under a competent agriculturist so that advice and instruction

families.

may be available for the colonists."
—FROM A RECENT INTERVIEW WITH LORD

SHAUGHNESSY, PRESIDENT CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

within easy driving distance, and
most within walking distance of the
tommunity centre, where a village
would form which would be the centre
This
of social and business activity.
would eliminate isolation and loneliall

ness.

Wealthy individuals or companies
may come forward and finance some
If so, coof these farming ventures.
operation with the government would
be necessary, in order to secure adequate protection for the settlers. The
government would of course give the
land, and unemployed men could be
set at clearing land and putting up
buildings, as soon as they are released
from war occupations, thus providing
against an unemployment problem.

needful
land,

in

agriculture,

both

and about the house.

on

On

the
it

would be kept fine poultry of all kinds,
and pure bred sires to maintain the
efficiency of the community flocks and
herds.

Harvesting machinery is a heavy
expense to the settler.
In many cases
proper protection from tveather is- impossible.
Any one traveling through
the prairie provinces must have noticed

costly machinery was being
ruined by the action of the weather
The community plan does away with
this waste. An
experienced farmer
could size up the acreage under grain
crop, and buy the required machinery
for the whole community, and store it
properly on the community farm.
How to get horse work done in the

most satisfactory way for women with
only young children would be a problem.
If men settlers on nearby farms cared
to earn money by doing the work, it
would be simple enough. Otherwise,
men from the community centre would
have to attend to the matter.

The

is of the
importance. Consolidated
schools are suggested, but it isn't easy
to bring about such a radical change
in an old settled neighborhood.
In a
new country it would be different, and
an excellent opportunity' would be
provided for testing out the feasibility
of such a school in Canada, though it
is past the experimental stage in the

most

efficiency of the school

vital

States.

Assuming an average of two children
to a family, of school age, the result is
three hundred and eight>'-four pupils.
Under ordinary rural conditions, about

High cost of necessaries has been a
serious handicap to settlers. To remedy this, provide a suitable building
for a departmental store, and lease to a
reliable merchant at a moderate rent,
under certain restrictions.
store
credit system is bad both for the buyer
and seller. The tendency is to buy less
carefully than if payment on the spot is
required. Then many such debts are
never paid, and the merchant is forced
to charge more for his goods to cover
losses.
It is a case of the good payers
holding up the delinquent ones.
If
a settler has neither money nor produce
to exchange for goods, it would be far
better to lend the required money than
permit the indiscriminate running of
bills.
With a good trade assured, no
bad debts to make up for, no accounts
to keep with customers, and no expensive delivery system to keep up, a
merchant could well afford to sell much
cheaper instead of away dearer than a
city merchant as is apt to be the case
in new Countries.

A

'T'HE community farm,

in the centre
settlement, would be a
demonstration farm. Employed on it

of

the

would be expert men and women
whose business it would be to teach
the inexperienced settlers everything

She would need a cottage, bam, hen house and perhaps a pig pen, such as
are supplied with the readymade farm by the Canadian Pacific Railway
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twenty school houses, with the same
of teachers would be required

number

for that

number

these

of

of children.

Instead

scattered,

isolated

twenty

schools, cheaply built, poorly equipped,
.ind taught under serious handicaps,

community farming makes

it

possible

have one splendid graded school,
equal in educational advantages to the
ID

best the city has to offer. This in itself would attract an intelligent, and
highly desirable class of people to the
land.
The argument may be advanced that
this system of education would be too
It would
expensive for the country.
In fact it would cost less than
not.

one now in force. The money exon the twenty school houses
would provide one fine building, with
modern conveniences and up-to-date
equipments.
lie

i-nded

consider the teaching in rural
The sparse attendance, poor
equipment, and lack of public interest,
Added
lakes the work discouraging.

Then

schools.

to these, loneliness and social drawbacks make teaching in the country so
unattractive that it takes a good salary
The comto hold even a poor teacher.
munity school would be a different
.

An efficient staff of
proposition.
teachers could be secured for about
half the cost of maintaining the twenty
teachers in isolated schools.

KTEXT

comes the problem of getting
•'^ distant pupils to school. The saving in teaching would more than cover
Vans, either horse, or
this expense.
motor power, could be provided, and
run at a trifling cost by one of the advanced pupils living at a distance.
These school vans could be made useful for other purposes, and prove a
great convenience in the settlement.
carry mail, deliver parcels,
and on Saturdays take women, who
had no horses, to the village to shop,
or to have a little outing.
These schools would differ from city
schools in certain essentials. They
would be on, or convenient to, the demonstration farm, where the girls
could be taught housewifery, including
buttermaking, and the care of poultry.
In connection widi the care and storing of farm machinery would be a repair shop, where the boys, in addition
to lessons in general agriculture, could
be taught how to handle farm implements and machinery, besides simple
carpentry, and other crafts necessary
to the independent farmer. Thus the
widow would find her children advancing in useful knowledge, till gradually
the burden would begin to shift from
her to their sturdy young shoulders.
Even the woman with only babies
could manage. The most difficult case
would be for instance, a woman with

They might

The woman with
would be

grown boys could raise sheep geese and ducks
and these the woman with babies could manage

half

profitable,

one nursing, another less than
four years old, and a third between
three,

these two. She would have a 20-acre
farm, divided into four fields, a meadow, a pasture, one for grain, and one
for garden, roots and corn, all opening
A cottage, with
into her barnyard.
cellar, a barn, hen house, and pig pen

would be needed. She would keep
about fifty or more laying hens, a cow

;

perhaps a few ducks, and a
couple of pigs.
In the city, it would be a case of taking the babies to the nursery. They
would be poorly housed at hoine, and
only cheap food would be within their
A poor prospect for their
reach.
Morally, a worse
physical well-being.
Durmg
period is ahead of them.

or two,

Continued on page 314.

The Son

of the Otter

By George Van
Illustrated

CHAPTER XVI.— Continued.
Ahteck and Paul were quite ready,
and their loads were all on board. Before the final start the children claimed
their kisses, but Mititesh stood apart,
a sad little figure, making every effort
to restrain all evidence of her desolation.
But Ahteck went up to her,
prompted by the great affection and
sympathy he had always felt for her.
He kissed her gently, bending over,
and patted her cheek, bidding her to
have courage. After this he had to

turn

away and,

began to

fall

silently, the big

drops

again.

When, at last, all the travelers were on
board the steamer, that was heavily
laden and low in the water, a little bell
jingled and the engine began to puff,
asthmatically, slowly revolving the
big stern wheel.
The whistle called
out three salutes and the departing
crowd looked ashore, waving brightly
colored handkerchiefs at their friends,
who kept on getting smaller and more
.indistinct, till they disappeared.
The decks were terribly cluttered up
with their big cargo. A few of the
men had managed to get whiskey,
strong white alcohol they could scarce-

swallow without coughing, and soon
began to sing. Before long some of
them sat down, with foolish expressions
on their dark faces, while others stretched out on the deck and fell asleep.
But by far the greater number were
in their right minds and began to argue,
with many gestures, on the inexhaustible subjects of peltry and the prices it
might bring in the forthcoming spring.
Ahteck, as always, was very silent,
though not unhappy. The great longly

ing for the wilderness was upon him
also.
It is impossible to question an
Indian of the north without being told
that he prefers the winter and its hard284

Schaick

by Frederic M. Grant

ships to the idle time of summer.
There was also the excitement of the
great gamble that is trapping, for a

man

never knows what the catch will
be or which furs will rise or fall in price.
The prospect of the long winter was by
no means distasteful, and then, always,
there was the hope that whenever the
great curse should chance to fall, it
might spend its force upon him alone,
in the wilds, far from all those he loved,
so that they might have no share in it.
For himself he had no more fear than
has the soldier, inured to battle, who
marches to the enemy.

CHAPTER

XVII.

FALLING LEAVES AND GROWING

LOVES.

Those who had been left on the
shore kept on looking, long
after
the little steamer's slender plume of
wood smoke had disappeared in the
soft haze that washed distant headlands with tints of faint blues and
lavenders.
Uapukun returned home
with the two children, but Mititesh
remained behind. Ahteck's mother
had discerned the feeling which, as yet
unconsciously, was growing in the
child's mind, and this devotion to the
big son caused the woman to love the

more

strongly.

He had no

friends,
others, never
taking part in rejoicings or dances,
keeping to himself at all times, except-

girl

I

there to decay until the ice of coming
winters should grind up what was left
of its old ribs and planking.
Hour after hour she had gazed toward the place, hidden by the vastness
of the waters, where the Peribonca dug
its ever-shifting channel in the maze
of sand-bars, and in which the steamer
had disappeared, bearing the two men
who were again going to taste the glory
of the wilderness and confront its
She could close her eyes and
perils.
see them poling up the narrow Aleck
River, with the poles clanking upon
the rocks. She could follow them
through the two big lakes with the long
jutting points, and finally up the little
river where tlie crosses had been plantThere, she knew, they would
ed.
stop and say a prayer. By this time
the wild grasses would have begun to
spring on the mounds, and seeds of the
wild raspberry, that always seem to
follow the footsteps of man, would be

sprouting around them. Then, in the
years to come, the thorny growth would
come up rank and thick, and the hares
would make little paths criss-crossing
it, and there the women and children
of other generations might set snares
for them.
An immense longing had come to

be there and pray also, to follow
the long trails, watching the blazes
and the trap-marks, carefully noting
tracks, breathing the air that seemed
so much better and purer there than

seldom mingling with

her, to

ing within the little house, where he
was always gentle and kindly but seldom joined in any talk. It was good
to think that some one was growing
up who might some day make him

in

happy.
Mititesh did not leave the shore until
long after it had been deserted by
every one else. She had remained
seated upon a water-worn rock, in the
lee of an old boat that had been left

this

haunt

of

many men.

More

than by all other things, although as
yet she hardly realized it, Mititesh was
filled with the desire to be with Ahteck,
to be within hearing of
to follow him

—

his voice.

She

finally

returned

to

the

little

house and soon went to bed, too heartsore to make more than a pretence of
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eating supper, and the woman Uapukun, waking in the night, heard her
sobbing gently.
The months stretch out as long as
years, and the years as eternities, to
those over whose heads but a few summers have passed. To Mititesh the
period that was to elapse before the
trappers returned seemed like time
without end, never to be finished.
Slie attended school faithfully, and
learned a great deal, because it was
Ahteck's desire. She had so far penetrated the abstruse science of numbers
that she was able to add together the
days of the many months before the
coming of the early summer. Upon a
!;iringly hued calendar vaunting the
irtues of a patent medicine she marked
'iff every new morning as conscientiousas she said her prayers, and perhaps
\ en
more eagerly. She had not forgotten the masses that were to be said,
and' possessed a comforting faith that
by this time all was well with the souls
of those who had been left behind.
By and by water left outside filmed
over in the pails, and one day the yellowed grasses gleamed with frost.
Then, after a short interval, came the
first of the really cold days, when a
thick skin of ice formed on the ponds,
growing heavier every night. A little
later, one evening, the wind ceased to
blow, and in the morning the ice was
glistening, as far as one could see, upon
the surface of the great lake.
By and
\

by dog-teams were hurrying over it.
to pile up high, making great drifts, and a night finally
imc when the little church bell rang
the mass at midnight, for Christmas had come.

The snow began

T

After

this,

very slowly, the days be-

gan to grow longer and, at times, the
breath of the winds that swept the
lake became milder. As the weeks
went by the thick ice on the lake broke
up into a great jumble of huge cakes
which the northerly gales piled up on
the shores.
But finally these began
to melt away, and suddenly the birches
and the poplars put on their new
dresses of tender greens and little
flowers peeped out on the hillsides.

The

clangor of the calls of geese in
lofty flights towards the
north was heard. They were going to
meet Ahtcck, thought Mititesh. Diver
ducks and shelldrakes came first to the
lake, with a few big gulls, and then
other waterfowl and wading birds, and
one morning the air was filled with the
chirping of swallows who began forthwith to gather around muddy spots on
ilie road, for material wherewith to
build or strengthen domiciles under
he eaves of barns, while others clung
lo the sand-banks, clearing deep holes
for the benefit of the families that
would soon be hatched. Came a day
when the very first lot of Indians retriangular

I
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(ynopsis
McLeod

Peter

Company at Grand Lac
Upon his arrival at the Post

appointed agent for the Hudson Bay

is

Jim Barry, recently deceased.

to succeed tlie inebriate

He

Peter finds stores depleted and accounts unkept.

an old

accidentally discharges

She had been a servant

his love.
lifetime,

and her knowledge

always at her

side, is

silence only

by

to strike her

He

blow.

giving

who has

evil

and

when Ahteck, hearing

day,

their

deities

rewarded with

a great aid to Peter in straighten-

when he

is

away on a week's hunting

spokesman reveals himself to Uapukun

and

stores

She can purchase

may

She refuses and he

firearms.

his threats, rushes

believes he has killed his father.

punishment of offended

is

durine that unfortunate woman's

sought out her hiding place.

him expensive

near to death.

is

and

both presently become essential to McLeod's

One

of Nascaupees arrive

is

to health

him that the brighteyed youngster Ahteck,

tells

her brother;

as the avenging husband

him back

for Barry's wife,

She

happiness and he marries her.

band

nurses

of affairs at the Post

ing out the financial chaos.

trip a

girl,

The various

in the leg.

remedies applied by the Indians result in blood poisoning and he

Uapukun, a lovely young Indian

order and

tries to restore

which wounds him

pistol

He

upon him and

fells

his

about

him with a

upon leaving home

insists

is

lest

the

include those he loves, and journeys to Pointe

Bleue, where he works in a sawmill and lives with the family of Jean Caron, whose

daughter, Mititesh, alone can

little

rniisp.

him from

his

gloom.

He

goes on trapping

expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul Barrotte, and finally abandons his

work

at the

sawmill for this newer occupation.

Upon

the death of Peter McLeod,

scruples, and, with the shug

for

Ahteck and the two

sum which

Uapukun

Peter has

seeks out Ahteck, overcomes his

With the coming

children.

Barrotte start on their hunting trip to the North.

His

help.

home has been burned,

His feeble strength
falls

fails

unconscious.

shack.

him within

Ahteck goes

of winter,

at once to Caron's
of her mother.

Ahteck and Paul

Hither comes Jean Caron for

and daughter, Mititesh, face starvation

sight of the shack and, 'vith

Ahteck and Paul hear

mourning over the body
burial in the spring,

his wife

makes a comfortable home,

left her,

his appeal

one despairing cry, he

and quickly bear him to the

camp, where he

finds Mititesh, half starved,

Ahteck places the body

and returns with Mititesh to

his

own camp.

in

a tree to await

Ahteck takes up

her father's line of traps for Mititesh and finds a valuable black fox.
return from the North this pelt

is

sold for

enough to pay

all

Upon

their

of her father's debt at

the Company's store and leave her more than a thousand dollars in the bank.

Ahteck refuses to take Mititesh back to the North country the following years, but
insists she

attend school.

never loses the idea that

Here she rapidly develops into a beautiful maiden but
she

has promised to be Ahteck's woman.
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turned, and at intervals others, until
Mititesh, who watched during every
moment she could spare, caught sight
of two canoes driving homeward with
a brisk little wind behind them. Sometliing in her heart told her that these
were the men she had been watching
for.
Nor was she mistaken.

Ahteck found her wonderfully grown.
In a few days she would reach her
Her face had infifteenth birthday.
creased in beauty, and Uapukun could
not say enough about what a constant
blessing she was in the house, and how
fond the two younger ones were of her.

Another year came and went, and
Mititesh no longer went to school, for
she had learnt all that was taught the
children of Pointe Bleue. She remained with Uapukun, taking most of the
work of the little house upon her
shoulders and helping in the turning
out of moccasins and other things that
could be sold. As with many of the
maidens of the dusky inhabitants of
Pointe Bleue, she seemed to change
well-nigh from one day to another into
a tall girl showing no more signs of
childhood. The young- men were apt
to turn and look at her.
Visitors to
the reservation, coming from the big
hotel at Roberval, if they chanced to
see her, were surprised at her looks, for
she was more graceful in movement,
more animated of countenance, than
most of the young women there. It
looked as if the tincture of white education and custom had added color and
beauty to the traits of native origin.
Several tried to take her photograph
but she always ran away, with instinc-

modesty or shyness.
Came more departures of Ahteck,
that were very sad, and home-comings
over which all rejoiced, until her
tive
,

eighteenth birthday found her a woman
full grown in stature and loveliness,
with features less heavy than are found
in most of her race, and a low voice
full of charm.
In the little church the
attention of many of the men was
diverted to her, though she never took
the slightest note of them. Some of
them took to lingering during the long
evenings of early summer, near the
gate of the little house. There was a

man

called

better

Baptiste,

known under

though he was
his Indian

name

Lynx, more venturesome
than the rest, or perhaps even more
strongly attracted not only by her
looks but also by the money in the
savings bank, who began to pay her a
great deal of attention.
Finally, one
day ,meeting her on the road, he declared that he loved her and wanted to
marry her, and pressed her for an
answer. He was a very big, strong
man, the only one in the reservation
who approached Ahteck a little in size
of Peshu, the

and strength, and not bad looking.
But Mititesh looked at him in a start-

led, frightened

modesty and timidity while

bling.

insidiously, mysteriously, the whole of
his being was becoming altered before

With the years she seemed to have
become more timid and retiring. On

this

bud

ing

its

way, and, shaking her
head, ran away, dismayed and trem-

the occasion of his last return she did
not greet Ahteck with the effusive joy
he had become accustomed to. Rather
she met him with downcast eyes, as if
seeking to conceal the light of her
happiness at seeing him again. He
saw that there was a change, or rather
he felt it, dimly, without fathoming its
import. To him she had been a child,
just a little thing whom he had carried
on his back, and who had, in the bitter
cold of long nights in the wilderness,
nestled her pretty head against him,
confidently, with an affection that was
like that of some petted thing for the
one who takes care of it. Without
being aware of it, during the last winter
in the woods the man had, more strongly than ever before, felt the desire to
return to the

little

house, and experi-

enced a loneliness that irked him sorely.
He was perhaps even a little hurt at
what seemed like a greater coolness on
her part, at this new home-coming.

How beautiful she had grown
He
looked at her more intently than he
ever had and when, turning towards
him, she saw his eyes fixed upon her,
her own dropped again at her feet and
she showed heightened color.
On that first night, as Ahteck and
Paul lingered at the table, having eaten
heartily of good things they had long
been deprived of in the wilderness,
Mititesh moved quietly about them,
with the grace of a young doe, serving
them, attending to all their wants,
listening eagerly to the tale of their
hunt, her heart full of gratitude when
they spoke of fine new crosses they had
made to take the place of the old ones,
that were succumbing to time and
stress of weather.
Again Ahteck looked at her, often.
How changed she was. He could
hardly realize that it was the young
starving thing whom he had carried so
many miles on his back, with her little
hands grasping his neck behind, and
who had slept through part of the hard
journey.
For a very long time, doubtless, his
!

heart-strings had begun to tw"ine about
But to him it was an affection
that had appeared to be a purely
brotherly one. The idea of love would
have filled him with consternation, for
his somber ideas of future evil obsessed
him as strongly as ever they had. She
was one of the beloved household, like
the mother or the two younger children,
to be guarded from harm, to be spared
pain and suffering at any cost of anguish
on his part.
The change was greater in himself
than in the girl, for in her there was
but the development of maidenly
her.

him,

in

of womanhoo<l that was openpetals early, as with others of

her race, with a charm and a fragrance
that was her own.
He was blind to it
as yet, groping in a darkness such as
affects only simple, honest souls and
leaves them awed and bewildered at
the coming of light. He could not
realize that for a long time his thoughts,
in the wilderness,

back to

her,

were always coming

that her graceful form

rose in the smoke of his woodland fires,
pierced through the haze of the mornings, held a part in the visions of his

dreams.
This change that had come upon him

was

plain

and

clear to

Uapukun

his

mother. In her heart it brought hope.
She loved the girl while sharing Ahbelief that in the man's love
there would be peril to the child who

teck's

was now a woman.

But

this

belief

did not prevent her from desiring
keenly that the tvvo should wed. Like
any other mother she thought that
nothing could matter so long as her
son might be made happy, even if for
only a few brief years. But she spoke
of this neither to the girl nor to her son,
feeling that no inter^-ention was needed
on her part, that fate held them all in
the hollow of its hand.

An offer soon came for Ahteck to go
guiding, but he refused. The roof of
the little house needed repairs and he
wanted a new canoe to take the place
of the old one, that was going to pieces,
for none of them can stand ver\' long
such journeys as that up the Aleck.

He might have had

the

work done by

others, and made better wages, probably, by guiding, but everything con*
spired to make him stay. The mother

hinted always that it was too bad that
he should be away most of the year
and leave again nearly as soon as he
returned;
others might not do the
work so conscientiously; home and
dear ones were holding him back, and,
more than all, the love that was beginning to surge into his being and
that was to become a passion holding
him in thrall. Gradually, though very
fast, a great longing came to him for
this girl who, in childhood, had given
the best there was in her of toil and
effort to her parents, and now kept this
up in the household of these people who
had adopted her, ever showing unending love and gratitude to them all.
Paul also had noticed the change in
Ahteck was not aware that
his friend.
over there in the shack, whenever they
met for a day or two at intervals of
hunting, he spoke often of the girl.
The smaller man would sit quietly,
stretching a pelt and smoking his pipe,

and drawing inferences. Once
he had spoken, rather in jest, of the
listening
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big hunter s
child's promise to be the
immediate
by
met
wife, but had been
the somber
of
return
a
by
silence,
and
moods that were so easy to awaken
therefore had
and
dispel,
to
hard
so
again.
never referred to the matter
their return
after
weeks
of
couple
A
in and
from the woods Paul had come
meal was
The
supper.
for
kept
been
chi Wren
finished and the two younger
Uapuwere playing o.ut on the road.

kun

by the window,

sat

sewing

finishing

in the long twilight of

some

sumtner

Ahteck's partner was lighting
to the open
his pipe, holding a splinter
in the
because
stove,
door of the little
woods one learns to be saving of matches
and the habit is one that sticks. He
was in a very happy mood, the trading
having just been finished and the seaAlso
son's peltrv sold at a good price.
young
certain
a
of
he was thinking
woman with whom he had walked on
hand in
the long road, in the evening,
had
hand, and in whose dark eyes he

days.

be a grand wedding
in the church, with the bell ringing,
and a dance with fiddles, and people
?" asked the
all in their best clothes

"And

will there

boy, eagerly.

But Uapukun, seeing that her son
was much disturbed, told the children
and hurried
it was no concern of theirs
obediently
left,
They
bed.
to
off
them
enough, but looked back over their
shoulders as they scampered up the
little wooden stairs, and their happy
laughter was pealing.
The girl had put her hand up to her
breast, suddenly, and she had looked
down at her feet. Then she sat down,
quietly, and took up the knitting of a
big sock. She also looked somewhat
dismayed, her eyes never wandering
from her task. Yet they may have
shown gladness as if, in the distance,
there had been in them the vision of a
pleasant dream that might come true.

The man remained

utterly silent, gaz-

read promise of future happiness.
Mititesh was clearing the table.
cloth
Presently she brought a damp
Paul
with which she wiped it, and
admiration.
frank
looked at her, in
he
'"Tis a great wonder, Mititesh,
tall
beautiful
a
"what
said laughinglv,
thou hast grown. Who would
girl
have thought to see thee such a handsome maiden at the time thou mad st

!

!

tou of his ancestors, that was seeking to
lure him farther to his destruction.
They were making ready to strike at

through the loyal, throbbing
breast of Mititesh, to inflict unknown
and frightful evils upon her that they
might the better torture his heart and
leave him helpless in his misery to cry
out for pity, for a mercy that would

him

somewhat clumsy,
He slapped Ahteck

if

with a resounding

big hulking bear," he said,
kind of good fortune always
remains with thee and thine, in spite
Make sure that
of thy sober old face.
to know, that
first
the
of
1 shall be one
I may wish thee happiness."
But to this Ahteck made no answer,
and Uapukun looked keenly at her son,
seeking to find out whether there was
any ground for hope. After a few
minutes, seeing that his friend looked
very grave and much put out, Paul
went away, bidding them all good night,
and they heard him as he tramped
away on the hard road while he hummed one of his old songs.

"Thou

never be accorded to him.
All these things, of course, his simple

mind saw but vaguely, but he was like
the wolf that smells a trap and fearsit,
even though he
hunger.

"Oh

!

Uncle Caribou !" clamored
Pearl going to be thy

girl, "is

be ravening with
of the evil spirits
set,

and no odor

or devil clung to it, but his
suspicions had been aroused and he
scented a danger ahead, as if already
he could feel the crushing jaws and the
cruel, pointed teeth of steel that were
ready to snap together and grind into

of

man

his quivering flesh.

the two
For a moment they
Paul's words.
stood to one side, whispering, and ran
up to Ahteck just as Mititesh was

the little
wife ?"

may

The snare

had been most cleverly

pitchers have big ears, and
children had caught some of

in again.

had come gradually, but none the
was a terrible one when

the shock

he realized how passionately he loved
Mititesh^ay, an appalling shock, for
He
his alarms returned in full power.
clenched his great fists and braced his
broad back, swearing to himself that
Indeed
He knew
it should never be.
These were doings of the
he knew
devil of the priests, or the Matshi Mani-

"ever>'

coming

near the door, for many hours,
always gazing towards some very distant place in the great North, whereon
seemed to fall the shadow of a great
There was a battle going on in
evil.
his heart, a fierce struggle whose outcome, he thought, could only be disastrous, whichever way it might turn.
He deemed it the beginning of his
punishment. If he yielded to his longing he could but live in constant fear
of having led Mititesh into dire peril.
If he resisted he must lose something
greater than life itself, and that had
become a part of his being like the
strength of his thews or the keenness

side,

It

smack.

Little

For a few days Ahteck remained very
somber and preoccupied, working hard
during the day and at night sitting out-

less

doors, with her heart beating fast.
The other two children had just come
Paul was laughing heartily at his
in.

notion of humor.
on the shoulder,

ing persistently out of the window, in
the fast gathering darkness whence,
perhaps, the powers of evils might be
on the watch. Finally Mititesh rose
and went into the other room, to prepare dough that was to rise for the
morning's baking. As soon as this
was finished she bade the others good
night and left for her own little chamber, on the same floor.

of his vision.

thy promise to Ahteck to be his woman ?
Indeed I hope this is still in thy mind,
and that thou rememberest those words
in our camp in the big woods."
But the girl reddened and ran out of

own good-natured,

287

Danger to himself was a thing he
never thought of. The prospect of
pain left him indifferent, as far as he
was personally concerned. He despised it as his forebears had done in the
olden days of warfare against other
tribes, when captured warriors submitted, deriding and insulting the
victors, to the tortures inflicted at the
-

the north prefers
the winter and its hardships
to the idle time of summer

The Indian

of
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stake.
But he would allow no power
of evil to crush him through Mititesh,
the Pearl of I'>esh Waters.
He would
not let them punish him by first tear-

ing away at her soft flesh the more
surely to wreak their ferocious vengeance.

A

few more days went by and, one
evening, mother and son were once
again alone in the living room. She
was mending clothes by the light of a
small lamp while he sat close to her,
battling with the thoughts that constantly assailed him.
"It has again been a good winter's
trapping," finally said Uapukun, after
a long silence.
"There is no trapper
hunting from Pointe Bleue who brings
in so

much

fur,

year after year, for no

his own hands.
The man's deep voice,
in
his excitement or his sufifering,

roused her from slumber. She lifted
from her bed, her hands braced
behind her, wondering at the loud
speech, fearing that some trouble had
herself

arisen, and heard Uapukun's
more subdued and yet plain

Ahteck, my son, thou
surely lovest Mititesh."
There was a moment's silence, during which she listened, trembling.
In
the man's simple mind had come the
idea that a lie might save his mother

so

her hand pressed to her breast, yet she
spoke again, with some effort.
"Mititesh would kneel and kiss the
places trodden on by thy feet," she
said, very slowly.
He looked at her, a vague fear showing in his eyes.

"No

!"

he exclaimed.
"It must
never be. Dost thou think that I
brought her from the camp where she
was starving, and that she has grown
in beauty and goodness among us,
only to be dragged by me towards
those evil things that

some day,

swiftly,

must come

to

me

the crashing
storms that whiten the lake ? I tell
thee again that it must never be !"
He had forgotten the child, nay, the
woman who slept but a few paces
away, separated from them by a slender
partition he had built up for her with
like

needs patiently, long-sufferingly, like

some o\er-driven beast of burden.
Ahteck had gone out very early, and
spaded up a good part of the garden,
between the growing plants. But he
came in again after the work was done.
At times he uttered a few words, in his
low grave voice, yet all of them avoided

—

"It will be for thee and the children.
wilt also give some to the girl
Mititesh, if ever she should need it."
"Dost thou never think of the need
of it for thyself, for the home thou
mayest seek some day ? It is all thine,
but that which came from Peter McLeod my husband, that shall be for
his children.
And Mititesh is no
longer a girl now, but a very beautiful

"Ay, very beautiful," he admitted,
nodding in assent. "There never was
another like her."
He had no need to be told of her
beauty. The image of it was always
before him, waking as well as in his
dreams. But an expression of pain
came over his face, one that Uapukun
was quick to detect, her eyes being
shrewd with the great love she bore her
son.
For a moment she hesitated,w ith

again. Uapukun was moving about
the house in silence, attending to various

toil

from sufifering.
"No, mother," he answered, haltingly.
"I
I do not love Mititesh !"
He had thought he would be able to
deceive

woman."

voice,
to her

keen senses.
"But, oh,

other could travel so long a line.
I
often think that thy work is too hard,
with never any rest. Thou wilt kill
thyself witii toil.
Already thy back,
long before thy thirtieth year has come,
is beginning to bend under the great
loads of thy tump-line.
Every year
there is much money put aside, since
it is all given in my keeping.
Wha
will be done with it all ?"

Thou

she could only stare through a darkness
that was a long agony.
But the last star faded out again,
and the sun rose and the birds sang.
Yet after the two children had left for
school the house became like one of
mourners. Mititesh had battled with
herself bravely, though she looked like
one who has been in the grasp of death
and has but recently become able to

his mother, to prevent her
from knowing that another source of
misery had been added to his life.
But Uapukun had understood him.
She had no need to look at the arms
that were now hanging limp at his
side, at the head bowed down until his
chin rested on his breast. Big silent
tears began to well out from the eyes
of the woman who had already shed

the eyes of the others, as if a single
glance would have sufficed to bring
despair among them.
At this time a bell began to toll in
the little wooden spire of the church of
the Oblates, and they crossed themselves.
It marked a mass and the
christening of little children borne in
their mothers' arms, a time of re-

many.
But in the next room those words
had penetrated clearly and stabbed
their

way

CHE

into the girl's heart

was bred

of people

for others.

XVIII.

THE BLOW UNRETURNED.
stood in the room with heads
bent they heard Paul. He was coming
along the road, and as usual, was singing away in a loud voice whose merriness made up fof a great lack of quality.
Bonjonr, bonjour !" he cried,
"Ah
coming in. "How are you all ? I

who from

As they

!

have great news to tell you. For a
long time Xavier Papineau has been
coming to the house, making the big
eyes at my sister Anne. Yesterday
evening she comes in,' and the old
mother she was peeling some palates,
and I was shaving wood for a pair of
raqneites, and Anne she look so innocenie and she says, 'Mamaji, thou knowest Xavier,' and the old Maman she
He is always
says, 'Know XaA-ier
fourre around here, or waiting outside
on the road, or bringing flowers from

—

would be his woman. Somehow, with
hardly any further thought anent the
matter, the idea of it had quietly
taken a firmer and firmer hold upon
her, becoming implanted in her mind
and growing, ever growing, with strong

and hope

CHAPTER

!

time immemorial had accepted hardship and pain as things inherent in their
lives, with hardly a murmur.
Therefore she merely dug her nails in the
palms of her hand, silently, suffering
as do the beasts of the wild, with never
a whimper or a groan. Yet in such
folk the great primal instincts and
passions are as all the world over.
The dreadful sentence had struck a
chill through her
a chill like that of
cold steel
that brought with it a
fierce pain, a pang too great for endurance. Then, in the extremity of her
grief, she buried her face in her small
pillow, that she might make no outcry, that no sob of hers should reach
Most keenly she rememthe others.
bered those days of the great hunger
in the woods, but no starvation of the
body could be compared with the
awful feeling of emptiness under the
breast at which she clutched.
It was just a little more than four
years ago, when she was yet a child, that
she had told Ahteck that one day she

—

joicing

!

.

Certainly I know Xavier!'
then Anne she looks a long time
at her bottes, and she says Xavier has
asked her to marr\' him and and
he wants to be married tout de suite and
The old Maman she looks
and.
at me and asks me what I think of that
coquin Xavier and I wink my eyes and
say he is no good and Anne she gets
red in the face and says we are both
his garden.

And

— —

—

.

.

.

very mechant and
laugh.

Oh

!

Maman

What

and

laughs

Maman

!

I we
Then

fiercely, and she was left
panting and exhausted, with lips trem-

she drops the palates and kisses
me too, and the wedding is
for ten days, and they have borrowed
Xavier's horse and gone to Roberval
for a hat with feathers on it, as if the

bling, so that for the rest of the night

Continued on page 315.

grasping roots.
sunken, were

And these,
now being

so deeply
torn out,

brutally,

Anne, and

Nature's Pot of Gold
By Jean Blewett
Illustrated

from Photographs

In Algonquin Park your nerves realize they're on a holiday and go off and hide themselv es

Celia Dear,

and

Peter, the

mighty hunter, arc the

important members of

this

party

Dear Thing (Louis' name for the
youngster) and I being mere hangers
on, a pair of respectable, though hardly
acceptable camp followers. At the
last minute the cousin who was to

have kept our house, and child, while
we came to Algonquin Park on this
fishing party, took measles.
Think

Woman

of it!

as a rule

may

be the

self-sacrificing creature the poets paint

but I'm out of that

class, having a
appetite for a good time
and a burning desire to please myself.
So, instead of offering to stay home and
let Peter go I remarked:
"We'll take her with us."
"She'll be no end of bother," de-

her,

very

human

murred Peter, "and Louis

likely
sees her
unless he happens to take a shine to her.
She's an ingratiating little codger."

swear

like

Louis

a trooper

took

me; I know better.
You may remember my raptures

don't let Louis see

Make no mistake, Louis the half-breed
who is guide, philosopher, and friend,

the

will

when he

shine

all

right

mutual love at first sight. From that
day, when he tossed a cushion into his
canoe, and tossed her upon it, they
have been comrades. They made a
queer looking pair, he wrinkled and
swarthy, she with her white face and
golden hair, her dimples and softness.
I often sit and laugh at them, but I

over these wilds in summer, but Celia,
summer isn't in it with the autumn
nature's showing-off time.
The summer is greenness and warmth, the
autumn grandeur. In the summer
nature's purpose is to tranquilize you
but now, ah
now, she is primitive,
gloriously savage.
Tranquilize
nay,
!

!

stir,

exhilarate.

She

seizes

on your

imagination with her pageants of color,
she lifts the soul of you to the topmost
branches of her flaming trees, blows
you forth with a wind which sings in as
many voices as the forest leaves have
colors, forth upon a highway of red
and gold and russet and crimson, lets
you down among the maples, which are
not maples now, but a company of
gipsy dancers at their maddest, gladdest measure.
Our tent, a compact one of heavy
oiled silk, sheds the water (when it
rains) like the back of the duckiest
duck you ever saw. Some genius has
been at work on camping outfits, and,
as a result, we have beds and tables
which can be folded up and put out of
the way.
Even our stove goes in
layers, and travels in a dinky suit case

Am

telling you all this to
cross at yourself for refusing
to come along.
are camped among
poplars which look all the whiter

of its

own.

make you

We

because of the riot of color everywhere.
"Five of them were wise and five
were foolish." The parable of the
virgins has been in my thought since
the dark came down. Just in front of
the tent door is a group of poplars, five
in number
five slim, silvery, sorrowful things, that lean together as though
seeking comfort, then draw apart as
though realizing there could be no
comfort. They whisper, whisper, whisper, and always with tears in their
whispering.
"No oil; no oil; so happy
forgot
we forgot
forgot !" a soft
concerted chant of pain "forgot !"

—

!

!

Poor

pretty virgins in their bridal
and not a lamp among them to
ward ofT the darkness clo.sing in
Not a great way off, just behind the
hills yonder, is in progress an illumination which might be in honor of the
wise virgin who remembered and reaped the reward and who consequently
do not grip our sympathy as the foolish
ones do. A touch of nature makes—you know the rest, Celia:
You and I used to think we saw the
finery

!

—

but we never
splendor is seen only
in this north country, what we looked
on was only the faint far-off reflection
of it
not these mighty marching
hosts of snow white flame, merely the
tips of the shining lances.
There is a
path of

Aurora
did.

Borealis, Celia,

The

real

—
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comes face to face with nature

—catches a vision

of wonders,

hears her sounding her trumpets through the gloom of the
forest, ringing her bells on
the hills of silence, and she
has a way of making you
feel small.

"Beeg fireworks, eh?" says
Louis, who has come up from
the river with a pail of water.

"Mebbe

I

tol'

you

'Ixiut

de

foolish Indian girl who travel
far to fin' out w'ere all de
it start?
No, den I tell
you now. She is too curious,
dat girl, w'en somet'ing shine

shine

lak it bus' itself don' get too
close b'gosh!" his black eyes
his
gleam merrily under
heavy white brows as he
seats himself on a log by the
tent door.
(You'd love this
homely old voyager.)
"Indian girl is dat beautiful dey call her Silvermoon.
She died long tarn ago all

—

beautiful Indian girl die long
tam ago, I t'ink," with a
is
she
chuckle, "anyway
mooch praised w'en she's
W'en we live folks
dead.
don't wear de voices out telling how nice and good we are
you notice dat, eh? Mebbe
w'en Silermoon was alive
dere was talk 'bout de squint
she have and de large feet.

—

—

Louis, the half-breed,

who

is

Native

guide, philosopher and friend, and
members of this party

Peter, alias Isaac Walton, are the important

Isn't there
I had to stop for awhile.
a verse in the Book which says some"Be still and see the
thing Hke this:
glory of the Lord
the whole earth is
1 may not be
filled with His glory."
quoting correctly, but you'll catch my
meaning. Forest and fen, cairn, valley
and hill, wind and water, heights and

—

depths both immeasurable,
chanting the words. It is
ence which does not come
does it need to, this losing
the heart of things.

seem to be
an experioften, nor

yourself in

Louis told us at supper time, which
awhile ago flaunted her silver crescent
above the grey and purple twilight of
the woods, hangs now on the edge of
things like a broken Jade bracelet, and
the stars, those faithful lamps of God,
one by one, put out their lights (the
northern star last of all) and leave the
to this compelling host.
Celia, I wish you might see Algonquin
Park with the night changed to noon.

heaven's

fire

This northern lights display resolves
into a celestial extravaganza.

itself

One

lone shaft of brilliance comes as
herald, quivering through the purple
of the night like a rainbow splitting a
storm cloud. Up, up, sweeps an army
white armored, fire crested, up, up
over a field which shines before it.
Up, up, a myriad lances and every lance
flame tipped, up, up, a million spears
and every spear fire touched. Up, up,
in growing splendor, column and company, square and file, two abreast,
three abreast, four abreast, armor, helmet, and visor ashine, marching, still

marching, horse and foot, banners of
silver, pennons of flame mingling, melt-

The

The

and
pines seem to press against the glow
until they show in detail needle, and
cone, and feathery moss like a lace
pattern upon a pillow, or cobweb
across the open fireplace of some
Indian's
tepee.
The balm trees
and silver birches wave every leaf and
twig outlined. If you could see it
When it comes to describing something
which looks like a chapter from RevelaWhen
tions I'm scared to attempt it.
It is all vivid, quivering.

^

ing into one, glory indescribable.

young moon, the hunters' moon as

firs

this glory fades, the stars will light

again^

—justthingsand when
so,

common

I'll

I

up

get back to

likely follow their

example and get my lamp of conceit
burning merrily as ever. But not tonight,
It is

my

dear, not to-night.
only in these great spaces one

woman queer dat way,

lak praise oder woman w'en
oder woman be dead, jus' so."
He looks like a jolly old gargoyle
with his face twisted in mirth.
husband, who has come up, chuckles,
so do I.
No, of course it isn't right
but you've no idea how infectious
Louis' fun is.
"Silvermoon have plaintee lovers,
"She is big
you bet," he proceeds.
don' know
chief's daughter, and rich
'bout white man, but Indian don't
let de girls fortune scare him way'.

My

—

Come Stone Arrow from Marsh

Lake,

and say if she mak' de marr>' wit'
him he will give de fader of her heap
presents, also he will put on de war
paint and lick de debbil out of de
dat's de way catch
ol' chief's enemies
de girl ever' tam b'gosh!

—

"But she is contr-a-r-y" drawling out the word, "tell himshe is not
mooch on de marry too young yet,

—

tam she turn tail ob de eye
on no account young hunter who is
but

all

not a chief, or son of a chief. Jus'
fcol fellow who ma' de songs and sing
dem, poet I t'ink you call him. Deol'
chief is keen for dat wedding, he needs
de presents. Indian queer, de more
he havede more he want," with another
of his mocking grins, "and he say w'en
comes time for spirit lights festival

CANADA MONTHLY
Silvermoon
I s'pose he

will

was

dis

be Arrowhead's bride.
is not de firs'
parent to
mak' maistak', nor de las', eh?
It
'bout

tarn

o'

year, yes,

I

and de place it was jus' round
here mebbe, an' de whole tribe and
den some (if I learn to talk slang,
Celia, lay it on Louis) is on han' for de
affair.
Dat tarn de sky is so full ob
shine mos' peoples hide de eye, but
Stone Arron he don' do not'ing but show
off all he can to let on he ain't scare.
He is jomp up in de air and crack his
heels, dance till he shake de ground
mos' and was lak bull moose to show he
t'inkso,

—

don'careadamfornot'ingsatall. Silvermoon she don' pay attention, she's busy
keeping de eye on de singer ob songs.
She is fond of de music mebbe, anyway,
she can't tear herself 'way from de
sound ob it. By and by she speak out
kin' ob proud and strong, and say de
marry mus' be put off till she come back
from pilgrimage she tak' right away
quick.
'Way behin' de hills," she say,
"de spirits kindle de lights dat fill de
sky.
Dey call me all de tarn, come, dey
call come, come Silvermoon.
So I go.
Me, I will go toStone Arrow's lodge, but
not now, because I go to de hills, and
behin' de hills, and see wit' my own eyes
de firs' leetle fire kindle and tlame," she
says, "and de w'ile night seems to wrap
her like beeg sof blanket, and w'en de
flame cools down and goes out, den will
I, Silvermoon, feel in de pile of w'ite
ashes, ^nd fin' de gift that will keep de
heart young and de body beautiful forever and ever. Silvermoon goes alone,

none must follow or come

after."
old story of the crock of gold at
the end of the rainbow, Celia, only it

The

Continued on page 305.

Here nature

seizes your imagination with her pageants of color

Sleep-not the coy, long coming, short staying sleep— but a dominant
thing pursues you, and lays you in her poppy beds as the late shadows
lengthen over the lake
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

Affairs of Interest in

Letter from a French-

Canadian

THAT
ing Canadians
all

of the

French speak-

are Nationalists
of the Bourassa type goes without saying. Quebec has sent hundreds
of her French speaking sons to the
trenches in defense of the Empire and
her Allies.
But even so it always will
be a regrettable phase of our war history that marks the decided difference
in sentiment between the Bourassans
and the true Canadians of French extraction.
One of the best examples of
this is to be found in the Bourassa
family.
Henri Bourassa has done

everything in his power to prevent the
French speaking citizens of Quebec
from enlisting in the cause of the Empire.
His own cousin, Captain Talbot
M. Papineau, on the other hand put
aside a promising career in the law to don
the khaki and has won his D. S. O., by
his brilliant work in Flanders with the
Canadian men. When Captain Papineau, therefore, writes back to his
cousin Bourassa from the trenches in
an attempt to show the cousin the
error of his ways, true Canadians certainly will be interested in his words.
We quote from Captain Papineau's
letter to Bourassa as it appeared in a
recent issue of the Montreal Herald.
"Very possibly nothing that I could
have said in August, 1914, would have
caused you to change your opinions,
but I did hope that as events developed,
and as the great national opportunity
of Canada became clearer to all her
citizens, you would have been influenced to modify your views and to adopt
a different attitude. In that hope I
have been disappointed. Deeply involved as the honor and the very
national existence of Canada has become, beautiful but terrible as her
sacrifices have been, you and you alone
of the leaders of Canadian thought
appear to have remained unmoved, and
your unhappy views unchanged.
"Nor can I altogether abandon the
hope presumptuous, no doubt, but

—

—

friendly and well-intentioned
that I
may so express myself here as to give
you a new outlook and a different pur292

Review

and British Press and Periodicals
the Dominion and Empire

the Leading Canadian

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

not

in

iiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

pose, and perhaps even win you to the
support of a principle which has been
proved to be dearer to many Canadians
than life itself.
"I shall consider the grounds upon
which you base your opposition to

Canadian participation in this more
than European in this world war.
Rather, I wish to begin by pointing
out some reasons why, on the contrary,
your whole-hearted support might
have been expected.

—

"And the first reason is this. By
the declaration of war by Great Britain
upon Germany, Canada became ipso
facto a belligerent, subject to invasion

time of the outbreak of war Canada
possession of the British Empire,
and as siich as much involved in the
war as any county in England, and
from the German point of view and
the point of view of international law
equally subject to all its pains and
penalities.
Indeed, proof may, no
doubt, be made that one of the very
purposes of German aggression and
Genuan military preparedness was the
ambition to secure a part, if not the
whole, of the English possessions in
North America.
"That being so, surely it was idle and
pernicious to continue an academic
discussion as to whether the situation
was a just one or not, as to whether
Canada should or should not have had
a voice in ante-bellum, English diplo-

was a

macy or in the actual declaration of
war. Such a discussion may very
properly arise upon a successful conclusion of the war, but so long as
national issues are being decided in
Prussian fashion, that is, by an appeal
to the power of might, the liberties of
discussion which you enjoyed by virtue
of British citizenship were necessarily
curtailed and any resulting decisions
utterly valueless.
If ever there was a
time for action, and not for theories, it
was to be found in Canada upon the
outbreak of war.
"Let us presume, for the sake of
argument, that your attitude had also
John

The
Shade

of

still

Spirit of

Kitchener

Bull,

London

Conquest

"That way,

my

lad, I

am

with you!"

and conquest, her property at sea subject to capture, her coasts subject to
bombardment or attack, her citizens
in enemy territory
ment or detention.

subject to imprisonThis is not a matter of opinion
it is a matter of fact
question of international law. No
arguments of yours at least could have
persuaded the Kaiser to the contrary.
Whatever your views or theories may
be as to the future constitutional development of Canada, and in those
views I believe I coincide to a large
extent, the fact remains that at the

—

—

been adopted by the Government and
people of Canada, and that we had
declared our intention to abstain from
active participation in the war until
Canada herself was actually attacked.
What would have resulted ? One of
two things. Either the Allies would
have been defeated, or they would not
have been defeated. In the former
case Canada would have been called
upon either to surrender unconditionally to German domination or to have
attempted a resistance against Ger-

man

arms.

"You

I feel sure would have preferred
resistance but as a proper corrective to
such a preference I would prescribe a
moderate dose of trench bombardment.
I have known
own dogmas to be
seriously disturbed in the midst of a

my
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1917 Announcement

WE

have no startling announcement to make for 1917. We are proud to say that the 1916
Gray Dort has exceeded even our expectations. We expected great things of this wonderful car.
the Gray Dort was the real car— no matter what price. To-day
We
hundreds of motorists are fellow enthusiasts with us in our admiration of this exceptional car.
The Gray Dort has taken Canada by storm.

KNEW

mswmw

ADDED REFINEMENTS
The Same Tremendous Power and Strength
Greater Luxury of Comfort and Appearance

EVEN GREATER VALUE
We

couldn't improve on the
wonderful Planche motor
that veritable giant of power
in the Gray Dort. The sturdy,
rugged heavy frame stood the
Mechanically
severest tests.
the

—

Gray Dort was, and

is

cor-

In the searching investigation we did not find a Gray
Dort owner who was not enthusiastically satisfied— even
amazed with the performrect.

—

ance of his

We

car.

have added some

final re-

—

finements to the car made it
bigger and it is now the roomiest car at anywhere near the
price.
A larger windshield
an ammeter dashlight roberail and footrail— in every way
the sturdiest and most mechanically
perfect
car
is
now the most refined and

—

—

r. O. B.

Motor

member

Thermo-svphon

burator,

cooling,

oil

pump and

splash lubrication.
Westinghouse two unit starting and lighting
system. Connecticut battery ignition. 12
inch cone clutch. Th'ee speed and reverse
selective
transmission. Universal joint.
Gasoline tank under cowl. Heavy Duty
front axle.
flaating rear axle, with
Hyatt High Duty bearings. 10 inch internal expanding and external contracting

^

brakes.

Pressed steel frame

Springs

— front 37

In. eliptic. rear 50 in. full cantilever.
Left-hand
drive. 16 in. irreversible worm and nut type steering wheel.
Gear shift lever-centre control. Emergency brake, right pedal
.Service brake, clutch
pedal.
Accelerator pedal.
Spark and throttle
control on steering wheel.
Artillery type wood
wheels.
Detroit demountable rims.
30x3J^

Dominion

tires.

Nobby tread rear. Westinghouse
Lirioleum covered running board.

Lock
rail,

specifications.
that in three

CHATHAM

D>rt. 4 cylinder, cast en
bloc, L-head tvpe, bore 314 in- stroke 5
in., spsed 2000'R.P.M., horsepower 28.
Cast iron removable heads. Carter Car-

electric lighting.

comfortable car.

Read the

— G"ay

Redays

ignition switch.
Dashlight. ammeter, robefootrail, clear-vision windshield, one-man top.

equipment complete.
Wheel Base lOS inches.

tools,

—

Weight

—2100 pounds.

motor experts bought up the

Gray Dort Motors,

entire 1916 output of this car.

Chatham, Ontario

Ltd.
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German

I can
artillery concentration.
assure you that the further you travel
from C^anada and the nearer you approach the great military power of
Germany, the less do you value the
unaided strength of Canada. By the
time you are fifteen yards off a German army and know yourself to be
holding al)out one yard out of a line
of five hundred miles or more, you are
liable to be inquiring very anxiously
about the presence and power of BriYour ideas
tish and French forces.
about charging to Berlin or of ending
the war would also have undergone

some

slight

my

moderation.
dear cousin,

I think you
would, shortly after the defeat of the
Allies, have been more worried over
the mastery of the German consonants
than you are even now over a conflict
with the Ontario Anti-bi-linguists. Or
I can imagine you an unhappy exile in
Tierra del Fuego, eloquently compar-

"No,

.

ing the wrongs of

Quebec and Alsace."
Papineau dismisses the
possibility of Canada's receiving a.ssistance from the United States with the
Captain

following:

"Nevertheless we are not dealing
with what may occur in the future but
with the actual facts of yesterday and
to-day,

and

I

would

fain

know

if

you

think that a power which without
protest witnesses the ruthless spoilastill

tion of

Belgium and Servia, and without

effective action the murder of her own
citizens would have interfered to protect the property or the liberties of

Canadians. Surely you must at least
admit an element of doubt, and even
if such interference had been attempted,
have we not the admission of the
Americans themselves that it would
not have been successful against the
great naval and military organizations

L. Raven-Hill, in Punch, London

A German

"Please, sir, what is this holiday for?"
"Because out Zeppelins have conquered England."
"Have they brought us back any bread?"
"Don't ask silly questions. Wave your flag.''

of the Central Powers.

"May
that,

I

be permitted to conclude
Allies been defeated,

had the

Canada must afterwards
have suffered a similar

necessarily
alternative,

namely, that the Allies even without
the assistance of Canada would not
have been defeated. What then ? Presumably French and English would
still have been the official languages

Canada.

You might

still

have

edit-

ed untrammeled your version of Duty,
and Cplonel Lavergne might still,
publicly and without the restraining
fear of death or imprisonment, have
spoken seditiously (I mean from the
Prussian point of view of course).
In

Canada might still have retained
her liberties and might with the same

fact

freedom from external influences have
continued her progress to material and
political strength.

—

Canada ? Can a nation's
pride or patriotism be built upon the
blood and suffering of others or upon
the wealth garnered from the coffers
of those who in anguish and with bloodsweat are fighting the battles of freedom ? If we accept our liberties our
national life, from the hands of the
English soldiers, if without sacrifices
of our own we profit by the sacrifices
of the English citizen, can we hope to
ever become a nation ourselves ? How
could we ever acquire that Soul or
create that Pride without which a
nation is a dead thing and doomed to
of the Soul of

fate.

"But there was the other

in

Holiday

"But would you have been satisfied
you who have arrogated to yourself

the high term of Nationalist

?

What

speedy decay and disappearance ?
"If you were truly a Nationalist* if
you loved our great country and, without smallness, longed to see her become
the home of a good and united people-

—

surely you would have recognized this
as her moment of travail and tribula-

You would have

tion.

agony

of

felt that in the
her losses in Belgium and

France, Canada was suffering the birth
pains of her national life. There even
more than in Canada herself, her
citizens are being knit together into a
new existence because when men stand
side by side and endure a soldier's life
and face together a soldier's death,
they are united in bonds almost as
strong as the closest of blood ties.
"There was the great opportunity of
the true Nationalist
There was the
great issue, the great sacrifice, which
should have appealed equally to all
true citizens of Canada, and should
have served to cement them with indissoluble strength.
Canada was at
war
Canada was attacked
What
mattered then internal dissentions and
questions of home importance. What
war, whether we owed anything to
!

!

!

I
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began tlie conquest of this country long
before the days of Wolfe. That race
was in its turn conquered, but their
personal liberties were not restricted.
They were in fact increased. Ultimately as a minority in a great English
speaking community we have preservetl
our racial identity, and we have had
freedom to speak or to worshiji as we
wished.
I may not be, like yourself,
'un pur sang,' for I am by birth ever
more English than French, but I am
proud of my French ancestors; I love
the French language, and I am as determined as you are that we shall have
full liberty to remain French as long
as

we

like.

this liberty

Star, Montreal

An Object-Lesson in Preparedness
What the Kaiser Respects
whether we were imperlaHsts or not, or whether we were
French or E^ngHsh ? The one simple
commanding fact to govern -our conduct was that Canada was at war and
Canada and Canaidan liberties had to
be protected.
"To you as a 'Nationalist' this fact
should have appealed more than to any
Englishmen, as was natural,
others.
returned to fight for England, just as
Germans and Austrians and Belgians
and Italians returned to fight for their

England or

not,

do not belong entirely to ourselves but
to a mixed population, we must rather
seek to find points of contact and of

common

straight-from-the-shoulder fashion
"You and I are so-called Frenchbelong to a race that
Canadians.

We

interest than points of friction

and separation. We must make concessions and certain sacrifices of our
distinct
live

individuality

if

we mean

to

on amicable terms with our fellow

if we are to expect them to
similar concessions to us.
There
in this moment of crisis was the greatest

citizens, or

make

opportunity which could ever have
presented itself for us to show unity of
purpose and to prove to our English

native lands.
"But we, Canadians, had we no call
just as insistent, just as compelling to
Did not the Leipfight for Canada ?
sig and the Gneisnau possibly menace
Victoria and Vancouver, and did you
not feel the patriotism to make sacriBritish
fices
for the protection of
Columbia ? How could you otherwise
It is true
call yourself Canadian ?
that Canada did not hear the roar of
German guns, nor were we visited at
night by the murderous Zeppelins, but
every shot that was fired in Belgium
or France was aimed as much at the
heart of Canada as at the bodies of our
brave Allies. Could we then wait
within the temporary safety of our
distant shores until either the Central
Powers flushed with victory should
come to settle their account or until,
by the glorious death of millions of our
fellowmen in Europe, Canada should
remain in inglorious security and a

shameful liberty ?
"I give thanks that that question has
been answered, not as you would have
had it answered, but as those Canadians
who have already died or are about to
die here in this gallant motherland of
France have answered it."
Continuing Captain Papineau discussed the French Canadian issue in

But if we are to preserve
we must recognize that we

selves here and despite the wholehearted support which so many leaders

French-Canadian

of

thought

have

given to the cause, yet the fact remains
that the French in Canada have not
responded in the same proportion as
have other Canadian citizens, and the
unhappy impression has been created
that French-Canadians are not bearing their full share in this great Canadian enterprise. P'or this fact and this
impression you will be held largely
responsible.

Do you

fully realize

much

what

mean not

such a responsibility will

—

so

you personally^ for that I
believe you would care little but to
the principles which you have advocated, and for many of which I have but
the deepest' regard.
You will have
brought them into a disrepute from
which they may never recover. Already you have made the term of
to

—

Nationalist to stink

—

in the nostrils of

our English fellow citizens. Have you
caused them to respect your national
views ? Have you won their admiration or led them to consider with
esteem and toleration your ambitions
for the French language ?
Ha\'e you
shown yourself worthy of concession
or consideration ?
"After this war

what

influence will

Novi Satiaiken, Petrograd
\

As the Germans still imagine
come to them.

The Angel
it

will

fellow citizens that whatever our respective histories may have been we
were actuated by a common love for
our country and a mutual wish that in
the future we should unite our distinctive talents and energies to create
a proud and happy nation.

"That was an opportunity which
my cousin, have failed to grasp,
and unfortunately despite the heroic
and able manner in which FrenchCanadians have distinguished themr

you,

of

Peace

And

as

it

will really

come

to

them.

—

you enjoy ^what good to your countn,you be able to accomplish ? Wherever you go you will stir up strife and
enmity you will bring disfavor and
dishonor upon our race so that whoever bears a French name in Canada
will be an object of suspicion and

will

—

possibly of hatred.
of us in this great army who
be so fortunate as to return to
our Canada will have faced the grimmest and sincerest issues of life and

"Those

may
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we will have experienced the
unhappy strength of brute force; we

death;

have seen our loved comrades die
blood and suffering. Beware lest
we return with revengeful feelings, for I
say to you that for those who, while we
fought and suffered here, remained in
safety and comfort in Canada and
failed to give us encouragement and
support, as well as for those who grew
fat with the wealth dishonorably gained by political graft and by dishonest
business methods at our expense we
shall demand a heavy day of reckoning.
We shall inflict upon them the punishment they deserve not by physical
will
in

Useful Preserving Hints
Here's the

Jam

in

Way

to

Succeed

or Jelly Making

—

—

violence, for we shall have had enough
of that, nor by unconstitutional or
illegal means, for we are fighting to
protect, not to destroy, justice and freedom but by the invincible power of
our moral influence.
Can you ask us, then, for sympathy
or concession ? Will any listen when
you speak of pride and patriotism ? I
think not.

—

"Remember, too, that if Canada has
become a nation respected and self-reshe owes it to her citizens
fought and died in this distant land and not to those self-styled
Nationalists who have remained at
iiome.
"At this moment as I write French
and English-Canadians are fighting
specting,

who have

and dying

side by side.
Is their sacrifice to go for nothing, or will it not
cement a foundation for a true Canadian nation a Canadian nation inde-

—

pendent in thought, independent in
action, independent even in its political
organization but in spirit united for
high international and humane purposes to the two Motherlands of England and .France ?
"I think that is an ideal in which we

—

shall all equally share.

play an equal part in

A

Can we not
its

1°
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Fine Example

ST. LAWRENCE

in connection with
a gratuitous pension system adopted
by the Swift-Canadian Company, which
has a big packing plant at Edmonton,
will Vje watched with interest, says the
Bulletin of that city.
The pensions are
purely voluntary, the employees making no contributions to them.
The
plan will reach more than two thousand
employees. After 25 years' continuous

^
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service,

,

well.

Clean your jars perfectly, and also sterilize
them by boiling for at

St.

guaranteed

realization ?"

paid to men at sixty and women at
fifty years of age.
Employees of from
fifteen to twenty-five years' continuous service may be pensioned, if permanently incapacitated, at a rate based
on length of service. The minimum

Cook

4°

Buy

Lawrence
Red Diamond ExtraGranulated Sugar. It is
2°

all

men aged sixty-five and women
aged sixty-five will be pen.sioned at
half the average salary for the five
years preceding retirement.
For the
same length of service pensions may be
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when the outbreak occurred. His time
was spent where he thought he could
do more harm. That is to say, he
was in Germany procuring arms with
which to assassinate his fellow-countrymen and trying to seduce Irish prisoners
of

become renegades. Anyway
looked at his conduct was despic-

war

it is

to
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WORLD

FAMOUS

CECILIAN

Let us
able as well as treasonable.
hope, for the sake of human decency,
that he was not a party to the cruelty
with which the Germans treated their
The attempt to make
Irish prisoners.
a martyr of Casement failed; the facts
are too transparent.

Conscription Impossible

A CCORDING

to the Winnipeg Free
Conscription is impossible
in Canada, and demands for it on the
part of Citizens' Recruiting Leagues
which have been heard from time to
time are useless. The Free Press
Press,

says:

Attempts to make

it appear that
slackness in particiare not justified by
to date three hundred

Canada has shown
pating in the war
the record.

and

fifty

Up

thousand Canadian

men have

volunteered for service at the front.
Bearing in mind that the Canadians
of British stock and descent do not at
the outside number five million people,
In
the showing is highly creditable.
Western Canada, taken as a whole, the
recruiting has been not only creditable,
but nothing short of marvelous. We
question the justice of some of the
sweeping remarks at the recent meeting
about the number of slackers in and

about Winnipeg. The man of military
age and apparent physical fitness seen
upon our streets in civilian clothes is
not necessarily a slacker.
In many
cases, behind the failure to enlist, there
are reasons which would be regarded
as sufficient by any competent tri-

The unquestioned superiority of the CECILIAN All Metal Climate Proof
Player Pianos is the result of 33 years of scientific labor by the cleverest experts
in the piano business.
The masterly workmanship in both construction and finish, combined with
an incomparable beauty of tone, place these lovely instruments in a class by
themselves.

The

additional advantage that

"All Cecilian Upright Pianos are

CONVERTIBLE"
That

•

failed to

do

its

duty?

•

•

The CECILIAN COMPANY, Limited
4-20 Yonge Street, TORONTO

bunal.

The totals of voluntary enlistment,
impressive as they are, would have
reached a much higher figure if the
Province of Quebec, outside of Montreal, had contributed its due proportion.
The men of Quebec, with considerable exceptions of course, have
failed to respond to the appeal for
reasons which are not creditable to
them. The fact is, however, there and
must be faced. Is it the idea that under
conscription the other provinces would
apply force to Quebec and compel the
reluctant habitant to join the colors?
If so we should have plenty of use for
our Canadian army nearer home than
the plains of Flanders.
Or is it proposed, in the event of conscription, to
apply it to the provinces where the
quota has practically been supplied
and exempt the province which has

may

be converted into Player Piano by having the Player Action installed at any
future time, insures all purchasers of these WORLL
—--.b FAMOUS INSTRUMENTS against loss
by exchange, should they decide to have a Player later. This one fact means a saving of at
least $150.00 on your investment.
Write us far particulars and booklet or call at Canadian
Headquarters anci see and hear for yourself.
is.

Canadian Factory, 1189 Bathurst

St.,

Toronto.
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Canada's Part

in the

War

the American Review of Reviews
there is an admiralMe article upon

TN
^

"Canada's

Two

Years of

War ami

Me-

Their Meaning" by Mr. P. T.
president

(irath,

council

of

the

Newfoundland,

of

Legislative
and well

as a newspaper correspondent.
In his introductory' paragraph he sums
up the situation in these words:
"Two years of war have seen Canada
effecting achievements on behalf of the
British Empire which not even the
most farseeing contemplated when the

known

present world struggle began in August,
She has raised an army now
1914.
within measurable distance of 500,000
men. She has increased her gram
acreage so as to gain the tbird place
among the wheat-producing countries
of the world,

exceeded only by United

Financially she
Russia.
has transformed her situation entirely,
becoming a creditor instead of a debtor
for
nation and raising a domestic loan
the first time in her history, as an earn-

and

States

Inest of her whole-hearted spirit.
dustrially, she has expanded enormouseasily dely and gained a position not

scribed in figures, and she has evolved
an entirelv new pursuit, that of munition-making, which daily ^grows in

magnitude and importance."
He continues to show by comparison
that at the end of 1915 Canada
had twice as many men fighting overStates in
seas as fought for the United
last
the war with Spain; by the end of
BriApril a larger force enlisted than
African
South
whole
the
in
used
tain
campaign; that her original fighting
Briforce was larger than the purely
aterat
Wellington
tish troops under
and that her losses at Neuve
loo;
Chappelle were greater than those

W

their
sustained by the British troops in
Canada
Napoleon.
struggle aginst
moreover sent over the Atlantic the
"a
greatest force eVer shipped across
Waste of waters in modern times. He
reminds his readers that Canada has
trained,
enlisted, uniformed, equipped,
own
her
at
men
these
and transported
procost and is paying, equipping,
the
in
them
munitioning
visioning, and
they are
field in the same way, though
shores.
fighting 3000 miles from her own

on a scale
pay for
trulv munificent.
from
the Canadians— rising upwards
is not
privates—
the
for
SI. 10 a day
other
alone vastly above that paid by
a
without
but
wars,
nations in former
and New
parallel now, save in Australia

Then she

is

doing

all

The

this

rate of

'

British soldier gets
cents and Continental
countries pay only a fraction of that.

Zealand.

about

The

thirty

The dependents

of

Canadian

soldiers

month for
also get from the state S20 a
wives or widowed mothers, similariy
made by
well above the allowances
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Good Tubes-GoodyearTubes
Will Make Good Tires Better
The less trouble you have with your tires and tubes, the greater is your satisfaction,
the more complete is motoring pleasure, the longer mileage you receive. Good
For, however good
tires alone will not suffice to give this complete satisfaction.
And leaky tubes
your tire may be, a leaky tube can cause endless annoyance.
are common! Tubes of poor rubber rubber containing flaws or foreign matter
allow the air to seep, imperceptibly and slowly, yet none the less surely, through
microscopic holes. Thus tire mileage is lost because leaky tubes mean under-inflation and tire abuse, or else the unnecessary annoyance of frequent inflation.

—

To make tubes leakproof, to provide unqualified
vented the laminated tube

tire satisfaction,

Goodyear

in-

Goodyear Tubes Are Made
Leakproof By Lamination
Lamination is a process of extra safeguard, an added inspection employed by Goodyear to guard against foreign matter.
Despite the extra cost of this additional process Goodyear refuses to discard it.
For by employing laminated construction Goodyear can offer you the really leakproof tube.
Ordinary tubes are made from a single sheet of rubber of the desired thickness,
where it is impossible to detect the tiny particles of foreign matter that escape
the washing machine reducing tube thickness, and so causing air-seepage.

—

Goodyear Tubes go through an extra process. The washed rubber is passed through
heavy rollers which roll it into thin sheets thinner than the paper you hold, as
transparent as tissue paper. Thus the expert is enabled to detect and remove the

—

minutest grains of dust, sand, or wood.
These perfect sheets are then laid layer on layer and rolled into a

solid,

inseparable

Thus Goodyear Tubes are made
sheet, of extra thickness and extra strength.
Yet they do not cost you
flawless and leakproof by a costly additional process.
more than the average price. And they do measure up to Goodyear high standards.
Goodyear tubes are leakproof everywhere.
If you use Goodyear Tires you know they
give more mileage at lowest
.
Mileage cost. Goodyear Tubes do

More
Lower Cost
cost.

They

same— give

^^^
vice
will

longer ser-

and so cut motoring

help to

make your lower

tire-cost-per-mile offset your increased gasoline-cost-per-mile.

You can get
Goodyear Tubes,
along with Goodyear Tires and
Goodyear
TireSaver-Acceasories

at

Goodyear

Service

Stations

everywhere. Look
for this

EAR
MADtTN CANADA

TUBES ^

Emblem.
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European countries, except the British,
and Canada again supplements this by
the generosity of the Canadian people,
who have rai.scd a Patriotic Fund for

10 Pounds

—

this purpose
the contributions to
which, from the beginning of the war
up to the end of April last, or for twenty

of Happiness
in these

Tins of

one months, amounted to $10,327,000,
of which over seven million dollars had
been disbursed, tlie remainder being

*y

^fS.^

CROWN BRAND
cornSIsyrup

required for the rest of the current
year; and for which another ten million
dollars will be required in 1917 if the
war continues. For a country so young
as Canada, with comparatively few
wealthy men, this is especially note-

10 pounds of delicioatnett, when eaten on Criddle Cakes,
Waffles, Muffins, Hot Biscuits or good wholesome Bread.
pounds of goodntBt,

1

new redpe book

Our

—

many new

happy uses

for

because "Crown Brand"

is

a

worthy."

pounds of economy, when used In making Gingerbread,
Puddings and Sweet Sauces.
pounds of happinesM, when converted Into home1
made Candy to delight the children.
Your dealer has "Crown Brand" In 2, 5, 10
and 20 pound tins
1

"Desserts and Candies"

show*

too.

nourishing, body-building food.

and

"Crown

Brand". Write for a copy,
to our Montreal Office.

Makers ofLiiy IVhite**
Coin Syrup
Sni$on''s
Corn Starch — and Silver
G/asr'* Laundry Starchy

Anzacs Undying Story
A COMPANION article to Mr. Mc-

THE CANtDA STARCH CO.

LIMITED
MOMTREAl. CtRDINtL, BRAHTFORD,
FORT WILIURL

—
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"
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$900,000,000
New Wealth Added In

1915

Enormous Crops and Loiv
Taxation Make Farmers Rich
enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
CANADA,
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers

of

—

industry Canada has come into her own. No country wrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and indus-

development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly

a billion
bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working overtime.
Wheat average, 36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large

trial

yields per acre.

Taxes average $24 per quarter section;

sliould not exceed $35.

Come and Get Your Share of This
Come

Prosperity

Western Canada, now in the lieightof the greatest wealth-producing era
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to

Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles.
Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$2000 Loan in Improvements. We will
$1000 Loan for Livestock. To approved
if

sale at

—

lend you up to $2000 in improvements in certain
districts witli no security other than the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment o£ loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions
we advance cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of $1000.

Ready-Made Farms

If You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada, here is your opportunity to in-

for Sale.

Farms

which we have developed by providing: bouse,
barn, well and fencing and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

or to secure your friends as neighbors.
particulars and literature apply to

crease

For

it

ALLAN CAMERON, General Superintendent of Lands,
Department of Natural Resources

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
NIntb Avenue
20

one by Fred

S.

Alford

Australian navy, and points oot that
Australia had a great initial advantage
over other British dominions in that
her compulsory military service act

Prosperity in Canada
In

is

who shows what Australia has done.
He refers to the brilliant exploits of the

West, Calgary, Alberta

iiuMiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiMiwiifiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiHiiiitiiiiiiiiunHiiitm

went into

effect in 1911.

Her

first

ex-

peditionary force of 20,000 men left
Australia in November, 1914 and completed training in Egypt.
He reviews
the imperishable record of the Australians and New Zealanders at the Dardanelles.
Of this it is enough to say
that the casualties on the Gallipoli
among the Australians were 41,524.
Up to date about 200,000 Anzacs have
gone to the front, and nobody needs to
be told that the incomparable reputation won against the Turks has been
maintained in France and Flanders.
Of the character of the Anzac army the
writer says:

CHARACTER OF THE AUSTRALIAN SOLDIER
Critics say there is no discipline in an
Australian army.
From the continental standpoint there is not. Australians obey orders promptly and intelli-

gently, but retain their individuality.
General Birdwood delights in relating
experiences characteristic of the men
An English colonel of the
of Anzas.
old school once complained that the

Australians did not show him proper
respect.
"That is nothing," replied
"they seldom
General Birdwood;
salute me either. One day, when on the
rounds of inspection, I passed a burly
Queenslander on sentry duty who stared
at me with nonchalant interest without
saluting.
Just then a shell came
screaming over, and the Queenslander,
turning quickly to me, cried warningly
"
'Duck your blamed head. Birdie
"And what did you do ?" inquired the
Colonel, aghast, anticipating an account
"WTiy, I
of a summary courtmartial.
ducked my blamed head, of course,"
was the smiling reply of the distinguished General.
Glorious deeds of indi\idual bravery
'

1
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Anzac would

volumes, but one thing stands out

alone

that

:

was the

fortitude

and cheer-

They died
fulness of wounded Anzacs.
smiling, often with the words of their
war-song on their lips, "Australia will
be there." Famous surgeons and war
correspondents with experience of other
In
fronts met nothing like it before.
an inspiring poem, London Punch gave
tribute to the Anzacs as "the bravest
thing God ever made." The Australian
is described by competent judges as the
Clean-cut,
finest soldier in the world.
of magnificent physique, extraordinary
endurance, and ever cool and resourceHe is
ful, he is in a class by himself.

grim and determined in combat and a
big, merry, overgrown boy in relaxation
with a fine capacity for enjoying^ the
best of

T

life.

The Great Naval Victory
ORD SYDENHAM, one of the

•*-^

greatest living naval authorities
has this to say in the contemporary review about the great naval battle in
the Skagerrack
The battle of Horn Reef could not,
in the circumstances, be a second Trafalgar; but it has proved that ship for
:

ship and

man

for

man

the

German

navy is not equal to our own. It has
ended all hope of breaking the blockade
or of invasion, which was always impracticable unless naval superiority in

the North Sea could be wrested from
It leaves us relatively stronger
than before, and gives to the Russians,
for a time at least, the control of the
Baltic, with fresh opportunities, which
they will turn to account. So long as
the High Seas Fleet declined to be
tempted into blue water, imagination
could invest it with any attributes that
fancy might suggest and its chiefs with
unfathomable designs fraught with
surprises capable of altering the conThat is all over,
ditions of naval war.
and to numerical superiority has been
added the indefinable sense of moral
superiority which only a great battle
could confer.
us.

More Sheep Farming
Wanted
TN

the opinion of many Western
^ journals the West offers great opportunities to the sheep farmer which
have been too long neglected, and the

Calgary Times-Telegram preaches a
sermon upon the subject as follows:
For the stack of wool in the Horse
Show building on Saturday, a United
States firm cheerfully handed out
$85,000, a sum well worth considering
From
these days, even by farmers.
this sale, therefore, the question arrives:

"Why

siiould

Canada, with

its

bound-

areas of undeveloped land,
under the necessity of importing
less

of wool and mutton when
sheep can undoubtedly be raised with
profit not only in connection with
mixed farming, but as well under con-

supplies

be
its

where cultivation of land or
the grazing of other animals is impossible? "
Yet, in 1913, the imports of
sheep in Canada from the United
States for slaughter totalled 211,622
head, and the following year the
ditions

The same
imports were 131,931.
years the imports of wool amounted
to
18,103,201 pounds, and
in
all
there seems to be no good reason why
this should not have been an export
as well as an import.
The advantages of sheep raising are
many, and there is no doubt but that

it

will

now

become more

on.
animal,

The sheep

of a business
is

from

a dual purpose

producing both wool and
mutton, and on a flock the initial expenditure is small. Every fanner can
well afTord the investment of the necessary capital in a few sheep, particularly

when the monetary

returns are rapid,
the wool clip and the lamb crop being
Expensive buildsaleable annually.
ings are by no means necessary; and
as for feed sheep will eat and relish
almost every class of weed. As a
matter of fact, the weed problem in
Alberta would not be such a thorn in
the side of the Hon. Duncan Marshall
if there were more sheep in the province.
All things considered, therefore, there
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are numerous rtasoii.s to he advanced
as to why sheep raising as an industr>should Ijc well considered. 'J hat $85.-

000 .sale of Saturday, too, should j)rove
a strong temptation.

Paper Prices Advance
"THERE is not a newspajjer in Canada
and the I'nitcd States that has not
ten affected by the increase in price
of print paper.
Some big American
publications have already announced a
considerable reduction in size. The
public, however, may not realize how
the situation will react upon newspaper readers, and the following article
in the Guelph Herald is timely.
For some time past a somewhat
serious situation has confronted the
newspaper publishers of Canada and
the United States, due to the fact that
\

The Land

of Fishing Thrills

A Sportsman's Paradise where the

4

cool waters of

Wild, Unspoiled Lakes and Rivers
Give the salmon and speckled trout and gamy black bass
fighting qualities to delight the most ardent angler, making

ALGONQUIN PARK,
A Vacation Territory to Dream About.

(Ontario)

It offers

canoe

trips

through my-

riads of waterways, with ideal camping grounds among forestsof pines

2000

Feet Above

and balsams

the Sea

Fine accommodations for those Who love the social side of resort life can be had at Highland
Inn at Algonquin Park Station, or in the novel and comfortable Log Camps Nominigan and Minnesing.

Handsomely illustrated advertising matter and full information supplied free on appUcation
C. E. Homing, Union^Station, Toronto, or J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.

to

consumption of what is known as
"print paper" has increased beyond
the production and unless something
is done at once to relieve the situation
there will be a paper famine.
In Canada, with all its wood pulp,
this seems rather a strange occurrence,
l)ut there is a constant drain on the
Canadian manufacturers for all the
paper they can spare for the U. S. and
foreign markets, and this has led not
only to very hea\-y advances in the
price of paper, but to difficulty in securing large supplies so much so that
occasionally is heard a demand that
export of paper from Canada be pro-

—

CANADIAN NORTHERN

hibited.

Across the border the situation is
naturally worse.
Recently the publishers of the New York papers held a
conference and agreed to reduce the
size of their papers so that there will
be a big saving. They also decided to
cut off all return privileges from news
dealers, so as to eliminate the waste
of the past.
An appeal has been sent out to every
newspaper to sa^e space in e\er>' possible way, to cut down the size of
papers and to reduce the consumption
so that the resers'e supply ma>' be

ALL THE WAY
Between

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER
Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

and Edmonton.
Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary,
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

restored.

And

all

important points

and The

in

Western Canada

the meantime newspaper pubare being forced to pay ver\
high prices for paper. Where it could
In

Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

10.45

lishers

be bought last year for less than two
cents, the price to-day is four and a
-half and even five cents, with nearh
every mill refusing to make any quotation because the output is under
contract.

P.M.

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
All

The public does not realize what
such an increase on price means to
the publisher. It simply makes abso-

Modern Equipment.
Reliable Express Service.

Through

tickets to all points

and

berth reservations

from Local

Agent, or write to General Passenger Department, 68
Street, E.,

Toronto, Ont., or Union Station, Winnipeg,

King
Man.

lutely necessar\' drastic action in ever>direction.
Increases in suljscription
rates, in advertising rates and a reduction in the size of newspapers are likeh"
to be general.
In some cases the increase in the cost of paper will force

suspension.
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Nature's Pot of Gold
Continued from page 161.

What livgoes our legend one better.
ing human wouldn't rather find what
would keep her a glad glorious young
thing forever than all the crocks of gold
imaginable? Just so I had nearly
.said b'gosh.
" Mebbe ol' chief t'ink a ieetle ob dcm
ashes good for him he's gottin' mighty
Stone Arrow
stiff
for he lets her go.
niak' to go too, but she shak' de head
and say, No one mus' come wit' me or
follow after,' an' looks at de singer ob
De
songs. Sure 'nough she is gone.
\ear gets old, an' oder years come and
go but no Silvermoon. Mebbe she lose

—

<,

—

—

'

herself,

I

dunno."

To my surprise, it is
ried man who answers.

Peter the marIt is not like
him to pay any heed to wilderness tales.
"She trekked with the poet chap if you

ask me," he remarked.
"But she say no one mus' follow
after," Louis reminds him.
"He likely cut on ahead, and trimmed a path for her," scofTs Peter.
When Louis is tickled foolish over
anything his nose has a habit of twisting
clear around to visit with his cheek.
It
does this now.
"I hope so," I cried, "and that, together, they found the beautiful thing
they sought."
"They found each other, that's all,"
argues Peter.

"Same

mebbe," mused Louis.
"Kin' ob hard on Stone Arrow t'ough,
who is short on wives 'bout dat tarn.
He say if any more ob his squaws get de
fever to mak de pilgrimage behin' de
hills w'ere de spirits fires be kindled he
will cure her wit' kin'ness and a dam
good licking b'gosh !"
I
daresay Louis' swear words will
shock you they wouldn't if you heard
the delicious old rascal say them.
But
no more at present. Of Louis' philosophy the fish which Peter caught and
exhibited so proudly every night upon
his return to camp
of the other wonders of the wood. I will tell you in my
t'ing,

Lorns

Blue:

Spoil
the

Jay
Ends
Corns

Fun

A

is being told and there's lots
for all but one. She can't enjoy the story
a foolish little corn ruins the party for her.
or the company
she could have worn her dainty
If she only had used Blue-jay!
party shoes with comfort, and enjoyed the whole evening.

dandy story
of fun

—

—

—

Corns must give way before the
attack of these wonderful, inexpen91 per cent of
sive little plasters.
all corns go with the first application. The stubborn 9 per cent vanish
Other
with the second or third.

and 25 cents
At Druggists

15

BAUER

C&

BLACK,

Makers

will

enjoy your next party

if

You
you

use the simple, safe, efficient Bluejay Corn Plasters.

Chicago and

New York

Also Blue-Jay

Bunion Plasters

THE

Canadian Bank

of

HEAD OFFICE

—

next epistle.
I'm too sleepy for another line. A strange thing about the
big wastes, the woods and the waters of
Algonciuin Park is that you find it impossible to "work on your nerves" as
we say at home, meaning use up our
reserve power.
No need to try it here
-your nerves realize they're on a holiday and go off and hide themselves.
Your will power goes to hunt them
and never comes back till daylight does
appear and by the enthusiasm of it you
know it has been carolling all night,
"We won't go home 'till morning".
Not that it matters for sleep, not the
coy, long coming, short staying sleep
you used to coax to keep you company,
lured by many Dianas to give you a
call, but a dominant thing which pur-

razor, are positively dangerous.

of Surgical Dressings, etc.

—

—

measures are but temporary, and
some of them, such as paring with a
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^Tind the Idea of a Tire^s Origin and

You

Will

Have Some Idea

Why

It

The

of

Succeeds/^ -H^"dy Andy

traction engine

was made

to grip.

So was Dunlop Traction Tread.

Nothing has yet taken the place

of the

traction engine for long continuous service.

We

don't think any other tire will ever
take the place of Dunlop Traction Tread
for the same function.

^>.

D\jHlO/>

\^ead

In a certain sense Dunlop Traction Tread is larger
than Canada. "Traction's" fame is limitless. Near imitations are to be found in nearly every country where automobiling is in vogue. Men have written from various
portions of the world seeking the agency for their territory.
"Traction" holds the only transcontinental tire record
It has never been known to fail
ever made in Canada
has
made it possible for punctures
skid-resister.
It
as a
It has driven out the dust
to be a forgotten evil.
automobiling
by women more
made
It has
nuisance.
It has given men all over the country a new idea
general.
In short, Dunlop Traction Tread, since its
of mileage.
introduction in iqii, has popularized motoring and, for
the first time in the history of the motor car, has made
Safety a Certainty.

Dunlop

Tire

&

Rubber

Goods

Company,

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORIES: TORONTO.

Limited
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Consider Dunlop the Tire

Say

Who Comes

Knows

First,

the Most,

Gives the Greatest"-Handy Andy.
No

matter what other tire makers may do for the
betterment of their product, a close examination
generally reveals the fact that we have been offering
similar or greater virtues in our product for a long time
previous.
That is simply because we are the pioneers
of the industry in Canada.
If anybody should know
tire- making from A to Z, we should.
We have been
manufacturing tires in Canada for nearly a quarter
of a century— to be exact, twenty- two years.
No other tire company has been making tires
in

Canada

for half that length of time.

Twenty-two years' experience means that into Dunlop Tracand into Dunlop Special, we put all the knowledge

tion Tread,

which has been accumulated through those years of successCanadians because we thoroughly understand
Canadian conditions. It means that years ago we faced and
mastered the issues with which other tire-makers are confronted to-day. True, a few tire users occasionally swing
their allegiance from Dunlop to some other make, but it is
almost a certainty those same tire users will come back to
Dunlop Traction Tread or Dunlop Special.
In the end, it is
the Tire maintaining the best quality average which wins out.
and we surely know more about Quality averages in Canada
than any other maker, seeing our experience is as great as
that of all other tire makers in this country combined,
fully serving

Dunlop

Tire

&

Rubber

Goods

Company,

Branches: Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg,
London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, St. John, Halifax.

Limited
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sues you, seizes you, carries you av. ay
from everythinj;;, even the dreams that
used to frighten j'ou sleep which lays
you in her poppy beds and drugs you
into a stupor from which you wake with
an a])petite for the camp ircakfast, and
with brain and heart, l.cdy and soul
rested and made new.
Good-night,

—

—

CccW poor ("ceil, who has only the
pa\emcnts, the rush, thcclamor of a big
the

city!

jjity of it!

Betty Blue.

The Conversion

of

Alexander Popoff
Continued from page 271.

CONSULT
THOSE WHO KNOW
If you are in any doubt as to the
merits of O-Cedar, as^k your ne'ghbor.
We know the answer you will get. She
will tell you that never befoie did her
furniture and floors and woodwork look
so clean and bright
never before did
she gtt such splendid results from so
little trouble and expense.

—

something that would justify his scorn
of Scott, his
staying
home with
wife and children.
His eyes quickly
caught the following utterance of the
British Minister of Munitions:
"There
is no man in this room who has always
regarded the prospect of engaging in a
great war with greater reluctance and
with greater repugnance than I have
throughout the whole of my political
life.
"Popoff impatiently read on
expecting to find words which would
put an end to his doubts.
.

\^ ^-^Polisk
(Made

in

"We

O-Cedar removes all
and fcum making the wood like
new and then it puts on a hard, dry,
Vjcautiful.

dirt

—

—

lasting lustre.

Your

dealer

guarantees

Take home a

it

bottle at our

expense.

From Your Dealer
Sizes 25c to $3.00

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CAN.

Rose's Handbook of
Useful Information
Compiled by Robert Hunter Rose
EMBRACING

Wage

Interest Tables

Tables
Foreign Tables
Eichange Tables

Revenue Tables

Discount Tables
Percentage Tables
Overhead Expense
Tables for Customs Use
Weights and Measures
Mechanics' Information Regarding Belting.Pulleys, Saws,
Metals, Alloys, Etc.; Builders', Glaziers', Bricklayers'

and

Printers' Information; Infor-

mation for the Farmer and Housewiife

and

All Classes of

Workers

PRICE 25 CENTS POSTPAID

The Hunter-Rose Company,

Ltd.

15 Sheppard Street, Toronto

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED
A

sharp blade makes shaving a joy.

safety blades, and save

you monev.

We sharpen
Satisfaction

guaranteed. Gillette. 25c a dozen. Ever
and other single edge blades, 25c a dozen.
your dull blades to

ALB. KEEN EDGE CO.,
180 Balkurst Street,

.

are fighting that claim to preof a materially hard civilization, a civilization which if it once
rules and sways the world, liberty goes,
democracy vanishes. And unless Britain and her sons come to the rescue
it will be a dark day for humanity.
"We are not fighting the German
people.
The German people are under
the heel of this military caste, and it
will be a day of rejoicing for the German peasant, artisan and trader when
the military caste is broken.
"It is a great war for the emancipation of Europe from the thraldom of a
military caste which has thrown its
shadows upon two generations of men,
and is now plunging the world into a
welter of bloo'dshed and death."

dominancy

Canada)

dusts, cleans and polishes at the one
operation.
P'urniture must be clean to

be

.

Ready
Mail

Toronts,

of what it may mean to them.
Nellie
with pride tells her playmates that
her mother is a Belgian, and in her
innocence is a.sking me when Father
will go to fight the German Kaiser.
"My tears are caused l)y the letters
I
have received this morning. You
remember Marie, my cousin and best
friend ?
She wrote to me from Liver-

pool where she is seeking refuge since
the Germans occupied Brussels.
Poor
girl, she was wealthy before war broke
out and now she is destitute in Liverpool with her aged mother and three
nieces.
Louis, her brother, and her
l)rother-in-law were both
in
killed
battle.
Her sister wa- killed in the
siege of Louvain.

too awful to think of all the
they have passed in my
poor old fatherland. Oh, I wish I were
a man, that I could join the small Vjand
"It

is

terrible times

my

gallant and brave countrymen,
the flag of Belgium' high
enough to make it glorious forever."
Popoff seated himself reading the
letters handed to him by his wife.
His
clinched fists and set teeth expressed
his state of mind.
Brushing aside the
of

who

hold

and envelopes spread before him
he rose from his chair, and exclaimed
"This settles it. Now it is up to you
Poulette to give your final approval,
and I will go where you are so anxious
to be.
I
am glad you broached the
question of war, for I wanted to speak
to you to-night about my enlisting.
"If not for ourselves, then for the
It is my
future of our dear children.
duty to go to this war. Militarism
must be crushed. Our Nellie and
Willie have a right to live in a world
which will be secure against any attempt to repeat the terrible tragedy of
letters

the present time.
"I have decided to enlist to-morrow,
not with a cry of 'Down with the Germans,' but like Scott, 'Down with

German

militarism' and 'God bless
Canada'."
A few days later Alexander Popoflf
was a King's soldier.

T'HE

die was cast.
Popoff did not
enter his home that night with his
usual happy smile.
He was thinking
of the impending council with his wife.
He knew he must join the Canadian
contingent.
His wife met him in the hallway with
eyes full of tears. "Don't make any
noise," she said pressing a kiss on his
"I have put the children to sleep
lips.
so as to be able to talk with you without
interruption."
"I am glad you did so, for I too have
something very serious and important
to talk over with you.
But is anything wrong ? Why are you cr\'ing,
are either of the kiddies ill ?"
"No, they are both well and happy.
They are too small yet to realize the
horrors of this war. They don't dream

A

Wcoing on the Veldt
Continued from page 277.

As she opened her eyes, she
gave a bewildered glance around, and
in a few moments realized that she
had been near death's door. Her eyes
In them was
lighte'd with animation.
ness.

—

—

the love
that woman gives
the look
only to her mate. Turning to Jan she
held out her hands. "Kiss me Jan,"
I'll be
she said.
"I want your kisses.
your wife, and go home with you."

So Jan won his wife, having literally
snatched her from the gates of death.
His strength and courage had enabled
him to achieve the prize that was denied
his wooing.

'

;

[i

j:
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Woman

The

She was

of His Faith

Rodd

Continued from page 280.

that happened under the pendant lamp
on the porch. Rodd recognized the
face of the photographs as the woman
alighted, and Larned recognized the
face of the man whom he had expected
lo see.

"Yes,

Strange," he said bitterly,

it's

"and she ought to have known the
But I'll not wait here
kind Strange is.

My

position is impossible.'
looking on.
If one impulse drove him on, another,
sent by the green devil to overtake and
over-power it, held him back in a
trance of suspense and tragic curiosity.
They saw Mrs. Larned smile to her
companion and go inside the house.
Strange followed her. The chauffeur
had not entirely cut off his power and_
the hum of his cylinders was so low
that Rodd could hear the quick, deep
breaths of the statue at his side.
"I believe

!

I

believe

!

I

Larned suddenly cried out

do
in

!

I

do

why did you come ?"
shot the question at him.
It impaled him for a second like an
arrow of shame. But the green devil
was ready with a retort, singing, "Isn't
that like you, you 'Old Simples,' " in
liis ear.
So he stood waiting in dumb
torture for he knew not what.
Directly Strange reappeared on the
porch.
Rodd now had a better look
at him.
The "Bully" was as transparent in his way as Larned a vain,
self-sufficient creature, conscious of his
square shoulders, who used his mirror
for other pruposes than shaving and
hair brushing. With a jaunty toss of
his head, he turned to the chauffeur,
fairly

—

who nodded
Then
told

in

answer to the directions.

the louder whirr of the cylinders
their

story.

The machine was

returning to town.
When Rodd looked around to see
how Larned had received this blow he

extended his hand in alarm to keep him
from falling. For a second he was
But it
limp; life seemed out of him.
came back in a rebellious flood, reddening cheeks that were chalky, and,
Rodd's fingers felt Larned's muscle
swelling with rigidity as he cried out in
his natural voice, vibrant with raging
denial:

She will not for you. Strange,
"No
nor any other man on earth. It's a
trick you are playing
which you will
!

—

pay
"I

own

for !"

hope so," thought Rodd, whose
was going. But it was not a

faith

time for casuistry.

Rather, he sprang

front of Larned just in time to pre||vent him from dashing toward the
.in

porch.

"Wait
Think what you arc going
In do !" he remonstrated, just as Mrs.
Larned came out of the door.
!

—

their majestic scorn.

Thus for a few secon is she survyed
Strange surveyed him as if he were
something vmearthly and unspeakably
foul
while he wilted, his pose all gone,
a despicably dismal figure under the
smoky lamp with its aurora of buzzing
insects.
Then, without having spoken
a word, it would seem, certainly without any theatricalism, she started
down the road toward San Diego.
"I knew
I knew !" ijreathcd Larned.

—

—

Chase

&

Sanborn's

Coffees have been
•/

dependable for

more than

fifty

!

had

"I

Years

faith all the time."

"But you came" said Rodd sharply.
That transfixed him.
"Yes yes you are right. Nothing

— —

stubborn

you do,

"If

Rodd

njted
bent over her familiarly and significantly in evident explanation of the
machine's departure. She drew away
from him, first one slow contemplative
step, and then another, her head poised
a little higher than in any of the photographs.
Rodd wished that he m.ight
in
see the depths under her lashes

!"

anguish.

309

wearing her wrap, as
triumohantly. Strange

still

can change that !"
He looked after the departing figure
'

of his wife as if taking stock of some
priceless treasure which he had proven

with an acid that was now eating into

own

his

And Rodd knew

soul.

was

that

from told.
"We will go back unseen," he sugeven
gested, "as we came, if you wish
the story

far

—

to the cruiser."

"No

Coffee

Larned answered hotly; and
looking at Strange, who,

!"

now he was
as

if

there

was nothing

predicament,

had

else to

started

do

in his

along

the

Montreal

road.

Rodd
"Do you want her to know
"What will she say when she
?"

asked.

you have been spying on her ?"
"That I'm a mud puddle which she
would walk around," said Larned.
"And she ought." He was magnificent
in his honesty and the courage with
which he faced the truth. "But I
should have to tell her.
I would be
living a lie to her if I didn't.
Ours is
such a love, it could not exist with any
such deceit. Yes, I must tell her
though it means that something will
come between us. No, I could not
blame her if she turned me away altofinds

can see her eyes- flash in full
warrant of her action as she does it.
For that is the kind of a girl she is, and
How can
that is why she is life to me.
How ?
I ever atone for this journey ?
gether.

How

I

?"

"That is for you to .say," answered
Rodd. He drojiped his hand, which
had been resting on Larned's shoulder.
Larned was still gazing after Strange.
"My feliow-ofiTicer !" he said and
the words clicked like chilled steel.

—

"Yes," said Rfxkl, convinced that
the primitive way was the only way on
this occasion in our complex civilization

—even

for

a

man who had been

T^w Seal Brand
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1
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Quaker Oats Premiums
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are offering

many premiums

trained to fight with iihclLs at a range of
eight thoii.sand yards.

Silver Plate

"You

Jewelry

to Quaker Uats users,

Aluminam

Cooking Utensilsin Silver Plate, Jewelry and Aluminum
circular in each package illustrates them.
all the saving
This takes the place of large advertising, and gives
Each 25c round package contains two coupons, liach lUc
to vou
merchandise
package contains one coupon. Each coupon has a
value of 2c to apply on any premium. We make very
Note them in the
attractive, very liberal oflfers.
package.

nnermmm

Pancakes

Why not make pancakes energizing, by using
Quaker Oats? They will then supply folks phosphorus and lecithin, so needed and so rare.
Folks will like them just as well
perhaps

—

And

they'll get a

good which other pancakes lack.

Cookies

Why
It will

not make cookies out of Quaker Oats?
make these much-liked wafers a vim-

taste better than flour
are rich in elements which other
not make these tempting
cookies lack.
pick-ups beneficial to the boy.

Quaker Oats cookies

They

Why

Why

lavish

make that serving count?
Consider food values human needs in these

—

—

Make them more
Make them Quaker

foods that people like best.

The Energizing Luxury
Nature gives to oats a flavor other
Apparently she does this
cereals lack.
For she stores
to make oats inviting.
the grains with energy, with needed
minerals and with food for growth.

We can't improve
we

pick out her

on Nature.

choicest grains.

But
In

Quaker Oats we use the queen grains

only

—the

We

roll

finest one-third of the oats.

them into large, white, lusThus we get from Nature's

patch of moonof the
It needed no Sargent's
photographs.
brush now^ to sound its depths in which
he found the great thing which he knew
from the first belonged there to comAnd the joy of his
plete her glory.
discovery made his voice tingle with
an infectious winning sympathy.

Her

face, clear in a

was soberer than any

light,

you, Mr. Rodd," she recertainly is quite a long
walk to San Diego." She smiled in a
fashion that made her smile of the

Why,

Many grain-made dainties are most
delicious when made of Quaker Oats,
And their value as foodsmaybedoubled.

day."

means little to the Falcon.
came from the Isthmus to-

or less
I

He glanced around as if testing
ground before he proceeded with
daring plan of being the
her the truth. It seemed

premier grade.

The Quaker Qats (pmpany

"it

photographs faint and stilted, and then
added, with a determined seriousness
which won him with its frankness,
"And I'll be only too glad to go if you
promise not to ask me any questions
as to why I'm here."
"Why, no," he answered, as if surprised that she should think any such
idea should ever occur to him. And
he gave her his hand to assist her in
embarking. When the Falcon rose,
however, he started back toward the inn.
"But you are going in the opposite
direction from San Diego," she remonstrated quickly,
"Not far out of our way, you will
"A mile
find," he answered softly.

more
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desert.

oats a multiplied delight.
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quarter fierceness of a tiger.
A few second's work for the auxiliary
and the Falcon droppc-d the combatants out of sight and picked up the
graceful, swift-moving figure of that
woman who was so superb a mistress
of her body and soul, and floated down
beside her. As Rodd stepped to earth
she had paused and was looking over
her shoulder inc|uiringly, apprehensively, yet with a kind of fearless preparedness for any emergency that might
appear to her alone, at night, in the

cious, flakes.
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is
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"Thank
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Oats conveyors.

my

turned,

Cereals
don't deserve them?
once a day, why not

he started across the sands.

"I fancied that maybe you had
farther to go than you realized," he
said, "and I might give you a lift."
She had already recognized him from
his pictures in the press; and she sawthat his manner bore out his reputation.

creating food.
cookies.

my

but

Now
the i)roper setting
!" thought RrxJd.
But he paused long enough with his
hand on the lever to hear the call of
"Defend yourself !" and see Larned
spring upon Strange with the no-
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tell

Hke medmeddling at that but

—

and fatal
back of it was all his experience of
humanity and the prayers of the messfor "Old Simples."
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"Yes," he added. ".And I brought a
naval officer with me Frank l.arned."
"My husband !" she cried, responding like magic to the name.
"He is at

—

A

San Diego

great help

him

?

leave,

Oh, Frank
They gave
and
shall sec him to!

I

night."

"Yes, he came

on a busy day

answer to an alarm-

in

ing telegram concerning you
I
I

!"

"Concerning me !" She was thunderstruck.
"Alarming telegram concerning me
Who from ?"
Studying her face he was sure tliat
she was without guile in her surprise.
"Alice !" he answered.
She was still puzzled, but smiled
!

/^N"wash-day"
^^ the range

g

should

h

benignantly.
"Poor Alice

|

mouth drawn down

I
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of both the dinner

!

way

but right down
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in

\
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|
g

or disturbing your cooking.

lids

i

This

g

the sort of range every

!

woman

|

'

dora

is

!

said.

me

!

She's so over-

"But where

Why

"He came out with me from
hotel this evening following

is

this

all

the

an auto-

mobile !"
"Following Strange and myself ?"
"Yes."
There was a thrill in her cry of hurt
astonishment which sent a shiver
through Rodd.
"You saw us stop at the inn ?" she

demanded.
"Yes."

"Where were you ?"
"Out in the shadows."
"And you saw the machine
away ?"

sent

He felt her breath, hot and gasping,
close on his cheek as she drove in her
questions, each a little more tensely
than the preceding one.

I

almost

i

which the Pan-

I

"Yes."

I

"And what did he say ?"
Rodd looked fairly into her burning

one that saves her time on busy days.
as important as the saving of coal for

worked !" .she
Frank ?
Tell
mystery ?"

have—

should
It

is

j

j

—with the corners of her

famous.

eyes and answered slowly
"He said, 'No
She never would for
any man on earth.' He said Strange
had played >'ou a trick and I held
!

WQarfis Pandord

—

"
him back
"Oh !" The exclamation was drawn

out into a

If

you would

know why

like to

the Pan-

dora gives a lifetime of perfect service,
it

saves coal,

our

new

Pandora."

why
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"How
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Montreal
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to-morrow, as I always do.
only trust
I had no secrets from him
for him.
What had he for me ? Yes,
I came," she concluded defiantly, "but
not to spy on my husband."
"And you have been indiscreet you
have flirted a little," he persisted

such
London
Vancouver

point that broke into

"But he came

"And you came

saves time, send for a copy of

booklet,

fine

He came
He came !" she cried.
And now Rodd himself opened fire.

lightning.

"You

—

dare "
But she foreborc
commoni^lace of indignation,
his judicial mercilessncss.

loved

life

and company

—

>oii

believed so much in your power tliat it
carried you to the point of exposing
yourself as you have to-night."
"Yes," she answered slowly. "I
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have learned a bitter lesson. All that
and and something else is,
is over
too."
Her goddess air was gone. She

— —

was in torture.
"Something so great that everything
"1
is ashes without it," she went on.
had followed him around the world.
1

believed in him.
I find that he did nol
believe in me he believed Alice's talk.
That is between us forever. I feel as
if I did not want him ever to touch me
again."
Rodd was not surprised, or even discouraged. Out of the corner of his eye
he was watching the struggling shadows
which he had purposely kept in the distance so that she would not see them.
The Falcon kept on circling them as a
pivot while her head was bowed with
the bitterness of her disillusion.
Fights in a roped arena had never
interested Rodd;
but this had the
dignity of primitive battle.
It was
desperately even, he saw; neither man
seemed yet to have an advantage.
"And when," Mrs. Larned asked as
she looked up again, "and when he saw
me walk down the road, what did he do

—
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if she could not bear the suspense, she suddenly turned away and
in a nervous impulse put her hands on
Rodd's arm as if to steady herself on
his dependable strength.

it's

good

—good

!"

.she
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She dared not look back, while over
his shoulder Rodd saw Strange go
down, struggle to his feet, and then
go down again. He rose to his hips
this time and with a gesture of assent
sank outstretched on the sand. At

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX

And deep down, aren't we all
primitive ?
I not just a woman ?
And I don't know why but I find
that it was this which I wanted.
I
wanted a dragon slain
and by
us.

Am

-

said,

expressing the hope that ran with her
fear.
"For it seems to me that my
husband is fighting to kill that something which was going to stand between

him

Whitest White

This makes a

the shadows take the form of men.
she recognized her husband, she
said not a word but leaned far out,
clinging to the braces while the rain
of blows knew no rules except fair

"Oh,

di.ectly

TuxeberfyWhiteEnameli
!

When

make
As

is

!"

see
He wheeled the Falcon in until, with
her eyes watching through half-closed
lashes and her chin held high, she saw
!

used

tolDe

as directed

tliro"aglio-at

then ?"
It

lutexioT ^imsb.

t_/
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he had the medicine which the
bhint ship's dcjctor had ])rescriljed.
"It's all over with the dragon," Rodd
told her sweetly.
,
last

Frank
Quick to him
"Frank
Frank !" She kept repeating his name
in accents that were triumph enough
for any victor till after the Falcon had
descended and her arms were around
his neck.
"Oh, Frank, I wouldn't have
been so foolish" she was half crj'ing,
!

!

!

——

half laughing
"if it hadn't been such
a temptation to shock Alice with the
corners of her mouth drawn down
Alice who thought she always ought to
be along to look after me. Oh, Frank,
so glad you gave that beast a poun4ing, you old dear."
Strange, with his face in the sand,

Fm

never once looked up. Even the doctor would have admitted that he was
liaving a full dose.
On the way back,
Rodd slowed down to call to the
chauffeur, who had just reached the
harbor beach
"Please go back for your employer
I
have all the passengers I can carry."
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well-lighted cottage with the wretched
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Fingers are dirtied, pencil points broken and considerable
muss is made nearly every time a pencii is sharpened.

New Pencil Sharpener
saved, pencils last longer

With the
time

is

all

the days

when

begin.
But thou, Mititesh, the most
beautiful girl at Pointe Bleue
thou
I will dance with
wilt surely come.
thee, many dances, though there is one
I will
other I must dance with also.
make all the other men jealous, for
they will also want to dance with thee."

—

"I

—

I

I

!

shall

could not dance," she cried.
never dance again !"

"But what has happened ? I left
you all so happy, only a day or two
ago, and now j'our faces are all that of
kukukuti, the speaking owl,
wails himself at night."

that be-

"Nothing has happened," declared
Uapukun, sadly.
"And you will not come ? But I tell
you it will be a great feast of my family!

this is avoided
fingers remain

and

have quarreled, or that you despise
Then Anne will surely weep
us.
weep on her wedding day, a thing that
always brings bad fortune, as every one
Are we
Mititesh
knows. Why
not good old friends ? In the days
!

!

that are gone, when we tra^•elcd all together in the big woods, thou wouldst

have done anything for me, as I would
Did I not help bury thy
for thee
people and make crosses and pray at
thy side ?"
!

Street,

Toronto,

Pannell of Beautiful Hair Styles and

W.

New York

is

of

Haven't Ve all been the best of friends ?
And now people will say that we must

First Aid is only first aid.

Here

remind them

they also prayed to La Vierge Marie
for happy days.
But thou, Ahteck ?"
"In all these years thou knowest I
never went to a veillee," answered Ahteck, turning his head away.
"Then it is surely time for tliee to

"Oh

Adhesive Plaster is rubber
It
coated.
is
prepared especially for
surgeons' use.
But it sticks to anything
without heating or wetting. And it stays
stuck.
Every home has a hundred uses
for mending rubber, glass and wood.

Chicago and

things," said Uapukun.
"Thou art not old, and since when
were women too old to come and
gossip at a wedding ? The oldest will
be there, as well as the young, and it

Adhesive

B&B

unsoiled.

FREE!
Hair Goods

being sealed.

of Surgical Dressings

A

A

Cotton goes through 22 procand Gauze are twice

—

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED

180 BathursI

the

Arro Brand Cotton and HandyFold Gauze are both put up in germ-proof
envelopes enough for one use in each.
They keep their sterility for years.

off

is

will
for

B&B

Doctor—remember
Makers

brand

—

house all the
Cotton, B&B

BAUER & BLACK,

B&B

esses.
Our Cotton
sterilized, once after

B&B

part of our effort to prevent careless wound-dressing.
And to help you fight

Adhesive

Plaster.

Be Double-Sure
is

B&B

Gauze,

Every one at I'ointe Bleue
coming. So you will all be at the
dinner and the dance. Mititesh, see
to it that thou wearest thy best hardes
and pretty ribbons in thy hair, for I
.shall dance with thee, many dances !"
He capered around the rf)om, not
ungracefully, his face beaming with
smiles, but the other three remained
silent and he saw at once that something had gone wrong, so that he stopped suddenly.
"Well, why don't you speak ? What
is the matter ?
Are you not going to
come ?" he asked, anxiously.
"I
I have become too old for such
accordion.

—

Any Emergency

issue this hook for half what it costs
us to foster efficient first aid.
It was written by a famous surgeon,
now a Major in charge of U. S. Army Field
Hospital.
It tells what to do in any form of
accident or emergency
In shocks and sickness
In burns and bruises
In wounds and sprains
Hemorrhage or fainting
Drowning or electric shockAny sort of poisoning.

This

We

will have Hyppolite Lechantre, he of the crooked leg,
and Dougald I'Ecossais with their
fiddles and little Bernard with his

veillee it will be.

Write

PEMBER.

Street, Toronto, Ont.

The handiest convenience

for Office. School or

Home.

Pencil Sharpener will pay for itself many
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The Boston
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Order Yours Now.
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St.,
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The young man looked

red in the

face, grievously disappointed, and they
all could see that this was a blow to

him.
"Yes," answered the girl. "Thou
wert in truth a good friend, and I
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willingly cause thee pain."
Have we not
thou, Ahteck ?
been partners for long years ? Have
we not lived together like brothers,
witli never a quarrel or a harsh word,
and gone together through hunger and
I
I cannot
cold and hard toiling ?

would not

"And

—

understand

it."

"I was thinking that I am not one to
bring good fortune upon a wedding,"
Ahteck answered, his head still turned

away.

"Oh

Is

!

it

all

thy

life

that thou

art going to be like kakatshu, the raven,
ever crowing of ill luck ? Does not

good fortune always attend thee and
thy people ? Did not my evil luck
become good as soon as I began to hunt
with thee, so that I have again a little
house and a cow, and my mother a roof
over her head and plenty to eat ? Art
thou not a rich man now, with money
Just look at
in plenty at the bank?
him, prospering every day and chattering of

ill

!

It is

—

a shame

will

it

come," he

Perhaps a million children,

make

thee happy I will
uncerfinally consented,

like this.

—

It is

Puffed

Wheat

this

summer

on a dish
bubble-like grains

night, will sup

— the

or Puffed Rice

a bowl of milk or cream.
dish used to be bread and milk. Sometimes it was crackers.
Now it is whole grains, because whole grains are better. And those
airy, toasted, flaky grains are made four times as porous as bread.
in

The

tainly.

Paul was delighted with the advantage he had obtained, and was quick to
press it further.

"Then

I

have thy promise to come
never hast thou broken

I

Not Merely Delightful

!

It is well for

one.

Which Children Get To-night

yes,

!"

a shame
"If

luck

The Sunset Dish

think that Mititesh

was wiser

than thou, for she was first to say she
would not willingly hurt me. Uapukun, thou wilt surely not let thy children come alone. I shall now count
Now I am
upon you all. Behold
happy and I can dance again !"'
He took a few funny steps across the
room, laughing, after which he leaped
over a bench and capered again, until
the others could not help smiling at his
!

Puffed grains are served because children enjoy them. They don't like to go
back to homely grain foods when they once taste these nut-like tit-bits.
But there are other and greater reasons. Children need whole grains, rich in
elements which white flour lacks. And those whole grains should be wholly
digestible.
is what Prof. A. P. Anderson has accomplished in these foods. Every food
steam exploded. Every atom of the whole grain feeds. That is true of no
other form of grain food.
Please remember that. Your doctor will confirm it.
If you want easy, comif you want the whole grain made available
plete digestion
you should serve
wheat and rice in piiflfed form.

That

cell is

—

—

At Noon
When you

serve ice cream, try scattering PufTed Rice on it. The finest chefs do
this now.
The grains are fragile, crisp and
flaky.
The taste is like toasted nuts.

antics.

"Now

I
run away," he said, "for
your minds might change once
more. Remember that you have promI
run away now. A hientot !"
ised.
He rushed out through the door,

Use them also in candy making. See
directions on the package.
Puffed grains

fear

are both foods und confections
meals, children like to eat
peanuts.

Between
them like

—

chuckling.
it happened that in due time
went to the little church, which
was crowded to the doors, and where
all were dressed in their very best Sunday clothes. After the ceremony was
over a goodly procession walked off to
Xavier's house, where the great feast

Thus

they

all

was

bountifully spread.

It may be said at once that the
bridegroom was no niggard. A sheep
had been killed, and there was roast
young pig, and chickens and geese to
Potathe admiration of all beholders.
toes were brought in by the bushel,
with cabbage and turnips and carrots

in profusion, while the tea was made
There was also
in a clothes boiler.
any amount of sweet stuff.

And

the presents
easy to see that the

was indeed
young couple had
!

It

Puffed Wheat T'' 12c
Puffed Rice
West
1 UC
At Morn
In the morning serve with sugar and cream,
or mixed with

any

fruit.

Serve Puffed Grains

each morning. Every pantry shelf in summer
should contain these. As breakfast dainties,
Nothing
PufTed Grains hold supreme place.
compares with them.

The Quaker Q^Xs Company
Sole

Peterborough, Ont.

Makers
[13801

Saskatoon, Sask
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'1

fine handhues dear to the
and embroidered things of
buckskin, and glistening pots and pans,
and various articles of clothing. Best
of all, perhaps, was a sewing-machine,
the rarely-attained ambition of all the
liouse-wives of Pointe Bleue, a contribution from Ahteck and a gift so
liberal that it brought tears of joy to
the round cheeks of the bride when it
was brought from Rober\'al, all shining
enamel and bright steel and wood so
polished that one could see one's face

many

of
Indian soul,

Th.

Wonder
Lamp
the latest and handiest ever
It
placed on the nnarket.

is

produces
J

a

bri'ght,

clear,

white light of five hundred
candle power for less than
one-third of a cent per hour.

in

it,

There were

friends.

kerchiefs

vivid

After dinner they had to rest a little,
to regain their breaths, and finally all
trooped over to the barn, that was
lighted with all the kerosene lamps that
could be borrowed on tlie resers-ation.
The two violins and the accordion were
severally perched on boards placed
upon wooden boxes. The horse and
the cow had been taken out and placed
in the pasture, back of the house, while
the plough and buggy, with the sled
and stone-boat, had been pulled out
behind the barn. There was any

home can

do

it.

A

child

can operate

it.

Absolutely safe and odorless.
Lights with a match .Very convenient.

Fully guaranteed.

Local Agents Wanted

Everywhere.
Write

now and

get an independ-

and

grandeur of the scenery adds wonderful inspiration to the voyage.

ing feature of the trip; the mighty St.
Lawrence with its picturesque landscape;
quaint old Quebec with its rugged cliffs,
capped by the famous Citadel: the sum-

It

install this yourself,

pleasure

The constant change and

comfort.

measures to come. Then the
musicians looked gravely at one another
and, with a nod, began to bestir theinselves till one's feet moved of their
own accord. They were old Scotch
tunes of country dances, and French
ones of long ago, mere reminiscences of
centuries gone by.

or anyone in the

This grand tour
from Niagara to
the Sea is one continuous round of

for perfect tuning, harbingers of the

of the dis-

lilting

You can

Fairyland

The awe-inspiring cataract of the
Niagara; the inland-sea voyage
across the vast bosom of Lake Ontario; the wonderful labyrinth of
the Thousand Islands; the buoyant
exhilaration
"shooting the
of
Rapids," called by some the crown-

mal sounds absolutely indispensable

well as the best of city homes.

Nature's

as in a mirror.

amount of room.
The fiddles uttered some

Get this lamp now and
have your home lighted as

Through

was unfortunate that a very few

of the men, chiefly among the younger
ones, had managed to obtain, in spite
of the law prohibiting its sale tolndians,
One or
certain flasks of strong drink.
two of these young fellows at a time

would leave the barn, heated with
dancing, stand for a moment in the
shadow of the walls, and return smacking their lips and, perchance, coughing
from the strength of the vile stuff. But
it must be said that the majority were
well behaved and sober, so that the
ball proceeded joyfully.
When Paul first asked her, Mititesh
had hesitated to dance. But he had
looked so sorely disappointed that at
last she consented, much against her
Then she bethought herinclination.
self that, after all, it was best to do all
she could to conceal her grief from Ahteck and Uapukun. Yes, she would
Why should they know of
dance
her distress ?
So she bravely put her hand in
Paul's and they took their place upon
the floor.
Paul may, like the others, have danced somewhat heavily, yet not without
a certain grace. His deep bows and
merry gestures were much admired,
and none could leap so high or click

mer rendezvous
the Village of

of society

Tad ousac,

— Murray Bay;

rich in historical

and then, the great Saguenay
River trip through the rugged Laurentian
Mountains.
The grandeur of all these
wonders of nature leaves an indellible impression on the memory and makes the
most enjoyable vacation tour conceivable.
The perfect appointments of our palatial
steamers ensure absolute comfort for
association;

passengers.

The tour may be

started at any point,
costs only .$47.00, including meals and
berth. Shorter tours at proportionate rates.
For fuller description of this wonderful
voyage write for our free booklet or enclose 6c in stamps to cover postage on the
profusely illustrated book " Niagara to

and

the Sea."
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heels together so cleverly.
Mititesh
moA-ecl with the ease of her youth, with
a harmony of motion that was all her
own. In the merry laughter, among
the happy people crowding the place, she
was finding some surcease to her pain.
When the fiddles stopped at the end
of the country-dance she looked toward the people standing near the walls,

AlitfleCareand

AlitfleCufeim

and caught Ahteck's staring eyes, that
were immediately withdrawn from her.
The man had been devouring her witii
his hungry vision, noting the finely
chiseled face, the gracefully rounded
forin, the little hand extended to her
partner, the wonderfully heavy coiled
tresses on her shapely head, the curve
of her red lips, the warm color of her
cheeks, the light kindled in her eyes
by the unwonted excitement.
He

clenched his

and his powerful arms
and hard as iron with the
sudden effort he made to control himself again, to pay no heed to her, to

became

The old reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and

pretend that she was nothing more to
all the others who crowded
the place.
He turned and moved towards an open, unglazed window and
stared out.
It was early yet in the
evening of the long summer day. A
safifron sky mottled with tiny clouds
lay above a sun touching the horizon
with its great fiery ball. He thought
of the places in the far North where he
had tramped with her in the majestic
silence of great snowy wastes, in the
august solitude of the big snow-capped
trees, on the long, twisted, perilous
path that was a river held in bondage
by the frost and groaning in its gyves.
The sun disappeared and the tinted
clouds faded.
People were all about
him, in a swarm, and yet he felt himself in a solitude so great, in a darkness
so profound, that he had the sensations
of a man become suddenly deaf and
blind.
He was alone in the world,

sprains.

him than
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Mititesh was determined to dance
no more, and yet who should come to
her but the bridegroom, insisting on
the next turn ?
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newspaper writer from Winnipeg, presents a story
from the criminal court of the western metropolis
that gives us a most interesting and enlightening
peak at human nature.
Mrs. Emily Murphy tells in an interesting
article, that The School Library in Alberta is one

the

upon

see

those in any other profession.

and wonderful rewards their bleak days and
Henrietta R. Baxter has woven
their bright days
a story that will be of interest to every Canadian.
The Secret of the Lord, a feature story in the

—

and must not

Instructions
be given in
remit before
the paper is
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School and College
Directory

Batanta

The defendant, who was charged
wih keeping a dog without a license,
made repeated efforts during the hear-

REV. D.
Calendar sent on application.

Jerome's College,
10

[KITCHENER, ONT.
Excellent Business, High School and Arts
Department". New Buildings. Large Gymnasium.
Swimming Pool. Rates moderate.

Rev. A. L. Zinger, C.R., Ph.B., President.

Thorough Instruction.
Eicellent Situation.

BRUCE MACDONALD,

Olnllpge, Toronto
A.RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Situated opposite Queen's Park, Bloor Street, W.
Every Educational facility provided. Pupils prepared for
Honour Matriculation, Music, Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon the moral as
well as the intellectual, aims at the
development of a
true womanhood.
JOHN A. PATERSON, E.G.. President.
For Calendar apply MRS. A. R. GREGORY, Principal.

MARGARETS COLLEGE

ST.

TORONTO
A Residential and Day School for Girls
iFounded by the late George Dickson, M.A., former
Upper Canada College, and Mr*. Dickaoni
Academic Course from Preparatory to Univeraity Matriculation and First Year Work. Music. Art, Domeatic Science.
Physical Education. Cricket. Tennis. Baaketball, Hockey.
Principal of

Swimming Bath.
Mrs. George Dickson,

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.
Miss

President.

J. E. MacDonald, B.A.
Principal.

M.A., LL.D.,

Headmaster

ELM AVENUE. ROSEDALE. TOROMTO

A ResidcDtial and
Hon. Prindpa]

Day School for Girls
Principal
MISS EDITH M. READ, M.A.

MISS M.T.SCOTT.

Preparation for the Univertlty and for Examination*
Mutlc. Art and Domestic Science Departments.
Thoroughly efficient itaff. Large playgroundB. Outdoor
game* Tennit. Basketball. Rinlc. Healthful locality.
in

—

PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR DAY PUPILS.

For Pro«pcctUi apply to

HfHtmtuatfr

Qlanaiia

upper iiS'J.o^^^lcHooLs

Careful Oversight.
Large Playing Fields.

St.

^\

**^

THE PRINCIPAL.

MAWR

GLEN

^^*nVJ.^-

A BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Phincipal

.

MISS

.

J. J.

STUART

(Successor to Miss Veals)
Classical Tripos, Cambridge University, England
Large well-Tentilated house. Highly qualified staff of
Canadian and European Teachers. Preparation, if desired.
for Matriculation Ezami nations.
Outdoor games.
New prospectus from Miss Stuart.

may be

Surburban

Home

School for Resident

and Day Pupils.
109 Beech Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada.
(MRS.)

covered entirely in Ten Months at our Day
We also teach this course by Correspondence.

IT

A. C.

COURTICE,

Principal.

SHAW'S

WILL PAY YOU

to 'write us at once for free catalogue and estimate of
cost of ^course in Book-keeping,
Stenography, Civil
Service or Matriculation.

BUSINESS SCHOOLS
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Your

Understand

all

Favorite

Movie Star ?

spoken parts.
Read the movgood Lip Reader understands

ing lips.
A
every word spoken in the SILENT DRAMA.
"Lip
Reading In The Movies," just published, tells how.
Contains a simple key for all Lip Positions and Movements, which enables the eye to 'hear' the conversation on the screen.
Price, 25c.
Send to

Train young people for Business Pursuits.

They provide High Grade
Courses to resident students or by Home Study
Methods. Free catalogue
explains.

C

3B,

Yonge and Gerrard

You can make good money

acting as our
representative in your district.
have

We

seven different makes of

Become

Sts.

College Building

A Registered Nurse

AcTeilited

Ity

the

New York

Stnte-FMiuition Dept.

1890.

Otf'-rs a

two

andoiie-Jialf j'«ar ronrse in training for nurses with
3cbo.il instnn-tion

allowanre
Appltrants must have had one year liigh

or

its e«lnc.itioDal

eyuivaieut.

For particulars, adilress

Beth Israel Hospital, 4a Jefferson Street,

New

York

City.

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART

Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Session 1916-17 opens October 2nd.
Prospectus mailed or given on application.

74 Duchess Street, Toronto.

"I attribute my success in great
part to my persistency," says Mr.
Charles M. Schwab, the steel miUionaire.
"I've been all my life pretty
nearly as persistent as the Loretto barber."
"Once this barber said to me, 'I shav"
ed a man,'

"Yes ?" said I.
'And afterwards,' he continued, 'I
prevailed on the fellow to have a haircut, a shampoo, a singe, a friction, a
face massage, an electric scalp-rejuvenation, a dandruff-cure spray, and a tonic

NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING
St. James' Square, Toronto
G. A. REID, R.C.A., Principal.

after that ?" said I.
"After that,' -said the barber,
"
needed another shave.'

'he

Officer:
"Sorry I must
you on account of your teeth."
Would-Be Recruit: "Man, ye're
makin' a gran' mistake. I'm no wanting to bite the Germans, I'm wanting

Medical

reject

like you to write us asking for our
proposition.
Cadillac Vacuum Cleaners were
awarded the Gold Medal at the Panama Pacific
and the Panama California Expositions. They are
fully protected under the Canadian Patent Act.

and would

on the

"And

and receive pay white learning
The Beth Israel Hospital of New York City. Founded
aiiri niaint*?iuiin-e.

CADILLAC
VACUUM CLEANERS

see, the latter also expired
1st of January' !"

rub.'

it.

TOROTO.

LIP LANGUAGE,
Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.

Make Good Money

Write for

W. H. SHAW, President

SCHOOL OF

Dept.

You

"

TORONTO, CANADA,

DO.MINION BUSINESS COLLEGE, LIMITED,
3S7 College Street, Toronto.
J. V. MITCHELL, B.A.. Principal.

—

"Yes," replied the defendant, "but
"We want no 'but'!" roared the preserver of law and order.
"Your dog
license, as you must be very well aware,
expired so long ago as the 1st of January.
You must either renew it now,
therefore, or be fined.
Is that clear ?"
"Yes," sighed the defendant; "quite
clear.
But, in that case, I may find
myself here again next week, charged
with keeping a license, but no dog.

Balmy Beach College
A

MATRICULATION

School.

ing of the case to interrupt the evidence
brought forward against him, but on
each occasion he was called to silence
by the pompous dignitary on the bench.
Yet still he persevered. Finally the
magistrate,
thoroughly exasperated
turned to him and sternly inquired:
"Do you wish the Court to understand that you refuse to renew the
license ?"

to shoot 'em."

HAVERGAL

LADIES' COLLEGE,

Main

School: 354 Jarvis Street.
Coverley House: 372 Jarvis Street,
junior School: 61 St. Clair Avenue, West.
Preparatory School (late Westbourne), 278 Bloor
Street.

West.

MISS KNOX,

Principal,

TORONTO.

r
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He was consulting the lawyer on
what was, to him, an important subject.

"It's this

who

way," he said. "The man
door to me has a beast

lives next

of a cat that spends the night sitting

on

my

fence and yowling.

Neither

End

my

wife, the baby, nor myself has had any
sleep for weeks.
The man next door
refuses to get rid of the cat, and I want
you to tell me what to do."

day

the nuisance of rentfor good.

Knock off a

Saturday afternoon and put
up a garage of your own

The lawyer was young, and he looked
wise but said nothing.
"I've got a right to shoot the cat,
haven't I ?"
"I should not feel justified in advising such an extreme course. As I see
it, the cat is not your property."
"Perhaps not; but the fence is !"
"Aha
Then you have got him, for
>-ou can pull the fence down

you'll be proud of for years.

Put a stop to the waste of garage
rent, and bring the convenience of a

!

RrtistJQ.

DuraMi

worth-while garage almost to your

!'

Made.in sections of sheet metal,
easily put together tight and secure. Portable, cannot burn, needs no insurance. As
low in price as a good garage can be made.
End the waste of garage rent right now.
doorstep.

"Teddie, said Mildred, with a conlemplative look, "how much money
have we in the bank ?"
"We !" replied her husband, in sarcastic

r

mood.

dred dollars.
For a second there came a glint in
the feminine eye; then laconically:
"I just wondered, that's all.
I have
a letter to-day from the lawyer who
wound up father's estate, and I find he
had much more to leave than anyone
ever expected."
"That's fine !" exclaimed the husband, suddenly alert. How much do
we get from him, Milly ?"
"We !" surprisedly. "I got a few

W.

Write lor the Perfect Garage Booklet C.

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED

have about five hunWhy do you ask ?"
"I

(E.t.bli.hcd 1861)

Executive Office and Factories; 0»hawa, Ont.
Branches

Montreal

-

Ottawa

Special

-

Toronto

-

London

-

Winnipeg

"FIREPROOF'^ Safes

—

{[thousand dollars
quire ?"

!

Why

do you

in-

A certain railway line has the reputation of being very badly laid, and one
day the train was rushing along at the
rate of seven miles an hour, and the
train was rocking atrociously.
Passengers were rolling from one side of
the carriage to the other or holding on
like grim death to the window strap.
Presently the train became a little
steadier, and a traveller smiled faintly
at the quiet-looking man opposite him,
and remarked:
"We seem to be going smoother
now."
"Yes," said the quiet man, "we're
off the rails now."

$45

$35

$2S

MADE

For

BURGLAR-FIRE-SMOKE
steel.

Filled with our special

CANADA.

IN

HOME
and

$55

and OFFICE

WATERPROOF. Made

of

heavy rolled

fire-proof filling of cellular vitrified

Fitted with extra heavy interchangeable combination locks

— no

asbestor.

two

alike

heavy steel front and back draw bolts. Doors of new tongue and
grooved design, and so constructed to keep out smoke and water as well as fire
a feature found in na other make of safe.
built with

t

Some school children were set the
task of reading an article about Lancashire, and were afterwards asked to
write an essay on this part of England.
Looking over one of the essay papers,
the teacher found the statement, "The
people of Lancashire arc very stupid."
"Where did you get that idea, Maggie ?" said the teacher.
"Oh," replied the girl, "out of the
book. It says that Lancashire is remarkable for its dense 'population."

—

FOR SAFETY SAKE, ORDER TODAY.

International Safe
FORT

Company,

ERIE,

AGENTS WRITE FOR TERRITORY— Best

Limited

ONTARIO.
Selling Proposition

on The Market
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"Nick"

jFrom the frozen

Nick and Pull

Pgyyi

and save

north

on pencil
After being kept waiting for the
usual five or ten minutes, the new
arrival at the restaurant was duly
served with the first course of the
table d'hote dinner
soup.
Hesitating a moment he glanced at
his plate: then said;
"Waiter, I can't eat this soup."
"Then I'll bring you another kind,
sir," said the waiter, and hastened away.
The guest sighed as the .second plate
was placed in front of him.
"Nor can I cat this soup," he said, a
trifle more emphatically than before.
And the waiter, silent, but angry,
brought yet another plate of soup.
Whereupon the guest once more remarked, in a low, emphatic tone.
"Really, I cannot eat this stuff !"
But the waiter, now really angry,
summoned the manager, and, to the
interest of the other guests in the
restaurant, explained what had happened.
"Really, sir, this is most unusual,
sir," said the manager.
"May I ask
why you can't eat any of our soups ?"
"Because," replied the guest, with a

—

—

Save time no whittling, just nicic and
and the pencil's sharpened.
Save
bother no soiled fingers; no muss. Save
lead
no scraping; lead lasts three times as
long.
Save temper so quick and easy it's a
pull,

—

—

—

real delight to point a Blaisdell pencil.
And
Blaisdell leads are of the smoothest, easiestwriting quality.

Every modern business and professional

man

recognizes the Blaisdells' convenience

and economy, and uses them

daily.

Don't go through the wasteful, trying
ordeal of whittling wooden pencils any more
"nick and pull" and make your pencilsharpening a pleasure and profit.

—

Blaisdell 202 with eraser, is the idol of stenographers, bookkeepers, and all office workers.
Blaisdell 151 blue pencil

above them all^utsells

all

is

head and shoulders

other blue pencils com-

bined,
Blaisdell spun-glass Ink Eraser eats the blots and
leaves the paper.
real friend of clerks, bookkeepers, stenographers, etc. Sharpens like a Blaisdell
pencil.
Lasts three times as long as the ordinary

A

eraser.

—

a complete line of pencils every kind
for every purpose, including Regular, Colored, CopyBlaisdell

is

Extra Thick, China Marking, Metal
Marking, Lumberman's and Railroad Pencils.
All
grades and all degrees of hardness.
ing, Indelible,

Stationers

Ask your's

everywhere

sell

for Blaisdell's to day.

Blaisdell

Pencils,

sad,

wan

smile, "I

have no spoon

!"

The teacher of a large class sent one
of her scholars to buy a pound of plums
from a fruit-vendor outside, and as she
handed the little boy a nickel said:
"Be sure, Willie, before buying the
plums to pinch one or two just to see
that they are ripe"
In a little while the boy returned
with flushed face and a triumphant
look in his eyes. Handing the teacher
the bag of plums, he placed the nickel
on the desk and exclaimed:
"I pinched one or two, as you told
me, and when the man wasn't looking
I pinched a bagful."

Pat was home on furlough, and whilst
going down the main street of his native
town, he saw a shop where everything
was sold by the yard. Pat, wishing to
play a joke on the shopman, went in
and asked for a yard of milk.
The shopman was astpunded, but he
put his fingers in a bowl of milk, and
measured a yard long on the counter
with his fingers.
Pat, not wishing to be caught at his
own game, asked how much it was.
"Sixpence," said the shopman.
"Then wrap it up," said Pat, "I'll
take it."

tropics

Bak<er5

Co coa
\

known

is

for

its

purily

iiiiiii!i!;!p

and

high
qualitv^
Walter Baker

\

& Co.Limited

ESTABLISHED 1780
MONTREAL.CANADA DORCHESTER, MASS.

J

•

DENNI8TEEL
Lockers and Shelving
for ofBces, stores, factories,
schools, warehouses, etc., save
money for users.
Write for illustrated folders

Oj Canada's leading line, as
used by Batons, Simpsons, Y.M.
C.A.'s, Railways, Bell Tel. Co.
others.

and

Dennis Wire and Iron

Works

LONDON

Co., Ltd.
-

CANADA.

X.ONt»OTV^
18
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Belgians' Indomitable Spirit

Certain-teed MR.
Ikooflng

is

manufacturers of roofings and building papers.
There is no equivocation, no evasion CERTAIN-

—

is guaranteed to last 5, 10 or 15 years, according to ply (1, 2 or 3). Experience has proven
that CERTAIN-TEED outlasts its liberal guarantee.

CERTAIN-TEED

Guaranty Trust Com-

of

New

York, one of the

most powerful banking

s guarantee, which
on every roll of CERTAINbarked by the world's largest

TEED

HEMPHILL, Chairman

A.

pany

is

TEED,

J.

of the

Use
on your buildiugs. It is
safer than wood shingles, looks better than galvanized
iron or tin; is easier to lay, and cheaper than any
of them.
It is very different from inferior roofing
sold by mail.
Get CERTAIN-TEED frcm your local dealer, whom you
know and can rely upon. It will save you money in the end.
It is sold by good dealers all over Canada at reasonable prices

institutions in

the United States, has just left London
after a visit to Belgium and Germany.
He was also received by King Albert.
Mr. Hemphill, who acts as Hon.
Treasurer of the Neutral Commission
for Relief, crossed the Atlantic to see
for himself the conditions in the German occupied part of Belgium and to
investigate the distribution of the
relief supplies to which the American
people have generously contributed. In
order to secure permission to enter

Coffee

—

The

you

Belgium he had to go to Berlin, where
he spent the better part of a week. In
the course of an interview Mr. Hemphill said:

"It

a

is

only after being in Brussels

time, and after visiting
Charlerio, Malines, Antwerp, Liege and
World's Largest Manufacturers of
other places that one realizes how misRoofings and Building Papers.
leading are first impressions of life in
Distributing Centers:
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, VanThe outward
couver, Ottawa. Quebec, Edmonton, Londo;!, Halifax, Retina, Belgium as it is to-day.
St. John's, Sherbrooke, Brandon.
appearance of normality is sustained
only by the fact that relief to the value
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
of over £1,200,000 is, so to speak,
injected into the country every month.
The
external calm is an amazing tribute
TORONTO, ONT.
to the efficiency of the system whereby
the Relief organization provides and
distributes to this whole nation the
supplies without which there would be

GENERAL ROOFING MFG. CO.

The more you
know about

for

little

McFarlane Ladder Works

chaos and unthinkable suffering.
In
this complex work of rationing every
day over seven million souls, of whom

ITCHING 5CALP

just one-half are totally or partially
destitute, the Belgians themselves are

like-SEAL

co-operating magnificently.
Without
their unflagging support and publicspirited work the efforts of those
throughout the world who, regardless
of nationality, sympathize with the
Belgian people would fail of their
purpose.
The Comite National in
Brussels, composed of the
leading
Belgians who dared to stay and face
the invaders, has enrolled thousands
of volunteer helpers who arc now
experts in this problem of rationing.

better

BRAND
In /2, 1

Whole

and 2 pound cans.

— ground — pulverized

—also Fine Ground for Percolators.

Relief Reaches the Belgians.

"Both in America and England a
good deal of uneasiness somewhat

To prevent

loss of hair.

Treatment:

On

touch spots of dandruff and itching with Cutieura Ointment. Next morning shamiioo with Cutieura Soap and hot
water.
Nothing better, surer or more
retiriiiK

economical at any

price.

Sample Each Free by Mail
with

:i2-p.

book on the akin. Address post-card:
23B Boston." .Sold everywhere,'

^'Cutieura. Dept

naturally exists as to the relief supplies
actually reaching the Belgians. I discussed this point thoroughly with
responsible Belgians through ut the
country and with the Americans who
are supervising the distribution; besides_ keeping my own eyes open for
any indications of confiscation by the
Germans. As a result I am- convinced
that the relief supplies sent into Belgium
reach, in their entirety, the Belgian
people.

Except

for

trivial

local

inci-

dents, which are invariably remedied.

§<

^''^
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heard of no instance whatever of
the Germans hreakinR their guarantees
to respect the food which the Allied
Government allow to be brought
through the blockade. As regards the
home-grown prcxluce there are, probably, still some minor leakages almost
inevitable in a country garrisoned by a
foreign army^ but I can safely say
that 95 per cent, of the native food
supplies go towards feeding the Belgian
people. The inappreciable leakages to
which I refer are always made the
subject of negotiations between the
Relief Organization and the belligerent
I

n

{

«

r

%v _

lir

1

9:.
i:5

Your Dollars Go a

t

—

Long Way

£^S"x.

—

the hands of the

Powers.

Relief Committee

"You ask me as to what the Belgian
people really think. They don't think.
They just hope. They live from day to
day in the undimmed expectancy of
regaining tlieir independence. I might
also say they li\c on hope, because if
that wonderful spirit were not there,
the scanty ration, which is all the
Relief Organization can supply, would
be inadequate to prevent increased

Nothing' else has ever aroused the indignation and practical sympathy of the EnKlish speaking world as has the fate of Belgium.
At the first call for help, some of the leading business
men of the Neutral United States organized the Commission for Relief in Belgium, arranging
with the British Goverment to co-operate, and with the Germans to keep their hands off
and the work of feeding the starving millions began.

Never before has relief work been done on such a huge scale, or with anything approaching
the efficiency with which it is being carried on in Belgium. Faced with the appalling task
of feeding a destitute nation, the Commission has done magnificent work.
Scores of the ablest and highest salaried men of the United States and Great Britain have
been giving their time free to perfect this organization and carry on the work. Operating
expenses are phenomenally low. Business methods are applied to every feature of buying,
shipping and distributing food, and every dollar received is accounted for.
With the millions of dollars that have been generously contributed to the Fund the Relief
Commission has managed to feed some three million Belgians for over two years. Rations
have been meagre, but so far they have managed to avert actual starvation. But to keep it
up until the War is over will require even greater efforts.
The situation in Belgium grows more critical with every passing week. The fate of women,
children and old and wounded men, in steadily growing numbers, depends absolutely on the
Commission. If the food supplied by it were cut off, the third day would find the weaker ones
starving to death. Within twD weeks 3,00i),000 would be dead or dying, and 4,000,000 more would
be suffering acutely.
j
Compare this with Canada, with our huge crops and busy factories, an abundance of food and
plenty of money;
Think of the average Belgian family; The father is in the trenches or deadThe mother takes her place in the lengthening bread lines, to get the scanty rations served out by
the Belgian Relief Committee. The children thin and pinched and clad in rags, wait for what she
will bring home.

disease and mortality.

"Under ordinary circumstances the
population would be pauperized by
free feeding of the unemployed. This
is not the case of Belgium. In the first
place, a daily diet of soup, bread,
sometimes potatoes and a little bacon,
and occasionally rice and beans, continued over two years, does not offer
many attractions. It is only the indomitable spirit of the people them-

—

So long as contributions to the Belgian Relief Fund keep up, each will get three slices of bread and
a pint of soup a day. If the givings fall off, some must go hungrier or starve.
You can save at least one from such a fate; $1.00 a month less than 4c a day will do it. $2.50
a month, in the hands of the Belgian Relief Commission, .will feed an average family. Can you
spare that much or more? Can you with a clear conscience, withhold it? How many families will
you undertake to feed till the war is over?
Whatever you feel you can give, send your, contributions, weekly monthly or in one lump sum.
to Local or Provincial Committee, or

—

Send Cheques payable

Bel^n
59
$2.50 Feeds a

St.

to

Treasurer,

Relief fund

Peter

St.,

Montreal

makes it bearable. They will
be glad enough when peace conies to
exchange free meals of such a kind for
the food they can earn by work. At
present, a small percentage get a few
day's work weekly in local industries,
such as the enamel, glass and coal
trades, at a few francs per week.
selves that

.

"There are 600,000 children in Belentirely dependent upon the

gium

tender-heartedness of the outside world.
large percentage of the remaining
two million children, up to the age of

A

dependent upon

16, are partially
I

relief.

of bringing them up and
of keeping them alive is becoming

The problem
even

more and more

grave.

The

Relief

Organization has just started an extraordinarily interesting experiment to
meet the emergency of short milk
supplies

in

industrial

centres.

They

have asked the peasants to lend, free
of charge, for one year, one cow from
each of their herds to a communal herd
will provide milk for the children. In Antwerp, the herd now numbers over 400 cattle. In other centres
the peasants are responding excellently
to the appeal. At the end of the year
the cows will be returned to their
owners, who will be compensated for

which

the loss of any of their cattle."
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THE

English newspapers, the morning after the last day of December, carried the folowing item
"Amongst the cases of personal
heroism reported from the Allies'
Forlines is another from Ypres.
ced by a strong surprise flanking
attack to retire from their advanced position to their trenches, the
City of London Light Infantry
and the Warwickshire Sharpshooters left behind a large number of

Suddenly, Private

wounded.

Jones, of the City of London, left
the ranks, ran back some hundred
feet in the face of a fierce and galling fire, and picked up Private
Trench, of the Warwichskires, who,
wounded severely in the legs, was
amongst those left behind. He
regained his line successfully, but
received several wounds, and is

now

in hospital.

Trench has since
being recommend-

died.
Jones is
ed for the Victoria Cross."
The same day, two persons, a middle-

aged

man and

a

still

youngish woman,

sat gravely contemplating, in an office
in London, a small batch of papers that
lay on the table between them.
One
of these papers was dirty and covered
with pencilled writing; another was a
folded, foolscap document endorsed on
the front, "Last Will and Testament of

John Renshaw;" and the remainder
were some sheets of foolscap, neatly
collated and fastened together at the
corner by a brass clip. Alongside them
was a large envelope ripped open, obviously the container of the various
papers, and it bore, in a firm script,
the words, "To be opened on December
31st, 1914, by my solicitor, in the
presence of my wife."

k

Cot>yritht. I9I6. by

"I can assure you, Mrs. Renshaw,"
said the lawyer, "that I have not violated these instructions.
This is the
first time I have seen any of these
papers, and I do not know of what
they consist. As they are obviously
meant to be read, would you prefer
me to read them ?"

"Yes," the

"The

woman

replied.
will first—or last ?"

HAVE

written on the envelope (he
read) that this shall be opened on
December 31st. That is as good as
any other date. By then I shall either
have disappeared i.e., been killed or
taken prisoner (either will do) or
else I shall be so incapacitated by
wounds that I shall be smothered with
sympathy and this plain statement of
facts misconstrued and therefore mean-

—

ingless.
still

If I

fighting,

am

still

—

alive,

for seventeen or eighteen years.
talking to Miller.

He was

"Say, Renshaw," Miller said, "do
you know Malette ?"
If I had only disavowed him then, at
the start
But Malette said,
"Why, Renshaw is an old school
chum of mine !"
"Hardly a chum," I ventured. Malette put an eyeglass up
the wearing
of which made the only difference in
him as I remembered him, and which
!

—

"Last." She did not wear mourning.
The lawyer cleared his throat, picked
up the little batch of papers fastened
together at the corner, and began to
read them.
T

him

I

shall

be

and the consummation

only have been delayed.
This is mostly intended for you, my
dear wife. You must have discovered
by this time that I am not in America
never went. It was a clumsy ruse,
really.
What follows may not be particularly novel to you
you probably
found me out years ago.
I am writing this on the twentieth of
September, seven weeks since Great

served to intensify the piercing look he
was so proud of and said, "Well, we
knew one another quite well didn't
we. Bunny ?"
At the last word, I started violently.
"You haven't forgotten, surely ?" he

—

went on.

"Bunny !" exclaimed Miller. "You
never told us that, Renshaw."
"I'd hardly be likely to burden you
with my schoolboy nicknames, would
I

Britain declared war.
It was only just over three months
ago that I met Malette or, rather,
re-met him, because as .soon as I saw
him that evening at the club, I recognized him at once, although I hadn't seen

—

VANDERHOOF. SCOTT & COMPANY. LIMITED.

?"

"Nevertheless,"

—

fer

not

Malette,

"an

He saw my

gespre-

said

,"
old friend may
ture of annoyance.

—

"Well,

if

you

"I do, decidedly."

will

—

—

"What have you been doing since
"Making a for-

school ?" he pursued.
tune ? It's like old

times,

meeting

you."
"Tell him. Miller," I retorted. Really
did not want to have anything to say
to him; but he was not to be snubbed,
and turned to Miller enquiringly.
I

"Renshaw is one of our most famous
brokers now. Quite notorious, I assure
you the kind that is quoted in the

—

financial press !"

"The plungy kind ?"
"Oh no
Conservative but
made money at it stacks !"

All rights reserved.

!

—

—

has
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have sometimes wondered," said
Malette deliberately, "how some of
"I

rich stockbrokers, who operate
the classic principle of selling out

tliese

on

than they bought,

half a point higher

know
])oint.

stocks are going

What

is

it,

up that

half

Bun— Renshaw—

?"
intuition or mathematics
rule," I
"I have always made it
chances."
safe
only
handle
"to
replied,
!"
"I might have known that
"Known what ?" asked Miller cur-

my

iously.

"Goon— I

wasgeneralizing. Whatelse

does Renshaw do

now he

is

grown up ?"

Miller was the most inquisitive member of the club— and the most garru"Why, he has crowds of money
lous.
salted away somewhere, by that prowhere the devil is it
cess, and lives in

—

you

live?

Some very swell

—on

street,

but

I

the fat of the land, and
forget it
goes to church twice on Sundays, and
is executor for estates, and is universally respected."

"

I

"Executor for estates ? So ?"
how,
I had a dim prevision then

—

some time
I

don't profess to explain, except that I
have always had a mild belief in prethat he would somehow
destination
be tangled up in the Boissevain estate.
Or was it nerves ?
"What have you been doing all these
years, Malette ?" I asked. "Confidence
for confidence."

—

my wild

South Africa,
I came back
mostly, practising law.
only a month ago, found I was still
qualified here, and so have decided to
stay home, go to church twice on Sunday, and become universally respected.

"Sowing

Married,

Bun

I'm single

— for

still,

(jld

Me,

—

times' sake.

but perhaps

Just like
"I'll tell Violet," I said.
"You'll find it a hard
his impudence!
pull at first, getting a practice together.'

"Maybe.

Especially

across you again

without

derer,

now I'm

But how glad

onialized.

am

I

col-

to run

—me, a returned wan?"
any

friends

!

Eh

He

readjusted his eyeglass, and grinned

at

me

diabolically.

oats.

— Renshaw ?"

married Violet Markham,
?"
It gave rne a
if you remember her
little pleasure to put some malice into

"Yes— I

—

T^O

go back to the past Malette's
tyranny over me began al)OUt a
week after he came to the school
^

—

was his own age, and was new too. In
some subtle way, he discovered my
weakness I was a coward. No one
He
else, I think, knew it, but he did.
has a faculty for making discoveries

—

like that

which he loves

t<?

exercise as a

as a hobby, because^if
—purelywidely
he would become
he applied
uses
No, he used —
unbearable.

hobby

that.

Any family ?"
"Dear me
"No."
"Why, you two must dine with me
!

it

it

it,

I

still

have since discoverd— in a quite

can assure you, Mrs. Renshaw," said the lawyer, " that I have not seen any of these papers."
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dilettante manner, selecting just two
or three specimens, so to speak, just
as many as he can conveniently handle.
Once he requisitioned a subject, however, he never let go; he studied it in
all its evolutions of misery.
I happened to be one of them I believe the
fact that I had the seat next to him was
the reason.
I must confess that try as I might I

—

have never outgrown
grown able to conceal

fear.
it

I

better,

have
but

that is all. To get down to a fine
analysis, most of us are like that
afraid of being found out and laughed
at and sneered at as cowards.
That's

what makes a boy
say "I dare!" and

men

take

mous risks,
cause they

tarian according to his own lights.
It
was the cool way he stood over that
dog, with his steel points and scissors,
and probed and twisted and excoriated,
his face aflame with enthusiasm, that

converted me.

One of the grossest mistakes made
by parents and schoolmasters is that
boys are too young to have feelings.
A boy can be as sensitive as a woman,
sometimes, if you know the right key
to his feelings; and he is so in the softest

formative phase that

enorbearc

of

critisicni

that

all

men

art

because boys must invent nicknames
burst.
In Malette's hands, the
innocent word seemed to become just
such another cause of self-shame as the
crooked whistle. How, I can't explain: but it seemed that Malette, in
using it, employed a deliberate ridicule;
and every boy is weakest in his sense
of ridicule.
I know I never felt the
same when the other boys called me
"Bunny;" and long after the other
boys had forgotten it, he kept it up.
It

was "Bunny," "Bunny," "Bunny"

—

till

of

it,

I was sick
sick of him,

ting misery

are

ter

I

began

won't en-

into

details.

Someone— I think
itwas Oliver Wen-

yelled "Cowards!"
to any regiment
just before it wa-

—

said

Holmes has
that when

God

puts the key

dell

i^^vered, they'd

of a human being's
soul into the hands
of an unscrupulous person, that

^^probably

have
'^^walked into the
enemy and smashed them, against

human

big odds.

being lives

(or words
to
that effect).
Sufficient to say
that / lived in a
hell for all those
in hell

Malette was
never a bully,

—

it

think,

or

—but

cowards. If some
one could have

you

how
I

real enthusiastic

courageous
and that only the

mind

it,

enjoyment and
rny own excrucia-

born

exceptions

forget

I

—the other boys used

arose

and yet unable to
overcome it.
It was when he
found out I was
a coward that this

with devastating
scorn, that they
are afraid. It
seems a convention

then

by a

Malette's particular steel point for

me was "Bunny."

"Bun -nee," he
used to say, with
a rising inflection

..

them,

tell

is

life

it

possible to affect his entire

someone

afraid
will

^;
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operator— strong, skilful and competent,
undoubtedly, and perhaps a humani-

his

sense of

proportion was too balanced. To use a

years— and Malknew it

ette

very

I

old
meta"Mrs. Boissevain leaves the handling of her money entirely to you, Bunny,
He disappeared
phor, he preferred
doesn't she ?" asked Malette
from my circle
the finesse of the
eventually. At
rapier-thrust to the brutal knock-down
too careless handling of his feelings.
college I fortunately encountered no
^^of the cudgel. Moreover, he was cynic A cynic can derive exquisite pleasure one with his spiteful insight, or prob^^iiough even then to see that the latter from the mental agony he can make a ably I should have committed
murder.
^fcnethod disposed of the victim too soon, child undergo. I remember a boy at Instead, I found an
environment that
deprived the student of the chance
school another of Malette's small
enabled me to bury my cowardice out
watch its struggles and flutterings.
circle
who had an odd way of shap- of sight. I learnt to contemplate some
Some of
friends were astonished at
ing his mouth when he whistled, makthings with fair
such as the
my becoming, about ten years ago a ing a little hole at the side instead of killing of a birdcomposure,
or an animal.
I elab\ery vehement supporter of the antipursing his lips in the middle, as most
orated a theory then that cowardice
vivi-section movement. As a matter of
do.
Malette soon discovered he was
consists of unpreparedness; as, for
fact, I took my position from the wrong
rather ashamed of this (it seemed he
example, if I knew I was going to see
end not because it was anti-"humanicouldn't do it otherwise) and straighta sheep killed, I could go into a shamtarian" to cut up living animals, but
wayalways imitated him to hisface. You bles and see a sheep's throat sht with
because it was extra-humanitarian to
would hardly think this would upset a passable coolness, whereas once, when
be able to do it so well.
I happened to
normal, healthy boy, but this imitation
a fellow quite unexpectedly touched me
see a vivisectionist at work.
It was
did this boy. It seemed to hurt him like
with the bloody little body of a dead
dreadful enough, God knows, but what
a whip lash. He would hesitate, stop his
rabbit, I was nauseated for hours.
sickened me was not the bound and unwhistling, change color, and rush away.
As time passed, I married Violet
drugged animal which was being operHe was big enough to thrash Malette Markham, the daughter of our old
ated upon, but the attitude of the
heartily, but somehow he never did.
Continued on page 371.

^nnd

^^o

my

—

—
—

Canada's
Immigration Policy
After the War
By Walter H.
Illustrated

THE

significance of emigration to
the people of Canada is very evident from the pubHcity which has
lately been given this question by men
who represent some of the more important phases of public opinion.
Doubtless the war, with its hundredfold side issues, absorbs first place in
the minds of the people of the North
American continent; but to every wellbalanced individual, the necessity for
.an immediate grappling with the immigration problem is recognized.
Just in so far as the war has revolutionized society as a whole and caused
us to regard the Empire in wider perspective, so the immigration question

assumes an infinitely more-important
aspect than in pre-war times. And it
is most obvious that, as the length of
the war continues, the adequate solving
of this problem becomes more and more
urgent. However, there are signs that
an immigration policy, more in line
with the pressing needs of the times,
is shortly to be translated from the
realm of ideas into the language of
facts, the language we all can understand.

has been suggested that an adverpropaganda be started immediately in England, which would be
enonnously assisted by the presence of
so many thousands of Canadians, who
could give personal testimony to the
It

tising

•
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truth of such a propaganda. No individual would question the wisdom of
such a step; but let us look facts in the
face. The other British dominions are
represented in England also: probably
better in some cases than we are ourselves, and such a propaganda by
Canada will have competition.
To
meet competition, you must have
something equally good or better, to

As one who

familiar with
conditions in the three great British
dominions, let us examine the immigration question in some of its greater
aspects.
Any individual, who has lived in
England for the last few years, will
remember the amount of adverse criticism Canada has received, from some
quarters, concerning the fate of certain
emigrants, who aired their grievances
in the British press. Even at the present
time occasional references are made
regarding the hardships to be encountered in Canada.
Undoubtedly, some of this adverse
criticism is still fresh in the minds of
the British public, and should be
refuted by explaining the conditions as
they actually exist in Canada.
In view of the fact that the great
bulk of emigrants are drawn from the
middle classes, which are the backbone
of every nation, the would-be emigrant
will naturally want to know under what
offer.

is

conditions he will live in his new home.
In this all-important question, how
does Canada compare with the other
colonies?
What are the facts?

TN

Australia and

an
democracy.
find

lated in
tion,

New

Zealand,

we

system of
The government has legisthe matter of the wage quesalmost

ideal

and established a minimum wage

—a wage which allows a man to regard

work with the dignity which should
characterize all human activity.whether
in the highest or lowest strata of society. So far as this crucial question is
his

A

concerned, Canada

is lacking.
minreally a question of prinnot a matter for priv-ate dis-

imum wage
ciple

and

is

cretion.

There

is

another side to the

wage question, and that

minimum

the effect of
such a far-seeing principle as affecting
early marriages, which are certainly to
the vital interest of a young country.
If the question of a minimum wage
were settled by Parliament, early maris

riages would undoubtedly increase.
Of course, in this connection, Canada
has been at somewhat of a disadvantage
as compared with the rest of the colonies, for the price of labor has un-

doubttxlly been influenced

by the great

influx of emigrants of all nationalities,
who were needed for the rough pioneer
work, when money had a freer circula-
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But, whate\cr the diffici.lties to
tion.
be encountered, Canada miist, sof)ner
or later, fall in line with the rest of the
colonies in this respect.

Other beneficial legislation, such as
old-age i:ensions and restricted hours
of labor, directly affecting the conditions of the worker in Australia aild
New Zealand, makes a great appeal to
intending emigrants.
The importance attached to the welfare of the common people was emphasized by Mr. Hughes, the Australia
Premier, who, on being presented with
the Freedom of the City of London,
on the 17th April, last, said:
"If we are to keep the Empire as a heritage
for the British race, u-e must create conditions
litider which the population of both these islands
and the Dominions will rapidly increase and

Mere numbers

multiply.

availed nothing.

So

create an environment which will breed
a virile people, for wealth will not save us, if
our crop of such men failed. The defence of

we must

our Empire rested ultimately upon the basis
of that which will promote the welfare of the
common people, and ensure those opportunities of employment, conditions and renumeration

of labour,

which are the

and

The European emigrant has ready access to exhibits
of Western Canadian nutritive grains and grasses

standard of comfort
a civilized people."

that

first heritage of

A very important matter,

which con-

of practical assistance a Government is willing to ofTer him to
undertake the journey to his new

purpose of erecting buildings, improvements, etc., she provides the
money, with interest at the rate of five
per cent., reducible, under certain con-

home.

ditions, to four per cent.

cerns

average

the

emigrant,

is

the

amount

In this connection, the various

governments of Australia and
New Zealand grant assisted-passages.
The New Zealand government also encourages the emigrant by reduced-rate

comprehensive policy

regard to the
loans
being granted for periods as long as
thirty years, with interest at the rate
of from four and a half to five percent,
per annum. Another great feature of
the Australian policy is the "Governfinancial

state

The

emigrant, first in importhe colonies, is the man
W'ho is going to take up his home on
the lan<l.
New Zealand has adopted a
very wise and generous system of stateassistance to the agricultural emigrant,
and also to the
worker in the city.
She has a system
of loans on agri-

.passages.
Ptance to

all

cultural

land.

When an advance
is

required for the

TN

interesting to
to Settlers'
Department" has loaned over $50,000,000 during the years 1906-1911, which
is proof positive that it is a very remunerative policy to the government quite
apart from the benefits conferred on
the settler.
New Zealand also lends money to any
person employed in manual or clerical
work, provided the individual is not in
^

this connection,

learn that

it is

assistance

in

of

settlers,

ment

Produce Department," which
undertakes the shipment and disposal
of produce on behalf of farmers, and,
when desired, makes advances up to
"5 per cent, of the estimated value
of the produce entrusted to it for

"The Advance

sale.

Comparing the

class of advertising

matter issued by the Canadian govern-

ment

more than $1,000 per annum,
and is not the owner of any land other
than the allotment upon which it is

to attract settlers to the

Domin-

with similar publications of the
colonies, we find the need for a great
change, for those booklets issued by

receipt of

ion,

proposed to build.
Australia, too, has adopted a very

charm and

.

the Canadian government lack all the
attractiveness of color,
which characterizes the work of the
colonies mentioned.
New Zealand and Australia appear to
have realized the fact that people, as
a rule, think in pictures. A business
firm which advertises largely always
appeals to the artistic sense of the
reader.
The booklets, depicting Australian

life,

in

particlar,

compel

at-

tention by the beautifully-colored illustrations, which convey a better idea
of that country than all the verbal
praise in the world is calculated to

A

wise emigrant counting the number of grains to the head to estimate
the yield of cereals per acre in the district in which he intends to settle

accomplish.
Australian booklets also have a
strong human appeal. One of their
publications is entitled "Australia for
Boys" issued by the "Boy Immigration
Department of Australia." Extracts
from lellers written by boys, whose
passages to Australia have been assisted
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of the other branches of the

Empire.

was pointed out by the Hon.
Robert Rogers, when si)eaking at WiniIt

maintenance of immigration

is

the sheei-anchor of

Canadian prosperity and development.

can

few years after the war,
Most careful prepaif we study and prepare now.
ration should be made for the well-being of intendemigrants in the new land of their adoption.
double our population

ing

We

by the government, are given,
a sample:

Here

is

in time,

grow up as

Dominion, as a whole, would be immense.

"Sale, Victoria.
"I am with a very fine Australian family ami
am being well looked after, and am sure that
it is the ideal life and place for any British
lad or person that intends earning or saving
money. I also think I shall never regret the
day I left England. Leslie Fraser."

These boys,

a

in

ideal

Such buildings have a great psychoThey convey the impression that the country which advertises
in this way must be progressive in character, and the intending emigrant is

logical value.

greatly attracted thereby.

ment

T.TNDOUBTEDLY

Another very interesting parallel of
the advertising methods adopted by the
Canadian and Australian governments

which very seldom come to
them, as the kind of home they are
likely to make for themselves and
family and the measure of happiness
they may expect across the seas.
One cannot lay too much stress on
the fact that 'this measure of happiness' depends very largely on legislation affecting the conditions of the
worker, in whatever sphere of life.
Australian enterprise is again shown
by the magnificent building which is
being erected in the heart of the city
of London, where people from all parts
of the world congregate. This building
will house the products of the various
states of the commonwealth of Australia and show the brightest opportunities which are open to the emigrant.
The immense value of such a building
for advertising purposes is, of course,
apparent. And it is a matter for extreme regret that Canada has nothing
to compare with it.
True, Canada, is represented in
sources,

—

London in various ways
by the British Columbia

in particular,

Building, but,
so far as location and concentration are
concerned, Australia undoubtedly takes
the lead in advertising her resources to
the greater British public.

AS

regards Canada, if instead of each
particular province being represented in a separate building, scattered
over the metropolis, she were to follow
the example of Australia and erect one
imposing structure, containing exhibits
of each province, the benefit to the

"the maintenance of immigration is the sheetanchor of Canadian prosf)erity and development."

SO that the need for a more comprehensive policy is apparent.
Even if this policy were not desirable before the war, it is certainly
necessary now, and preparations should
be immediately made if Canada is to
receive her future share of immigration from the old country.
It was further pointed out that:

"We can double our population in a few
years after the war, if we study and prepare
now, and that most careful preparations should
be made for the well-being of intending emigrants in the new land of their adoption."

Surely the

Canadian government should not take
second place to any colonial govern-

citizens.

the advertising
matter, issued by the Canadian
government, lays great stress on the
unsurpassed material resources of the
country, but most people, who are
thinking of immigrating, do not care so
much about these great material re-

pcg, that

in this respect.

to attract emigrants, is shown by the
use which these respective governments
have made of the cinema, probably the
greatest advertising medium in the
world. The Canadian government advertises largely the wonders and glories
of her majestic scenic surroundings, but
the Australian government lays more
emphasis on the industrial side, such as
films of typical sheep-ranching scenes
or the fruit-growing

Let US always remember that a wise
immigration policy will be characterized by a full and positive assurance
that a real home awaits the settler and
his family

beyond the

seas.

No

country will attain its ends in
the line of immigration, unless this is
the undercurrent of its advertising
propaganda. The prospect of the sur\ival of the fittest does not strike the
fancy of the intending emigrant now,
whatever it may have done in the past.
The prime need in Canada, as in the
Colonies, is not to benefit the capitalist,
by exploiting the land, but to attract
Continued on page 383.

industry.

The publicity
which

given

is

to

the scenic glories of

Canada undoubtedly makes a wide appeal,

but the indus-

trial

side

is

vastly

more important

to

the intending emigrant, for, while the
former concerns his
pleasure, the latter
concerns his liveli-

hood.
Bearing
that

in mind
Canada has a

much
tion

larger populathan Australia

and

several

larger

Zealand,
vital

times

than

New

it is

to her

interest

that

every phase of her
propaadvertising
ganda, whether in
buildings or literature, should reach

the

same

high

be
and
characterized by the
same degree of forestandard

sight

as

the

work

Manitoba's immigration acd colonization

office in

London
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Disheveled and out of breath, pale
and haggard, bruised and bleeding,
hatless and cold, Frank Law rushed
into the room.

he Reeve

I"
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—for God's sake arrest

—take— me to the lock-up— they're
me—
be
John
Please do me the favor — can't stay
at home— they would
me— they're
watching the house and came out the
back way —
where
cut myself on
barbed wire—John—John —
God's
sake do something—don't stand there
and look
that —don't John
John

"John

of

me

after

safer there,

I'd

I

kill

Silver Island

I

see,

I

for

By Harry Moore
Illustrated

by

F.

''

like

John Best opened the damper

M. Grant

You have no

warm.

PART

HE

month

which followed
notable for two things
the death and burial of
Judge Law, and the arrest

Twas
—

of his son, the treasurer.

To John Best, a changed
man since his interview with
the old judge, the probable
arrest of Frank Law became

—

a personal matter a matter that
touched him to his very soul. Although
he scorned the idea of taking the old
man's money, yet he began to feel that
the treasurer was being punished
enough.
The Reeve knew of cases where such
a charge had been dropped when the
guilty party had made good the deficit.
Frank Law had made good the defalcation, and the islanders were nothing
out of pocket.
But working against
this feeling of sympathy for a fellowbeing in distress were the thoughts of
having spent eleven years of his life
eleven years of the best part of his
young manhood behind barred doors
and this hardened him. Yes, and how
he had spent that time in contemplation of what he would do if he ever
came back to the island. How he had
gone West only because he knew in'
that new country no person would
ask anything about his past, and there
was the chance to make money quickly.

—

Now,

as the municipality's head officer,
of the treasury, and
bound to them by strong bonds of
friendship welded by the years, he had
to do his duty, and that duty was the
arrest and punishment of the ex-

the

guardian

treasurer.

Nor would

the people
about the matter.

They stormed

let

his office.

him

forget

Judge

Law

had been dead two days and the funeral
was on the morrow. They couldn't
understand why Frank Law wasn't in
the lock-up.

Reeve about

it

They came to ask the
knew the ins and

—he

outs of everything.
Nights of sleeplessness

had made

this.

III.

ravages on John Best's face and his
cheery smile had completely disappeared.

"We called to ask you if you are
going to see that this man is arrested,"
members of a delegation said to him.
"Wait a minute, friends," returned
"Give us time. On this
the Reeve
island, no criminal shall go unpunished.
Proceedings will begin immediately
after the funeral. The warrant will be
sworn out on Friday the day after
the funeral and Constable Swartz
This man will come up
will serve it.
for a hearing next Monday at ten

—

—

—

Are you satisfied?
"Hurrah! " they shouted

o'clock.

in the

pipe, stirred up the fire and placed a
chair close to the stove.
"Sit down here, Frank, and get

"

in answer.

"Silver Island is no place for a grafter.
That's what we put you there for,
John Best you made this island
famous we leave it to you."
The funeral on Thursday took place
in a little cemetery on the East Side.
A service was held at the house and
Mr. Owens paid a fitting tribute to

— —

the worth of his parishioner just
departed. Then the cortege proceeded
to the cemetery, the beautiful burial
service of the Anglican church was
read, and all that was mortal of Judge
Law was placed in the grave.

pOR

obvious reasons, the Reeve of
*•
Silver Island did not attend the
funeral, but P'rank Law was chief
mourner.
Returning from the cemetery, the
ex-treasurer was surrounded by the
angry islanders, and to the presence
of the constable alone is due Frank

Law's escape.
In his office at a late hour that night,
the Reeve was preparing to go to his
room at the hotel. He had put on his
hat and coat, turned off the fire in
the stove, and was bending over to
blow out the light, when he heard a
foot-fall on the steps below and the
succeeding sounds of someone scrambling up the stairs.

There

—

nothing to
touch you."

business doing
absolutely

nothing
fear;
they
is

—

won't

dare

Frank Law sat down and the Reeve
talked for a long time to him, urging
him to bear up, telling him that he
would be locked up soon enough and
to take things as they came.
The ex-treasurer took heart, he got
warmed and he grew quiet: Then the
Reeve took him home and saw that
he was put to bed.
The next morning Frank Law was
arrested.
large crowd followed constable and prisoner to the gaol, where
a fire had been kindled and the place
cleaned up a bit. Through a heavy
door and across a narrow room was
He was
the unfortunate man taken.
pushed into a dark cell and the barred
door locked.

A

The islanders craned their necks to
see him. His pale face scowled at them
from the dimmest corner of the cell.
Then the constable cleared the lockup, pulled the door shut, locked it, and
went away. One by one the crowd dispersed and the day passed into afternoon, and the afternoon into night.
arrest of Frank Law was the
sole topic of conversation on the
The weather was bitter cold.
island.

"T^HE
'

Ice had formed on the lake and communication with the mainland was an
impossibility. Law's preliminary trial
was memorable: there were no lawyers

present.

The hearing came up

before Magis-

Loveday of the East Side and
McGregor of the North Side. The hall
was packed there was a strong smell
There was
of tobacco and fur coats.
trates

—

much

whispering.
evidence was taken. The
magistrates nervously turned the pages
of the Criminal Code and the Revised
Statutes.
The charge was read, and
they asked the prisoner to plead. He
arose and in a voice full of emotion,
said, "Guilty."
Reeve John Best, the councillors
Little
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fnd a complete confession of my
mi: deeds on this island
"Knough." .spfjke the reeve holding
up his hand, accepting the paper and
throwing it into the fire. "You have
in another
I)aid dearly for your crimes
country, try to do better.
Are you

—

will

—

"

Ice
tion

and

had formed on the lake and communicawith the main land was .impossible

—

the auditors witnesses for the
prosecution occupied the front seats.
They moved about uneasily when the
prisoner's voice broke the silence of the

—

room.
After a long delay, during which the
magistrates conferred in an undertone,
Magistrate Loveday asked the prisoner
to stand up. It was a dramatic moment.
"Frank Law," he said, clearly, so all
could hear.
"We have decided to send
you up for trial before Judge Boyle at
the Spring Assizes at Wilkie. We would
strongly advise you to get a lawyer. In
the meantime, you will be detained in
the Silver Island gaol without bail."
"Court's over
clear
the hall,"
shouted the constable, leading the

—

prisoner

down

the

aisle.

There was a loud thumping of feet,
noisy laughter and much talking, the
magistrates pulled their whiskers and
the crowd gathered outside the hall,
satisfied that the reeve would see that
this man who robbed their treasury
would get his just desserts.

'THE

first

ready?
Outside they stopped and fo<^ked
about them. The island was as silent

few weeks of his incarcera-

tion, visitors to see the ex-treasurer

were few and far between. But these
good people could not stand off very
long, and after a while, they began to
call on him and bring him food.
The
prisoner was cheerful and he encouraged these visits.
In February a thaw set in. This was
followed by a heavy frost. A venturesome youth set out with an ice-boat for
Wilkie.
He returned that night and
reported that there was no danger
whatever the ice was splendid. This
started an agitation among the islanders
to have Frank Law taken to Wilkie for

—

safe-keeping.

John Best heard the talk, for he was
one of the first asked to sign the papers
to have the man removed, and he did
much thinking. He had spent a lot of
time lately with the prisoner.
He
didn't want to see the man removed
until spring came.
He didn't tell the
islanders but he had made up his mind
that Frank Law must escape.
He took a trip that day to the north
side and he was away the most of the
day. What his mission was nobody
knew, but they thought it was business.
During the evening he had visitors
at his office.
At a late hour they went
away and he arose and paced the floor

as the grave, and the
as he had done the deck of the Marie
four years before.
Up and down, up
and down, he walked, then he pulled
out his watch and impatiently sat
down. It lacked but a few minutes of

midnight.
He got up and looked out of the
window. It was pitch dark outside and
the snow was falling. It looked like a
heavy storm.
He went to his trunks, after locking
his door, and he pullet! out their contents.
After considerable rummaging,
he gathered some heavy clothing together, wrapped it up in a bundle and
placed it within reach.
He re-packed his trunks, closed the
lids, and went over and sat down by his
desk, from time to time casting his
eyes on the hands of his watch. At
twenty minutes to two he picked up
his parcel, extinguished the light, went
down the stairs and once in the open,
he headed for the gaol, tramping a path
through the heavy snow as he went.
He unlocked the door and went inside.
"Who's that? " came a voice from the
cell, and he answered, "Hush, Frank,
it is

I."

"They intend

to take you to Wilkie
to-morrow," he told the prisoner as he
"Unless
lead him over to the stove
"Unless^what? " demanded the ex-

—

—

reeve pointed to the bundle and
he watched F"rank Law as he picked it
up and pulled out its contents. The
prisoner's face, upon which the fire
played through a crack in the stove,
was a study in surprise.

The

"Do you mean

for

me

to

—"

He

couldn't say another word.
"Yes," answered John Best, quickly

—"Hurry!

"

Immediately Frank Law began donning the clothes and as he did the
reeve watched him.
"If you go to Wilkie, you will go to

—

the penitentiaryfor nothing can save
an
you.
It is an awful place, Frank
awful place. At the quarries, you will
find an ice-boat that I made to-day

—

—

it

isn't

but

it

much

may

see

of

—

—

THE

snow that fell that night filled
the roads, and the reeve and councillors were out early next morning with
their shovellers.
This was one of the
many duties of the Silver Island council
during the stormy winter months.
Breathless to where John Best was
directing his gang clear the west road
north, came Constable Swartz and
announced that Frank Law had escaped.
"Escaped? " ejaculated the reeve,
"
apparently surprised. "Impossible!
"
demanded the men,
"Escaped?
quitting work for the moment.
"Get men and search the island,"
John Best commanded. "Swear in as
many as you like, but get this fellow.

He

mustn't escape.
returned
"None whatever."

an ice-boat, Frank

you through.

Head

for

United States and if you ever
prayed in your life, pray that you
the

may

reach there safely."
Already dressed, the ex-treasurer
turned to the reeve and handed him a
long document.
"That's yours," he said "In it you

—

Any

"No,"

By

treasurer, eagerly.

snow was getting

deeper every minute.
"You ha\e no time to spare goodbye, Frank, and may the All-Wise
Judge see you through."
"Gootl-bye, John," Frank Law returned, burying his face on the reeve's
shoulder.
"If I get through, I'll never
forget you.
If I perish
think of me
some time with a little sympathy."
And so they parted.

the

trace?"
constable.

all the main roads had been
and by night the island had
been combed for the fugitive. There
wasn't a clue. Nobody had seen Frank

night

cleared,

Law since the night before when at
eleven o'clock the constable had visited
the gaol to fix the fire. He found the
prisoner in his cell at the time and he
was sound

asleep.

When

Swartz

re-

turned in the morning, he found all the
doors locked but the cell was empt>'.
He at once made a search for a possible
means of egress, but found none.
"
"Who has the keys of the lock-up?
they asked. It was evening at the
West Side store.
"I have," said the constable.
"And I have," spoke up Reeve Best,
"But I assure you they
quickly.
weren't out of my possession last
night."

He

didn't

have

to

assure

They knew he hadn't anything

them.
to

do

Neither did
with the man's escape.
they place any blame on the constable,
for he was an old and tried ofificial.
Frank Law must have had a friend on
the island. Who could it be?
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John Best went

It is
the Widow Wurst's.
strange that although he had been
backward and forward so often the
islanders had never remarked his interest in the old lady. They thought that

down

to

he was actuated by sympathy; had
they power to foretell what the next
few days would bring they would have
believed the opopsite.

"Mother," he said, after she had
placed his chair by the fire. "Frank
Law escaped last night
"Escaped last night? " the old lady

than to see Frank

ejaculated.

John

—

—

"Yes," he returned.
early this

morning

"I let

The snow

that fell that night filled the roads

Law suffer, but as
Best, who had not seen the inside
of a penitentiary, he had to do what
Mother, do you understand
he did.
"

him out

A

look of incredible surprise was
depicted on the widow's face.
"And you helped him get away
after all he did
The Reeve of Silver Island stared for
a long time into the fire. When he spoke,
he did so in a tone of confidence
"Mother, the skipper of the Marie
says that Bill Wurst was a wild lad
perhaps he wasn't as wild as he was
painted, Modier, but there is no doubt
that he was heading for trouble. When,
after the terrible ordeal he went
through, he assumed the name of John
Best, he cast off the Bill Wurst entity,
and resolved to make this world better

mean?
Mrs. Wurst came over and stroked
his hair and patted his cheek.

what

—

—

she
the

— wouldn't
— — — and

my poor child
otherwise still
pointed to a small
it

—

wall.

"Frank Law

I

"

still

on
your

picture
killed

father
"I know, mother," he returned,
"But after all it must have
dreamily.
been foreordained that he should go
He stopped, got up and
that way."
went over to the window. "To-morrow," he said, "I am going to tell the

world who I am.
"
will take it?

having lived in it. As Bill Wurst,
nothing would have suited him better

I

wonder how they

'"PO the islanders the con•'
fession made by John Best
was a great surprise. They

want

didn't

to

believe

it.

The

reeve, expecting
just
such consequences was not
disappointed, although as the
day wore on he felt that he
should never have told them.
Like wild-fire spread the

Wurst was reby the very
men who had raised John Best
news and

Bill

ceived very coldly

to a pedestal of popularity.
The islanders called a meeting in the hall at eight o'clock,
deliberated, and sent upstairs
for die reeve.

He

trembled as he entered

the hall.
He knew there was
trouble in store for him. There

was an

among

air of stiffness

the people that he could feel.
He was not long kept in ignorance of the object of their
meeting.

Ex-Reeve Simpson, never
too friendly since the canals

had been built and middleground had been reclaimed,
sprang to his feet and in a
voice demanded
Wurst's rcbignation

loud

]

appears down and out!
murderer,"
asserted
"You're a

another.
"No ex-convict can run the affairs of
another
Silver Island," came from
voice.

Then like a bolt out of the blue. Bill
Wurst thought of Frank Law's written
confession. What a fool he had been to
destroy it. He knew he might argue all
night with these men, but unless he
could show them in black and white
that he was innocent, they wouldn't
Why had he not prebelieve him.

pared for this emergency! He mounted
to the platform and raised one hand.
"Friends," he said, "I am innocent
I
did not murder John Stanton
before God I protest my inocence

—

for

These good people could not stand ]
off very long and after a while they
began to call and bring him food. ^

man who

I

"Will,

have

"You are Bill Wurst, and an exconvict," shouted two or three, excitedly. How the world loves to kick the

"What for?" asked
Reeve,

in

"

the

a tone of surprise.

"What wrong have
mitted?

Bill

I

com-

to-night as

I

did that day before the

judge-"
"Prove it! " came from the hall, as
the door opened and closed. "You say
you did not murder Stanton, yet you
served time for it. Who killed this

man

—

Bill Wurst swallowed a lump in his
an appealthroat and looked at them
ing, pathetic look. Oh, why hadn't he
kept Frank Law's confession?
"Who killed John Stanton?" demanded the islanders "Speak up Bill

—

—

Wurst."

HTHEN

a voice came from the back
the hall back near the door
where it was dark a voice they had
heard before a voice they all knew
"Bill Wurst doesn't have to speak.
I killed John Stanton."
Everybody watched Frank Law as
he staggered down the aisle. His face,
hands and feet frozen, his clothing
•*

—

of

—

—

—

sheathed in ice and snow told them
without asking of a lost man's losing
battle with the elements on Lake Erie
in the middle of February.
Having reached the platform, the
ex-treasurer turned and faced them.

"You have

before you the self-con-

—

murderer of John Stanton ^I
have come back that I might pay the
price
that an innocent man should
suffer no longer •" his voice failed him,
he tottered for a minute, then he fell
fe.ssed

—

—

Continued on page 383.

Winter Sports
By

Estelline Bennett
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The Vice-Regal dog team
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wish you were going
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in

Quebec

winter sports at their best and in their
to

be with me in Canada this winYes, of course, Spring and Summer and Fall are glorious here but a
You simply canwinter in Canada
not imagine how wonderful they are
until you have experienced the many
thrills of a Canadian winter.
To begin with winter sports in Canada are quite the vogue among the
swells from all parts of the North
American continent. Last winter we
had a lot of people from the States who
had been going to Switzerland every
From reports I hear around
year.
Quebec and Montreal many of these
people are coming back and will bring
a lot of their friends with them.
I
understand that many of the hotels
are booking reservations now.
The
only wonder is that the outside world
did not learn about the winter play
grounds of Canada long ago.
Take this quaint old city of Quebec,
lying hilly and uneven between the
high cliffs of the St. Lawrence river and
the blue range of the Laurentian mountains, in the hands of a weather man
whose sympathies are all with the ice
king, it affords a wonderful setting for
ter

Old Quebec

in

greatest variety.

who

drives a horse, knows his country
as no racing, strenuous skier or motor-

ever can know it. Anything more
charming to remember than a snowshoe
tramp through the pine woods on a
ist

T^IME

was when the Indian and the
early French habitant fastened on
their snowshoes and tramped across
country on purely utilitarian errands.
They had little time or necessity for
sports as sports, but such were their
every day occupations that later generaThey
tions called them winter sports.
organized snowshoe clubs, had especially
woven blankets for the striped habitant
suits they wore, and made their cross
country runs for pleasure and recreation.

Snowshoeing, the oldest of the winter sports, is at the same time one of
the most easily mastered accomplish-

ments. An amateur cannot take hurdles but he can easily learn to tramp
smoothly and quickly over soft snow.
To the master snowshoer is the joy of
the steeple chase and the long drive.

Snowshoeing is more or less neglected
by the young people of this speed-mad
generation because it is "too slow," but
their fathers and older brothers have
not lost interest in the old sport that

was founded on an
need.

insistent practical

The snowshoer

like,

the

man

moonlight night,

is

hard to imagine.

The most

beautiful picture of Quebec
stamped on the minds of some of its own
people is a vision of the walled, turretted
city with the great sea-like river at its
feet, silhouetted against a sunset sky
as they turned to look back from the
heights above the town, after stopping
to fasten theirsnow shoes more securely
before going on their way over high
piled drifts of snow toward Mont-

morency

Falls.

pVERY

country in the world where
the snow lies deep in the winter has
contributed its best cold weather gaiety

^^

Skiing, which came over
to Canada.
from Scandinavia, is something not to
be lightly acquired. The test for membership in the Quebec Ski Club reads
like the list of events at a professional
athletic meet.

The second class test consists of a
cross country run over a course not
less than four and not greater than six
miles in length, to be made in ten minu-
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of the Tele-

swings.

class test, the candidate

For the
must have

passed the second and is then required
to show his skill in jumping.

Good ski jumpers are rare even in
Canada, but good skiers who can make
good swings and average jumps are so
numerous that skiing parties ending in
supper dances are the most popular
form of amusement among the young
people.
School boys and girls spend
their holidays and after school hours
skiing, sometimes in lines as long as the
streets are wide.
They start on the
Cove Fields, the children, and ski down
to the esplanade below the Parliament

,

building.
The older skiers usually
make their runs out across the historic
Plains of Abraham.
A form of skiing much in vogue is
ski-joring which means that the skiers
drive a horse, one horse to each couple,
thereby greatly accelerating the speed,
although at no time is speed a noticeably lacking quality in the sport of skiing.

'"PHE outdoor

sport most thrilling to
the onlooker is hockey, which of
course is not confined to Quebec or any
one quarter of Canada. A championship game of hockey is one long drawn
out excitement. The wild delight of it
never lags for an instant. And the best
hockey playing in the world is in CanIn Quebec on the eve of "Little
ada.
Christmas," one of the greatest of
French-Canadian fete days, the world's
championship was tied at a game between the Quebec team and the Wanderers from Montreal. The event was

The

triple

terrace

in

toboggan
front of

slide

the

'ike a first night at the opera except
that the women in the boxes wore furs

of the men were in khaki.
Instead of motors waiting outside were
carioles and open sleighs.
But the
crowd was a large one and gay, in spite
of the tragic significance of the men in
khaki.
Although hockey has become
a professional game like base ball with
high priced players and a national

and most

down

the Dufferin

Chateau Frontenac
league,

it is still

a favorite

among

the

amateurs and growing boys, and is
played on all the open air rinks. The
wonder is that it remains so distinctly a
Canadian game. No game is better
fitted to be the center and reason of a
gala occasion.
It is as easily understood by the uninitiated onlooker as
polo and has the advantage of being
closer to the spectator.
It never gets
as far away as polo. And wherever the
ice is good enough for fancy skating,

hockey

is

possible.

CKATING

scarcely a sport in
one of the accepted
It is the thing that knows
facts of life.
no race nor language. Everybody
They form impromptu carniskates.
val parties on the open air rinks.
In
the midst of the skilled skaters and
those who are learning, there appears
suddenly a black-face comedian who
can do a cake -v^alk on the ice, or a
Charlie Chaplin who tumbles around
on his skates recovering himself with an
agility that is amazing even to professional skaters.

Quebec,

is

It is

The French Canadians dance but
They leave that to the English.
They are not tremendously fond of
Most of them snowshoe more
skiing.
little.

Last winter
or less, but they all skate.
on the open air rink in connection with
the Chateau Frontenac, young girls in
their quiet dark Norfolk tailored suits
and little felt hats, skated with men in
kahki always men in khaki. The
city was filled with territorial troops
and the military atmosphere was pro-

—

Snowshoeing, the oldest of the winter sports, is at the
same time one of the most easily mastered accomplishments

nounced.
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game goes without saying

man

keep

wouldn't

from his early
his eighties.

or a
playing it

boyhood on into

many games played
which tests the skill
of the skater and provides exOne

on the

of the
ice

is ice basket
comparatively unknown in the United States. It
is described in detail Vjy a Canadian instructor in winter outdoor

hilerating
ball,

which

exercise
is

athletics.

"The ball is started off in the
same manner as the 'pack.'
"Bodily combat or rough play,

Scotch Tarn O'Shanters
and sashes around their Norcostumes brought
folk coats
evidently from Scotland with
the game, although the sashes
little

—

Bob

sleighing near

Quebec

would seem to the stranger that
all the young men in Canada were in
Quebec waiting to go to the front.
Boys and small children appeared on
the ice in the gay habitant suits. At
It

night the wall of evergreen trees that
shut in the rink was lighted with colored lights and it was all very gay. There
was a great deal of fancy skating that
was not confined to the young people,
for Canadians begin to skate when they
begin to walk. At the indoor rink on
the Grande Allee opposite the Parliament building, carnivals and fancy
dress parties were given, the proceeds
going to the Red Cross. "Red Cross"
suggests war but Quebec is too French
in its very heart and soul to show the
depression of war. Someone has said
that the underlying cause of French
gaiety is that the "French have overcome the fear of unhappiness."^

are often, as in all Queljcc
sports costumes, the diagostriped
long-fringed
nally
sash of the Huron Indians.
Curling is a great family
game and many fathers and
sons play it together.
"Eh Father, sweep away there," the
boy calls out with the same familiar
comaraderie that he shouts to another
boy, "sweep away there."
No game makes a stronger appeal

pushing, etc., is a foul.
"For a foul a free shot is given.
"If an opponent touches a player
with the ball, the ball is again put in
play as at the center.
"A player may carry the ball the
length of the playing space and may
shoot providing he does not take over
one stroke with the skate or if he is not

touched by an opponent.
"The basket is of the usual height on
a

movable base.

"The regulation ball may be used."
Usually the last sport to come into
the winter schedule in Quebec is tobogganing. A few venturesome en-

to

men of affairs than curling. It is
not as strenuous as hockey, and the
feeling for triumph does not run as
The conferences at the end of
high.

thusiasts try the slide before it is completed but the crowd waits until the
triple slide has been properly iced and
smoothed and the snow drifts piled by
the side down along the DufTerin terrace in front of the Chateau Frontenac.
By the time the long holiday season,

the rink are friendly discussions. There
enough exercise to keep the blood
running warm, and that it is a good

which ends with Little Christmas, is
over, the toboggan slide is in condition
and the gaiety is on.

is

pROM Scotland was brought the
^ distinctive game of curling, which
is claimed by experts to have no equal
as a sport for the tired business man
because of its sociability and its mental
It isn't a fast game like hockey,
rest.
and permits of much friendly conversaIt is played without skates and
tion.
the player must be able to stand easily

on slippery places. When once a man
becomes devoted to it, he never gives it
up. There are men in Quebec eighty
still among the best
grey-haired elderly
men are seen on the ice with their
brooms sweeping clean the smooth surface in front of the sliding stone that
looks like a squat kettle with a handle
on the top. The players wear rakish

years old
curlers.

who

are

Many

The

test for

in the Quebec Ski Club reads
events at a professional athletic meet

membership

like the list of

The Son

of the Otter

By George Van
Illustrated

CHAPTER XVIII.— Continued.
came to him, her cheeks
her charm and her beauty

Finally
flushed,

.she

heightened, in a last effort to attract
him to her, to cause him to place his
arms about her, an effort that was
instinctive like the turning of a flower
towards the sun.
"Wilt thou not dance, Ahteck ?" she
asked, softly.
"I know not how to dance," he
answered, with a catch in his breath.
"I have never danced."
"Wilt thou not try ?" she pleaded.

"No, it is no use," he replied, and in
his accent was some of the bitterness
of his sorrow.
"I am not one that can
ever share in the happiness of others.

Thou

canst not understand."
"Try please try !" she persisted.

—

But he put out his hand, gently,
waving her aside, and then the full
weight of her crushing grief fell upon
the girl, and she ran out of doors, into
the darkness, away from
people whose joy seemed to

all

these

make

her

suffering greater.
The fiddles continued to grind away,
loudly, and the old accordion was doing
its best.
The floor was resounding
with the tread of many feet; merry
voices were making a babel of French

Montagnais. But through the
confusion of it all Ahteck heard a sudden shriek and leaped out of the room,
followed by others.
Big Baptiste, better known as Peshu,
the Lynx, who had already pestered
Mititesh with his attentions, was the
cause of the trouble. He had been
drinking with some of the others, outside, and when the girl came out and
passed by him he had caught her by
the waist, prolialjly meaning no great
harm but full of the devilment caused
by the fiery spirits he had taken.

and

Schaick

by Frederic M. Grant

"Struggle not !" he cried.
"Thou
canst not escape me
Thou art Mititesh the very beautiful one.
Until I
have a kiss thou shalt not go !"
But the girl's passion of grief had
turned to one of fierce anger;
she
struggled, wild to be free, to run away
from all these people, to reach her
home and throw herself upon her bed
to weep her heart out.
Even now her
eyes were full of tears, and when she
found that she was unable to tear herself away from the man's grasp she
shrieked in her despair.
In two tremendous leaps Ahteck was
upon them, while others were streaming out of the barn to see what the
matter was. With a fierce grasp he
caught Pcshu's arms and tore them
apart, giving him a push that sent him
reeling to the ground while Mititesh
staggered away, a few steps off, shaken
and sobbing. But Peshu was swiftly
on his feet again, and ran to Ahteck,
raging like a maddened bull, and with
his great clenched fist dealt him a blow
with all the power of the fury that was
upon him, full in the face. Then he
drew back, watchful, crouching, expecting the battle.
F"or an instant Ahteck was stunned,
but then a frenzy came upon him,
and it was good, a relief to the awful
turmoil that was in his soul.
He advanced, looking like a great antlered
moose in a rage and about to clash with
his rival.
He felt that he was about
to tear his adversary limb from limb,
to crush him into a bleeding pulp, to
kill him.
The instinct of the mink
about to tear at the throat of the muskrat was upon him, the desire of the
wolf for the hot and steaming blood of
his prey, the cruelty of the wolverine
!

And then, all at once, the memory
of that other crashing blow at far-off
Grand Lac flashed through his brain
in lightning vision.
Once more the
vengeful curse of the spirits of evil was
fastening its talons more firmly upon
him. He stared, stricken with horror,
and suddenly fled fled like the wind
away from the fierce and bestial temptation to revel in a killing.
And as he ran he heard men aye,
and women too, shouting, "Melue-

—

—

limou

!

Le Lache

(The Coward

!"

CHAPTER

!)

XIX.

HEART OF A WOMAN.
Faxjl was running about from one
to another, while Peshu staggered
away, somewhat sobered. Ahteck's
partner was crazed with anger and

man

He was
fist in people's faces.
beside himself, torn and hurt by the
awful words that had been spat out
at the man he simply worshiped.
"I tell 3'ou that he is no coward !"
he was yelling. "He is the bravest one
shook his

among you
Peshu

all.

"But he ran,"

"Ran

He

coifld

have

killed

!"

said a

woman,

grimly.

an allium, like a cur that is
pelted with stones !"
Whereat Paul was overwhelmed with
woe, and a small hand was placed in
pity on his arm, and through his
blurred eyes he saw the daughter of
like

Pilon, little Marie, who shared his
sorrow and sought to comfort him.

In

the

meanwhile

Uapukun was

crunching at the neck of a palpitating

hurrying home with Mititesh, having
found her weeping in the darkness, on
the road that passes in front of the red
barn, and seized her hand. They were
both hastening away while o\-cr the
happy crowd had fallen a pall that

victim.

wrapped

it

up

in

dark

folds, for

Ahteck
343
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had always been deemed a great man
among them and now their divinity
had shown feet of clay. The mighty
had fallen, and the Httle bride was
weeping on her husband's shoulder.
Uapukun was soon compelled to slow
her gait, for her poor overburdened
heart was beating wildly.
Yet she
endeavored to keep on, with one hand
pressed to the bosom which had already
suffered so many wounds, and in which
there was now an indescribable pain.

Oh

Would

the con.sequence of her
ignorance and under the
resistless temptation of great love,
never cease to punish her in the person
of her great boy, of the son she worshipped with the love that passeth understanding ?
She was bowed down with sorrow;
her form early bent by the weight of
years too heavily laden with pain, was
now like that of a very old woman,
though she was not yet fifty. But at
her side Mititesh seemed to have grown
in stature, walking erect, well-nigh defiantly.
She understood the grief of
the older woman, at least in part, and
shared it in full measure.
She also had been stricken with awe,
amazed with a great wonder. Nothing
as to the first cause of these dreadful
things had ever been known to her,
since their secret was locked up in the
hearts of Ahteck and his mother, shared
also by one kindly old priest who prayed
for them.
But now she was a woman,
a woman who loved with all her heart
and soul, one to whom the man who held
her being in the hollow of his hand
would ever be great and strong a man
needing no condoning, one to whom
every instinct of her beautiful womanhood drew her, irresistibly, with a power
such as that of mighty waterfalls, or of
the fires of heaven that come down and
shatter lofty pines or play havoc with
the summits of mountains.
She was eager to get to him, for he
was not only the man she loved, but
also a brother to her, in whose house
she had been welcomed, who had ever
treated her kindly, like a beloved child,
who had carried her out of the wilderness when she was starving and had
prayed over the bodies of her people.
Hers was now the instinct of all that is
best and most noble in woman, the longing to cherish and console, to bear
!

action,

done

burdens

What

in

for others.

hand had waved her
he had of late even
seemed to shun her, and had declared
to his mother that his heart held no
love for her ? She loved him still,
more strongly than ever since he had
sufifered in defending her.
She would
always love him and cling to him with
all the power of her strong young body,
with all the might of her brave heart
and gentle soul
She continued to hold the older woaside

?

if

his

What

if

!

man's hand as if the bond of their common love had brought them nearer
than ever before, l>oth eager to lx;ar
their share of the weight of the cross
that rested so crushingly upon those
tremendous shoulders.
They found him within the little
house, sitting dejectedly in the darkness, his arms sprawling on the tal)le
before him, his head bowed down upon
them. But he sat up when they entered the room, and as his mother placed
her hand upon his shoulder, after lighting the small lamp, he lifted up his
bruised face and sought to smile, a
brave, strong, quiet smile.
He knew
he had no need to explain anything to
her.

But Mititesh threw herself down,
kneeling on the floor before him and
seeking one of his hands.

"Oh
ness

!"

!

Ahteck

she cried.

!

I beg thy forgive"I should not have

go away from the dancing. It
has been my fault and my punishment
tried to

to
I

have thee drawn into
ask thy pardon

At her the man

this cjuarrel.

!"

also smiled.

He had

never thought to blame her in any way
for what had happened.
If any one

were at fault it was himself, or rather,
as he believed, the evil influences that
always surrounded him. In his heart
he had begun to realize fully that
Mititesh loved him, and felt his own
passion surging like fire through his
veins.
But he firmly believed that he
must escape from it, run away before
it as he had already done before Peshu,
because every fibre of his being was
striving against him and tempting him

beyond

And

his strength.
this

real torture.

was the beginning

He felt that

of the
he could never

continue to see her about him ever\'
day; that he could not keep on living
in the same house with her, knowing
that she would be sleeping behind that
partition, her bosom rising and falling,
as it hiid done beside him in the great
northland woods, while his own heart

would hammer at his ribs and his head
would be on fire. He had but to open
his arms
he knew it well and she
would come to them, with a cry of joy.
But all this was but a terrible temptation to lure him so that, by dragging
her in his own fate, he might more

—

—

surely be destroyed.
"Surely there is no forgiveness needed from me, little Mititesh," he said
slowly.
"In what thou didst there was
no thought to ofTend. I have it in
mind that I was the one to hurt thee
and therefore I am the one to ask thy
pardon. But I am as a brother to thee,
and thou as a very dear sister to me,
and never in all these years has there
been any need of forgiveness between
us, for we have always been the best of
friends.
Go to thy bed now, Mititesh,
and let not these things spoil thy sleep,

for they are over with

now, and

if

God

may be

soon forgotten."
The girl rose and stood before him,
hesitating for a moment.
Then she
lett the room with unsteady footsteps,
and after .she was gone Uapukun spoke.
"Oh! My son I" she whispered,
eagerly, "why keep on throwing to one
side the happiness that might be thine ?
Why continue in such suffering, breaking the child's heart and perhafjs bringing sorrow to thy mother ?''
"It may be that the people were right
when they cried out against me for a
coward," he answered. "And yet I
wills

feel it in my heart that I would l)e the
greater coward if I draggetl her into a
punishment that I alone have earned.
I
ha\e decided, after much thinking.
I will leave and go to other places far
away. The land is very great and wide
over which fur may be taken, and there
is a big world in which there is need of
the arms of strong men."
At this Uapukun rose. If her figure
had been bent and looked old under the
pressure of sorrow and pain it was now
erect again as in the days of her youth.
She was once more like the braxe woman whose courage had allowed her to
flee through a vast wilderness and affront starvation and death in her in-

domitable resoKe to escape from an
object of hatred.
"Art thou indeed my great son Ahteck ?" she asked, placing her hand
upon his shoulder. "Wouldst thou
leave us to suffer alone ? Thou are not
the only one that has borne pain.
poor breast that once fed thee to thy
wondrous strength has also felt pangs
Who knows better than I how salt and
bitter are the tears that keep on flowing year after year ? And I also know
the heart of a woman, to which thou
Thou wouldst be a coward
art blind
indeed to forbid those who love thee
The girl Mititesh
to share thy danger
whose coming brought rays of happiness into this house of grief is strong to
endure and strong to lov'e. I, Uapukun, the mother who bore thee, forbid
thee however great and strong thou art
to leave her without givnng her a choice,
!"
I go to call her
Ahteck put up his hand, protesting,
seeking to prevent her from doing this
thing, but it was in vain for she passed
him, proud and erect as he had not seen
her for some years, and went to the

My

!

!

!

girl's little

room.

Mititesh was not yet undressed. She
was kneeling, with her face resting upon
her joined hands, at the side of her bed.
"Come with me, Mititesh," said the
mother. "I want thee."
Hand in hand they entered the living
room, where Ahteck still sat at the little
table and looked at them in awe.
"Mititesh" said Uapukun. "I must
speak to thee. I have long watched
the growing of thy love for my son."
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!" cried the girl.
the mother who bore him."

Mititesh kept silent. Her head hung
low; she was afraid with a great vague
fear.

"And

I

also

know

that

my

son loves

But there is a terrible thing that
makes him want to leave us, to go away
thee.

to other lands, to pass out of

our lives."
Ahteck.
"What is the use of such words? My
fate can never be changed.
Nothing
can ever take away the things that were
done years ago
But Uapukun waved him aside, heedless of what he said.
It seemed as if he
were no longer her big son, the head of

"Mother!" exclaimed

!'

d

the family, the man whose word was
law to which all owed obedience, but
still a small boy over which she had
authority as in the days of his child-

synopsis

hood.
"I

Peter

am

speaking," she said, calmly,
"and you both must hear. Mititesh, I
must tell thee now that many years ago
Ahteck slew a man, and the man was
his father
But Ahteck did not know
this, and killed him to save me from
harm. Yet the man was his father
I was also guilty of a great sin, telling
others that the child was my brother.
It was a great wrong, for which I have
suffered, and I seek no excuse.
There
was a man who truly loved me, and I
feared to tell him the truth.
His meis

blessed in

Uapukun, a lovely young Indian

lifetime,

always at her

my heart. The deed

he loves into the fate
that is hanging over him.
But he
knows nothing of that which lies in a
tesh,

is

great,

O

side, is

She

band

of

silence only

He

blow.

Uapukun.
Ahteck rose, very unsteadily. His
breast was torn and his resolution falBefore the greatness of such
love he felt as weak as a little child.
But he suddenly ran off to the door.
"Oh
Do not tempt me !" he cried.
"It is more than I can bear.
A fire is
burning in my head
I must think
Indeed I love thee, Mititesh, but there
is a terrible fear in my heart lest some

when Ahteck, hearing

!

!

day,

is

rewarded with

durine that unfortunate woman's
a great aid to Peter in straighten-

when he

is

away on

a week's hunting

She refuses and he

firearms.

his threats, rushes

Bleue, where he works in a sawmill

She can purchase

her hiding place.

and

stores

may

deities

He

upon him and

insists

is

his

about

him with a

fells

upon leaving home

lest

the

include those he loves, and journeys to Pointe
^inrl

lives

with the family of Jean Caron, whose

He

daughter, Mititesh, alone can rmisf" him from his gloom.

expeditions with Caron's friend, Paul Barrotte,

and

finally

goes on trapping

abandons

his

work at the

sawmill for this newer occupation.

Upon

the death of Peter

for

McLeod, Uapukun seeks out Ahteck, overcomes

sum which

Peter has

With the coming

Ahteck and the two children.

of winter,

Ahteck and Paul

Hither comes Jean Caron for

His home has been burned, his wife and daughter, Mititesh, face starvation

help.

His feeble strength
falls

his

makes a comfortable home,

left her,

Barrotte start on their hunting trip to the North.

fails

unconscious.

shack.

him within

sight of the shack and, with

Ahteck and Paul hear

his

burial in the spring,

one despairing cry, he

appeal and quickly bear him to the

Ahteck goes at once to Caron's camp, where he

mourning over the body of her mother.

finds Mititesh, half starved,

Ahteck places the body

and returns with Mititesh to

his

own camp.

in a tree to

return from the North this pelt

is

sold for

enough to pay

all of

await

Ahteck takes up

her father's line of traps for Mititesh and finds a valuable black fox.

Upon

their

her father's debt at

the Company's store and leave her more than a thousand dollars in the bank.

Ahteck refuses to take Mititesh back to the North country the following years, but
insists she

attend school.

Here she rapidly develops into a beautiful maiden but

tering.

!

evil

believes he has killed his father.

scruples, and, with the snug

girl stared at her and then, turning to Ahteck, threw herself^at his feet,
her voice trembling with a great emotion, her eyes appealing to him.
"I know not how great my love is,"
she cried.
"How may a woman ever
know ? But surely I hunger to take
upon me thy punishment. For love of
thee I would suffer all the pains of this
world and the anguish of hell that I
might give thee happiness !"
"That is a real woman's heart," said

near to death.

is

both presently become essential to McLeod's

One

who has sought out

Miti-

The

The various

in the leg.

Nascaupees arrive and their spokesman reveals himself to Uapukun

punishment of offended

little

Post

order and

tries to restore

him that the brighteyed youngster Ahteck,

tells

by giving him expensive

to strike her

is

Grand Lac

at

his arrival at the

nurses him back to health and

for Barry's wife,

her brother;

as the avenging husband

since then has

woman

How

He

wounds him

of affairs at the Post

happiness and he marries her.

moment, Mititesh, I saw thee shrink as
I spoke.
Ahteck says he will never

heart.
thine ?"

and her knowledge

ing out the financial chaos.

trip a

girl,

She had been a servant

his love.

!

woman's

Company

Upon

Jim Barry, recently deceased.

remedies applied by the Indians result in blood poisoning and he

always believed that a great punishment must come, and this may be true.
No one can say that it is not, even at
this moment, ready to fall upon us
It is a fearful thing, is it not ?
For a

drag a

appointed agent for the Hudson Bay

accidentally discharges an old pistol which

!

was done, and Atheck

is

Peter finds stores depleted and accounts unkept.

!

mory

McLeod

to succeed the inebriate

never loses the idea that

she

has promised to be Ahteck's woman.
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would bear
may befall thee
I
punishment alone !"
He went out of the house, running
blindly away, he knew not whither,
while the two women fell into each

evil

!

my

other's arms, weeping.
All night the man wantiered, first on
the silent road, then on the rock-strewn
beach, looking into the" glittering heavens for a portent, listening to the lapping of weaves upon the shore, hearkening to the whispering leaves of aspens,
as if some mysterious sound or the falling of a star might have told him which
way to turn.
He looked at the shining path of the
moonlight upon the vast waters, and at
the stars overhead.
Sitting upon a
bowlder rounded by centuries of ice, he
held his throbbing head in his hands,
seeking in vain to solve the unknown.
He was after all but a poor ignorant

savage, wise indeed in the mysterious
ways of the wilderness, innocent as to
the ways of men, touched by civilization
just enough to complicate the difificulties before him, while the manner of his
thoughts was influenced by dim notions
of heathen lore.
Most of the latter represented

life

as

unending struggle between
powers whose unchained forces
swept men and things aside, like dead
leaves before a gale, helpless, irresponsible, with no ability to do aught but
suffer and succumb.
The man was
blown about with them, and twisted into
a

fierce,

rival

uplifted at times to the
tree-tops and then cast down again,
ruthlessly, until the anger of the powers
of evil should have exhausted itself
their eddies;

upon him before turning on

others.
believed that such things would
continue throughout the ages to come,
the bodies of fallen leaves and men making soil whereupon others would grow
in turn, to strive for a time and die at

And he

unequal combat.
was hardly shaped in his
mind; it was but a dark instinctive inheritance acquired from generations
that had gone before, like the force that
last in

All

this

draws the whelp to the dugs of

its

mother, like the turning of some flowers
towards the light of the sun.
Finally came the hours of the early
morning, and he still sat there weakened
by the long struggle, with no will of his
own, content to let himself drift away
with any current that might seize him.
He would contend no more, for he had
become as a small child that seeks comfort.
He would return to his house and
allow the women to point out the way
to him, for he could no longer find the
trail alone.

They would take him by the hand
and lead him and, perchance, they
would be able to guide him out of the
shaking bog into which he had sunk and
bring him out into the open, upon hard
ground that would no longer quake

under him. He was like a man awakening from a prolonged fever, whose delirium has sapped his will and strength
until nothing remains but a sense of

weakness and a shaken

He

rose,

action,

spirit.

with limbs stiffened by

in-

wet and clinging
great peace had come

his clothing

with the dew. A
upon him, but it was not happiness.
There was nothing in him of .the groom
hastening to his bride, of the man going
forth to some place wherein he will find
a great joy that may be his for the asking nay, that others are eager to
thrust upon him.
In his aimless wandering he had gone
quite far.
He found himself a long
way west of the reservation, on the road
towards St. Felicien, and would be compelled to pass through nearly the whole
length of the Indian village before he
could reach his home.
Cocks were beginning to crow, sending forth their challenges, and the few
cattle in the small pastures dotted with

—

stumps were heavily rising to their feet
and beginning to seek the best herbage.
A few lank dogs came from retreats
beneath the houses, stretched out their
limbs and, with noses to the ground,
resumed their ever unavailing search
for something that might be good to
eat.
Some of them barked at him.
Further on a cat crossed the road hurriedly, sneaking back after an all-night
hunt, with something in its mouth.
Some sparrows began to chirp.
Ahteck walked on, slowly, seeing
that was before him, moving after
the dull fashion of a man after a drunken
sleep.
He passed before a small house.
Near the front door, which was wide
open, stood a clumsy wooden bench,
and upon this a bright tin basin. A
man was in front of it, washing his face
and scrubbing it with a coarse towel.
It was his partner Paul.
The man upset the basin, dashed out
nto the road, and caught Ahteck by
the arm, dragging him, unresisting, into the house where an old woman was
pottering over a stove.
little

"Tea, mother !" he cried. "Make
strong and black, and plenty of it.
Here is that great fool Ahteck
God
only knows where he has been. Look
at thyself, man, with thy bedraggled
clothes that were thy best.
And thy
face, W'ith one eye closed and all swollen
and black. Thou poor devil, but it
makes my heart sore to look at thee
Thou
Sit down here, close to the fire.
hast surely been wandering all night
Uke an old she-cat that is looking for
her young that have been drowned,
and the mosquitoes have bitten thee
until I would not have known thee but
for thy bigness, that is as great as thy
folly.
Pardon me, I do not mean to
offend thee, but after all that has happened I am half crazy myself. Sit
down, I tell thee, and drink hot tea.
it

!

!

Nearer the stove, for thy teeth are
chattering !"
Paul was bustling around him, e.\citedly, hardly knowing what he was
saying, while the old mother hurried to
serve his friend, whom she loved greatly
because he was the man who had caused
her son to prosper so that he had been
able once more to put a roof over her
head.
In this kindly atmosphere Ahteck
felt again like a man who is recovering
from a great sickness and to whom the
world is beginning to look a little
brighter.
The affection and tlie care
of these good people was like a balm
that was being poured o\er his wounds.
A pleasant sensation of languor came
over him as, when a convalescent knows
that eager hopes may at last be fulfilled.

"As soon as we

shall

have eaten,"

said Paul, "we will go over to thy house.
I will hitch up the little mare, that is
growing fat and lazy with too much
idleness.
Thou shalt not b'e allowed
to walk and show that face of thine to
all."

With the tact of instinctive kindness
he forbore to speak of the happenings
of the previous night.
But he was still
full of wonder. It seemed so amazing, so
utterly unexplainable that Ahteck had
not shown then, as he always had before, how mightier he was than all other
men. Peshu
Why, the man would
have been crushed by a single blow
It passed the good fellow's understanding, but his friendship and his devotion
were as great as ever. He had not the
slightest doubt that over Ahteck some
strange spell had fallen, as happens
when men go mad or young dogs suddenly froth at the mouth, in convul!

!

sions.

But Ahteck would not hear

of Paul's
had, apparently, quite recovered his habitual calm way of confronting difficulties.
offer.

He

walk over there," he said. "I
the same man that I was. These
people who cried out that I was a coward were all friends at one time. I
care not if they are turned into enemies
now, but I believe many will still be
life is to be spent among
friends.
them, they will see my face e\ery day,
I will not turn it away from them now.
I have borne in my life much greater
shame and sorrow, though it was all in
my heart and hidden from others. They
"I will

am

My

may

laugh if they will."
Paul sought to make him alter his
decision but, failing, rose after a time
to go with him. The morning was
advancing; upon the road stood men,

and talking
were beginning to
come out of tents and houses, those
fortunate enough to own a cow carr\'idly,

smoking

together.

their pipes

Women

ing milk-pails.

To

he continued.
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How

the

M.

P.'s

Earn Their

Salt

By Tom King
Dean

the laborer be worthy of
hire, the average member of the House of Commons is probably entitled to
the more or less generous salary
paid to him by a more or less
grateful country.
For a long
time we cherished the tradition
that our members of parliament should work for noth-

of the

Ottawa Press Gallery

IFhis

ing.

They voted

themselves

session which was
supposed to about cover their
hotel bill in Ottawa for the
session.
In 1903 it was raised
to $1,500.
Two years later
it was
iucreased to $2,500,

$1,000

and

a

may now

fairly be cona "salary."
If your
M.P. found himself out of
pocket when he got $1,000 for
a session that lasted
ten
months he certainly found

sidered

transacted by tired and sleepy
at ten, eleven or twelve
o'clock at night and sometimes
at two, three or four o'clock
in the morning!

men
I

But you
is

this

may

ask,

what

"heavy" work thus cast

upon the ever-sleepy but apparently never-sleeping members of parliament?. Do they
really have
any particular

work to do? How constantly
do they remain on the job?
Would it make any great difference if, let us say, half of
the members never showed up
at all, assuming that the absentees were so distributed
between the two political
parties as not to upset the

government majority?

GOOD

House chamber in old Parliament building, was
many thoughtful
A
frequently most as barren of M.P.s as in this view
^^ observers believe that
himself in clover when, in
April, 1915, he received indemnity for
week to the members of the govern- under our rigid twoparty system in
a session that had lasted only ten
parliamentary government
ment. There are Saturday sittings at Canada
weeks.
the close of every session; but of these has ceased to exist. They say that
Perhaps unavoidably all members
hereafter.
the House of Commons, like the
must receive the same salary. The
Perhaps the most preposterous thing King, rules in theory but not in
members from the far West claim, about parliament is the fact that it fact. Parliament is supposed to be
however, that they are really disdoes not meet for the transaction of supreme and the cabinet is in theory
criminated against. A British Columbusiness until three o'clock in the but a committee of the House. Govbia member, if he is at all attentive
afternoon.
Why two hundred sane ernments we know may be voted out
to his duties, must practically come to
men, presumably with some business of office and are "responsible" to parliaOttawa when the session begins and to transact, should put off getting at ment. But no government in Canada
remain interned there until the session
has ever been hurled from power by an
it until nearly sundown on a winter's
is over.
He cannot go home for the day, no one has yet been able to ex- irate House of Commons, and the variweek-end as does your member from plain. Many of the members of the ous "divisions" and want-of-confidence
many districts in Ontario, or run back Houise are farmers, country merchants, votes are the merest formalities. The
and forth between his business at home country doctors and men accustomed House does not appoint the cabinet; it
and his business at Ottawa as do some to getting up when the sun rises and does not even choose its own speaker.
of the members from tlie province of
retiring shortly after the sun has gone The leader of a victorious party organQuebec. It is quite possible for Mayor
Of course, they wake up at izes a government and certain portto rest.
Martin or some other Montreal M.P.
Ottawa about seven o'clock in the folios are given to fellow members of
to be at work in Montreal during the
morning and are quite ready to go to the House. Often, however, the most
greater part of the day and yet register
work at nine. It is almost pathetic to important positions go to men who
his attendance at the House of ComThus, in
see some of them overcome by drowsi- have never seen Ottawa.
mons every evening. The far western ness and fairly ready to go to bed 1896, Sir Wilfrid Laurier called to his
and for that matter the far eastern before the work of the day begins. Even cabinet, party leaders who were not
members see no reason why the House then, if the House met at three and and never had been members of the
should not sit on Saturday, but the
remained continuously in session it Dominion parliament, notably Fielding,
Saturday adjournment, following the might adjourn at some reasonable Blair, Mowat and Sifton. In 1911 Sir
British precedent, is eagerly adhered to
hour, but with the dinner recess from Robert Borden gave commanding posiby the members from Central Canada six to eight o'clock we have the heavy tions to Hon. Frank Cochrane, Hon.
and comes as a welcome break in the work of the parliamentary session T. D. Hazen, Sir Thomas White and
347
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important cabinet ministers are not
always well jKJstcd on the government's
This is true no matter what
policy.
government is in power, no matter
what party is in opposition.
A notable case was the Quebec and
less

Sir Rodolphe
Saguenay legislation.
Forget, M.P. for Charlevoix and Montmorency, knew what the government
was going to do and so perhaps did

certain members of the opposition; but
on
the rank and file of the members
know
not
did
House
cither side of the
what was going on until the govern-

ment's proposals were submitted in the
dying day of the session. I pick out
is one of
tliis case advisedly because it
those deals for which the party leaders
on both sides were responsible.
affecting the
or other big
banks,
the
railways,
corporations goes through parliament
except by something like a by-partisan
agreement. There is a great show of

V ERY
John
M.

Stanfield,

P. for Colchester, N. S.,

Chief Government Whip

Hon. Robert Rogers, and it is an open
secret that portfolios were also offered
to Sir James Whitney and Sir Richard
McBride.
Thus it will be seen that a new government may start off with its leading
of touch with the
True, seats
traditions of the House.
are found for them and they must take
part in the business of parliament, but

members quite out

never catch the tone of the
or feel any pride in maintaining
Every
its authority and traditions.
year, ministers of the Crown become
they

m^y

House

more

and

more

like

commissioned

high rank in the army, while
parliamentary supporters are
their
merely "privates." Something like a
orticers of

chasm, or perhaps it would be
more accurate to say a social caste
grows up. Thus on festal occasions it
social

considered infra dig for ministers of
the Crown to ride in the same conveyance with the ordinary members of
parliament.
This is important to bear in mind

is

because when parliament assembles it
has little to do but to register the
decrees of the government.

When

the tariff is revised, for example, it is the Cabinet, not the House
that makes the revision. The resolutions that raise and lower duties become
effective the moment they are laid on
the table of the House at the close of
the budget speech. All parliament can
do is to register the ukase of the government. True, the House might reject
the budget, but that would mean a
change in government or a general
election.
It is so in the case of nearly all other
legislation; the average member of
parliament has not the slightest idea

the government he supports
intends to do until the thing is already
done. It is even said that some of the

what

little legislation

largely a sham battle.
really arrange the
the time of tiie
debate,
length of the
voting, and the details of the comedy.
The chief government whip is the conas
fidential agent of the prime minister
right
the
is
whip
opposition
chief
fighting,

but

the

tion.

J. G. Turiff,
P. for Assiniboia, a hard fighter for the
opposition

it is

The party whips

hand man

M.

of the leader of the opposino part as a rule in

They take

are
the debates of the House, but they
parliamentary
the
powerful cogs in

machine.

We are apt to picture members ot
parliament all assembled in one chamber studiously reading the B. N. A.
Act, drafting legislation, and taking
In
part in more or less fiery debates.
all the
that
imagine
we
way
general
a
get together, including the
ministers of the Crown, and decide
upon the laws that should be passed
agree
for the benefit of the country;
upon the expenditures needed for the
public service, and in a general way
discuss and decide the fate of the
nation. The tradition that the average

members

Utica.

He may

propose some amend-

to the criminal code or to the
elections act, but his bills never really
get before the House. The rules are so

ment

cunningly devised that
ures promptly find

all

their

such meas-

way to the
Upon the

parliamentary bone-yard.
"Orders of the Day" you will find them
embalmed under the caption of "Public
Bills and Orders."
The average member soon learns
that the government of the day and
not the House of Commons does the
He is not
legislating for the country.

asked to devise policies, frame tariffs,
or bother his head about legislation.
If he is a government supporter he will
stay around the parliament building,
ready to vote when summoned by the
division bell, but he will spend mighty

of parliament can directly
still lingers among
legislation
influence

member

the people.

As a matter of fact, very few la\ys
are passed at any session and no bill
can possibly become a law unless it is
brought down or taken over by the
government. Of the one hundred or
bills which parliament
ninety per cent,
session,
every
passes

two hundred

relate to

company

charters, divorces or

No

bill approsomething of that kind.
priating a single dollar of public money,

no
bill

relating to the revenue, and no
aflecting trade or commerce can be

bill

introduced except by the government
or by the express direction of the
House.
This leaves the ambitious young
member, anxious to have a law labelled
with his name, confined to a pent-up

Sir

M

P

Rodolphe Forget,

and Montmorency, who engineered
Quebec and Saguenay Railway purchase

for Charlevoix
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time in the chamber of the
House. Indeed, but few mem-

little

bers are in the chamber the
greater part of the time. All
governments have a fashion
of bringing down their most
important legislation in the
closing hours of the session
when the House is sitting morning, noon and night, and al
day Saturday up to midnight.

Some

big financial grants to
railway corporations ha\e
slipped through at ten o'clock
of a Saturday night with less
than a quorum present.
The long drawn out "debates"

which sometimes go on for
weeks at a time consist mainly
of set speeches intended for the
Hansard reporters, listened to

only by them. In committee
of supply, however, opposition
members do a good deal of
talking and make up a good

A

deal of campaign material.
In
the old days Hon. Dr. Sproule,

Hon. Hau'ghton^Lennox, Richard
Blain of Peel and others of
the Conservative old guard
were always on hand when the
government tried to get supply,

five story replica of the

building

is

like

of

'^ovf

Middlesex, and

G. Turriff of Assiniboia.
There
are times when the minister trying
to
get
through his estimates resembles somewhat a stag at bay
with members of the opposition asJ.

sailing

him and

his

meantime

the Hansard reports will originate
from the old museum building

the

Duncan Ross

above

constructed

In the

for Parliament.

Liberals who stay in the
chamber while supply is under discussion.
The Nova Scotia Liberals
are always in evidence, and there
are many other faithful attendants
it

now being

department

in

committee of supply, they
to
be carefully
have
watched by the men in the
pressgallery. Indeed, from
a newspaper standpoint it
.

is safer to miss hours or days of some
formal debate than to miss an hour
when things are apparently at their
dullest in committee of the whole, for
you never can tell what may happen.
The discussions in committee stage are
informal and often quite irrelevant, for
any member can speak as often as he

every way. But those who know have
no anxiety as to the fate of the minister. All estimates are finally voted precisely as they are presented to the
House by the government.
When the Hon. William Pugsley
made his initial bow as Minister of
Public Works to the Committee of
Supply, the opposition of that day

chooses,

began to bait him furiously. The first
item in his estimates happened to be
an appropriation of $200, for laying a

over a somewhat trifling dispute, the
House sat continuously for fifty-seven
hours, and the committee only rose and
reported to the House when the time
reached the fateful hour of Saturday
midnight. No politician cares to take
the responsibility of keeping the house

granolithic sidewalk in front of the
postoftlce at Antigonish, N.S. Nobody
cared a copper about the particular
item, but many members wanted to
take a fall out of the new minister and
they were ably led by the vitriolic
Major Fowler of King's, N.B. The
discussion lasted some three days. Of
course, in the end the item passed, but
a month or two later, in the dying hours
of the session, an item appropriating
§30,000,000 for the construction of the

national transcontinental railway went
through after a debate that lasted less
than two hours!
Dull as the proceedings often are in

and he often wanders far
from the subject under disThis applies equally to" the
cussion.
House in committee of ways and means
and to the House in committee of

afield

supply.

Sometimes a snarl will arise in committee of the whole which leads to an

On one

all-night session.

on Sunday.

sitting

It

occasion,

over

a

dispute

sitting

respecting

arose

what

it

Ottawa. Bills had been
by two New York accountants

in the city of

put

in

the rate of S15.00
per day. This seemed pretty high to
the ordinary member and there was a
An Ontario
demand for vouchers.
member, who has since retired into
private life, arose and said there was
no need of any vouchers because the
two gentlemen in question boarded at
the same place he did.
for subsistence at

"Do you pay $15.00 a day? " someone called out ironically.
"No," responded the sturdy economist from western Ontario, "I pay
$5.00 a week."
Then, of course, there was more
than ever a strong demand that the
vouchers should be produced, and the
minister in charge refused for the time
to produce them, but said he would
go on with some other item.
rate the

do

it

we

incline rather to imderof Commons than to
full justice. The House may have

Indeed,

was rumored

the Borden government would
keep the House in continuous session
over Sunday during the long bfockade
of the naval aid bill. The subject was
undoubtedly before the cabinet, and
many people would have justified the
government in going ahead, but wiser
counsels prevailed and the Lord's Day

that

Act was not violated.
The fifty-seven hour

should cost a good accountant for board

House

but it can rise superbly to
a great occasion.
No one could but
be impressed with its courage and
patriotism at the special war session of
August, 1914. All difTcrcnces were forgotten in that solemn hour, and for
that time at least
its failings,

"None were for the party,
"And all were for the State."

^"ioxn
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Eluding an Earl
By Herbert D. Ward
Illustrated

by P.

J.

Monahan.
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"D

ARNELL,

by

all

that's holy

"Bobby Litchfield
ping

!"

!

!"

How rip-

_

Two

men, young in the hope of life,
stood in the swaying aisle of the Pullman and clasped each other's hands.
"Where are you going ?" asked Litchfield.
He had a certain air of proprietorship peculiar to young Americans
of renowned family or great wealth.
"When did you get in ? Why didn't
you let me know ?"
The Englishman looked down upon
his friend with a boyish joy that made
his angular face almost handsome.
He

was

tall,

with the promise of that state-

which had distinguished the earls
of Portchester for eight generations.

liness

You Americans are
extraordinarily rapid don't yer
know. I put up at the Union League,
Sumner, don't yer know. Ripping old
chap. Insisted that I should catch the
limited for White Heather wired you
"
at the University
"By Jove, Darnell, it's great to have
you at the Hunt Ball. What a card
for the patronesses let alone the heir-esses.
Did you bring your clubs ?"
The young Earl of Portchester
smiled.
"I say," he began, "it's doocid queer,
"This morning

!

—

so

—

—

but I was thinking of you when I packed
the bally things. Do you remember
that one-club match of ours when we
•only used a putter, and you got me one
down ? I practiced with a putter all
"

summer

—

"That's fine" Bobby's eyes glistened with the prospect of battle "but I
won't take advantage of you. Let's
make it a one-club mashie match
"
hole play
the loser
"Oh, I say," interrupted Lord Darnell, "I never thought of changing the

—

—

How

ripping
The same old
I suppose.
I'll go you a guinea
a hole on the side."
club.
stakes,

!

"Done !" The American and the
Englishman clasped hands over the
match, and then raised their eyes for
the first time from each other, but not
quickly enough to surprise the lightning
change of direction taken by four other
•

eyes.

For some minutes the two voune
&
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ladies in the seats opposite had been
very much interested in the masculine
meeting and the sporty challenge. Although it was not yet cold fall, the girls
wore their fiufTy boas and all the extravagant wraps of their class. A single
glance could tell the experienced that
every item of their clothes, from their
delicate chifTon veils to their dainty
shoes, was absolutely perfect.
But,
furthermore, their dress was no mere
frame it inclosed in each case a beautiful and piquant portrait that was sufficient to ensnare the unwary or enchant

—

the connoisseur.
The girl opposite the Englishman
was one of those ravishing brunettes
who, since the beginning of the world,
have been the cause of wars and famine.
She was of middle height, of a thrilling
figure, with jacqueminot lips, and the
surge of color through an olive cheek
that makes the heart leap to touch such
velvet petals. She was a vivid contrast to the angular, blonde earl, who
gazed upon the picture as if stricken

with a fixed idea.
"By Jove, !" he muttered, turning
at last to his companion.
"How extraordinary !"
"Yes," replied Bobby, whose own
color had heightened a trifie,"the blonde
type is said to be the most persistent

—

"Damn

!"

interrupted

Darnell,

"I

meant the other. Didn't you see her?"
But Bobby Litchfield turned unblushingly again to the girl opposite
him and once more feasted his eyes on
the stately blonde who gave the perfect impression of a woman unconscious
of scrutiny.
Her profile contrasted
powerfully with his own swarthy, impetuous countenance.
"Whew !" he ejaculated under his
I wonbreath.
"Isn't she wonderful
der I wonder" he put a hand on the
Englishman's knee "who she is, and
where she's going ? Seems to me I've
seen her before."
For about fifty miles the four young
people alternately eyed each other in a
well-bred and furtive way which could
not have annoyed the most exacting
chaperone. At last Lord Darnell could
stand it no longer.
"I've got to have a smoke, old man.

—

——

!

Where do you do

it

in this bally train ?"

Both got up. But whether still uncertain from the five days at sea, or
whether because he was more used to
the rigidity of an English express, as
soon as the Englishman arose to his feet
he lurched. At that instant the train
took a cur\'e at the rate of a mile a
minute. Before the Earl of Portchester
could recover himself, he was shot as
from an aeroplane and found himself
floundering on the arm of the chair
occupied by the girl opposite, his own
hands entangled indiscriminately with
her neck and boa in his struggle to regain his balance.
The accident was so unexpected and
the lank Englishman's efforts toward
equilibrium were so ludicrous that
Bobby roared. The tide of joy struck
the blonde girl and then spread up and
down the whole car.
"Oh, I say," gasped Darnell, "I beg
your pardon
Really " He made a
dive for his cap between the two chairs,

—

—

and

finally raised himself to his full
height with a very red and disheveled
face.
The brunette regarded him
haughtily.

"It's customary,
Darnell, in this
country" Bobby glared at his friend
with quick severity "to offer a lady
your card when you sit in her lap. You
see, ladies," with a mock bow, "he's
only an Englishman. You must excuse
him."
"Oh, I say, really"— the Earl of Portchester looked from one to the other in
honest bewilderment "it was so doocid sudden, don't yer know."
He took
out a silver card case upon which a coat
of arms was modestly cut, and with a
guardsman's bow presented to the
ruffled brunette a pasteboard extensively engraved.
It was thus that the
Lieutenant of the Royal Lancers lurched into fate. The girl instinctively put
out her gloved hand and took the card.
"And this" the Englishman put his
arm within his friend's as if he were
doing the most natural thing in the
world "is my sponsor in the States,
Mr. Robert Litchfield of New York and

—

—

—

—

—

London."
This was going further than any of
the other three had bargained for. The
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whole car craned toward* the quartet.
For a few seconds the waiting was tense,
while the girls flicked wireless messages
from blue to black and black to blue.
Then they preened themselves, acceptthe adventure, and capitulated.
The brunette fluttered.
"I", she said, "am Miss Brown, and

ed

my

companion is Miss Smith."
Of course they dined together. After
the men had smoked and talked about
everything else but their present adand had return\ enture
as men will
ed, the lights were glaring, and the window panes had become Claude Lorraine
mirrors.
Almost before they knew it,

—

—

the

private station of the

little

White

Heather Country Club was reached.
Here the express deferentially stopped.
The young people did not say much.
Their casual friendship had just gone
far enough to promise intimacy if the
chance offered, and regret if they never
saw one another again.
Great automobiles chafed at the
station platform.
A huge and perfectly
appointed limousine vibrated with ex-

The "one-club" match which was
start at ten o'clock had
discussed, and had been
ject of heavy wagers.

351
to

been generally

made the subBobby Litch-

was a "crack-a-jack" golfer, while
the Englishman was only handicapped
five on the other side.
"Oh, I say," said Darnell, as they
strode to the first tee in the morning,
"why not go an extra guinea a hole ?"
Bobby nodded, addressed the ball,
and yelled "Fore !" into the empty field
For only answer came the
before him.
caws of a dozen crows encircling a group
of pine trees which divided the fair
green of the first and eighteenth hole.
Bobby's mashie came down upon the
ball with a dull percussion, and the
international match was on.
It is not within the province of the
field

historian to discuss the ups and downs
The small
of this celebrated contest.
and select gallery was breathless, and
In vain Lord
the fore caddie grinned.
Darnell and Bobby shot glances of inquiry at the few ladies who enthusiastically trailed. Alas! Where were the loveThey of the Pullman episode ?
liest ?
Why. might not fate have decreed that
they should witness marvelous recoveries
and applaud the stymied put ?
Let it be enough to say that at the
sixteneth hole Bobby was one up, which

the earl immediately made even on the
seventeenth by dropping the ball dead
to the hole, and putting it down in two
par golf.

—

Continued on page 370.

"d^^*^

pectation.
A liveried chauffeur looked
eagerly at the disgorging Pullman. A
footman stood at the open door.
"There !" said the brunette, hurrying ahead of the tall Englishman.
"They've sent for us. You needn't

bother any more.
.son

!

Thank you very

Come

much.

Take

on, Edith.
our bags.

Here, John-

The trunks
The chauffeur

ran be sent up later."
and footman tipped their

caps.

urged the Englishman.
"But, Miss Smith !" pleaded the
American. A touch of the lever, a
notch in the spark, and the gas, and the
great car leaped into the darkness.
"Club, sir ?" Thecry recalled them.
"Whom does that limousine belong
to?" Litchfield asked the driver tersely
"That's the Bradley - Townsends',

"Oh,

I

say

!"

sir."

The two took their seats. After they
had gone a mile or so, Bobby put his
hand on Lord Darnell's knee.
"Cheer up, old man," he said. "I

know

the

Town.sends.

Philadelphia

They've a place right on the

people.

eighteenth hole.

morrow !"
The morning

We'll see

them

to-

day was
September, and the hunter's moon was full.
The decorators were busy making the
White Heather clubhouse beautiful for
the most exclusive function of fashionable country life. To-night was the
great Hunt Ball.
Hither had been
bidden the most beautiful women picked from the four hundred of a score of
mild and golden.

Eastern

cities.

of the next
It

was

late

/^''',

Hither scurried tour-

and "specials," carrying the
mighty and the military who would
give to the dance that touch of .scarlet
and of gold which civilians envy and
ing cars

women

admire.

He

raised his club on high and brought

it

down with a resounding

upon the unexpected bread pan.

clash

f
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I loved my wife and daughter and the thought of them in
want was as distasteful to me as it is to any normal man

Psychology

in

Salesmanship

By Rex White
'
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What
Pure bunk
world do these college professors know about selling, anyway, I'd like to ask ? I've been a
Class A. mah for the last five years,
and I do not pretend to know a thing
about this psychology bunk. I just
convince 'em of the value of life insurance and then get their names on the
dotted line and get 'em to the doctor
quick as I can before they change their
minds. I'll bet my record for five
hundred thousand written an' paid for
will stand against any of these college
professors' bunk."
It was Tom Barton talking.
Big
Tom as he was known most everywhere in York county was self-made
and successful. Forced to leave school
in the fifth form to help support his
mother, he had pushed up from a
foundry boy, master moulder, then disbunk
IT'S
in the

—
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trict secretary of the Iron Moulders'
Union, and had finally struck out for
himself as a salesman for the XYZ
Life Insurance Company of Canada.
He had been successful from the start
and, at the time of the above conversation, was on his way with a party of

XYZ

four other representatives of the
Life to a convention at Winnipeg.
"You are one of the best exponents
of the psychology of selling that I
know," answered Mr. Lawrence, the
vice president of the company, "You've
been selling life insurance on a basis of
psychology all these years, even if you
do not recognize the fact."
"Bosh" replied Big Tom, trying his
best to show something of respect for
his superior's opinions.
"Well now don't go too fast, Tom,
just stop a moment and figure out how
you do make your sales. Take that

SIO.OOO policy you wrote last week for
Banker Fletcher what was it that
clinched the sale in that case ?"
"Nothing more than plain, every
day, common sense and a little think-

—

ing

about

Mr.

Fletcher's

needs.

knew he took a keen interest
Eublic schools, now that three

I

in the
of his

oys are old enough to attend, and I
just figured out that any proposition
dealing with the education of those
kiddies would be of interest to Fletcher.
So I went to him with a plan for one of
our income policies all worked out to

show how our company would pay
over a certain sum every year for four
years to each of his boys as they reached
the age of 18, when they would be
about ready to go to the university.
I had his signed application within a
half hour after I entered his office."
The best de"There you have it
!
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monstration of the psychology
ing one could find," responded Mr.
Lawrence, while the other salesmen,
all of the younger school, nodded their
heads in consent. "Every sale is swung
on some such turn. I'll warrant that
every man who signs an application for
of sell-

life

insurance

is

influenced

by some

special appeal."

T^HE train conductor,

poking his head
through the curtained doorway of
the smoking compartment, brought a

sudden halt in the discussion.
'"Xcuse me, gen'men, it looks as if
our train would have to stop out here
among the rocks for the next few hours.
No. 26 fast freight has sprung a rail
just ahead of us, and we'll have to wait

carried a certain

—

amount

insurbut the very last to
of

life

ance every man
be asked, a farmer from Saskatchewan
who was returning from a visit at his
old home in Guelph.
"No, I haven't any insurance and I
have yet to hear the argument that
would make me take any," said the
farmer with a smile that was really a
challenge to the life insurance agents.
"Here's game at last," replied Mr.
Lawrence, "we have more than three
hours to kill before the wreck can be
cleared away.
Suppose we our boys
here
try to convince you of the value
of life insurance and obtain your application for one of our policies ?"
"Go ahead," said the farmer," and

—

—

I'll tell

you

right

now

that the

353
could not be surmounted. At the close
of the hour he was still unconvinced.
"I have been solicited by insurance
companies a number of times," the
farmer told the crowd, "but have never
had a reason presented to me that convinced mc I should have a policy. Now
I have been the center of the show for
the past hour I would like to hear
some of the gentlemen here tell why
they carry policies."

—

'pHE men

pulled their chairs into as

near a circle as the narrow limits
of the library car would allow.
The
first man to tell his story was a middle
aged jewelery merchant from Winni•'•

peg-

man who

"Insurance

men and book

agents,"
the merchant
began, "were at
one time held by
me as one and
the same thing.
Frankly I look-

the crews
can topple a car
or two over into
the ditch and
fix the rail for
until

Sorry

for

delay,

but

us.

the

you know

ed

acci-

dents will happen."

The genial

and

train,

gument known
to the science of
insurance selling
was trotted out
and passed be-

to

view the wreckage on ahead.

XYZ

together in the crowd of passengers
from the transcontinental train. The
onlookers soon tired of viewing the
vvreck,

however. After the first exthe comfortable seats in the
train proved more inviting than the

citement,

mid-dty glare

of the August sun.
he call of the dining car porter
^^fcfinished the viewing party and brought
^^Ball the passengers on board.
I

the point I made back
there in the smoking compartment," said Mr. Lawrence, as the
Life party had reached the finger
bowl stage at luncheon, "let's all go
back to the Library car and have a

||^P""pO prove

XYZ
test.

men

First, we'll find

fore

year of my married life I was called upon by half
a dozen men representing as many kinds of life insurance

The

Life

party drifted

,J^^

mar-

I

as

broke up as <the
salesmen went
out by two's

The

life

many kinds
of insurance.
Every stock ar-

in

smoking
compartment

three's

my

was
on by half
a dozen men repit
resenting,
seemed to me,

the

and

The first

year of
called

the

party

sance.
ried

conductor continued
on his
way through the
little

you

upon

boys as a nui-

out how

many

that car carry life insurance,
and then we will try to land applications
from the others."
'I he boys were enthusiastic over
the
in

vice-president's plan.
Mr. Lawrence
announced the proposition to the crowd
of men in the Library car, but to everyone's surprise all the men in the car

first

convinces

me

will get

my

check for a

good sized policy."
In a few cautious questions, Mr.
Lawrence obtained from the farmer
some facts about his life, business experience and present circumstances.
The farmer said his name was George
Pierce, age 35, a graduate from the
Ontario College of Agriculture, had
been farming for three years and was
now manager and a large shareholder
in a 2,000 acre farm owned by a syndiNo, he was not married, and did
cate.
not think he ever would be; his fiance
died just a week before the date set for
their wedding.
"You see, gentlemen, I have absolutely no one dependent upon me.
If
I

should die the affairs of

my

family,

one of the oldest in Ontario, would go
on just the same Now why should I
have life insurance ?"
It was agreed that each of the five
salesmen should have ten minutes in
which to present their arguments to the
farmer.
But Mr. Pierce met each
argument with a statement of fact that

my

horizon

mental
for

spection.

inI

admitted, both to myself and to the
agents, that the arguments were good

ones and unanswerable, but
"Like thousands of others

I followed
the line of least resistance in my financial
affairs.
That line taught that immediate returns on capital invested was the
only proceeding for a man with small
capital who desired to keep up appearances and get some small share of
pleasure from a work-a-day, humdrum

existence.
Death
far away as far as

seemed vague and

was concerned. I
was healthy, hearty and engaged in an
occupation where risk was a minor
factor.
Life was very near and very
certain.
Death was very distant and
uncertain.
I
thought I had a better
I

my money

than in an investedged paper that bore
only a promise of a reward that I could
not reap myself, or if I did, not for
twenty years, when, I told myself I
would not need insurance to guarantee
place for

ment

my

in a gilt

family's safety.
"I loved my wife and dai:ghterand the
Continued on page 306.
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The Juggernaut Tanks

iiiiiiiiiiiBiiunniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiin^^^

More Peace Talk

of the most dramatic incidents of the British offensive
along the Somme was the appearance of the huge motor-driven

armor and mounting
numerous machine guns, and perhaps
weapons of heavier calibre. The construction of these huge monsters which
wrought panic in the German lines was
a carefully guarded secret, and even

row

It says:
them.
The accounts of the operation of the
new British juggernaut "tanks" from
the sane, reliable war correspondents

call

on the Somme battlefield might well
have come from the pages of a- scientific romance by H. G. Wells or Jules
Nothing more dramatic or
Verne.
more startling in the evolution of war
methods has ever appeared. The huge
siege howitzers by which the Germans
broke down the Belgian steel forts and
the enemy gas machines are mild
terrors beside these uncanny engines
of war.
The new moving forts will
mean an immense acceleration of pressure on the German lines. The "contemptible" army and Kitchener's raw
staff have beaten the Germans at their
own much-advertised specialty.

Never before did motor-engine, or
set of engines, develop anything like
the power required for the new land
battleships.
Twelve-cylinder automobiles, the biggest yet made, can develop up to 100 horse-power, in moving
a car of about two tons. Geared low,
the power would be sufficient to climb
at an angle of 45 degrees provided the
wheel grip were sufificient. The weight
of the "tanks" is said to be about 400
tons, and to move in depressions something like 20,000 horse-power would be
required. Turbine and even reciprocal
engines in big ships can deliver, from
steam propulsion, 70,000 and 80,000
horse-power but their size and weight
would make them impossible for land-

beautiful upon the mountain tops
Their feet would sound, the
"
messengers of Peace!
into neutral ears your unction drops.

"H

vehicles, clad in

now few details as to their construction
have been permitted to appear. Nevertheless the Mail and Empire of Toronto
indulges in some interesting speculations upon these "tanks" as the soldiers

Berlin

in

To the War-Lord

ONE
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in

So

War may

Hinting a pious hope that
cease

War, with

its

dreadful waste.

Which never suited your pacific

taste.

Strange you should turn so suddenly

humane,
So sick of ravage and the reek of gore!
Dare we assume that Verdun's longdrawn strain
Makes you perspire at each Imperial
pore?

Or that your nerve's mislaid
Through cardiac trouble caused by
our blockade?

You thought

To

to finish on the high
wave's crest;
say, "These lands that 'neath our

sceptre
as we

Such

lie

want

chuck the

And

we'll

keep,

and

rest.

the vanquished, having
drained 'em dry.
We will consent to give.
Out of our clemency, the right to live."
to

Then you came down
and

a long, long way,

said,

"For pure desire

Peace, and that

of

alone.

deem

the dead past buried with
dead,
Taking, in triumph's hour, a generous tone;

We'll

its

ITplift tlie fallen foe

And

affably restore the status quo."

and
Death

Fool's talk

The man who

In this

idle.

Dance

of

called the piper's tune

stop at will for

want

of

breath.

Though War you

chose,

and chose

opening day,
lies hot in your power

its

It

To

stay

its

wheels up and down craters, guUeys,
through brick walls, over fences and
trees, and even through buildings. The
building of these mechanical monsters
was organized during Lord Kitchener's
administration of the War Department.
It is representative of

the real Britain
to fear. The British were
slow in coming, as the French said, but

Germany has

when they came they came with
and

skill

course or

fix its final

—Punch.

other

force

country could

It is too early to appraise the "tanks"
at their proper worth as a military' arm.
Manifestly, they bring about a new
stage of warfare. They put trenches,

emplacements, and other field works
such as barbed-wire entanglements, far
down in the scale of values. Future
wars will find them as much a part of
army equipment as cavalry or field
artillery.
Instead of mainly machine
guns, they will have mechanical bombthrowers, if, indeed, the present machines do not carry tliem. They will
probably carrv' hea%y guns, too. Traps
for the steel monsters, all mined and
set, will be a counter-measure. But the
Germans cannot begin imitative construction for months, and even if they
got plans into their hands they could

not produce finished machines in less
than a year. By that time the Allied
troops will probably be fighting in Ger-

man

territory,

and the war

will

have

not finished. There will
doubtless be a rapid development of
if

the manufacture of these moving forts
on the Eastern front also. Combined with the Allies' superiority' in
men, srtillery, aeroplanes, and ammunition, they will bring the end much
for use

closer.

hour.

no

evolve.

been won,

must pay,

Nor can he

car purpcses, even if oil were used for
fuel. The ships driven by Diesel engines
are motor-propelled, and can develop
4,000 horse-power. The Selandia, the
first of the kind to go into practical
service, had a tonnage of about 5,000,
and traveled at 12 to 14 knots an hour.
But nothing in the motor industry was
ever before put together to possess
enough power to move 400 tons on

They have

solved,

in

part,

an>'way, the most difficult problem of
the Allies' offensive.
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Worth Remembering
ANNOUNCEMENT that the 12th
^"^

British Lancers have just expiated their penance of 104 years
of looting 104 bottles of wine when
encamped in Spain serves to recall
a curious fact fortunately not quite
French
a
concerning
analogous
regiment, the 46th of the line. In this
regiment the name of a soldier who died
At
in 1800 is still called on parade.
Tour d'Anvergne during the days of
the Revolution a captain, feeling that
he was doing good service in that rank,
persistently refused promotion. At the

— —
•

fifty he retired to civil life, but
he volunteered to act as substitute for a conscript who was the
only son of a friend, and he served as
a simple grenadier in the Black Forest
campaign which culminated in the
Again he rebattle of Hohenlinden.
fused promotion, and the war secretary of the day, Carnot, wishing to
make known his action, promoted him
First Grenadier of France. He fell at
Hohenlinden, and Bonaparte, as First

age of
later

consul, decreed that henceforth at each
regimental call the oldest sergeant of
the 1st Company should answer at his
name "Died on the field of glory." The
practice has been observ^ed ever since,
and it was especially marked on August
3, 1914, when the regiment was paraded
The Boston
before going to the front.
Transcript.

—

Carter, in

The Grace

of

New

York Evenin

Sun.

"Considering myself the instrument of Heaven, and
without regard to the opinion of men, I go my way"

France

"PHE

London Telegraph recently paid
a noble, glowing tribute to the
touching act of the French government
in regard to the graves of the soldiers
who fell on her soil. It says:
"Without display and without sentimentality the government of the republic has simply consecrated and set
apart for ever in special honor the
cemeteries where the dead rest. Truly
the^race of France

fails

never.

They

could have done nothing to give deeper
or more serious pleasure to England;
nothing that was more truly in accord
with her own national tradition; nothing that better went hand-in-hand with
our own ingrained habit of respect for
the acres of God wherever they may be
found. We have in our minds a fairly
gootl idea of where those graves lie and
what they look like. Here the cross
that means so much to one may be
clustered among a group within and
beneath the shadow of a church of
which the pierced spire and battered
interior tell their own tale; or it may
be set up there, within a peaceful

enclosure under the po|>lars of the Yser
Here it may be inside
or the Canal.
a tidy and orderly court, surrounded
by walls not so high as to prevent the
sea wind playing with the ribands of

a few wreaths; or there, by
rear

a wrecked

of

cottage,

itself,

in

with

a

crudely made fence around it.
But
wherever the grave may lie, there will
be comfort in the thought that long
after our own day it will still be spared
and kindly thought upon. Yet this is
not all that the French proposal will

Each

of these countless little
enclosures will be working in silence for
the continued goodwill of two nations.
From the little patch of ex-territorialized ground the dead will speak for

effect.

For we have given the
best of England to France, volunteers
every one, and the French will not fail
to understand the meaning of Rupert
Brooke's lines:
If I should die, think only this of me;
That there's some corner of a foreign field
That is for ever England.
generations.

It is a gift of English earth that we
are making, the best earth we have,
earth that F"rance has shown her anxiety to honor; and in the belief that
in some way the loyalty of each man

to a common cause will still be speaking
to ears that understand, we may leave
our dead in all gratitude and in full
understanding to the loving care of

France."

Lacrosse

^ACROSSE

is no longer the Canadian
national sport. It has been declining
for years, ever since, in the opinion of some experts, sincfe tJie game
became professionalized. Nevertheless

T

it is played by hundreds if not by
thousands of young Canadians, and
among the French Canadians is more
In
popular than any other game.
speaking of a recent match in Montreal
in which a brutal assault was made on
the referee by a player, the Montreal
Star makes the following remarks:
Once again a lacrosse match has
been the scene of rowdyism and bloodBecause he was penalized for
shed.
smashing an opponent over the head
with his stick, a player in the NationalShamrock game on Saturday attacked
a one-armed judge of play, with the
result that the unfortunate official, who
was only doing his best to enforce the
rules of clean sport, and who, owing

to his infirmity,

was

of course seriously
five stitches put

handicapped, needed
in his scalp.

explain why one of the
on earth, distinctly Canadian, and which it should, therefore,

Can any one

finest sports
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compared with the records established

'^C^

New

Zealand but the Toronto Telegram believes that Canadians need not
fear to compare their efforts with those
in

;

made elsewhere, and gives

the following

figures:

New

Zealand has raised fiO.OOO solfrom 1,000,000 population.
Canada has raised 250,000 soldiers
from 8,000,000 population.

diers

New

Zealand's 1,000,000 population
is all recruitable in the sense that the
New Zealand people are of exclusively
British origin. Canada's population is
non-recruitable to the extent that
3,000,000 out of Canada's 8,000,000 are

Quebec French or

of

Austro-German

origin.

Canada's 250,000 soldiers represents
higher percentage of recruits per
million of recruitable population than
a

Harding, in Brooklyn Eagle

To the Rescue

be our pride to keep "clean," a game,
besides, which furnishes one of the
finest tests on earth for pure sportsmanship, should have been allowed to
degenerate gradually into what is often
little better than organized thuggery?
It is not because lacrosse has become
"professionalized,"

for

baseball,

per-

haps the most purely professional of
all games, is, at the same time, one of
the freest from the disgraceful exhi-

mar
Nor can

so many lacrosse
the excuse be made
that the crowd likee to see the rowdies
in sweaters hammer each other with
sticks or assault defenceless officials on
the field. Again and again the men at
the head of organized lacro3se have
lamented ever the dwindling attendance
at matches, at the same time permitting—by not adequately punishing
tactics that disgust and offend the very
great majority of the public, which still
has some regard for decency in sport.
There are two ways of stopping this
sort of thing, both simple and both
effective.
Let the men who control
lacrosse refuse to allow recognized
bitions

that

matches.

rowdies to wear their colors, and let
the police see to it that a hooligan on
the lacrosse field gets exactly the same
treatment as a hooligan on the public
streets.

few days

Lack

of

employment and a

give men with
"uncontrollable" tempers a remarkable
degree of self-control and, incidentally,
it will lift the present day "sport" of
lacrosse from the ranks of bull-fighting
or bear-baiting.
in

jail

will

Canada and New Zealand
T^HERE has

been a tendency in some
quarters to disparage what Canada
has done in the way of recruiting as

New Zealand's 60,000 soldiers. Canada's recruiting record will not stand
comparison with the ideal of Canada's
duty. Canada's recruiting record will
stand comparison with the records
achieved by Australia, New Zealand
or the British nations outside of England and Scotland.

Sacrifice

TT

very easy in the abstract to
say how the war is going to refine
the world and "burn out the dross"
and "bring the fine gold out of the
furnace" and all that sort of thing, and
no doubt a great deal of it is true,
We all
observes the Toronto News.
say it and write it, most of us in our
comfortable homes or offices, a long
way from the scene of the terrible
slaughter which brings sorrow and
is

heart-rending to

many more

in

many here, and many,
England and Scotland

And what

expression of sympathy on
our part to such parents could sound
anything but banal? Souls like these
will come out of the furnace shining
like God, whose face they have seen,
but what of some of us who are still
dull, and even drab, in appearance?
Will the opportunity come to us, and
if so, how shall we use it?
'

Seven Modern Wonders
'T'HE Guelph Mercury begs leave to
amend the generally accepted Seven
Wonders of the World, in view of
changed conditions. The seven wonders of the Ancient World, as most
readers will remember, were the Pharos
or Lighthouse at Alexandria; The
Colossus of Rhodes; The Temple of
Diana at Ephesus; the Hanging Gardens of Bafjylon; the Pyramids of
Egypt; the Tomb of Mausolus at
Halicarnassus; and the Statue of
Jupiter at Olympia. A few years ago
a consensus of European and American
scientists decided that the following
were the Se\'en Modern Wonders of
the World: Wireless Telegraphy; the
Telephone; the Aeroplane; Radium;
Antiseptics and Antitoxins; Spectrum
Ray. According
Analysis; and the
to the Mercury the following have been
overlooked
The chap who makes S7 a week, but
wears S30 suits and spends his holidays
at a $20 a week summer hotel.
The westerner who doesn't feel the
cold when he is out in his shirt sleeves
doing the chores at 35 below zero.
The man who told the milkman,
when he had raised the price of milk,
that he was pleased and that the milk
was cheap even at the new price.
The baggageman who takes a trunk

X

and Ireland.

The slaughter is so terrible and has
been so prolonged that there is the
danger we may get callous and take
it all for granted, until one day comes
the fateful, official telegram telling us
of a death which wrings the very blood
out of our hearts, either for our own
dead, or for the son, or brother perhaps,
At
of a very near and dear friend.
such a time what can one say that can
express our feelings but must sound
threadbare, even to ourselves, in the
face of the great loss?
What, for
instance, can one say to a father who
has lost the elder of two sons, just
turned eighteen, who writes as follows?
Dear old Dick! it is so splendid for
him, we ought npt to grudge him the
splendour; and honestly would not call
him back if we could. We quite knew
when we sanctioned his going that we
were giving him to more than the possibility of death, and there is nothing
left to feel now except just that the
sacrifice has been accepted.
Could any sacrifice be more sublime?

L. Ra'.cn-HtlU in Punch, London

The Tables Turned
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and deposits it on the station
platform, refusing to give it a shot and
let it land where it strikes.
The young man who doesn't offer an
excuse at all for not enlisting, but says
boldly that he is afraid to go.
The woman who says that her last
year's coat is just splendid and who
persists in retrimming and wearing her

carefully

last winter's hat.

The newspaper publisher who sells
a daily paper at S3 a year and manages
to keep clear of the bailiff.

A Coming

Problem

T~'HE Winnipeg Telegram

publishes
thoughtful article
upon a problem which is being pondered in many quarters of Canada,
namely that which will be presented
by the returned soldiers when the war
is over:
Nothing is more to the fore at present
than the problem of finding civil occupation for our army after the war.
There is a type of mind which is cowering in the face of this problem. It is
the type of mind which rests in the
individualistic dictum "root, hog, or
die" as the sole law of settlement and
development in production and indusEven the individualists see that
try.
the formula "root, hog or die" will not
work in this instance. That confuses
them, because all tlieir lives they have
been accustomed to regard as the only
alternative the burden of alms laid
upon the community. To them there
is no economic solution possible except
"root hog, or die" and, as in this case
that would mean starvation, their mind
dwells in spite of themselves on soup
-'

the

following

AND HE KEEPS HIS WORD.
John Bull

until justice

is

administered for the murder of Captain Fryatt

be organized to alsorb the labor of this
army, as an army, permitting individual members to leave the ranks as they

found their way into the actual fabric
of our corporate communal existence.

On

general principles there could not

very well be any other answer to

this

obliging potentate.

kitlchens.

This country has got to get out of

any such spurious way

— After the war diplomatic relations will not be renewed

of thinking.

The

idea of 400,000 ablebodied men well
disciplined and in the pink of condition
being a burden to a country like Canada is sufficiently ridiculous when it is

Nevertheless, that is the
expressed.
idea that is at the back of a lot of
people's minds, the idea that "we'll

have to do something for them." What
rubbish! The problem rests in finding
them an opi^ortunity to do something
for themselves and for the country.
Let us imagine that a few years ago

some potentate who controlled the lives
and persons of his subjects had offered
400,0(J0 men physically fit,
trained to the roughest kind of work,
most of them well educated in English,
and all good British patriots. Woukl

Canada

Canada have refused such an offer, and
in what directions would Canada have
made use of such an army? That is
the position in which we will find ourselves without the possibility of a
refusal.
Canada's answer to such an
offer, if it was accepted, would undoubtedly be that some productive work must

to

The problem hardly presents itself
Canada in so crude a form as this,

but insofar as

a problem, the bald
describes it exactly.
The answer seems reasonable. That is
just the point whether it is or not. The
mind which accepts that answer as
reasonable in the circumstances proposed, must now be led gently but
forcibly to realize that the whole force
of the answer lies in three words "as
an army." This has become clear to
some of the really leading minds in
Great Britain as the answer to a simsupposition

ilar

it is

made

problem

there.

That phrase im-

the right to remuneration at a
standard wage on the one hand, ami
the obligation to work and submit to
In the
discipline on the other hand.
case of an industrial army the tie
would be severable at any moment by
the volunteer soldier but upon that
severance, all obligation on the part
of the state to that soldier, except
pension and rewards for having fought
would be at once at an end. Could
Canada get value out of the labor of her
returned soldiers under those condiplies

Most assuredly. They themand the country would reap a
hundredfold as long as there are vacant
lands to be tilled and roads to be constructed. Could Canada get full value
under any other conditions? It is more
doubtful. There can be no harm done,
however, in thinking out the matter
tions?
selves

If it is admitted that the idea
has socialist and tyrannical features,
the question still remains how a satisfactory economic solution is to be
reached which does not have socialistic

clearly.

and tyrannical

features.

Thunder versus Guns
TOURING the'great battle of Verdun
^^^

the roar of artillery was said to be
audible in Holland, over a hundred
miles away, arid the guns of Flanders
have often been heard in Kent, England.

a most remarkable fact
any great roar is always
likened to thunder, yet thunder has
never been heard fourteen miles from
the flash, and some of the severest
thunderstorms of late years were inaudible seven miles away!
It is interesting and often comforting during thunder to be able to ascertain the distance of the focus of the
storm, which, as far as personal danger
This
is concerned, is all that matters.
can be done by remembering that sound

But

it

is

that, although
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the Treasury, ex ofificio, and h i;r members appointed by the President of the
United States two from each political
party. This board has power to appoint
appraisers, examiners, and registrars,

—

who

will

be

jjulvlic

officials.

At

first

will also appoint the directors and
officers of the twelve F"ederal Land
it

Banks, but in course of time the stock
of the

Land Banks

will

pass to the

ownership of the National Farm Loan
As.sociations, and the directors and
ofl[icers of the banks will then be chosen

by the representati\es of the co-operative Farm Loan Associations. In the
meanwhile all appointees will be selected by the Farm Loan Board regardless of the civil service, and since every
farm to be mortgaged, throughout the
nation, must be inspected by one or
more of these appraisers, it is clear that
a considerable

anny

of appointees

be built up, outside of

is

to

civil-ser\'ice

After it is organized, it will be
taken into the shelter of civil service,
rules.

by executive

order.
capitalized: Each Federal Land
Bank will have a capital of $750,000
at the start. After the capital stock subscription books ha\e been open to the
public for thirty days, to give investors
the form of an opportunity to buy the

How

stock (although they are never to ha\e
any voice in the management) then the
Government will take all the stock, not
privately subscribed, so tlie Governinvest 89,000,000 in the stock
of the twelve banks, since no one exThe
pects any private investments.
Government is not to receive any divi-

ment will

Winnipes Telegram

Back Again
travels at the rate of about 1,125 feet a
second, whereas a flash is seen almost
instantaneously.
If, therefore, the interval between
the sight of the flash and the sound of
the thunder be one second, the distance
of the flash is 1,125 feet; if two seconds,
2,250 feet; if five seconds, about a mile;
if
ten seconds, two miles; and if a
minute, thirteen miles a distance at
which thunder is very seldom heard.
It may be safely concluded that if
any appreciable time elapses between
flash and sound the danger is not imminent. The long rumble of thunder
is caused by the long track the lightning takes from cloud to earth or from
one cloud to the other
A thunderclap is practically as short
lived as a lightning-flash, but it will be
readily seen that if the flash traverses
a mile there will be a period about
five seconds between the first sounds
that strike your ears and the last.

—

—

Scientific

American.

Yankee Rural Credit Law
'T'HE Review of Reviews
lowing summary of

gives the folthe essential

features of the Rural Credit system re-

dend on

cently passed by the Congress of the
United States:
First the co-operative system with
units to be formed by farmers who
desire to borrow, organizing local cooperative "National Farm Loan Associations" comprising any ten or more

farmers whose mortgages must aggregate S20,000 or more. These units are
to operate through a "Federal Land
Bank" and there are to be twelve such
banks, the country to be divided into
twelve districts, as in the case of the
Reserve Bank System, although these
districts will not necessarily be coterminate with the ReserAC Bank Districts.

Second, the joint-stock bank system,
not at all co-operative, but capitalistic

and for profit to its stockholders. These
joint-stock banks will have no connection with the twelve Federal Land
Banks, nor with the local "National
Farm Loan Associations," but will be
in direct competition with that cooperative system their interest will be
to discourage co-operation.
;

The two systems

will

be under one

control of the Farm Loan
Board, consisting of the Secretary of

general

this stock,

but

it is

provided

that the stock will be purchased automatically by the local National Farm
Loan Associations, with funds to be
furnished by the borrowers. Dividends
may be paid on stock held by others
than the Government if there are any
net profits.
How loans are to be made: A loan can
be made only to farmers or prospective
farmers, upon first mortgage on farms,
to the amount of 50 per cent, of the
appraised value of the land irrespective
of improvements, and 20 per cent of
the value of improvements. Appraisal
is first made by a committee of fellow
farmers, members of the Farm Loan
Association, who must agree unani-

mously; then it must be approved by
an appraiser sent out by the district
Federal Land Bank. Before a loan is
made, the borrower must invest 5 per

amount

of the loan in stock

Farm Loan

Association, which

cent, of the
in

the

holds the stock in trust as security' to
cover its risk in endorsing the loan.
And the Association must invest an
equal amount in the stock of the Federal Land Bank, which holds the stock
as security, with the first mortgage.
Originally it was planned^ that the
mortgage should be made to the Farm
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with

the Association endorsement, to the
Federal Land Bank, but this was
changed in conference, and now the
mortgage is made payable directly to
the Federal Land Bank, but it bears
the endorsement of the F"arm Loan
Association^ through which it is negotiated.

The

stock carries "double liability,"
borrowers are all liable for an
extra 5 per cent., besides the 5 per
cent, they invest in the stock, to cover
any losses. When they pay their loans
in full, the stock will be redeemed at par.
While each Federal Land Bank has
a capitalization of $750,000 at the
outset, this is only its minimum capital,
and as soon as it begins to make loans,
as each loan carries with it a stock
investment of 5 per cent, the bank's
stock begins at once to inrcease, until
the new stock belonging to the Farm
Loan Associations equals that held by
the Government, making a total of
$L500,000, after which 25 per cent, of
all additional proceeds from the sale of
stock to the borrowers (the Farm Loan
Associations) will be applied to retiring
the Government stock. By the time all
Government stock is retired, the total
capitalization of a Federal Land Bank
will be S4,.500,000, less the redeemed
Government stock ($750,000) or S3,750,000 net. The bank is authorized
to sell debenture bonds based on farm

i. e.,

mortgages to the amount of twenty
times

its

stock, so that at the time

Government stock

is

retired,

it

all

will

have outstanding $75,000,000 of such
bonds, based on an equal amount of
farm mortgages, giving the twelve
banks an ultimate capacity for handling mortgages to an amount $9,000,000,000 more than double the total
present farm mortagges in existence.
In fact even this might be somewhat
exceeded, since additional mortgages
wo^ld continue to add 5 per cent, to
the stock
Each of the twelve banks

—

.

will operate

independent of the others

volume of business, and
some will therefore retire their Government stock before others do. But the
twelve banks are mutual endorsers on
all bonds or obligations put out by any
in

adding to

its

of them.

The
the

first

made out

loans will be

of

bank's capital, until $50,000 or

more

of first mortgages are accumuthese will be deposited with the
Registrar of the Federal Land Board,

lated

;

and upon approval

The Vision
for the bonds will
control the rate to the fanners. The
1 per cent margin is to cover overhead
expenses of the system, aside from what
the Government advances as a subsidy.
The Government pays the expenses of
the Farm Loan Board, including salaries of the four commissioners ($10,000 each) and of the registrars and
examiners (of titles). The appraisers
are to be paid by the Land Banks out
of the 1 per cent, margin on the mortgages. The Farm Loan Board is authorized to employ such attorneys, experts,

hence the market

assistants, clerks, laborers,

and other

bonds
be issued to the same amount, and

epmloyees as it may deem necessary
and all expenses of the same will be

by the Federal
so that funds will be replenished for additional loans.

paid out of the public treasury. All
such will be appointed outside the civil
service rules, but "nothing herein shall
prevent tlie President from placing said

will

offered

to

of the Board,

investors,

Land Bank

The maximum
is

interest

6 per cent., but 5 1-2

The

on mortgages

is

predicted.

interest rate on mortgages must
be not to exceed 1 per cent, above the
rate on the last issue of bonds sold,

employees

in the classified service."
joint-stock banks will be under
the general control of the Federal Land

The

Board, but will have no connection with

Carter, in

of Defeat

the twelve

New

York Evening Sun

Land Banks. They

are re-

stricted to 6 per cent, interest on mortgages, and the interest must not exceed
1 per cent, more than the interest they

pay on

their bonds;

no commission or

other extra charges are to be allowed.
The^r minimum capital stock is $250,-

and they may issue bonds based
on farm mortgages to the amount of
000,

fifteen times their stock.

In addition to Secretary

McAdoo,

an ex-ofificio member, the Farm
Loan Board, as constituted by President Wilson and confirmed by the
Senate, consists of Mr. George W.
Norris, of Pennsylvania, designated as
Commissioner, or active executive head
of the farm-loan system; Judge Charles
Lobdell, of Kansas, a lawyer of long
experience in the farm-mortgage business; Capt. W. S. A. Smith, of Iowa,
and Mr. Herbert Qu^ck, the writer on

who

is

agricultural topics, fonnerly editor of
Farm and Fireside and now a resident
of West Virginia.
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The

Scientific Side

of

Bread

By Helen McMurchie
University of Toronto

Cartoons by H. F. Colson
building mateas well as practically all the fat which
is
in the >vheat.
If
Our forefathers crushed their com between two stones
one remembers that
the wheat grain is a
a far cry from the primiripened seed, its structure becomes
tive days when our forefathers
obvious. The germ is the cell from
crushed their corn between two
which the young plant will grow,
stones, to the present, with its great
the endosperm
is
the stored up
roller mills and intricate methods of
nourihsment on which it will feed in its
Yet the gap is not so earlier stages, while the bran is the proflour making.
great as it appears, for the steam
tective covering which will break away
milling process has but lately superas soon as the growing plant is strong
seded that of the old water mill, which in
enough to force its shoots up into the
its turn had been a late improvement on
soil.
When we use the wheat kernel for
primitive hand makeshifts. The sturdy
food we appropriate to ourselves what
men who opened up this Province made was nature's provision of nourishment
their first flour by pounding grain in a
for the new plant.
olaorvp

tissue
rial,

IT

SEEMS

hollowed

stump;

later

they

walked

incredible distances carrying their sacks
of corn to be ground at the new mill.
These mills are still be to seen through-

out the country wherever a watercourse
offers sufificient power for their operation, though nowadays they seldom
grind flour, but are used instead to chop

The more
feed for the farmer's stock.
important work of flour milling has
become a highly specialized industry
centralized in a few great establishments which possess the machinery
adequate to such a complicated undertaking.
Thus in three successive
stages of the home, the local, and lastly
the national industry we may behold
the economic evolution of flour making
complete.

This development of the milling promay be better understood with
reference to the composition and structure of the wheat grain. The accompanying illustration may serve to make
cess

clear.
There is first of all the
tough, dark, outer covering, of a substance called cellulose, which protects
the inside of the grain. This cellulose

this

lies in

known

several layers, and is commonly
as bran.
Inside the bran layers

the endosperm; this is the really
valuable part of the grain, being composed largely of starch and of gluten,
the characteristic substance of wheat.
Down in one corner of the kernel is the
germ, which contains some proteid, or
is

KTOW,

in making use of this seed for
food, the qualities of its parts must
be considered. First, the outer bran
covering is tough, and will not digest

^

readily; for that reason it is often
Then the germ, while
rejected as food.

bran has been removed the rest is
ground together into what is known as a
"straight" grade. But with the introduction of the processes of rolling and
bolting it became possible to sift the
grain into grades of varying fineness.
Thus in the large mills where the finest
quality of flour is made, both the bran
and the germ are removed and only the
endosperm made into flour. And even
the endosperm is divided into difTerent
classes, so that there may be as many
as six grades of varying fineness.
Complicated as are the difTerent
operations the principles are simple
first, the grain is cracked open by being

passed between rollers, this being
repeated in varying fashion as the proSecondly, the flour is
cess advances.
sifted through bolting cloths, so that by
alternate rollings and
siftings it is
divided into the different grades. The
rejected parts of the wheat are not
wasted; the bran being sold for feed,
while the germ is manufactured into
breakfast foods. The flours vary in
quality and composition, the best being
rich in starch and gluten, while the
poorest are relati\ely high in proteid

high in food value has poor keeping
qualities; owing to the fat which it contains, it is apt to become rancid, and for
that reason it is often removed from
The endosperm is thus
the flour.
the most sought after part of the
wheat. It is about 85 per cent,
of the whole grain, and contains,
as we have said, starch and gluten.
Starch everyone is familiar with,
gluten is the sticky, grey substance
which one has when wheat is
chewed into gum. It is a proteid,
or body-building substance and, as
such, is of high value in a food.
But it has a special function as
well, for its elasticity makes breadmaking possible. But we will return
to this point later.
In milling by hand
all the grain is ground
into flour; in the old
stone milling process
only the outer layer of
bran, at most, was
removed. In the small
mills that operate today there is no grading
of flour, but after the
They walked

incredible distances to the mill
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UQYAZ.
Bread made with Royal Yeast
will

keep

longer

than

fresh

and

Has

been

Canada's

moist
favorite Yeast for half

that

made with
a century.

any other.

bNN,pI?^°NTO,ONTvBE^

MADE
Some women

IN

CANADA

hold to the idea that bread-making

difficult operation,

included in the

but this

list

is

is

a long and

a mistake, as bread may now be
prepared foods, for with Royal

of quickly

Yeast Cakes, light sweet bread can be made in a few hours with
but little trouble. In fact it is no exaggeration to say that good
bread can be made quicker, and with less trouble with Royal
Yeast, than with any other yeast. All that is necessary is to use
good flour, and follow directions carefully, and the result is bound
to be satisfactory.
Free — Our new Royal Yeast Bake Book will be sent free upon request. It
full instructions for making bread and rolls with Royal Yeast Cakes.

contains

Send name and address plainly written on a postal card and
little book will be mailed promptly.

this valuable

ROYAL YEAST CAKES
MAKE PERFECT BREAD.
E.

W. GILLETT

COMPANY

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.
Winnipeg

Montreal
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A

Bran
Endosperm
Germ
(other than gluten) but poor in that
substance and in starch. To their use

back

we

shall

come

later.

'T'HUS

be seen that a variety of
can be made from one kind of
wheat, but as a rule different kinds of
wheat are blended in the making of
Few cereals vary so greatly in
flour.
composition as does wheat. It is pecuit will

flours

liarly susceptible to climatic

sonal influences.

and

sea-

Thus we have spring

and fall wheat, the former yielding a
"harder" flour than the latter. Then
there is the still more important difference between eastern and western
wheats. Wheat grown in a dry, sunshiny climate ripens slowly and contains more starch and gluten than that
grown in a moister atmosphere. This
explains the unparalleled excellence of

our western wheats. As Professor
Harcourt has put it: "A comparatively
high temperature, long bright days, an
absence of an excess of moisture, are the
conditions which prevail throughout
our western provinces, and these are,
doubtless,

some

of the conditions that

account for the high quality of wheat
produced there." The terms "hard"
and "soft" may be taken respectively
to denote the difference in quality between western and Ontario flours,
although it must be remembered that
even in Ontario wheats vary in hardness, and that good bread flour can undoubtedly be produced here.

The "hard"

flours

make

agent.
before

keeping the shape into which it has been
pressed.
It is smoother to the touch,
less gritty in consistency than the bread

dough must be "blown up" and this is
done by the addition of yeast. Yeast
is made up of microscopic plants which

flour

and

is

the best

greyer in color.

flours, as it

finer

it

than

flexible

the loaf, and on the gluten depends

its

power and consequently its lightness and elasticity. Such standard
flours as Purity, Royal Household and
Five Roses are made entirely from
"hard" wheat; and are, accordingly,
most used for home bread-making. The
Ontario millers generally mix their
wheat with western wheat, and breadmakers almost always combine "hard"
with "soft" flours. Apart from the
guarantee of a well-known name, bread
flour may be known by its feel and
color.
It is of a rich, creamy tint, and
when squeezed in the hand falls apart

is

a balloon
with gas. The

itself it is like

inflated

dough becomes

is finally

light

and spongy and

said to have "risen".

After

several manipulations it is put in the
oven and baked, the alcohol being
driven off in the process of cooking.
The heat of the oven cooks the starch,
turning part of it, in the browned outside crust, to sugar.
Thus is completed
a process which involves complicated
chemical action as well as skill and experience in handling in all its stages.

and

dough.

The relative merits of white as compared with whole wheat or graham
flour have been hotly contested, but the
concensus of opinion now seems to be in
favor of the white flour. The whole

X/fETHODS

wheat

flour is richer in proteid, and
particularly in mineral matter, but
much of these materials are in the bran,
and the gain is therefore only apparent
since the bran is only slightly digestible.
There is therefore much more waste
with graham than with white bread.
Of the latter as high as 94 per cent, is
assimilated, of the former only 86 per
cent.
But although white flour is preferable for a steady diet, the whole meal
is not to be despised.
People who
suffer from constipation should eat
whole wheat bread, for the sharp particles of bran help to scour out the

of breadmaking have
undergone an evolution almost
as complicated and quite as interesting
as those of flour. Occasionally someone is heard to sigh for the old "salt
rising" bread of our grandmothers'
days although one may suspect that

—

in this case distance has lent the superlative merits attributed to the product.
Contrary to popular belief, the salt

had nothing

to do with it, as salt, while
necessary for flavor, helps rather than
hinders the action of yeast. Another
common error is that hops have anything to do with the growth of yeast.
Hop yeast gives a distinct, pleasant
flavor to the bread and besides constitutes the principal ingredient added to
the flour. The hops contain a bitter
principle which constitutes a gentle,
natural
and
harmless
antiseptic
which prevents the growth of undesirable bacteria and other microorganisms along with the yeast, but
which is harmless to the yeast itself.

But it must not be
thought that whole wheat bread is
more nourishing than white, since the
intestinal tract.

exact reverse is the case.
Heretofore we have written as if flour
were the sole ingredient of bread, and
It is now time to take more strict
account of the bread-making process.
First, we must consider the part which
yeast has to play. When flour is mixed

NAATER 39a
.Carbohydrate

bread flours, because, as we have
pointed out, they are richest in starch
and gluten. Starch gives whiteness to
rising

of

from the bread

makes a more

Set to
it

multiply very rapidly under favorable
conditions of heat and moisture. As
they multiply they give off alcohol and
carbonic acid gas, and the latter expanding, stretches the gluten, the mass

In con-

tains as a rule, less starch and gluten
and more proteid, is made of a lower
grade wheat, and is, therefore, less
expensive than bread flour. But as its
name implies it is to be perferred for
the making of pastry, and not only does
it make tenderer pie crusts, but tea
cakes and biscuits are more successfully

made from

Structute of grain of wheat

for household purposes

readily.
pastry, or soft flour when
tested in this way will stick together,

PROTEID

(Sas =

^>

6/2°/o

1-^ MIINERAL

Fat

MATTER

lo/o

Composition of a loaf of bread

to a dough by the addition of liquid,
and when this dough is kneaded, gluten
is formed, but this gluten would do
little to lighten the bread were it not for

the addition of a specific lightening

Furthermore, this bitter principle has
been found favorable to human secretion and digestion.
Yeast used to
be procured in liquid form from a
brewery, for it is used in brewing ales
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ownership for those of moderate means.

Gear Transmission with TKree Speeds
Auto- Lite Two Unit Electric
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Starting and Lighting System; Valve-in-head Motor;
Centre Control; Speedometer; Cantilever Springs; Nonskid Tires on rear wheels.
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in the making of vinegars
Now-aas well as in bread-making.
days, however, the Hquid yeast has
given place to the dried yeast cake, of
which Royal Yeast is the best known
make. Still later the compressed yeast
cakes, such as Fleischmann's, have
made their way on to the market.
They have the advantage of being
quicker than the dried yeast, but they
keep only for a limited time, and can
be used only where fresh supplies are
to be had regularly.

and beers and

ON

INSIST

The composition

of a loaf of bread
be seen from the accompanying
that
It will be noticed
illustration.
bread is relativelypoor in fat, and one
cannot but admire that adaptation
of taste to need which has taught us
The
to eat butter with our bread.
quantity of proteid in bread is somewhat low, but here again the defect
is remedied by eating bread with meat,
eggs, cheese or some other proteid
food.
By using skim milk instead of
water, in bread-making this lack can
be largely remedied, and bread thus
becomes almost a perfect food. As
it is, the large percentage of solid matter in the loaf makes bread one of our
most nutritious foods.

may

PURITV

'X'HE
'•

present tendency is for bread
to pass outside the home

making

and to become, like
specialized industry.

FLOUR
More Bread and

Better Bread

Western Canada Flour Mills
Limited

HEAD

OFFICE:

TORONTO.

flour milling,

Years

ago

a
all

bread was home-made, afterwards the
baker became a recognized figure in
the circle of village tradesmen, and

now the further stage is seen in the
centralizing of the industry- in great
establishments in our cities, from which
bread is shipped out each day to smaller
Many local bake shops
places.
have given up the making of bread and
content themselves with selling what is
shipped in from outside. The relative
merits

of

bakers'

and

home-made

bread have often been disputed, obviously to no purpose, as it is a matter
of special cases and not of general
principles.
Probably bakers' bread is
on an a\erage, as good as home-made,
for it is a fantastic delusion to suppose
that all home-made bread is clean and
But most people would admit
sweet.
that the best home-made bread is
superior to the best bakers'. This is
easily understandable, for home breadmaking allows a control over conditions
which is impossible in any industry
carried out on a large scale; in other
words, one gets the advantage of individuality in the product. The very
finest flour can be used, special ingredients added, and special care given
A betto every detail of the process.
ter flavored bread is thus produced.
The labor of home bread-making is
lightened, and cleanliness made more
easy by the use of the really excellent
bread mixers now on the market.
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One may conclude

that the housewife
with whom appetizing and nourishing
food counts for more than time will
still prefer to make her own bread.
Bakers' bread is said to cost twice
as much as home-made bread, but the

When

the Whistle Blows

economy of home baking is practised
chiefly by those who need it least.
The thrifty housewife who does not
need to count her pennies makes bread
more often than does her poorer, less
provident neighbor. The very poor
neither know how to make bread nor
do they care to learn the shop around
the corner must supply their need.
We may conclude that the making of

The

art,

home

practised

is

likely to

by the

remain a

frugal

trying to see

can do for
drops his

faction

put in

an

,

is

world

is

Even a

straight-laced
to go crooked.

has been

the

toiler

with

food that

rich in muscle-building,

men and women who

do things, because it contains the greatest amount of body building nutriment in smallest bulk, with the least tax upon the digestive organs.
It contains all the body building material in the
whole wheat grain, including the bran-coat which is so useful
It is the
in keeping the alimentary tract clean and healthy.

man

outdoor

favorite food of the

and the indoor man.
Two

shredded wheat biscuits with milk or
cream for breakfast will supply all the nutriment needed for a half day's work or play. Also
deliciously nourishing for any meal when
served with sliced bananas, baked apples or
other fresh or preserved

fruits.

"Made

ia

Torr.nto Office

HO-MAYDE BREAD
IMPROVER
Makes bread of a finer texture and flavor.
Makes a whiter and larger loaf which will
not dry out so quickly.
It

shortens the time of baking.

It is

Send

pure and wholesome.
for a trial package,

Canada" by

or C.

&

J.

St.,

:

Co., Limited

40 Wellington Street East,

Perfect hearing is now being restored in
every condition of deafness or defective
hearing from causes such as

Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunk*
en Drums, Roaring or Hissing Sounds.
Perforated, Wholly or Partially Destroy.
ed Drums, Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson
l.'ic,

post-paid.

HO-MAYDE PRODUCTS
man

work when

easily digested

the most perfect ration ever devised for

23 Scott

known

He

Shredded Wheat

is

fed.

he

and pride of having
a full day's work.

The Canadian Shredded Wheat

is

little

brain-making material.

nature.

seen that the housewife,
kneading her loaf, or choosing it from
the bakers' basket, is really touching a
national, even an international problem.
For her the fields ripen, for
her the mills grind, for her men speculate on the exchange, for her the whole
complicated system of distribution is
set in motion.
But the nexus between
household and national economy is
seldom made, and our housewife sets
the loaf before her family without
realizing that she is the last link in that
long chain of causes by which the

not

is

hand or brain comes from

danelles, speculation was rife as to the
influence on the markets of the cargoes
of Russian wheat held in the Black Sea,
should the way be opened for their
egress.
The wheat exchange of Chicago is the centre of Western commercial
activity, and to many districts wheat
means riches or failure. The demand
for bread is as far-reaching in its
influence
as it is fundamental in
it

is

his wages.

Health for the

for tariff reform in Great Britain.
Again^ last year, when the Allied fleets
attempted to break through the Dar-

Thus

how

who

whistle blows with the satis-

fine

and cap-

able few who belong mostly to the
better
Because
the
great
class.
majority do and will continue to depend on the baker it is of the utmost
importance that the making and distribution of bread should be subjected
to the most careful inspection, if the
health of the nation is to be secured.
Bread is one of our cheapest as well
as one of our most nutritious foods,
hence its universal use and its increasing importance as we descend in the
scale of living.
It is the mainstay of
the poor and any marked rise in prices
is of the gravest import.
Bread plays
a leading part in the economy of a
nation, and political measures may
be modified by the conditions of its
supply. The Repeal of the Corn
Laws in England in the last century
was, in the last analysis, an effort to
secure cheap bread for the people, and
thisquestion isgermane to any proposals

nourished

properly

—

bread at

healthy toiler

CO.

Toronto, Ont.

Jones, Winnipeg,

Man.

Common- Sense Ear Dninu

—

"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears"
require no medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural drums. They are simple devices,
which the wearer easily fits into the ears where they are
invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable to wear at all times.
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAFNESS,
giving you full particulars and plenty of testimonials.
WILSON EAR DRUM CO., Inoorporatsd
lnt*r-Soutliern Building
111
LOUISVILLE, KT.
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Psychology

in

Salesmanship

Continued from page 353.
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FAMOUS r

W02LD

CECILIAN

want was asdistasteas it is to any normal man.
Tlie trouble was that this thought was
tiiougiit of thc>m in

ful to

me

w

never presented •<>
in a concrete
way.
"One \>y one llay y,.t\v me up until
only one man was left who kept me on
his books as a 'prospect'.
He represented an old line company and had
Ijcen in the business for 20 years.
"He played a good game of pool, of
which I was very fond, and we soon
got into the habit of playing a nightly
game before going home to supper.
" 'How does it happen your interest
has revived ?' I asked one night.
" 'Oh, I don't know.' he answered.
'Just a fancy, I guess.'
"I accepted his explanation without
each game that
argument.
After
I
lost he would make a mark in a
asked him one
I
little black book.
evening the object of his bookkeeping.
" 'I'll tell you next week," he said.
"Well, Monday rolled around and
that evening as we were playing our

The unquestioned superiority of the CECILIAN Ail Metal Climate Proof
Player Pianos is the result of 33 years of scientific labor by the cleverest experts
in the piano business.
The masterly workmanship

both construction and finish, combined with
an incomparable beauty of tone, place these lovely instruments in a class by
in

themselves.

The

"All Cecilian Upright Pianos are

CONVERTIBLE"
may be

converted into Player Piano by having the Player Action installed at any
future time, insures all purchasers of these
FAMOUS INSTRUMENTS against loss
by exchange, should they decide to have a player later. This one fact means a saving of at
least $150.00 on your investment.
Write us for particulars and booklet or call at Canadian
Headquarters and see and hear for yourself.
is,

WORLD

'

The CECILIAN COMPANY, Limited
420 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Canadian Factory, 1189 Balhurst

ESTABLISHED

NEW

$3.00

AUTOMATIC ADDER
Absolutely accurate, quickly and easily
operated, durably made.
All metal
Capacity. »99St,999.99.
Kew
ubique principle, saves time, brain
work, and eliminates errors.
Thousands of pleased owners.
Biggest
value ever offt-red in an adder. Guaranteed accurate for one year. Makes
adding ensy for anyone.
Sent preciiing.

paid for
wanted.

BENVIN SPECIALTY

Attention
Mrs. Cope,

*3.**0.

Order to-day.

Agents

!

Queen

Agents.

Magrath,

West,
Toronto, Ont.
Only manufacturers in Canada.
Street,

child could

skill it is

he said slowly.

me

after

all,

in letting

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED
A

sharp blade makes shaving a joy. We sharpen
and save you monev.
Satisfaction
guaranteed, Gillette. 26c a dozen. Ever Ready
and other single edge blades, 26c a dozen. Mail
your dull blades to
safety blades,

ALB. KEEN EDGE CO..
Street,

Toronto,

-

DO YOU NEED

FURNITURE?
Write for our large photo-illustrated
Catalogue No. 29 It's free to you.

—

THE ADAMS FDRNITURE

CO.. Limited

Toronto, Oolaris.

you put

over.'

" 'Shoot,' he said sharply.
"I shot, and because of his

I883r

'Son,

before you shoot, can't I get you to
come across for the wife and kiddies.
You owe it to 'em, you know.'
" 'Jack,' I laughed, wondering at his
choosing this moment to talk business;
'Jack, if I signed a policy now I'd lose
my self-respect as it would show that I

was weak,

Toronto.

CO.. Toronto, Ontario.

PERFECTION SANITARY BRUSH CO.
1118

St.,

180 Bathursl

Alta., cleared $102.35
in Magrath, and $102.75 in Taber in 8 days' canvassing
with our Sanitary Brushes. We have territory open for
you. Write lis for Catalogue and terms.
of

A

make the shot.
a sure thing, eh ?'
" 'I'd like a bet on it,' I grinned.

pocket.

With your

" 'You'd lose,'

additional advantage that

That

last game and but one ball remained to
send home, he suddenly stopped me as
I bent over to shoot.
" 'Son,' he said, 'that's the game
ball, eh ?'
" 'Yes,' I answered, wondering why
he had stopped me.
" 'I want you to notice that ball,' he
continued. 'It is dead in line with the

words

I

shot with care. The ball, the game
ball and the last on the table, rolled
Two inches
straight for the pocket.
away it swerved lightly, bumped gently
against the side of the pocket and stood
friend with a grim smile
still.
drove the ball home.
" 'There goes your self-respect,' he
drawled.
" 'What do you mean ?' I gasped.
"His cue went to the rack with a
bang.
" 'Sit down,' he snapped.
'I'm going
His little
to show you something."
black book was jerked out. His pencil
ran down the column of little marks.
" 'E\-ery one of them means ten
'Ten cents out of your
cents,' he said.
pocket. Here is the total.'

My

I
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"I stared in wondering disbelief that
slowly changed to dismayed conviction.

The

total was over $50.60.
" 'Boy,' he said, 'for the past several

months you have been pushing your
about a pool table. You
your wife and babies go unprotected while you poked little balls
about a cloth. That last ball I sent
home brought the total of your losses
to exactly what it would cost you for
$2,000 for one year. You lost the game
by a trick. If you look you will find a
bit of gum between the pocket and the
location of the ball when you shot.
"He put on his hat and coat and
self-respect

have

let

started for the door.
I stared at the
pool table, at the total I had spent on
the game.
I touched the bit of gum.
Boys, I signed an application that
night."

Eluding an Earl
Continued from page 351.

The eighteenth hole was four hundred
and twenty yards over two bunkers
the tee lying within an arch of trees
with pines to the left, and the grounds
of a great country estate bordering the
course to the right.

The earl advanced to take his honor
with a deprecating smile of conquering
superiority.
Bobby was strong on the
long game and felt sure of winning the
decisive hole.

At

For the Cream

best the Englishman
if he did not

could only hope to halve,

Two

A. M.— inky dark—
that's when Big Ben
startsthemilkman'sday.

get into difficulty and lose.
"Yes," he said, "that was a doocid
fine shot.
Well, here's for another !"
He swung the club mightily, pressing
for distance to carry the first bunker,

Out of bed like a boy going fishing
nudges Big Ben
to a hush takes up the tune
as he whistles to work.
You've heard that patter of

—
—

hundred and fifty yards away.
Whether it was the wind or a furious

fqlly a

or both, the ball sped high in the
air, moving at a tremendous rate of
speed. Suddenly it curved sharply to
the right, left the course entirely and
disappeared within the shadow of the
slice,

nimble feet

—

bungalow.
back door,
and made his way in. "That's all
right, Darnell," he beckoned.
"Come
right along.
Townsend wouldn't miss
it for a thousand plunks."
He pushed open the door. The Englishman followed in great excitement.
Litchfield rushed to the

hole play, the rule being
to play the ball whatever the lie, and a
lost ball was a lost hole.
The players
into the huge white kitchen.
maids, dressed in conventional
black, with white collars and cuffs,
hastily turned their backs.
Bobby
Litchfield hurried forward, while Darnell hung by the door.
"Excuse me," began Bobby, "we're
playing a match.
Did a ball come in
here ?"
Without turning her shoulders a
girl's soft voice answered, "Yes, sir.

burst

Two

clink of bottles
tray the rattle of

—

the wire
boxes, of cans and ice
the giddap
the wheels
the merry tune
all unmindful of the world at sleep.
in

Bradley-Townsend

The match was

— the
—

—

You've wondered.
La

Salle,

111.,

U.

S.

A.

Day

of the

Try Big Ben yourself a little earlier. See
how he'll bring you the cream of the day
morning hours that start you right
and stretch out till night with minutes
aplenty for every task. And you'll take up
his tune and smile through the day.
rich

You'll like Big

seven inches

downright good

ways

Ben

tall,
all

He's
neighborly

face to face.

spunky,

He

through.

— ten half-minute

calls

rings

two

or steadily for

five minutes.

Big Ben is six times factory tested. At
your Dealer's $l.$o in the States, $3.00 in
Canada. Sent prepaid on receipt of price
if your Dealer doesn't stock him.
,

fVendox folk build more than three million alarms
a year and build them well. -All wheels are assempatented, of course.
bled by a special process
Result accuracy, less friction, long life.

—
—

—

Western Clock Co.

Makers of

PVestclox

Other IVestdox: Baby Ben. Pocket Ben, America^
Bingo,
Sleep-Meter,
Lookout and Ironclad.

VISITING CARDS
Ladies' or Gentlemen's printed to orderlatest styles. Fifty cents per hundred,
postpaid. Samples on application.

FRANK

H. BARNARD, Printer
35 Dundas Street, Toronto.

Send Us Your Safety Razor Blades
We Will Return them With a
Keener Edge Than When New
Durham Duplex, 50c doz.: other Double Edge Blades,
35c doz.; Single Edge Blades, 25c doz.; Old Style
Razors, 25c each.
We pay return postage.

EXCELSIOR KEEN EDGE CO.
1

Edward

Street,

TORONTO, ONT.

"YOU WILL MAKE
a good Salary"
and a handsome margin as well, selling
our Hand and Electric Carpet and Rug
Cleaners
the Sweeper- Vac and the

—

•

Clean-Elec.
Both are high efficiency machines and
sold at popular prices.
Only one rerresentative in each locality.
Write us now.

DOMINION SALES
Dept.

M.

C.,

CO.,

LIMITED

368 Yonge Street,

TORONTO.
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The Half Million Dollar Motor at Toronto Exhibition
The

The

105-inch Wheel Base, Floating Type Rear
Axle, Full Elliptic Springs and deep Upholstery

beauty has taken Canada by
At the Toronto Exhibition, the crowds
who thronged the Automobile Section were
enthusiastic in their praise of Benjamin Briscoe's
latest Briscoe

storm.

—

insure the utmost ease and comfort, when
motoring.
Built on beautiful lines, with 5 passenger Touring
or 4 passenger Roadster bodies. Splitdorf electric
Starting and Lighting, fully equipped throughout.

—

the Briscoe 4-24 the car with the
Half Million Dollar Motor.
It is the Car that all Canada has been waiting for
a beautiful car a luxuriously comfortable car
a powerful car at a price that is within easy
reach of the man of every-day income.
Such a car for S825 is possible because of Mr.
Briscoe's success in perfecting the Half Million
Dollar Motor the longest long-stroke
Motor in the world
3>^" bore to S'/i"
L biroke
a motor that made 32 miles on a

masterpiece

—
—

—

you are interested, q/ course.
plete details f
Weil, send for

—

Vou want coma copy of Mr.

Briscoe's oivn story of "The Half Million
Dollar Motor". Jt'sa big man's narratiie of
a big achievement.
Jascinaling pen picture

A

—

—

of pluck, virility and romance of oldworld pathos and new-<vorld success.
Mailed free. Write to-day for it.

—

gallon of gasoline.

^»*iAi
The Canadian Briscoe Motor Co. Limited, Brockville,
9 <y> O
CJ

E*

27

Ont>

ikSA'
[BRISCOEJ

IBRlSCOEl
by the window !"
"By ail that's holy, it's Miss Smith !"
Bobby Litchfield took three steps and

It's in

the bread pan

confronted a
"I

blonde maid.

tall

was mixing bread,

looking defiantly

sir,"

she said,

at the young man,

"when it popped through the widow.
As the dough is all full of glass, I didn't
touch

it.

There

"Ha Ha Ha !" bellowed the Englishman, throwing back his head. "Ball
Hoo
Hoo
hunt, and Hunt Ball
Say, that's a ripping joke, old man !"
Then he recovered himself with a suppressed gurgle.
"I suppose I've got to
play it out of there." He observed the
surprise of the girl, but ignored the
"It's all right for
personal situation.
me to raise the window; that's no
hazard."
But Bobby was looking hard into
evasive blue eyes.
"I knew," he said,
"I had seen you before, but not
"
didn't think
"Can I get up on the table ?" asked
the Earl of Portchester sturdily.
maid.
the
"Surely,"
answered
"Edith" she turned— "you clear off
the table.
hands are all dough."
The Englishman, with his club to the
floor, watched the second maid turn;
when her profile came into view, he
!

Write

on

it

the film —
at the time.

Record

the

"Who, When,

Where" on every negative.
It's the work of an instant
with an Autographic

KODAK
All folding

Kodaks and folding Brownies
now autographic.

are

CANADIAN KODAK CO.. Limited
TORONTO.

it is !"

!

!

!

!

—

—

gasped

My

For Swollen Veins

Absorbine.JTHE ANTlStPTIC 1.HI1MENT
thaok haak RCb u. •.

p.

That Absorbine, Jr., would relieve
Varicose Veins was discovered by an old
gentleman who had suffered with swollen
He had
\eins for nearly fifty years.

made many

unsuccessful efforts to get

and finally tried Absorbine, Jr.,
knowing its value in reducing swellings,
aches, pains and soreness.
Absorbine, Jr., relieved him, and after
he had applied- it regularly for a few
weeks he told us that his iegs were as
smooth as when he was a l.oy and all the
pain and soreness had ceased.
Thousands have since ufed this antirelief

septic liniment for this purpose with

remarkably Kood

results.

.\bsorbine, Jr.. is made of oils and extracts from pure herbs and when rubbed
upon the skin is quickly taken xrp by
the pores; the blood circulation in sur-

rounding parts is thereby stimulated
and healing helped.
$1.00 a Bottle at Druggists or Postpaid.
will
A LIBERAL TRIAL BOTTLE
for 10c in

be mailed to your address
stamps.

W.
S12

Booklet

F.

free.

Youni

Lymans

P.D.F.

Bldg., Montreal, Can.
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^Tind the Idea of a Tire^s Origin and

You

Will

Have Some Idea

Why

It

The

of

Succeeds/^ - Handy Andy

traction engine

was made

to grip.

So was Dunlop Traction Tread.
Nothing has yet taken the place

of the
traction engine for long continuous service.

We

don't think any other tire will ever
take the place of Dunlop Traction Tread
for the same function.

">^

D\JtiLO/>
^«j ^ OF

tR£AD

qu^<^\

^CTX9
Dunlop Traction Tread is larger
Canada.
than
"Traction's" fame is limitless. Near imitations are to be found in nearly every country where automobiling is in vogue. Men have written from various
portions of the world seeking the agency for their territory.
In a certain sense

"Traction" holds the only transcontinental tire record
It has never been known to fail
ever made in Canada
skid-resister.
It
has
as a
made it possible for punctures
It has driven out the dust
to be a forgotten evil.
It has made automobiling by women more
nuisance.
It has given men all over the country a new idea
general.
In short, Dunlop Traction Tread, since its
mileage.
of
introduction in iqii, has popularized motoring and, for
the first time in the history of the motor car, has made
Safety a Certainty.

Dunlop

Tire

&

Rubber

Goods

Company,

Limited

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORIES: TORONTO.
Branches

:

Victoria, Vancouver,

Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg, London, Hamilton, Toronto,
Ottawa, Montreal,

St.

John, Halifax.
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"Miss Brown !" He took an involuntary step forward, and then recovered.
"I say
This is j"I|\- strange,
!

The 1917 Ford Touring Car

you know."
"Not at all, sir." li.c liiunette
walked up to the table with head high.
"I was assisting Polly." She clattered
utensils and dishes, and then dropped a
little courtesy.
"There
You can
get up and play it out."
The Englishman fumbled with the
window to rai.se it. The modern catch
was too much for his insular brains.
!

"T^HE old, reliable Ford Chassis — Stream
line

effect

hood— new

— crown

fenders

— tapered

"Oh,

maid began
I

radiator with increased cool-

— mean"
dominate him — "Brown,

say. Miss

I

cawn't

you

to

move

I

the blasted thing.

Won't

?"

The brunette

ing surface.

Brown

the instinct of the master toward the

did not possess hauteur

enough

to withstand the piteous petition.
Somehow a large hand and a
small one got entangled in the process.
o

*

*

*

*

*

At the end
ator Sumner

Chassis

Runabout

$450

.

.

Coupelet

.

Town Car

475

$695
.

780

of the ballroom Mrs. SenAt her
sat and reigned.
bidding the Master of the Hounds himself was no more than a happy retriever
of birds of paradise.
Along the line a
row of robust patronesses, resplendent

autumnal charms, languidly waved
and observed their daughters'
triumphs. None of these was so conspicuous on account of her queenly
carriage, her jewels, and her exposure
to draught as Mrs. Bradley-Townsend.
Bobby Litchfield, by reason of his
in

Touring Car 495
f.o.b.

890

Sedan

Ford, Ontario

Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Limited
Ford, Ontario

their fans

father's exalted diplomatic position,
his wealth, not to mention his family,
his wide continental acquaintance, and
solid sportsmanship, was a deservedly
popular partner at the Hunt Ball. Yet
discerning ladies noticed a new aloofness in his manner, an impersonal look,
that seemed to focus far beyond his
vis-a-vis.

Assembly and Service Branches at

St. John, N.B.; Montreal,
Que.; Toronto, Ont.: Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Winnipeg, Man.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Calgary, Alta. Vancouver, B.C.
;

The same abstracted manner might
have been observed glooming the countenance of the Earl of Portchester as he
conscientiously piloted a little giggling,
overdecorated, and underdressed butterfly.
He stepped upon his partner's
He bent to
It cracked.
flimsy dress.
the tear with labored apologies. He
found himself alone staring at the
palm-encircled doors. There, standing in the green frame, hesitant, like a
shy rose about to open, trembled the
parlor maid while behind her, tall,
stately, as if peering into paradise,
loomed the ladj- of the dough.
The earl drew his breath in sharply
as Japanese do who wish to show more
than homage. Suddenly he felt a hand
upon his shoulder. He turned and
looked into the pale, swarthy face of his

—

The Canadian Lawyer
OR

BUSINESS MEN,FARMtRS,HEafANlCS

AKD OTHERS

IN

CANADA

firmtWIKW DEVISED «ll tNL»RO£Il

TORONTO
TUt CAJSWELl COMPANY UMITEIl

—

HOW YOU CAN KEEP OUT
OF LAW SUITS

Canadian Lawyer

THE

"Canadian Lawyer" is a book that will protect the
farmer against the sharp practice of agents or any person
else who might like to get him in a tight place.
It gives the
most important provisions of the Laws of the Dominion and
of each of the Provinces.
The information is given in
simple everyday language, so that farmers will be able to do
a great deal of their own business strictly in accordance with
the law, without having to pay each time for a little bit of
ordinary advice. It also gives simple and correct Forms for

the preparation of all kinds of legal documents that a farmer would ever
have occasion to use. Chattel Mortgages and Bills of Sale are explained
fully
how to make them, the law in regard to them, and when to use them.
given
regarding
Cheques, Liens, Notes, Land Mortgages, Promissory Note?. Receipts
is
information
Similar
and Wills, Instruction as to Exemption from Seizure for Debt; the law in Regard to Line Fences; the use
and form of Power of Attorney, and in fact everything else that a farmer would revuire to know.
The book contains 453 pages, price $2.00 in good qloth binding, and will be sent, postage paid, when
cash accompanies the order. Send your order direct to the publisher

—

THE CARSWELL COMPANY,

Limited.

19 Duncan

St..

TORONTO,

Canada.

friend.

"My God

!"

said

Bobby.

"What are

they doing here ?"
earl's face took on that hard,
expression which his fellowguardsmen had learned to fear and

The

stern

respect.

Continued on page 386.
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Continued from page 333.

headmaster. Malette, in his complex
boyish way, had tried to fascinate her
(which sounds odd, but is true), but she
could never stand him, and boxed his
ears.
That was what gave me pleasure
in telling him I had married her, thinking he might remember.
I propsered
in my profession.
I never had to begin
in a small way, and so have nc\'er studied how a small man might have succeeded who worked on my plan; but
I do know that a moderately wealthyman on change who plays the safe
game of selling out when he sees a pro.

however

infinitesimal, will stay in
longer than the speculator.
I
never took "long odds." I could
have stood a number of bad reverses
and still emerged pretty well fixed but
as a matter of fact the gambling instinct was quite absent from my makeup.
I always took only what I thought
"safe chances," and somehow I was
lucky, and they were safe, and I made
money hand over fist, and people began to point to me as a man of trefit,

the

Asrii this

a wonderful Oven

Glass Door

Tested

Thermometer
Walls of
Nickeled Steel

Economy Flue
Systemi
Ventilation

game

more
WHAT
could

3

added ? Here
is an oven you

the

enjoy

:leaned.

be

Should
c

bubble over,

;

—

mendous

acumen whereas really I
had a big yellow streak
It was probably this "safeness" that
led to my being made an executor for
an old friend's will. Boissevain, a pottery manufacturer in my native town,
died leaving about two hundred thousand pounds to his wife in trust for
!

their only child, a girl of fourteen.

was the only executor, and

I

acted in
collaboration with the family lawyer.
Mrs. Boissevain is one of those women who have not the slightest business instinct, whose minds simply cannot comprehend a technicality, however elementary, and who will say,
when you introduce a business topic,
"Oh, Mr. Renshaw, I'm sure I know so
I

about these things, and you know
much, so why bother poor me with
them ?" She employed a lawyer merely because it was a formula to do so.
That kind of woman, I have found out,
is after all the most seldom cheated,
because they cling to your wisdom and
judgment so wistfully that you feel a
cur to take advantage of them. Old
Crandall, the family lawyer, was just

using,

the oven
is

meals than
sanitary

Glass Oven-door saves

up and down

all

watch your
baking.
Now a glance, as you go
about your other work, tells you how

2

is

baking

The

to

in the

heavily

walls
nickel-

plated.
No metal
could be more

the time you used to spend get-

everything

so easily

used in making

you ever thought
you were capable of cooking.

ting

is

quick-heat steel

helps you serve

IThe

Pandora

Oven

an oven that saves
your fuel, and that
finer

the

coking

oven.

There is no guess-work about the
heat of this oven. This is because we test the Pandora Ther-

mometers. Now, that means a lot in
having your baking always the same.

and

rust-proof.

4 made

But the saving of coal is not all
by the special walls of the

oven. The nickeled steel allows
heat to penetrate into the oven very
quickly, but it is the McClary flue system that directs the heat twice around
the oven and stops the usual wastage.

5 The

Ventilated Oven carries off
cooking odors.
You know
what that means; no smudge or
disagreeable odors around the house at
all

meal times.

little

so

He

such another.

ment

of

pounds

—

trusted the invest-

wdsr/s Pandora!
Would you like to learn everything about the
Pandora? You can study out its features of convenience and economy in your own home, by reading " The Magic of the Pandora."
The whole book is clearly
written and illustrated. Send the coupon to the factory.
.o^

two hundred thousand
they gave up interest in the
the

— to me implicitly, chief-

pottery business
ly

because of

safe,"

my

reputation for "being

M<=aaDfl^

and as long as Mrs. Boi-ssevain

received her dividends regularly neither
she nor he bothered. That is how I
found it so easy to plunder the estate.

London
Winnipeg

KJOW

this may sound incongruous,
"plundering the estate." I hope I
have made it clear that I lacked the
courage to commit such a crime for the
sake of merely having the money. It

^

Toronto

4
o*

^

^'

Montreal

Vancouver

St.

Hamilton

Calgary

Saskatoon

Edmonton

/

John, N.B.
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Bread is the cheapest
food known. Home bread
baking reduces the high
cost of living by lessening the amount of expen-*

meats required to

necessary
the
nourishment to the body.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

E.W.GILLETT

do

that,

!

;

What would

thinks.

it feel

like to

be on
he is

—

the track in front of a train
fascinated by it, and, presto, he jumps
in front of it
Or he crosses the river,
and looks at the dark swirling waters

COMPANY LIMITED
MOHmAL^

TORONTO OUT

I

—

supply

^^mm0^

of initiative to

am

not irresolute, or unduly hesitant, I haven't myself much
initiative.
I could act on a bold piratical scheme when I heard of it, but as for
originating it
But perhaps you
have noticed how many men and women commit evil, either to jjerson or
property, in a state of self-hypnotism ?
Half the cases of suicide originate like
that.
A man is waiting for a train he

WaajsEiffliBiiffi*

sive

man

and though

!

below him, and wonders how it feels
to be drowned
and the next thing he

—

jumps
n7 miP

:'
•'•

';

v.:-..

;Wiiii

A

large percentage of the
cases of clerks embezzling their employers' funds arise from the fascination to know how it feels to own so
!

much money.
That is how

I

there

lot of it

felt.

The money was

—and
—quite a
ated me. Although

it

fascin-

much

totalled

it

more than I had personally, I did not
need it, any more than the suicide needs
rCB>ga..''.jJJS»

•

The
in front of that train.
feelings I experienced gradually
not
crystallized into this thought
to

'

jump

vague

:

take

it ?

On

the other hand,

Why
my sense

Why

take it ?
of responsibility said.
I oscillated between these two questions a thousand times a day, and each
time
resolve to take it became imperceptibly greater. Finally, I realized

my

Freshwater Voyage
over

America's Inland Seas
From Georgian Bay

to Thunder Bay—a six hundred mile
from Port McNicoll through the island fairyland of the
Georgian Bay— through Lake Huron, St. Mary's River, Sault
Ste. Marie, and the blue-green waters of Lake Superior to
Fort William and Port Arthur. Luxurious
trip

Canadian Pacific
Express Steamship Service

—

information
Pacific Railway, or
full

A. O.

call,

phone or write

SEYMOUR,

to

any Agent

of the

I would restore it all.
sion of feeling.
I got as far as selling out, and then,
hands it had
with this big sum in
swung back again, and
I
increased
decided to keep it.
Looking round for another place to
invest, I became interested, rather

my

—

Through accommodations Toronto to Western Canada, Pacific Coast
and Alaska. Vfri table ocean greyhounds, luxuriously appointed verandah cafes, cabins de luxe, etc. Alternate route for Pacific Coast tours.
Canadian Pacific Standard None Better.
For

with a tremendous shock that it was
harder to leave it than to take it; thereCowardice,
fore, eventually, I took it.
after all, is the choosing of the easier
path.
Men only show their "bravery"
because there is someone there to jeer
them out of their timidity: and it is
harder to be jeered at than to attempt.
This happened some three years ago.
I invested the two hundred thousand
wisely, and received a return which was
somewhat higher than Mrs. Boissevain
had been accustomed to, so that when
I paid her her usual dividends there was
Old Cranstill a big slice left for me.
dall was not the slightest bit suspicious.
Then about a year ago I had a rex-ul-

Canadian

my will, in Persian oils.
my

against

—

"But,'

Dr. Jekyll-self, "that's a
said
"True," said the Hyde
speculation."
part of me, "and you're a thief. Every
executor who misappropriates trust
funds always speculates it's a kind of
convention." The ghastly humor of it
overcame me a dishonest executor to
use misappropriated moneys honestly

—

General Tourist Agent, Montreal, Que.

—

I
and restore them with interest
I could tell you my mental pro!

wish
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cesses:
it

shares than not to. After all,
I said, what's the difference ?
first speculation went off very
well.
bought in small blocks in
I
different companies through various
sian

oil

We

My

subterranean

agencies,

knows

day that

to this

and
I

am

no

one

the

ma-

Silver Plate

Quaker Oats Premiums

Jewelry

many premiums to Quaker Oats users,
Jewelry and Aluminum Cooking Utensilseach package illustrates them.

are offering

Alnminniii

in Silver Plate,

A

circular in
This takes the place of large advertising, and gives all the saving
Each 25c round package contains two coupons. Each 10c
package contains one coupon. Each coupon has a merchandise
value of 2c to apply on any premium. We make very
attractive, very liberal offers. Note them in the
package.
to you.

jority stock-holder in three companies,
possibly four, because the stock is
registered in a variety of names. That
was nearly a year ago.

Cereal Spoon

Persian oils took a sag in March, but
recovered again. But unfortunately,
they never went back to par, and I
would have made a dead loss of over
seven thousand pounds if I had sold
out, which, togetlier with the eight
thousand I had paid Mrs. Boissevain
out of my own pocket for her dividends,
would have left me considerably in the
hole.
So I hung on. And then the
unexpected happened, and old Crandall
died suddenly
I told Violet that night about meeting Malette, and she said, "I suppose
we must accept his invitation ?"

— Dominion

Pattern

For 10 Quaker Oats Coupons

!

"Must we

?"

"Why

not ?
odd, wouldn't
that ?"

"But

I

Malette

would seem a little
an old friend like

It
it,

always thought you detested

!"

"How ridiculous
Have you ever
heard me mention him ?"
"No. But I remember you boxed his
!

ears once.
Have you forgotten ?"
"I must have done.
In any case,

we were

only children, and childish
and dislikes don't last."
"Sometimes they do, Violet. I detest him myself."
She shrugged her shoulders. "What
a wry face
But you'll accept, won't
you ?"
likes

!

ended, of course, in our going.
Malette really carried off the affair
well.
He was studiously courteous to
It

and referred to

Violet,

their juvenile

encounter in such a bantering way
that they both laughed. This he did
early in the evening, so that for the
rest of the time they were on good
terms;
and he kept her constantly
amused. Only once did he call me

This scene in the kitchen means that breakfast brings a luxury dish.
it means for the day
for its work or its study- a wealth of energy.
Nature gives to queen oats her most inviting flavor. She has made them
her premier vim-food. She has lavishly endowed them with rare elements we

—

And

—

need.

So the oat dish to-day,

as for ages, holds unique place

You know this. All folks know
And all folks value the effects.
But how often do housewives,

among

grain foods.

it.

to save a little time, start the

day on a

lesser food.

"Bunny."

"Bunny

!"

cried

John, that's you

!

my

wife.
"Why,
I'd quite forgotten

it."

"So had

I,"

I

said,

"He has been
it,

Mrs.

slyly.

Quaker Oats

protesting he dislikes

Renshaw," Malette put
is that, I wonder ?"

in

"Why

She

laughed.
"Well, perhaps he
hardly suitable now."
He did not repeat it but he knew
it had hurt.
When we had reached
the coffee stage, he said to me idly, "By
the way, Renshaw, who are you trustee
thinks

for ?"

it's

The Extra-Grade Vim-Food

"but Malette

hasn't."

—

oat-food of an extra grade.
It is flaked from queen oatsonly
just the big,
plump, luscious grains. We get but ten pounds
from a bushel.
is

—

The result is a matchle-is flavor.
are no insipid grains to affect it.

There

Large Round Package, 25c
Except
Peterborough, Ont.

That flavor has won the world.
lovers of every nation ssnd to us to get

Oat
it.

Every package which bears this brand
contains these extra oat flakes.
Yet it costs
no e.xtra price.
That is why it is worth your
while to ask for Quaker Oats.
Regular Package, 10c.

in

Far West.

The Quaker Qb\s (pmpany

Saskatoon, Sack.
(1406)
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\ iolet answered for ir.e.
"I-"or Mrs.
Boissf\ain, of all [leople.
You must
remcmijer her." Malette would, of
course
Boisscvain had been a familiar
figure in the town w' <-^'- "< went to

—

school.

"Then," he ret(jrlc<l, xoii tjught to
be able to put in a good word for me,
Rcnshaw. I saw in the Law Times
that Mr. Crandall was dead, and thev'll
want a solicitor and I want a job."
To say I was startled is putting it
mildly: but I saw my feeling of pre-

—

destinarion materializing.
made
I
"1 believe they've got
shift to .say.
someone lined up already."

"But you
"Ye es,

—

will ?"
I

Of

will."

course,

I

wouldn't, really.
Violet said, at parting, that she had
enjoyed the evening very much, and
asked him to pay us a return visit.
"Why did you say that ?" I asked,
going home.
"Well, I really did enjoy it. I think
he's quite interesting, and I
see more of him.
You'll do
asked, John ?"

Note the Doctor
See

How He

B&B

doesn't

Rolls of

irritate.

BAB Formaldehyde

milHons.

the usual strength.

article

many

lengths

— 10 cents up.

Fumiifators are

made

twice

This makes them double-sure.

Simply light the wick and close the doors. Use after
any contagious disease, or before occupying any

for instant use

B&B Absorbent Cotton.
B&B Bandages and Gauze.
B&B Adhesive Plaster.
B&B products, because they are made

strange house.

Be

as careful as your doctor.
things insist on

In these impxirtant
standards.

B&B

Get the
to
keep on hand, and because they are double-sure.
B&B Cotton and Gauze are twice sterilized, once
after being sealed. They are made under hospital
conditions to meet hospital requirements.
They are packed in protective packages, B&B
Arro Cotton is packed in germ-proof envelopes So
is
B&B Handy-r~old Gauze. None is unsealed till
you use it.
B&B Cotton also comes in Handy Packages You
cut off only what you want, leaving the rest untouched. These protections may be vital to you

Aid Book

First

10 Cents
We
til

offer this iKxik at iiiucli 1-sa thnn rust
h'tim- proK-.tlon.
It is writtin by

iiiti ill

famous

V. S.

doctor— remember First Aid

is

siirK<-'>i'.

Army

Kielii

now a Majur

llospiui.

my

You appear

dear, no."

so intensely."
'^
"Did you ever stop to reason why
going
to
add,'
I
paused.
I
was
and
"the fly hates the spider, "but substituted,

"Oh,

—

nothing

!

in

It tells

He said, at once, "Well, I've got
client
first !"
?"
Boissevain
"Mrs.

—my

to guess right off !"
W'ith a dull pain I said, "You

BAUER & BLACK,
Makers

mtSJCZ

-^'^-

Chicago and

of Surgical

New

etc.

York.

Dressings

{49815a)

I went up and saw her.
"You bet
She remembered mc, after a time, and
gave me the job. Sa\', what made you
say she had someone in view ?"
!

"I understood she had."

?"

pickings off that estate, isn't there
"I don't think the work Mrs. Boissevain will give you will keep you out of
your bed nights."

"One can always make w-ork, eh ?"
"You'll be coming to see me, I sup-

-n-Si

.•^ucz

THE roEAL fiOTEL OF BUFFALO,

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX
MODERN.

FIREPROOF.

A

unique Hotel of 2,50 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and service unexcelled by the leading hotels
of the larger cities.

European Plan— $1. SO per Day and Up
Special Weekly Rates
Take Elmwood Avenue car

North Street, or write for
Special Tazicab Arrangement.
May we send with our conipliments a "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls," also our
complete rates ?

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

were

"She hadn't. Renshaw," he said,
me, "I'm in luck— there's good

l^^o^ht"-"^

—

'^'^

my

"Smarty

leering at
Absorbent Cotton, Gauze, Bandages, Adhesive Plaster, Fumigators,

ask

Who'll

him back with pleasure !"
For two weeks afterwards I heard
nothing, till I met him on the street.

only first Aid.

DOUBLE-SURE PRODUCTS

him

to dislike

quick."

rliarye of
Just wliat
1'tdutn any emergency— ill wouri'ls or burns,
ill
tiemorrhiige or fiMntiiig. in rirowniii(r or
flectri*.' shorlt. or any tort of poiBoning.
It
.oiitainH i:;^ pages. SemA U8l0centsa«evi3fn«'e
of serious intent, ami we will mail it to you.
Aildress First Aid Dept. ii.
ii

sometime.

call the

is

It is

Any

quite frank,

?

—

made for surgery, but
rubber coated, and it
made of any substance can be mended with it. Hot water bottles,
lawn hose, tool handles, etc. Applied to flesh it
Adhesive Plaster

it has a thousand uses.
sticks to anything dry.

—

Always

"Why

Guards Against Germs

Note the doctor when he deals with
wounds. Note how he makes sure of sterile
dressings how he keeps them wrapped.
Little wounds which you treat at home
demand the same precautions. So does any
first aid.
A few infectious germs may breed
Keep on hand

"To be

want to
what he

C. A.

to

MINER, Manaiini

Director.

pose, pretty soon ?"

"There's no hurry that I can see."
"But you want, as her lawyer, to see
that everything is in order."
"Oh, she trusts you. Bun Renshaw
we all trust you." He went on,
assuring mc he'd take his time. So the
next week-end, I took Violet down ta
our old home, on the pretext of a holiday, and went round to see Mrs. Boisse-

—

—

vain.

After a great deal of indifferent disI asked her whether she liked

cussion,

Mr. Malette as a
Crandall.

solicitor after

Mr.
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She thought he was rather "nice,"
and said, "Has he been to see you
yet ?"

"Not about business."
"He came up a week or two ago"
"and asked me a lot of questions. But,
bless you, I told him ever>'thing was in

^/isUror to t/io

^^rnish

your hands, and it would sure to be all
right, and he said he was sure it would."
"Has he seen your late husband's
will ?"

"Yes
has

—he

asked to borrow

He

it.

T^HE

question of varnish is vital for the
home builder, as the
appearance of the interior depends more on the
finish on the woodwork than
on the furnishings.

it still."

He had then started because I had
once attached to that will a schedule
of the investments made, with the
certificate numbers, and Mrs. Boissevain, of course, did not know they had
been changed. The investments had
been good railways and industrials;
and on my return to town I went in person to one of the head-ofifices of the
companies, and asked whetlier Mrs.
Boissevain were still a shareholder.
The clerk turned up the ledger, and
replied in the negative.
Then he add;

It is also true that the use of a poor
or inappropriate varnish or enamel
will spoil the effect of an otherwise

handsome

mildly astonished, "Why, you're
the second man to-day asking that !"

ed,

which was what

I

had wanted to

ijuostionr

interior.

The label of Berry Brothers is the
mark of quality and a sure protection
against inferior Finishes. We make

find

out.

Then came the sudden dramatic
events of the last ten days of July; and
for a time I forgot Malette, as he doubtless forgot me, in the excitement that

varnish
specially adapted
or
for every architectural use.

enamel

seemed

to indicate a general conflict.
the day war was declared, I met
him again.
"Terrible, Bunny, isn't it ?" he cried.

On

—

"Yes. Er by the way,
never come up to run over

"Coming

soon.

and he was

—

But the

you've

fact

is

—

everyone, to get
the special edition then latest.
The stock exchange, as you know,
closed down etitirely.
I
was pretty
off,

like

hard

hit, like the rest of them, and my
"safe chances" were almost as bad as
their hit-or-miss speculations.
As for
Persian oils, whatever value they had

ever had was swallowed up in the universal cataclysm.

But presently tilings began to readjust themselves to an extent, and
the social what-nots revived from the
shock they had suffered. I did not
see Malette for so long that I began
to lull myself into a sense of security;
but Violet got him to pay his promised
return visit two hights ago.
Nothing
much happened— our talk was all of
the war and of Kitchener's call for re-

—

cruits
but as he was going, he said,
quietly, "Well, I've delved into the old
lady's affairs. Bunny."

"That so ?
"No. But
or two things

you

said ?"

address.

you
I
^^

'I'll

?"

Very complicated
I'd like to talk

over one

—can you come round as
He gave me

his business

"To-morrow at cle\en

never moved a muscle as

come."

?"

I

suit
said,

TUXEBERWWmiEENAMER
J—
White Stays nhiie.
»

^Whitest

This produces that rich, permanent, snow-white finish that is so much
desired but not always seen.
Either gloss or dull effects. Sanitary,
durable, washable. Color can be modified to shades of ivory and gray
when desired.

TiauroGRANlTE^FLOORS
Varnish
J.^

Lasting Waterproof

Makes a smooth,

satiny finish that is mar proof and easily kept in
perfect condition with a floor mop.
Also adapted for all interior work,
where great durability is desired.
Write our Architectural department for interesting literature on wood finishing for the

home

builder.

RERRY BROTHERC
^World's Lat^est\^rnish Makers V-^
liSTABLISHEI) 1858

WALKERVILLE

-

ONTARIO

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
Offers a cordial

welcome and courteous service to all.

RATES
Rooms with Running Water
.
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

...

$1.50 per day
$2.00 per day

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 per dav
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The following morning found me
outside the block wherein he rented an
office.
I pushed the swing door
then
I turned tail and ran
Ran up a side
street, and jumped helter-skelter into
a cab, and spent the whole day in the
country, returning home at night at
seven
The telephone rang soon after I got

—

—

,„»m«»i"»»"'"""

!

!

in.

"Hello, Bunny
didn't come

"You

!"

his

said

voice.

!"

"Come where ?"
"You were coming

to see nie, you
remember, about
!'
"Oh, yes
But you said to-morrow
"Did I ? I thought I said to-day.
But can you make it to-morrow ?"

—

!

The Land

of Fishing Thrills

A Sportsman's Paradise where the

cool waters of

"Eleven o'clock ?
Don't forget,
you you " and he rang off without
saying "coward."
I had to go the next day.
I managed
it somehow, and found myself in the
single room he rented.
His was clearly
no flourishing business, ail the room
contained was a table, two chairs and
a safe. "Hired," he said, noticing my

bass
Give the salmon and speckled trout and gamy black
makmg
fighting qualities to delight the most ardent angler,

ALGONQUIN PARK,
riads of waterways, with ideal

2000

(Ontario)

It offers

—

Above the Sea

Feet

rr arXrXt°"p\^/ s''tSn:''2r'°i;^

—

—

canoe trips through my- '
~ -=
camping grounds among forests of pmes and balsams

A Vacation Territory to Dream About.

?"

"When

Wild, Unspoiled Lakes and Rivers

*tS^^

appUcation
Handsomely iUustrated advertising matter and full information suppUed free on
Montreal.
Station,
Bonaventure
Quinlan,
or
Toronto,
UnionlStation,
J.
C. E. Homing,

to

glance.

"Well ?" I demanded.
put on his eyeglasses. "Mrs.
Boissevain leaves the handling of her

He

money

entirely to you.

Bunny, doesn't

she ?"
"I wish, Malette, you'd not call

me

Bunny."

"Funny how you hate

CANADIAN NORTHERN
ALL THE WAY

list

your writing."
"Yes, of course."

He rose, went to the safe, and brought
out a bundle of papers. "Here is the
list.
Very good investments, too, Bu
Renshaw, quite an oldfashioned conservative investment, in fact none of
your modern wild-cat ventures, eh ?"
"Safe chances, my dear fellow."

Western Canada

10.45

—

the will or rather, from the
of investments attached to it, in

"From

—

Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

—

?"

"How

Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

and The

"Yes as she told you."
"Told me Mrs. Boissevain told me?'
"I mean, you probably
I bit my lip.

But, as it happens, I didn't ask
her that." He spoke the lie glibly.
"I discovered it myself."

and Edmonton.

And

But does

"Lawyers have to ask blunt ques-

Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

in

!

tions.

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER

important points

—

it

asked her."

Between

all

she ?"

P.M.

"Safe, even in

—

war

time.

No change

in the list since ?"

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

"\\1iy

—er— no."

settle, I believe, twice a
year with her ?"
"Yes. We adopted that method to
make it easier. Dividend payments

"And you

All

Modern Equipment.
Reliable Express Service.

Through

tickets to all points

Agent, or write

to

and

are coming in all the time, and instead
of troubling her with frequent payberth reservations from Local

King
Winnipeg, Man.

General Passenger Department, 68

Street, E., Toronto, Ont., or

Union

Station,

ments I pay them in a lump sum."
"She knows how much to expect,

I

gather ?"
"Yes."
"No other check on the investments?"
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"No."
"I really must congratulate you
you're a model trustee
No unsafe
stock remittances to client with the

—

!

regularity

of

clockwork

— Halves,

Bunny !"
"What

!"
I almost jumped.
"Halves in what you make over and
above what you pay her !"

"How dare you !"
He grinned. "Just

a

—

"Persian
"I

was

oils ?

Why

joke,

little

Renshaw. Now, as an expert,
what you think of Persian oils

me

tell

?"

?"

some yesterday,

at a
Everything's low now,
naturally, but I want to know what
value they have to hang on to for a considerable time."

low

offered

price.

"How much were you offered ?" I
stammered.
Malette had risen, and was replacing
the will and the schedule in the safe.
"Two hundred thousand pounds
worth," he said purringly.
His back was towards me, and he
was stooping. With a gentle push I
could have knocked his head against
the safe could have perhaps killed
him, though that was unnecessary all
I needed was to have smashed him unconscious (I'm a bigger man than he,
anyway) and to have taken that list.
It was the only thing that incriminated
me and it would never be missed. It

—

—

A

About Puffed Wheat

—

was quite

superflous, really.

think something of the same idea
occurred to him, because he looked at
me over his shoulder. "Are Persian
oils any good ?" he repeated mockingly,
and all my courage went out of me.
"No !" I snapped. "No !"
"Shan't touch them, then, if you say
not.
Won't detain you any more, old
man. Stay!" He scribbled on a piece
of paper.
"No, on second thoughts
I'll post it to you."
I

'Tost what ?"

"Never mind."

Twilight Story

When you serve a supper dish of Pufifed Wheat in milk, make this
your story sometime. It is like a fairy tale.
Each bubble of wheat is a kernel, pufTed to eight times normal size.
All Its thm, airy flakiness is due to steam explosions.
And each has
been shot from guns.

100 Million Explosions
Each kernel of wheat contains, as it grows, more than 100 million
food cells. Each food cell is hard and hollow. A trifle of moisture is in
it.
Each must be broken to digest.
Other cooking methods break part of those food cells, but never more
than half. So Prof. Anderson, a famous food expert, sought a way to
break them all.
Pufifed Grains are made by his process.
The grains are sealed in

him, grinning owlishly.
only seven or eight hours since
I saw him, and his message came by the
last post.
Violet has gone out.
I told
her at dinner I must probably run across
to New York again, to close up a deal,

The guns are revolved for sixty minutes in 550 degrees of
Thus the bit of moisture in each food cell is changed to steam.
Then the guns are shot. Each food cell explodes. And the grains
come out pufifed to bubbles, as you see.
This makes the whole grains wholly digestible. Every atom of every
element is food. That's why countless mothers, every morn and night,

and might have to leave immediately
intending, of course, to make it my dis-

serve these grains to children.

So

I

left

.

.

.

It is

—

huge guns.

heat.

appearance. She made a little demur,
but didn't ask many questions It has

Puffed Wheat T'' 12c
Puffed Rice
West
15c

—

happened

before.

When

the postman's knock sounded,
I went downstairs and got the letter.
It was a half-sheet of notepapcr, with
only these words: "Halves, you sneak."
So Malette really is a blackmailer
I
ought to have expected it.
Mrs. Boi-ssevain will be expecting
another dividend payment in a few
days, and I cannot pay it. The panic
of early August broke me.
Thank
God Violet has her own settlement
That idea of America is too crude. I
!

.

.

.

!

You

Voj call them food csnfeitioa-;. With suRar
fruit thev sum Iilc3 breakfast Ijonbons.
Boys eat them like
peanuts when at play. Girls use them In candy-making.
But they are, above all, perfect grain foods. In no other form have cereal foods
ever been so fitted to feed.
The better you know them the more you will serve them. Keep both on hand.
find these fascinstin? dainties.

and cream or mixed with

T^e Quaker Q^lIs 6>mpany
Sole

Peterborough, Ont.

Makers
(1407)

Saskatoon, Sask
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can

iiiiiiMmniiiiiiiii

^iimiiiiiiiiiiii

still carry out the fiction, to keep
Violet in ignorance —but as for going
there
The wireless ended all that
kind of thing.
I should Ije traced, and
the extradition laws are so easily set in
motion these days. There's an alternative
But I can't I can't
I tried, but
the revolver slipped from my fingers.
I haven't the courage
I'm too much of
a coward to pull the trigger. The sight
of it fills me with loathing
and I want
to live, to live
Is there
there must

—

dxjTd^cf

!

—

!

—

—

—
— some other way out
There —one.
stares at me from
!

AIR

Mim

IS

CHEAP-

USE PLENTY OF

•"iii«:i«af

be

IT

newspaper headlines, from the advertisements on the street.
"YOUR

Nothing is as essential to tlic life of
your tires as air.
New air is cheajjer than new tires.
Give your tires all the air they

'-J UJfi)

KING AND
YOU !"

KNOW

it

COUNTRY NEED

A good rally cry, they say, even in
these days of scientific warfare, is half
the battle.
I am physically a very fit
man I am within the prescribed age.
And yet the modern battlefield
death, ghastlier than ever because invisible
the horrors of the hospital
ward the sight and stench of maimed

need.
The only way to
whether
or nqt your tires have enough air is to

measure

?

It

is

with a

—

Schrader Universal
Tire Pressure Gauge
If you have been riding on haphazard
pressure,
you
have been
spending a great deal more money
for tires than you need have spent.

—

—
—

Price $1.25.

and dying men.
But it is the easy way
.

For sale by Tire Manufacturers,
Jobbers, Dealers. Garages or

A.

SCHRADER'S SON.

Inc.

HAYTER STREET,
TORONTO, ONT.

Grand
at

products

Prize

and

were awarded a
two Gold Medals

Panama-Pacific
"There is a Reason."
the

.

—easier than

putting a bullet into one's head, because that needs initiative, whereas an
enemy's bullet is a force we are not
responsible for and cannot argue with.
I have been told more than once that
no person can achieve a completer disappearance than by enlisting under an

20-22

Schrader

.

Exposition.

alias.

" Dulce
el
decorum est propatria
mori" and the irony of it is that he
who is now preparing to make the
supreme sacrifice for his country is the
life-long coward.

Manufactured by

A.Schrader's Son, Inc.
NEW YORK:

—

Toronto" ont!
CHICAGO:

LONDON:

1200 Michigan Avenue
Dorset PUce
785-735 Atlantic Avenue
Highest Award Panama-Pacific Exposition
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—
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SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
is allowed on all deposits of 41.00 and
Small accounts are welcomed. Accounts may be opened in
the names of two or more persons, withdrawals to be made by any one

Interest at the current rate

upwards.

of the number.

Accounts can be opened and operated by mail as easily as by a

is

all,"

ber 12th
is quite short."

and

" 'This

He resumed:

my P. S.

I should have let
the story stand as it was, but have kept
it with me till now.
" 'They have licked us into passable
shape in record time. As I thought,
One is
the army is complete oblivion.
a number on the books, and a man less
importantly; if anything hapfx^ns, they
look up his number first, and trace back

to his

Superintendent of Central Western Branches

personal visit to the bank.

voice
he said; "now
He picked up the dirty
"It is dated Decemnearly three months later

ceased.
"That
for the other."
pencilled sheet.

THE

monotonous

lawyer's

is

name from

that.

Yet

I

am

ver\'

much

surprised that Malette has not
apparently started a row. I hav'e followed the newspapers very carefully-,
but the robber>' of the Boissevain estate
has never yet been recorded. It was
sensational enough, surely ?
" 'Yesterday one regiment went off
a Scotch regiment, and their band
played 'Will ye no' come back again' as
they went. They marched away, singing, care-free, they knew not where,

nor for how long. Word has gone
round that we leave to-morrow, so this
Continued on page 382.
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Two
"Made

Canada" Lowers Goodyear Quality Lowers

in

Goodyear Tires cost you

made

less

because they

Canada— they

in

are not imported.
Therefore when you are offered imported tires
at the same, or higher prices than Goodyears
do not assume that they are of the same or
higher quality.
For in the United States where these tires are
factured, most of them sell for less than

manu-'
Goodyears

iNowhereis the most important pomt—though

tues

these

for less than Goodyears in the United States,
Goodyears are the biggest selling tire in the
States.
If

sell

Goodyear Tires give greater value where they
are

higher

m

price,

how much

Canada where they
There

greater is the value here in
are lower in price ?

an actual cash saving of considerable import
because Goodyears are made in Canada.
Compare
is

the prices given here.

Were Goodyears
in

NOT made

Canada, they would cost

you—

30x33

But Goodyears ARE made in
Canada, so they cost you

only-

Size

Plain
2

34x4

All-Weather

-$19.02 $22.23

32x3H-

36 X 43 <;

-

37x5

-

21.87
31.92
44.96
52.44

You

Savings for

the Price of Goodyear Tires
are
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25.58
37.34
52.65
65.55

Size

30 X

33'2 -

32x33234x4 36x43237x5 -

Plain

All-Weather

$15.00 $18.00
18.95 22.75
28.10 33.80
39.35 47.20
45.45 54.50

the Cost per Mile
If all tires gave equal mileage and service,
Goodyears would still have the advantage of
most imported tires by being lower in price.
But Goodyear value does not stop at price

—

rather it does not begin at price. Long mileage is the first aim of Goodyear factories.
Excess mileage is the aim of Goodyear Service
Stations. We believe that there is not another
tire manufactured to-day that will give so low
a cost-per-mile as Goodyear.
Goodyears are now giving extraordinary mileage in
Canada. You can make your decreased tire-cost-permile offset your increased gasoline-cost-per-mile.

Some Goodyear Mileages
Bentley— P.

E. Thorpe, lt,()00.
Pearson, over 10,000.
Camrose

J.

B.

Younge,

Champion— F. Smith, 15,000. Edmonton— G. W. Massie, 9,400. Edmonton— J. ].
McLaughlin Co., 11,000. Lethbridge— Dr. P. M.
9,000.

—

Fredericton T. H.
Campbell, over 10,000.
Crockett, 10,000. Fredericton—A. B. Bray, 13,100. Sydney— C. R. Lorway, 12,000.
Morris—
T. Drought, 10,800. Winnipeg— J. A. Matthews,
New Westminster— R. M. Bradshaw,
18,000.
1.5,(542.
Vancouver Terminal City Motor Co.,
10,500. Regina^J.F. Bole, 9,900. Windthorst—
Dr. T. H. Argue, 9,.500.
I<'ort Coulogne— Coulogne Hardware, 8,000, 11,000. Fairbank— J. J.
Hamilton— A. Addison, 9,000.
Little, 20,000.
Ottawa—f.. B. McKay, 10,790. Toronto— R.

—

Bigley, 9,612.

OOD/PYEAR
CANADA
NADE%f

Calgary— H.

— H.

Milk River— W. Smith, 30,000.
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The White Feather
Continued

froni'iiage 378.

P. S. will probably be the last of me.
regimental number is 658, and
alias is I'rivate Jones, of the City of
London Light Infantry.' "

My

my

"The disappearance of Mr. Malette
has complicated the case, I know," said
Mrs. Renshaw."
"You knew, of course, that your
husband did not go to New York ?"
"I suspected it.
He went off very
liurriedly— he never wrote me, and
that was not like him."
"Do you know anything about Mrs.
Roissevain's

—er—

"Except that she

is

She

ruined."

The lawyer suddenly

smiled wanly.
started.

"Jones— City
fantry

My

!

And he

London Light

of

God

In-

!"

fetched a copy of that mornand laid it before her.

ing's paper,

Night in the trenches. Comparative
calm lay over the land; there were
thousands of watchful eyes peering
through the darkness, both in these
trenches and in those others, scarcely
half a mile distant;

but the artillery
hushed. Two soldiers, leaning
luxuriously against the wet walls after
a soul-sickening weary day, were conversing in low voices.
Cockneys, they
were, both of them.

was

"An' so," said one, " 'e's to be recermended for the V. C?" The other

"Funny

nodded.
twisted

thing

'ow

we got

up with the City of Londons."

"Somebody bungled,"
plied, unconsciously

the other, re-

quoting history.

"Some

blokes get all the luck
/
'ere for e\er an' never get a
charnce like that !"
" 'E wouldn't 'ave done it, only—"
"Yes, I saw too. That Trench jes'
lay there, shriekin' to 'im."
"An' 'e didn't want ter do it not
'im
jes' stood
there shakin' with
!

might stay

—

—
funk
!

Awful sight, 'e was !"
"Did yer 'ear what that there Trench
!

said ?"

I^Did

you

?"

— —

"Yes.
'E said, 'Bunnj- you you
coward. Gawd blarst yer Bunny, an'
send yer yeller soul to damnation if yer
runs away now an' leaves me !' Then
Jones 'esitated, an' then 'e went an'

—

away."
Another nod;
and a

carried 'im

Then

silence

fell.

the first man said, "'E was jes'o
as scared as Jones, or Bunny, or whatever his name was. Green wi' fright
'isself
jes' sqwawked it out."
Another long silence; and the winter
stars winked down at them, and a cold
wind whistled over their heads. At
length the second man remarked idly,
as he clutched his collar closer:
"'Ell
of a gyme, war
'd give anyone the
blarsted pip !"

—

—

—
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The Reeve

of Silver Island

Continued from page 339.

—

into a chair -"Yes," he cried, hysterically
"I am Frank Law, a common

—

murderer

and

thief

—

Bill

innocent." Then frenzidly,
"
you going to do about it?

Wurst

is

"What

are

Pandemonium broke out in the hall,
during which ex-Reeve Simpson got to
his feet.
Bill Wurst, dazed, clutched
nervously at a chair for support.
"What are you going to do about
it? "
It was the appeal of a man
who had lost all hope; the appeal of a
man who looked into the abyss and
knew nothing could save him.
The tears flooded Bill Wurst's eyes.
He wanted to take Frank Law's hand
and lead liim away away from those
who would punish him for his wrongdoing
Then they all began to talk at once.
Thej' asked Bill Wurst to forgive them
they wrung his hands to which he
quietly submitted.
Ex-Reeve Simpson, who had been
trying to preserve order, finally suc-

—

—

ceeded.
said, apologetically. "Let
matter with the Reeve of
Silver Island. What he says or does in
regard to Frank Law goes with us.
What do you say? "
They answered with a cheer.
Then Bill Wurst, spoke
"Friends more than friends I'm
unequal to the occasion.
You have

"Boys," he

us leave

tliis

—

—

made me

In
a happy man to-night.
the days that were dark, I knew that
you would have stood by me had you
known that I was innocent. I forgive
with all my heart any injury done to
me or mine by Frank Law. Will you
take him by the hand and tell him the
same thing? "
There was an awkward pause, and
tlien cheering they scrambled over the

f=

seats.

Canada's Immigration
Policy After the War
Continued from page 336.
settlers

homes

who

will

make

their

permanent

therein.

There is another phase to the immigration question, which has been revealed by this war. And that concerns,
more especially, the manufacturing
interests of
significance,

Canada.

To

realize

its

however, let us take a
note from Adam Smith's "Wealth of
Nations"
"The most opulent nations, indeed, generally

excel all their neighbours in agriculture as well
as in manufacture, but they are more commonly
distinguished by their superiority in the latter

than

in the former."

As regards

the manufacturing interests of Canada, the war has probably

'Toasted Corn Flakes bid fair to become as popular as thev
deserve."— Dr. Alexander Bryce, D. P. H. (Camb.)
Author of the Laws of Life and Health and Dietetics, etc.

richly

reason why Kellogg's Toasted Corn Flakes
THEappear
regularly on the breakfast and

luncheon tables of thousands of Canadian
is chiefly because they combine all the
qualities of a highly nourishing and palatable food

homes

without

making any

special

demand upon

the

digestion.

10c

a package

i0(f^^CORNFLAKES
TOASTED

The only product made

in

Canada by

THE BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE COMPANY, LIMITED
London,
* *

.

-

^---

Ontario
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revolutionized things to a great extent.
Industries, which are at present turning

out munitions of war and employing
both the skilled and the unskilled, will
have to utilize their machinery in supplying domestic wants and in creating
a healthy international trade.

T"HERF2

will undoubtedly be some
thousamls of men emigrating to
Canada at the end of the war, to whom

the claims of agriculture will have little
or no attraction, and who will naturally
find their ways into the various industries.
Therefore, the question of emigration, must, perforce, embotjy both
the agricultural and industrial interests
of Canada. And the conditions under
which men will exist in both industries
must be the first care of the Dominion.
are all familiar with the agricultural emigrant, but even though no
precedent has yet been established, the

We

industrial

— manufacturing — emigrant

claims our attention, and a wise emigration policy will not ignore his wellbeing.

Canada, undoubtedly,

is

destined to

become a great manufacturing country, for her vast natural resources could
not indicate otherwise.
Whether she
will take a mighty bound forward in
that line is a question yet to be solved
bj' the enterprise of her people. However, where the sentiment in England
is for greater co-operation with
the
other parts of'the Empire, in supplying mutual needs, no effort should be

too great to foster the international
trade of Canada.
In fact, the economic policy of Germany, in the past, leaves Canada no
choice but to use the same degree of
organization in the matter of advertising^and pushing their wares.

The" following extract from an edithe London Daily Mirror of

torial in

April 4th, last, best expresses the sentiment of the British people, where the
colonies are concerned:

New COAL
BURNS
94/4

Al R

ELECTRIC
IfUTI BEATS
LILlUn
OIL
LIGHT
OR GASOLINE
10 Days FREE— Send No Money
We

don't ask you to pay us a cent until you have
used this wonderful modem white light in your own home ten days,
then you may return it at our expense if not perfectly satisfied.
You can't possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it makes
an ordinary oil lamp look like a candle: beats electric, gasoline or acetylene. Lights and is put out like old oil lamp.
Teats by Government
and M leading Universities show that it

Bums 70

common

Hours on One Gallon

coal oil (kerosene), no odor, smoke or noise, simple, clean, won't
Threo million people already enjoying this powerful, white,
steady light, nearest to sunlight.
Gold Medal at Panama Exposition.
Greatest invention of the age. Guaranteed,
$100O Reward will be given to the person who shows as an oil lamp equal
to the new Aladdin in every way (details of offer given in our circular).
want one user in each locality to whom we can refer customcrs. To that person wo have a special introductory offer to maki', Y|««||«»
I
under which one lamp is given free. Write quick for our 10-Day
Absolutely Free Trial Proposition and learn how to get one fret

explode.

S*

•

t < (

LtMUs

Won

We

UUTS

CDCC

^CmmTiiimrny

MAN7 LE LAMP COMPANY,

6C0 Aladdin

Building.

MONTREAL

Lar««at Codi Oil (KeroMfltl Mantle Lamp Houa* In the World
I''^'? '^'*l*'=''. '' *"^^Ko previons experience neceBoary. Practically every farm
With Ril?b Make
home^'^'.^^''"f.^
ind email town home w.llbuv after trjine. One laimcr «bi) had never »<.ld anylhina in bla
" i?"*"
,.
».i»». J.V./.«n
">''' ^i 1*« /ir,t tnen *«„».•
'
(hristc;,»en«ayB: "Hams ne.-r aeen nn
$100 to
»i»v
IV »»vu
ci I.IU.
Mo. arIKU
S300 1Per
''''Y'^i''.^']^''
tkat •,U» »o tasxh, •
Nom'mt saya: "Kvrrecntaf liommvinUdbmiiht." Phillipasaya:
l^eiy customer becovies a frievd a^id booster." Kemertirir fays: 'A'o .rteu-erj, (a/* neceasarv. &tlaitaetf." Thousandswho
re coinlnir money endorse the Aladdin just as sironffly. NO MONEY PEQUIREO.
We
furnish stock to reliable men to net started. Ask
nur diatrmutor a plan, and learn how to aecnre an appointment and make bitr money in unoccupied territory. State occupation. aRC,
if
whether
you have ng or auto; whether can work er-Te time .r s'cady; wiien can start; townships moat convenient foe you to work.

Men

'

"These men bring a fresh breeze, a keener
It is a relief to turn to them, to

atmosphere.

know

that they are here, without recriminawithout broodings over the past, but
eager to help us and make our world-scattered
peoples one. Our public has enthusiastically
responded to their call.
After this war, we
shall need this new blood, this fresh thought, and
Canada's life-blood and
this vigour in action.
Australia's dead have bound their leaders to
us.
We take their hands gratefully and insist
that they be called upon to counsel our work
of reconstruction."
tions,

So that the trade expansion anti fuller
development of the component parts of
the Empire rest, more especiall}', with
their indi\idual

"immigration

enterprise.

And, as

sheet-anchor of
Canadian development and prosperity"
it should receive the support of all those
who are engaged in "the task of consolidating our Imperial resources."
is

the
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Never Before
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Such Big Cars For so
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six
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th-j
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Catalogue on request.

WiUys-Overland. Limited.

such a car.
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Eluding an Earl
Continued ffom page 370.

Th.

—

Wonder
Lamp
is

"I say, old man"-- -Portchester spoke
with deliberation
"I
don't care
whether she's a parlor maid or a
manicure, or a wife or a widow. She's
the finest woman in this room, and
they're fright- ened and alone.
I'm
going to speak to them."
"Miss Brown"
his lordship's heels
came together with a military click
"I did not expect
I
am delighted,
don't you know. May I escort you
to a seat ?"

the latest and handiest ever

placed on the market.

It

produces a clear, bright,
white light of five hundred
candle power for less than
one-third of a cent per hour.

=f^

You can

install this yourself,

or anyone in the

do

home can

it.

child

can operate

it.

Absolutely safe and odorless.
Lights withamatch. Very convenient.

Local Agents Wanted

Everywhere.

now and get an independent plant at once.

Drawer
IJI

Merrickville,

D
Ontario

i==ir===it

i[J]

from a buildinp and received wliat
the tloctor called a very

bad Bj^rained ankle, and
tuUl me 1 must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
Kot MINARD'S LINIMHNT and in six days I

was out to work ngnin.
I think it the best l.initnent wade,"

they would have crowded him out
they could. But Edith carmined,
hesitated, and threw an appealing glance
at her tall friend.
"Oh, Polly !" she whispered.
But when the Earl of Portchester
stood high and looked her straight in
the face with eyes in which recklessness,
courage, and tenderness battled for the
mastery, then she knew what he had
done and what it meant to him. She
put her hand upon the Englishman's
arms, and with a look of command to
her friend, bowed assent.
"Where shall I take you ?" Lord
Darnell asked gently.
see

Minard*s Liniment
always eives satis-

to her.
"Edith," she purred in return, "is a
perfect witch.
I don't see how Polly
Fairchild countenanced her. And the
Earl of Portchester ?"

"Hush

!

He

thinks

maid."
"Edith Slagmore

her

a

parlor

—a

maid
?
DeMrs.
Bradley-Townsend
"Why not keep it up a little

parlor
richest heiress in Pittsburg

licious !"

or pain.

It

8:ive§ instant relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

N.S.

AEGER
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BOYS and GIRLS
To be

clothed correctly
of vital importance to
our children. Pure Wool-

is
>

wear prevents

chills

and

foundations

the

lays

Health.

of

Clothe your

Bqys and Girls with
Jaeger throught.

Combinations, vest s,
pants and drawers, knitted suits, sweaters, caps,
gloves, stockings, etc., etc.

!

chuckled.
longer ?"
"It would serve her right," laughed

"She almost fooled me."
The three stood before the two the
girls a little defiant, with heads high;
the earl as stiff as a ramrod, and as uncompromising.
"Oh, Polly, I'm so glad you've come
at last
It was nice of you to bring
your maid. Stand behind my chair,
Brown."
Mrs. Bradley-Townsend threw into

—

command

For any

faction.

ache

Mr.

Townsend and whispered

the

Maclaren Light Co.

fell

Laundry, Edmonton. writes:—

if

!

Write

"1

Iv.

set,

Bobby.

Fully guaranteed

Made

Best Liniment
Mr. A.

started to the doorway
stopped as the club's guest bent low
before the most bewitching girl in the
room. If it had been one of their own

The

A

and

sprains.

Men who had

Litchfield talking
to that fat lady ? Take us to him."
Edith could not help it. The earl
paled, and strode on.
After his formal bow-, Bobby sank
into the seat beside Mrs. Bradley-

well as the best of city homes.

old rcliLiblc remedy lor iheu-

niatistu, neuralgia, sore throat

—

"Do you

Get this lamp now and
have your home lighted as

The

—

her iciest, haughtiest
tone.
Edith was stunned, and then
the full purport of the joke struck her
in the face.
She had sown, and here
was the reaping.
"Allow me to present my old friend,
the Earl of Portchester, Mrs. Townsend." Bobby had slipped beside the

A

fully illustrated cata-

logue

Health

and

Dr. Jaeger's
Culture will be
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Dr. JAEGER ^'"tl^lir""'
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stately blonde as he
duction.

his intro-

'

"And may I stand behind your chair
with Miss Brown ?" asked the earl.
Without waiting for reply, he took a
step backward, ranging himself beside
the girl, in whom humiliation and pride
battled with her strong sense of humor.
Mrs. Bradley-Townsend was momentarily disconcerted.
To her an earl
could commit no social faux pas. The
solemn Englishman did not notice her
twinkle as she bowed a cold assent.

"You know Mr.

Litchfield, Polly,"

was

the way in which she masked the discomfiture that her joke on Edith Slagmore was not as successful as she had
hoped.
But Bobby looked shamelessly into

"How you

Polly's eyes.

have grown

!"

"You used to be an awfully
pretty girl." The goddess bit her lip.
"And I was terribly fond of you when

he

said.

you were a

me

Don't you remember

kid.

?"

But within the cuirassed breast of the
son of England's bravest a heart was
beating madly. He could not stand
forever like a statue of a footman beside a maid.
He cast a furtive look at
the face below him.
It burned pink.
"Miss Brown," he whispered.
"I am not Miss Brown," she said
distinctly,

"Eh
ship.

?

say"

I

—exclaimed

"Is that a bally

Not Miss Brown
you ?"

I

?

his lord-

American joke

who

say,

?

are

Stand in front of me,"
"Edith
Mrs. Bradley-Townsend commanded.
"This, my lord"
she pointed with
her fan at the beautiful girl "is a very
naughty masquerader, who loves to
fool and mystify and wear maids' caps
and cook in the kitchen. She is a very
dear friend of my daughter, and is visitHer name,
ing us with Polly Fairchild.
my lord, is Edith Brown Slagmore, and
I hope that you will never forgive her.'.'
"Oh, I say, Miss Slagmore, if I am
His eyes burned
never to forgive you"
upon the belle of Pittsburg. "May I
offer you an ice and a glass of champagne ? It's doocid hot, don't yer
know."
The hand upon his arm trembled a
little, but did not lose its weight. There
was a discreet cough from the darkness
!

—

—

THE
Waltham

habit of promptness grows on a man who carries a
Watch.
The accuracy that is part of
Waltham soon becomes part of the man. In business or
in social Ufe, wherever accuracy is admired, there you will
For Walthams time the movements of
find the Waltham.
most peop'e throughout the world. You will appreciate having your
watch possess Waltham accuracy and the Waltham name on the dial.
Your Jeweller will gladly show you any of the Waltham Watches or fit
Shall we send you the
a Waltham movement to your present case.

—

new booklet

WALTHAM WATCH COMPAMT. MONTREAL
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ahead.
"I say, Bobby, old man," called Portchester, "is that you ?"

"Good

night,"

"run away.

I'll

Bobby;
the morn-

answered
see

you

in

ing."

"Oh, I say," expostulated the bewildered Englishman. Then a hand
tightened upon his arm. A light illumined his mind. He quickly turned
by the right flank, and with a sigh of
happiness the couple were lost in the
darkness somewhere near the eighteenth
flag.
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FIFTY HP. Seven Passenger SIX
$1450

—foremost

in.

the front rank of Canada's light

sixes.

That is invariably the verdict of the discriminating
motor car enthusiast who has had an opportunity to
compare the values in the series 7 Studebaker six
1

at $1450 with those offered in other cars of like
power and capacity.

The low relation of weight to size in this 'Made in
Canada" six furnishes more than sufficient reason
why it should be given preference over many other
even granting that other features were equal.
This means not only riding ease and comfort but
absolute certainty as to a minimum of yearly maintenance expense and small depreciation.
cars,
Four Cylinder Models
Touring Car,
$1225
1200
1500

Roadster, 3-passen£er
Landau-Roadster, 3-pass.

Six Cylinder Models
Touring Car, 7*passen£er
Roadster, 3-passen£er -

Landan-Roadster
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1450
1425
1700

Proof of the car's superiority is present in its every
turn and response on the open road. Hills, rough
roads,
is

the

mud and paved avenues— its
same— smooth,

baker and

silent, sure.

performance
Ride in a Stude-

see.

STUDEBAKER
WALKERVILLE ONT.
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